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APPENDIX A 

ISSUES, CONCERNS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

INTRODUCTION 

This appendix discusses: 1) the process used to identify the public issues, management concerns, and 
resource opportunitres (ICOs), 2) the selected ICOs addressed in the Draft Enviiwmwmtal Impact 
Statement (DEIS) and carried forwmd mto the Final Envnonmentzd Impact Statement (FEIS), 3) the 
Forest’s potential capability to respond to each ICO, and 4) consultation with other agencies, groups, 
and mdivlduals 

Land and resoume management planning, or forest planning, must be conducted on the basis of ICOs 
Consequently, the identification of ICOs (often collectively referred to as mwes) represent a key element 
in the process 

A pubIic issue ls any subject of wrdespmad public interest relating to the management of Forest resources. 
A management concern, identified by the Forest itself, ls an issue, problem, or condition that can 
potentially limit the way the Forest manages it’s resources. A resource opportunity is a proposal 
that ie considemd m developmg alternative activities, pm~ects, or programs where an option exists to 
mvest profitably to improve or maintain a present condition 

The purpom of identifying ICOs IS to determme the different preferences of individuals or groups for 
the goods, services, and environmental conditums that can be provided by the Forest 

Appendix A reviews the development of ICOs up to the time the DEIS was n&ased (October, 1986) 
Any changes to aspects of certain ICOs as a result of the pubhc response to the DEIS, Congressuxml 
Acts or other reasons are discussed m Chapter I of the FEIS The section “Consultations with Others” 
has been updated to include consultations smce the DEIS was released. 

ISSUES, CONCERNS AND OPPORTUNITIES IDENTIFICATION 
PROCESS 

In September 1979, the Forest Interdisciplinary Team CDT) compiled a set of prelimmary ICOs from 
public input on previous planning efforts and from Forest employees. 

These pmlimmary ICOs were then presented to the Forest Supervisor, District Rangem and Forest 
Staff for comment in January 1980. The IDT incorporated the comments and sent a revised set to 
individuals, agencies, adjacent landowners, and organizations for comment in April 1980 About 200 
replies were recewzd from the 3,000 inquiries that were sent out. 

The IDT analyzed and assessed the comments and developed a revised set of preliminary ICOs 
ModXmations made as a result of public comment included rewording to either clarify the intent or 
encompass expressed concerns Some related issues to which the responses were similar were combmed 
Several concerns were added to the list to assure that certain regulations pertaining to the National 
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IDENTIFICATION PROCESS 

Forest Management Act, 1976, would be addressed in the planning process. The analyeis of this public 
response is OI.I file in the planning p- records at the Supervisor’s Of&e, Corvallis, Oregon 

In June 1980, the IDT presented the ICOs to the Forest Supervisor for review. In August 1980, the 
Forest Supervisor presented the recommended list of ICOs to the Regional Forester for hi approval. 
This review resulted in some minor mtifications to the list of ICOs whxh included more emphasis on 
economic eff+ziency, anadmmoos f=h habitat, and energy resource management. 

In September 1980, the public was informed that the analysis of their responses to the preliminary 
ICOs was available upon request and what modifications were made to the ICOs 

Aspartofthep- to identify ICOs to be considered in the planning p-, the IDT used the 
following criteria: 

0 Is consideration of the issue required by existing laws and -guMions? If consideration was required, 
scoping w&9 initiated. If It wan not quned, the next steps were taken. 

l Is the issue within the jurisdiction of the Forest Service to resolve? If the issue was not, it was 
-ned out. 

0 Is the issue relative to land management or is it administrative, such as personnel and procedural 
policy? If it was administrative, It was screened out. 

l Is the issue currently vabd? If the issue was previously resolved and no different facets have 
emerged, it wae not considered further. 

l Can the issue be resolved by the Forest or should it be resolved at a higher level, such as the 
Regional or National level? If resolution was needed at a higher level, the issue was not considered 
further. 

0 Given the economic, biological, social, or political situation, can the issue be resolved? If it could 
not be resolved mtbin these constraints, it was screened out. 

l Would the resolution of the issue result in sigmiicant long-term effects? If resolution is likely to 
happen as a matter of normal management activities within a relatively short time, the issue 
was not considered in forest plannmg 

Throughout the planning period, comments from numerous pubhc and agency meetmgq individual 
discussions and public correspondence were renewed concerning the planning issues Appendix K 
discusses the public involvement from the initml stage of ICO identification to issuance of the FEIS 

The Forest recewed extensive comments (3,660) to the DEIS and Pmposed Plan during the 120&y 
review period. The normal go-day public review period was extended 30 days at the request of the 
governor of the state of Oregon and several special interest groups who were concerned that adequate 
review of a lengthy and complex document could not be completed during the SO-day permd which 
included the Chnstmas and New Year’s holidays. 

Thmugh comments on the DEIS, the ICOs were reconfirmed Some of the issues received new emphasis; 
aspects of others were clarified a~ the result of meetings with individuals and pubbc interest groups, 
as described in Chapter I of the FEIS The IDT made changes to keep the ICOs current and within 
the scope of the planning process. 
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ICOs ADDRESSED IN THE EIS 

SELECTED ISSUES, CONCERNS, AND OPPORTUNITIES AD- 
DRESSED IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
All the ICOs are m the form of questions and contain the facets of the issue to be addressed and evaluated 
by alternatives. The resolutions of these issues varies by alternative and are of vital interest to the 
public and land managers These resolutions are a product of the capability of the land, the applications 
of selected management practices to produce or maintam effects, the timing of practices and a budget 
to implement them with. Indicators of responsiveness are used to evaluate the alternatives and to 
subsequently select a preferred alternative for the Forest Plan. 

Each planning question is discussed in two parts: 1) the evolution of the issue and 2) the major ways 
in which the ICO is evaluated thmugh the FEIS and Plan 

The ICOs have been stratified into three categories The first category deals mth the 15 ICOs that 
drove the alternative development process and form the basis for comparison of alternatives. These 
ICOs are listed first and are labeled “ICOs Addressed Differently By Each Alternative”. These form 
the focus of the FEIS and are discussed m more d&ad in Chapter I 

The second category am those addressed in the FEIS and Forest Plan through the application of standards 
and guidelines for implementation. These ICOs are dii in “ICOs Addressed in the Same Way 
For Each Alternative” and listed briefly in Chapter I 

The third category are those deferred for resolution outside the forest planning process. These ICOs 
were among those identified in the earlier part of the planning effort by the Planmng Team and the 
pubhc. These ICOs are the lest diiussed and are not included m Chapter I. 

Issues Addressed Differently by Each Alternative 

1. Timber Harvesting and Management 

How much and what kind of timber will be harvested? Where, with what practices, and on 
what harvest schedule? 

Situation - There is a divergence of public opinion on this issue with major concerns being: 1) 
maintaining, decreasing, or increasing the amount of wood that the Forest would put on the market 
each year; 2) the potential effects of cleamuttmg practices on fish and wildlife habitat, and water 
quality, 3) the effect on the timber supply of designating undeveloped areas or protecting or enhancing 
wddllfe; 4) the location and timing or scheduling of the planned harvestmg; and 5) the species to be 
harvested (conifer, deciduous, or a mix) 

Harvest rotation lengths and species mixture are sub-components of this issue Short rotations are 
generally more econonucally efficient than longer ones but can have adverse effects on fish and wildlife 
habitat. The species mixture has direct effects on other resoumes mcludmg wildlife habitats A mix of 
hardwoods and comfem provides habitat for certain species of wiklhfe, while other species rely on 
mature comfer forest for habitat. 

Some members of the public are concerned that the current harvest level is too high and other resources 
are being adversely affected Others feel that the level should be mamtained and increased and do not 
agree that the other resources are being adversely affected. Those people who do not want the harvest 
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level to decrease are also concerned about adverse effects on the economy and in lifestyles in the local 
communities. 

Ability to Resolve - The amount of wocd that can be offered for sale each year is based upon the 
amount of land suitable for timber production, the amount of volume that the land is physically capable 
of producing, and the other resource objectives that must be met. 

Alternatives were developed that explored different ways of pmducmg high volumes of timber One 
approach was to allow harvesting on the maximum amount of suitable land while meeting NFMA 
management requirements for wildlife, fish and water. 

Another approach was to increass annual timber offerings by departing from a non-declining even-flow 
level of harvest. This would mcmase sell levels for a period of time after which the levels would fall 
below the even-flow level 

Key Indicators - The extent to which the alternatives are responsive to this issue can be evaluated 
by the following: 

l Number of acres suitable for timber production. 
a Allowable sale quantity (ASQ). 
l Number of acres managed at various rotation lengths. 
l Long-term sustained-yield capacity of the Forest. 

2. Old-Growth Forest Management 

How much of the existing old-growth stands will be maintained? 

Situation - This issue emerged in the early 1989s after inventories were made of old growth. The 
public became concerned when the inventories of tree age classes revealed that less than 5% of the 
forested lands on the Forest (34,000 acres) were in an old-growth condition. This situation resulted 
primarily from catastmphic tires over the last 100 yearn, and more recently, timber harvesting Some 
members of the public feel that the remaining old gmwth should be reserved until there are replacement 
stands. Others emphasize the market value of timber in the old-growth stands. 

Ability to Resolve - Levels of old growth proposed in the alternatives range from retention of all 
existing old growth to the level needed only to man&in viable populations of dependent species 

Key Indicators - The responsiveness of the alternatives to thw issue can be evaluated by the amount 
of existing old growth retained on the Forest 

3. Watershed Management 

How will land be managed to maintain stable watershed conditions and meet state water 
quality standards? 

Situation - Management actwities such as road construction and timber harvest can affect domestic 
water quahty This is an important issue to many of the residents and municipalities dependent upon 
water for domestic use from Forest watersheds. Water quality is also critical to the maintenance of 
fmh habitat, both in Forest streams and in estuaries downstream. 
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Local communities have expressed a strong concern over the maintenance of water quality. Files of 
Oregon state water rights indicate that about 59 public and about 900 private systems withdraw water 
from streams on or withm one-half mile downstream of Siuslaw National Forest land. Specific concerns 
include the additional expenses of treating water which contains excessive sediment--a potential 
contamination for disease-causing organisms--, hazardous materials such as fuel, and chemicals used 
for brush control. 

Ability to Resolve - All dternatn+s meet the water quahty standards established by the Clean Water 
Act of 197’7. This is accomplished by limitmg the amount of timber harvest in a watershed during any 
lo-year period, by limiting the amount of harvest along streams, and by assuring that sensitive, unstable 
slopes are not logged (see explanation of Management Fteqmrements in Chapter II). Some alternatives 
provide additional protection for watersheds by restrictmg public access to municipal watersheds or by 
excluding harvests from larger areas along streams or on unstable slopes. In general, watersheds are 
protected by reducing the number of acres available for timber production. This is reflected in the 
amount of sediment produced and the comhtlon of fish habnxtt. Water quality will also vary between 
alternatwes due to efforts to provide different levels of anadmmous fwh habitat (see Issue 4) 

Key Indicators - The extent to which the alternatives are responsive to this issue can be measured 
by the following: 

l Estimated number of landshdes associated with timber harvesting 
a Estmmted amount of sediment produced 
a Amount of protection afforded muniupsl watersheds 

4. Fish Habitat Management 

What quantity and quality of anadromous fish habitat will be provided on the Forest? 

Situation - The commercial fmhing industry, public resource management agencies, and the public 
are interested in the mamtenance of productive fish habitat in Forest streams. The Forest includes 
parts of five of the seven coastal watersheds in Oregon that produce anadromous fish. More recently, 
astuanne ecosystems have become a part of this issue because of the downstream effects of Forest 
management. 

The issue of timber harvest on slopes prone to landslides m a part of this issue because the effect on 
fmh habitat is the most important consequence of landslides. 

Abiity to Resolve - Resolution of this issue ranges from not allowing timber harvest on all unstable 
slopes, rlparian areas and areas adjacent to mtermittent streams, to maintaining enough habitat to 
maintain minimum viable populations of fmh 

Key Indicators - The extent to which the alternatives are responsive to this issue can be evaluated 
by the following: 

a Amount of protection afforded unstable slopes and nparlan areas 
0 Amount and condition of anadromous fmh habitat. 
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5. Wildlife and Threatened and Endangered Species Habitat Management 

How much habitat will be provided for wildlife and threatened and endangered species, 
and how and where will these habitats be managed? 

Situation - The original issue dealing with wildlife centered on elk Most of the respondents wanted 
as much or more elk. Since then, habitat for all wildhfe has become a signiftcant issue. Of concern are 
how much and what habitat m necessary to maintain viable populations, and how much should be 
pmvlded in addition to this minimum level. The cost of pmvidmg habitat in terms of reduced timber 
harvest, and the subsequent effects on nearby communities are also concerns 

The regulations developed for forest planning (36 CFR 219) require maintenance of well-distributed 
habitat for minimum viable populations of wlldhfe The issue addressed in the EIS concerns the level 
of additional habitat. 

Identification of the habitat necessary for minimum viable populations is a biological question that 
was addressed prior to the development of alternatives (see discussion of Management Rsquirements, 
Chapter II and Appendix H) Some members of the public am concerned that the MRs are inappropriate. 
An early analysis of the economic costs of the MRs was made in the Analysis of the Management 
Situation, USDA Forest Service, 1984 Subsequently, further analysis of the opportunity costs of meeting 
IvEts for wddlife has been made and described in Appendix H 

The public is divided on the issue of managing habitat for threatened and endangered species. Some 
people believe it is too costly, while others believe all habitat should be fully prom&d This issue is 
also a management concern because the Forest Service must meet the Intent of the Endangered Species 
Act and the requirements of the different species’ recovery plans. 

Ability to Resolve - Habitat for wildlife is provided by specifymg the condition, size, and distribution 
of vegetational umta. Some habitats are provided through timber harvest. Others, hke spotted owl 
habitat, either require that old-growth timber stands be preserved, or allow younger stands to reach 
old-growth characteristics. 

Habitat for the bald eagle is provided by managing the size and location of nest sites. The amount of 
bald eagle habitat will meet or exceed that specified m the Recovery Plan developed by the U S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service. Scheduled timber harvest is not allowed within the sites. Habitat for the Oregon 
silverepot butterfly is provided in specific meadows and adjacent fringe areas, where some vegetation 
is carefully manipulated The amount of habitat for the silverspot butterfly does not change by alternative 

Key Indicators - The extent to which the alternatives are responsive to this issue can be evaluated 
by the amount and condition of habitat for indmator and sensitive species measured by Habitat Capability 
Indexes (HCIs relate habitat to population levels). 

6. Recreation Management 

What diversity of recreation opportunities will be provided? 

Situation - While the Forest offers a variety of recreation opportunities, the public focus has been 
primarily on use of developed sites, and opportunities for semi-prbmtive motorized (SPM) and 
serm-primitive non-motorized (SPNM) use. Developed recreation opportunities are discussed in Issue 
25 Most of the SPM opportunities are found in the Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area (NRA), 
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and 8ome of the pubhc feels that more areas on the Dunes should be available for this use (see Issue 
17). 

The primary focus of this issue has been on the opportunities for SPNM recreation. The public is sharply 
dwided on this issue. 

Designating an area to provide SPNM recreational opportunities reduces the amount of timber avadable 
for harvesting. Conversely, managing SPNM recreation benefits vmldlife dependent on older forest 

Ability to Resolve - Projected demand indicates that by about 1990, existing capacity for SPNM 
recreational opportunituzs will no longer be adequate. However, if presently undeveloped areas and 
areas with potentii to revert to an undeveloped condition are not develo$ and trad systems are 
developed in Wddernesses, demand could be met for the next 50 years. 

Key Indicators - The extent to which the alternatives are responsive to this issue can be evaluated 
by the following: 

l Number of areas and - that will provide SPNM 
0 Projected use measured in recreation visitor days. 
l Percent of future recreation demand met for SPNM 

7. Special Interest Areas 

How much of the Forest will be managed as Special Interest Areas? 

Situation - Specml Interest Areas (SIAs), classified under the authority of the Code of Federal 
Regulations (36 CFR 294 11, an? areas that have unusual scenic, historic, sclentitic, or other special 
values These areas are to be managed principally for recreational use in them natural con&&n. The 
Forest had one designated SIA, Cape Perpetua, when the DEIS was issued in 1986 Subsequently, the 
Marys Peak Scenic Botanical SIA (924 acres) was estabhshed July 19,1989 There are two other potential 
areas: Mt Hebo (1,680 acres) and Kentucky Falls (2,850 acres) 

In 1980, most public responses favored designation of some SIAs Comments emphasized the need to 
enhance the recreational opportunities in these a-, stressed leaving the areas natural, and wanted 
special consideration given to protection for environmental education. The public perceptIon of this 
issue has not changed smce 1980. Again this lssoe revolves around the concern for xvsource uses, 
parhcolarly tnnber harvest, that would be excluded However, SIAs benefit wildhfe that prefer older 
fox+% and provide protection for watersheds 

Abiity to Resolve - The Forest can recommend that no more SIAs be designated or that all or parts 
of the remaming two potential areas be designated. 

Key Indicators - The extent to which the alteroat~ves are responsive to this issue can be evaluated 
by the number and size of SIAs recommended for designation. 

EIS 
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8. Recreation Areas 

What mix of recreational opportunities will be. provided it the Sutton and Sand Lake areas, 
and will it be compatible with wildlife and plant habitats? 

Situation - 

Sutton - Recreation has been the main use of the Sutton area since Forest Service management began 
over 75 years ago. In 19’73, a Sutton Composite Acquisition plan was written. It was approved by the 
Bureau of Outdoor Recteation, which authorized land purchases with Land and Water Conservation 
Funds. The area now contains about 2,500 acres providing diverse recreational opportunities. Draft 
management plans for the area were developed in 1975 and again in 1977 but were never approved. 

In early 1980, as part of the forest planning process, the public was asked to comment on the issue of 
management direction for special areas (including the Sutton area) There were no sp&fic comments 
about the Sutton area However, at the time, a special team was created to look at alternative management 
scenarios for the area. This team developed some prelimmary alternatives, but they were never 
formalized. 

In the fall of 1984, the Forest Service built a trail from a parking lot at the end of Baker Beach mad 
to the foredune to provide vehicle access to the beach This resulted in pubhc concern due to possible 
damage from vehicle use on snowy plover habitat. Subsequently, the Forest Supervtsor closed the area 
north of Sutton Creek Additionally, the Supervisor asked for an assessment of short-term management 
strategies that would provide recreation while protecting the plover and other resources An inter&& 
plinary team was established representing the various users and pubhc agencies mterested in the area. 

Ideas from this team led to the formulation of several alternatives for the short term as well as long-range 
management of the area After review of the short-term alternatives and public comments, the Forest 
Supervisor elected to maintain the existing closure at least until the long-range alternatives were 
considered in the forest planning process. 

Sand Lzzke - Since the early 194&s, Sand Lake has been a popular area for off-mad vehicle (ORV) 
uss on the sand dunes. In the late 195Os, small recreational sites were developed By 1975,101 units 
had been constructed. The area had become very popular. 

In late 1978, the Hebo Unit Plan called for a continuation of ORV uss and for a detailed site specific 
management plan. In the spring of 1980, a cooperative planning effort was completed jointly with the 
state of Oregon and Tdlamook County. 

Concurrently, a request for comments on the future of Sand Lake was distributed to the public Specific 
comments were received as part of the forest planning pmcess, primardy about ORV use. Scopmg 
determined that these same issues were adequately add& m the recent Sand Lake management 
plan 

In 1986, The Nature Conservancy--through the Oregon Natural Hentage Program--recommended a 
Research Natural Area (RNA) within the ares which could fti needs for a coastal dune mosaic and 
parabola dune ecosystem. Thus, some a 
lternatives in the FEIS maintam the integrity of part of the Sand Lake area for future consideration 
asanRNA 
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Ability to Resolve - The Sutton area will remain the same size and will remain as a recreational 
area in all alternatives. However amounts and typea of recreation use can vary by alternative. Appendix 
F documents the analysis of various management alternatives for the Sutton an?a. These alternatives 
were incorporated into the Forest Plan alternatIves The level of detail for the Sutton area reflects the 
site-specificity of the analysis. The current direction for Sand Lake will be incorporated into the Forest 
Plan v&hoot modification 

Key Indicators - The extent to which the alternatives are responsive to the Sutton and Sand Lake 
issues can be evaluated by the following: 

l Amount and location of vamous types of recreational opportunities within the Sutton area 
0 Extent of sensitive species habItat protection m Sutton and endanger& species habitat protection 

in Sand Lake. 
l Size of the Sand Lake area managed for recreation purposes 

9. Visual Quality 

Which areas wiIl be managed to maintain or enhance visual quality? 

Situation - Thirty-three vlewsheds (or about 13% of the Forest) have a moderate to high visual sensitivity 
on the basil of criteria in the Vmml Management System (VMS) Handbook, (USDA) Without some 
moderate to high level of pmtectlon, there wdl bs significant loss of visual values. 

This issue was not one of the original ICOs approved by the Regional Forester, but was added in 1982 
after It became evident the resource could be significantly affected by practices such as timber harvest 
and road buildmg The issue was raxxd by resource managers, although the public is also concerned 

Ability to Resolve - Sensltlve viewsheds ars protected to various degrees from m&t&z&on depending 
upon the objectives of the alternative. Protection consists of contmlhng the location, tnning, and type 
of timber management activities Selection and shelterwccd harvesting may be effective in protecting 
viewsheds in a few casss after site specific analysis, however these harvesting methods are not common 
practices on this forest due to the reasons cited in Append= G, “SelectIon of Sllvicultural Systems For 
Forest Planning” Hence these methods were not modeled in this analysis. 

Key Indicators - The extent to which the alternatlves are responsive to thm issue can be evaluated 
by the mual objectives assigned to the sensitive vlewsheds 

10. Wilderness Management 

How will the three Wildernesses be managed? 

Situation - In 1980, the issue was whether any area on the Forest should bs established by Congress 
as Wilderness. The issue changed when the Oregon Wilderness Bill passed in 1984 creating three 
Wildernesses (Cummins Creek, Dnft Creek, and F&k Creek). The issue is now primarily a management 
concern about the level of development in these areas. Addmg trails to the areas can increase the 
recreation capacity, but decrease the level of primitiveness associated with the areas Some members 
of the public would like to see more development and use, whde others want to see the Wddemesses 
remain undeveloped, emphasizing the maintenance of the natural condition instead of recreational 
opportunities. 
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Ability to Resolve - The existing 11 miles of trails in two of the Wildernesses can be expanded to ’ 
pmvide additional access throughout the densely vegetated areas The recreation capacity and expected 
visitor use would incmsse, but the Wilderness opportunity level could decrease. The three Wildernesses 
presently do not meet the ‘Primitive’ ROS class due to pmxhnity to roads A few trails designed for 
low use could be added without changing the present Semiprimitive Nonmotorized (SPNM) ROS class 

Some of the Plan alternatives maintain the Wddemessee in their present condition without ad&tional 
trail development. The primary purpose of the - wouldbe to protect watersheds and wildlife habitats 

Key Indicators - The extent to which the alternatives are msponsms to this issue can be evaluated 
by the size of the trail system and the associated level of pmnitiveness in the Wildernesses 

11. Undeveloped Area Management 

Which areas of the Forest will he managed as undeveloped areas? 

Situation - The public express& concern about this issue in 1980. At that time the issue focused on 
certain areas for designation as Wilderness When Congress passed the Orsgon Wilderness Act in 1984, 
this issue changed. Some members of the public now see the issue as one of maintaming areas which 
were not designated Wildernesses in an undeveloped condition. Others view reversion of - from 
developed to undeveloped conditions as a way of creating more of these areas. Others beheve the 
marketable resources in these areas should bs developed 

Ability to Resolve - Alternatives pmvide a range of areas that could bs maintained as undeveloped, 
from seven (totaling 46,800 acres) to three (totahng 26,800 acres) All alternatives protect the three 
areas on the Oregon Dunes NRA until the Dunes management plan is reviewed, which is schsduled to 
occur after Forest Plan implementation An additional 5,800 acres is available ss maded lands adjacent 
the undeveloped - which would revert to undeveloped if present management were discontinued. 
These additional acres am included in some alternatives 

Key Indicators - Since maintaining areas in an undeveloped conditon benefits resources such as 
recreation, fish and wildlife habitat, and research values, the effectiveness of any alternative must bs 
evaluated in light of a variety of resource outputs and effects. The extent to which the alternatives 
are responsive to this issue can bs evaluated by the number and size of areas sssigned to undeveloped 
management. 

12. Research Opportunities 

Which areaa will be reserved for Research Natural Areas and how will the management 
direction for Cascade Head Experimental Forest be included in the Forest Plan? 

Situation - Research Natural Areas (RNAs) are unique in that they provide basehne data to bs compared 
v&h ecosystems which have been altered by human activltms. This issue was not m the origmal set of 
issues reviewed m 1980. It was subsequently added to the list as a managsment conoem when it became 
apparent that the Forest had opportunities to ffi some national RNA needs and that management 
activities, such as timber harvest, could affect the suitability of some areas to meet these needs. 

Two RNAs have been established on the Forest: Flynn Creek and Neskowin Crest. Additionally, the 
Forest Service’s research station, the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station (PNWl, 
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has identified five other areas on the Forest which would fill needs: Sand Lake, Cummins/Gwynn 
Creeks, Reneke Creek, Threemile Creek, and Tenmile Creek. The stats of Oregon Natural H&tags 
Program has identified additional needs. 

The Cascade Head Experimental Forest was established in 1934 by the Chief of the Forest Service 
under the authority of the Secretary of the Agrwlturs and IS administered by the PNW reseat& 
&&on. Analyzing management alternatives for the Cascade Head Experimental Forest was beyond 
the scope of the forest planning process The current direction estabbshed by the PNW research station 
will continue to be followed. 

Ability to Resolve - Existing FLNAs remain unchanged in all alternatives Five other a- vary by 
alternatives. FtNAs must have natural conditions to bs baselines for research, su timber management 
and mad construction are sxcIuded This issue may ccnfict with other desqnations (such as Special 
Interest Areas) whxh allow concentrated recreation. 

Key Indicators - The extent to which the alternatives are responsive to thw issue can be evaluated 
by the number and size of areas to be studied for RNA designation. 

13. Minerals and Energy Management 

How much and where will mineral resources be developed and what management direction 
is needed for leasing and development of energy minerals? 

Situation - The public response to this issue was grouped into three major categories: 1) develop and 
use, 2) develop and use, but only where compatible wth other pesource needs, and 3) do not develop 
or use at all Comments were frurly diverse with many suggestions for alternatwe energy scnnws and 
management 

There are no known hard rwk minerals on the Forest Approximately one-thud of the Forest is currently 
under lease for od and gas The number of acres under lease for oil and gas have been dropping over 
the last several years. No significant amount of oil and gas exploration is predicted in the near future 

Ability to Resolve - Management duwtlon preserving land could make mmeral exploration and 
development both tiffcult and costly Conversely exploratmn and development could adversely affect 
wildlife habitat and recreation opportunities. 

This issue is addressed primarily in Forest-wide standards and guidelines However the management 
activities that vary by alternatwe wll have an impact on the potentml to explore and develop mineral 
resources Some alternatives have large areas withdrawn from leasing or with high restric’cmns to 
protect surface resources Other alternatives have fewer acres with restrictions 

Key Indicators - The evaluation of the responsiveness of the alternatives to tti issue can be measured 
by the amount of land mth low to moderate restrictions on leasing and the amount of land accessible 
to mineral exploration and production 
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14. Local Communities 

How will management of Forest reaource8 affect local communities? 

Situation - Forest management affects the jobs, incomes, and lifestyles of local residents and nearby 
communities through economic&s well as aesthetic and recreational ties. Forest outputs have traditionally 
provided a base for several local industries, including lumber and wood pmducta, cummemlal tishmg, 
and tcwlsm. A portion of receipts fmm the sale of Forest outputs is paid to counties. The Forest Service 
spends money locally on supplies, services and salark In addition, the Forest provides resources that 
ate important to local residents even though there is no direct economic tie. Local residents place a 
high value on amenities such as clean water, open space and scenery, and on personal use8 such as 
firewood cutting, hunting, fishing, and camping. 

Even though Forest outputs and expenditures contribute only an estimated 5% of the jobs in the 8 
counties where the Forest is located, the lifestyles of some residents and structure of certain communities 
are directly dependent on them. Small commumties near the Forest, such as Mapleton, Toledo, and 
Philomath, that have economk based on lumber and wood products, am most dependent There has 
always been a desire that the Forest supply timber for local industnes to sustain jobs and lifestyles 
The concern has been especially intense during recent periods of high unemployment due to the national 
xecession and during the court injunction against harvesting timber on the Mapleton Ranger District 
(see discussion under Sue 16). 

On the other hand, intense timber harvest may conflict with other resources which influence other 
jobs, lifestyles and communities This concern includes how changing mxeatmnal opportunities, wildlife 
and f=h habitat, and visual quality will affect personal uses of the Forest as well as local commercial 
fwbing and tourist industries. It is becoming greater as more people with values w&h are different 
from the values of people who have traditionally depended on the Forest move mto the ~RZL These 
newcomers include second-home owners and retired people along the coast, people workmg in cities in 
the Wflamette Valley, and urban people moving to rural communities. 

Ability to Resolve - Alternatives explore the effect on local communities of different mixes of Forest 
output activities. Some alternatives provide high levels of timber to support jobs and hfestylea dependent 
on the lumber and wood products industries and payments to counties Some alternatives pmwde high 
levels of recreation, visual quality, and wildlife and f=h habitat to support J&S and lifestyles dependent 
on tourism, commercial fBhing, aesthetics and recreatmnal use of the Forest 

Key Indicators - The extent to which the alternatives are responsive to tlus wue can be evaluated 
by: 

0 Payments to counties 
l Changes in jobs and income. 
a Changes la lifestyle and communlly structure. 

16. Economic Value 

What economic value wilI the Forest resources generate in the future? 

Situation - There ls natmnal and local concern about the economic value of Forest outputs--in terms 
of both net receipts to the Forest Service and long-term investment opportunities. The issue involves 
not only concern for how much money Forest resources will generate but also how efliclently those 
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resources will be produced The annual receipts from Forest outputs averaged $46 million (adjusted 
for inilation to 1982 dollars) fmm Fiscal Years 1979 to 19&i. In the same period, the total cost of 
Forest programs averaged $32 million per year Because most of the net monetary value of the Forest 
is based on the timber resource, management objectives which significantly lower the level of timber 
harvest wdl also sigmflcantly lower the overall monetary value of the Forest. In addition, changes in 
the types of timber activities will influence effmency of Forest management 

Ability to Resolve - Alternatives were designed to explore the economic value and efficiency produced 
by varying the levels of resources 

Key Indicators - The extent to which alternatives are responsive to this issue can be measured by 
the following: 

l Cost of managing the Forest. 
. Benefits from Forest outputs 
l Net receipts. 
l Present net value. 

Issues Addressed in the Same Way for AU Alternatives 

The following ICOs are addressed in the same way m each alternatwe These issues did not drive the 
development of alternatives However, the alternatwes do affect the way these issues are resolved, as 
discussed in the following section 

16. Mapleton Court Decision 

How will the Forest comply with the U.S. District Court decision concerning the Mapleton 
Ranger District? 

Situation - In August 1983, the National Wddhfe Federation sought an injunction preventing the 
Forest Service from selling timber on the Mapleton Banger Diitrmt. The plaintiffs requested the 
mlunction on the grounds that the continued selling of timber as proposed by the Mapleton Banger 
District Seven Year Action Plan would violate the Natmnal Forest Management Act of 1976, the Multiple 
Use Sustained Yield Act of 1960 and the Natmnal Environmental Policy Act of 1969 

Subsequently the District Court concluded that the selling of timber did not violate either the National 
Forest Management Act or the Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act The Court also issued an injunction 
on selling future timber from the Mapleton Banger District Thrs decision was based upon the conclusion 
that the Forest Servme did not fully meet the National Envnonmental Policy Act in making the decision 
to sell timber on the Mapleton Banger Dlstnct 

This decision was based upon the Court’s conclusion that existing envlmnmental documents, particularly 
the Environmental Impact Statement for the Ten-Year Tnnber Resource Plan, drd not contain sufficient 
detail about the envnwnnental consequences speclllc to the Mapleton Banger Du&kt.. The Court did 
not agree that the TBP adequately evaluated the cumulatwe effects of Forest Service actions and 
actions of others in the vicinity The Court also found that a worst case analysis was needed to dxxlose 
the uncertainty surroundmg implementation of mitigation practices 

EIS 
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. . . 
In ad&l&n, the Court was concerned that the Mapleton Ranger District was physically different enough 
from the rest of the Forest that those differences needed to be visible in the envimnmental analysis. 
The features on the Mapleton Ranger District that were of concern to the Court wers the high 
concentration of unstable slopes and the subsequent effect of landslides on other resources if slopes 
faded due to timber harvest and roadbuilding activities. Even though similar slopes are found on other 
parts of the Forest, the Court stated that the conditions on the District were different enough (higher 
concentration of landslide-prone slopes) to warrant an environmental analysis that considered the 
specitic conditions on the District. 

While Congress passed legislation in 1985 which allows sale of some timber in the Mapleton District, 
them is still considerable public concern about the lawsuit and it’s implications to local economies. 
People ln the area affscted by the Court’s decision have organized to become better informed about 
the issue. 

Ability to Resolve - This issue will bs resolved by meeting the intent of the Court The environmental 
analysis considered the specific comhtions present on the Mapleton Ranger Diitrict. The results of the 
analysis are displayed specitically for the Mapleton Ranger Dxkict The envnonmental effects of the 
various management practices for each alternative, including the effects of timber harvest on unstable 
slopes will be dischxed. The Final Environmental Impact Statement wll be presented to the Court 
together with a request to lift the injunction on selling timber on the District (See Appsndix E) 

What standards will guide the management of cultural resources? 

Situation - The Forest Service is mandated by Federal law to identify, evaluate, and manage cultural 
msoumes on public lands under it’s jurisdictmn for future generations This issue was not one of the 
origmal issues referred to the public for comment in 1980, but was added as a management concern 
in 1982 

Ability to Resolve - Forest-wide standards and guidelines have been written to specify the procedures 
for compliance with the federal regulations Guldehnes include pmcsdures for conducting inventories, 
evaluating sites for nominations to the National Register of lhstorlc Places, and malung interpretive 
pIaIlS 

18. Congressionally Established Area Management 

How will the management direction for Congressionally established areas other than 
Wildernesses (Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area and the C-de Head Scenic 
Research Area) be included in the Forest Plan? 

Situation - These areas were included in an issue reviewed by the public in 1980 asking for comments 
on management drection for special areas There was a small amount of comment on the above areas. 
Most of these comments centered on the Oregon Dunes NRA and were related to ORV use 

The law establishing the Oregon Dunes NRA did not require development of a management plan. 
However in order to implement the intent of the law, a plan was developed by the Forest and implemented 
in 1979. 
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Since the original public input to the issues in 1980, agency personnel have met several times with 
individuals and groups to discuss further planning for the Oregon Dunes There was a general pubhc 
consensus with the decision on the amount of land made available for ORV uss in the Oregon Dunes 
Plan EIS m 1979. That decision opened approximately one-half of the Oregon Dunes NRA tc ORV 
use and closed the other half Concern was expressed about considenng any changes at this time that 
would remove any areas from ORV uss and vice-versa. Considering that and that no different facets 
have emerged, the issue was not addressed further in this envnonmental analysis. 

The Cascade Head Scenic-Research Area (CHSRA) was designated by Congress in 1974 The enactmg 
legislation required that an implementing plan be developed That plan was completed through the 
NEPA process in 1976. 

Ability to Resolve - The management dhwtion specified in the existing Oregon Dunes NRA Plan 
and the CHSRA implementation plan is mcorporated without change into the Forest Plan through 
specific management area standards and guidelines, as allowed by the federal regulatmns [CFR 219 26311. 
The resource outputs, effects and opportunitms associated with these two areas are described m the 
FEIS. 

19. Land Ownership Adjustment 

What land ownership adjustments will be made to sopport resource management goals? 

Situation - Public comments generally favored consolidating Natronal Forest lands, and acquiring 
unique or important areas (wddlife habitats and special recreation areas) when it benefits Forest 
management. The public favors exchanges over purchases after a thorough consideration of all resource 
values. 

Consolidating National Forest lands can lead to more efficient management in several different ways 
Administrative costs, such as land line location and mamtenance can be reduced, as can costs of 
rights-of-way issuance and acqmaitlon 

Ability to Resolve-A land ownership adjustment plan for the Forest was developed to provide guidelines 
and criteria for land exchanges, land purchases, land donations and land transfers with other Federal 
agsncms The adjustment plan is described in the Forest Plan, Appsndl C All alternatives would 
follow the land adjustment plan. 

20. Corridors, Electronic Sites, and Facilities 

What areas will he suitable for utility corridors, electronic sites and roads, and how will 
they he designed, developed and maintained? 

Situation - This issue is primarily a management concern Utility and electronic corridors were not a 
map public ussue The public emphasized consolidation of such sites to mmimise nnpact from corridors 
and sites on the environment 

Dominant attitudes toward roads centered around the need for standards commensurate with the 
resources being served, cost effectiveness, conslderatlon of other resources during planmng and providmg 
more or less access Some people opposed the idea of building roads into undeveloped areas. 
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Ability to Resolve - These concerns are address.4 ln the Forest-wide standards and guidelines However, 
the land uses in alternatives can affect the opportunities for ccnstruction of elertmmic sites and roads 

21. American Indian Religious Freedom 

How will American Indian religious freedom be addressed on National Forest land? 

Situation - In 1978, the Joint Resolution en American Indian Beligious Freedom was enacted The 
Act states it shall be the policy of the United States to protect and preserve for American Indians 
their inherent right of freedom to b&eve, express and exercise their traditional w&ions. In addition, 
the 1976 Federal Land Management and Policy Act mqulres that Forest Service land management 
plans be ceordinated with the land use planmng and management prcgrams of Indian Tribes. 

The area surrounding the Forest has an Indian population and includes three federally recegnised 
tribes the Confederated Tribes of Slletr. (restered m 1978); the Confederated Tribes of the Grande 
Ikmde (restored in 1983); and the Confederatsd Coos, Lower Umpqua, and Siuslaw Tribes (restered 
in 1984) In 1980, Forest Service personnel met with representatives of these tribes to coordinate 
Regional and forest planning efforts with tribal plans and to identie mutual resource needs At this 
meeting, concern was expressed about protection of cultural and hlstcrlc sites, fwh habitat, and plants 
used by the tribes 

Ability to Resolve - A study of the traditional practices of the tribes around the Forest did not identify 
any continuing, religious practices, although it identified ssveral sites which were once imporlant. 
Forest Service policy is tc assure that the setting and location of these places will be protected from 
disturbance and available for use by American Indians 

22. soil Productivity 

How will soil productivity be maintained? 

Situation - This was not an original issue but was added by management as a concern in 1983 Timber 
harvesting and slash burning can reduce soil productivity if spscial measures are not taken. 

Ability to Resolve - Specific measures were developed to protect sell productivity and would apply to 
all Plan alternatives. The measures are described in the Forest Plan, Chapter IV “Forest-wide Standards 
and Guidelines” and include reference to Best Managsment Practices, described m the FEIS, Appendix 
J. 

23. Herbicide Use Management 

How will herbicides be used? 

Situation - The original issue dealt with the questions of which vegetative management methods 
(including herbicides) should be used and where The public focused on herbicides The comments 
rangsd from statements that herbicides are the most efficient way to treat competing vegetation to 
claims that the health risks of using herbicides outweigh any possible cost savings The public suggested 
alternative ways of vegetation control ranging from animals to manual labor. 
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Restricted use of herbicides could have three effects: 1) predmted tunber yields could decrease slightly, 
2) costs to remove vegetation so that Douglas-fir trees could get hght and gmw could increase, and 3) 
acres suitable for timber management could decrease where trees could not be xegmwn without herbicIdea 
For analysis purposes, it was e&mated that the result of not usmg herbicides would increase costs 
leas than 20%. 

The original issue implied that alternative vegetative management practices would be assessed through 
the forest planning pmxas. A court injunction was issued in 1984 that banned the Forest Service 
from usmg herbicides in their vegetation management programs in Oregon and Washmgton. The 
issue was then dealt with in separate environmental analyses and NEPA documents at the Regional 
level. 

Ability to Resolve - All Plan alteruatlves would follow the g.udeinea stated in the Record of Decision 
on the Pacific Northwest Region’s FEIS for Managing Competing and Unwanted Vegetation (USDA- 
Forest Service 1988b). The specific standards and gmdelines developed for the Forest Plan are shown 
in the Forest Plan, Management Areas 14 and 15 

24. Wild and Scenic River Management 

What rivers are eligible for Wild and Scenic River classification and how will these areas 
be managcd? 

Situation - Although thii was not a public issue in 1980, It became a management concern in 1982 
when the National Park Service released the Nationwide avers Inventory, hsting rivers (or segments 
of nvers) that have the potential for cIassi!ication as wild, scenic, or recreation rivers Thm inventory 
mcludsd four rivers which flow through the Forest--the Alsea, Nestucca, Siuslaw and the Little Nestucca 

A prehminary evaluation was made of the rivers’ eligibiillty for National Wild and Scenic River 
classification. The Alsea, Neatucca, and Siuslaw Rivers appeared to qualify for the “Recreation” category, 
but not for “Wild” or “Scenic” due to the amount of adJacent development. The Little Neatucca River, 
however, did not possess any of the “outstandmg remarkable characteristics” needed to be eligble for 
cIassiiication. 

Smce the DEIS was published, the Oregon Rivers Council and others requested rune additional rivers 
be studied for Wdd and Scenic River ellglbihty. The description of the ehgibiity studies and results 
are presented in the FEIS, Chapter III and Appendix L. 

Ability to Resolve - All Plan alternatives manage the rivers to eusure their elig~biity ls not reduced 
Forest-wide standards and guidelmea specify the management direction for lands adjacent the rivers. 

The Bureau of Land Management and the Oregon Waterways System CommIttee did not have any 
immediate plans for conducting smtabiity studies of these rivers These rwers are adJacent to a very 
small amount of Natraml Forest land Consequently the Forest did not determine suitability in 
conjunction with the FEIS. Suitabtity determinations ti be made for all the eligible rivers during 
Plan implementation. 

EIS 
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26. Developed Reoreation Management 

How many developed recreation opportunities will be provided and how will the areas be 
=-+iiM 

Situation - Members of the public responded to this issue in two malor ways. Some stated that more 
developed more&ion was needed to satisfy demand and generate revenue. Others stated that existing 
or fewer developed recreation sites should be maintained. 

Ability to Resolve - This issue relates to the funds that am allocated to developing new sites and 
maintaming existing sites The major@ of sites are on the Coast with a few located along the highways 
tbat link the Coast to the Willamette Valley. New sites would not signiilcantly affect other resources. 

All Plan alternatives provide for enough new develop& recreation sites to meet projected demand 
Also, the funding and levels of maintenance are the same in all alternatives to provide consistency in 
meeting public expsctatione for quality opportunities. 

ICOs Deferred for Resolution Outside the Forest Planning Process 

During the scoping process several ICOs were deferred for resolution outside the forest planning process. 
They included: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Law Enforcement - Some members of the public believe the Forest should hire law enforcement 
people This is a personnel and administrative issue not addressed in a land and natural resource 
management planmng process. 

Planning Procedurea - Some members of the public believe that the methods of analysis used 
m the planning process--such as identification of land suitable for timber production, determining 
the allowable harvest, and identification of mmimum habitat requirements for viabihty of 
wildlife--should be issues analyzed in the Forest planning process. These methods are part of the 
overall analysis used to identify environmental effects of the various alternatives These processes 
were defined by federal regulations developed to implement the National Forest Management 
Act (36 CFR Part 219) and could not be resolved at the Forest level. 

Interagency Coordination - Some members of the public believe that the need for more and 
better interagency coordination should be resolved in forest planning. Forest planning analyses 
the variety of land and resource management strategms that could bs applied to the National 
Forest and not the level of coordination required to manage the For& However, coordination 
with other agencies occurs frequently as part of the planning pnxess to seek advice and resolve 
planning issues. 

Level of Siuslaw National Forest Staffing - Some believe that this should be resolved in 
forest planning Tbm issue is a personnel and administrative concern. 

CONSULTATION WITH OTHERS 

Consultation with other agencies., local government, interest groups, and individuals has been constant 
throughout the planning process The consultation dsacnbed here covers the initiation of the Forest 
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planning effort in 1979 to issuance of the DEIS and pmposed Forest Plan in 1986, and subsequently, 
the consultations made between release of the DEIS and issuance of the FEIS 

Invitations were sent to 80 federal, state and local agencies to assist in the design of a coordination 
plan for public mvolvement. This plan, “Szuslaw Nahonal Forest Interagency Coordination PIan” (1980) 
contains the forest planning goals, ObJectivea, and mles and reaponsibiitiea for agency coordination 

Numerous meetings and mdividual contacts were made with various agsncles and groups, The purpose 
of the contacts was to: 1) dismiss the fore& planning procam, 2) identify additional issuea that should 
be recognized, 3) identify any existing or ongoing plans of other agencies, 4) establish any necessary 
coordination plans, and 5) consult on specific problems. A description of the public involvement effort 
is provided in Appendix K of the FEIS In addition, documentation of these meetings, mcluding mauea 
diiussed, is on tile at the Supervisor’s Office, Corvalbs, as part of the “planning records.” 

The followmg list detmls contacts made with other agencies, Indian Tribes and interest groups and 
mdmates the topics discussed Indwlduals consulted are also listed below 

Other Agencies 

Federal Agencies 

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
- Cultural resource management 

Bonneville Power Administration 
- Major powerline locations 
- Bight-of-way management 

Bureau of Land Management, Coos Bay District, Umpqua Resource Area 
- Timber and wildlife management analysts pmcedures 
- Coordination with BLM plans 

Bureau of Land Management, Salem and Eugene Districts 
- Coordination with BLM plans 
- Landownership adjustments 
- Threatened and Endangered Species 
- Diversity 

U.S. Coast Guard 
- Pmposed and potential navigation aids along the coast 

U S. Dept. of Commerce, National Oceanic & Atmospheric Admin 
- Anadromous fmh resources 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
- Development of standards and guidehnea 
- Documentation of planning process and analyses 
- Monitoring plans 
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
- Threatened and Endangered species 
- Informal and formal consultations on T&E and sensitive species 

U.S. Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Remarch Station 
- S. Greene - RNA6 and Cascade Head Experimental Forest 
- J. &dell - Fish Habitat Index (FHD model revisions and riparian management 
- F. Everest, G.R.eeves - FHI model revisions 
- J. Franklin - Old growth management 

U.S. Forest Service, Rogue, Siiklyou, Umpqua and Willamette National Forests 
- Planning issues needing coordination 
- Anadmmous fish habitat management 

U S. Geological Survey 
- Waterpower and reservoir sites 

State Agencies 

Office of Governor, State of Oregon 
- Establishment of commumcation process and designated contacts 

Oregon Governor’s Representative for Natural Resources 
- Resource issues having timber sale volume tradeoffs 
- Development of Preferred Alternative that balances resource protection with resource 

production. 

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 
- Plannlngprocess 
- Old gmwth management 
- Diver&y 
- Various wildlife habitat management 
- Elk management and road closures 
- FHI model revisions 
- Fish population trends 

Oregon Department of Forestry 
- Planning and coordination process 
- “Current direction” modeling 
- Modehng contract relief timber volume 
- Monitoring timber-related factors 
- Relationship of Proposed Action and the Forestry Pmgram for Oregon 
- Management of Oregon Smoke Management Plan 

Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development 
- Planmng process and decision criteria 
- Coordination techniques 
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Oregon Department of Transportation, Parks and Recreation Divismn 
- Reaeatmn demand projections 
- Areasofconcern 

Oregon State Federal Forest Plans Coordinator (K. Norman Johnson) and 
- State’s Technical Group 
- FORPLAN data and modeling techniques 
- Timber yield tables and mventory data 
- Assessments of environmental effects 
- Forest Plan objectwes 

Oregon State Historic Preservation Office 
- Cultural resource management 

Oregon Water Besources Department 
- Assessments of cumulative effects of timber actiwtias on streams 
- Riparian management 

County and Looal Agencies 

Benton County, Planning Department and County Engineer 
- Issues of concern 
- Transportation system 

City of Corvallis 
- Municipal watetshed management 

City of Florence Planning Department 
- Recreation plans 

Douglas County, Planning Department and County Engineer 
- Areas of concern 
- Transportation system 

Lane County Commissioner, Elk Dumdi 
- Planmng issues of concern 

Lane County Planning Department 
- Coordination with county plane 
- Timber sale planmng and county receipts 
- Transportation system 
- Recreation plans 

Lincoln County Board of Commissioners 
- Transport&on system 
- F&creation plans 

Lincoln County Planning Commission 
- Coordination with land use plans 
- Transpatation system 
- Recwatlon plans 
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Mapleton School District Board 
- Timber sale level and revenues 

SW. Lincoln County, Water Board 
- Municipal watershed management 

Tdlamook County Board of Commissioners 
- Transportation system 
- Recreation plans 

Waldport Chamber of Commerce 
- Planning issues of concern 
- Timber sale volume 

Yachats, Water Board 
- Municipal watershed management 

Yamhill County Planning Commission 
- Coordination with land use plans 
- Transprtation system and rights-of-way 

Indian Tribes 

Representatives of the American Indian tribes were invited to participate in the planning process The 
Bureau of Indian Affairs was consulted for Tribal contacts. 

Confederated Tribes of the Sib& Indians - The Tribe was restored as a federally recognized 
“tribe” in 1978, after being terminated in 1956. Reestablishment did not grant hunting or fmhing rights, 
but a reservation of about 3000 acms was established to create an economic base for the Trlbs. None 
of the land wss in the National Forest. 

In June 1980, a meeting was held which &weed concerns expressed by the Confederated Tribes of 
the Siletz Indians These concerns centered on hunting and Sshlng rights, streamside management 
and protection of cultural resources. 

Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde - The Tribe was reestablished in 1983 and a reservation 
of about 9000 acres wss created m 1988 from Oregon and Cahfornia County grant lands that were 
under BLM management. None of the land was m the National Forest, and the Tribe has no treaty 
rights with the Forest. 

Confederated Tribes of Coos, Lower UmPqua and Siualaw Indians - A communication link 
has been established to pmvide informal exchange of mformation. 

Other Interest Groups 

Colleges and Universities 

Oregon State University 
College of Agricultural Sciences 

- Noxious weed contml 
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Department of Entomology 
- Silverspot buttertly habitat 

Department of Fisheries and Wildlife 
- FHI model revisions 
- Habitat diversity 
- Viable populations of wildlife species 

Department of Range Management 
- Brushcontrol 

College of Forestry 
- FOBPbANmodel 
- Commercial thinning 
- Recreation Opportumty Spectrum 

Department of Forest Engineering 
- FHI model revisions 

Organizations and Businesses 

Cascade Head SEA Advisory Council 
- Management of Cascade Head Scenic & Research Area 

Champion International 
- Timber yield tables 
- Sediment model and yiekls 

Industrial Forestry Association 
- Timber yield projections 
- Development of timber prescriptions 
- Unsuitable timber lands 

National Wildlife Federation 
- Planning issues of concern 

Nature Conservancy 
- Besearch Natural Areas 
- Oregon silverspot butterfly 

Northwest Forestry Assocmtion 
- Timber management on steep slopes 
- Biparian area management 
- Snag management 

Oregon Coast Horse Association 
- Baker Beach management 
- Horsetrails 

Oregon Natural Resource Council 
- Unroaded areas 
- Old growth management 
- Nongame wildhfe habitat management 
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Oregon Bivem Council 
- Wild & Scenic Rivers 

Sierra Club 
- Old growth management 
- Protection of native plant species 
- Trail provisions 

Siuslaw Task Force 
- Unroadedamas 
- Old growth management 
- Nongame wildlife habitat management 

Siuslaw Timber Operators 
- Timber yield projections 
- Board-foot cubic-foot conversion ratios 
- Timber sale planning and mitigation measures 
- Biparian mea management 
- Wildlife management issues 

Western Forest Industries Association 
- Timber yield tables and preecriptions 
- Biparian area management 

Western Hardwood Association 
- Hardwood management 

Adler, Jim 
- Water quality, timber sale volume, standards and guidelines, wildlife and fmh issues 

Bodine, Bob 
- Recreation 

Chastain, Jeff (permittee) 
- Home use at Sutton 

Cole, Brian 
- Sutton management, other planning issues of concern 

Deadwood residents 
- Timber sale planning, visual management, old growth, wildlife habttats 

DeFazio, Suzanne 
- Kentucky Falls trail 

Hammond, Paul 
- Oregon silverspot butterfly 

Jensen, Fred 
- Recreation management 

Peters, Daryl 
- Tmber management, land exchange 

Beindl, Ed 
- Plant permits 
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CONSULTATION WITH OTHERS 

Siemert, Fred 
- 0RVu.s 

Thurgow, Peter 
- Economic development 
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APPENDIX B 

DESCRIPTION OF THE 
ANALYSIS PROCESS 

INTRODUCTION 

Planning Situation 

The Forest Serwce is responsible for determmmg how best to manage National Forest lands based on 
pubhc desires and land capabtities. The capability of the Smslaw National Forest 1s influenced by its 
forested, steep mountamous slopes wth hgbly productwe soils. The Forest supports timber industry 
and provides deveIopsd, dqxrsed, and wilderness recreatmn Elk reside on the Forest as do spotted 
owls, bald eagles, and other game and nongame species. Numerous streams and rivers produce 
anadromous f=h that contribute to sport and commercial fishing industnes Decision-making for the 
631,000~acre Natmnal Forest is comphcated by competltion among the various resource uses and a 
mynad of environmental and s0cm.l effects 

The public has expressed divergent viewpoints about the use of market commodities such as timber 
and nonmarket commodities such as wdderness, undeveloped areas, scenery, wildhfe, and old growth 
The major planning goal is to provJde enough informatmn to help declsionmakers determme which 
combmation of goods, serwzes, and land uses will maxirmze net public benefits. The National Forest 
Management Act (NFMA) and the regulations developed under NFMA (36 CFR 219) provide the 
analytical framework to address tJus obJe&lve, and also state that the requwements of the Natmnal 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and its regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508) must be applied m this 
analysis pi-ocess 

Changes Between Draft and Final 

This section summarizes changes made m the analysis process since the Draft was issued in November, 
1986 

Alternative NC was added as an alternative considered in detail Alternative E Departure was removed. 

The supplement to Appendix B issued in January 1989 whxh describes the analytwal process used to 
develop Alternative NC has been incorporated Unless specifically stated in the subheading, the content 
of this append= applies only to Alternatives A-H 

The timber inventory was updated to reflect expected conditions in the begmning of the 1st decade of 
the Plan. Review of the timber inventory surfaced an error in the calculation of the board foot/cubic 
foot ratio The net effect was a 15% increase in the average ratlo to 5 4 board feet per cubic foot. The 
mcrease in the board fwt/cubm foot ratio also resulted m a commensurate increase in the value of 
timber on a cubic foot basis. Refer to the discussion under “Development of Yield Coefficients” in this 
append= for d&ads of the adjustments This appends also contains a new sectmn, “V&d&on of the 
Timber Inventory in FORPLAN”, that documents an analysis conducted between the draft and final 
EISs to address concerns expressed in public comments on the DEIS over the validity of the SmsJaw 
Timber Inventory 
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The timber yield tables, both empwical and managed, were adlusted after the Draft was mwed Empirical 
.= tables were redone to reflect growth through the midpoint of the 1st decade and to correct a large 

sawtimber/small sawtimber adjustment made to the original tables. The managed tables were redone 
to correct the prescription selection process used to develop tables for the Draft. The updates and 
corrections am explamsd in “Development of Yield Coefiicmnts. 

Several technical changes were made to the FOBPLAN model to reflect the adjusted inventory, to 
update cost coefiicients, and to corm& minor err~rs discovered in the old model The sections in this 
appendix “Forest Database” and “Cost Development and Modeling” in this appsndm have been revmed 
to mcorporate these changes. 

Several changes to Management Requirements occurred since the draft EIS was issued Much of the 
discussion of the development of Management Bequirements has been removed from this appendix, 
expanded, and made Appendix H to the FEIS Refer to “Management Beqmrements” m this appendis 
for a summary of changes to Management Requirements between the draft and final EIS. Management 
Baquirements is the name used in this document to refer to the concept termed Mimmum Management 
Bequtmments m the draft EIS. 

A new elk habitat capability model was developed based on the Westside Elk Model (Wisdom et al., 
1986) This is described under “Resource and Economic Models,” later m this appendix. 

The Fish Habitat Index Model was modttied to hnut the Influence of upland areas on large woody 
debris levels and to increase the following: existing smelt habitat capability, reliance on habitat quality 
as determined by large wwdy debris levels, effsctweness of headwall leave areas in preventing landslides; 
efficiency of leaving streamside buffers; and the length of the recovery period before large woody debris 
is again produced in nparian areas after logging The revised FHI model 1s described under “Resource 
and Economic Models,” later in this appandix 

The Forest pohcy concerning snag management was revised between the draft and final EIS. This 
revlsmn led to a change in the deduction to timber ymld tables to reflect leaving green trees in harvest 
units to provide future snags. Refer to “Operational Beductmns” and “Management Requirements” for 
details of the analysis 

The modehng of Mature Conifer Wddlife habitat was changed to give the FOBPLAN model the flexibility 
of dedicating the habitat or managing on rotations longer than the 100 years allowed in the model 
used for the draft EIS Refer to “Wildlife Prescriptmns” for more detail. 

Planning Process 

The planning and environmental analysis ptwxss brings a new outlook and a new technology to National 
Forest land management, princmally: 1) pmcesses formerly used to make indwdual resource dewions 
am now combmsd to make integrated management decisions, and 2) new mathematuml modeling 
techniques am used to assist in the planning problem and to help identify the most cost-efficient pattern 
of resource management The IO-step planning process 1s: 
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1 Identification of Issues, Concerns and Oppatumties; 
2 Preparation of planning critena; 
3 Collection of mventory data and information, 
4. Analysis of management situation; 
5. Formulatmn of alternatives; 
6 Estimation of the effects of alternatives; 
7. Evaluation of alternatwas; 
8. Recommendation of a preferred alternative; 
9 Implement&on of the Forest Plan; and 
10 Monitoring and evaluation. 

This appendix describes the analysis phase of tlus process covenng steps 3,4, 5, and 6 The judgement 
phases 1,2, 7, and 8 are described in Chapters I and II of the FEIS and in Appendix A. The execution 
phases, steps 9 and 10, are presented m the Forest Plan. 

Identification of Issues, Concerns and Opportunities 
(STEP 1) 

This tint step IS addressed m depth in Chapter I and Appendur A of the FEIS It involves the identlficatmn 
and evaluation of pubhc issues, management concerns and resource use and development opportumties. 

Preparation of Planning Criteria 
(STEP 2) 

Chapter I addresses planning critena and them development Cntena were developed to guide the 
planning process for activities mngmg from collection and use of inventory data to analysis of the 
management situation to dwgn and formulation of alternatives. The planning critena were developed 
by the Intetiiphnary Team and are generally based on the items presented in the Regulations for 
Implementmg NFMA, CFR 219.5 (c). 

Collection of Inventory Data and Information 
(STEP 3) 

The Interdlsciplmary Team determined what data were necessary based on the issues and concerns. 
The analysis of the management situation, formulation of alternatives, and momtoting reqmre data 
on resource capahditw, existmg and future supply and demand, expected outputs, benetits, and casts. 
Existing data were used whenever paable but were supplemented with new data to help resolve sensitive 
issues or management concerns These data are discussed in the next section of this append=, and are 
on file in the Forest Supervisor’s office m Corvallis 

Analysis of the Management Situation 
(STEP 4) 

The Analyszs offhe Management Sztiahon @MS) exammes resource supply and market conditions 
and determines suitability and feasibihty for resolving wmes. A hnear programming model was used 
to address a number of specific reqmrements including developing benchmarks The benchmark analysis 
includes: 1) projecting the current management program of the Forest mto the future, 2) determining 
the ab&ty of the Forest to produce a range of goods and services, from mmmmm management to 
maximum production, 3) evaluatmg the feasxbdity of meetmg national production goals assigned in 
the Regmnal Guide (RPA targets) and social demands identified as issues and concerns, 4) evaluating 
the feasibdlty of maximizing the present net value of resources havmg an established market value or 
an assigned value, 5) evaluatmg the consequences of departmg from non-declming flow harvest policy, 
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INVENTORY DATA AND INFORMATION COLLBCTION 

and 6) evaluating the costs of implementing the Management Requirements 136 CFR 219 273. Finally, 
the AMS provides the information necesse ry to formulate a range of reasonable alternatives. 

Planmng models are discussed in the third section of this appendix and the results of the anslysis of 
the management situation IS discussed in the sixth section of this appendix. Mom information ts in 
Analysis of the Management Srtmtion (USDA Forest Service 1985). 

Formulation of Alternatives 
(STEP 6) 

The information gathered during the tirst four planning action steps is combined and analyzed to 
formulate alternative plans Public comment on the Draft played a key role in the revision of Alternative 
E, the preferred alternative (PA), smos the Draft The alternatives reflect a range of tesoume management 
objectives Each identified major public issue and management concern is addressed in one or more 
alternatives Management prescriptions and practices ate formulated to represent the most cost-effmient 
way of attaimng the objectives for each alternative Both priced and nonpriced outputs em censidersd 
m formulating the alternatives 

Estimation of The Effects of Alternatives 
(STEP 6) 

The physical, biological, economic and social effects of each alternative were estimated and analyzed 
to determine how each responds to the issues identified and to the goals and objectives sssigned by 
the RPA pmgrams. A linear program was used to estimate some of the economic, biological, and physical 
outputs, while other analysis was used for estimating remaining outputs. The analysis included: 11 
direct, indirect, and cumulative effects, 21 conflict with other Federal, State, local, and Indian tribe 
land use plans, 31 other environmental effects, 41 energy requirements and conservation potentml, 51 
natural or depletable resource requirements and conservation potential, 61 historic and cultural mseumes 
and 71 means of mitigation. 

INVENTORY DATA AND INFORMATION COLLECTION 

Forest Data Base 

Inventory data were collected for many resources se that the issues could bs addressed, limitations 
defined, and capabilities determined This section outlines how the data were used in the anslysis 
process from cm&ton of capability areas to developing the momtorlng plan. 

This section describes changes to the data base made between the draft and final EIS The planmng 
database reflects the ares of the Forest when the database was compdsd in 1982. The vegetation 
conditions have been updated to reflect conditions expscted to occur in 1990 Several smsll land exchanges 
and boundary adlustments have not been inoxporated into the planning database An August 1989 
survey of the three Wilderness acres revealed a total Wilderness area of 22,456 acres The planning 
databsse contains a total of 22,186 wilderness acres. The plannmg database accounts for 631,361 
acres; in 1988 the actual Sinslaw National Forest System area was 630,395 

1986-1989 Timber Sales Update 

The LMP database was updated for the 1986-89 timber sales m December 1988 The update acceunted 
for the sale of approximately 21,000 acres of timber which occured over the four years smce the database 
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INVENTORY DATA AND INFORMATION COLLECTION 

was last updated The agea of timber stands m the planning model were also updated be represent&w 
of current stand conditions 

SEIS Spotted Owl Network 

The spotted owl habitat mqmrementa determined by the SEIS to the R-6 Rogmnal Guide EIS for the 
spotted owl was mcorporated m the planning database. This led to a change of from 40 s&a of 1000 
each to 22 sItas of 2000 acres each 

Capability Areas 

The Forest was divided into approximately 30,000 capability areas whazh were the basic unit of data 
for the resource data Each capabiilty area is a contiguous and famly homogeneous in terms of physical 
and biologmal character&es, productmn potentials, and environmental conditmns Each unique area 
is an mdlvidual record in the planning data base. 

The mformation that was used to delineated the capabdity areas was chosen so that the issues, concarne 
and opportumtles could bs analyzed Resource data used to define the capabiity areas included soil 
stabihty, visual quality, wildlife habltat, and riparian areas. Capabdity areas also reflect current 
management araas, specially designated areas (such as wildernesses and research natural areas), 
recreation areas, access~bihty for thmning timber stands, county boundaries and land ownership. The 
compos~ts maps of this information (four sets of 4-inch/mile maps) are on file at the Superwsor’s Office 
in Corvallii, Oregon. 

Analysis Areas 

The 30,000 capability areas were aggregated mto about 480 analysis areas in order to reduce the time 
and expense of analysis, particularly m asmg the linear program model, Forest Planning Model 
(FORPLAN) These analysis areas are the basic land units used in the analysis and planning process. 
Them delineation was Intended to capture the significant socml, bmlogical, physical, and aconormc 
differences in the way that the land responds to alternatwe management strategies They are the 
basic umt of land for which a range of management prsscnptmns was developed to achieve multiple 
use objectwee in response to the sues, concerns and opportunitw 

Analyst areas are homogeneous umts of land with respect to several charactenstics that were analyzed 
m the planning process However, they are not n ecessardy contlgaous Each analysis area is a umque 
combination of SIX factors: ranger district, special area (such as Cascade Head and Drift Creek 
Wdderness), landtyps association, stand age, con&tion class Cts index, accesaibiity to thinnmg, and 
riparian area), and existmg timber type. A further discussion of these identlfiem 1s found in “The Forest 
Planmng Model” se&on of this append= 

While analysis areas are homogenous v&h respect to six characteristics, the other characteristws in 
the data base may vary within a given analysis area. However, some of the mformation that was not 
incorporated mto the analyst areas was modeled through constraints on portmns of an analysis areas 
For example, an analysis area may consist of 200 acres that have a low nsk of landshdes and 500 
acres that have a high nsk of landshdes In order to simulate the effects of protecting the soils with a 
high nsk of landshdes in a particular alternatwe, 500 acres of this analysis area would not be suitable 
for timber harvest 

Production Coefficients 

The Interdisciphnary Team developed cosfticlenta for timber, wklhfe, sod, water, fish, recreation, 
costs, and bsnefits. The coeffic~enta describe the relationships between a management practice applied 
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to an analysis area and the resulting outputs and effects. The tmrbsr cost and benefit coefficients 
were used in the FORPLAN model. The remaining coafflients were used in analysis outside of the 
FORPLAN model. A further discussion on how these coefficients were developed can be found m “The 
Forest Plannmg Model” section. 

Land Suitability 

The Interd&ipllnary Team determinsd the lands that are tentatively suitable Following 1s a discussion 
of the suitability claseatications for the resourcea that are identified by the issues, concerns and 
opportunities and Includes the timber suitability discussion that is mquimd by NFMA I36 CFR 219.141 

Lands Suitable for Timber Production in Alternatives A-H 

NFMA regulations state that timber pmductmn may only occur on lands classified as suitable for 
timber production The four criteria for dwlarmg lands unsuitable for timber production are (36 CFR 
219.14(a)): 

1 The land is not forest land. Forest land is defined by the NFMA regulations as “land at least 
10% occupied by forest trees of any size presently or formerly having had such tree cover and 
not currently developed for non-forest use” (36 CFR 219 3). 

2. Technology is not available to ensure timber production from the land without irreversible resource 
damage to soil productivity, or watershed conditions 

3 There is not reasonable assurance that such lands can be adequately restocked (36 CFR 
219 27(c)(3)). 

4. The land has been withdrawn from timber production by an Act of Congress, the Secretary of 
Agriculture, or the Chief of the Forest Service. 

These four criteria are used to identify the tentatively suitable land bass During alternative development 
more area may be classed as not appmpriate for timber production to meet management requirements, 
to meet ObJectives of an alternative, or if timber production is not cost efticient. 

Table B-l displays the classitication of lands on the Siuslaw National Forest The arw that is classified 
as not forested includes lakes, sand, roads, admmistratwe sites, and meadows The area class&ed as 
unsuitable because of “inadequate response information” are forested lands but mformatmn is msuffinent 
to predict timber yields This lands consists of 2,015 acres of shore pure stands on the coast which 
gmw lass than 20 CF/acre/year of timber and have httle or no conunercml value. The area class&l 
as unsuitable due to irreversible resource damage are lands upslope from private pmperty that would 
threaten human life if a landslide occurred. (The results of the rqmred tinancial analysis of the tentatively 
suitable land for timber production is discussed in “Analyst Prior to Development of Alternatives” of 
this appemhx 
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Table B-l. Lands Tentatively Suitable for Timber Management 
r 

5 
7 
I 
I 
t 

1 
7 

( 
C 
C 
c 

I 

I 
I 

‘1 

ACRES 

UNSUIT- 
ABLE 

TOTAL 

3iuslaw National Forest Ownership 631,561 
Nater 4,685 
ialsNotFor&ed(eg,Dunes) 33,640 
Ads Developed for Purposes Other Than Tmber Pmductmn (e g ,Cmpground) 11,521 
3ubtotal of Non-Forested Land 49,646 

?orested Land 
Ndxirawn From Scheduled Tnnber Production 

Wlldemesa (MA 12) 
F&k Creek 
Dnft Creek 
C- Creek 

Estabbshed Research Natural Areas (MA 13) 
Flynn Creek 
Neskowm Crest (m Cascade Head Scemc-Research Area) 

&wade Head Expenmenti Forest (MA 7) 
!ascade Head Sceruc-Research Area (MA 6) 
hgon Dunes Natwnal Reveatmn Area 
lubtotal of Lands Withdrawn 

681,616 

6,720 
5,635 
3,731 

668 

7,200 
4,125 

359 
33,5cs 

nadequata Flenpmse Iixfcmnatwn 
(Land incapable of prcduclng mdwtml wc.xl, e 3, shore pm) 2,015 
mvemble Damage (Iandshdes would threaten human bfefe) 3,246 
legenerkwn Dficulty 0 

VentatlveIy Suitable Forest Land 537,746 

Land Suitability in Alternative NC 

The land suitabllty process defined by NF’MA and used to identify the tentatively suitable laud base 
as dsscribsd above for Alternatives A-H was not used in development of the TRP A summary of the 
acreages in each suitability category are presented in Table B-2 which was taken from the 1979 hmber 
Resource P&z, as amended (USDA Forest Service 1979a). The definitions of each category follow. 
Acreages have been adjusted for amendments to the TRP 
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j Table B-2. 1979 Timber Resource Plan, as Amended, Land SuitabSity Summary 

I Net National Forest Land@! 

n. water 171 625,263 

!TI. Non-Forest Land 

w33 
3,209 

12,158 
218 
974 

21,393 
41,364 583,819 

TV. Forest Land 

A. unpmalctive (40 cu.fwacjyI9 
B PmduwVe 

1- 
2 Deferred 
3 commercial 

a Wltbdl-awn 
1) Admudahtive Sites 
2) Developed Recreation S&a 
31 Cm Head Eqannm&.l Forest 
4) Areas of Spaal Interest 

SUBTOTAL. 
b Used to Calculate Bmlog,cal Potmtm, 

1) Standard Component 
2) sped component 
3) Marginal component 

SUBTOTAL. 

25,114 
1,470 

681 
271 

7,958 
3,325 

41,159 542,120 

0 258,539 253,539 
29,742 220,936 250,676 

4,344 28,559 23,559 
34,086 503,034 542,120 

Components of the TRP land suitabiity system are as follows: 

I Net National Forest Land - National Forest System land wthin the Siuslaw National Forest 
administrative boundary. 

II. Water - Ponds and lakes, does not m&de streams or rivers. 

III. Non-forest land - Land that has never supported forests and lands formerly forested where use 
for timber utdization is precluded by development for other uses 

IV Forest Land - Land at least 10% occupwl, or stocked by forest trees of any size, or formerly 
having had such tree cover and not currently developed for non-forest use 

B-S 

A Unproductive Forest Land - Land not capable of producing at last 20 cubic feet of wood 
fiber per acm per year. 
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B. Productwe Forest Land - Forest land that is capable of producing at least 20 cubic feet 
per acre per year. 

1 Reserved - Productive forest lands ulthdrawn from timber production by statute, 
administrative rsgulatmn, or designated by the Regmnal Forester 

2 Deferred - Productwe forest lands that have been administratively ldentifisd for uses 
such as Research Natural Areas. 

3 Commercial - Productwe forest lands that are not reserved or deferred. 

a. WIthdrawn (Unregulated) - Commercial forest land that will not be programmsd 
for timber production under sustained yield pnnclples. Industrml wood 1s pmduced 
m a non-programmed manner, in that timber is harvestsd only when it contributes 
to achieving other overridmg management objectives Examples are administrative 
sites, recrsatmn sites, designated experimental forest, and special interest areas. 

b Used to Calculate Biologxal Potential - The “Total” column represents the 
commerml forest land on which the Bmlogical Potentml calculation for the TRP 
was based The “Smtable” column represents the portion of the total which was 
used to calculate Potential Yield for the TRP The “Unsuitable” column represents 
withdrawal to protect other resource values and for safety as described below. 

1) Standard Component - Commernal forest land on which crops of mdustnal 
wood can be grown and harvested with adequate protection of the forest 
resoumes provided under the usual provismns of the timber sale contract. 
Land that can bs managed intensively for tlmbsr prcductmn consistent with 
sustamed yield, even-flow, multiple-use, and envn-onmental quabty standards 

2) Special Component - Commercial forest land needing special treatment to 
meet other resource requirements as follows: 

a) Visual - M&&&n areas in foreground, and retention and partial 
retention areas m all distance zones. 

h) Soil - tigh-risk and medium-high risk for both debris avalanche and 
slump fadure as a result of road construction 

c) Sod - High-risk and msdmm-high risk for debns avalanche associated 
wth timber harvest activities 

d) Soil - High-nsk and me&urn-high risk for slumps due to timber harvest 
actwtiss 

e) Wddlife - Older forest stands 

0 Wddbfe - R~parian areas and st mide management units 

g) Wildlife - Deciduous and mixed timber stands which are included in other 
components 

3) Margmal Component - These lands pose: 1) environmental risks to the land, 
resources, and human safety; and 2) econonuc linutations resulting from high 
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access development and logging operatmns costs, coupled with low value 
timber msoumes. 

The technologically marginal areas are those that cannot be harvested with 
existing technology without high risk to the land, msoumes, or human safety. 
Approximately 52% of the 8,338 acres in this category were removed from 
the programmed harvest. The result 1s a 47.9% yield expectation Appmximately 
4,344 acres were removed fmm the scheduled land base. 

Them are 24,565 acres of Margmal Component lands identified as economically 
unsuited based on timber appraisals on these acres. The criteria used to 
determine economic suitabmty was potential for adequate financial return on 
sales of timber to support mad development and logging costs. The uneconomic 
stands are characterized by a combination of stand age and hardwood 
composition which results in low volume per acre and subsequent low conversion 
values. Viible sales were expected to be executed 1x1 most of these areas by 
building the mads with appropriated funds and encouraging the development 
of hardwood markets. 

Comparison of Timber Land Suitabiity Between the TRP and Alternative A 

The wide difference in harvest levels between the TRP and Alternatives A-H was the the subject of 
many questions and concerns expressed since issuance of the Draft Plan and EIS. One of major masons 
for the decrease is the change in how the Forest land base is vmwed. 

Table B-3 displays the comparison between the suitable timber lands used in the TRP and the suitable 
lands used in the development of Alternative A, the Current Direction Alternative. It also displays the 
maximum acreage suitable for timber production in both alternatives. Because of the differences in 
the processes used in development of these land bases, the table uses terminology that attempts to 
hnk the two but does not fit either process perfectly 

The major masons for the differences in acreages in the two land classificatmns of the land base are: 

l Improvements in site-specific information, inventory procedures, and recent improvements in 
data base management technology. 

l Changes in management requirements for soil, water, and wildlife resources through NFMA and 
subsequent regulations 

The lands that mughly equate to “not capable” or “not available” are shown as a subtotal in Table B-3 
and do not differ substantndly between the two alternatives. 

The significant difference between the two classifications is m the area managed for resource protection 
These areas account for 5% of the total land base for the TRP as compared to 6% for Alternatives A 
through H. 

Management intent with respect to resource pmtectmn does not differ substantially between Alternative 
NC and the other alternatives. All alternatwas stress protsction of water quality, reduction in the 
number of landslides caused by timber harvest, mamtenance of wiklhfe populatmns, and improvement 
of habitat for T&E species. 

Although management intent for the protection of soil and water quality has not changed, the 
understendmg of the amount of land needed for adequate protection is substantially different While 
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Alternatives A through H assume a reduction of the available timber land base by at least 59,000 
acres, the TRF’ assumed a reduction of only 21,499 acres. The difference is largely the result of nnproved 
ate-specific soils information for the Forest and improved understanding of the effect of timber harvest 
on high-risk soils There have been significantly more awes of h&-risk sods inventoned smce 
development of the TRP Also, the effectiveness of leave areas m preventing accelerated landslides 
was assumed to be higher during development of the TIP than IS presently beheved 

Land withdrawn for streamside protection amounts to a mmimum of 26,100 acres in Alternatives A 
through H compared with about 8,243 a- in streamside management units and riparian habitat m 
Alternative NC. Intent was the same However, more acres are withdrawn in Alternatives A through 
H, because 3,255 miles of peramial streams would have buffers In Alternative NC, about 490 miles 
of Class I and II streams would have full, uncut buffers. The other 490 miles of Class I and II streams 
and about 100 nules (11% of 908 miles) of Class IlI streams would have partial buffers, so they were 
not considered withdrawn fmm timber harvest This mcrease in streamside protection for Alternatives 
A through H is due to xmpmved inventory mformation which gives a more accurate measure of the 
number and length of stream nula. 

Habitat protection for the spotted owl was speafied m the TRP through interim spotted owl management 
direction. This mtenm protection precluded timber harvest from 13,000 acres of the the scheduled 
timber land base. However, these a- were not removed from the scheduled timber land base when 
the potent& yield was calculated because land allocation was to be resolved during the forest planmng 
process. Alternatives A through H remove at least 44,000 acres from the suitable timber land base to 
account for owl habltat 

The bald eagle was the only T&E species whwe habitat management affected the timber program in 
the TRP Unlike Alternatives A through H, where at least 2,600 acres were removed from the timber 
suitable land base, the timber smtable land base was not reduced for habitat protection for bald eagles 
or other T&E species Instead of removmg land from the timber suitable land base, the TRP planned 
to manage 8,200 acres of exlstmg old-growth stands on 300-year rotatmns to provide habitat for bald 
eagles Eventually, all of the 8,200 acres would be harvested 
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Table B-3. Land Suitability Summary for the TRP and Alternative A 

Yet National Forest Land 625,434 631,361 

Water 
Non-forest 
unprcduchva for&w 
Admmstrabva s&s, roads, rock pita, recraatum sites 
W,ldemesa 
Cascade Head Scenic Besear& Area 
Cascade Head Expenmental Forest 
Flynn Creek and Fan&e Creek RN& 
Fcmsted Oregon Dunes NRA Land 
Areas of speclsd Intereet (2) 

SUBTOTAL 

171 4,685 
27,434 33,640 

2,840 2,015 
14,902 11,521 
21,782 21,136 

3,932 4,125 
7,958 7,200 
l,270 1,163 
2,000 359 
1,526 2,406 

83,315 88,255 

BALANCE 648,106 

I 

1 

1 
1 

1 

: 

(1: 
(2: 

Lands 

21,499 59,651 
8,243 26,110 

Wddbfe Habitat 
spatted Owl 
Threatened and Endangered Spemes (Bald Eagle 
and Sdvempot Butte&9 

0 
0 

44,389 
3,927 

4,344 8,246 

Land Needed to Meet Other Mana6ment ObJ&lves 
SUBTOTAL 

0 19,997 
34,036 162,320 

roTm Lands Not Scheduled for Tunber Harvest 

roTAl. Land Scheduled for Tmdm Harvest 

) Mostly m the Oregon Dunes Natmnal Becreatmn Area 
I Cape Perpetw and Mary3 Peak. 

117,401 

Hww 

250,675 

380,788 

Suitable for Special Areas 

Alternatives A-H - An area is capable for designation as a special mterest area @IA) if It has some 
unusual scenic, biologcal, historical, zoological, paleontological, or other unique characteristic On the 
Smslaw, ‘7,500 acres in four areas could be designated as SIA: Cape Perpetu, Mary’s Peak, Kentucky 
Falls and Mt Hebo 

TRP 

Alternative NC - The TRP &d not determine &tab&y for areas where special management practices 
would occur. Suitability for these areas was considered in the development of the MUPRB which preceded 
the TRP (See Multiple Use Plan Resource Base, page B--l) The TRP included two special interest 
areas, Cape Perpetua and Marys Peak, for a total of about 1,500 acres, no undeveloped areas, and 
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about 82,000 acres where the visual resource was to receive special protection. Of the 82,000 acres, 
about 31,000 acres overlapped mth other resources which were more constramlng on timber outputs 

Lands Suitable for Undeveloped Area Management 

An area of land can be capable of promding eenu-prinutlve non-motorized (SPNM) xxxxation 
oppatunitles if it 1s: 1) undeveloped, 2) at least 2500 contiguous acres, and 3) located more than l/4 
mile fmm mads and trails mth motorized use Four areas withm the Oregon Dunes National Recreation 
Area will be managed es undeveloped areas in all alternntlvea - Woahink (5,060 acres), Three Mde 
Lake (4,770 acres), Tenmile (7,800 acres), and Umpqua Spit (2,630 acres) An addltmnal4 areas are 
considered as potential undeveloped areas: H&a-Nestucca (13,830 acres), Wassen Creek (9,200 acres), 
the North Fork of Smith River (5,840 acres) and the area adjacent to Drift Creek Wilderness (8,280 
acrea) These areas are primarily lands which quahfy as SPNM settmg but also mclude some mad and 
harvest units from previous timber sales The areas which have been developed were mcluded to make 
manageable boundanes and would be allowed to revert back to a natural condltmn if they are managed 
as undeveloped areas 

Lands Suitable for Wildlife Habitat 

Alternatives A-H - Table B-4 summarizes the habItat requirements for eleven in&c&or speaes (or 
gmlds of species) used in this planning process The indicator species represent other wildhfe species 
which use the habltat The amount of suitable habitat for any of the species will change through time 
with the succession of vegetation as lands pass from one type of habitat mto another type of habitat. 
Almost all land on the Forest can be smtable habitat through the manipulation of vegetation and passage 
of time 1.e , the amount of suitable habitat is unlinuted through time Additional detailed diiussion 
of habitat smtabdity and the present &u&ion are found m Chaptem III and IV of the FEIS. 
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Table B-4. Management Indicator Species 

* Marten 

Habitat Feature 

Mahve con&. (large snags, down 
logs) 

Mature coder (down lops) 

hbx of forage and cover are&p 

Opensandnearestumm 

T&E habItat 

T&E habItat 

T&E babdat 

T&E habdat 

T&E habltat 

Alternative NC - The TRP addressed wildlife habItat suitabiity in terms of key habitat types which 
might become limited due to intensive timber management Key habitat identified m the TRP mcluded 
dead and defective tree habitat, older forest, rlparian habitat, and deciduous-mix habitat. Except for 
the spotted owl, the TRP did not discuss changes in habitat &tab&y through time m terms of 
management indicator species 

Allocation and Scheduling Alternatives 

Data about the conditmn of existing vegetatmn and land sultabdity were wed to schedule management 
activities over time for the various benchmarks and alternatives to respond to the issues, concerns 
and opportumties These scheduler, are dependent on baw physIcal and biological characteristics of 
the Forest as depicted m the Forest data base and in a&y& areas. 

With the economic values and relationships used in this analysis, allocations of land to nontimber use6 
appeared to be less efficient than allocatmns to timber management. To evaluate the effects of specific 
resource objectwes and to examine a fidl range of alternatives, land allocatmns and scheduling alternatives 
were developed and examined using the FORPLAN model and various habltat capabiity models 

Monitoring 

The Forest Plan establishes intervals for evaluatmg how well the obJectivea of the Plan are being met, 
how accurate economic and resource projections are, and how closely management standards and 
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guidelines have been applied. Forest planning data. usad to develop the key pruductmn coefficients will 
also bs used to help monitor implementation activitw. Forest planmng data provides a bass or standard 
from which changes that result from implementation of the Forest Plan can be measured Forest Plan 
actwities will conform with Best Management Practices as describsd m Appendix J to the FEIS. The 
resulta of the monitoring and evaluation wdl be ussd to analyze the management situation durmg 
review and revision of the Forest Plan in the future 

Sources of Data 

Alternatives A-H 

1. Soils - Soil landtypes were mapped from the 1973 sod inventory of the Siuslaw National Forest 
(Badura et al 1974) and were aggregated into 14 landtyps associatmns as drscusssd in Berry 
and Maxwell (1981) Slops stab&y and sediment informatmn was developed from the 1975 
landshde mventmy and research about the relation&p between timber harvest activltws and 
erosmn (Bennett 1982) The data sources and prucsdurss are documented m Bush (1982). 

2. Hydrology - Streams, wetlands, floodplains and nparian areas were mapped from aerial 
photographs and ground inventory in 1980 Streams were classified as intermittent or perennial 
and probable fish habltat was ldentltied Public water systems usmg surface water from the 
Forest were mventoried in 1985 usmg Oregon, US Environment Protection Agency and county 
record. 

3. Vegetation - Timber data (timber typs, stand age and site mdex) were derived from tlmbsr 
typs mapping and the 1974 timber inventory Stand accesalbtity for thinning was mapped by 
Distnct personnel The data was updated for the Draft Forest Plan to 1985 by typing all areas 
whxh wsw harvested, sold or proposed for sale between the 1974 inventory and 1985 as 
plantatmns The exception to the updats was the sales which were expected to bs returned 
unharvested to the Forest under the 1984 Federal Timber Contract Payment Modlficatvm Act. 
The LMP database was updated for the 1986-89 tlmbsr sales in Dacembsr 1988 for use m the 
Final Plan 

4. Timber Yield - Empirical growth and yield mformatmn for existing timber was developed 
from 1974 timber mventory data (USDA Forest Service 1981b) Information for managed stands 
was developed with DFSIM (Curtis et al 1981) 

5. Wildlife Habitat - Wddhfe habItat types were mapped fiwm the 1974 timber mventoT 
information, supplemented by Forest Service staff review Habitat for northern spotted owls 
was mapped in 1981 and updated in 1986 by district personnel. HabItat for Bald Eagles was 
inventoried with cooperation with the Oregon Department of Fish and Wddlife and usmg the 
annual nest surveys by the Oregon Ccopsratwe Wii&fe Research Umt at Oregon State Univenlty, 
Corvallis 

6. Oregon Silverspot Butterfly . The mventory of habItat for the Oregon sdverspot butterfly 
and management techniques is documented m the Oregon Szluerspot Butterfly Forest Implementa- 
tzon Plan (Clady and Parsons 1984) 

7. Wildlife Populations - Coefficients to pro@ deer and elk population mdices are based on 
annual census data by the Oregon Department of Fish and Game 
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8. Fish Habitat - Fiih habitat data is based on stream surveys made from 1977 to 1983. The 
relationship between management practices and fmh habitat (primardy how timber harvest 
activities and mad construction effect sediment, stream blockages, debris and temperature) is 
bassd on research and Forest data as documented in Modelvzg The Effects #Forest Management 
on Salmonid Habitat (He&r et al 1983) 

9. ViiuaI Resource - The visual mum (variety class, sensitivity levels and Seen area) was 
inventoried and mapped in 1978-1979 following the pmcsdures of the Forest Semtce Visual 
Management System (USDA Forest Service 1974) 

10. Recreation Resource - The recreation resource was inventoried and mapped in 1981 usmg 
data in the Forest Service Recreation Information Management system and the pmcsdurea of 
the Forest Semce Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (USDA Forest Service 1982). 

11. Recreation Use - Recreation use projactlons were developed fmm (11 current Forest use fmm 
RIM data and (2) expected use from the Oregon Statewide Comprehenszue Outdoor Recreatvm 
Plan (Oregon Department of Transportation 1978). 

12. Undeveloped Areas - The inventory of potential undeveloped areas was updated in 1983 
from the second Roadless Area Review and Evaluation and from the 1981 recreation inventory. 

13. Wild and Scenic Rivers - The inventory of potential Wild and Scenic Rivers is from the 
Notionwtde Rivers Inventory (USDI National Parks Service 19821, supplemented by Forest 
service staff review. 

14. Land Status - Land status information was updated to 1985. It included other ownerships 
within the Forest boundary, county boundaries, ranger ditncts, and specml areas (wildernesses, 
research natural areas, etc.) 

16. Economic Data - Economic data was derived from BPA, regional dmsction, and Forest statistics. 
These are discussed in detail in this appendix, “Cost Efficiency and Net Public Benefits” section. 

Alternative NC 

1. Visual Resources - The visual resources of the Forest were inventoried accordmg to the Vnnml 
Management System fVMS1 methodology descnbsd in National Forest Landscape Management, 
Volume 2. Lands were inventoried by variety class and sensitivity level to assign visual quality 
objectives for landscape management. 

2. Soils - Access - Rnowledga of logging systems and transportation systems was used to Identify 
high-risk acres. Soils considered unstable for mad construction were first d&mated The Forest 
Soil Resource Inventory (SRI) mapping formed the basis for the soil stabihty determinations. 
Areas that could be economically thinned with cable systems were identified The remaining 
areas where access was restricted for orltical soils were designated for no thinning and clear 
cut at final harvest 

3. Soils - Debris Avalanche and Slumps - The soil resource inventory provided the basis for 
identifying lands having high and moderately-high risk of debns avalanche associated with 
timber harvest activities The inventory also provided the basts for ldentlfylng lands having a 
high and moderately high-risk of slumps due to timber harvest 
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4. Wildlife Resources - Wildlife spews were described in terms of their abundance on each 
ranger district, their rmgratory and breedmg habIts, and changes m the habitats caused by 
current and proposed timber management and recreatmn activitw. 

6. Streamside Management Units (SMUs) - The management ob@ive for SMUs was to meet 
State water quality standards and to maintain fBh habItat integrity m all Class I and II streams 
A statistuxl procedure was used to mventory conditions in Forest streams At each sample 
point, stream class, drainage area, stream gradient, surface erosmn potent&, slope of land 
immediately adjacent to stream, and landslide hazard upstream were recorded. Each sample 
pomt was classlfmd into one of 20 categories of pdentd impact based on its sample point 
parameters 

6. Timber - The timber inventory wed m development of the TRP was the same 1974 mventory 
used for Alternatives A-H. 

THE FOREST PLANNING MODEL 

Overview 

Forest planning is a complex process in which a large amount of mformation and mterdependent 
dewions must be considered before an alternatwe can be recommended as the management plan 
which best addresses the issues, concerns and oppwtumties which were ldentlfied at the outset of the 
plannmg pmcex Several interrelated computer models and analytical tools were developed and utilized 
to help define the de&on space vrnthin which alixrnatwes were developed and to evaluate their assocmted 
outputs and effects 

The purpose of thw sectmn is to explain the assumptions and procedures which were used to formulate 
and evaluate different management possibditw on the Forest Fnst, the computer models and analytical 
tools are summarized Then, the process used to describe the Forest and its resources m these models 
is explained Next, the sets of management activltw whmh were considered 111 this plannmg analysis 
are described.. Fmally, the resowce relatmnships used to evaluate to effects of the management activities 
are discussed 

FORPLAN 

The primaly analytical tool used in the Forest planmng analysis is called FORPLAN (Johnson et al. 
1986) The name is an acronym for Forest Planmng Model FORPLAN 1s a sem?s of three computer 
programs: matrix generator; linear programmmg algorithm; and report writer This tool can evaluate 
a large number of management options on units of land and select the combination which optimizes a 
chosen objectwe function (usually present net value), given a set of constraints 

Resource models, hke FORPLAN, are tools whch do not concluswely determine the ultimate planning 
decisions. Models are useful for processing large quantitws of data, but establishmg relatmnshlps between 
models and the decisions to be made reqmres judgment The dmx&on of Forest Serwx managers is 
completely retamed in making the decisions, despite the m&&n of these models 

The FORPLAN system is maintained and operated at the USDA Fort Colhns Computer Center, Fort 
Colhns, Colorado The UNISYS Functional Mathematical Programming System is used to solve the 
linear program on a mainframe computer. FOBPLAN Versmn 2, Release 12 was used to analyze 
benchmarks and alternatnw for the final EIS 
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The linear programming portion of the FOBPLAN model is able to find the optimal solution to the 
_r management problem glvsn three types of data: physical and biological characteristics of the land 

(analysis areas), types of management activities (management prescriptions) and expected resource 
and economic consequences of management ~eld/econonnc tables) The result is an assignment of 
management prascrlptions to analysis areas and a schedule of resource inputs and outputs. By exploring 
different methods to respond to issues, concerns and opportunities, the model can be used to quantify 
the trade-offs among &fferent management objectives 

The various outputs and effects that occur as a result of applying practices to the ground can be depicted 
by mathematical equations By incorporating these relationships into FOBPLAN, outputs and effects 
can bs estimated for different combinations of management activities The analysis areas were created 
to bs homogeneous with respect to the outputs and effects that result from a particular practice Through 
the use of unique coefticmnts in the equations, the outputs and effects were tied to specific analysis 
area characteristics, thus modeling the unique responsss of the vartous types of Forest land. 

Once the analysis areas were defined, the management prescriptions were ~dentifisd. These prescriptions 
defined alternative ways each analysis area could be managed to achieve different objectives m response 
to the issues, concerns, and opportumties 

Within thii framework, FOBPLAN was able to dstermme the mix of prescriptions which optimized 
the objective function for the problem within a spscitlsd group of constraints Since cost efficiency was 
an important aspect of the analysis, this objective function was generally specified as “mammisation of 
present net value ” 

Different ways of addressmg and solving combinations of msoums objectives had to bs found because 
of the numerous interrelationships of the issues, concerns and opportunities Usually, rseoums objectives 
were actually modeled in FOBPLAN as constraints. These constraints provided the hmits within which 
a FOBPLAN solution must be found Constraints typically specify: 1) prescriptions assignments (for 
example, prescriptions which included timber harvested could not bs applied to wildernesses), 2) levels 
of outputs (for example, non-dechning harvest flow policy in which timber harvest in any period can 
not be less than the harvest in any preceding period), or 3) the amount of land assigned to a partmular 
prescription (for example, a certain number of acres of the mature conifer pmscriptmn were required 
to pmvide for minimum levels of wldllfe habitat). 

The resulting FOBPLAN solution was expressed in number of acres m each analysis area assigned to 
each management prescription In addition, the application of the prescriptions to the analysis areas 
produces a schedule of outputs. The assignment was then translated into management areas which 
are areas that have similar management ObJsctlvas The results of the solutions of various alternatives 
were used to evaluate environmental, economic and s&al consequences 

The Analysis Process and Analytical Tools 

This section discusses tools and methodologies employed in the anslysis of effscts for the benchmarks 
and Alternatwes A-H Analysis of effects for Alternative NC differed fmm the other alternatwes primardy 
because the TBP outputs were developed without the use of FOBPLAN See “Analysis of Effects in 
Alternative NC”, below. 

Analysis Prior to the use of FORPLAN 

Most of the analysis which was pruhmlnary to FOBPLAN involved estimating resource yields, production 
costs and designing management prescriptions These prccedums are discussed later in this appendix. 
FOBPLAN was then used to determine optimal allocations and schsduhng of management prescriptmns. 
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Cost efficiency was considered by the planmng team as they developed xwhstm and flexible management 
prescriptions. This combinatmn of identifying cost efficient prescriptions, and then using FORPLAN 
to identlfy the nux of prescriptions and scheduling that will prcducs the highest PNV ensures that 
each alternative’s allocation and schedule represent an sconommally efficient way of achieving the 
goals for each altsrnatwe Refer also to “Analysis pnor to the Development of Alternatives’ later in 
this appsndii 

FORPLAN Analysis 

The FORPLAN analyss was a two step process In the first step benchmarks developed and ssnsltivity 
analysis was performed on some modeling constraints The results of ths first step can bs found later 
m this appendix, “Benchmark Analysis Results ” The results of the analysis helped define the potential 
of the Forest, the rslatmnships between the resources, the response of the varmus resources to constraints, 
and the ability of the Forest to respond to the major issues, concerns and oppwtunittes 

In the second step, the FORPLAN model was used to formulate alternatives by finding the most cost 
efficient set of management prescriptions that s&stied the objectives and constrsmts of each of the 
alternatives The mterdiiplinary team used FORPLAN to evaluate the trade-offs between the different 
resoums objsctivss 

Analysis with Micro-FORPLAN 

Micm-FORPLAN IS a version of FORPLAN developed by Oregon State University under the direction 
of K. Norman Johnson As its name imphes, it ~111 run in the personal computer envlmnment Whde 
its use is hmited to small problems m terms of the number of analysis areas, presclrptions and constramts 
it can accommodate, it has many of the reportmg capabihties of the mam-frame version and adheres 
to the same coding conventions. Although all alternatwzs and benchmarks were run on the main-frame, 
Micro-FOR&AN has pmvsn useful for answering planning questions at the Forest-wide level. 
Forest-mde timber output levels and PNV were found to be mthm 2% of the mam-frame FORPLAN 
It was used to test the effects of constramts, alternative land allocations and modeling strategies prior 
to their application in the main-frame version. 

Analysis in Addition to FORPLAN 

The Siuslaw FORPLAN model included all timber management activltles and timber outputs This 
made it possible to achieve a cost efficient solution to management problems related to timber production 
Other resources (such as recreation, wildhfe, and fEh) and their associated costs and values were 
analyzed outside of FORPLAN. The objectwas of these resources were portrayed by constraimng timber 
production m the FORPLAN model, but the actual yields and values were calculated outside of the 
model due to the complexity of the resoums relationships involved and the potentml for high FORPLAN 
C&S. 

The main problem wth calculatmg values outslde of FORPLAN 1s that the values and costs assoclatsd 
with resources other than tlmbsr do not mfluence the FORPLAN solutmn in terms of cost efficiency 
However, two charactenstics of the management sltuatmn on this Forest make it possible to predict 
the most cost efiicmnt solutmn despite the analysis that is done outside of the FORPLAN model. The 
first charactenstic is the the high value of the timber on th= Forest relatwe to the values assigned to 
other resources In most cases, the net value of managing land for timber production far exceeds other 
msoume values. 

The second charactenstlc relates to the expected use of -urces relative to the capacity to produce 
these rssources. The two resources next to timber in terms of net monetary value are fwh habitat and 
some types of recreation opportunitws However, the capacity of the Forest to produce these rescwces 
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exceeds the amount that the public is expected to use. Since value is detsrminsd by the actual use of a 
resouroe rather than capacity, the value of these resources is expected to be esssntially the same regardless 
of what management activities are schsduled 

Resource and Economic Models - This section incorporates changes between draft and final EIS 
concsrmng wildlife and fish habitat capabihty modsls. 

The outputs, valuss, and cc&s for other resources were calculated with computer pmgrams that were 
written on the Forest This discussion is a brief summary of the these programs 

Wildlife Habitat - Habitat capability indexes @ICI) for the key indicator specms were calculated for 
the benchmarks and alternatives using several models The HCIs which represent potential wildlife 
populations are based on the vegetative composition - age and spscw composition - of the Forest The 
vegetative composition for a particular alternative or benchmark was extracted fmm the FOBPLAN 
report and was the input to the various pmgrams The variables used to predict HCI were the amount, 
quality and distribution of habitat Constraints were intmduced into the FOBPLAN model of some 
alternatives to mfluence the HCI’s where it was part of the theme of the alternative 

The HCI for elk was developed using the concepts promulgated by the We&side Elk Model, (Wisdom 
et al 1986). The model uses the quantity and quality of available forage derived fmm FOBPLAN 
solutions to calculate an elk carrying capacity. By the interaction of four additional variables - the size 
and spacing of openings, cover condltmns, and open mad density - with the carrying capacity, the HCI 
is calculated. Pmjected carrying capacity could be mcreassd m the FOBPLAN model by creating meadows 
to pmduce a continuous supply of forage and by distributing timber harvest to maintain a stable level 
of forage Carrying capacity could also be increased with forags seeding, which mcreases the quantity 
and quality of forage available for the iirst few years after an area is clearcut. The elk HCI model also 
accounts for carrying capacity provided by existing permanent meadows which am not in the FOBPLAN 
model 

Soil and Fish Habitat - Sediment Model - The sediment model was developed for forest land 
management planning to predict relative quantities of sediment and landslides produced naturally 
and as a result of cleamuttmg and mad construction The effects of vegetation leave areas on unstable 
soils are also predicted. The natural landslide and s&merit rates am computed assuming a steady 
stats erosion rate based on 20 years of records m several basins that have not experienced cleamuttmg 
or mad construction The sediment levels that result from landslide and surface erosion associated 
with harvest activities are computed assuming clewcut harvest by aerial systems, broadcast burning 
for site preparation, and construction of access roads. Channel scour that results from harvest activities 
and surface erosion from marls are assumed to bs insignificant and are not mcluded in the computatmns 
Sediment and landslides are reported for 13 landtype associations 

Fish Habitat Index Model - The smelt habitat capability index 1s based on the best available information 
and was coordinated with other Forests and Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife. The index can 
bs adjusted as new and better information becomes available During the hfe of this plan, the Forest 
will schedule and conduct stream habitat surveys on most of its anadmmous fish-bearing streams As 
required, the smelt habitat capability index will bs revised, based on rearing habitat capability and 
density coefficients derived fmm the site specific. studies or rearing habitat cosftiments agreed to by 
fisbenee and land management agencies Future habitat assessment survey procedures ml1 bs 
standardmed and cocudmated among Begions to provide a standard set of informatmn to use in Forest 
Plan implementation 

A Fish Habitat Index (FHI) model was used to assess the relative impacts of forest management on 
sedimentation and fish habitat The Coho Smelt Habitat Capability Index (CSHCI) and sediment levels 
are calculated by the model and used to assess the benchmarks and alternatives The input for the 
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FHI model mcludes the tnnber harvest schedule by landtype association m FORPLAN, previous harvest 
data, and physical characteristics of the Forest This discussmn bnefly summarizes the model. For 
more mfonnation, see the discussion on fish m FEIS Chapter IV, Bush (1982), and Heller et al (1983). 

The FHI model uses geomorphic watershed analysis to assess quality of fish habitat without mitigation 
measures or fish habltat nnprovement structures. This approach stresses the unportance of the entire 
watershed to stream productivity. In the model, geomorphic parameters (size of the watershed, steepness 
of the stream, etc ) were used to predxt overall quality of fish habitat as Inventoried in stream surveys 
of 30 relatively unhturbed watersheds on the Forest The FHI model is also based upon mapping of 
the Forest into 14 geomorphic units, called landtype associations, which are relatively homogeneous 
and dstinct patterns of bedrock, geomorphic process, landfonns, and vegetatmn. The geomorphic 
umts were derived primarily by grouping similar soil mapping umts of the 1973 Soil Resource Inventory 
for the Forest (Berry and Maxwell 1981) The units are also m simdar stages of geomorphic development 
and have homogeneous and distinct fish habltat and hydmlogx characteristics 

Effects of management activltles on surface erosmn, landslides and stream charactetitux (large woody 
debns, and temperature) are estimated from the amount of timber hanesting scheduled by FORPLAN 
on each landtype association. The quality of habitat IS primardy effected by landslides, surface erosion 
and ripanan vegetation. Short-term changes to the repxxluctlve environment, such as sediment yields, 
appear to be less important than longer-term nnpacts to the rearing environment (i e loss of cover, 
stream structure, habitat complexity, channel morphology and nutrient cychng). The FHI is calculated 
for each landtype association by determining fish habltat quality (a numerical indicator of sediment, 
large woody debns and temperature). The FHI model was modltied between the draft and final EIS to 
increase the effectiveness of headwall leave areas m preventmg landslides from in Index value of 52 to 
70 based on the Mapelton leave area study. 

FHI is particularly sensitive to effects of timber harvest on sources of large woody debris The model 
includes both riparian and upland souses of debns In mponse to a questmn from the State of Oregon, 
it was deternuned that the upland component (more than 100 feet from the stream) made a 1% or 
less difference in FHI 

In alternatives permitting rlparian harvest, It 1s assumed that harvest of tnnber suitable rip&an areas 
would occur in the same proportion as harvest of timber suitable upland acres 

In addition to calculating the FHI, the model also estimates CSHCI for the natural condition and the 
conditmns expected If a particular FORPLAN solution were nnplemented. CSHCI 1s estimated assuming 
a linear relation&p between the FHI and CSHCI Indices This relatlonshlp was developed using Regnmal 
Due&ion and basic assumptmns documented in Haugen (1981) 

Cumulative Effects of Timber Harvesting cm Watershed Condition and Fish Habitat 

The Council on Environmental Quality regulations require that aI1 federal agencies consider cumulative 
impacts in environmental analysis Cumulative nnpacts are “the nnpact on the environment which 
results fixnn the incremental nnpact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonable 
foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes 
such other actions.” (40 CFR 1508.7) 

The mcdeled estimates of cumulative effects are used to estmmte their relative sigmticance The estimates 
of harvest related cumulative effects are also used to determine the capabdity of the Forest to meet 
management requirements (MRS) for watershed con&tion and fish habitat vathin an entire watershed 
of mixed ownershIp More mformation 1s in the Proposal for Cumulative Effect Analysis - Smslaw 
National Forest (Bush 1989) 
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The primary cumulative effects of tnnbsr harvesting on watershed conditmn and fsh habitat are: 1) 
landslides that result fmm the loss of reinforcing root networks on unstable slopes, 2) landslides fmm 
timber access mad, and 3) surface erosion that results fmm intense post-harvest burning on fragile 
sals 

The indicator of the three effects 1s the amount of area lacking crown cover on lands of all ownerships 
within a watershed The amount of lands lacking crown cover is a useful indicator of cumulatwe effects 
for several reasons First, unstable areas that lack crown closure will experience most of the landslide 
erosion associated with harvest activities because unstable areas depend upon mot strength for stability. 
Root systems are at their weakest in areas that have forest vegetation youngsr than 15 years, making 
unstable areas particularly vulnerable to the effects of storms. 

Second, newly constructed loads generally contribute most of the sediment associated with roads 
These roads ars usually associsted with areas recently harvest.4 

Finally, resistance to surface erosion is at the lowest level during the first few months following 
post-harvest broadcast burning, which is done immsdiately following harvest 

Harvested areas are considered to bs without crown cover and significant mot strength for up to 15 
years following timber harvest, but most vulnerable for the first ten years. Cumulative effects were 
asszeed by estimating the area that had been harvested and that would bs harvested during the 10 
years of the Forest Plan The assessment included all ownerships of lands in all 23 watersheds or 
portions of watersheds where the Siuslaw National Forest is located From the estimated acres of 
unstable lands that lack crown closure, the amount of adverse cumulative effects on watersheds, water 
quahty, and f=h habitat is made. 

To deternune whether MRs for National Forest lands meet the intent of minimum resource protection 
of the NFMA regulations, the cumulative effects of management within watersheds of mixed ownerships 
must bs below the same threshold of concern used to define the MRs for direct effects on National 
Forest lands. The estimatmn of acres of unstable lands that lack crown closure due to timber harvest 
ls translated into a threshold of concern for watershed condition and fish habitat based on hiitorical 
evidence of effects of various harvest levels on those resources. This threshold of concern is defined as 
the point at which the total harvest levels approaches or exceeds 30% of any of the assess ment watersheds 
in a ten year period. Harvest rates which exceed that level result m cumulative effects that have a 
high pmbabihty of threatening the vi&&y of f=h populations through reductions in water quahty, 
and degraded channel conditions Cumulative effects that threaten flh viability are not hkely to meet 
the intent of NFMA regulations. 

Analyst of projected harvest levels on National Forest and other lands indicates that none of the 
alternatives would exceed the threshold of concern of 30% of the assessment watersheds havmg vegetation 
less than ten years old durmg the ten years of the Forest Plan 

Recreation - A recreation assessment model was used to calculate the future recreation use of the 
Forest for the benchmarks and alternatives. The recreation opportunities for a particular alternative 
or benchmark were input by detinmg the area of the different management prescriptions. This 
diitnbutmn of management areas was then converted into four different recreation opportunity spectrum 
classes (rural, maded natural appearing, semi-primitive motorized and semi-primitive non-motonzedl. 
The capacity of recrea tion wss determined for each class based on the number of acres and the amount 
of recreatmn development (primarily trails and campsites1 

Effects on recreation are assessed in terms of opportunities capable of being provided and the associated 
demand capable of being met. Demand for varrous types of recreational settings was projected for 5 
decades based on the amount and mix of rscreatmn use on the Forest (1979311, State of Oregon forecasted 
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growth for various types of recreation, and Pacific Northwest Regional Guide (USDA Forest Serva 
1934a) pqections for senu-prinutlve non-motorized (SPNM) demand Projected demand is expressed 
in terms of Recreation VBitor Days (RV!Ys) Each 12-hour period constitutes one Recreatmn &&or 
Day. Thus, one 24-hour camping trip by a single person accounts for 2 RVD’s of camping 

Resource mixes under the various alternatives allow for varying types and amounts of recreational 
facilities and settings to be provided. Each type of facihty or setting has a capacity based on the type(s) 
of recreational activity that occurs there. Capacity LS expressed m terms of Persons At One Time (PAOT’s) 
that a setting or facility can accommodate. An annual (or decade) capacity for a specific facility or 
setting can be computed bused on the PAOT capacity and season of operation or avalabdity. This 
constitutes the annual (or decade) “supply” of a specific type of recreational faahty or setting, and it 
can then bs converted fmm PAOT’s to RVD’s. 

Having both demand and supply expressed in terms of RVD’s per decade allows for direct comparison 
and an assessment of the “effect” of each alternative in terms of the type and amount of raxeatmnal 
opportunities that can be supplied versus the proJected demand for the varmus types of recreational 
opportunities 

The same level of development for developed recreatmn was included in all alternattves This level 
was the level needed to meet expected future demand A second level of management was assumed in 
all benchmarks with the exception of the Mmimum Level Benchmark and Recreation Benchmark. 
This level was to mamtain sites at the current level but not to expand the number of sites. 

The small amount of variatmn in projected recreation use among the alternatives IS due to 1) different 
amounts of development for dispersed recreation, such as trals, wluch effect the amount of land opened 
for use, and 2) different dx+tnbutions of land between maded Pecreatlon oppatunitles and SPNM 
opportunities (the amount of valderness and SPM opportumties are the same m all alternatives ) 

Economic Efficiency _ An economic assessment model was use to cakulate the total benefits, costs, 
and present net value for the benchmarks and alternatives The benefits and costs of timber management 
were extracted from FORPLAN while the benefits and costs of other management programs were 
developed from other models, including the wxldhfe, fish, and recreation models A discussion of the 
assumptions and procedures used to analyze cost efficiency is m tbis appendq “Cost Efficiency and 
Net Pubhc Benefits” se&on later in thrs appenti 

Jobs and Income - An mput-output model, IMPLAN, was used to calculate the change in J&S and 
Income m the 8-county area surrounding the Forest for the benchmarks and alternatives. Estnnates 
of resource outputs, Forest expenditures, and Forest Service payments to counties were entered 1n the 
model from FORPLAN and the other assessment models A discusaxon of the model and results IS 
found later m this append= under “Soual and Economic Impact Analysis ” 

Analysis of Effects in Alternative NC 

This section bnefly describes the data base and analytical tools used to estimate envlmnmental and 
econonuc effects of the TRP Also discussed are the consequences of refinements to the tools for 
apphcatmn m the NC Alternative 

Multiple Use Plan Resource Base - The Multiple Use Plan Resource Base and the data and 
mformatmn m it were discussed earlier m this Append= The MUPRB documents the process used to 
identify preferred management options for the 1979 Timber Resource Plan. The four step process 
conasted of 1) mventorymg resources on the Forest, 2) classlfyingeach resource into sensitivity categories, 
3) formulatmg management options for sensitive areas, and 4) selecting the preferred management 
option 
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Land Closezficatzon Process - The varrous resource inventories were interpreted according to their 
sensttivlty to alteration resulting from timber harvest activities The most sensitive areas were considered 
to have the highest risk for negative impacts from timber harvest or mad construction. The high-risk 
areas termed “response units” for each resource are: 

1. Visual - Lands with retention and partial retention visual quality objectives. 

2. Soil - Access - Unmadsd areas with high-risk and medium-high risk for debris avalanche and 
slump failure as a result of road construction. 

3. Soil - Debris Avalanche - Areas having high-risk and medium-high risk for debris avalanche 
from timber harvest activities other than road construction 

4. Soil - Slumps - Areas having high-risk and medium-high risk for slumps from timber harvest 
a&&es other than mad construction 

6. Wildlife - Older Forest Habitat - Old-growth timber stands capable of pmvlding habitat for 
bald eagle, spotted owl and other wildhfe species dependent upon old-growth forest habitat 
conditions 

6. Wildlife - Ibparian Areas. 

7. Wildlife - Deciduous-rnrx timber stands. 

8. Water - Streamside Management Units (SMUs) 

Beeponss units numbered 1 through 5 were mapped These mapped high-risk areas were overlaid to 
produce a map delineating consolidated high-risk areas Each area was assigned a uruque identifier. 
High-risk areas were identified with respect to the resource or resounxs represented. The acreage of 
high-risk areas was estimated and the composition of timber vnthin was determined for the purpose 
of e&mating the effects of various management activities on timber outputs 

Management Opportunztzes - Five management regimes or options were proposed for each of the response 
units except the Soil-Access response unit for which only one option was proposed Each optton 
represented a different mtensity of trmbsr management and consequently represented different levels 
of tnnbsr production and resource protection. 

Preferred Opttons - The options for each sensitive resource were evaluated to identify the appropriate 
balance between timber prcduction and reeourze protection. The implementation of these optlons 
resulted in withdrawing land from the timber suitable land base, reducing management intensity by 
extending rotation lengths, and foregoing thmnmgs The selected options were carried forth to the 
Timber Resource Plan Each selected option is described below: 

1. Visual - Five landscaps management options were considered in the process of developmg the 
MUPBB. The options, which resulted from following the VMS process, were an intermediate 
level of visual resource protection, and two options providing more protection (116% and 176%) 
than current conditions (100%) and two options providing less pmtsctmn (86% and 82%). The 
same land bass was used in each option, hut the Visual Quality Objective fVQ0) changed on 
some acres with each option. The option which reduced the visual protection to 86% of the 
current conditions was used in the TBP 
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In the TRP 82,321 acres of the commercial forest land bass were identified m the Special 
Component - Visual categories. There were 49,170 acres where the wmal resource is the most 
constrainmg. In other words, some of the total is protected because of constraints rmpossd by 
other resources The weighted average yield over these acres was 98% 

2. Soils - Access - Only one option was considered for this response unit A yield reduction was 
based on lack of access to conduct commercial thinning Yields in these areas were estimated to 
be 71% of full yield. The TRP included 86,770 acres m this category. None of the land was 
withdrawn from the scheduled timber land bass 

3. Soils - Debris Avalanche - These lands have a high to medium-high risk for debris avalanche 
resulting from timber harvest. The tive options were distmgnshed by the amount of land 
withdrawn from timber production within headwalls and high-risk landtypes along Class III 
streams. The area to be unthdrawn ranged from about 7,000 to 39,000 acres The preferred 
option carrmd forth to the TRP withdrew 21,000 acres 

4. Soils - Slumps - These lands have a high to me&urn-high risk of slumps from timber harvest. 
The five options were distingnshsd by the amount of land withdrawn from timber production 
within high-risk landtypes on Class RI and Class IV streams The area to be withdrawn ranged 
from about 300 to 1,700 acres The preferred option carwed forth to the TRP withdrew about 
800 acres from timber production. 

5. Wildlife - Older Forest Habitat - These lands were identified as subject to significant alteration 
by timber management or recreation use The five options differed by the amount of land managed 
on a 300-year rotation m order to mamtain different amounts of forest m the 200 to 300-year 
age classes A range from 160 to 30,000 acres maintained m the older age class was considered. 
The prsferrsd option carried forth to the TRP managed about 8,000 acres on a 300-year mtation. 

6. Wildlife - Riparian Vegetation - Thm response umt represents habitat for wlldhfe dependent 
on ripanan vegetation. The optrons differed by the acreage of npanan vegetation which would 
bs designated for no-cut and the stream class along which those ripanan acres would be protected 
All options would permit selective removal of mdividual high value commercial trees The riparian 
vegetation options ranged fmm about 5,800 to 16,800 undmturbsd acres, and each mcludsd 734 
acres around lakes, ponds, bays, marshes, and swamps In the preferred option brought forth to 
the TRP, 5,775 acres of riparmn vegetation (mcluding the lakeside acres) would bs designated 
as no-cut acres. Since the 5,041 acres asaociatsd with streams would be totally within streamside 
management units, the two categories were treated together m the TRP See Response Umt 8, 
below 

7. Wildlife - Deciduous-mix Habitat - The options for thrs response unit provided for managing 
from 37 to 150% of the current level of deciduous-mm habitat by mamtaining from 30,000 to 
115,000 acres of deciduous-mix vegetation The prsferrsd option camed forth to the TRP provided 
approximately 35,000 acres of this habitat on the Forest. The TRP assumed that this amount 
of habitat would be provided by meetmg other rasourcs protection obj.&was Only about 5000 
acres would be managed on a 150-year rotation, the remaimng acres would be in areas withdrawn 
to provide other resource benefits 
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8. Water - Streamside Management Units - The five options varied m terms of treatment of 
streamside management wuts, the stream class to which different treatments were to be applied, 
and the amount of each stream class to rscsws special consideration. The options rangsd from 
prescriptions wbmh would result in 6,380 acres of partial cut leave strips and 104,320 acres 
with no leave strips, to prescriptmns which would result 11136,380 a- with full, uncut leave 
strips and 74,320 a- with no leave strips. In the preferred option bmught forth to the TItP, 
the prescriptions would result in 7,770 acres with full, uncut leave strips, 9,860 acres v&h 
partial-cut leave strips, and 92,430 acres wth no leave strips. 

I uncut Leave strips I Partial-cut Leave Strips 

stream Class Pereent of 
I 

ACreS Percent of 
Stream Miles Stream Miles I 

Acres 

Class I 50% 4,800 50% 4,800 
Class II 50% 2,970 50% 2,970 
Class III 0% 0 11% 2,090 
Total 7,770 9,860 

Identification of Analysis Areas 

Analysis areas UAs~ are the basic land unit wthln FORPLAN. Selsctmn of the set of AAs eventually 
used m the analysis evolvsd through an interdisciplinary team effort which revolved around the 
information needed to analyze the response to the issues, concerns, and opportunities 

The identifiers ussd in the FORPLAN analysis to identify analysis areas are described below. The 
identifiers represent the key character&tics of the analysis areas that are ussd in pmvldmg spa&l 
definition, or to identify analysis areas with wnilar outputs, management costs and effects The followmg 
descriphons of the identifiers also include a dxxu.won of the purpose for which the identifier is used. 
The identlfiem and FORPLAN codes are displayed in Table B-5 Table B-6 displays the distnbution of 
579.5 thousand acres mod&d to develop and evaluate alternatives by three identifiers: age, species, 
and sits index 

Ranger District - Tbls identifier incorporates the five ranger district boundaries into the analysis 
area structure Its pnmary purposes are to control timber outputs by dlstnct and to report the outputs 
by ranger district. 

Special Areas - This identifier includes the information for the boundaries of 16 special areas, such 
as congressionally and admmistratively designated areas It allowed specific prescriptions to bs assigned 
to these arsas and allowed reporting by certain key areas in order to analyze the response to certain 
issues, concerns, and opportunitws The identifiers for the undeveloped amas were added after the 
benchmark analysis to improve reporting capability about undeveloped area resowx 
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Landtype Associations - Thm identifier contains the information on 14 landtype associatmn of the 
analysis areas. In response to the watershed and fmh management issues, the identifier allowsd fmh 
habitat, soil and water objectwee to bs incorporated in FORPLAN and enabled calculations of the 
effects of management activitw on soil, water and f=h habitat. When combined with ranger district, 
it simulates watemhed areas for the purpose of constraining wildlife habitat and timber harvest 
diitnbution across the Forest This made It possible to model the MRs that address with both of these 
distnbution problems. See the se&on “Watershed” in FEIS Chapter ID for more discussion of the 
landtype associations 

Age Class - Thm identifier is the age of the existing timber stand The purpose is to estimate yields, 
costs, and prices and to determine the su~ceesmn stage of the emsting stand for wildlife habitat. Ten 
age classes are mcdelsd m FORPLAN, ranging from 10 to 200 years See Table B-6 for a summary of 
the Forest by site, species and age class. 

Condition Class - This identifier mdicates site mdex classes of exiatmg stands, riparian areas, and 
acceseibllty for thinning. The purpose is to dwtinguish timber yields and appropriate management 
practices. For example, commercial thmning can not occur on lands that are macceaaible. Three site 
index classes are modeled in FORPLAN. 108, 119, and 130 Thirteen percent of the Forest is modeled 
in analyst areas which have a Site Index of 103,69% s Site Index 119, and 18% is Site Index 130 
(Table B-6). Thirteen percent of the Forest is modeled as ripanan areas, and the rest is upland. 

Species - Identifies the particular species or species mix of existing stands Thm is used to estimate 
yields, costs and values Four species classes are modeled m FORPLAN Sixty-two percent of the Forest 
IS modeled m analysis areas which are Douglas Fir (Table B-6). The rest IS in analysis areas whwh are 
&her partially or all ha&wods 
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TableB-5. IdeDtifiersofAnalysisAm?asinFOBP~ 
. ~. 

FORPUN FORFLAN 
CODE DE9CRD'~ON CODE DlCSCRIPl'lON 

Ranger District: 
Hl Hebo 
M2 Mapleton 
A3 AlSW 
D4 Oregon Dunes 
WS Waldport 

Special Areas: 
FL Flynn Creek 
CF Cascade Head Experimental Forest 
CR Casoade Head Scemc Research Area 
NR Oregon Dunes Natnnal Racreatlon Area 
RK Rock Creek Wilderness 
HE Hebc-Nestuccs Undeveloped Area 
CP Cape Perpetua Scenic Area 
DC Dnfl Creek Walderness 
cc Cummms Creek Wilderness 
WC Wassen Creek Undeveloped Area 
DR Drdt Creek Adjacent Undeveloped Area 
MP Marys Peak Scenlo/Botanical Ares 
KF Kentucky Falls LlndevelopedlPotentlaI S!A 
RC Reneke Creek Research Natural Area 
SL Sand Lake 
OT Other Area 

Landtype Associations 
A A 
B B 
c c 
D D 
E E 
F F (See the sectvan ‘Watershed 
G G in Chapter Ill of the FEIS 
M M for defmltvans of la&type 
N N assoclatlons) 
P P 
Q a 
R R 
T T 
x x 

Age c1su: 
01 Age 10 
cl2 Age 20 
03 Age 30 
04 Age 40 
06 Age M) 
08 Age SO 
10 Age 1W 
11 Age 110 
12 Age 120 
20 Age MO 

Condnion class: 
RI R,parmn - SI 108 
FQ R~partan - SI 119 
R3 Rlparlen - SI 130 
H Inaooesslble to rnlnnlng - SI 103 
I2 lnaocesslble to Thmnmg - SI 119 
I3 lnaccesslble to Thmnmg _ SI 130 
Al Accessible to Thinning - SI 103 
A2 Awesable to Thmmng . SI 119 
A3 Accessible to Thinmng - SI 130 

species: 
DF Douglas Rr 
MF Douglas FdRed Alder 
MA Red Alder/Douglas Rr 
R4 Red Alder 
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Table B-6. Charaeteristies of Land in FORPLAN by Age, Species and Site Index 

f31t.z Index (90 of Forest) 
-- 

Age 108 119 130 
-- 

10 DF 48 319 134 
20 DF 45 349 105 
30 DF 27 200 64 
40 DF 05 53 20 
40 DFIRA 06 36 04 
60 DF 20 325 83 
80 EA/DF 128 388 68 

100 DFIRA 90 450 116 
100 DF 238 00 00 
110 DF 00 101 1 00 
120 DF 00 00 30 1 
200 DF 32 15 5 07 
200 DFkA 48 86 10 -- 

687 343 1 911 
-- 

10 BA 01 06 02 
20 BA 05 71 20 
80 FL4 04 49 12 
80 RAKIF 79 423 94 - 

69 z3 76 
-- 

776 397 9 1040 
-- 

10 49 385 136 
20 50 420 125 
30 13 249 76 
40 11 88 24 
60 20 324 63 
90 207 81 1 162 

100 327 ‘I50 116 
110 00 101 1 00 
lx) 00 00 301 
2co 60 241 17 

-- 

776 3979 1040 
-- 

DF 41 5 2470 71 3 
DFIRA 144 572 130 

WDF 207 81 1 162 
RA 10 126 34 

-- 

776 3979 1040 
-- 

d not mcblde 2,015 awes Of b.rds growlug less than 20 

- - 
108 119 

- - 
08 65 
08 6.0 
05 35 
01 09 
01 06 
03 56 
22 67 
15 78 
41 00 
00 174 
00 00 
06 21 
08 15 

118 592 
- - 

00 01 
01 12 
01 03 
14 73 - - 
15 9s 

- - 

134 637 
- - 

03 66 
09 72 
05 43 
02 15 
03 56 
36 140 
57 76 
00 174 
00 00 
14 42 

- - 

134 687 
- - 

72 426 
25 99 
36 140 
0.2 22 

- - 

134 667 
- - 
ear (SC able B 

130 TOtal 

56 1 
498 
29 1 

78 
45 

421 
584 
656 
233 

101 1 
30 1 
19 3 
14 5 

5023 

09 
96 
64 

596 

766 

5795 

570 
595 
355 
124 
427 

1181 
394 

101 1 
301 
333 

23 97 
1.8 3.6 
11 50 
04 14 
01 08 
14 74 
12 10 1 
20 113 
00 41 
0.0 17 4 
52 52 
01 83 
02 25 

157 868 

00 01 
0.3 17 
02 11 
16 10 3 

22 132 

179 

24 96 
22 103 
13 61 
04 21 
14 74 
26 204 
20 154 
00 174 
52 52 
03 58 

16 100 

123 621 
22 146 
26 204 
06 29 

UPlana 

SUBTOTAL 

SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL 

TOTAL 

Summaly 
by species 

TOTAL 

NG ,ts Thmtable doe cub 
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Validation of the Timber Inventory in FORPLAN 

The accuracy of the timber inventory being modeled with FORPLAN was questioned by several indwlduels 
and organizations in their comments on the draft EIS In order to msuxe that the timber outputs and 
effects were being modeled accurately, it was necessary to v&late that the inventory portrayed in the 
FORPLAN model is aa accurate representation of the actual inventory of timber on the Forest. 

An analysis was conducted to accomplish this validation between l~~uaace of the Draft EIS and 
development of the Fmal Plan. A summary of the results of this analysis follows 

1974 Timber Inventory Design: 

The mventory used m  the Siuslaw planning process was designed in the early 1970’s. Sampling 
for the 1974 Smslaw National Forest mventory con&ted of intensively measured plots located 
on a systematic grid The plots were located by doubling the standard 1.7 m ile grid, resulting m  
a 0.85 m ile grid On this grid, each plot would represent approxmmtely 925 acres The inventory 
consisted of data measured on each plot to determ ine standing volume, as well as tree studies 
and district surveys to determ ine defect and breakage reductions and tree form  classes Form 
class is the measure of the rate of taper m  the tree stems and is an important factor in calculating 
tree volume 

The tree data were analyzed to calculate plot summaries for the 487 plots Volume information 
was calculated on a per acm basis for standing gross and net board and cubic feet, as well as 
growth, ingmwth, and mortality Calculation on a per acre basis allowed subsequent flexibility 
in various stratification strategies. 

Tree measurements included DBH, height, diameter growth oa selected trees, and estimates of 
visible defect Hidden defect and breakage reductions were made during data analysis to calculate 
net volumes from  gross volumes. FORPLAN yield tables am net volume aad the ASQ is calculated 
for net volume. A district estimate of hidden defect and breakage was used for adJustmeat of 
cubic measure, while tree study results were used to e&mate visible and hidden defect and 
breakage for board foot measure. 

1974 Timber Inventory Volume: 

To determ ine the total Forest volume based oa the 1974 inventory reqmred applying a plot 
expaaslon factor to the per acre volume total for each plot Table B-7 summarizes the plot data 
for the Forest. 

Table B-7 1974 Timber Inventory on Regulated Commercial Forest Land(l) 

B - 30 

I Inventm y Component I ACreS 
I 

Plot Eqwwlon Factor 
I 

Total Volume Net 
MCF I 

Plantatione 105,200 ._ ._ 
ExIstIngstands 452,047 928228 3,717,346 

Total 557,247 9717,346 

(1) Cammercla Forest Land IS defined earher ut ths Appendix ‘Land Su&aixky m  Ahnative NC ” 
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Development of the FORFSAN Land Base 

The delineation of timber characteristics for input to FORPLAN was accomplished m two steps: 

1. Forest typing: 

The entire Forest was stand mapped and each stand classified for timber type Following are 
the timber types used. 

NS Non-forest 
PL Plantation 
DI Immature Douglas-fir, no commercial tbinnmg opportumties 
DM Mature Douglas-fir 
MI Immature Douglas-fir/r& aider 
hKM Mature Douglas-fir/& alder 
RA Red alder/Douglas-fir 

This step resulted in the Species FORPLAN identifier which was explamd in the previous ssctmn on 
identification of analysis areas. 

2 Land Bass Stratification: 

The Forest was also delineated by pruductiwty class based on gsomorphic units (landtyps 
associations). This further delineation related to high, msdium, and low sits classss. These are 
reflsctsd in the sits indices m the Conditmn Class FORPLAN identifier explamsd in the dwxssion 
of identification of analysis areas 

The resulting age/species/site mdsx combinatmns are those &played in Table B-6 They were 
entered in the resource data. base which was ussd to generate the land base for the FORPLAN 
model. 

Comparison of the 1974 Inventory with the Current FORPLAN Inventory 

The strata reflected in the resource data base underwent several changes as they were entered 
into the FORPLAN model and subssq~ently updated for smtabiity changes, land status changes, 
and changes in age class due to harvest actw&xx Table B-8 shows the acres m the resource 
data bass and subsequently, in the FORPLAN model The model data base was updated to 
reflect the various changes in the land bass m 1985 and again m 1988 The resulting land base 
in the model today reflects aII changes through the planned 1989 timber sales 
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Table B-8 Current Representation of the Timher Inventory in FORHAN 

Age 

10-40 
60 
60 
100 
110 
120 
200 
200 
200 
40 
100 
200 
60 

10.30 
TOTAL 

DF 
DF 
DF 
DF 
DF 
DF 
DF 
DF 
RF 

DF/RA 
DFEt.4 
DFIRA 
RA/DF 
BAIDF 

(1) Themacresmfmom~ 

Site 
Index 

An 
Au 

All@, 
106 
119 
130 
108 
119 
130 
Au 
An 
All 
All 
All 

the angu 

114,673 
46,080 
12,788 
28,322 

110,116 
38,291 

4,191 
16.370 

‘917 
5.461 

84,714 
11,843 
81,052 

560,818 

Current Net CF Total 
FORPLAN Volume per VCdlMl.3 
Data Base Acre MMCF 

Acres (a, m94) m mS4) 

141,246 0 0 0 0 
40,661 6,112 275 2,954 120 

23,766 
87,536 
29,320 

3,194 
12,521 

655 
3,971 

58,658 
13,142 

106,615 
16,410 

537,123~ 

10,137 
12,146 
15,262 
10,137 
12,146 
15,262 
2,535 
9,891 
9897 
6,506 

0 

241 
1,063 

441 
32 

152 
10 
10 

581 
130 
694 

0 
3,635 

2,281 
2,422 
2,331 
2,281 
2,422 
2,331 
1,604 
2,195 
2,195 
1,203 

0 

54 
212 

68 
1 

30 
2 
6 

129 
29 

128 
0 

785 

the FORPLAN tabase. 

Per Acre CF 
Growth 

(1974-94) (4) 

Total 
Growth 
MMCF 

(1914.94) 

Because the 1974 inventory was not stmtnisd It is not possible to pmject gmwth in a way that 
would aliow comparison with the current FOBPLAN data base To compare the present FOBPLAN 
depiction of the Forest inventory with the ociginai inventory it is necessary to return the FOBPLAN 
anaiysw ama volumes to 1974 This mxpnres subtracting growth and adding harvest volumes 
back in to the FOBPLAN inventory. 

Table B-8 displays current volumee using the empirical yield tables developed for FOBPLAN 
These have been updated to 1994, the midpoint of the pm@sd 1st decade in the model. Because 
the volumes per acre are for 1994, the growth between 1974 and 1994 were subtracted from 
the total volume. The harvest between 1975 and 1989 were be added back. 

Snnply subtracting gmwth from the FOBPLAN inventory would imply that ail harvest took 
place in 1975, and growth on acme harvested throughout the 15 years would not accounted for. 
To account for this additional gmwth the average gmwth per acre over the 15 years was applied 
to half of the harvested acres for the 15 year period This gave a mom mallstic appmximation 
of net growth between 1974 and the present 
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Total volume: 3,635 MMCF 
- 786 growth 
+ 715 harvest 

49 growth on harvested acres 

1974 equivalent. 3,515 MMCF 

This volume is based on the present 537,723 tentatively suitable land bass acres To allow 
companson, the 1974 inventory volume was reduced by the appropriate acreage reduction between 
the 1974 regulated CFL acres as shown in Table B-7 and the present tentatively suitable acres: 

1974 Regulated CFL acres 557,247 
1989 Tentatively suitable acme: 537,723 

Reduction: 96 5% 

96.5% of 3,777 MMCF is 3,645 MMCF 

Using this methodology the present FORPLAN depiction of the inventory (3,515 MMCF) appears 
to bs about 96 4% of the original inventory e&mate of total volume (3,645 MMCF) 

Them am several mesons for the differences m volume 

First, the harvested volume estimate is based on a combination of sales sold and harvested 
It is based on actual harvest thmugh 1985, and timber sold between 1986 and 1989. The 
actual harvest was used through 1985 to avoid problems caused by buy-back and default 
s&s when using timber sold Sold tnnbsr was used for 86-89 because this was the basis 
of the 1988 condition clam update to the FORPLAN model FY 89 sales were not made 
yet, and the 86-88 sales were not completely harvested at the time, so using harvest 
would not provide an accurate representation. Further, the harvested volume is reported 
in board feet, and an average conversion factor was apphed to calculate cubic feet, so the 
hamested and sold volumes in cubic feet are estimates 

Secondly, the action described in footnote 2 m Table B-8 above reduced the FORPLAN 
representation of inventory volume in the ripanan areas Approximately 15,000 acres of 
the Douglas-fir strata were changed to a rsd alder/Doug-fir mix yield table Another 15,000 
acres of Doug-fir/red alder mur was also sw&chsd The effect on the FORPLAN rspressnta- 
tion of the inventory 1s about -53,000 MCF, or about half of the 3 5% difference 

The effect of the change in strata acres and volumes per acre 1s neghgible on the preferred 
alternative because all but 8,000 of the acres in question am within the 100 and 60 foot buffers 
along class I and II and class III streams The effect on ASQ of lower volumes par acre on the 
8,000 acres on the remaining 40 foot strip along class III streams is slight The effect is greater 
in alternatives that use 50 foot buffers along all streams Volumes per acre for the area between 
50 and 100 feet from streams can would be higher than the volume that FORPLAN is now 
given in the yield tables. The trade-off analysis that compared the effects of 50 versus 100 foot 
buffers underestimated the effect on ASQ, and the ASQ of any alternative or benchmark with 
less than 100 foot protection for streams is slightly underestimated. 
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The Timber Scheduling Model for Alternative NC 

FORPLAN, the primary analytical twl used in today’s forest planning aaalys~~, was not available 
when the TBP was developed A forerunner of FORPLAN, Timber Resource Allocation Method (RAM), 
1s a linear programming model that was used to schedule tunber harvest and estimate biological potentml 
yields for the Forest in the TRP. Both models use basically the same mathematical methods to schedule 
and estimate the timber outputs resulting from timber management actwities. Like FOBPLAN, RAM 
solved the timber scheduling pmblem to maximize a given objectwe, subject to a c&am set of constraints 
The objective required of the BAM model for the TRP was to maximize timber output in the 1st decade 
Economic mformation was not mcluded in the RAM model, which precluded the abdity to maximne 
economic efficiency with RAM. 

For modeling in RAM, the Forest was divided into two areas, the north Siuslaw and the south Smslaw 
with the Siuslaw River as the divider. THIS division was based on existing differences in ground conditions 
and a significant statistical difference of timber inventory plot data 

Within the north and south blocks, the Forest was further stratified mto three samplmg strata These 
included plantations, mixed stands (between 10% and 100% hardwood), and pure conifer stands (less 
than 10% hardwood) The final stratification reflected the identification of sdvicultuml treatment 
opportunities within each of the above three strata These silvicultural treatment opportunities were 
daveloped through examinations of stands that contained inventory plots. Stands in the mixed and 
pure conifer strata were considered candidate regeneration harvest stands if no silvicultural treatment 
opportunities were identified. Table B-9 displays the acreages of these strata from the pre-amendment 
TBP 
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Table B-9. Characteristics of Land in the RAM Model for the (Pre-Amendment) TRP 

I slIvlc”lt”ral I I Siudaw North 
I 

siuslaw South 
oppo~~~~ Sits Index 170 S3te Index 130 I I 

Age Mixd conifer PlLUlta- Mixed Conifer Phlta- 
ShTlta strata tlom StlSta strata nom 

Total 

Regeneration 80 149,324 149,324 
HaNwt 90 39,141 39,141 

100 175,225 175,225 
110 42,503 42,503 

Total Regeaeration Harvest 409,193 

Total Commercial Thus ua F&sting Stands I 59,793 1 

20 37,494 15,830 53,294 

Total Commercial Thins in Plantations 53,294 

Precommerelal Precommerelal 10 10 
Thm Thm 

Total Commercial Thins in Plantations Total Commercial Thins in Plantations 

37,283 37,283 4,603 4,603 41,891 41,891 

41,391 41,391 

No,,.Stocked 
I I 

8,656 
I 

1,737 10,393 

Total PrecommerciaI Thins in Plantations I 10,393 

1 TOTAL I 149,324 I 224,813 I 33,403 I 39,141 I 49,703 I 22176 I 668,669 I 

I TOTAL NORTH 
AND SOUTH 467,545 111,024 

Prescnptious and yield tables for the RAM model were developed according to the sllvicultural 
opportunities as displayed in Table B-9 These timber emphasis prescriptions were the only prescnptions 
included m the model. The table does not reflect acreage reductions brought about by amendments to 
the TRP. 

Identification of Prescriptions 

Overview 

The NFMA regulations define management prescriptions ss “management practices selected and 
scheduled for applicatton on a specliic area to attain multiple use and other goals and objectives” (36 
CFR 219 3) Management prescriptions consist of 1) a goal statement which estabhshes the purpose of 
the prescriptron and 2) a set of management practices which develop and/or protect some combmahon 
of resources and create or perpetuate a desued condition 

Prescnptions were constructed vclthln the management requirements specikd m 36 CFR 219.27. 
These requirements guide the development, analysis, approval, implementation, monitormg, and 
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evaluation of For& Plans with regmd to resource protection, vegetative manipulation, silvicultuml 
practices, even-aged management, riparian management, soil and water management, and diversity. 
(See d&u&on on Management Requimments m the in EIS Appendix H.) 

The process of developing management prescriptions began with a review of the issues, concerns and 
opportunities (ICOs). Prescriptions were identified which would help address the ICOs by providing a 
range of outputs and effects Goals and descnptions of the desired condition were wntten for each 
prescription to respond to the ICOs. Existmg pohcy, legislative direction, and research guidance wss 
used to develop multiple resource mauagemeut prescllptions, which represent a bmad range of resource 
management emphases, practices, and investment levels. 

Standards and guidelines were developed for each pdption, including guidelines for mitigation and 
resource coordination required by existing law, regulations, and pohcies. Forest-wide standards and 
guidelines were slso developed to cover practices common to all prescriptions and to cover management 
situatlous that are Forest-wide in scope The outputs and effects resulting from prescription assignments 
were modeled in FOBPLAN as well as in the other models described earlier in this section 

In addition to addressing ICOs, the management prescriptions were also designed to meet the following 
Criteria: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Prescriptions should be achievable and reflect -tic practices, 

Prescriptions should be general enough to accommodate the variable, site-spxific conditions ou 
the gmund, 

Prescriptions should be specific enough to develop accurate resource and econonuc output and 
effects coefficients, and 

To the extent practicable, the prescriptions should be the most cost effinent means of acbievmg 
the intent of the prescription 

In order to explore a wide range of alternative ways to manage the Forest for multiple uses, the 
intexliscipllnary team identified the capability of each analysis area to produce certain goads and 
services that were being analyzed wtbin the FORPLAN model. All prescriptions were made available 
to all appropriate analysis areas, ss defined by admmistrative, geographical, physical, and biolo@cal 
characteristics For example, all prescriptions for nparian areas were made available to all ripanan 
analysis areas FORPLAN assigned the prescriptmus and schedules of actwit.& to each analysis area 
dependmg upon the multiple use objectives and constraints of the benchmark or alternative being 
developed. 

The framework for use, development, and protection of the resources is provided by the multiple-use 
direction for specific units of land called management areas. The final step in developmg prescriptions 
wss to link them to management areas which have recogmzable boundaries and cau be illustrated on 
a map During this pmcw, the prescriptions whmh were modeled in FORPLAN were translated into 
the 15 management areas whlcb are mapped for each alternative and discussed throughout the FEIS 
It wss not practical to map the old growth groves and scenic viewshed management aress A map 
showing the management area assignments wss developed for each alternative. These maps, in 
conjunction with the associated management direction, identify what, where, and when activities will 
take place during the lmplementatlon of any alternative 
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Cost Efficiency 

Cost efficiency was a major consideration m the development of the prescriptions The prescriptions 
have enough flexlbllty to permit a practice to be selected over another if it is more cost efficient m 
achieving the objectives of the prescription. Pursuant to 36 CFR 219 14 (b) and (cl, cost efficiency was 
also considered in the development of the FORPLAN prescriptions for each management prescription 
which included schechded timber harvest. 

In many came., a wide range of sllvlcultural options wss made available in FORPLAN for a particular 
management prescription These options have different outputs and effects, and different economic 
consequences. FORPLAN selected prescriptions and options which most efficiently achieved the objectives 
of the alternative. 

FORPLAN Prescriptions 

The direction for 15 management areas, including a description of the desired condition, standards, 
and guidelines, is summarized in Chapter If and rs dmxssed in detail in Appendix D of the FEIS. The 
direction for each management area was modeled in FORPLAN using one or more of eight FORPLAN 
prescriptions For example, the components of Management Area 15 are represented with eight 
FORPLAN prescriptions including timber prescriptions, wildhfe prescriptions, and vegetative leave 
areas. The characteristms of the mffersnt prescriptions are summarized on Table B-10. The second 
column of Table B-10 displays the FORPLAN prescription used to model each management area or 
component of the management area 

All management areas or parts of management areas which do not include scheduled timber harvest 
are represented m FOBPLAN with the minimum level prescription, because all lands which are not 
suitable for timber production are treated the same m FORPLAN Thirteen of the fifteen management 
areas are modeled by assigmng the entire area to the mimmum level prescription The other two 
management areas are modeled by assigmng the vegetative leave areas, npanan leave areas, and 
portions of areas with visual quahty ObJectives of retention or pa&al retention to the minimum level 
prescription. The met of these two management areas are represented in FORPLAN with seven different 
prescnptions which have scheduled timber harvest 

The direction associated with the management prescriptions is mcluded in discussion of each management 
area in Appendix D of this FEIS. The goals are summarized in Chapter II of the FEIS More detail on 
the development of the timber harvesting prescriptions IS presented with the dmcussion of timber 
yield ccefticmnts and options later m this section. 
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- Table B-10. Criteria and Assumptions of Management Prescriptions 

NA NA NA NA 

YES 140.170 (1, RA,DF/RAm 
YeS 140-170 (1) RAzDFhX.4 (2, 

YeS 110-160 (1, WDF/RAm 

NA NA NA NA 
NA NA NA NA 
NA NA NA NA 

YeS 100 60 DF 

NO 100 60 DFiR.4 

YeS 100.120 60 DF 
NO 60-90 60 RA 

YeS 60.90 60 DF 

NA NA NA NA 
NA NA NA NA 
NA NA 20 NA 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES 
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Table B-10. Criteria and Assumptions of Management Prescriptions 

MAh’AGEMENT.4RE.4 UNSCHEDlJLF,DTIMBERHAR~ 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

Yes (4, 

Y.25 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

NO 

NO 

YeS 
YeS 
YeS 
YeS 
YeS 
Yes 
YeS 
NA 

Y, 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YfX 

Yes 

Yes (4) 

Yes 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

YeS 

Yes 
YES 
YeS 
YeS 
YeS 
YeS 

YeS 
YeS 
YeS 
YeS 
YeS 
Yes 
YeS 
NA 

2 Exktmg Old Gmwth Stands 

3 spottedowls 

4 BaldEagle 

5 Speed Interest Areas 

Y&-24 

YES 

YeS 

YeS 

RN 

RN 

RN 

RN,SPNM 

100 

100 

100 

o-100 

6 Cascade Head Scetllc Reseaxch Area Pres,R&,Pl 

7 Cascade Head Ekpemnental Far-at 

8 Sandlake PR 

PR 

Ret 7,RN,SPM 
SPNM 

Ret SPNM 

12 Wdderneas ?,SPNM (5) 

YfS 
YeS 
YeS 
YeS 
YFS 
NO 

YeS 
YaS 
YeS 
Y&9 
YeS 
YeS 
NO 
NO 

Ret 
PN 
PR 

PreS 
Max Mod 
Max Mod 

MaxMad 
Mar Mod 
Max Mod 
Max&d 
Max Mod 
Max Mod 
Max Mod 
Max Mod 

o-100 
o-100 
0.100 
o-100 
O-100 

60 

60 
60 

o-100 
o-100 
o-100 
O-100 

0 
0 

IA = not applicable 
1) opelung size depends on nsual dqectwe, not to exceed 60 acres, averagIng 6 to 10 acres 
2) Alder III vlewsheds occurs III ripman zones 
3) SPNM appbea to Kentucky Falls and inland p.wt,on of Cape Perpetua 
4) Dec,mon made by Research St&on 
5) vanesby altematm 
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Development of Yield Coefficients 
~’ -:- 

The yield coefficients used in FORPLAN are mostly related to tunher management and yields of other 
rzso- are calculatad outside of FORPLAN. Snags (dead and defective material) are the only nontimber 
yield modeled in FORPLAN. Yields for other xesoumes are summarized in a previous discussion of 
this appemhx, “Analysis in Addition to FORPLAN” sulxection Economic costs and benefits are discus& 
later in this appendix, “Cost Eff&ency and Net Public Benefits” se&on 

The timber yield tables were used with the FORPLAN model to predict the allowable sale quantity, 
the long-term sustained yield capacity, and the schedule of timber harvest activities. 

The yield tables were developed with expertise from several somws. The empirical yield tables for 
existing natural stands were developed by timber planners in the Regional Of&e and on the Forest. 
Yield tables for existing plantations and future managed stands were developed by the Forest timber 
planner with appropriate input by the Forest sllvicultunst, the Forest wildlife biologist, the Forest 
landscape architect, and Regional Office silviculturists. The yield tables were reviewed by Regional 
Office timber planners and silviculturlst. 

Ttmher yield tables were developed for all management prescriptions which allow scheduled harvest 
and management of timber stands. those that manage stands for hgh production of wood products, 
those that manage stands for wildlife habitat (such as mature comfer, older forest, and deciduous mix 
habitats) and those that manage stands to meet visual quality objectives 

This is a summary of the development of both the empirical and managed yield tables. Additional 
informationlsmUSDAForest Service (1981b)and Curtis&al. (1981). Otherdocumentswithbackgmund 
pertinent to managed yield table decisions are found in “A Commercial Thinning Study” (Grim et al 
1983). 

Empirical Yield Tables 

The empmcal yield tables estimate the existing immature and mature mventory of wood volume and 
predxt future volumes from the present natural timber stands based on weighted average site conditions 
for the Forest. Future growth of these natural stands IS based on actual growth rate-s as determined 
by the volume to age relationships measu~ through inventory The volume is calculated in cubic feet 
and future volumes of wood are calculated for lo-year age mcrements. The data was fmm the 1974 
timber Inventory The final empirical yield tables for each timber typs were updated from 1974 to the 
midpoint of the projected 1st decade of the FEIS (1994) 

Empirical yield tables were developed using the Region 6 empirical yield table regression program 
(Teply 1976) for the timber types shown in Table B-11. 
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Table B-11. Stratification of Natural Stands for Empirical Yield Tables 

Site Index (50 ye’ear basis) 

Average Forest 
108 
119 
130 

Average Forest 
Avera3e Far& 
Average Forest 

Corrections to Empirical Yield Tables 

Large Sawtimber/Small Sawtimber Adjustment - The programs that generate the empirical 
yield tables estimate future yields based on stand age, site mdsx, and starting volume. The startmg 
volumes used for the tables in the Draft were adjusted to reflect the proportion of inventory plots that 
were classed as small sawtimber to those c1asse.d as large sawtimber. However, the starting volumes 
already reflected the weighted average of the volumes from all plots, regardless of size, so that adjustment 
was not necessary It was elimmated from the starting volumes ussd in the updated tables, and accounted 
for an mcmase m volume of approximately 4% 

Cubic to Board Foot Conversion Factors - The empirical yield tables are based on volumes in 
cubw feet. Planmng regulations require that the development of ASQ and LTSY be done in cubic foot 
measure. Although the Forest Service is planning to sell and scale timber in cubic feet in the near 
future, the cubic foot output from the FOBPLAN model is converted to board feet to gwe a basis for 
comparison of proposed sale levels with historic harvest levels Until this change takes place, the local 
timber industry and Forest personnel will bs more comfortable with board foot measure. 

The 1974 timber mventory was used to calculate volumes in both cubic and board foot measure. The 
board foot measure used locally is bawd on Scribner rules, and 1s an estimate of lumber recovery from 
logs Lumber recovery depends on many variables, includmg sawmg techniques, the sophistication of 
the sawmill equipment used, and the &mensions of the lumber bsmg produced. For these reasons, the 
number of board feet produced from a given log can vary widely from mill to null or product to product, 
makmg it a very subjective measure of wood volume. Cubic measure is the total volume of wood m a 
tree, bssed soIeIy on the dimensions of logs It is therefore, an absohue messurs of the volume of wood 
i&r in a tree stem. It allows the flexibihty to convert to different product measures such as board 
feet as markets and products change through time For these masons harvest scheduling to insure 
long term sustained yield and desired timber harvest flow through time in the Forest Planning process 
is based on cubic feet. 

Several public comments on the draft Forest Plan and DEIS questioned the accuracy of the conversion 
factors used. In response to these concerns, the derivation of the factors was m-analyzed This analysis 
identified an error made in the calculation of the net board foot volume during processing of the mventory 
data The detaded analysis and document&on of the background and correction of this error is avadable 
for rsvmw in the Timber planning process records in the Siuslaw Superwsor’s Office Table B-12 displays 
the convemlon factors ussd in the draft Forest Plan and the corrected factors 
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Table B-12. Board Foot/Cubic Foot Conversion Factore 

I TIMBBR MODEL COMPONENT I DEE? Factor I Carmcted Factor 

Immature Dow&as-fi 3 12 380 
Mature Dou&s.fir SI 109 4 53 5 15 
Mature Douglas-fir SI 118 471 542 
I-datum Douglas-fir SI 130 4 93 578 
Immat,,m Mixed DFiRA 2 10 3.02 
Mature Mixed DF/RA 
Hardwood Stands RA/DF 

~ 474 529 
442 467 

474 542 

Validation of Empirical Yield Tables 

The adequacy of the empirical regression process to estimate growth of exrsting stands was questioned 
in comments on the Draft EIS and Plan. An analysis to check the valldlty of the process and resulting 
yield tables was conducted in response to these comments. 

The empirical yield table prccess used a stepwiss regression procedure to calculate growth equations 
based on siandlng volume and stand age information fmm inventory plot summaries. The beet St was 
found using starting age and sits as the dependent variables. Plots were located on the planning maps 
and assigned to their respective strata (see Table B-11). Numerous combinations of the strata were 
run through the regression procedure to de&mine the best St for the data. A detailed explanation of 
the process ls available at the Supsrvlsor’s Office in the yield table documentation, !l’zmber y&i tables, 
Managed - Empzncal (USDA Forest Service 1981b). 

Three separate regressions were used to represent the natural stand yields. The following gmupmgs 
wen?used: 

Immature and and Mature Douglas-fir (all sits clssses) 
Immature and Mature Mixed Stands 
Hardwood Stands 

The regressions developed from the above groups were ussd to generate the yield tables for all existing 
stands in FOBPLAN, with the exception of plantations DFSIM was used to generate the tables for 
these. The old growth strata are given the same yield tables m FOBPLAN as the mature Douglas-fir 
or mixed strata. They were broken out later m the process and plots located wlthm these areas were 
not identified. There was thus, no information available for inihd values for empirical yield tables. 

The input variables for these empirical regressions are site index, age, and starting volume. The original 
yield tables developed in 1981 used a start date of 1985, which was assumed to be the mid-point of 
the 1st decade. In 1985, the start date was increased to 1989, and in 1988 the tables were updated a 
second time with a start date of 1994. 

Comparison of Empirical Yield Tables with Actual Measured Growth Rates The analysis 
done to validats the empirmal yield tables compared the gmwth estimated from the above regression 
process and based on volumes differences by site and age, mth actual growth rates measured in the 
inventory. Badlal and height growth on selected growth sample trees (GST) were recorded on each 
inventory plot and these were used to calculate per acre growth. To check the reasonableness of the 
empirical tables in the FOBPLAN model, the average plot growth rates for each model component 
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Table B-13. Growth Comparison 

I I MCFlAcre in 1994 Based on: I 

‘iFI 
1 119 

130 
All 

i Au 
Au 

44 382 661 677 1015% 
79 786 10 36 10 14 97 9% 
85 972 12 37 12 15 982% 
98 12 93 15 61 1526 974% 
23 093 256 254 992% 
76 770 991 990 99 9% 
61 533 131 651 883% 

Gmwth projections through 1994 appeann general to bs lower when calculatsd with the empirical 
rsgresslon results compared to the actual measured plot growth rates, however, other points 
must be considered when viewmg them comparisons The followmg items highlight some of 
the problems with using plot growth to estimate Forest growth and explam the small differences 
in gmwth rates shown in Table B-13: 

Ingrow& and mortolzty - The calculations used to grow the 1974 inventory through 1994 
include growth and mgmwth from plot summaries. The plots were variable radius; that ls, 
mcluslon of a tree in a plot depended on the tree diameter rather than plot dmmeter. A tree 
that was too small to be mcluded m a plot at some pomt m time may grow large enough to be 
included in the future. Tbis 1s what ls refered to as mgmwth. A few of the plots had minor 
mgmwth volumes shown, but there was no mortality shown for any plot. The lack of mortality 
is understandable because most of these were not remeasurement plots, there could be no 
precise measure of mortality for any gwen time period. The gmwth rates above do not reflect 
the mortahty which has cccumd between 1974 and 1994. For this same reason, as well as 
pmblems with calculating ingmwth when using variable radms inventory plots, the reliability 
of the mgmwth figures is questionable. 

The growth estimates, however, ussd in the empirical regression process am based on actual 
plot volumes for a range of ages Growth, mgmwth, and mortality are all inherently accounted 
for in this process. 

1974 growth rates - The annual gmwth rates of stands change ulth age, deemas ing after 
culmination of mean annual mcrement (CMAI) The process used to calculate the inventory 
plot based 1994 volumes in Table B-13 simply expanded the annual growth rate measured in 
1974 by 20 years Changes in rats of annual growth are not refelscted m these volumes. The 
effects of these constant growth rates have the followmg effects on the different model 
components: 

The mature Douglas-fir and mured stands have, in general, passed CMAI, and annual 
growth rates have been steadily dscmas ing over the 20 years from 1974 through 1994. 
The effect of applying a constant growth rate will be a slight ovemstlmation of 1994 
volume. 

The hardwood model component was 61 years old m 1974 These alder dommated stands 
reach CMAI at 50 to 60 years of age, after which the alder degenerates quickly High 
levels of defect reduce merchantable volume of the alder component to near zero by 100 
to 110 years of age. The effect of using the 1974 growth rate, therefore, IS even more 
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exagerated than in the Douglas-fir dominated model components. Tbls accounts for its 
12% over-estimation versus 1 to 3% for the othem. 

The effect of the constant growth rate on the immature Douglas-fir model component 
is the inverse of the mature components This component had not reached its maximum 
rate of growth at age 40 in 1974, thus its total 1974 to 1994 growth is underestimated. 

Again, as with ingrowth and mortality, because the empnical regrewions are based on actual 
plot volumes over a range of ages, the empirical process inherently accounts for changes in 
growth rates. 

The above combination of lack of mortality estimates and use of constant annual growth rates 
appears to account for the differences m the plot growth rates vemus the empirical regression 
process growth rates. From this analysis it appears that the empirical process adequately predmts 
the growth of existing natural stands. 

Managed Yield Tables 
The managed yield tables e&mate the inventory of wood volume in existing and future 
plantations based on weighted average sate conditions and different silvicultural options. The 
best avadable informatron on plantation growth and stocking rates was used in the projections. 
The volume is calculated in cubic feet and future net volumes of wood am calculated for lo-year 
age class mcmments to match the planning period lengths in FOBPLAN. 

Sate Produchvity Detennzn&on - The average site index 6X) on the Forest from the 1974 
timber inventory plot data ls 161 (loo-year base) The plot data was stratified by landtype 
association and the landtype asscciations were separated into three productivity groups: SI 
1’75, SI 161, and SI 144 Managed yield tables were developed for each class 

Operatzonal Reductions - The models used to prwllct managed yields assume 100% stand stocking 
and growth capability The yields from these models were reduced to account for emsting field 
conditions for the followmg reasons: non-forest land, non-stocked land, disease, defect and 
breakage, and minimum snag management objectives 

1 Non-forest land. Yields were reduced 2.6% to account for areas in plantations that are 
not capable of bemg forested This estimate is based on an analysis of plantation records 

2. Non-stocked land. Eighty-live percent of the 5-year old plantations were considered 
fully stocked (250 crop trees per acre), while 15% were considered understocked (between 
150 and 250 crop trees per acre) The difference m volume between fully-stocked 
plantations and understocked plantations was pmjected usmg the DFIT ymld prediction 
modal to be 3%. Applying tins reduction to 15% of the plantations resulted in a yield 
reduction of 0.5% for the non-mocked land within plantations 

3 Disease: Ymlds were reduced in conifer stands to account for root rot (Phellinus we&l 
infections It IS estimated that 7 5% of the Forest is infected with the mt. Approximately 
70% of the infection can be rdentified prior to reforestation and can be planted with 
nnmune spews like red alder The yield adlustment was calculated by reducing the 
conifer volume by 7 5% and adding m volume expected from the 5 25% of the Forest 
planted m alder. 
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4 Defect and breakage: Yield reductions for breakage and defect were applied to reflect 
volume loss due to defect and damage fmm logging operations. Information about actual 
reductions expenenced in young growth stands was gathered from private timber industry 
and Oregon Stats University reseerchem The information indicates that reductions will 
range from 3 to 7 5% dependmg on stand age 

5 Wildlife trees: A reduction was applied for leaving green trees on timber sale umte to 
provide for future snags. These are needed to maintam viable populations of cavity- 
dependent wildlife sperms. The reductions are based on leaving an average of two trees 
per acre on all future harvest units. The effect on yield varies with management option 
and stand age as these determine total trees per acre In other words, as a stand ages, 
leaving two green trees per acre at the time of harvest wll have a higher effect on yields 
than m a younger stand The reductions range from 1 to 4% 

These reductions accumulate so that yields on most conifer stands are expectad to be 14% to 
16% less over the rotation than yields predicted from models assuming 100% stocking and 
growth capabibty Yields of hardwood stands will be 9% lees over the rotation than the predicted 
yields 

Addztzons for Genetic Improvement and Fertdmng - Because of the selection of improved 
pkrntmg stock from within the natural popukxtion, timber stands planted with Douglas-fir 
during the next decade and later are expected to have 15% more volume over then rotation 
than stands which were planted in the preceding decade. This increase was applied to all 
plantations regenerated with conifers beglnmng m this decade No additional improvements 
for genetic gain were assumed, i a, the 15% impmvement was applied to all 15 decades. Genetic 
improvement was not applied to hardwood stands. 

Conifer yield tables ware adjusted to reflact the option of applying one application of fertilizer 
as an mtenslve management technique. Au incream of 2% to 4% ss celculatsd by DFSlM is 
expected for comfer stands. Fertilizer wss not applied to hardwood stands. 

Timber yields are not dependent on the availability of herbicides. 

Coefficient and Option Development 

Timber Prescriptions 

(1) Hardwoods (primarily red alder) are an important component of many timber stands on 
the Forest and they am the primary component of stands in rip&an areas Volume pnsdrctions 
for red alder ware based on “Empirical Yield Tables for Predominantly Alder Stands in Western 
Washington” (Chambers 1974) because no hardwood yield simulators were available for use at 
the time of ymld table development The degree of reliability for these yield tables is moderately 
high, because the volume to age 60 fmm Chambers m bssed on empincsl research mformation 
However, no research information is available for stands over 80 yeers. Estrmates for hardwood 
production ware not made beyond 110 years for managed yield tables smce alder IS a relatively 
short-lwed species compared vnth Douglas-fir. 

(2) Conifers: Regional direction for selection of timber management intensities was to have 
at least four intensities, including one that maxnniseo wood production and one that maximizes 
present net value (Sirmon 1983) 
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Use of DP-DFSIM - The yield simulator DFSIM (Douglas-Fir SlMulator, Curtis et al 19811, 
considered the state-of-the-art for Douglas-fir yield pnxhctions, was used to develop managed 
conifer yield tables on the Forest. A dynannc program was connected to DFSlM in 1984 in 
order to make the selection of timber management intensities es&r. This new model is 
DP-DFSIM @ynamic Program-Douglas Fir SIMulator, Johnson and Sleavin 1984) Unlike 
DFSlM, DP-DFSIM allows optimization of an objective function over an milmte number of 
possible timber management options A DP-DFSIM analysis was made to detsrmme which 
management options would be most effective on each of the three site pmductivlty groups m 
meetmg the two objectives: 11 nnminnze present net value and 2) maximize wood production 
over the rotation. 

Costs and prices used m the analysis are the same as used in the FOR&TAN model Costs 
were averages for 5 years and adjusted for inflation to 1982. Timber values for volume from 
clearcuts were based on the average price paid for timber harvested on the Forest between 
1977 and 1983. Values for timber volume fmm commercial thinnings were based on avsrags 
price paid for commemml thinnlngssles between 1980 and 1987. The 1% per year price increase 
for timber values was included to match the price trends used in FORPLAhr. (Costs and benefits 
are drscussed in more detail in “Cost Efficiency and Net Public Benefits” m thrs appendix 1 A 
2-year regeneration lag was assumed. 

Receipts from commercial thinning entrms had to equal or exceed the costs To insure the 
effectiveness of the commercial thlnnings a maximum residual density of 60 was allowed 
(Residual density is the primary measure of stand density used in DFSIM, and equals the 
stand basal area divldsd by the square mot of the quadratic mean stand diameter (Curtis et. 
al 1981) .) Thrs resulted in the llrst commercial thinning being prescribed at age 38 for all 
sites Also, commercial thmnlngs were hmitsd to once every twenty years wrth a maximum of 
two commercml thinmngs allowed Allowing more than two thinnings does not increase volume 
over rotation significantly enough to justify the expense or increased chance of damage to 
residual trees Conifer stands were assumed to bs reforested and pnacommercially thinned to 
300 crop trees/acre by age 10 because previous analysis showed volume gains from pmcommercial 
thinnmg more than offset the treatment cost 

The results of the DP-DFSIM analysis are displayed for the three pmductmity classes and 
different management options in Table B-14. The table d&plays the age and yields for commercial 
thinmng, the age and mean annual increment (MAD at the age when the objective ls maximizsd, 
and the age and MAI when the stand 
reaches CMAI. Also shown are soil expectation values (SEV) at the age when the objective ls 
optunized SEV ls the present net value of the stand beginning with bare land and including 
reforestation costs (The economic conssqusnces of timber managsment, includmg the value of 
existmg stands, are discussed later in tbls appendix under “Analysis Prior to the Development 
of Alternatives “1 
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Table B-14. Timber Yields From Dynamic Program-Douglas Fir Simulator 

c!ommel!cial Objective Maximized Culmination of 
TbIluling MAl 

Site Index/Objective Yidd 
I I 

Age 
@F/AC) 

MAl 1 SEV IAge 1 MAI 
(urn) (CFIAcNr) WAC) ffm) WF/Ac/yr) 

NA NA NA NA 60 60 153 153 79 79 IO IO 161 161 
NA NA NA NA 60 60 165 165 130 130 70 70 169 169 

40 I 1,548 
40160 1,543/960 

40 I 1,131 
40/60 1 1,534/1,449 

90 168 -311 90 163 
100 172 -330 100 112 

90 179 -219 90 179 
100 194 -399 100 164 

NA NA NA 
NA NA NA 

NA 
NA 

40 40 1,566 
40160 1,691/1,297 40160 

40 40 1,610 
40160 40160 1,610/1,376 

1,566 
1,691/1,297 

1,610 
1,610/1,376 

60 60 137 137 
60 60 195 195 

80 80 202 202 
90 90 205 205 
80 80 212 212 
90 90 211 211 

315 315 IO IO 190 190 
411 411 IO IO 196 196 

-27 -27 80 80 202 202 
-164 -164 90 90 205 205 

-5 -5 80 80 212 212 
-143 -143 90 90 211 211 

NA NA 
NA NA 

40 
40160 

40 
40/60 
- 

1,193 
1,635/1,542 

1,602 
1,175/1,658 

556 IO 215 
530 70 2.20 

120 80 231 
-60 90 231 

311 70 239 
-57 90 245 

For all three productivity groups, the options that maxnniae timber productron are those wrth the 
most commercd thinmng entries The options that maximize present net value (PNVl are those with 
no commercial thinnings Thinnings reduce PNV because the thmnsd volume is valued substantiily 
less than final harvest volume Options wrthout commercial tbinmng have the shortest rotations (60 
years) Options with only one thinning have higher PNVs than options with two thinnings. 

The addition of one fertdizer application mcreases volume 3-4% over the mtation. In the analysis, 
PNV and timber production are both maximized by applying fertilizer at the sarhest time (aseumsd to 
be 28 years) Therefore, a fertdmer option was used for those options which were selected to maximize 
PNV or volume Fertilizing was also mcorporated mto timber yield tables for other management 
prescnptions (e g., visual and wildlife) because fertilizing ls compatible with the other resource objectives 
and in many cases allows the other prescriptions to attain desned future stand conditions faster. 
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The options modeled in FOBPLAN include those that maxnniae PNV and others that maximize volume 
production Options which mtimize PNV on a per acre basll include reforesting to recommended 
stocking densities with genetically improved stock, fertiizing, and relatively short mtations (50-60 
years) without commercial thinning. Options which maximize volume production on a per acre basis 
include reforesting to recommended stocldng densities with genetically impmved stock, fertiizing, 
commercial thinning at least twice before harvest, and final harvest at culmination of mean annual 
increment (generally 90 years). 

One revision was made to the DP-DFSIM results to make the yields realistic The DP-DFSIM model 
scheduled commercial thinning at relative densities above 60. This would be unacceptable because 
stand mortality usually occurs at densities which equal or exceed 60. The prescriptions from DP-DFSlM 
were adjusted by rerunning them in DFSlM with commercial tldnnlngat 4Oyears when relative densities 
are below 60 

The mtensive timber management options which were modeled in FORPLAN are displayed in Table 
B-15 for three types of timber stands. plantations which already exist, plantations which would be 
created in the future and would be accessible, plantations which would be created in the future and 
would not be accessible for commercial thinning. Yields for future plantations reflect genetic gain 
from planting improved stoch, while yields for existmg plantations do not. 

Table B-15. Timber Management Options for Existing and Future Plantations 

E.dting Plantatiom 

1 No Yea No NO Yea 
2 NO Yea NO 1 Yes 
3 NO Yes NO 2 Yen 
4 NO Yes Yes 1 Yes 
5 NO Yea Yes 2 YeS 

Future Phztatiom on Aaemible Lands 

s 
YeS YeS NO NO YeS 
YeS YeS NO 1 YE3 

3 YeS YeS NO 2 YES 
4 YW YeS YeS NO YB8 
5 Yep YeS YW 1 Ya 
6 YW YeS YeS 2 YeS 

Futu?v PzQntatimw on fnaooees me Lunde 

Visual Prescriptions 

Yield tables were developed for the two visual management preooriptmns (foreground retention and 
foreground partial retention) by landscape architects and sdvlculturists. The yield reflect the following 
requirements 

(11 In areas managed for foreground retention (within 800 feet of roads) or partial retention . 
(a) Dominant and codonunant trees at least 36 inches m diameter 
6) A ratio of 85% conifer to 15% hardwood. 
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(c) At least three trees/acre remaming after the final harvest 

(2) In areas managed for middleground partial retention: 
(a) Dominant and ccdominant trees at least 30 mch in &am&r. 
9~) A ratio of 85% conifer to 15% hardwood. 

The management option with the highest PNV for long lot&ions (loo-130 years) were used to estimate 
yields from the conifer component of stands that would be managed m these pxescriptions. The 
management option which was the most efficient included two commercial thmnmgs. The yield tables 
reflect reforestmg with genetic stock. Red alder will be interspersed among the conifers in these stands. 
The effect of alder nitrogen fur&on will equate to fertihsatron, therefore a fertilization effect on growth 
is included in the yield tables, but without the cost ssscciatsd with chemical fertilization Two rotations 
of hardwoods are expected in the prescriptions reqmring 120 to 130 year rotations 

Wildlife Prescriptions 

(1) Deciduous Mix Habitat. To provide deciduous mm habitat, a stand must have a canopy cover of 
50% hardwood and 50% conifer and must grow long enough for the hardwoods to begin to deteriorate 
(about 100 years). It was assumed that a conifer and hardwood components would be in clumps of 
pure conifer and pure hardwood rather than in a mixed-species stand. The conifer component was 
precommercially thinned, fertilized and commercmlly thinned (The management practices which are 
actually used will depend on site-specific prescription) The hardwood component was not managed 
with these mtensive management techmques The rotation is about 100 years 

(2) Mature Conifer Habitat. To provide mature conifer habitat, a stand must have large hve trees 
(at least 20”) and large snags On the Siuslaw, only Douglas-fir (DF) and M&d-fir (Ml!) would meet 
these requirements. Since thinning is reqmred to provide the desired stand structure only stands accessible 
to thinning are suitable mature conifer habitat The timber management option was used for this 
prescription by extendmg the rotation beyond 90 years to allow the mature stand characteristics to 
develop The option mcludes reforestmg with improved stock, precommercial thinning, fertilization, 
and one commercial thinning. 

Development of Snag Yield Coefficients - The yield tables for snags are based upon a linear 
relationship between the natural existing condition and the projected future condition The information 
for the natural existing condition are from a Forest survey (Hemstrom and Logan 1934). The snag 
yields vary by stand age and past management practices. 

Development of Timber Yield Coefficients for Alternative NC 

The FORPLAN model was used to predict the allowable sale quantity, the long-term sustained yield 
capacity, and schedule of timber harvest activities in Alternatives A through H The RAM model was 
used only to predmt the bmlogical potential for Alternative NC. 

Yield tables used m the RAM model for the TRP were timber emphasis yield tables; there were no 
yield tables for management prescriptions that emphasized wildlife habitat, soil, water, or visual quality 
objectives. The RAM results were reduced to account for both lower timber yields where other resources 
were emphasized and forgoing timber harvest on some areas to meet other resource objectives 

A series of yield tables was developed to predict volumes fium plantations and future regenerated 
stands Growth and yield models like DFIT or DP-DFSIM were not available at the time the TRP 
RAM model was constructed. TRP yield tables wsre constructed using the best available growth and 
yield estimators, mcluding timber compartment examination data and results of the then current 
research 
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The BAM model contained only one yield table for each of the existing timber strata that were not 
plantations. Plantations were given one of two yield tables, one with and without genetic improvements 

The intensive timber management options modeled m RAM for the TBP are displayed in Table B-16. 

Table B-16. Timber Management Options for Plantations in the RAM Model 

option ImpWEd Premmmercial commercial Final 
Stock Thin Fertilize 

Thin Elarveat 

Ezutrng PLmiatwns 

1 NO YBS NO 1 YeS 
a NO YeS No 2 YeS 
3 NO Yke NO 3 YeS 
4 NO YeS NO 4 YE3 
5 NO YeS NO 5 YES 
6 NO YeS NO 6 YeS 
7 NO YeS NO 1 YeS 
6 NO YeS NO a YeS 

Future Plantim 

1 YeS YeS NO 5 YeS 
2 YeS YeS No 6 YES 

Empirical Yield Tables for Alternative NC - Empirical refers to natural timber stands as opposed 
to plantations. The empirical yield tables used in the TBP were developed from the 1974 timber inventory 
in much the same way ss for the empirical yield tables used in the FOBPLAN model Yields were 
increased to pmject volumes to the middle of the first planning decade. Five years of gmwth were 
added to the 1974 inventory information, while 16 years of gmwth were added for the FOBPLAN 
tables The high empirical yields of the FORPLAN model reflect the 11 years of additional growth. 

Managed Yield Tables for Alternative NC - Site Productivity Determinations - In the RAM 
model for the TBP the Forest was split geographically. The site index of the area north of the Siuslaw 
River was cslculated at 170 while the site index of the area south of the river was calculated at 130. 
Managed yield tables were developed for existmg plantations and future stands for these two site 
indices. 

Operational Reductions - Managed yield tables in the TBP were reduced by 8% to account for 
non-stocked acres, streams too small to map but included in the commercial forest land, and hidden 
defect in harvested timber. Reductions are as follows: 

(1) Non&c&able areas m managed stands 4.6% 
(2) Class I and II stream acres 04% 
(3) Hidden defect estimates as used in timber sale appraisal 30% 

Total 8 

Additions for Genetic Improvement and Fertilizing - Feztihzatmn was not included m the yield 
assumptrons for the TRP or Alternative NC. 

The genetic gains included m the managed yield tables developed for the TBP were 10% Alternatives 
A through H, the increased yield attributable to genetics is 15% 
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The TRP showed no gain from genetic tree improvement in the 1st decade, but did show a 6% mcrease 
m timber harvest m the second through 5th decade due to planting 40,000 acres of genetically improved 
stock m the 1st decade. 

Other Yield Differences - Even gwen the lower operatmnal yield reductions and lack of fertilization 
optmns, the managed yield tables m the TRP RAM model showed higher yields than those in the 
FORPLAN model. These differences can be accounted for fmm: 

1. Different methods of calculation were used to construct the tables The FORPUN tables were 
developed using DFSIM, a growth smmlation model. The RAM tables were developed from 
stand exammation data and current research. 

2. The TRP prescribed five to eight commercial thinmngs which began at stand age of 25 years. 
This would maintain stands clwer to optimal stocking for gmwth than would one or two tbinnings 
The result is often lower final harvest volume per acre, but higher total yield over the length of 
the rotation 

Coefficient and Option Development For Alternative NC 

Timber Prescriptions 

Timber management prescriptions were developed for timber, wildbfe, and visual emphass during 
development of the TRP These pwscnptmns am not described m the TRP, however, and yield tables 
reflecting prwcnptions other than intenswe timber management were not mcluded in the RAM model 

Other nzxnmce prescription yield tables were not included in the model because the RAM model was 
run only to pmvxde a maximum biological potentml yield for the Forest. The patent&yield was determmed 
based on yield tables that incorporated management reqmrements necessary to meet other resource 
obJectlve8 such as state and Federal water quabty standards 

Calculation of Potential Yield For Alternative NC 

The biological potential as calculated in the TRP RAM model was adjusted as displayed m Table B-17, 
below The acres and volumes in thw table reflect adjustments from Amendments 1 and 2 to the TRP 
made in 1980 and 1964, respectively. These amendments were made to reflect reductions in the regulated 
commercial forest land base due to RARE II study results and wilderness legislatmn They adjusted 
the potentml yield only; the RAM model was not run with the updated land base 
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Table B-17. Calculation of Potential Yield in the TRP 

TlMBEBcoMPol+lEwrs 

STANDARD 

MARGINAL 
ECOI%JUUC 
Tecbnolorgc 

UNIZEGULATED 

TOTAL 

TOtal 
AcreS 

258,539 

250,678 
49,165 
83,702 
80,482 
16,325 

7,920 
13,084 

32,903 
=w 

8,338 

12,235 

w= 

BiOlOgical 
POtSlltial 
(MDIBF) 

Percent 

I 

Scheduled 
Yield ACreS 

2404 1000 I 258,539 

2213 220,936 
445 971 49,165 
159 710 63,702 
730 112 59,719 
149 955 15,590 

71 630 7,920 
119 19 5 4,641 

305 
228 

II I 28,559 
868 24,565 
479 3,994 

01 0 
4982 I 568.034 

2404 

1125 
435 
539 
542 
142 

45 
22 

235 
19 6 

37 

0 

436.4 

Analysis in Addition to RAM 

Much of the analysis performed for the TRP was conducted with different mventones and analytical 
models than were used in the current planning pmcess The following describes the models used in 
the TRP and how the analysis methods were modified to make them comparable to those used for 
Alternatives A through H 

Fish Production Indicator Model for Alternative NC - Changes in fish populations generally 
indicate major long-term changes in the character of the total aquatic system More information is 
available about the presence and life requirements of fish, partxularly economically valuable species 
like salmon, steelhead and cutthroat trout, than about other hfe forms such as algae, plankton, and 
invertebrates. Therefore, the general life nzquirements of salmonids were used as a reference from 
which to assess environmental impacts to the aquatic system. 

The model is driven by two parameters affecting habitat quality and quantity These are physical 
barriers to f=h passages, and total stream sediment load. One or both of these parameters affect all 
life requirement parameten Physical barnem considered are log jams formed in Class I or II streams 
as a result of management-related landsbdes Such barriers bmit the amount of habitat available to 
sustam anadmmous f=herles. Increases in total stream s&meat loads above an estimated “undisturbed 
eon&tmn define reductions in habitat quahty. 

Although tlus is a very simplified method of assessing impacts to a complex system, FPI values pmvlde 
an index of the Forest’s potential abiity to prcducs salmonids Other variables, which function to 
determine actual f=h populations, prevent the FPI fmm absolutely predicting what quantity of fmh 
would be found at a given time. 

Significant changes in modeling techmques since the FPI model led to a new model for -1ng effects 
of Alternatives A thmugh H The new model is called the Fish Habitat Index (FHI) model (See “Soil 
and Fish Habitat,” above.) In order to compare effects on habdat between Alternatwe NC and Alternatives 
A through H, the basic data required by the FHI model was drawn from the TRP and effects of the 
Alternative NC predicted using the FHI model 
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Sediment Model for Alternative NC - The sediment model used for Alternatives A through H is 
very sinular to that used for the TRP The maJo= differences are: 1) More acres have been inventoried 
m the high-risk landtypes, 2) sediment from dry ravel was not computed for the TBP, 3) effectiveness 
of leave areas IS assumed to ba 52% in the currant model as opposed to 70% in the TRP model, and 4) 
leave areas are prescribed on low risk landtypes in the current model. In order to pmvlde meanmgf~ 
comparisons with Alternatives A thmugh H, the model ussd for Alternatives A through H was used to 
estimate sediment yield for Alternative NC 

Wildlife Models for Alternative NC - The TFtP predmted changes in \Rlldlife populations based on 
mformation and research available in 1978 Change in the amount of key habitat types as a result of 
timber management was the pnmary factor usad to detarmme effscts on population levels. These 
effects ware displayed in broad, qualitative terms (i.e. light to heavy reductions in numbers, increased 
numbers, or no effect) for all wildlife species Percent change in population was e&mated for game 
SpXleS. 

To factitate comparisons of effects of Alternative NC with Alternatives A through H, HCI models 
were used to estimate NC’s wildhfe effects Information required for the HCI models includes existing 
acreage of key habitat types and how it changes thmugh time For analyst of Alternative NC, existing 
condition was based on currant data rather than the TRP due to changed conditions and improved 
inventories smce 1978 Changes in age class dlstnbution through time ware appmxlmated utllising 
data fmm the TBP RAM proJection adjusted for extended rotations and reduced hanrest fmm the two 
amendments 

Adequate data was avsllable to utfize HCI models for the bald eagle, spotted owl, and mountain qurul 
habltat. Due to insufficient data, habitat capability was estimated outslde the model for marten, pdeated 
woodpecker, elk, and primary cavity excavator species. In several cases, the conclusions drawn by thm 
analysis differed than those stated m the TRP Some differences can bs attributed to improved inventory 
data as well as mcreased knowledge of species’ habitat requirements. Other differences are related to 
different evaluatmn of habitat changes thmugh time or different conclusions regarding plant commumty 
succession 

The following discussion summarizes a comparison of prsdlctions made in the TRP and conclusions 
bassd on analysis of Alternative NC: 

Both the TBP and analysis for Alternative NC concluded that there would be no effect on the paragrme 
falcon, brown pelican, or Aleutian Canada Goose The TBP cLd not address the Oregon silverspot 
butterfly as it had not yet been listed by the U.S Fish and Wtidlife Servma as threatened 

Bald Eagle - The TRP analysis was based on the specific number of sites to be managed for 
bald eagles Alternative NC was evaluated by HCI models which included not only the habitat 
capabihty of managed sites, but the capability of all land to provide potential bald eagle habitat. 
The HCI model confirms the TBP’s prediction that there 1s the potential for an expanding eagle 
population on the S&law 

Spotted Owl - The TBP pmvldsd interim pmtsctmn of 13,000 acres of old-growth for spotted 
owls untd more information was available on habltat raquixxments The model mcluded 
consideration of habitat capability on reserved lands as well as the sites protected under the 
TRP. Although a large reduction m numbers was predicted, the TRP indxati that the intenm 
protection measures would malntam a viable population Quantitative analysis using HCI models 
in&c&es that even with mterim measures, the probability of maintaming a viable spotted owl 
population is low for Alternative NC. Differences m conclusmns between the TRP and Alternative 
NC can be attributed to increased knowledge of habitat size and distribution requirements 
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Phated Woodpecker and Marten - The TBP predicted heavy reductions in numbers of pile&xl 
woodpeckers and marten, but populations were expected to survive. Marten populations were 
expected to be reduced by 60% of existing levels. The TBP qualitied the population estimate for 
marten, stating that even this level would not bs maintained unless additional acres of mature 
habitat were designated for protection. This decision was deferred to the land management 
planning process. The HCI model used to evaluate Alternatives A thmugh H could not be used 
for Alternative NC due to lack of comparable data. Population estimates for Alternative NC 
concluded that populations of both species would not be self-sustamlng. This analysis was based 
on a comparison of total acres of mature conifer habitat (includmg reserved acres) in Alternative 
NC with acres in Alternative B (Departure) and assuming that the relationship would provide 
an appmximation of the habitat capabdity index. 

Mountain Qua&Z - The TBP predicted that mountam quail would increase 10% by the end of 
the 1st decade and 60% by the end of the 5th decade. Predictions based on the HCI model indicate 
that populations would increase though the first 3 decades, then show a sharp decline by the 
5th decade This difference can be attributed to analysis in the TBP failing to recognize the 
shift m timber harvest fmm clearcuttmg to predommantly commercial thinning. 

CavzEy Nesting Speczes - The TBP predicted that primary cavity excavator species would decline 
by 60%. This estimate was based on managing commercial forest land at the 40% biological 
potential level for all snag dependent species The HCI model used for Alternatives A through 
H could not be used for Alternative NC due to lack of comparable data However, comparison 
of Alternative NC with other alternatives managed at the 40% level indicates that populations 
would lx reduced, but self-sustalmng 

Roosevelt Elk - The lXP predicted that elk numbers could decline by 50% as a result of 
implementing the plan. However, the TBP stated that the Forest would work in cooperation 
with Oregon Department of Fish and Wlklhfe to maintain the existing population level (2500 
elk) until an appropriate population level was determined through the forest planning process 
The HCI model could not be used to evaluate Alternative NC due to lack of comparable data in 
the TBP. However, it is likely that elk numbers would decline beyond the 1st decade due to 
declining forage availabllty as timber harvest shifts from clearcutting to predominantly 
commercial thinmng. 
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COST EFFICIENCY AND NET PUBLIC BENEFITS 

Thm section describes cost-efficiency criteria and explains how net public benefits are measured The 
analysis ls required by NFMA regulations (36 CFR 219) and plays an nnportant part in the development, 
comparison, and selection of Forest planrung alternatives. The results of the assumptions and procedures 
discussed in this section are &played in Chapter II of the FEIS and later in this appendix, “Analysis 
Pnor to Development of Alternatives” and “Summary of Effects of Constraints, Benchmarks, and 
Alternatives” sections. 

Net Public Benefits 

Maximization “of net public benefits in an environmentally sound manner” (36 CFR 219.1(a)) is a goal 
of the Forest planning prweea. Net public benefits are the “overall long-term value to the nation of all 
outputs and positive effects fbenefits) Iese all the associated Forest inputs and negative effects (costs) 
whether they can be quantitatively valued or not” (36 CFR 219.3) Net public benefits represents the 
sum of the net value of priced outputs plus the net value of nonpnctxl outputs Net public benefits 
cannot be expressed as a numerrc quantity because the net value of priced outputs and effects cannot 
be added to qualitatively valued nonpnced outputs and effects 

Present Net Value 

The primary criterion for measuring the value of the Forest is present net value (PNV) (FSM 19713). 
PNV represents the dollar difference between the discounted value of all outputs to which monetary 
values are assigned and the discounted cost of managing the Forest for the next 150 years. Priced 
outputs include market resources (developed recreation, commercial f=h and fur animals, hvestock 
grazing, timber, nuneral leases, and special use permits) as well as nonmarket resources (dispersed 
and wdderness recreation, including recreation associated with wildlife and fsh habitat). 

All benchmarks and alternatives except the Minimum Level Benchmark ware designed to achieve the 
goals and objectives in a manner that produces the greatest PNV. All activities in each benchmark 
and alternative are the most cost-efficient way to achieve the ObJectlves of the benchmarks and 
alternatives This was accomplllhed by solving FORPLAN with the objective function of maximizing 
PNV while meeting the specified constramts of the benchmark or alternatwe. The PNV calculated in 
FORPLAN was added to the drscounted benefits and costs not modeled in FORPLAN The total PNV 
was the primary indicator used to evaluate the overall economic efficiency of the benchmarks and 
alternatives The benefits and costs not included in FORPLAN were those which do not significantly 
influence and are not significantly mfluenced by management prescription assignment and output 
scheduhng in FORPLAN 

Economic Efficiency Analysis For Alternative NC 

Efficiency analysis in the TRP was performed using a computer program designed in cooperation with 
the 0 S U School of Business The program required stumpage value, reforestation costs and the 
discount rate as input It would accommcdate trending stumpage values, reforestation costs with or 
without herbicides and costs of stand improvement The prograin calculated PNV, benefit-cost ratio 
and margin (net revenue) of the timber program over a 5 decade planning honzon. 

Because of the different tnne horizon, mterwt rate and econonnc values, PNVs of the TRP and 
Alternatives A-H are not comparable The emphasis of econonuc efficiency analysis in the TRP, as in 
the FEIS, was to provide a relative ranking of alternatives as opposed to precrse estimates of PNV. 
The TRP considered only tnnber outputs m its PNV calculation. The interest rate used in the TRP 
analysis WBS 10% The value of stumpage was $140 in 1977 dollars or about $209 in 1982 dollars 
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compared to $220 used in Alternatives A thmugb H. Results as displayed in Appendix B of the TBP 
.3E: 

Decade Five 

Total Discounted Revenue $1,144 (million 19’77 dollam) 
Total Diiunted Costs $211 
Present Net Value $867 

The TBP cites an economic assessment of the sport and commercial f=heries attributed to the Forest 
The study estimated the value of the fmhery at 12 9 million per year. This value was not included in 
the PNV cakulations 

Parameters 

Adjusting for Inflation - Benefits and costs are expressed in 1982 dollars to be consistent with the 
1985 RPA Pmgram analysis (FSM 1970.74). The gross national product implicit price deflator index 
as reported in the Economic Report of the President (US Government Printing Office 1985) was used 
to adjust benefits and cc&s for inflation to the 1982 base 

Discounting - Two discount rates were used to convert all benefits and costs to a commcm point in 
time: 4 and 7-l/8% (FSM 1971.71). The 4% rate approximates the return on investments for Aaa 
corporate bonds for the period 1960 to 1978 above the rate of inflation (Row et al 1981). It was used 
to formulate and evaluate all benchmarks and alternatwes. A variation of the PNV Benchmark was 
developed using 7-l/8% to determine the sensitlvlty of pnscription assignment and output schedule to 
the discount rate (See “Analysis Prior to Development of Alternatives” section of this appendix for 
more discussion) Also, the PNV of all benchmarks and alternatwss was calculated usmg the 7-l/8% 
rate for comparison with the 1980 and the 1985 RPA Program analyses. 

All costs and benefits were discounted from the midpoint of each decade 

Costs were estimated for the 150-year period for the benchmarks and alternatives for all management 
activities This discussion explains how costs wem developed, the major expenditure categories, and 
fundmgsouwes. Table B-18 displays the cost for management activities and how those costs are classified 
and modeled. 
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Table B-18. Management Cost Data by Activity and by Category 

VARIABLE COSTS 

lecreation and Wilderness 
Developed 
Undeveloped Amw 
Roaded Areas 
Wddemw 

3ubtotal 

OP 0 216 0 033 Sl/PAOTday 
CP 0 0 0 11-O 63lPAOTdq 
CP 0 60 0 00-0 63,‘PAOTdq 
CP 0 1 0 55-O 63/F’AOT&y 

0 277 

RiMlife and Fish 
W,ldl&e and Fish Management 
W,ldl&e HabItat Improvement 
F,sh HabItat Impmvement 

3ubtotal 

CP 
lnv 
In” 

405 
30 14l/Acm 

0 0 0 - 611 
Mmmgram 

436 

OP 

hv 

32 

32 
64 

CP 
OP 
In-9 
Inv 
CP 
Inv 
Inv 
Inv 
Inv 
Ill” 

CP 

0 164 
0 0 51-B/MCF 
0 0 144,ooomle 
0 0 47,oooliae 

2,500 0 
0 0 421.9OOlAcre 
0 0 73-147lAc.m 
0 0 72-146lAc1-z 
0 0 1oo/Aclx 
0 0 92/Aue 

3 36 
2$ii 200 
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Table B-18 Cont. Management Cost Data by Activity and by Category 

other Programn 
water, sol& Am Management 
Land and Mmerals Management 
HumanResouwPmgrams 
Land Exchan3-s and Acqwtnn 
Land Management Plannq 
FacllltJr Cotict,on and 
Remastructlon 
Fire Preventvm and Suppression 
coop Law 
General A.dmh&ation 

SUbtotal 

ToTALFoREsT 

- 

- 

Cost 
3aes 

OP 
OP 
OP 
lnv 
OP 
hv 

OP 
OP 
OP 

- 

- 

I vARJABLEcosIg 
Fixed Fixed 

Overhead 
(M5Nr) unit (5/u&) 

M$NI 
Overhead 

(M5Nr) unit (5/u&) 

L 

244 
1,063 
2,463 

112 
256 
314 

602 
222 

2,335 
&116 

+ 
411 1 

Cost Development and Modeling Process - Casts were reviewed and revised between the draft 
and final EIS to reflect current pmctices The new cost information was incorporated in Alteraatnw 
A-H and the Rmlzer and PNV benchmarks for the FEIS 

Costa for each FeSOurce management program were developed by Forest personnel m conjunction with 
developing standards and guidelines for management prescnptions Resource specialists and Forest 
staff e&mated cc&a for all activities based on blstomal data and pmfessional judgement. The costs 
represent the minimum funds needed to achieve the standards and guidelines in the management 
prescnptions. Costa include both direct costs of resource management and resource coordination cc&a 
to produce pnmary outputs in an environmentally acceptable way and/or rmtigate short-term impacts. 
Costs were assumed to occur at the mldpomt of each planning decade. The figures are calculated as 
average annual costs over each decade. 

Three typea of c&a were estimated: fLved Forest Service costs, vanable Forest Service costs, and 
cooperator c&a (FSM 197152) Fured costs are the costs which do not vary by alternative. Most of 
these are necessary to meet legal mqmrements of ensuring public safety and environmental protection 
The costs mclude fured ownership requnementa, Job Corps, fire protection and suppressmn and general 
admimstration 

Variable costs vary with the output level of each benchmark or alternative. They mclude capital 
investments and operatmnal c&s. Variable costs include the cc& necessa ry to meet management 
requirements in the standards and guidelines for the management prescriptions discussed in this 
appendix, “Analysis Prior to Development of Alternatives” se&on. 

Vanable costs are modeled as either overhead costs or as unit costs. Overhead casts (Table B-18, column 
4) are not dnectly linked to the prescription assignment or activity schedule. In general, they am $477 
thousand for all alternatives Unit costs (Table B-18, column 5) are modeled as a function of the amount 
of inputs or outputs specified in the benchmarks and alternatives. Each management prescription has 
a unique set of variable costs. 
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Logging and manufactunng costs are not explicitly mcluded in the analysis This is consistent with 
the valuation of timber on the stump. It alsu reflects the pmunse that there is no significant variation 
in logging costs across the Forest. 

Costs were estimated for all alternatives and benchmarks by applying the cost data to the objectwes 
of the benchmark or alternatives Costs dependent on pmecriptmn assignment and timber harvest 
schedule were modeled in FOBPLAN. By solving FOBPLAN tu maximize PNV, the must cost-efficient 
mix of forest management activities and expenditures for each assignment was estimated for 150 
years The costs modeled in FOBPLAN are the costs listed in Table B-18 under the timber program. 
All other costs were developed by the mtenhsciphnary team to meet the objectives of each benchmark 
and alternatwe in the most cost effective way. 

The timber management and mad costs modeled in FOBPLAN account for 2/3 of the total d&counted 
costs for all of the alternatives except in Alternatws G and H. These costs account for 45% of the 
discounted msts in Alternative G and 38% in Alternative H Another 30 to 60% of the costs are accounted 
for by the fmed and overhead costs ($116 million/year). 

The average annual costs for lst, 2nd and 5th decades and the discounted costs for the 150-year period 
are displayed for the benchmarks and alternatnes in several tables in Chapter Ii of the FEIS by the 
various classiiications &mussed below 

Cost Categories and Funding Sources - Costs were identified as either operational (the cost of 
planning and managing existing resources and assets) or as investment (the cost of creating or enhancing 
assets). Investments on the Forest mclude roads, reforestation, recreatnui facilitms including trails, 
and administratwe facilities. Major operatrxml costs are for plannmg, mamtenance, long-term protection, 
and admimstration. Column 2 of Table B-18 displays the classiiication of costs as mvestment or 
operational and Table II-39 in Chapter 11 of the FEIS shows the total costs of the benchmarks and 
alternatives by these two categories 

In most cases, expenditures are financed with general funds from the U S. Treasury appmpnated to 
the Forest Service by Congress Three exceptrxrs am in-kind payments, special collections, and funds 
allwated from other agencies In-kind payments include road construction and reconstructmn costs by 
timber purchasers which are deducted from receipts from timber Sales Special collection Knudsen- 
Vandenburg (KV) funds finance most site preparation and reforestation costs as well as post-sale 
improvement pm~ecta for wildlife, fmh, range, sod and water Fmally, human reseume programs 
(primarily the Angel1 Job Cm-p Center) are financed by funds allocated from other agencies. While the 
level of in-kind payments and KV collectums varies among decades and among benchmarks and 
alternatives, allocated funds for the human resource programs are assumed to be $2.5 nnlllon for all 
decades m all benchmarks and alternatives 

Roai Cost Changes - Costs are assumed to remain constant relative to inflation over the 150-year 
planmng period However, the average unit costs of many activities may change over time as different 
types of treatment are implemented For example, the average sale preparation costs are expected to 
mcrease when the proportion of timber harvest volume coming from commercial thinning mcreases 

Sensitivity Analysis - Two variations of the PNV Benchmark show the sensitwrty of prescription 
assignment and output schedule to different unit costs See the section “Analysis Prior to the Development 
of the Alternatwes” of this appendix for a discussion 

Benefits 

Benefits were estimated for the 150-year period for the benchmarks and alternatwes for several outputs 
that are or could be exchanged in the marketplace: recreation use, commercial fish and fur ammal 
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ham-t, livestock grazing, timber harvest, mineral leasing, and special uses The values reflect the 
~,_ potential dollar return even though money may not actually be collected. Benefits were assumed to 

occur at the midpoint of each planning decade. The benefits are calculated es average annual benefits 
for each planning decade. This discwsion explains the methods used to estimate current and future 
values for Forest outputs. Table B-19 shows the benefit value for Forest outputs and how the values 
are classified. 

Benefit Development and Modeling Process - AU rewumes am valued before harvest or before 
they leave the Forest. This approach is consistent with the costs discus& previously. i.e., they am 
market values or estimated market values net of pnvate pmducer or consumer c&s These onsite 
values are con&tent with the costs used in the analysis. For example, timber is valued as standing 
timber, end the value added by harvesting, hauling and manufacturing is excluded In a similar fashion, 
recreation is valued as opportunities on the Forest, and the cost of licenses, eqlupment and transportation 
is not included. 

Benefit values were derived fmm two sounxw 1) transaction evidence on the Forest and 2) studies 
compiled at the regional and national level. Receipts for timber, mineral leases, grazmg, campgrounds, 
and special uses are based on Forest receipts from Fiscal Years 1977 to 1983 Timber prices are based 
on the average price paid for timber harvested between 1977 and 1983: $220/MBF for conifer (wth 
an average diameter of 24”) and $20/MSF for hardwwds. These values were converted to $/MCF using 
5.33 BF/CF for conifer and 3.65 BF/CF for hardwoods, and varied by tree diameter. The volumes and 
values of the different species were tracked seperately in FORPLAN. 
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Table B-19. Benefit Values by Resource 

Leereation (Excluding Recreation Belated 
o Wildlife and Fish Habitat) 

Non-Wzlb- Recreatmn by 
settmg 

Pnmltwe (1) 
Sempnmitm Nonmotorized 
Senupnnutwe Motamed 
Rcade.3 Natural Appeanq 
Rural 
urban 0) 

W,ldemes Recmatmn 

Nommrket 
Nonmarket 
Nonmarket 
Market, Noamarket (2, 
Market, Nonmarket ra 
Market, Nonmarket a, 
Nonmarket 

Huntmg for Btg Game Speerw 
Hmtmg for Other Specles 
Fxsbmg for Anadmmm Fish 
Fmbmg for Rsmdent Fish 
Other W&Jbfe/Fxsh Recmtmn 

commerelal Harvest 
hvbearer 

Nonmarket 
Nonmarket 
Nonmarket 
Nonmarket 
Nonmarket 

Market 
Market 

Market 

Mdt& 

Ymber Market 

u-w USDA Forest Se-me 1934f 
1) There P no prmtwe or urban setting on the S~wlaw (’ 

c Z) W&m the Road.4 Natural AppemnS and Rural ROS settmg?, developed recreatwn we ~9 a market output wide dmpersed recreatwn 
we 18 nonmarket 

RESOURCE CLABS 
lWI%LBENE- 

FITS 

$3O/wFUD 
519/WFUD 
$33/wFUD 
$lS/WFUD 
525/wFuD 

$wPelt 
$105/lb 

$10 54/AUM 

$161 M,Yr 

$13.1,303MCF 

RECEIF-TS 

5105Ab 

$173/AuM 

$161 MNr 

$134,303/3fCF 

NON-CASH 
BENEFITS 

$ll/R~ 
$13BvD 
$12lRvD 

$9mJD 
$S/F?D 
$7/RvD 

513/RvD 

%3OmFUD 
$19wmJD 
$33mFuD 
$25/WFuD 
$25wFuD 

525/Pelt 

$8 8 l/AUM 

Values were not assigned to future mineral and energy development because of the low potential for 
sxguificant development on the Forest. In addition, the economic consequences of such unlikely 
developments would probably not vary sigmticantly between alternatives A monetary value was not 
aswgned to water because most increases in water yield would occur m the spring when no excess 
storage capaaty exists 

Receipts for livestock grazing, mineral leasing, special uses, and recreation receipts are assumed to 
remain at the average level for f& 1977-1983. Values assigned to recreation, commercial f=h and 
fur animals, end livestock grazing were developed for the Pacific Northwest Regxon for the 1985 RPA 
progranl analysis 

Some benefits were assumed to vary vnth the ObJectives and outputs of the benchmarks end alternatives 
Others were assumed to be the same m all benchmarks and alternatives except Minnnum Level 
Benchmark. Pelt harvest, mineral leases, livestock grazing, special use and recreation fees are assumed 
to be the same for all benchmarks and alternatives 

Total benefits were estimated for all alternatives and benchmarks by applying the benefits and receipt 
data to the outputs and use proJections of the benchmarks and alternatives Benefits dependent on 
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prescription assignment and timber harvest schedule were modeled in FOBPLAN By solving FORPLAN 
r= to maximize PNV, the most cost-efficient mix of forest management activities and expenditures for 

each pnrscription assignment was estimated for 150 years. All other benefits were developed by the 
interdisciplinary team based on the recreation, wildlife, fwh and other outputs and projected use in 
the future. 

The timber benefits modeled in FORPLAN account for three-fourths of the discounted benefits for all 
of the alternatives except Alternatives G and H. They contribute 57% of the discounted benefits in 
Alternative G and 52% in Alternative H. The average annual benefits for the I&, 2nd and 5th decades 
and the discounted benefits for the 150-year period are displayed in Tables D-39,41,42, and 43 of 
Chapter II in the FEIS by the various classification dixwsed below. 

Benefits Categories - Resource outputs with assigned prices were identified as either market or 
nonmarket (Column 2 of Table B-19). Market outputs are resumes valued by what people are willing 
to pay as witnessed in actual transactions. These outputs include developed recreation, commercial 
fah and fur animals, livestock forage, timber, mineral leases, and special use permits Nonmarket 
outputs are resources not traditionally traded in the market. Nonmarket outputs are assigned prices 
in terms of what reasonable people would be willing to pay above user participation costs These outputs 
include dispersea and vnlderness recreation, and recreation associated with wildlife and fish habitat. 

In addition to the distinction between market and nonmarket outputs, benefit values are identified as 
either receipts or non-cash benefits (Columns 3 and 4 of Table B-19). Beceipts are values which will 
actually be collected by the Forest Service while non-cash benefits represent the potential dollar return 
even though the values are not actually collected On the Siuslaw, receipts are collected for timber, 
minerals, special uses, and part of the livestock grazing values All other benefits values are classified 
a? non-cash benefits. 

A third catagory of benefits is non-priced benefits These are benefits for which it is not practical to 
assign monetary values. Examples of non-priced benefits are visual quahty, viable wildlife populations 
and cultural resourws. Nonpriced benefits, though not quantified, are an important component of net 
public benefits. 

Price-Quantity Relationships - The prices assigned to resource outputs were not related to outputs 
levels unless outputs levels exceeded prolected use (i e., demand schedules are assumed to be horizontal 
for the range of outputs explored in the benchmarks and alternatives except for certain types of recreation 
opportun&s). The demand for timber is assumed to be horizontal (Sumon 1983). 

In all alternatives, excess capacity was not valued for mmeation use associated with roads and 
development (dispersed recreation in rural and roaded natural appearing settmgs) and for inland sport 
fBhing. 

Real Price Changes - Prices for all resources except timber are assumed to remain constant throughout 
the planning horizon (Sinnon 1983). Tnnber prices m all benchmarks and alternatives increase at the 
annual rate of 1% for the next fifty years, which is 5% increase by 1990 and 34 percent increase by 
2030. The sensitivity of prescription assignment and output schedule to the real price increase was 
tested with the PNV Benchmark See “Analysis Prior to Development of Alternatives” section later in 
this appendix 
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS 

Socml and econoxmc impact analysis examines the consequences of dfferent land management decisions 
on thepeopleand communitiessurroundingtheForest. Theeffect of thealternativesonlocal communities 
are measured in terms of Forest Service payments to local governments, changes m job and personal 
income in the local area, and changes m hfestyles and community structure Econormc analysis identifies 
the consequences in terms of employment, personal income, and payments to counties while social 
analysis focuses on changes in lifestyles and community structure within the different types of 
commumties surroundmg the Forest Both types of analysis focus primarily on the consequences m 
the 1st decade. 

This &ion describes the data and methods used to e&mate the social and econormc impacts of the 
benchmarks and alternatwes. First, the relationships between the Forest and the local communities 
are briefly discussed and the area of influence is described Then the methods used to estimate the 
impact on fobs and income are summarized. Finally, the framework of the social analysis is discussed 
See the previous section of tb appendix for a dwco&on of the assumptions and methods used to 
estimate Forest Service payments to county governments. 

Thii discussion is supported by other discussIons of the FEIS: the community issue in Chapters I and 
Appendur A, the description and comparison of the alternatives in Chapter II, the SOCIO-economic settmg 
in Chapter III, and the consequences of the alternatIves on local commumtiea in Chapter IV. The 
following was drawn from the Szuslaw Nahonal Forest Socao-Economac Ovemew (Gross, 1982) on file 
in the Superv~m Office in Corvallii, Oregon 

Overview 

Like nelghbom of most National Forests, many residents and communities m the surrounding area 
are partially dependent on the resources of the Smslaw National Forest for their social and economic 
well-being. However, the relationship between the Sioslaw National Forest and its neighbors is somewhat 
different because of hmited personal use of most of the Forest The main ties to the Fomt are 1) 
economic (pnmarily timber harvest) and 2) use of Forest resources off the Forest (e g., downstream 
use of water, wean fmhing, and viewing the Forest from major highways). Personal uses that are 
common on many National Forests, such as recreational we, fmhing and firewood collection, are severely 
limited on most of the Smslaw by steep topography and dense vegetation 

Area of Influence 

This dlscossion is hmmlted to how the area of mfluence is defined The economic and demographic trends 
in this 8-county area are summarized in FEIS Chapter III, “Social and Economic Setting” se&on 

The area of influence is the S-county area in western Oregon where the Forest IS located: Benton, 
Coos, Douglas, Lane, Lincoln, Polk, Tdlamook, and Yamhdl Counties. (See Figure III-1 in FEIS Chapter 
III for the map of the area.) This area IS defined not only by the location of the Forest but also the 
dependence of local residents on Forest outputs and activitlea The outputs which were consIdered in 
defimng the area of influence are timber, wkllife and fsh habitat, water, and recreation opportumties 

The btribution of the Forest by county is dispIayed in Table B-20. Lane County has the most Forest 
land (39% of the Forest) but Lincoln County has the largest percent of land that is Forest (27% of the 
county) The Forest accounts of 7% of the land in these eight counties. 
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Table B-20. Land Ownership by County 

couNT!l 
Forest Land Percent of Forest in Percent of county 

CdACres) Each county in Forest 

Bt3Xlton 16 3 3 4 
coos 10.3 2 1 
Douglas 619 10 3 
Lane 2423 39 8 
Lulcoln 1111 23 21 
Polk 03 cl <I 
Tdlammk 927 15 13 
Yildill 254 4 6 
TOtal 820.8 --ii% I 

. . . ~. .- - 

The distribution of timber harvested from the Forest in 1985 is displayed in Figure B-l Eighty-eight 
percent of the timber was wneumed by mllle in five counties: Benton, Lane, Polk, Washington, and 
Yamhill. More information on log flows and consumption is presented in FEIS Chapter III, “Local 

%rcent of Harvest 
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FIGURE B-l. TIMBER FLOWS BY COUNTY 

Assessment of Social Effects 

Social impact analysis examines how changes in the level of Forest act&ties and outputs will affect 
the quality of hfe or socml well-being of people m surrounding communities The analysis is based on 
comparing current social conditions and the likely results of implementing other alternatwes. Current 
comhtlons are discussed in Chapter IIl of the FEIS, “Socml and Economic Setting” section. 

Thii analysis focuses on five types of communities found in the eight-county area and on three social 
variables The five commumty types am coastal ports, smell coastal communities, mountam communities, 
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small valley communities, and large valley communities. These community types have common patterns 
of location and relationship to the Forest The social variables define how people are affected by Forest 
Service actmities and the relationship between people and the Forest. This summary dimwses the 
three social variables. A discussion of the five commumty types is m Chapter III of the FEIS, Social 
and “Econonnc Setting.” 

Social Variables 

Three social variables are used to descnbe current and expected future conditions in the eight county 
area. These varrables fhfestyles, community organization, and population change) represent economic, 
social, and psychological elements of the local communities and are measured both quantitatively and 
qualitatively. Many of the social effects examined in this analysis are associated with economic ties 
between communities and the Forest. The variables will be used to describe the socml aspects of economic 
changes estimated using IMPLAN. 

Lifestyle - Lrfestylss are the characteristic ways different groups of people live, including both work 
and leisure time. Some people use Forest resources to mamtain a way of living that is financially dependent 
upon a particular resource-related occupation, such as logging, fmhing, and recreational busmesses. 
On the other hand, some people depend on the Forest for more amenity-oriented activities, such as 
hunting, fmhmg, picmcking, viewing scenery and gathering tirewood. Whde both relationships are 
effected by changes m Forest outputs and actwities, the impact due to changes on amenities is more 
subtle and less quantifmble than changes in jobs or income Negative effects on lifestyles occur when 
actions reduce employment opportunities, decrease use of the Forest for subsistence and recreation, 
and lower the environmental quality of the area 

Community Organization - Community cohesion is the degree of umty and cooperation among 
varrous segments of a commumty in realizing mutual goals or solving problems. Members of communities 
tend to perceive each other as sharing a number of attitudes Changes in the community can occur 
with an influx of people with different philosophies However, communities are not static and changes 
m community cohesion assouated with Forest outputs and actwities are in the context of ongoing 
change. The rate of change and the mstitutional structure of a community are variables in the analysis 
of the effects of Forest Service actions. 

Social Analysis Process - The effect of the alternatives examined m this FEIS on these residents 
and commumtms depends on the mix of Forest outputs and activities Some alternatives provide for 
high levels of timber to support fobs and hfestylse dependent on the lumber and wood products industrms, 
and some alternatwes provide for high levels of wiklbfe and fmh habitat, recreation opportunities and 
visual quality to support jobs and lifestyles dependent on tourism, commercial fmhing, recreation use 
and viewing the Forest. 

The focus of this analysis ~6 the on the changes that may be generated by employment impacts because 
most of the ties between the Forest and the surrounding commumties are job-related Most of the 
difference among alternatives in terms of social impacts would be wmsed by changes in timber harvest 
levels Recreation opportumties and wildlife and fish habitat am also important m terms of jobs and 
income, but major changes in the local economy due to changes in recreation opportunities may not 
become apparent until later decades. In the 1st decade, the quahty and location of recreation use is 
projected to be only slightly drfferent under different alternatwss People are assumed to continue to 
use the Forest and spend money in the local economy nearly at current levels 
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Economic Impact Model 

Two input-output models of the eight county area were wed to estimate the employment and mcome 
impacts of Forest outputs and activities One model included the three counties surmunding the H&o 
Banger District (Polk, Tillamook, and Yamhill Counties). The other model included the five counties 
surrounding the rest of the Forest (Benton, Coos, Douglas, Lane, and Lincoln Countms) Two models 
were used in order to refiect the differences between the two fairly distinct economies 

Input-output overview 

Input-output analysis is based upon the mterdependence of the production and consumption sectors in 
an impact area Industries must purchase gucds and services fmm other industries as well as pay 
salaries to employees. Purchases include primary mat-&&, like natural msoumes, used to manufacture 
outputs which are sold either to other industries or to final consumem. The model is a matrix of buyers 
and sellers in an economy This matrix of input-output accounts can be thought of as a picture of an 
area’s economic structuIe 

Flows of industrial inputs can be traced thmugh the input-output model to show linkages between the 
industries present m the economy. These flows am transformed into a set of simultaneous equations 
that are used to predict economic effects resultmg fmm changes m Forest outputs and activities For 
example, changes in the level of fmh outputs would cause a change in the fmhing industry, which would 
effect food proceseom and other industries that buy from and sell to the fshing industry In addition, 
changes in these industries would trigger changes in other industries, especially m the sectors which 
provide goode and services to the employees 

IMPLAN Data Base 

The input-output model used was IMPLAN, which was developed by the Forest Service fmm the 1972 
National input-output model, updated in 1977 The economic effects predicted by IMPLAN include 
employment, income, and population. Mom mformation is found m IMPLAN User’s Gut& (USDA 
Forest Service 1983dl and IMPLANA~zZ~SL~ Gum2 (USDA Forest Service 1985c) 

The IME’LAN data base consists of two parts. 1) a national technology matrix, and 2) a file for each 
of the eight counties which contained estimated total gmss output, six components of final demand, 
three components of final payments, and employment for 466 industrial/business sectors. 

The national technology matrix IS based on a 1972 Commerce Department input-output model that 
was converted to an industry by industry basis and updated to 1977 based on a data set constructed 
by Engineering Economics Associates of Berkeley, California 

The data from the national matrix wae locahzed to the eight-county area wing a data reduction method. 
A model was developed for 1) the 3 counties surrounding the H&o Banger District and 2) the 5 counties 
surrounding the rest of the Forest. This method used the national technology matrix and the total 
activity levels for the eight counties and accounts for the property of openness displayed by regional 
econonnes compared mth the national economy (Ibchardson 19721 (i.e , small econonnes exhibit much 
greater tendencies to be mom open to import and export than is observed at the national level). The 
supply-demand pool technique for data reduction was adopted @chaffer and Chu 1969) assuming that 
trade balances are the principal difference between national and regional purchase patterns (i.e., mdustry 
production functions am identical at the regional and national levels but regional imports and exports 
make local inter-industry transactions different). 
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Final Demand Expenditures 

An intermediate step in estimating employment and income effects is to translate Forest outputs mto 
flnal demand expemhtures. Final demand expenditures represent the money spent by the final consumers 
of the products derived from Forest outputs. These expenditures were identified by the sector m which 
the expenditures o-xurrsd For example in the 3 counties surrounding the H&o Ranger Drstrict, $6 60 
is assumed to be spent by campers for each recreation visitor day (RVD) and $524 is assumed to bs 
spent by lumber buyers for each MMBF harvested. This expsmhtures are for goods and services from 
businesses within the 3 counties Table B-21 shows the total final demand expenditures for the 18 
Forest outputs tracked in the lMPLAN models. The other information in Table B-21 IS discus& m 
the next section. 

The &ffemnce in the expenditure information between the model of the northern three counties and 
the model of the southern five counties is due to the difference in the sectors present m the two areas 
The tinal demand expenditures ars lower for industries in the Hebo area because more goods and 
ssrvlces are assumed to bs purchased outside that area smcs fewer sectors are present. 

Final demand expenditures are different from the resource prices assigned for the cost-efSciency analysis 
discussed in the previous section. For instance, timber is processed into lumber which has a sale value 
at the null The sale value represents the amount of money that will be generated in the local area 
when the lumber is sold to buyers outside the local area. On the other hand, the cost-efiicrency analysis 
examines only the stumpage price or market value of the raw material that leaves the Forest 

Employment and Income Response Coefficients 

In addition to final demand expenditures, Table B-21 displays response coefficients for the two IMPLAN 
models ussd to assess changes associated with Forest outputs. The responss coefficients show the 
effect of changing Forest output levels on employment and income in the two impact areas. For example, 
0 3 lobs and $3,900 in wages am generated in the Hebo area for 1000 rscmation visitor days of camping. 
For each MMBF of timber harvested, 12 9 fobs and $256,500 in wages are generated The responss 
coefficients include the impacts dmectly caused by changes in tinal demand expemhtures, impacts 
indnectly caused through changes in purchases of other sectors, and impacts induced by changes in 
household spending. 
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Table B-21. Final Demand Expenditures and Employment and Income Responses 

OuTpuTs 
FinalDemaad Income Employment 

UNlT Expenditllree ltesponse ltqmlss 
esd/unit~ mvunit) (Jobs/Unit) 

CamPlng MBVD 6.6 39 03 
Pmicking MRVD 14 9 92 0.7 
Spor+a and Games MRVLI 422 28 1 22 
water sports MBVD 216 122 09 
other water ltecmatlon mm 164 494 36 
Dispersed Nownatorized Recreation MBVD 23.7 164 14 
Dii Motnn7.ed Recreation MBVD 325 212 16 
vitm Information service MRVD 58.1 388 30 
Brg Game Hunting hmvD 289 183 13 
wrlme Esvlng MRVD 800 544 39 
Inland Sport Fubnq h!RvD 329 209 15 
Ocean Sport FAng bmvD 782 533 41 
Rmber MMBF 5242 2565 129 
Forest Service Payments to Counties SE: 1,000 0 1297 7 537 
Forest Semxa Salaries 3800 3128 222 
Other Forest Semce Expendihses MMS 5520 5409 235 

Pive Counhes Swmundmg Other Dzstncts (Benton, Coos, Douglm, Lane, and Lmmln Cowhes) 

campmg MRVD 76 43 03 
PElliCklZ+ MBVD 180 10 9 07 
Sports and Games MRVD 50.7 330 23 
water sports MBVD 27 1 14 8 09 
other water Fleaeatwn MBVD 930 584 38 
Dlspemd Nonmotonzed Rexeatwn MRVD 268 202 15 
Dlapersed Mokmzed Eecmatmn ICRVD 446 262 17 
Vu1tor lnformatlon semee MRVD 696 457 32 
Big Game Huntmg MRVD 365 238 15 
wlklbfe ViawIng MRVD 992 766 44 
Inland Sport Fisbmg MRVD 375 256 16 
Ocean Sport Flshmg imvD 375 639 16 
Commd Flsbmg-Coho MMlb 1,500 0 6370 472 
Commenlal Flsbm@himk MMlb 7,600 0 4,078 0 3079 
Timber MMBF 5693 3226 159 
Forest Servlee Payments to Countm MW 1,000 0 1452 4 442 
Forest Semee Salarm MMS 4661 4536 192 
Other Forest Serms Expendtures MM2 5652 5776 195 

Employment and Income Effects 

The baseline from which employment and income changes are measured is the estimated present 
contribution of Forest activities and outputs to the economy in the eight-county area. Table B-22 displays 
the baseline activity/output levels and the associated jobs and wages The baseline co&ton reflects 
the average condition for the Forest for the past few years: 
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Table B-22. Baseline Outputs/Activities, and Economic Contribution 

OUTPUTS BaselilN3 Employment W&geS 
l%dtwtJon (Jobs) (8 MJJJho 

camprng 560 mvD 151 25 
PlnUCkUIg 83MBvD 58 09 
Sports and Games SMRVJJ 12 02 
water sports 35 MBVD 32 05 
other Water Rerreatmn 37 MBVD 143 22 
Dqeraed Nonmotorized Recreatwn 429 MRVD 622 36 
Dispersed Motorized Recreatmn 382 MRVD 655 96 
viiltm lnformatlor, sernces 95 hmvrl 301 44 
Big Game Huntmg 75 MRVD 164 1.6 
WlldJse v1ewmg 38 MBVD 158 24 
Inland Sport Fmbmg 131 MRVD 207 31 
Ocean Sport F&m6 3MRvD 11 02 
Corned Fishing--Coho 112 MMlb 5 01 
CommemmJ Flabmg- Cbmcek 51 MMlb 16 0.2 
Tlmbr 268 MMSF 4,322 102 3 
Forest Semce Payments of Count~ee 12 MMBF 503 165 
Forest Semce Salanes 13 ma 251 51 
Other Forest Servxe Expn&tures 13 MM5 255 65 

TOTAL 7,812 166.5 

Social and Economic Impact Analysis For Alternative NC 

Economic Impact - The TBP used a total employment response coefficient of 22 5 JC& per MMBF 
m figure included 7 5 J&S m forest pxduct industnee and 15 jobs in the “se~ce/support” eecton 
Income effects were e&mated as $51,000 (1977 dollars) in timber mdustry payrolls per MMBF. The 
income coeffkient was cited as a PNW Research and Experiment St&on estimate Indirect and induced 
income effects do not appear to have been accounted for in the TRP analysis 

To facilitate comparison m FEIS Chapter IV the mcome and employment multipliers wed in the analysis 
of Alternatives A through H were apphed to the TRP timber output levels to provide the comparisons 
of alternatives. Other resource levels were assumed to be similar to Alternatwe B. 

Assessment of Social Effects - Little analysis of social impact was performed for the TFtP. There is 
the implication that all alternatives considered m the TRP would have similar social impacts The 
TRP did not assess the social lmpacte of individual alternatives There were expectations of structural 
changes in the industry stemming from increasing energy costs in the 1970s. The implication is that 
increasing energy costs would lead to more efficient ti requirmg more highly skilled employees 
This influx of more highly skilled or educated employees and their families was expected to contnbute 
to the diveraty of the social structure of communities where the wood prcducts Industry was dominant. 
An mcxwse m timber harvest under any alternative was considered to be “offenswe or intolerable” to 
urban-oriented populations who view the Forest primarily ae a place for recreation 
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ANALYSIS PRIOR TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES 

Introduction 

The analysis performed prior to the development of alternativee is documented in the Analyszs of the 
Management Sztuation (AMS) (USDA Forest Service, 1985). During this step, the affected environment 
of the Forest, its ability to produce outputs, and society’s demands for its reeouroes wspe assess&. 
This analysis defined the decision space within whmb alternatives could bs developed to respond to 
the planning issues, concerns, and opportunities. 

Financial Analysis of Lands Tentatively Suitable for Timber Production 

NFMA regulations require that a financial analysis be performed on the lands which are identified as 
tentatively suitable for timber production (CFR 219 14(b)). The analysis was performed for 537,800 
ames that are classiilsd as tentatively suitable on the Forest (see Table B-l in this appendut) by calculating 
the present net value (PNV for each combination of analysis areas, management prescriptions, and 
scheduling choices in FORPLAN. 

PNV was calculated by subtracting the direct costs of growing and harvesting timber from the benefits 
after discounting both to the present at 4%. The PNV includes the benefits and costs of managing the 
existmg stands as well as future stands m the 150-year analysis period Benefits are the expected cash 
and m-kmd payments from timber sales and reflect the expectation that timber prwes will increase 
1% annually for the next 50 years Costs ars timber sale planning and administration, reforeetation, 
r&ese, pmcommemial thinning, and fertilization The analysis only considers the beneiite and costs 
of the timber and does not include values and costs for other msources. The assumptions and procedures 
in FORPLAN (including timber yields and options, management prescrtptions, and economic information) 
am described previously m this appendix, “The Forest Planning Model” and “Cost Efilcmncy and Net 
Public Benefits” sections 

The PNV of an individual timber stand is determined by many factors which effect the quality of the 
timber when it is harvested and the length of time before it can lx harvested. Fir&, biological and 
physical characteristics of the land influence the rate the timber grows, and the size and species of the 
final stand Second, management objectives determine the types and timing of management activities 
which are appropriate to uss in the stand Like the biological and physmel factors, the activities influence 
the rate of growth, the quality of the timber, and when the stand can bs harvested 

The biologmal and physical factors are represented in FORPLAN vnth different combinations of four 
analysis area identifiers: location relative to riparmn amas, age and species of the stand, and sits 
productivity. Management objectives and acbvities are modeled in FORPLAN with different management 
prescriptions The analyms areas and management prescnptions interact so that each analyst area 
has a multitude of possible economic valuss which depend upon the schedule of activities associated 
with the prescription. 

The different combinations of management areas and scheduling choices modeled in FORPLAN were 
evaluated to determine whmh management scenaixo would have the highest economic value as measured 
by PNV. Table B-6 displays how much land is in each catagory, and Table B-23 displays the maximum 
possible PNV for each type of analysis areas. The type of analysis area which has the highest potential 
values ie ZOO-year old Douglas-fir stands on lands with a sits index of 130 The type of analysis area 
which hss the lowest potential value 1s low site riparian areas with lo-year old stands of red alder. 
Note that the PNV for all 537.7 thousand acres which am tentatively suitable for timber production 
cannot equal the sum of the maximum PNV for individual analysis areas because of other oonstraints. 
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For example, all conifer stands 60 years and older could not be harvested in the 1st decade because of 
the non-declining timber yield constraint 

The prescription which maximizes PNV is the timber prescription with no commercial thinning. The 
prescription which maximizes PNV for Douglas-fir analysis areas which are 30 years or less includes 
fertdizmg In all cases, the PNV 1s highest when the stand is harvested as soon as possible. All future 
stands are fertilized Douglas fir harvested on 60 year rotations. The PNV begins to decline when the 
stand is held beyond the point when timber values per acre grow faster than the 4% discount rate. 
Timber values lllcrease not only when the amount of volume per acre is increasing, but also as the 
trees increase in diameter. 

Table B-23. Maximum Present Net Value of Timber in FORPLAN 

Management Requirements 

All FEIS alternatwes must meet the Management Requirements of the National Forest Management 
Act of 1976 and its implementing regulations [36 CFR 2191 Management requirements (MRs) are 
introduced and described in the FEIS, Chapter II “Management Requuements.” This section of Appendix 
B explains how the MRs were incorporated Into the planning model The MRs mcluded in thii dwussion 
are those that impose substantive standards, can be mcorporated into the analysis or are likely to 
have an impact on the analysis. Those MRs are. 1) water quahty protectmn, 2) riparian area protection, 
3) tnnber harvest dispersions, 4) mamtenance of habitat for viable populations of wildlife and f=h, 
and 5) sdvicultural requmements for pest control, reforest&on and clearcut size limits. 

Management requnwnents from the NFMA regulations define the ends wluch must be met during 
forest plan implementation. The spe&icatmns or standards for a&e&g each MR are estabbshed at 
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the national level or thmugh analysis at the regional level. Management standa& and guidelmes and 
~_ implementation measure3 are identiflsd at the For& level, 

Cost-efficiency was a major consideration in the development of all methods to meet MRS. Timber 
stand harvest ages were selected to provide the highest net economic values possible while meeting 
MRs Wildlife species habitats were co-looated with land unsuitable for timber production and with 
other species’ habitats, wherwer possible. where constraints were applisd to the FORPLAN planning 
model, overlapping requirements were not compounding, i e , some land areas can meet more than 
one MR. 

A few of the MRs required practices that imposed significant mteractions with other resourcea When 
opportunity costs, in terms of reductions in PNV or timber sale volume, ware greater than 2%, the 
interdisciplinary team analyzsd alternative methods for meeting the MRs. The analysis of alternative 
methods and the ratmnale for the selscted method are described m Appendix H, “Management 
Requlmnenta.” 

The methods sale&xl to meet the MRs ware appllsd to all FEIS alternatives, except Alternative NC 
(which is based cm the Timber Resource Plan of 1979) The NFMA regulations were established after 
the Timber Resource Plan (TRP) was developed. Some management considerations were included in 
the TRP to pmtect water quality, riparian areas, spotted owl habitat, bald eagle habitat and wklllfe 
tree habitat (dead and defective trees), but the level of pmtsct~on was less than that considered nemssary 
today. The protection measures in the TRP were described in the Supplement to the DEIS for the 
Siuslaw Forest Plan (1988). 

Water Quality 

Methods chosen to pmtect water quality on Forest lands am intended to reduce the occurrence of 
landslides due to logging activity; minimize sedimentation and blockages in anadmmous fmh streams; 
minimize channel scour from landslides; prevent increases in perennial stream temperatures; and 
protect human health and safety. Three management practices ware selected: 1) maintain vegetation 
leave areas on slopes with high risk of increased landslides, 2) maintain vegetation along perennial 
streams, and 3) disperse timber harvests across watersheds to limit the cumulative effects of harvest 
actwities 

1. Vegetation Leave Areas. - Timber harvests are pmblbited on all high risk slopes which would 
be considered likely (more than appmximatsly 50% chance) to experience a landslide as a result of 
removing vegetation. Leaving vegetation Intact on unstable slopes maintains slope strength by providing 
a healthy mat of mats to bind the sml The amount of land constrained m FORPLAN to be vegetative 
leave areas is: 

1 3 8% of low risk landtypes, or 12,050 acnzs. Low risk landtypes are those with less than an 80% 
pmbabiily of experiencing one or more landslides larger than 290 cubic yards within 40 acres 
that have had the vegetation removed 

2 16 5% of high risk landtypes, or 32,450 acxvs High risk landtypes are those with mom than an 
80% pmbabiity of experiencing one or mom landslides largsr than 290 cubic yards mthin 40 
acres that have had the vsgstatmn removed 

3. All lands which are too interspersed with high nsk slopes to allow harvesting, or 23,800 acres. 
These are very highly dwsectad lands that have been mapped 
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The vegetative leave areas were modeled in FORPLAN by constraining 68,300 acres of land classitied 
as tentatively suitable for timber production’ from receiving timber harvest prescriptions. For more 
information, see USDA Forest Service (1982b and 1982c) and Bush (1982). 

2. Riparian Leave Areas. - Timber harvests are prohibited within the first 50 feet (horizontal 
distance) of the south, east and west banks of perennial streams This is assumaxl to provide enough 
streamside vegetatmn to shade the streams to maintain water temperature within State standards 
For the 3,200 miles of perennial streams on the Forest, the area to be unharvested was estimated to 
be about 37 5% of the total riparian area. (The riparian area is modeled as 100 feet on each side of a 
stream.) The riparlan buffers were modeled in FORPLAN by constraming 26,700 acres of riparlan 
areas class&d as ‘tentatively suitable for timber production’ from receiving timber harvest prescriptmns 

3. Limits on Harvests in Watersheds. - In order to limit the cumulative effects of harvesting 
activitms within one watershed, timber harvests are titributed over the varmus stream basins over 
time The FORPLAN model uses landtyps asscciations (LTAsl as gsagraphtc locators of land Most of 
the LTAs do not coincide with watershed boundaries, but are unique, homogeneous areas of land that 
provide a way to model harvest dispersion The constraint was mcdelsd m FORPLAN by limiting the 
amount of timber harvest on any landtype asscciatmn (LTA) in any decade to 30% The intent of the 
constraint ls to limit the amount of land m a third or fourth order stream basin, whichever is appropriate, 
that is made up of clearcuts and plantations less than 10 years old 

The upper limit of 30% was determmed by an analysis of several FORPLAN model runs. These solutions 
showed that anadromous smelt capability was reduced to a level that would not support viable populations 
of anadmmous fmh when more than 30% of any landtype association was harvested in any decade. 

Riparian Areas 

Protection of fmh habitat and streamside nparian areas is pmvided by the same methods selected for 
water quality protection No additional model constraints were used to meet this MR 

Timber Harvest Dispersions 

The requirement for dispersing openings created by even-aged sllviculture is met by the llmlts on 
harvests in watersheds This constraint reduces the risk of concentrating effects of harvesting in one 
drainage, and ls used to help meet water quality protectton 

Habitat for Viable Populations of Fish and Wildlife 

Fish - The MR for fah species are met with the same standards and guidelines, and constraints which 
provide for water quality and nparian area protection Several FORPLAN runs were analyzed to 
determine the impact of various harvest rates and vegetatmn leave areas on fish habitat, as measured 
by a Fish Habitat Index The results imhcatxl that the measures used to meet the MR for water quality 
would also provide for more habitat than needed to maintain viable populations of fmh 

Wildlife - In order to ensure that viable populatmns of wildlife are maintsmsd, habitat must be provided 
to support, at least, minimum numbers of reproductive individuals. In addition, habitat must be 
well-distributed so that those individuals can interact genetically with others between the habitat 
Sites. 

Several species were selected as “management indicator species” (MIS) to represent other wildbfe 
species that have similar biological reqmrements Specnzs selected are either impacted by management 
activities, emphasized in Forest management, or are listed as federal or State threatened, endangered 
or sensitive species For example, pileated woodpecker, a species that makes nest holes in larger (mature 
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or overmature) decaying trees, could bs affected by timber harvesting activities. The species is used as 
_~_ an indicator for mature conifer habitat. 

The process used to model the indicator species needs was to. 1) determine the type and size of habitat 
area needed for reproduction, 2) determine the maxinmm dispersal distance between habitat sites, 3) 
map the habitat sites, taking advantage of reserved lands, and 4) develop management prescriptions 
to maintain the desired habitat conditions 

Habitat mquiraments were developed using regional guidelines pmvided by the followmg documents: 
A Report on Minimum Management Requrrements for Forest Plannmg on the Natzonal Forests of the 
Paczfic Northwest Regzon, USDA Forest Service” (June 1986); A Background Document on the 
Development and Renew of Mmrmum Management Requimments for Fox& Planning on the National 
Forests of the Pacific Northwest Regum, USDA Forest Servzce (June 1986), and Fmal Supplement to 
the EIS for an Amendment to the Pacific Northwest Regional Guide (198&z) 

Threatened and Endangered Speczes - Federally-h&d threatened or endangered species on the Forest 
are the bald eagle, Aleutian Canada goose, brown pelican, peregrine falcon, and Oregon sdverspot 
butterfly The habitat needs of the bald eagle and silverspot butterfly are determined from the U S. 
Fish and Wildlife Servme’s recovery plans (USFWS 1986 and Stine 1982, respectively) and Forest 
implementation plans (Bald Eagle Working Team 1989 and Clady and Parsons 1984) Habitat needs 
for the other species are determined through consultation with the agencies responsible for the particular 
species 

Forest-wide standards and guidelines prohibit all activities which would adversely affect the recovery 
of these species (Forest Plan, Chapter IV “Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines”, “Management Area 
1” and “Management Area 4” ) 

The habitat requirements for bald eagle and Oregon silver+& butterfly were modeled in FORPLAN 
by assigning the required habitat to the “no harvest” prescription. Habitat for bmwn pehcan, Aleutian 
Canada goose, and peregrine falcon is pnmardy on land classified as not suited for txaber production, 
so there were no model constraints needed for these species. 

For bald eagles, habitat is needed for 23 sites of 125 acres each to meet the recovery plan requirements. 
(In the DEIS, habitat was provided for 60 sites of 40 acres each The new USFWS recovery plan of 
1986 identilied what was needed for recovery.) Some of the eagle sites are located in areas reserved 
for other reasons, such as the Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area and Cascade Head Scenic &sear& 
Area The FORPLAN model was constrained to remove 2,600 acres of tentatively suitable timber land 
from land available for timber harvest prescriptions 

For Oregon silverspot butterfly, all suitable habitat was constrained in FORPLAN to be unavailable 
for timber prescriptions. This amounted to shout 1,900 acres, of whmh approsnnately 1,320 acres was 
tentatively suitable timber land. 

Specaal H&tats And &n&me Speczes - All special habitats and habitat needed by sensitive species 
(as classified by the State of Oregon and the Regional Forester) will be protected by maintaining the 
habitat (All sensitive species and special habitats are listed in the FEIS, Chapter III “Wildlife” 1 Many 
of the habitats are lands which were classified as not suited for timber production, such as beaches, 
estuaries, talus slopes, and chffs. Forest-wide standards and guldehnes were developed to preclude any 
activities that would adversely affect the habitat All known special habitats and habitats for sensitive 
species were constramed m FORPLAN to bs unavailable for tnuber prescriptions. 

Dead and Defectme Tree Habitat - Between 50 and 70 species, mcludmg downy and hairy woodpeckers, 
flickers, and bluebird, depend upon dead and defective trees. Such trees are usually abundant after 
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fires and in mature/overmature stands This habitat is potentiiy linnted on the Forest and is a Regional 
MR (Sirmon 1984). The gmup of dependent, primary-cavity excavators has been identified as the 
mdicator for the habitat. 

Dead and defective tree habitat is provided in all managsment aress. In areas not managed for timber 
production, such as spotted owl habitat areas (MA 3), bald eagle areas (MA 41, and Wildernesses (MA 
121, natural levels of snags are assumed to be available Data collected from forest areas during the 
1974 timber mventory and 1980’s scoplot data (Hem&mm and Logan 1984) revs&d natural snag 
levels varied by stand age and past management practices. The data was used to estimate the percent 
habitat capability for cavity nester populations in unmanaged stands. Information from the Blue 
Mountain and Westside wildlife habitat gmdelines (Thomas 1979, Brown 19851 was ussd to determine 
habitat needs for cavity nesters in general (In the DEIS, existing habitat condition was assewed using 
research mformation from eastern Oregon 1 

In areas managed for timber production, prescriptions were designed to maintain at least 20% of the 
biological potential for primary cavity excavators Thrs was based on the assumption that three snags/acre 
provide 100% habitat capability and that 20% of biological potential is adequate to supply habitat for 
viable populations Reductions were applied to the modeled timber yiekls to provide for leaving two 
green trees/acre in all harvest units to ma&sin wildlife tree habitat through time Leaving 2 green 
trees during harvest insures a psrpetual level of 12 snags per acre which is equivalent to the 20% 
biological potential This would provide large green trees in future decades that can be made into 
snags to meet the required snag level. A 2% reduction was applied to existing stands, and a 1 to 3% 
reduction to future managed stands. 

In order to ensure even distribution of the habitat across various subbasins, the Forest developed 
standards and grudelinss to ensure snag densities would be provided for at least a 20% potential population 
level within harvest areas gsnerally no larger than 60 acres The standards and guidelines developed 
for the dead and defective tree habitat are listed in Appendix D Further information about the 
implementation procedures for wildlife tree habitat is provided in a Smslaw Forest paper, WzZdZzfe 
Tree Management Pohcy, February 1989 

Mature Conz@ Hohtat - Two indicator species, the marten and pilsated woodpecker, and the group 
of species they represent are dependent upon mature conifer habitat for food, cover, and nestmg s&s. 
Conifer stands are considered to become suitable habitat between ages 80 and 100 years. 

Mature conifer habitat occurs naturally in undisturbed areas which are dominated by conifers. HabItat 
is present in areas which are withdrawn from tentatively suitable land, such as Wildernesses Old-growth 
stands needed for other resource objectwes, such as spotted owl habitat, would also provide mature 
conifer habitat. However, these areas can only provide a portion of the habitat needed for viable 
populations becauss they are not sunably distributed across the Forest to meet marten and pdeated 
woodpecker needs. 

Marten habitat must bs m sites that are 160 contiguous acres distnbutsd about every 4,000 to 5,000 
acres (or 2-l/2 to 3 miles). Woodpecker sites must have 300 acres of contiguous habitat distributed 
every 12,000 to 13,000 acres (or wrthin 5 miles of each other). The larger woodpecker sites also provide 
marten habitat The habitat requwsments were based on existmg research and regtonal guidehnes 

Habitat sites were mapped using the size and spacing crltena. Wherever possible, sites were located 
with areas not suitable for timber production, including Wildernesses and SOHAs In addition, marten 
sites were co-located wth pile&xl woodpecker habitat 

A mmimum network for the two indicator species on the Siuslaw requires a total of 162 sites, of which 
94 must be provided on land suitable for timber management. The followmg data show mature conifer 
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habitat needed to meet the MR It does not include additional mature conifer habitat that might bs 
present in unsuitable areas which is not actually required for a minimum network. 

Land Category Martea Weded Woodpecker TOtal 
SItea 

Unsuitable w 43 20 69 
Tentatwdy mutable 69 25 94 

Acres 
Unslutable 1,630 6,000 13,630 
Tent.&v.&v srutable 11,640 1,500 16,540 

(1) Ux,suitile = Congreaeio~ deslgaated areas and SOW For marten, this mcludes p&x&d 
wocdM.3r Sites 
Tentatwely mutable = Areas available for tmber management 

A prescription was developed to provide the suitable habttat. The MR was mod&d in FORPLAN by 
mcludlng a constraint to provide suitable habitat on at least 18,540 acres at all times. The number of 
acres that must be managed on long-rotation to meet this constraint varies by alternative, depsndmg 
on the other management emphases and resulting prescriptions. 

A discussion of the alternative methods of meeting this MR and the economic consequences of each is 
provided in Appendix H The appsndlx also includes a review of the remarch ussd to determine the 
habitat requirements. 

Northern Spotted Owl (Ol&Gmwth Habrtat) - The northern spotted owl is an indicator species for 
old-growth habitat. The species is pmposed for listing by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as a threatened 
species. It is currently listed as threatened by the Stats of Oregon and sensitive by the Pacific Northwest 
Region of the Forest Service. 

Habitat requirements for the spotted owl were established by the Final Supplement to the EIS for an 
Amendment to the Pacific Northwest Regional Guide of 1988 (SEIS). Spotted owls use old growth or 
overmature conifer forests composed of multilayered stands with large dead and defective trees-both 
standing and fallen. Normally, this condition occurs late in the natural succession of a stand. Standards 
and gmdsllnes specified ln the Preferred Alternative (Alt F) of the SEIS were used to develop a mlmmum 
network of Spotted Owl Habitat Areas (SOHAs) The summary of standards and guidelines is presented 
in Appendix H of this FEIS. 

Spotted owl habitat was located on Forest maps using the size and spacing criteria from the SEIS. 
Habitat was located first on Congressionally desngnatsd areas, then on lands tentatively suitable for 
timber production as needed to meet the spacing reqmmments Coordination meetmgs with the Bureau 
of Land Management in 1989 provided information on the proposed locations of spotted owl management 
areas on adjacent BLM land. The final SOHA locations were adJusted to pmvlde linkages to the BLM 
habitat sites 

On the Siuslaw National Forest, about 17,000 acres of habitat was located m Wildernesses and other 
reserved lands, which provides for about eight pairs of owls A minimum of 22 SOHAs were located 
on tentatively suitable timber land and totaled about 44,000 acres (at 2,099 acres per SOHAl 

The Forest chose to designate the SOHAs as unsuitable for timber management during this planning 
period The FORPLAN model was constrained to remove about 44,000 acres of tentatively suitable 
timber land from land available for timber prescriptions An analysis of alternative methods of meeting 
this MR and the economic consequences of each are discussed in Appendii H. 
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Other Management Requirements 

Prevent Damage from Pest Organisms - Management actwitms to prevent conditions favorable to 
pest organisms are mcluded in management prescriptions and standards and guidelines This includes 
reforesting mess mfested with root rot (Phdhus w&w) with species not susceptible to the dweass, 
such as red alder or other acceptable hardwoods. 

Reforestation - Harvested areas must bs reforested withm 5 years of final harvest before the area 
can be managed for continued timber production Artificial reforestation is ussd on all harvested areas 
to snsure proper stocking levels, competition from other vegetation ls reduced and damage from pests 
is minimized. Site preparation is required in most cases because native conifer species can not grow 
efficiently if existing vegetation competes for soil nutrients, water and hght Reforestation costs are 
included in the timber prescriptions to cover the expense of reforestation actwities 

Clearcut Limits - When openmgs are created by the uss of even-aged sdviculture, indwidual cuts 
shall conform to the Regional Guide dnection on maximum size hmits v&h some exceptions (36 CFR 
219 27)). The limit on the size of openings created by timber harvest in the Douglas-fir timber type is 
60 acres (USDA Forest Service 1984a). Costs and practnxs ussd with clearcuttmg are based on umts 
of 60 acres or less and are included in the timber management prescriptions 

Summary Effects of the Management Ftequirements 

Timber and economic opportunity costs associated wth implementation of the MRs are displayed in 
Table B-24 To determme the maximum effect of each MR constramt or set of constraints, FORPLAN 
runs with constraints were compared to the PNV benchmark without constraints The PNV benchmark 
estabhshes the highest possible PNV that could bs produced by the Forest without constramts to meet 
MRs It also estabhshes the highest timber sale level (ASQ) associated with the most economically-efficient 
mm of management prescriptions PNV in Table B-24 mcludes only timber program cc&s and benefits 

Table B-24. Summary of Effects of MBs on PNV and ASQ, Decade 1~ 

FORPJAN Run 

PNV Benchmark . no MR 
COaStl%lUltS 

Wth water quahtr m 

Wltb Wddbtb habItat MFCs 

Au MR. eonstralnti 

11) Data based on Mwm-FORPIAN runs 

PNV mm) ASQ WMCF/YR) 

763 0 939 

6518 794 

6546 307 

550 4 677 

The opportunity costs of meeting the water quality and riparmn protection MRs are a 15% reduction 
in PNV and a 15% reduction in allowable timber sale quantity To meet all the MRs for wildlife habitats, 
(which includes bald eagle, Oregon silverspot butterfly, dead and defective tree habitat, mature conifer 
habitat, and spotted owl habitat) PNV and AS& are reduced 15% and 14%, respectively. When all the 
resource MI& am apphed together, PNV and ASQ are each reduced by 28% 

If the opportunity costs of the MRs were based on a Plan alternative, where additional management 
objectives besides econonnc efficiency are mcludsd, the costs would be much lower Lands needed for 
MRs also meet recreation, visual and other nontimber objectives 
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Benchmark Formulation 

Between the draft and final MS, the PNV and Timber benchmarks were rerun to r&s& changes in 
timber inventory and management requirements which occured after the draft was issued. Because 
they had fulffied their purpose in the alternative development process, the mmalning benchmarks 
were not rerun nor were they reanalyzed with the revised wildlife and fmh habitat assessment models 

A series of benchmarks and sensitivity analyses were developed and analyzed in accordance with national 
and regional direction (Smmon 1983). These benchmarks are reference points from which the alternatives 
are evaluated. Specitically, the purposes of the benchmarks are: 

1. Estimate the schedule of management activities, resoume outputs, effects, economic consequences, 
and preacrlption assigmnenta needed to achieve the purpose of each benchmark. 

2 Analyze the implications of land management laws and policies, including MRs of 36 CFR 219 27. 

3. Analyze the current and expected future level of goods and servmes if current management is 
continued. 

4. Analyze the need to change current management direction 

5 Analyze the potential on the Forest to resolve issues and concerns. 

6 Define the range within which alternatives can be formulated 

7. Define the potential of the Forest to produce both economic benefits and resource output levels 
for market and non-market gwds and ssrvmes 

8. Evaluats the complimentary and conficting relationships between pertinent market and 
non-market goods which can be provided on the Forest. 

To accomplish these objectives, 24 benchmarks and sensitivity tests ware developed to define the potential 
and relationships of various Forest resources. FORPLAN was used to formulate the schedule of timber 
managsment activities and associated resource and economic consaquences. Other models were ussd 
to examine the implication that these schedules would have on the other resomres. A discussion of 
these models can be found in tbis appendix in “The Forest Planning Model”. 

The assumptions about timber harvest scheduling and MBa used to develop the benchmarks are displayed 
in Table B-25. These include: 

1. Eight economic and nzscmrce benchmarks defined the potential of the Forest, including the 
potential to produce timber, recreation, mm-game wildlife habitat, and fish habitat. 

2. The remaining 16 analyses are variations of the economic and resource benchmarks. They were 
developed to determine the opportunity cost and resource tradeoffs of meeting specific objectives, 
regulations, and policies. 
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Table B-25. Assumptions and Constraints Used to Formulate 24 Benchmarks and Sensitwity Tests 

Benchmark 
CR 0 ID#) a) 

Harvest Scheduling Management Requwments 

SO11 Ma- 
FOR- 

PLAN ID Ob,ectwe Fun&on Harvest ROtatlOll & Deadu- tm-e 
S,,“L. 

Code 
FIOW B%,S wa- ous M,x Con,- tCX, 

ter ter 
OW, 

Defer mrne Ewnomrc and Resoww Potentzals 

Current Duedmn 
Mmnm Level 
PNV CR 0 7 & 8) w 
Tmber 
Departure 
(R 0 5 & 9) 
Recreatwn 
Non-game W,Idhfe 
FIsb 

B31 Tmber for 15 decades (2) 
B25 -e costs 

BMK004 PNV 
BMKOOS Tmber for 15 decades ,a 

BOI PNV 

B34 PNV 
B39 PNV 
B21 PNV 

NDF 
NA 

NDF 
NDF 

C/-25% 

NDF 
NDF 
NDF 

95% CMAI Yes No No NO 
NA NA NA NA NA 

95% CMAI Yes NA Yes Yes 
95% CaAI Yes NA Ye.9 Yl?3 
95% CMAl Yes Yes Ye.3 Yes 

95% CMAI Yes Yes ye.3 Yw 
95% CMAI Yes Yes Yes Yes 
95% cm Yes Yes Yes YPS 

B10 
Bll 
B12 
B13 
814 
B15 
B27 

PNV 
PNV 
PNV 
PNV 
PNV 
PNV 

Tmber for 15 decadesw 

95% CMAI 
95% CMAI 
95% CMAI 

I 95% CMAl 
95% CMAl 
95% CMAI 
95% CMAI 

CR 0 6 & 10) 

CR0 4&E) 

B04 
B05 
B06 
BOB 
B09 

Tmber for 15 decades ,a 
PNV 

Tnnber for 15 decades 13, 
Tmber for 15 decades m 

PNV 

NDF 
NDF 

+/-25% 
+f-25% 
+,-25% 

B16 

B17 

BIB 
B19 

PNV mthout pnce 
trend 

PNV unth 3% pme 
trend 

PNV unth 20% more cost 
PNV w,th 20% more cost 

NDF 

NDF 

NDF 
NDF 
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The eight economic and resource benchmarks were examined in detail to define the range within which 
alternatives would be formulated. They am discussed in detail here. Several objectives and assumptions 
about timber management activities are common to all eight benchmarks except Minimum Level 
(Minimum Level Benchmark does not pmvide for any timber management a&&es) These common 
characteristics are: 

1. Timbsr harvest can only be scheduled on lands classiIisd as tentatively smtable for timber 
production. 

2. Sufficient timber inventory most remain at the end of the 150-year period to sustain timber 
harvest at the LTSY capacity. 

3 Regeneration harvests cannot be scheduled until stands have reached at least 95% of the 
culmmation of the mean annual increment. 

4. Regeneration harvests are dispersed to meet regional guidehnes for size and separation of harvest 
umts 

5 At the time they were formulated, all benchmarks except Current Direction and Mmimum 
Level met the MRs applicable when the draft EIS wss released. PNV and Timber Benchmarks 
were rerun to reflect the MR’s as they were dii m the previous section. 

6. All benchmarks except Minimum Level would continue cufient management on Congrewonally 
and administratively desqqnated areas: Cascade Head Scenic Reseati Area (4,800 acres), Cascade 
Head Experimental Forest (7,200 anes), Onzgw Dunes National Reczwtion Area (26,700 acres), 
classi5ed wildernesses (22,200 acres), and Research Natural Areas (700 acre& 

The objectives and assumptions which vary among the benchmarks axe summarized on Table B-26. 

Current Direction 

The Current Due&on Benchmark estimates the outputs and effects of continuing management direction 
and policy presently found in existing unit plans, timber and other resource plans, special area 
management plans, and Forest policy. This benchmark estimates the abdity of the Forest to meet 
RPA targets and identifies significant problems m relation to supplying speniic resources or uses. 
This benchmark does not meet all wildlife MRs 

The benchmark was modeled in FORPLAN by aaslgnlng management prescriptions to all analysis 
areas to reflect the current unit plans and the Mapleton Ranger District Multiple Use Plan. The objectives 
for sod and water were updated to reflect the information collected in the most recent sod inventory 
(Bush 1982) Current levels of outputs were not mcluded as constraints 

Thii benchmark, with the addition of MR’s and operational constraints became Alternatwe A. 

Minimum Level 

The Mmimum Level Benchmark defines the minimum costs (with resultant outputs and effects) necessary 
to retain the NatIonal Forest lands in federal ownerehip, SobJEx?t to certain mmimum constramts necessary 
for the protectIon of life, health and safety of incidental users 

The benchmark was modeled in FORPLAN by applying the mmimum level prescription to all analysis 
areas. Costs reflect only the fmed costs of Federal ownershIp This Includes costs associated with 
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preentmg damage to lands or resources of adjoimng owners~ps, admiuistermg unavoidable special 
uses, and not allowing significant impairment of the pmductivlty of the laud. Costs for the transition 
into the Minimum Level Benchmark were not mcluded. Outputs are only uncontrollable outputs and 
uses, such as recreation, wildlife, and auadromous fish. 

Present Net Value (PNV) 

The PNV Benchmark was rerun between draft and final to assess the effects of changes to the timber 
inventory and management rsqurements. The PNV Benchmark estimates the PNV that might be 
attamsd by maxiuuzing the net monetary value of priced market resources (timber, developed recreation, 
commercial wildlife and fuh outputs) and priced nonmarket resources (dispersed, wilderness, wildlife, 
and fish outputs) under a nondeclinmg flow (NDF) pohcy It determmes the most economically efficient 
nurture of market and non-market resoume uses on the Forest and the most econonucally efficient 
production schedule for these resources The pnmary purpose 1s to serve as a basis for economic 
comparison between benchmarks and alternatives, as well as a basis for determining the effects of 
various constraints on outputs and costs. 

This benchmark also defines the most economically effxcient management scenano to produce priced 
market resources. Values assigned to nonmarket resources on this Forest do not mfluence the assignment 
and schedule of management activities because. 1) the prices assigned to nonmarket resources do not 
compete with the high prices assigned to timber, 2) the supply of several nonmarket -uses exceed 
the expected future use, and 3) the output levels of several nonmarket resources do not vary significantly 
with management activitlee. 

Timber 

The Timber Benchmark was rerun between the draft and final EIS to assess the effect of changes in 
timber inventory and management rqmrements The Timber Benchmark defines the highest sustainable 
amount of timber harvest on the Forest, subject to legal requirements for other resources and NDF 
policy Comparisons of this benchmark to other benchmarks show the timber trade-offs of meetmg 
other resource and economic ObJectives. This benchmark was formulated the same as the PNVBenchmark 
except for the objective to maximize timber harvest over the 150-year analysis permd. 

Departure 

The Departure Benchmark is designed to determme the most economically efficient management of 
the Forest when timber harvest is allowed to mcrease or decrease between decades. Is formulation is 
the same as the PNV benchmark except that timber harvest was allowed to mcrease or decrease 25% 
between decades However, harvest could not drop below 65 MMCF/year which IS 80% of the average 
amount sold between 1979 and 1983 

Recreation 

The Recreation Benchmark explores the capablhty of the Forest to pmvlde a murture of recreation 
opportunities, m&ding pnmitive, semi-prlmitwe non-motorized, serm-priuutive motorized, roaded, 
and developed recreation Unlike the other benchmarks, the Recreation Benchmark does not represent 
the potentml of the Forest to produce the maximum level of an mdividual type of opportunity, because 
the various typee of recreation are mutually exclusive Instead, this benchmark was designed to provide 
for a balance of all types 

This benchmark would provide more types of opportumties with the following. 
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1. Timber production was precluded fmm 16,900 acres of lands classitied as tentatively suitable 
for timber production to provide for undeveloped areas and for special interest areas 

2. Timber management activities would be restricted on 26,000 acres suitable for timber production 
to protect visual quality. 

3 Developed and dispersed recreation facilities would bs built to meet projected recreation use 
through the 5th decade 

Non-Game Wildlife 

The Non-game Wddlife Benchmark explores the capability of the Forest to provide habitat for non-game 
species of wkilife. Habitat is provided for these spsciea above MBs, although habitat for any individual 
species is not maximized Like the Recreation Benchmark, this benchmark was designed to provide a 
balance of habitats for several species. The objectives and constraints are: 

1. Fifty-two spotted owl sites were designated. Appmximately one-half will be dedicated sites of 
1000 acres, while the rest will bs 2550-acre sites managed on a 280-300 year rotation 

2. Twenty percent more bald eagle habitat was provrded than the MR by precluding timber harvest. 

3. Timber harvest is precluded from all lands in riparmn areas, except for 24,000 acres managed 
for game species. 

4. All land which is smtable for timber production is managed on at least lOO-year timber rotation 
schedule to provide either deciduous mix habitat or mature conifer habitat. 

Fish 

The Fish Benchmark defines the maximum capabdity of the Forest to produce fish habitat It was 
formulated the same as the PNV benchmark except: 

1. Timber harvest m precluded from all lands in riparian areas, except those necessary to meet 
wkllife MRS. 

2. Timber harvest 18 precluded on all high risk landtypes and on 9.6% of low risk landtypes 

3 The maximum amount of any landtype association that could be harvested in a decade is 10% 

4 Timber harvest was precluded fmm lands within 50 feet of interrmttent streams 

FORPLAN Runs Used to Analyze Constraints 

This section summarizes the benchmarks used to analyze the effects of three sets of assumptions and 
constraints: 1) MBs for soil, water and wildlife, 2) harvest scheduling policres of NDF and culmination 
of mean annual increment; and 3) timber prices and costs. The assumptions and constraints are displayed 
on Table B-26 

The implications of the MRe for mature conifer, deciduous mix, old growth conifer, and water quality 
were analyzed vrnth variations to the PNV and the Timber Benchmarks. The results estimate the tradeoffs 
associated with the MRS. 
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To determine the economic and resource tradeoffs aesociatsd with NDF policy on timber harvest levels, 
variations of the PNV and Timber Benchmarks were developed in which harvest was allowed to vary 
25% between decades as long as at least 650 MMCF was available in any decade (80% of the average 
amount sold between 1979 and 1983). To determine the meoume tradeoffs awociati vrnth the policy 
to delay harv& of timber stands until they are within 95% of the cuhmnation of the mean annual 
increment, harvest was allowed to cccur as soon as the average stand diameter was 8 inches &kmlly 
when stands are about 30 years). 

Variations of the PNV benchmark were formulated to determine the sensitivity of FORPLAN outputs 
to the assumptions about timber price trends and timber management co& Unit costs were varied 
20% around the level in the PNV benchmark. The timber price trend was changed fmm the assumption 
of 1% to 0 and 3%. 
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Table B-26. Formulation of the Eight Resource and Economic Benchmark 

c”rrentDlrection MinimnmLwel Pma¶nt Net Value Timber 

obptive Function Maximze timber for 15 Miwnlze mats for 15 Manmize PNV. Maximize timber for 15 
decades, then maaimua PNV. decadea decades, then xwxun~e 

PNV 

wlldbfe nabltat 

speelal r&e& Cape Perpetua, Mt H&o, Nomesswouldbe Same as MinImum Level Same a8 Mullmum Level 
Area ManaSement and Mary’s Peak managed W+??daSSIAB 

f&lSIAs 
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Table B-26. Formulation of the Eight Resmwce and Economic Ben&marks (Cont.) 

Tunber Harvest HarrestL%Ul~!25%be- Nondecbmng flow Nondeclming flow Nondecluug flow 
Flow Constnunts tween decades but must be 

at least 050 MMCF XI each 
decade 

Watershed Man- Same as PNV Benchmark Same as PNV Bench- Same as PNV Benchmark Actwdles would exceed 
sgemeat mark MBS seetext. 

Wddbfe HabItat Same as PNV Benchxnark Act,vlt,es would at least Actmtw would exceed Ml& Same aa PNV Bench- 
meet MS3 see text mark 

Undeveloped Areas Same as Current Dlreetlon The hgheat qua&y Same as Current Duectwn Same aa Currat Dwec- 
undeveloped areas would tmn 
be managed for SPNM 
opp.xtuxntiea 

viiual Besome 
Management 

Same as PNV Benchmark scmerg along all eoln- Same as PNV Benchmark Same as PNV Bench- 
dms would be pi&e&d mark 
at the uwntoned level 
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BENCBMABK ANALYSIS BESTJLTS 

After the DEIS was released to the public, several technical changes were made in the yield predictloos 
and economic values of timber, the ratio used to convert cubic feet to board feet, the f=h habitat index 
model, some wildlife habitat capability models, and MRS. Costs were also updated to reflect coneat 
practwes. To determine the total effect of these changes, the Present Net Value (PNV) and Timber 
benchmarks were renm with the revised data. The other six benchmarks la the table are identical 
to those displayed in the DEIS; the results of the technical changes are not shown for them 
in either the tables or narratives. In the following tablea results from the old benchmarks 
have been shaded. 

The net effect of the technical changes is a 3% reduction in 1st decade ASQ in the PNV Benchmark 
and less than a 1% r&&on in the Timber Benchmark. PNV increased 3% for the former and declmed 
2% for the latter. The other benchmarks were not renm because these effects on ASQ were so small. 
Had they been rerun, the changes in ASQ and PNV of the Timber Departure Benchmark would have 
resembled those of the Timber Benchmark. Relatwe changes in the others would have been similar to 
those of the PNV Benchmark Most nontimber costs and outputs would be the Same es the PNV and 
Timber benchmarks. 

The differences among the eight resource and economic benchmarks are disc& in this section. The 
assignment of lands to mffer-ent prescriptions are displayed in Table B-27. Table B-28 &plays the 
consequences of these benchmarks relative to several major indicators. Table II-39 in FEIS Chapter II 
also displays outputs and effects for the 8 benchmarks Discounted benefits and costs of the benchmarks 
are displayed in three tables in the last se&on of this appendq Tables B-40, B-41, and B-42 

The discussion of each major benchmark is followed by the tradeoff aaalys~~ to harvest scheduling 
pobcies, and the sensitivity analysis to timber price trends and costs. 
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Table B-27. Acres Assigned by Management Prescription for Eight Benchmarks w 

Cascade Head 
nmentd Forest 

I Other Areas Urntable for 
Tunber Prcductvm m 

I Scemc Viewsheds 

I Mature Conder 
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Current Direction 

This benchmark was not rerun between the draft and tinal EIS. Seventy-four percent of the lands 
which were identified as tentatively suitable for timber production would be managed for timber 
production, most of which would be managed with intensive timber management activities The harvest 
level in the 1st decade (73 9 MMC!F/y ea r) would be the highest of the 8 benchmarks except,for the 
Departure Benchmark. The harvest level does not reach the LTSY capacity until the 18th decade. 
Harvest volume in the 1st decade would be 91% conlfer. 

This benchmark was not reassessed with the revised wildlife and fish habitat assessment models between 
the draft and final. 

By the 5th decade, recreation capacity meets 89% of projected use. However, capacity meets projected 
use lnpnly 10 of the 25 recreation cateporias. In addition to naturally appearing scenery on nationally 
clsssified areas and some special interest areas, scenery will be naturally appearing or slightly to 
moderately altered on about half of the area along travel corridors.. 

The economics of this benchmark wss not reevaluated between the draft and final EIS. The Current 
Direction benchmark has the second highest PNV ($2.3 billion). Discounted benefits for the 150-year 
period are $2.9 billion. Discounted costs are $0 7 billion It would be an expensive benchmark in terms 
of due& costs, but it would be fairly inexpenswe in terms of opportunity cost, because the htgh costs 
are offset by high returns 

Mhimum Level 

This benchmark were not reevaluated between the draft and final EIS. Minimum Level would be 
inexpensive in terms of direct costs, but it would be expensive in terms of opportumty costs primarily 
because of the loss of timber benefits. The PNV would be $0.1 bdllon The annual Forest expemhtures 
in all decades would be $5 million The value assigned to recreation, wildlife, and fish outputs would 
be $10 milhodyear in all decades 

Present Net Value (PNV) 

Seventy-five percent of the lands which were classified as tentatively suitable for timber production 
would be managed for timber in this benchmark, of which 89% would be managed using intensive 
timber management activities The annual harvest level would be 68.2 MMCF during the 1st decade, 
and the LTSY capacity would not attained until the 19th decade Harvest consists of 96% conifer in 
the 1st decade 

The average Forest watershed condition as indicated by management-associated landshdes and sediment 
will decline compared to current levels in the 3rd decade Watershed condition will return to near 
current levels by the 5th decade as the amount of harvested area outside riparian areas declines 

Fish habitat capability decmsses from current levels through the 5th decade because of high timber 
harvests and deficits of large woody debris. 

By the 5th decade, recreation capacity can accommodate just under 80% of projected use. However, 
capacity exceeds use m only six of the 25 recreation categories Other than m nationally clsssilled 
areas, scenery mll be heavily altered 

The PNV Benchmark would be moderately expensive in terms of due& costs, but also has a high 
amount of benefits The PNV would be $2 3 bilhon, which would be the highest of the benchmarks 
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which meet both MRs and NDF. The timber reSOUrce contributes $2 1 biion, wzeation contributes 
$0.3 biion, and wildhfe and f-h habitat contribute $0 2 bdlion The road program costs $0 2 billion. 
Other management casts (primardy Job Corps, GA, fire management, and lands) reduce the PNV 
$0.2 biion. 

Timber 

Seventy-five percent of the lands which were classified ss tentatwely suitable for timber production 
would be managed for timber in this benchmark, of which 91% would be managed usmg intensive 
timber management achvitias The annual harvest level m the 1st decade (717 MMCF/year) would be 
the highest of the benchmarks which meets MRs and NDF The LTSY capacity would not be attained 
until the 10th decade Harvest cousists of 83% conifer and would be relatwely well distributed between 
market areas in the 1st decade. The amount of land clearcut declines after the 1st decade, but the 
amount of land harvested would increase over time because of commercial thinning. 

The average Forest watershed condition ss mdicated by management-associated landslides and sedunent 
declines compared to current levels begmnlng in the 1st decade Watershed condition vnll return to 
near current levels by the 5th decade as the number of upland acres clearcut dezhnes. 

Fiih habitat capability decreases from current levels through the 4th decade like PNV, and then increases 
shghtly m the 5th decade 

By the 5th decade, recreation capacity meets just under 80% of projected use However, capacity in 
only s1x of the 25 recreation w&gone meets the projected use of those areas Other than in nationally 
classified areas, scemc quality wdl meet the wusl quahty objectwe of maximum modification 

Discounted benefits for the 150-year penod would be $3 0 bdlion, duxounted costs would be $0.8 biion, 
and the PNV would be $2 2 bdlion The timber resource would contribute $2 0 billion, recreatmn would 
contribute $0.4 bdhon, and wldllfe and f=h would contnbute $0 2 bdhon. The mad program would 
cost $0.4 billion Other management costs, primanly Job Corps, GA, fire prevention, and lands would 
reduce the PNV $0 2 bdlion 

Departure 

Although this benchmark was not rerun between the draft and final EIS, its PNV was e&mated to be 
consistent vnth the new runs to dlsp1s.y decision space Its PNV was adJusted for the FEIS by maintaming 
the same relatIonship to Alternative B Departure 

Seventy-seven percent of the lands which were clase~tied es tentatwely smtable for timber production 
would be managed for timber in thw benchmark, of which two-thirds would be managed using intensive 
timber management activities The annual harvest level would be the highest of the eight benchmarks 
(95.9 MMCF) dunng the 1st decade, and would be 32% higher than ~8 possible under a NDF harvest 
schedule. This would be followed by a cychcsl harvest pattern - a rapId drop to the harvest floor level 
of 65 MMCF/year, followed by fluctuattons for the remainder of the planmng horizon Because of bias 
for harvesting only the highest-value Douglas-fir type, harvest would comsst of 97% comfer and would 
be concentrated in the southern market area during the 1st decade 

By the 5th decade, recreation capacity would meet Just under 80% of pm~ected we for the Forest 
However, capacity in only s1x of the 25 xwreatlon categories meets projected use of those areas. Other 
than in nationally classified sreas, scemc quality will meet the visual quality objectives of maximum 
modification. 
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The Departure Benchmark would be the most expensive benchmark in terms of direct c&s. However, 
_ it would be the most economically efficient benchmark in terms of PNV because the high cost is more 

than offset by high receipts The PNV would be $2 3 billion. The timber resource contributes $19 
biion, recreation contributes $0.4 biion, wildlife and tish habitat contribute $0.2 billion Other 
management cc& (primarily Job Corps, GA, fire management, and lands) reduce the PNV $0 2 billion. 

Recreation 

This benchmark was not rerun between draft and final EIS Seventy-four percent of the lands which 
were classified as tentatively suitable for timber pmduction would be managed for timber in this 
benchmark, of which 58% would be manage-J using intensive timber management activities. The annual 
harvest level in the 1st decade would be 66.9 MMCF/year. The LTSY capacity would be not reached 
until the 15th decade. Harvest consists of 97% comfer and would be concentrated in the southern 
market area during the 1st decade. 

This benchmark was not FeBGsesGBd with the revised fwh and wildlife assessment models between the 
draft and final EIS 

By the 5th decade, recreation capacity would meet about 95% of the pmjected use for the entire Forest 
Capacity in 15 of the 17 recreation categxies (not counting the 8 SPNM areas) would provide for the 
expected”= 

In addition to naturally appearing scenery on nationally classified areas, undeveloped areas and special 
interest areas, scenery on all lands in the identified viewsheds would have either a natural appearance 
or a slightly to moderately altered appearance. 

The Recreation Benchmark would be moderately costly benchmark m terms of direct costs, but it 
would be fairly inexpensive in terms of opportunity cc& because the moderate costs would be offset by 
moderate returns Discounted benefits for the 150-year period would be $2.8 billion. Discounted cc& 
would be $0 7 billion and the PNV would be $2 1 biion. The timber resource would contribute $1.7 
biion, recreation would contribute $0.3 biion, and wildlife and fish habitat contribute $0 2 billion. 
Other management casts, primarily Job Corps, GA, tire prevention, and lands would reduce the PNV 
$0 2 biion. 

Non-Game Wiidiife 

This benchmark was not rerun between draft and final EIS Seventy-six percent of the lands which 
were classified as tentatively suitable for timber production would be managed for timber in this 
benchmark, none of which would be managed using intensive timber management activities. The 
annual harvest level in the 1st decade would be 55 8 MMCF/year The LTSY capacity would not reached 
until the 15th decade Harvest would con&t of 96% conifer and would be concentrated in the southern 
market area during the 1st decade. 

By the 5th decade, recreation capacity would meet just under 80% of projected use. However, capacity 
in only sm of the 25 recmatmn categories would meet the projected use of those areas Other than in 
nationally classified areas, scenic quality would meet the visual quahty objective of maximum 
mcdnicatmn 

The Non-Game Benchmark would be moderately inexpensive in terma of dnect costs. However, it 
would be expensive in terms of foregone investment opportumtiee because the receipts am so low. 
Discounted benefits for the 150-year period would be $2 5 billion, discounted casts would be $0.5 biion, 
and the PNV would be $19 biiion. The timber resource would contribute $1.5 bilhon, recreation would 
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contribute $0 4 biion, wildlife and fmh habitat would be contribute $0 2 billion. Other management 
cc&e, primarily Job Corps, GA, tire management, and lands would reduce the PNV $0 2 biion 

Fish 

Tbie benchmark was not rerun between draft and final EIS. Forty percent of the lands claesiiled as 
tentatively suitable for timber production would be managed for timber in this benchmark, of which 
67% would be managed using intensive timber management activities. The annual harvest level in the 
1st decade would be 37.5 MMCF/year. The LTSY capacity would not be reached until the 14th decade. 
Harvest would consist of 97% conifer and would be concentrated in the southern market area during 
the 1st decade. 

The average Forest watershed condition ae indmated by management-associated landslides and sediment 
would improve m the 1st decade compared to current levels. 

By the 5th decade, recreation capacity would meet just under 80% of projected ime. However, capacity 
in only 6 of the 25 recreation categories would meet the projected use of those areas. Other than in 
nationally classified areas, scenic quality would meet the visual quality objective of maximum 
modification. 

The Fish Benchmark would be mexpens~ve in terms of direct costs However, it would be expensive in 
terms of foregone investment opportunitms because the receipts would be so low Discounted benefits 
for the 150~year period would be $18 billion, discounted costs would be $0.4 billion, and the PNV 
would be $1.4 biion The timber resource would contribute $1.0 b&on, recreation would contribute 
$0.4 biion, wildlife and fmh habitat would contribute $0 2 biiion. Other management costs, primarily 
Job Corps, GA, fire management, and lands would reduce the PNV $0.2 billion 
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Table B-28. Responsiveness of Benchmarks to Major Issues and National Concerns 

I BENCHMARK, I 

PNV uam 

Net Cash Flow 
udM$Nr~ 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 

Non Cash Benefita 
wM$Nr) 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 

sediment m 
1st DeeadeGKYdsNr) 

5th Decade 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES 
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Table B-28 Cont. Responsiveness of Benchmarks to Major Issues and National Concerns 

BENCHMARK, Ranked by Decreasing PNV (1, 

Spatted Owl HabItat 
SOHAS 
Para III 1st Decade 
Pausm5thDecade 

40 22 22 22 40 52 40 40 
33 30 54 50 37 39 36 39 
26 10 35 35 30 39 35 39 

Viewsheds Pm&c&d(%) 0 43 0 0 100 4 4 100 

Trah m Wddernesa 0 0 0 0 64 0 0 0 
mle4 

Becommended SlAs 0 4,470 0 0 7,150 0 0 0 
(MAcres) 

Undeveloped Areas 19,990 19,990 19,990 19,990 29,390 19,990 19,990 (2) 
vvfAcre5) 

Recommended BNAS 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Number) 

contnbutbm to 
Counties m 1st Decade 

Employment 12,130 9,950 10,272 10,101 9,420 8,390 6,430 660 
Uobs/Yr) 
Income UdM$Nrplr) 160 130 204 204 120 100 80 1 

(1) The PNV and Tnber Bexhmark were rewed between the draft and fura EIS to reflect rewed database, yield tables, and 
management t.eqmeaente The shaded columns were not ranalyzed between dmit and final 

Benchmark Assumption and Constraint Analyses 

Harvest Scheduling Policies 

The timber and economic consequences of two timber harvest scheduling policms were determined by 
developing five variations of the PNV, Departure, and Timber Benchmarks (see the previous discussion 
in this section, “Benchmark Formulation” and Table B-25) The two policies are: 1) nondeclining flow 
f.NDF) of timber harvest between decades and 21 harvesting timber stands after they reach the 
cuhuination of mean annual increment (CMAI: FSM 2409.13 (32 111. The results of the analysis are 
described here and are displayed in Table B-29 For more information, see USDA Forest Service (1985) 

Effects on the Timber Production 

NDF policy has an effect on timber production: 6% mere volume could be produced over the 150-year 
pericd if harvest was allowed to fluctuate 25% between decade under an objective to maximme timber 
production In comparison, the CMAI constraint has less effect Even when the CMAI requirement is 
removed, most stands are stdl barvested at 95% of CMAI. This is because harvest at CklAI will optnnize 
volume prcducticn. 
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The bigbest average timber prcduction under an objective of maximizmg timber is achieved by departing 
fimn NDF. On the Timbsr Benchmark, volume over the 150-year period is increased about 6% when 
NDF is dmplxl. In contrast, dropping NDF under an objective of maximizing PNV results in more 
tlmbsr prcduction only if stands cannot be harvested before CMAI. 

Stands will generally be harveatsd between 95 and 100% CMAI under an objective to maxirmze timber 
prodwtion. Up to 50% of the stands aw harvested 10 years before 95% CMAI under an objective to 
maximize PNV. 

Economic Consequences 

Departing from N’DF increases the PNV of the timber resource 4 to 596, and removing the CMAI 
rquimment increases the tiir PNV less than 1%. When both requi~menta are removed, the timber 
PNV increases 7 to 8%. Most of the these increases result from more timber available for harvest in 
the iirst 2 decades. 

Table B-29. Effects of Harvest Scheduling Policies on Production, Rotations, and PNV 

I 
I)r.L..sxu.- -.-- I D.x.,“...r.“v7 CON- 

150 Year Average 1st Decade 

z5HcAlNxs 
Annual Production Haweat 

Rotation Age 

(MMCF/Yr) (MMCF/‘Yr) cY-> 

I WI& CMAI and NDEF I 134 I 12.1 I 60 30 I 1.691 I 

I Without CMAI, With NDEF 
Wkh ChIAI, Without NDEF 
Wxthout C&JAI, Wzthout NDEF I 

With CMAI and NDEF 714 105 60-70 1,342 
WIthout CMAI, W,th NDEF 718 716 50-70 1,665 
With CMAI, WIthout NDEF 733 959 60-30 1,105 
Without CMAI, Without NDEF 110 1133 50.60 1,779 

Timber Price Trend and Cost Assumptions 

The sensitivity of the FORPLAN model to two economic assumptions was determined by developing 4 
variations of the PNV Benchmark (see the previous discussion in this ssctmn, “Benchmark Formulation” 
and Table B-25) The two assumptions apB’ 1) timber prices will increase at an average rate of 1% 
above inflation for the first 50 years in the 150-year par&, and then remain constant; and 2) unit 
costs of timber production will be the same as costs in the recent past for the 150~year period The 
results of the analysis are described here and diiplayad in Table B-30). For more information, sea 
USDA Forest Service (1985). 

Effects on Timber Menagement 

Regardless of the price trend used, all land available for assignment would be managed using intensive 
timber management activitws. However, the amount of timber that would be available for harvest 
increases as the price trend increases because more commemial thinning would be scheduled and stands 
occupied by I~ZJS productive species (mxed stands and bardwoods stands) would be regenerated sooner 
with faster growing species. 
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The level of timber harvest and the amount of commercial thinmng would only be slightly affected by 
a 20% changes in management cost 

Economic Consequences 

The total value of the Forest is pen&we to the timber price trend and to the timber costs. For example, 
the value of the Forest under the PNV benchmark would increase 27% if timber prices increased from 
l%/year instead of zero, and the value would mcresse 72% if timber pricea increase 3% instead of 1% 
If all timber management and road costs incnxsed 20%, the PNV would decrease 7%. If all costs decreased 
20%, the PNV would mcrease 7%. 

If future timber prices or costa are different than the prices and co& assumed in FORPLAN, the 
changes in timber harvest asaociatezl with maximizing PNV would not result in significantly different 
PNVs given assumptions of 1% price increase and no cost change. 

Table B-30. Effects of Price Trends and Costs on Timber Outputs and PNV 

I I Timber Prduction I 

:c=i 1 746 1 709 1 691 1 23 1 1.205 I 1.640 

Cost Change: 
ZO%Increass 
No Change 
209bDeerease 

146 709 691 26 1,523 1,634 
749 114 105 34 1,642 1,642 
152 713 101 46 1,755 1,629 

(1) PNV mcalculated 6wzn aesuqtwns of 1% pnce tmnd and 0% cast change 
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FORMULATION OF ALTERNATIVES 

Introduction 

A Forest Plan alternative is a combination of management pwcriptions, goals, objectives, management 
practices, standaxls and guidelines which are applied to specific land areas to produce given levels of 
goods, and usesinresponsetoaspecificmanagement philosophy Aaalternativemust (36 CFR219 12(D): 

1 Exist between the maximum and mmimum resource potential of the Forest, as defined by the 
benchmarks. 

2 Facilitate analysii of opportunity costs and of resource use and enviromnental tradeoffs among 
alternatives 

3 Facditate evaluation of present net value, benefits, and costs of achieving various outputs as 
well as values that axe not assigned monetary values. 

4. Show different ways to address and respond to major issues, management concerns, and resource 
opportunities 

5. Represent the most cost-efScient combination of management prescriptloos that can meet the 
objectives of the alternative. 

6 State the condition and uses that will result fmm implementing the alternative. 

7. State what goods and seances will be produced including timing and flow of outputs and the 
costs and benefits generated 

8. State the management standards and guidelines 

9. State the purpose of the management direction 

Alternative Formulation 

Formulation of altematwes 1s the fifth step m the Forest planmng process, following the analyst, of 
the management situation CAMS) During the AMS, a determination was made of the abdity of the 
Forest to supply goods and services. Maximum and minimum output levels were established which 
defined the range within which the alternatives were developed The analyss process IS documented 
in the Analyszs of the Management Sztuabon (USDA Forest Service 1985b) 

Two alternatives are reqmred by NFMA. One alternatwe must be developed which responds to and 
incorporates the RPA program’s tentative resource obJectwe Another altematwe must be developed 
to reflect the current and expected level of goads and services produced if current management was 
contmued (the “no-action” alternative) Three additIonal alternatwes are reqmred m the Pacific 
Northwest Regon: 1) one that emphasizes market opportunitw, 2) one that emphasizes nonmarket 
opportunities, and 3) one that emphasizes undeveloped lands in combination with intensified management 
on the remainder of the Forest (this last alternative was developed but not considered in d&ad) 

Alternative NC was developed at the dire&on of the Chief of the Forest Service followmg two appeals 
filed by the Northwest Forest Resource Council Although the appeals were dismissed on procedural 
grounds, the concerns raised were viewed as important Altemattve NC represents the 1979 mmber 
Resource Plan (TRP) without adjustments for subsequent regulations for resource protection The 
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TRP was not an integrated management plan, and consequently did not address all resource demands 
and uses The purpose of the TRP was to determine a potential yield of harvestable timber on the 
Forest. 

The following discussion summarizes the process used to formulate alternatives A-H: 

1. Major public issues were identified through pubhc involvement. Internal management concerns 
were added to the list of issues (further explamed m Appendix A.) These moues and concerns 
were reviewed by the mterdismplinary team and consohdated into a set of plannmg questions. 

2 A comprehensive multi-resource date base was formed, based on the identified issues and concerns, 
and stored in a computer retrieval system 

3. Analysis areas with similar physical and biological attributes were identified. The capabmty, 
suitabllty, and management opportunities of specific areas of the Forest were considered m 
this step 

4 Management prescriptions were developed to represent a variety of possible ways to manage 
the analysis areas 

5. The analysis areas were assigned management prescriptions Some analysis areas were assigned 
only one prescnption whrle others were assigned a variety of prescnptions Single prescription 
assignments lirmt the chomee m the computer model, FORPLAN 

6. Resource outputs and the associated costs and dollar values that would result when a prescrlpbon 
1s implemented were calculated and entered into FORPLAN 

7. Demand was estimated for the resources involved in the planning questions. 

8 During the AMS, supply potent& were determined using FORPLAN. Various assumptions, 
constraints, and obJectives were used to establish benchmarks for supply potentmls of each 
resource Benchmarks were established for the mimmum and maximum resource levels and 
economic values Existing resource supply and pm~ected demand were compared to supply 
potentials of each benchmark Opportumties to resolve msues and management concerns were 
identified for each resource by comparing exlstmg and projected demand to potential production 
lW&. 

9 Alternative objectives were esmbhshed to provide a broad range of options for future management 
of the Forest Benchmarks defined upper and lower lb&s for the production of each resource 
These upper and lower limits outlined the decision space boundaries for the resources involved. 
The interdisciplinary team considered expected use, supply potential (upper and lower limits), 
and evaluated public input to establish the range of alternatives within the decision spaces. 
Descriptions were written to define the resource management intent for each alternative. 

10 FORPLAN and other computer models were used to estimate the outputs and costs for each 
alternatwe by reflecting the obJectwe of the alternative through a given set of constraints. For 
more discussion of the computer models, see this appemhx, “The Forest Planning Model” section. 

11. The results of the analysis for each alternative were evaluated to assure conformance with 
laws, pohcies, and guidelines. Refinements msured that each alternatwe could be achieved. 
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Cost Efficiency 

The Interdisciplmary Team incorporated cost-efiiciency mto the planning process by identifying the 
most cost-efficient prescriptions (see other discusznons in this appendix, “The Forest Planning Model 
section). For the timber resource, an additional analysis identified the moat cost-efficient level of 
management for each timber prsscription. Swond, the Interdiwiphnmy Team developed different 
alternatives and identified the necessary constramts to address specific oblectives, mums, and concerns 
Third, prescriptions were combined with &ffemnt constramta and incorporated into FOBPLAN to 
form alternatives. The objective function of maxlmlsing present net value in FOBPLAN was used to 
formulate all alternatwss to assure that the most econonncally efficient set of prescriptions was chosen 
to meet the objectives of each alternative Each alternative produces a different combination of priced 
and nonpriced outputs. The technical feasibility of each alternative (the ability of the alternative to 
meet the objectives represented by the constraints) was analyzed in FOBPLAN. 

Economic Tradeoffs 

Constramts reduce the economic value of an alternative or benchmark primarily because of four reasons: 
1) harvest is precluded from lands that were cla&tIed as tentatwsly suitable for timber production, 2) 
timber volume is decreased on individual acres by restricting timber management practices, 3) harvest 
IS delayed beyond the time which would maxinuse present net value by extending mtations to provide 
for other resource objectives, and 4) timber harvest is distributed over the Forest and throughout time 

Sensitivity analysis was not done on every constramt used to formulate each alternatives because of 
prohibitive costs. Instead, tradeoffs were estimated by extrapolating the sensitwity analysis done on 
certam benchmarks and alternatives. The actual tradeoffs for a given alternative depends upon the 
other constraints of that alternative. However, the tradeoffs associated with one FOBPLAN solution 
do provide a relative estimate of the tradeoffs 

For example, the primary difference between the Recreation and PNV Benchmarks is that timber 
production is precluded on 16,900 acme of lands which were classified as tentatively suitable for timber 
production in order to provide semi-primitive nonmotorized recreation opportunities and Special Interest 
Areas. The difference in present net value (PNV) between thebenchmarks ls $114 mlllion, or $6,7OO/acre 
of land where timber harvest is precluded. This represents the economic value foregone by prechnling 
scheduled timber harvest from all areas which are currently undeveloped This value may not be accurate 
to apply as the cast of maintaining a given undeveloped area within a specific alternative because: 

1. The cost associated with an individual area may bs more or less than the average value of 
$6,7OO/am, and 

2 The cost associated with meeting an objective to provide serm-primltwe nonmotorized recreation 
may be overestimated when the undeveloped area would also pmvlde for other objectives of the 
alternative, such as spotted owl habitat and research natural areas 

Mom discussion on the tradeoffs for the benchmark constraints can also be found in this appendii, 
“Analysis Prior to Development of Alternatives” and “Estimating Effect of Benchmarks, Discretionary 
Constraints, and Alternatives” sections. 
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Constraints Common to Alternatives A - H 

Introduction 

Some constraints were common to Alternatives A-H These were necessary to meet planmng 
requirements, existing laws and pohcy, or the objectives of prescriptions These common constraints 
fall into four groups: 1) constraints which assign Congressionally and admmistratwely designated 
areas to specific prescriptions, 2) constraints which assure that the Management Requirements (MRs) 
would be met in each alternative, 3) timber scheduling constraints, and 4) operational constraints 
which con&ram timber harvest to a realistic solution The first three types of constramte were used to 
develop benchmarks in the AMS, while operational con&runts were just used to formulate alternative. 
The four types are discussed in this section 

Lands Not Considered For Scheduled Timber Production 

In FORPLAN, all forested lands not classified as tentatively suitable for timber production were assigned 
to the minimum level prescription in all alternatives so that timber harvest would never be scheduled 
on them. Most of these lands are areas which have been congressionally or administratively withdrawn 
from timber production, and will be managed as unique management areas See Appendix Forest 
Plan, Chapter 4 for the management dnwtion. The areas are: 

Management Area ACES 

1. Silverspot Butterfly Habitat 1,320 
5. MarysPeakSIA 610 
6 Cascade Head Scenic Research Area 4,125 
7 Cascade Head Experimental Forest 7,200 

10. Oregon Dunes NRA 359 
12. Wilderness 22,135 
13. Flynn Creek RNA 688 

Lands not capable of commermal production 2,015 
Land subject to irreversible damage 8,246 
TOTAL 45,698 

Economic tradeoff - The economic consequence of these prescriptions assignments are due to precluding 
timber harvest on lands which have high timber values However, the economm tradeoff was not calculated 
because most of the land was never considered suited for timber production in this planning process 

Management Requirements (MB& 

This set of constraints was used in the benchmarks and alternatives to model the MRs for water quality, 
riparian areas, and fmh and wildlife habitat as mqmred by the NFMA regulations. The MR objectives, 
constramts and tradeoffs are discussed in detail in the previous section of thii appendix, “Analysis 
Prior to Development of Alternatives” section. 

Timber Scheduling Constraints 

The following constraints were apphsd to the alternatives: 

1 Timber harvest in any decade could equal but not exceed the long-term sustained yield (LTSY) 
capacity, except m the departure alternative, B Departure. 
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2. 
-. 

3. 

Sufficient timber inventory must remain at the end of the 150-year period to sustain timber 
harvest at the LTSY capacity. 

Regeneration harm& cannot be scheduled until stands have reached at least 95% of the 
cuhnination of the maan annual mcrement (CMAI). This assures that timber is harvested at or 
beyond its maximum mean annual gmwth rate, as mquirsd by the NFMA (36 CFR 219.16) 

Economic tradeoff - As discusssd in the previous section of this appemhx, the NDF constraint lowers 
the PNV of the PNV Benchmark 4 to 5%, and the CMAI constraint lowers the PNV less than 1% 

Operational Constraints 

In all alternatives, timber harvest in the 1st decade was constrained so that 37% to 67% of the volume 
is from Douglas-fir analysis areas, 5% to 36% of the volume is from Douglas-fir/Red alder analysis 
arees, and 5% to 42% of the volume is fmm Red alderiDouglas& analysis areas. This constraint reflects 
the intsrmlngling of timber types on the Forest, and was applisd to model feasible timber sales The 
percentages are based upon the errsting timber inventory 

Economic Tradeoffs - The PNV reduction caused by these constraints is small -- less than 2%. 

Development of Alternatives A-H 

Introduction 

Tbis subsection focuses on the constraints used to model the alternatives in FOBPLAN. Alternative 
NC was not modeled in FORPLAN and therefore is not included in this section. 

Two points are important to understand how these constraints and the FORPLAN results were ussd 
to estimate the environmental consequences. First, the constramts are not always additive bscauss an 
individual piece of land can often be managed to meet mme than one objectwe For example, an analysis 
area assigned to the mimmum level prescription in FORPLAN may help meet a constraint to mamtain 
existmg old-growth, and a constraint to maintain undeveloped areas Second, management direction 
for lands which are assigned to the minimum level prescription depends upon the management area 
which those lands are assigned to, and in many cases, depends upon the alternative 

The following tables specifically show the resoume objectives of the alternatives and/or which 
management amas help to meet those objectwes: 

Table H-3 
Table II-14 
Table II-15 
Table II-16 

Table II-17 
Table II-18 
Table II-19 
Table II-20 
Table II-21 
Table II-25 
Table H-29 
Table II-31 
Table H-33 
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Management Areas Acres 
Protective Measures for Fish Habitat and Water Quality 
Acres and Number of Spotted Owl Habitat Sites 
Habitat Capability for Spotted Owl Pairs in Managed SOHAs and 
Reserved Sites 
Acres and Number of Bald Eagle Habitat Sites 
Variations in Elk Management Practices 
Acres and Number of Mature Conifer Habitat Areas 
Allocation of Acres to Deciduous Mm Habitat 
Bmlogical Potential for Dead and Defective Tree Habitat 
special Interest Area Acreage 
Acres of Scenic Viewsheds m Management Areas 
Undeveloped Ares Management 
Acres of Undeveloped Areas in Management Areas 
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In addition, the management dire&on for the different management areas in FEIS Appendii D describes 
bow lands which are assigned to the mimmum level prescription wdl be managed. 

Table B-31 summarizes the objectives and constraints used to formulate Alternatives A-H. 
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Table B-31. Objectives and Constraints Used to Formulate the Alternatives in FORPLAN 

Constraints Common Alternative A Current Alternative B 
To All Alternatives DIrection) (BPA Alternative) 

Alternative B (Dep) Altemat1ve c 

Theme/Constramts Emphas,zes pmduc- Defbws the consequences Emphasizes pmdudvm 
tion of wood prcxlucts of lmplementlng the 1930 of wmd, big game habItat 

FPA pmgram and leereat,on 

Txnber Harvatmg and In the fi decades, Nondecbmng tlow Departure harvest 793 Nondecluung flow 
MaMgement-.TlUlb.Zr harvest on each district MMCF III the iii decade 
opemtlod constraints muBtbewlthul5960fthe Harvest xnthm 10% of 
for the fvst decade Dlgtnct’s LT3Y capacity prew,w decades harvest 
between 3796.61% at for the next 4 decades, 
managed DF acrs, NDF beyond 
596.36% of lnanqed 
DFtBA acss, 5%-42% of 
mawed BAIDF a- 
mustbecut 

Watershed Management Hamed ~9 pmcluded on No comtamta III No eomtrau~ti m ad&twn No more than 20% of a 
--in au altematlw, hat- addltlonal qanan area addztvx, to the con,- to the common constranta landtype assoe,at,on can 
vest 18 precluded on 3 3% 54% on Mapleton, 67% on nwn CoMtraulta beharvestedmany 
of law risk land-, Alsea, 62% .,,I H&q 70% decade 
16 5% of lugh nsk land- on Waldport, and 100% zn 
types. all lands whxh am the Corw.llis Munic,pal 
tm lnterspersd wrth WatershEd 
lugh nsk slopes to bar- 
vest, and 37.5% of the 
np- axa III addxtvm, 
no’mm than 30% of a 
landtype assoeiatlon can 
bebarvestedrnanydeeade 

Wddbfe Management-m In addAwn to the common No constmmts rn No eonstrarnts ,I, ad&n, In ad&tlon to the mm- 
all za?matl”ea, harvent cm&-ti, bx game ad&tvm to the corn- to the ccnnmon constrants ma,, aomtmnts. big 
1s precluded fmm lands habitat 18 pmnded by nwn co-ta game habItat IS pmvlded 
for MRS 1,320 acresw harvw at least 5% of by creatmg 3,700 acrea 
for &empot butter& lanatrpe assoaatvnu A, of permanent meadows, 
22 spotted owl sites (2,000 B, C, E, M, N, P, R, T and by harwstiig at 
acds~te), and 23 bald and at least 1% of D, F, least 10% of landtype 
eagle Sltea (125 acle3/&?) G,andR assoclat~ona A, B. C, D, 

E,N,P.R,andTand 
5% of M, and at least 1 
%ofF,Q.andT 
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Table B-31. Objectives and Constraints Used to Formulate the Alternatives in FORPLAN 

Alternative D Alternative E 
(Market) (Preferred) 

Alternative F 
Alternative G 
(Nonmarket) 

Alternative H 

Emplwzea pmduc- 
:mn of market re- 
m- (wood and 
:ommed tish) 

ProvIdea a van&y Of 
mxeatwnal uses and 
wldlde hab&at, and 
weed pmductwn 

Yondecdning flow Nondecbmng ilow, Nondeclinmg flow Nondecluung flow Nondecbng flow all 
operat1oMl constralnta regenerated stands are 
m&de Ham& on managed on mtatlons of 
each dwtnct between 30 at least 130 years, except 
and 110% of LT3Y and 12,000 acres needed for 
can vary 5% each decade wild& habxtat (dec,du- 
6000 acrea of thanrung OusmrU) 
m decade 1, bnnt of 
3000 acres of old growth 
harvest m decade 1 

io comtnunts In TImbr harvest Is pre- In addhon to the corn- In add&on to the corn- In addbum to the mm- 
IddAm, to the comm,n duded from I more mon constraints, timber Ino* camtraln~, timber man constmts, timber 
Onstnunts SOHAs, big game habl- harvest ~4 precluded harvest rs precluded harvest 18 precluded 

tat LS pmded Ly treat- fmm 3 more spotted owl from 5 more spotted owl fmm 15 more spotted 
ulg 1,000 acres of perma- .k?s sdes, 23 bald eagle s&a owl ate+ 23 bald eagle 
nent meadows, and by (325 scht4, bw game sites (625 ac/stW 
hT+rvestmg at least 5% babe& z.s pmvlded by 
oflandtypes4B,C,D, ereatlng 3,900 *cxvs of 
N, P, T, and at least 1% permanent meadows, 
ofland&esE,F,G, and by barvestlng at 
M, Q,=dR least 5% of land* 

asscaatmns 4 B, C, D, 
E, M, N, P, R, and T 
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Table B-31 Cont. Objectives and Constraints Used to Formulate the Alternatives in FOBPLAN 

cnnfltralllt9 common Alternative A Warrent Alternative B 
To All Alternatives Direction) (BPA Alternative) 

Altamatlve B (Dep) Alternative c 

wlklhfe Manageanellt-at No adcbtwtutl No ad&tional No additmnal No ad&tnnal 
least 18,540 - of 
mature con&r habitat IS 
pmvided either m areas 
where tunber prcduct~on 
LB precluded or in - 
where timber is mana@ 
on loo-year or greatet 
mtations; 

Reueatum bhmgement Additmml van&y ia No addxtional - No ad&tioml areas would Addxtional van&y w 
--In all altanlatlw some Prod bY P=lUdw would be mantamed bemaintsllled Pm=d@J bs PdUti 
varmty of reaeation is timber pmduction from timber production from 
pmnded m areas not an addhmal1,800 acrea an ad&tmnal1,800 acre 
clF4sdied as tentatively at Cape Perpetua, and at cap.3 Perpetua, 1,200 
srutablefortlmberpmlucduc- 400 at Sand Lake acrea at Kenhxky FalLs, 
tion. 200 acrea at cape 2,500 acres around D& 
Perpetua, 700 acres at Creek Wddamess, and 
Sand Lake, 2,700 - at 4,800 acres m Waasen 
Sutton, 22,200 acrea In Creek 
exstmg wddemesaes. 
also, 1,320 acra on Mt 
Hebo Is luamtalned fat 
the sllverspot buttealy 
MR. 900 at MarJg Peak 

viiResounr,Managa- Scenery would be pmtect- No special protmtum No spaal pmtectron Soenerg would be pmtect- 
ment ed on 30,800 acres by ed an 20,000 acres by 

pl%cludlnS timber pmduc- p?ecbldlnS timber pm- 
t,on on 4,800 acres and ductwn an 4,300 acres 
mu3lfymgtml~actl*es and mcxbfymS timber 
on 18,200 acres Nat more act1vlt1es an 9,400 acre3 
than 10% of the m&lied 
vim&areascanbehar. 
vestedmap3nod 
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Table B-31 Cont. Objectives and Constraints Used to Formulate the Alternatives in FORPLAN 

AltemativeD Alternative E 
(Market) (Preferred) 

Alternative F 
Alternative G 
(Nonmarket) 

Alternative H 

go add&anal Total of 29,750 acres of 43,200acrea sent to 71,300acres sent to More mati con&r 
mature cmufer babltat deciduous nux aa pre- declduow nux prwcrzpp- s,tea are pmnded by 
am pmnded m all scnptvxw Total of twn other objectwes, 72,000 
psnd 21,800 acrs of mature aavs deciduous nu.x 

cm&r babxtat are pmvlded 
pmnded III each penad 

Addltumal variety * Addltmnal vamty 18 Addltmnal variety 18 Addltronal “al&y ls 
provided b predudmg pmnded by precludq pmnded by preeludq pmvided by preeludmg 
tunber pmdllctwn iivmm timber prcductuln fmm tmhr pmductwn kimn timber pmduct1oa fmm 
an ad&twaal2,600 an ad&tlonal 1,800 aa ad&tranat 1,800 an ad&nw.l1,800 acms 
acres at cape Perpehla, acres at cape Perpetua, acres at cpe Perpetua, at Cape Perpetua, 8,300 
1,680 acres at Kentucky 2,800 ac,-aatKentu~ 2,800acres atKentuc!g acres amund Dnft Creek 
Falls, 2,600 acr‘et around Falls, 6,700 acres around Falls, 6,700 acres amund Wddemess, 9,000 acres 
Dlltt Creek Wddemess, D&t Creek Wddemesa, D&L Creek Wddemw, m Wasen Creek, 18,400 
and 4,700 acres III 4,800 acres m Wageen 9,000 acres 111 wassen acres m Hebe-Nestucca, 
Wasen Creek Creek, 4,700 acres III Creek,4,800acm m 5,900 aaes m the North 

H&o-Nestuccaq and 400 Hebo-Nestuccq and 400 Fork of the Snuth R~er. 
acrea at Sand Lake acra at Sand Lake and 400 acres at Sand 

Lake 

lcmery would be Scenery would be pm- Scenery would be pm- Scenq would be pm- Scenery would be pmtect- 
rmteeted on 7,100 te&don48,50Oam tected on 45,509 acres tected an 49,000 acres edon5l,5ooacresby 
cres by pracllxbng by precludmg timber by precludmg tunber by pzecludmg tmdxr precludulg timber pro- 
lmber plxduct10n on prcductwn on 7,300 pmduct,on on 7,800 prcdwtlon on 6,800 ductum on 18,200 acres 
LOO acrea and mod& acma and mc&fymg acres and mcdn-ymg acres and mod&ng and modujlng tudxr 
ng timber actlvltles tlmber actlvltles on timber actlvlt,e8 on tunber actwlt1es on act,vlt,eson8OOaaw 
lm 4,200 acm 16,900 acres Not more 19,400acres 9,700 acres 

than 10% of the modrfied 
d-canbe 
harvested per p-mod 

To cmlstrarnts 111 Tlmber ham& 18 pre- Tunker harvest IS pre- Tlmh harvest 3s pre- Tmxber harvest ls pre- 
!dditrantn the common eluded from 500 acres eluded frmn 500 acres clwled fmm 500 auw m eluded fm,,, 500 acres ,,I 
Onstrsilnts m Faneke Creek for the III Reneke Creek for the Rewake Creek for the Reneke Creek for the 

RNA RNA RNA RNA 
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Alternative A 

Alternative Ais the “no action” alternative. It would continue the current course of actmn under appmved 
unit management plans and other remurce plans, mod&d to meet MRs It emphasizes wood pmductmn, 
opportumties and big game habitat. 

Assumptions/Criteria - The objective is to maximize the production of wood fiber in an economically 
efficient manner The requirements that are a part of current direction as established in current multiple 
use plans, unit plans, and timber resource plans wdl bs followed except for the following 

l Constraints were added to make the alternative meet watershed and wklhfe MRs 

s The Forest budget and the output and activity levels projected by existing plans were not used ss 
constraints 

The land allocation for Alternative A is described in Table B-32 

Relationship to Benchmarks and ICOs - Alternatwe A is bsssd upon the Current Due&ion 
Benchmark The differences are the inclusion of MRs and operatmnal constraints. Alternative A satisfies 
the wuirement of a “no action” alternative (40 CFR 1502.12(d)) 

constraints - 

Timber Haruestzng and Management. - Alternatwe A was run to maximize timber production over 15 
decades and then to find the economically efficient schedule (PNV rollover) The current objective of 
distributing timber harvest among the Ranger Districts was modeled by mqmring that the harvest in 
the 1st decade on each District bs within 5% of the District’s LTSY capacity. This constraint was 
bindmg on LTSY. 

Watershed Management. - In addition to the MRs (see the previous subsection Constraints Common to 
Alternatives A-H), suffGzient vegetation wdl bs left along sll perennial streams to maintain existing 
water temperature and to provide large organic debns in channels needed for moderate fsh populations. 
This objective wss modeled by assigning part of the rlparian area to the mimmum level prescription: 
615% on the Hebo District, 53.7% on the Mapleton Dlstnct, 66 5% on the Alsea Diitnct, and 69.7% 
on the Waldport D&rid (the MR is 3’7 5%). 

Also, all of the rip&an area within the Corvallis Watershed was ssslgnsd to the mimmum level 
prescription to provide ad&tional protection tc the water qusbty. 

Wildlife Management. - In addition to the MRs (see the previous subsection “Constraints Common to 
Alternatives A-H”), the following constraints were used to model current vnldbfe objectives: 

1 Big game forage wss distnbuted scmss the Forest and through time by requiring that at least 
5% of each of landtype associations A, B, C, E, M, N, P, R, and T is scheduled to bs harvested 
in each of the tirst 5 decades. This constrsmt reduces the fluctuations of big game populations 
which result from fluctuations of forage in a particular area Harvested areas will be seedsd 
where necessary to pmnde increases in forage quantity and quality. 

Recre&on Management - In addition to the areas common to all alternatives (see the previous subsection 
“Constraints Common to Alternatives A-H),” the followmg areas of lands classified as tentatively suitable 
for timber production were assigned to the minimum level prescriptma to provide a variety of recreational 
opportunities: 
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Special Interest Areas 
cape Perpeua 

Other Areas 
Sand Lake 

TOTAL 

1,800 acres 

400 acre3 
2,200 acres 

Vrsual Resource Management. -The vrsual management obfectiie mcludes full protectron along Hrghway 
101, and on three of the erght major travel corndors. The other five major corridors wrll recerve partral 
or no protection. Over haif of the other travel corndors WIII be fully protected, whrle the remaming wrll 
receive no special protection. These obfectrves are modeled by assrgnmg land rn these vrewsheds to 
drfferent prescriptrons in FORPLAN. 4,800 acres are assigned to the minimum level prescription to 
protect small tracts of visually sensrtrve lands, and 18,200 acres are assigned to the visual prescriptions. 
The rest of the land wrthrn the scenic vrewsheds IS available to be assrgnad to the timber prescriptrons, 
unless needed to meet other resource objectrves, such as spotted owls and wilderness. 

This assignment reflects: a) five of the 10 Senstirvrty Level 1 viewsheds at the level recommended by 
the Vrsual Management System, one at a lower level, and four wrth no specral protectron; and b) 12 of 
the 23 Sensttivrty Level 2 vrewsheds at the recommended level, one at a higher level, and the rest wtth 
no special protection 

Economic tradeoff --The loss in PNV as a result of managing for visual resources IS caused by delayrng 
timber harvest beyond the age which maxrmrzes PNV An addrtional loss IS caused by precluding trmber 
productron from small tracts of visually sensrtive lands 

Research NaturalAreas. - Reneke Creek would be managed as an RNA and is assigned the the minimum 
level prescnption (500 acres). 
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Table B-32. Lands Suitable for Timber Production - Alternative A 

. Net Siuelaw National Forest Land 
A watsr 
B LmvisNotForested(eg,Dunes) 
C. Lands Developed for Purposes Other Than Tunber Pmductzon 

3ubtot.d of Non-Forested Land 

4,685 
33,640 
11,521 

49,946 

I. Forested Land 
A Withdrawn Fmm Scheduled Ttmber Prcdwtion 

1. Wlldexness @IA 12) 
2 Estabhehi Reeeareh Natural Areas &fA 13) 
3othEm 

21,136 
666 

Cascade Head Expmmental For& (MA 7) 7,200 
Cascade Head Scenx-Research Area WA 6) 4,125 
Oregun Dunes National Beawtxon Area (MA 10) 359 

3ubtotal of Lands Wfthdrawn =I508 
B. Inadequate Response Jnfonnatcm 2,015 
C Irm-bk.Damage 6.246 

If. TentativeIy S&able Forest Land 
ands Not Appmpnate for Tunber Prcductnn 

A Meeting Management Requirements Pm&da Tunber Prcdwt~on 
1 Threatened and Endangexw3 Speuea 

Bald Eagle (MA 4) 
Silwspot Butter@ (MA 1) 

2 sptted Owl GfA 3) SEIS Level 
3 WaterQualIty 

2,601 
1,320 

44,636 

Four Acre Leave Aman on Hugh Bwk Headwalls 
BlpananLEwwAma-AuPere~Streams 

3ubtotaI of Lands to Meet Management Requirements 
Gross (I) 
Net (2) 

66,234 
26,696 

143,591 
134,017 

B Areas Where Timber Production Is Inappmpnate 
1 Anadmmous F-h HabItat (npanan acres m add,tion to MB) 
2 spenalIntarent~odA5) 

May’s Peak, Mt H&o, Cape Perpetua 
3sandL&eAfea 

21,099 

2,976 
422 

4. Research Natural Areas (Pmp0se.d) 
FLeneke Creak 

5. viauauscanery (No Harvest Acres Only) 
6. Mumcqal Watarshed 
7 Developed Recreation 

460 
4,791 

662 
451 

lubtotal of Lands to Meet Management Emphases 
Gmsscn 
Net ca 

C Lands Not Cost Effiuent to Meet Tynber Ob,e&w 

V. Forested Land Suitable For Timber Production 

1) Gross acm am the total needed to meet nnnagement .,bJ&,veS 
2) Net acre8 acccnxnt for overkxp mth ObJeCtWs hskd hxgher II, the table 

30,901 
=I= 

0 

Alternative B 

UNSDITABLE lxmu. 

631,361 

531,516 

637,748 

493,699 

3so,v36 

Alternative B would emphasize pmductmn of wood products. Wtidhfe, water, and fmh resources would 
be manag& at levels that would meet Iv& 
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Assumptions/Criteria - The objective is to emphasize tmber production by maximizing PNV. All 
lands that were classified as tentatively suitable for tunber production are available for timber production, 
except for lands needed for MRS. The rest of the Forest is assngned to the rmmmum level pmacription 

The land allocation for Alternative B and B Departure is described in Table B-33 

Rolaticmship to Benchmarks and ICOs - The mam concern of Alternative B is the resolution of 
the timber issue Alternative B was modeled the same as the PNV Benchmark, except for the ad&tion 
of operational con&mints to distribute timber harvest among analysis areas to pmwde a realistic timber 
schedule. 

Constraints - For more mformation on the constraints, see the discussion in the previous subsection 
“Constraints Common to Alternatives A-H ” 

Alternative B(Dep) (RPA Alternative) 

Alternative B Departure would attempt to implement the 1980 RPA program, and emphasize economic 
efficiency. It would produce large amounts of wood by departing from NDF harvest schedule. This is 
the RPA alternative and would meet the RPA timber goal for the 1st decade It could meet some, but 
not all, other RPA goals. Its ObJeCtives are the same as for Alternative B, except for the departure 
schedule for timber. 

AsmmptionsKriteria - The ObJective is to meet the RPA goals in an oxunxnically efficient manner 
by maximizing PNV Like Alternative B, all lands that were classified as tentatively suitable for timber 
prcduction are available for timber production, except for lands needed for MRs The rest of the Forest 
is assigned to the n&mum level pmscnption. 

The land a&cation for Alternative B and B(Dep) is described in Table B-33. 

Relationship to Benchmarks and ICOs - The focus of this alternatwe was to explore the ability of 
the Forest to meet the RPA goals Alternatwe B(Dep) is the same as the PNV Benchmark, except for 
the addition of oparational constraints and different timber harvest flow constramt. 

Constraints - The constraints for Alternative B(Dep1 are the same ss for Alternative B, with the 
following exceptions: 

Tzmber Harvesting and Management. - Alternatws B(Dep) constrains harvest to at least 198 MMCF 
in the 1st decade in order to meet the 1980 RPA timber goal In addition, the timber harvest schedule 
was allowed to fluctuate up to 10% between successive decades for the first five decades. The purpose 
of departing from NDF was to allow some flexibihty in scheduling ttmber harvest 

Ecommzc Tradeoff- The net economic tradeoff of these constraints is measured by comparing the 
PNV of Alternatives B and B(Dep). Departing from NDF would mcrease the PNV $96 million because 
the mventq of mature timber is liqmdated faster. 
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Table B-33. Lands Suitable for Timber Production - Alternative B and B Departure 

UNsulTABLB TOTAL 

I. Net Sluslaw National Forest Land 631,361 
A Water 4,685 
B LmdsNotFor&ed(e9,Dunes) 33,640 
C Lands Develqed for Pwpases Other Than Tnnber Pmductmn 11,521 

Subtotal of Non-Forested Land 43,846 

U. Forest&Land 
A. Wxthdrawn From Scheduled Tim&x Pmduct~on 

1 Wddemess (hf.4 12) 
2 Established- Natural Area (MA 13) 
3. others 

Cascade Head BxPzimental Forest (MA 7) 
Cascade Head Seetic-Beseech AEa(MA6) 
Oregon Dunea Natmud Recreation Area WA 10) 

Subtotal of Lands Withdrawn 
B Inadequate lIespaw Information 
C IimwsibleDamage 

681,616 

21,136 
688 

7,200 
4,125 

359 

=m 
2,015 
8,246 

III. Tentatively Suitable Forest Land 
Lands Not Appmpnata for Tunber Pmduct~on 

637,746 

A Meetmg Management Requirements Precludea TIlnber Pmductmn 
1 Threatened and Endangered Speaes 

Bald Eagle O-I.4 4) 
Sdverapot Butt&y (MA 1) 

2 Spotted Owl (MA 3) SEIS Level 
3 Water Qua&y 

2,607 
1,320 

44,688 

Four Ama Leave Areas on Hqb RLBk Headwalls 
lllpanan Leave Area - AB Perennial streams 

Subtotal of Landa to Meet Management Requirements 
Gras (1, 
Net (2) 

68,284 
26,698 

143,591 
134,011 463,669 

B Area Where limber Pmductmn la lnappmpnate 
1 SpeclalIntereetAreas(MA5) 

h&y’s Peak, Mt Hebo 
2 Develop.xl &creation 

Subtotal of Lands to Meet Management Emphases 
Gmas (1) 
Net ,‘a 

C Lands Not Cost Efficmnt to Meet Tnnber obJ&lveS 

2,510 
451 

2,961 
464 

0 

IV. Forested Land Suitable For Timber Production 463,206 

(1) Gross acrea are the total needed to meet management objectives 
(2) Net am account for overlap anth ob]ectwes bsted hr&er m the table 
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Alternative C 

Alternative C emphasizes sconomnzally efficient production of wood while producing big game habitat 
and a variety of recrsational opportunities A steady supply of forage for big gams m clearcut units is 
provided by distributing timber harvest across the Forest and through time. Forage would also be 
provided by creatmg permanent meadows All other resources axe managed at levels that would meet 
MRS. 

Assumptions/Criteria - The objective is to maximize PNV wlthm the other resource objectives and 
constraints. All lands that were classifisd as tentatively suitable for timber production are avadable 
for timber production, except for lands needed for MBs, big game and recreation objectives. The rest 
of the Forest is assigned to the minimum level prescription. Permanent meadows will bs estabhshed 
to maintain high levels of forage for big gams speclas nmbsr harvest is distributed across the Forest 
and through time to provide a steady level of forage for big game 

The land allocation for Alternative C is described m Table B-34. 

Relationship to Benchmarks and ICOs - Alternative C was designed to address the timber, 
recreational opportunities, and big game issues Alternahve C is based upon the PNV Benchmark, 
except for more land assignsd to special interest and undeveloped areas, land assigned to permanent 
meadows, land assigned to visual management areas, and tlmbsr harvest distributed over the Forest 
and through time. 

Watershed Management. - In ad&&n to the MRs (see the previous subsection “Constraints Common 
to Alternatives A-H”), no more than 20% of a landtyps associatmn can be harvested in any decade 
(the MR is 30%). 

Wddlzfe Management. - In addition to the MRS (see the previous subsection “Comtramts Common to 
Alternatives A-H”), forage for big game habitat is promded by creating permanent meadows, forage 
seeding, and dlstrlbuting harvest over the Forest and through time: 

a Permanent meadows would bs created by harvestmg existing timber stands on 8,700 acres in the 
first 5 decades (174 acrss/ysar) Once the existmg stand IS harvested, future tlmbsr production 
would bs precluded and the land would be class&d as not smtable for timber production 

l Economic tradeoff - The rsductlon m PNV caused by this constraint is due to precluding future 
timber production from land class&d as tentatively smtable for timber prcduction However, 
this loss B partmlly offset by the value of harvsstmg the existing stands FORPLAN assigns the 
meadows to analysis areas which have the least effect on PNV 

Recre&on Management - In addltmn to the areas common to all alternatives (see the prevmus subsection 
“Constmmts Common to Alternatives A-H”), the followmg areas of lands class~tisd as tentatively suitable 
for timber production were as&& to the minimum level prescription to provide a variety of recreational 
opportunitlffl: 
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Special Interest Areas 
cape Perpetua 1,800 acres 
Kentucky Falls 1,200 acxes 

Undeveloped Areas 
Drift Creek 2,600 BCES 
Wssen Creek 4,800 acles 

TOTAL 10,400 acres 

Wsua/ Resource Management. -The vrsual management objective includes full protection along Highways 
101 and 38, and partral protectron along all other major travel corddors. Onv three of the 23 other 
travel corridors WIII be fully protected, whrle the rest of the Forest which is sueable for ttmber production 
will recewe no special protection. These objectives are modeled by assrgnrng land in these viewsheds 
to drfferent prescriptrons in FORPLAN. 4,400 acres are assrgned to the mimmum level prescription to 
protect small tracts of vrsually sensrtrve lands, and 9,400 acres are assrgned to the visual prescriptrons. 
The rest of the land wnhtn the scenic viewsheds IS avarlable to be assrgned to the timber prescriptrons, 
unless needed to meet other resource ob)ecWes, such as spotted owls and wilderness. 

Thus asstgnment reflects a) three of the 10 Sensrtivrty Level 1 vtewsheds at the level recommended by 
the Visual Management System and the remaining Level 1 vtewsheds at a lower level; and b) three of 
the 23 Sensitivity Level 2 viewsheds at the recommended level, while the remaining 20 viewsheds 
recerve no special protection. 
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Table B-34 Lands Suitable for Timber Production - Alternative C 

UNSUITABLE roTAL 

I. Net Siuslaw Natmnal Forest Land 
A. Water 

W,361 

B Ia& Not Forested (e S , Dunes) 
C Lands Developed for Purposes Other Than ‘I’nnber Pmduct~on 

Subtotal of Non-Forested Land 

4,635 
33,640 
11,521 
49,346 

II. ForestedLand 
A. Wdldrawn Fmm Scheduled Tnnber Prcductmn 

1 wildemean (MA 12) 
2 Estabbshed Research Natural Areas (MA 13) 
3 Othera 

21,136 
688 

Cascade Head Bxpenmenal Forest (MA 7) 7,200 
Cascade Head Scemc--h Area (MA 6) 4,125 
Oregon Dunes Natun,al Recreation Area (MA 10) 359 

Subtotal of Lands WIthdrawn 33,608 
B Inadequate Response Inf.ormat,on 2,015 
C Inwerslble Damage 3,246 

UI. Tentatively Suitable Forest Land 
Lands Not Appropriate for l’nnber Pmduct~on 

A. Meeting Management Requirements Precludes Tlmbex Pmduct~on 
1 Threatened and Endangered Speezs 

Bald Eagle (MA 4) 
Sdver~pt Butterfly (MA 1) 

2 Spotted Owl (MA 3) SEIS Level 
3 WAerQuab~ 

2,607 
1,320 

44,688 

Four Acre Leave Areas on Hqh R,sk Headwalls 
Rlpanan Leave Area - As Perennial streams 

Subtotal of Lands to Meet Management Requirements 
Gross (1) 
Net (2, 

68,264 
26,698 

143,597 
134,077 

B Areas Where Tunber Pmductwn la Inappmprrate 
1 Speaallnte!wtAress(MA5) 

Mary’s Peak, Kentucky Falls, Cape Perpetua 
2 VWcenery (No Harvest Acres Only) 
3 Undeveloped Areas (MA 11) 

Dnft Creek A&ant (Boulder Ck ) Wassen Creek 
4 Developed Recreatwn 
5 Meadow Crzatnn 

3,593 
4,366 

1,432 
451 

3,700 

Subtotal of Lands to Meet Management Emphases 
GmxsW 
Net @I 

C Lands Not Cost Efficient to Meet Tnnber Ob,&wes 

RT. Forested Land Suitable For nmber Production 

:l) Gmss acres are the total needed to meet management objedwea 
(2) Net acres account for overlap wth ob,ectwa b&d lugher II, the table 

Alternative D 

24,542 
16,047 

0 

x?l,SlS 

is7,146 

L63,669 

s37,622 

The goal of AIternatwe D is to emphasue prcductlon of major commodities with market values; wood 
products, commercial f=h (particularly coho salmon) and developed recreational activities for which a 
fee is paid. 
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Assumptions/Criteria - Resources are to be managed in an economically eff&zient manner, but not 
necessarily in an effort to produce the highest dollar return Management for other resoumes will be 
at levels compatible with the objectives of the emphasis. 

The land allocation for Alternative D is described in Table B-35. 

Relationship to Benchmarks and ICOs - This altematlve explores the abiity of the Forest to be 
managed for resources which have a +xa&tional market value It is bssed upon the PNV Benchmark 
The differences axe more riparian pmtectlon, more protection of unstable slopes, and pmtection of tbe 
scenery along Highway 101. 

constraints - 

Watershed Management. - In ad&tion to the MRs (see the previous subsection “Constramts Common 
to Alternatwes A-H”), additional protection is afforded coho salmon habitat by 1) leaving sufScient 
vegetatmn along all persnnial streams to maintain water temperature and to maintain or allow recovery 
to natural levels of large organic debris, 2) leavmg vegetation on intermittent streams in prime salmon 
areas, and 3) pmhbiting timber harvest on all slopes wbicb have a moderate risk of landsbdw. These 
objectives were modeled by assigning the following lands to the minimum level ptiption: 

1. All of the rip&an area (perenmal streams) 

2. Buffer strips (100 feet wide) along intermittent streams on low risk landtypes \mtbin landtype 
associations A, B, C, and D. 

3. All forested slopes which have a moderate chance of experiencing a landslide as a consequence 
of removing vegetation in land type associations A, B, C, and D (33% of bigb risk landtypes and 
7.6% of low nsk landtypes) 

Also, no more than 15% of a landtype association can be harvested in any decade (the MR is 30%). 

Recreation Management. - No meas in addition to those common to all alternatives (see the previous 
subsection “Constraints Common to Alternatives A-H”). 

Vzsual Resource Management. - The visual management ObJective includes full protection along the 
coastal portion of Highway 101 The rest of the Forest wxll receive no special protection. These objectives 
are modeled by assigning land in these newsheds to different prescriptions in FORPLAN: 900 acres 
are assigned to the minimum level prescrlptlon to protect small tracts of visuslly sensitive lands, and 
4,200 acres are assigned to the visual prescriptions The rest of the land within the scenic viewsheds 
is available to be assigned to the timber prescriptions, unless needed to meet other resource objectives, 
such as spotted owls and wilderness. 

Research Netural Areas. Sand Lake would be managed as an RNA and assigned to the minimum level 
prescription 
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Table B-35. Lands Suitable for Timber Production - Alternative D 

1. Net Siuslaw National Forat Land 
A Water 4,635 

33,640 
11,521 

49,846 

U. Forested Land 
A. WIthdrawn From Scheduled Tmdxr Pmduct,on 

1 Wdderness (MA 12) 
2 Estabhshed Research Natural Areas (MA 13) 
3otheM 

21,136 
666 

Cascade Head Expenmental Forest (MA 7) 7,200 
Cascade Head Scemc-Research Area (MA 6) 4,125 
Oregon Dunes Natmd I&creation Area (MA 10) 359 

Subtotal of Lands Withdrawn 36,508 
B Inadequate Respanse Inform&on 2,015 
C Irrevemzble Damage 3,246 

UI. Tentatively Suitable Forest Land 
Lands Not Appmpnata for Tm~ber PrcduWon 

A Meetmg Management Requirements Precludes T,mber Prcduct,on 
1 Thi-atmed and Endangered Speaes 

Bald Eagle (hf.4 4) 
Sdverspot Butterfly (MA 1) 

2 Spotted Owl (MA 3) SEIS Level 
3 WaterQualIty 

2,607 
1,320 

44,633 

Four Acre J..eave Areas on &gh Ibsk Head& 
Ibpanan Leave Area - Au Perenlllal streams 

3ubtital of Lands to Meet Management Requirements 
Gross (11 
Net ca 

66,234 
26,693 

143,597 
164,077 

B Areas Where Timber Pmduct~on Is Inappmpnate 
1 Anadromoun Fish HabItat (rxpaa,, acres m addaon to MR) 
2Speaallnb&Areas(MA5) 

Mary’s Peak 
3 SollJAwa 
4 SandLakeArea 

44,500 

610 
37,954 

422 
5 Bemarch Natural Areae (Pmposed) 

Sand Lake 
6 VwaUScenery (No Harvest Acres Only) 
7 Developed Recreation 

146 
361 
451 

3ubtoti of Lands to Meet Management Emphases 
Gmas u) 
Net (2, 

C Lands Not Cost Eflicxent to Meet Timber Ob,edlves 

V. Forested Land Suitable For mmber Productmn 

1) Gmsa acreg am the t&d needed to meet management ob~eetwes 
2) Net ac,xs account for overlap anth ob,ectwes b&d lugher m the table 

34,950 
62$19 

0 
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Alternative E (Preferred Alternative) 

The goal of Alternative E (the alternative preferred by the Forest Servux) is to pmvide a variety of 
recreational uses and fuh and wildlife habitats, and to emphasize efficient wood production. To pmduce 
the desired wildlife habitat, 26% of the 357,000 acres suitable for timber production would bs managed 
on mtations of 90 years or more. 

Assumptions/Criteria - Forest lands will be managed to pmvide a variety of recreatmnal opportunities 
including nonmotorized use, game and nongame wildhfe habitat, and an ecenmmcally efficient production 
of wood fiber on suitable lands. Other forest resowxs d be managed to at least MR levels, or higher 
where compatible with the alternative emphasis 

Table B-36 displays the land allocation for Alternative E(PA). 

Relationship to Benchmarks and ICOs - Alternative E(PA) addresses the issues of timber harvesting, 
undeveloped recreation opportunities, big game populations, and wildlife habitat maintenance This 
alternative is based upon the Nongame Benchmark. The differences between the alternative and the 
benchmark are: less deciduous mix, mature conifer, and old-growth habitats am pmvlded along with a 
greater emphasis on elk habitat; additional undeveloped and visual assignments are provided; timber 
harvesting has more emphasis; and operational constraints make the timber harvest schedule more 
feasible. 

com3traint.3 - 

Timber Halveshng and Management. - In addition to the operational constraints common to all 
alternatives, the amount of harvest in the each decade must bs within 5% of the previous decade. The 
harvest was also distributed spatially among land types by constraming acres harvested to be at least 
7.5% of each land typs awoclation and not to exceed 11% of land types high site land types B and E. 
To distribute the harvest among ranger districts the harvest was constrained to be between 80% and 
110% of LTSY in the first 5 decades. To model the expected rate of thmnlng in the first decade, thinning 
constraints were applied at levels supplied by district timber staff. 

Watershed Mamgement. - In addition to the MF& (see the previous sulxectmn “Constramts Common 
to Alternatives A-H”), suff&zient vegetation will be left along all perennial streams to maintain existing 
water temperature and to pmvide amounts of large organic debris in channels needed for moderate 
fBh populations This objective was modeled by assigmng sll of Class I and II streams and the first 60 
feet of Class III streams to the minimum level prescription (the MR is 37.5%) 

No more than 20% of a landtype association can be harvested in any decade (the MR is 30%). No 
more than 15% of a municipal watershed can be harvested in any decade 

WzZ&fi Management. - In addition to the MRs (see the previous subsection “Constraints Common to 
Alternatives A-H,” the following constraints were used to provide ad&tional habitat for wildlife 
populations: 

1. Seven additional spotted owl sites are assigned to the mimmum level prescriptmn (the MR is 
22). 

2 Forage for big game habitat is pmvlded by creating permanent meadows, forage seeding, and 
distributing harvest over the Forest and through time. 
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Permanent meadows would bs created by harvesting sxistmg timber stands on 1,000 acres in 
the first 5 decades (20 acres/ysar). Once the emsting stand is harvested, future timber production 
would bs precluded and the land would bs classified ss not suitable for timber production 

Big game forage was distributed acmss the Forest and through time by requiring that at least 
5% of each of landtyps associations A, B, C, D, N, P, and T, and 1% of landtyps associations E, 
F, G, M, Q, and R are scheduled to bs harvested in each of the first 5 decades This constraint 
reduces the fluctuatmns of big game populations which result from fluctuations of forage in a 
particular area Harvested areas wll bs seeded where necessary to pmwde increases in forage 
quantity and quality 

3 More mature conifer ls provided for with larger pleated woodpecker sites of 500 acres per site 
instead of 250 - per site for the MR This con&mat wss modeled by requiring that at least 
29,750 acres of suitable mature comfer h&tat greater than 80 years of age be distributed across 
the land typs associations in all decades. 

Recreatzon Management - In addition to the areas common to all alternatwes (see the previous subsection 
“Constraints Common to Alternatives A-H”), the following areas of lands classified as tentatwely suitable 
for timber production were assigned to the mmimum level prescnption to provide a variety ofrecreational 
opportum&s. 

Special Interest Areas 
cape Perpstua 1,800 acres 
Kentucky Falls 1,700 acres 

Undeveloped Areas 
Drift Creek 2,600 acres 
Wasssn Creek 4,700 acres 

TOTAL 10,800 acms 

Vzsual Resource Management. - The visual management objectwe includes protection of 10 Sensitivity 
Level 1 travel corridors These objsctwes are modeled by awgning land m these viewsheds to different 
prescriptions in FORPLAN: 7,300 acres are assigned to the minimum level pmscription to protect 
small tracts of visually sensitive lands, and 16,900 acres are assigned to the visual prescriptions. The 
rest of the land within the scenic vlewsheds is avadable to be assigned to the tlmbsr prescnptions, 
unless needed to meet other resource ObJectwes, such as spotted owls and wilderness. 

Old Growth - The objectwe of pmtsctmg 1000 acres of gmves of large old trees IS modeled by allocating 
1000 acres of 200 year age class to an old gmwth maintenance prescnption winch does not harvest 
tm&er To meter out the harvest of avmlable old gmwth a constraint is applied whmh lbmts the harvest 
of the 200 year age class to 3000 acres in the first decade 

Research Natural Areas - Reneke Creek, Sand Lake and Cummins/Gwynn Creek would be managed 
as RNAs and aswgned to the mimmum level prescnption 
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Table B-36. Lands Suitable for Timber Production - Alternative E(PA) 

1. Net Sluslaw National Forest Land 631,361 
A watsr 4,635 
B Lands Not Forested (e g , Dunes) 33,640 
C Lands Developed for Purposes Other Than Tnnber Prcduct~on 11,521 

Subtotal of Non-Forested Land 49,346 

II. ForeatedLand 
A Withdrawn Fmm Scheduled Timber Prcduct~on 

1. Wilderness adA 12) 
2 E,,tab~hedRexsrch NaturdAreaUdA13) 
3. othm 

Cascade Head Expenmental Forest (MA 7) 
Cascade Head Scezuc-&search Area (MA 6) 
Oregon Dunes National Becreetmn Ax-a (MA 10) 

Subtotal of Lands Withdrawn 
B Inadequate Raspcnse lnformatmn 
C. Irmverable Damage 

561,616 

21,136 
633 

7,200 
4,125 

359 

=m8 
2,015 
3,246 

ill. Tentatively Suitable Forest Land 
Lands Nat Appmpriats for Tubber Pmductwn 

537,746 

A bh&mg Management Requirements Precludes Timber Production 
1 Threatened and Endangered Spenea 

Bald Eagle (MA 4) 
Sllverspot Butterfly (MA 1) 

2 S&ted Owl (MA 3) SEIS Level 
3 WaterQuahty 

2,601 
1,320 

44,633 

63,234 
26,696 

143,597 
134+07-i 403,660 

B Areas Where Timber Pmduct~on Is Inappmpnate 
1 Anadmmous Fish HabItat (npamm ~crw m add&on to MB) 
2specLalhterestAreas(MA5) 

23,109 

Mary’s Per&, Mt Heto, ?&tucky Falls, Cape Perpehla 
3 Old-Gmwth Groves 
4 SandLakeArea 
5. Fleaeach Natural Areas (Pm+) 

Reneke Creak, Sand Lake, C UmrmnslGwynn Creek 
6 ViiScenery (No Harvest Acres Only) 
7 Undeveloped Areas (MA 11) 

D&t Creek A+cent (Boulder Ck ), Wwen Creek 
8 Developed Recreation 
9. AddItIonal SOHA Acres 

10 Meadow Creatmn 
Subtotal of Lands to Meet Management Emphases 

Gmss (1, 
Net a, 

C Lands Not Cast Efficient to Meet Timber Ob]ectives 

4,656 
1,000 

422 

626 
7,265 

7,297 
451 

10,541 
1,000 

61,367 
46,481 

0 

Iv. Forested Land Suitable For Timber Pmduction 35?,163 

(1) 
(2) 
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Alternative F 

Alternative F would provide a range of recreational uses and opportunities while emphasizing habitat 
for f=h and nongame wildlife, p&x&Ion of scenic resomws, and production of a moderate amount of 
timber. 

All special interest areas and most undeveloped areas would be maintamed for recreational purposes. 
Management direction for most other land would benefit fmh and nongame wddlife. Watersheds would 
receive a high degree of protection Efficient timber harvest would be allowed on land where other 
resources are not emphaswxl. Scenery along most of the visually important roads would be fully protected. 

Assumptions/Criteria - Visual management will be emphasized m high-use corridon and recreation 
areas Timber management wdl be emphasized in areas compatible with the alternative emphasis and 
to enhance other resource values. 

Table B-37 displays the land allocation for Alternative F 

Relationship to Benchmarks and ICOs - Alternative F is based upon the Recreation Benchmark 
with the following differences: 1) fewer acres are asslgnezl to visual management prescnptions, 2) 
almost all of the nparian area is protected, and 3) more unstable lands are protected from the risk of 
landslides. This alternative addresses the recreation, fsh, and nongame wildlife issues. 

Constraints - 

Watershed Management. - In addition to the Ml& (see the previous subsection “Constraints Common 
to Alternatives A-H”), additional protection is gwen by 1) leaving vegetation along all perennial streams 
to maintain existing water temperature and to provide amounts of large organic debris in channels 
needed for moderate fish populations, 2) prohlblting timber harvest on slopes mth a moderate nsk of 
landslides These obJectivas were modeled by assigning the following lands to the mmimum level 
prescnption: 

1. All of the nparian area. 

2 AU forested slopes which have a moderate chance of experiencing a landslide as a consequence 
of removing vegetation (33% of bgh nak landtypes and 7 6% of low risk landtypes) 

Also, no more than 20% of a landtype association can be harvested in any decade (the MR is 30%). 

Wzldlzfe Management. - In ad&tion to the MBa (see the previous subsection “Constraints Common to 
AlternatIves A-H,” the following constramts were used to provide additional habitat for wildlife 
populations: 

1. Three additional spotted owl sites are assigned to the minimum level prescription (the MR is 
22). 

2 The amount of mature comfer habltat is increased by 15% to provide for larger sites (350 acres 
of mature hab&&/site rather than the MR of 300 acres) Tb constraint was modeled by requirmg 
that at least 21,863 acres of mature comfer habitat be available in all periods. 

3 Deciduous mix habitat 16 promded by requiring that at least 43,200 acres be assigned to the 
deciduous mix prescnption. 
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Recmztion Monogement. - In addition to the areas common to all alternatives (see the previous subsection 
-=-~ “Constraiuts Common to Alternatives A-H”), the following areas of lands classified as tentatively suitable 

for timber production were assigned to the minimum level prescription to provide a variety of recreational 
opportunities: 

Special Interest Areas 
Cape Perpetua 
Kentucky Falls 

Undevelqed Areas 
Drift Creek 
Wasam Creek 
H&o-Nestucca 

Other areas 
Sand Lake 

TOTAL 

1,800 acres 
2,800 acres 

6,700 acres 
4,800 acres 
4,800 acrea 

400 acres 
21,300 acres 

Vrsua/ Resource Management. - The vrsual management obtectrve full protection along Highway 101 
and all but one of the other major travel corridors, and that one will be partially protected. Of the other 
travel corddors, 16 of 23 WIII be fully protected, and seveb will recerve no protection. These objectives 
are modeled by assigning land in these viewsheds to different prescriptions rn FORPLAN: 7,800 acres 
are asstgned to the mtnrmum level prescription to protect small tracts of visually sensrtive lands, and 
19,000 acres are assrgned to the vrsual prescriptions The rest of the land wlthtn the scenic vrewsheds 
IS avarlable to be assigned to the timber prescnptrons, unless needed to meet other resource obtectwes, 
such as spotted owls and wrlderness. 

Research Natural Areas, - Reneke Creek would be managed as an RNA and rs assrgned the the mintmum 
level prescriptron. 
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Table B-37. Lands Suitable for Timber Production - Alternative F 

I. Net Sluslaw Natmnal Forest Land 
A. water 
B LandsNotFore&d(eg,Dunes) 
C Lade Developed far Purposes Other ‘l-ban Tunber Produetlon 

Subtotal of Non-Forested Land 

Il. ForestedLand 
A. W&imwn Fmm Scheduled Tunber Prcduct~on 

1. Wddemesa (MA 12) 
2 Estabbshed Research Natural Areas (MA 13) 
3 Others 

21,136 
688 

C-de Head Expenmental Fore& (MA 7) 7,200 
Cascade Head Scemc-Research Area (MA 6) 4,125 
Oregon Dunes Natn,al Rem-&ran Area (MA 10) 359 

Subtotal of Lands Withdrawn 33,668 
B Inadequate Response Informatmn 2,015 
C In-eversxble Damage 8,246 

lU Tentatively Suitable Forest Land 
lands Not Appmpnate for Tunber Pmdudwn 

A. Meeting Management Requirements Precludes limber Pmduchon 
1 Threatened and Endangered Spwes 

Bald Eagle (MA 4) 
S,lverspot ButterfIy (MA 1) 

2 Spotted Owl (MA 3) SEIS Level 
3 WaterQlmllty 

Four Acre Leave Areas on mgh R,sk Headwalk 
Rlparlan Leave Area - All PerenNal streams 

Subtotal of Lands to Meet Management Requirements 
Gmee w 
Net @I 

B lkpas Where Tnnber Prcduct~on Is Inappmpnate 
1 Anadmmow F-h HabItat (npaman acres m ad&txon to MR) 
2 spwalln~reetAreasovlA55) 

Mary’s Peak, Mt Hebo, Kentucky Falls, Cape Perpetua 
3 SodLeave 
4 SaadLakeArea 
5 Research Natural Areas (Proposed) 

Reneke Creek 
6 VLsuavscenery (No Harvest Acres Only) 
1 Undeveloped Axeas (MA 11) 

Dnft Creek Adjacent (Boulder Ck ), Wassen Creek, HeLw Nestuca 
S Developed Recreation 
9 Addltmlal SOHA Acres 

3ubtotal of Lands to Meet Management Emphases 
Gmas w 
Net w 

C Laude Not Cost Effluent to Meet Tnnber Objectwes 

Iv. Forested Land Suitable For ‘IImber Produotmn 314155 

11) Gmss acre8 am the total needed to meet management ObJ&lveS 
2) Net acre8 account for overlap unth objectwes b&ed hgher m the table 
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4,685 
33,640 
11,521 

49,846 

2,607 
1,320 

44,688 

68,284 
26,698 

143,591 
134,077 

5,132 
44,605 

422 

480 
7,800 

16,274 
451 

5,899 

126,166 
89,514 

0 

TOTAL 

631,561 

681.616 

537,746 

403,669 
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Alternative G 

The goal of Alternative G is to enhance resources that do not have a tm&tional market value, such as 
water quality, fish, wildlife, dispersed recreation, scenery, and other products. This is the only alternative 
that would simultansoosly pmduce more nongame wkllife and elk than at present 

The high& simultaneous levels of recreational opportunities, f=h and wildlife habitat, and protection 
for landscapes, soil and water would bs provided All old gmwth would bs pmtsctsd. Timber harvest 
would be s&doled to provide a steady supply of forage for big game in cleamut units This would bs 
augmented by forage pmducsd in new meadows 

Assumptions/Criteria - Forest lands vnll bs managwl to pmvlde the highest level of recreational 
opportunities, anadmmous fish habitat, and pmtection for soil and water resources Commodity 
production will bs allowed where compatible with the objectives of the emphasis. 

The land allocation for Alternative G ls described by Table B-38. 

Relationship to Benchmarks and ICOs - Alternative G is based upon the Fiih Benchmark, with 
the following differences: (1) more old growth, (2) more wildlife habitat, (3) more undeveloped and 
spscial interest areas, and (4) more protection for scenery 

constraints - 

Exzstmg Old Growth - The objective to mamtain all 33,800 acres of existing old growth was modeled 
by s&going an additional 3,800 acres to the minimum level prescription. The rest of the old gmwth 
was assigned the the minimum level prescnptlon for many other reasons, such as undeveloped areas 
and spotted owl habitat 

Watershed Management - In addition to the MBs (see the previous subsection “Constraints Common 
to Alternatives A-H”), additional protection is provided by 1) leaving vegetation along all perennial 
streams to maintain existing water temperatures and habitat for viable populations of fish, 2) leaving 
vegetation on intermittent streams to maintain or allow recovery to natural levels of large organic 
debris in channels, and 3) prohibiting timber harvest within all high nsk landtypes and on slopes with 
a low or moderate risk of landslides wthin the low risk landtypes. Thsse ObJectives were modeled by 
assigmng the following lands to the mmimum level prescription: 

1. All of the rlparian area (perennial streams) 

2. Buffer strips (100 feet wde) along internuttsnt streams. 

3. All high-nsk landtypes 

4. 7 6% of low risk landtypes The purpose is to protect fsh habItat by maintaining vegetation on 
all slopes judged to have a risk of landslides. 

Also, no more than 10% of a landtyps association can be harvested m any decade (the MR is 30%). 

WddZife Management - In adhtion to the Ml?s (see the previous subsection “Constraints Common to 
Alternatives A-H”), the following constraints were used to pmvlde addtional habitat for wikllife 
populations: 

1. Five additional spotted owl sites ars assigned to the mmimum level prescriptloo (the MB ls 22 
sites). 
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2 The 23 bald eagle sites are enlarged from 125 acres (MR level) to 325 acres per site 

3 Forage for big game habitat IS provided by creating permanent meadows, forage seeding, and 
distributing harvest over the Forest and through time: 

Permanent meadows would bs created by harvesting sxistmg timber stands on 3,990 acws in 
the first 5 decades (‘78 acres/year). Once the existing stand is harvested, future timber production 
would be precluded and the land would bs classified as not suitable for timber production. 

Big gams forage was distributed across the Forest and through time by mquirmg that at least 
5% of each of landtype associations A, B, C, D, E, M, N, P, R, and T are scheduled to be harvested 
in each of the first 5 decades. This constraint reduces the fluctuations of big game populations 
which result from fluctuations of forage in a particular area Harvested areas wdl bs ssedsd 
where necessary to pm-de increases in forage quantity and quality 

4. To pmvlde deciduous mix habitat 72,000 acres are assigned to the deciduous mix prescription. 

Recreohon Management. - In add&on to the areas common to all alternatives (see the previous subsection 
“Constraints Common to Alternatives A-H”), the followmg areas of lands class&xl as tentatively suitable 
for timber productIon were assIgned to the minimum level prescription to provide a variety of recreational 
opportunities 

Special Interest Areas 
Cape Perpetua 
Kentucky Falls 

Undeveloped Areas 
Drift Creek 
Wassen Creek 
Hebo-Nestucca 

Other areas 
Sand Lake 

TOTAL 

1,800 acres 
2,700 acres 

6,700 acres 
4,800 screa 
4,800 acres 

400 acre.3 
21,200 acres 

Vzsual Resource Management - The visual management objective full protection of all travel corridors 
on the Forest These objectives are modeled by asslgning land m these newsheds to different prescriptions 
in FORPLAN: 6,800 acres are assigned to the minimum level prescription to pmtsct small tracts of 
visually sensitive lands, and 9,700 acres ars assigned to the wusl prescriptions. The rest of the land 
within the scenic viewsheds is avadable to be assigned to the bmber prescriptions, unless needed to 
meet other resource objectives, such as spotted owls and wilderness. 

The purpose is to protect all of the vlewsheds at the level recommended by the Viiual Management 
system. 

Research Natural Areas - Fleneke Creek and Sand Lake would bs managed 89 RNAs and are assigned 
the the mmimum level prsscriptlon 
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Table B-38. Lands Suitable for Timber Production - Alternative G 

!. Net S4ushw National Forest Land 
A Water 
B IandsNotF.nested(eg,Dunm) 
C. Lands Developed for Ruposea other Than ‘l-n&r Producbon 

3ubtotal of Non-Forested Land 

I. ForesLxILand 
A Withdram Fmm Scheduled Timber Prcductaon 

1 Wddernes (MA 12) 
2 Elltabhhed Research NaturaI Areas MA 1.3) 
3. cthem 

Cascade Head JZxpenmental Forest (MA 7) 
C&e Head Scenic-Research Area(MA6) 
Oregun Dunes Natlond Itemat,on Area OvfA 10) 

Jabtotal of Lands Withdrawn 
B Inadequata Response Information 
C Irmvers~bleDamage 

m. Tentatively Suitable Forest Land 
Lands Not Appropriats for Tunbar Prcductwn~ 

A. Meeting Management Requirements Precludes Tubber Pmduction 
1 Threatened and Endangwd Speues 

Bald Eagle (MA 4) 
Sdverspat Butterfly (MA 1) 

2 Spcke-3 Owl (MA 3) SEIS Level 
3 water Quahty 

Four Acrz Leave Areas on &2h Ftsk Headwalls 
IbpananLeaveAr%a-AllPerenaurlstreams 

lubtotal of Lands to Meet Management Requirements 
Gmss 0) 
Net (2, 

B Areas Where Tan&r Pmdution Is Inappmpnati 
1. Anadmmoun Fish HabItat (rqanan acres xn ad&tlon to MR) 
2 SpeclalInter&~w45) 

Mary’s Peak, Mt. H&a, Kentucky FaJls, Cape Perpetwa 
3 Old-Gmwtb 
4. SandLakeAra 
5 Research Natural Ama (Proposed) 

Bmeka creek, sand Lake 
6 Viicemrg (No Harvest Acres Only) 
7. umievdoped Ares (MA 11) 

D& Creek A+cent (Boulder Ck ), Wasan C-k, Hebe Neshwa 
8 Dewloped Reereatlon 
9 Ad&twnaI SOHA Acres 

10 Meadow Creation 
11 Ad&txmal Bald Eagle 
12 Addltlonal Sod Leave 

3ubtotal of Lands to Meet Management Empbasea 
Gmsa w 
Net a, 

C Lands Not Cost Effiaent to Meet Tunber Objec&ve. 

iv. Forested Land Suitable For Timber Produetlon 

1) Groaa a- are the total needed to meet management oblectavea 
2) Net acre account for overlap vnth ob&wea k&d b&r m the table 

UNSUITABLE 

4,635 
33,640 
11,521 

48,S46 

21,136 
663 

7,200 
4,125 

359 

a&m 
2,015 
8,246 

2,607 
1,320 

44,663 

68,284 
26,696 

143,597 
134,077 

5,732 
30,574 

422 

626 
6,175 

20,490 
451 

5,399 
3,900 
4,293 

209,063 

332,731 
229,980 

0 

mAL 

331,361 

31,616 

%37,746 

403.669 

182,689 
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Alternative H 

The goal of Alternative H is to preserve natural systems in large areas of the Forest, to protect the 
habltata of nongame wildbfa and fwh, and to provide maximum protection of mumcipal watersheds 
There is particular emphasis on maintaimngall old-growth stands and pmtectingsoil and water resources 

Assumptions/Criteria - The Forest wdl bs managed to pmtxt the full range of natural systems, 
wth special emphasis on old growth and deciduous nnx In the process, f=h and nongame wddlife 
habitata wdl be maintamed along with high levels of soil and water protectmn A lngh level of undeveloped 
recreational opportum&zs will be provided. Rmbsr harvesting wdl be conducted in areas where it does 
not conflict with the main emphases of the alternative 

The land allocation for Alternative H is descnb=xl m Table B-39 

Relationship to Benchmarks and ICOs - Alternative H is based upon the Nongame Benchmark, 
with the following differences: 1) more old growth, 2) more watershed protection, 3) a different nnx of 
habitat for nongame wddlife, and (4) more variety of recreational opportumtles, and 5) more protectmn 
for scenery. 

Constraints - 

Tzmber Hanwsbng and Management - Except for deciduous-nnx, all regenerated conifer stands are 
managed on rotation lengths of at least 130 years The purpose is to seduce the nnpact that timber 
harvesting has on the other resources by dacrsasmg the frequency of stand disturbance associated 
with timber harvesting and allowing the development of later successional stages 

Erzsbng Old Growth _ The obJ&we is to mamtam all 33,800 acres of existing old growth by assigning 
it to minimum level prescriptmn. 

Watershed Management - In addition to the MRS (see the pravious subs&ion “Constraints Camnon 
to Alternatwea A-H”), addltmnal protection LS provided by (1) leaving vegetation withm 100 feet of all 
perenmal streams, (2) leavmg vegetation wthin 50 feet of intermittent streams to maintam or a&xv 
recovery to natural levels of large organic debris in channels, and (3) pmlnbiting timber harvest within 
all high risk landtypes and on slopes with a low or moderate risk of landslides witlnn the low risk 
landtypes These ObJectivea were. modeled by assigning the followmg lands to the minimum level 
prescription: 

1 All of the riparmn area (peremnal streams) 

2. All land within 100 feet of perenmal streams (These are lands outalde the npanan area, which 
is mapped as wltlnn 50 feet of the streams) 

3 All land within 50 feet of internnttent streams 

4. All high-risk landtypes 

5 7.6% of low risk landtypes. The purpose is to protect fmh habitat by mamtainmg veget&on on 
all slopea jud& to have a risk of landslides 

Also, no more than 5% of a landtypa association can be harvested m any decade (the MR is 30%). 

Finally, all mu&@ watersheds on the Forest are assigned to the mmimum level prescription The 
purpose IS to provide a high degree of protection to the water quahty m those areas. 
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Wzldlife Management. - In addition to the MRs (see the previous subsection “Constraints Common to 
Alternatives A-H”), the following constramta were used to provide additional habrtat for wildlife 
populations: 

Fifteen additional spotted owl sitea are assigned to the minimum level prescription (the MR is 
22). 

The 23 bald eagle sites were increased in size from 125 acres i,MR level) to 625 acres par site. 

Deciduous mix habrtat is provided for by requiring that at least 72,000 acres ba assigned to the 
deciduous mix prescription. 

No land was actually assigned to the mature conifer prescription bacausa the constraint was 
satlliied by the amount of mature conifer needed to satisfy other objsctivea. 

Recreation Management, - In addition to the - common to all alternatives @se the previous subsection 
“Constraints Common to Alternatives A-H”), the following areas of lands classiSed as tentatively suitable 
for timber production were assigned to the minimum level prescription to pmvlde a variety of recreational 
opportunities: 

Special Interest Areas 
Cape Perpetua 1,830 acres 

Undeveloped Areas 
Drift Creek 8,300 acres 
Wasaen Creek 9,000 BCSS 
Hebo-Nestucca 13,406 acres 
Kentucky Falls/N.Fork Snnth 5,900 acres 

Other - 
Sand Lake 400 acres 

TOTAL 38,800 acres 

Vzsual Resource Management. - The usual management objective ls full protection on all major travel 
corridors on the Forest The rest of the corridors wdl receive partial protection These objsctwes are 
modeled by assigning land in these viewsheds to different prescriptions in FOKPLAN: 18,300 acres 
are assigned to the minimum level prescription to protect small tracts of visually sensitive lands, and 
800 acres are assigned to the visual preaclrptions. The rest of the land within the scenic vlewsheds 
(55,200 acres) is available to be assigned to the timber prescriptions, unless needed to mast other 
rasource oblectwes, such as spotted owls and wilderness. 

The purpose is to protect all of the Sensitivity Level 1 viewsheds at the level recommended by the 
Vrsual Management System, and all of the Sensrtivlty Level 2 vrewsheds below the recommended 
level. 

Research Natural Areas. - Fteneke Creek, Sand Lake and Cummlns/Gwynn Creak would be managed 
as KNAs and are assigned the minimum level prescription. 
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Table B-39. Lands Suitable for Timber Production - Alternative H 

L Net Siuslaw National Forest Land 
A Watsr 
B. Lea& Not Forested (e g , Dunes) 
C Lands Developed far hrrp0se-s Other Than Tm,ber Productron 

Jabtotal of Non-Forested Land 

4,635 
33,640 
11,521 

49,946 

Il. ForestedLand 
A Wxthdrawn From Scheduled Timber Pmductvm 

1 Wlldemesa (MA 12) 
2 Estabbshed Research Natural Areas (MA 13) 
3 Other8 

21,136 
688 

Cascade Head Expenmental Foreet (MA 7) 7,200 
Cascade Head SceneReseexh Area (MA 6) 4,125 
Oregon Dunes Natnnl Reereatum Area (MA 10) 359 

3ubtotal of Lands WIthdrawn =,m 
B Inadequate Response Informatmn 2,015 
C Inwerslble Damage 8,246 

m. Tentatively Sutable Forest Land 
Ads Not Appmpnate for Timber Prcductwn 

A hdeeturg Management Bequmementi Precludes Tnnber Productam 
1 Threatened and Endangered Speaes 

Bald Eagle (MA 4) 
Sdvempat Butterfly (MA 1) 

2 Spotted Owl (MA 3) SEIS Level 
3 Water Quabty 

2,607 
1,320 

44,666 

Four Acre Leave Areas on H,gh R-k HeadwaJls 
RJ~Lea”~Area-AllP~lWlUPJS- 

3ubtotal of Lands to Meet Management Requirements 
Gross (1, 
Net @, 

66,264 
26,696 

143,591 
134,077 

B Areas Wbers Tunber Prcductvx, Is Inappmpnate 
1 Anadmmous Fish Habltat (npanan acre8 m ad&tmn to MB) 
2 SpId Interest Areas WA 5) 

Marg)s Peak, cape Perpetua 
3 Old-Gmwth 
4 SandLakeAna 
5 Raearch Natural Areas (Pmpased) 

Reneke Creek Sand Lake, C umnunslGx71” Cr 
6 VxsuaUSeenery (No Harvest Acres Only) 
7 Undeveloped Areas (MA 11) 

DrrR Creek A+&, Wassen Creek, Kentucky Falls, Heba Neatuca 
8 Developed Recreatum 
9 Addltlond SOHA Acres 

10 Ad&t,onal Bald Eagle HabItat 
11 Addltmnal Sod Leave 

lubtotal of Lands to Meet Management Emphases 
Grcas (11 
Net (2, 

C Land8 Not Cost E&rat to Meet Tunber Ob,&vea 

V. Forested Land Suitable For Tnnber Pmductmn 

1) Gmea acres are the total needed to meet management ObJWtlvW 
2) Net acrea account for overlap wth objectives b&d lllgher m the table 

44,507 

2,976 
30,574 

422 

626 
18,164 

36,631 
451 

25,614 
10,673 

209,064 

379,766 
270,993 

0 
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631,361 

681,616 

S3?,746 

103,699 

132,706 
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ESTIMATING EFFECTS 

ESTIMATING EFFECTS OF BENCHMARK S, DISCRETIONARY 
CONSTRAINTS, AND ALTERNATIVES A-H 

The purpose of identifying and estimating the effects of each benchmark, alternative, and discretionary 
constraint was to find the moat cost efficient means of addressing planning issues. A comparative 
anelysis among alternatwes is the basis for evaluating alternatives and selecting a preferred alternative, 
which are planning steps 7 and 8. Thie section focuses on the differences among alternatives in terms 
of outputs and effects, objectives and constrzunts, and econonuc efficiency of alternatives Some key 
items of the benchmarks are also d&weed as a referenoe pomta for explaining these &fferenc.ea For 
a mom complete discussion of the rationale and tradeoffs of imhvidual constraints see the previous 
section of this appendix, the “Formulation of Alternatives” section. See FEIS Chapter IV for a complete 
diecussion of the envimnmental effects 

First, the process for evaluating constraints is discussed. Then, the alternatives are compared in terms 
of response to ICOs and in terms of several econonuc criteria. In the final part of this section, the 
reasons for economic differences among the alternatives am compared with the differences between 
outputs and effects. 

Process for Evaluating Significant Constraints 

Management objectives of benchmarks and alternatives were achieved by 
constraining FOBPLAN as dewribed in the previous sections (“Analysis Prior to 

the Development of Alternatives” and “Formulation of Alternabves”). The opportunity cost of individual 
objectives can be determined by comparing a FOBPLAN solution which achieves a specific objective 
with a solution which does not. When all other objectives are the same, the difference in outputs and 
effecta is the opportunity cost of acbievmg the objective. 

Opportunity costs were not determined for mdividual alternative objectives because of the prohibitive 
coats of analyzing every constraint used to develop alternatives Instead, the econonnc tradeoffs of 
sets of objectives were determined by comparing alternatives These eftlciency tradeoffs were then 
compared to environmental and social consequences to help identify the alternative which maximizes 
net public benefits. 

Sensitivity tests of timber policy constraints (NDF, CMAI, dispersion and real price trends) are described 
earlier in this appendix in the section “Harvest Scheduling Pohcies.” 

The tradeoffs discussed in thii section are only relevant to the actual alternative where the objectives 
were analyzed because the opportunity costs are dependant on the order in which the ObJeCtiVeS were 
added For example, the economic tradeoff of meeting management objectives A and B can be determined 
by comparing FOBPLAN solutions with various combinations of the two objectives The changes in 
PNV due to meeting only A may be $5 million, and the change due to meeting B may be $11 million 
However, taken together, the opportunity cost may not necessarily be the sum of A and B due to the 
degree to which these objectives overlap or dupbcate themselves In addition, the cost of meeting objective 
A in one alternative will not necessarily be the same as meeting the mme objective m another alternative 

Differences in Economic Values Among Alternatives and Benchmarks 

Present Net Value 

PNV is the primary measure of economic efficiency of the alternatives. It is the sum of priced values 
less all management costs discounted to the present at 4%. This analysis mcludes benefits and costs 
on the Forwt ae if the direction of each benchmark and alternative were to continue for 150 years, 
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even though the period covered by a Forest Plan will be 10 to 15 years For more explanation on the 
assumptions and procedures used to estimate economic consequences, see a previous section of this 
appendix, “Cost Efficiency and Net Public Benefits.” 

Table B-40 dllplays the incremental changes in PNV, benefits and costs between alternatives and 
between benchmarks. The alternatives and benchmarks are ranked in order of d ecreasing PNV The 
incremental changes m PNV are a measurement of the net economic values of the priced resources 
that would be foregone if a lower-ranked alternative is selected over a preceding one. The foregone 
economic value must be weighed against the nonpriced benefits of the alternative Information on the 
benchmarks is included as reference points on the Forest resources under regimes which maximize 
the production of one resource or value 

The incremental changes in costs, benefits and PNVof the alternatives and benchmarksarealso displayed 
agam in Table B-41, only in order of increaemg costs The incremental changes in costs are a measure 
of the additional discounted cost that would be mquimd to implement a more expensive alternative 
The margmal cost must be weighed against the priced benefits and the nonpnced outputs and effects 
of the alternative 

The PNV of the alternatives would range from $2 3 bilhon for Alternative B(Dep) to $0.8 billion for 
Alternative H. In general, the PNV of the alternatives would vary vnth the amount of timber harvest 
m the 1st decade. The amount of timber harvest in the 1st decade would range from 79.8 MMCF/year 
in Alternative B(Dep) to 13.5 MMCFlyear in Alternatwe H The 1st decade harvest results from the 
objectives of the alternative which effect 1) the amount of land that would be suitable for timber 
production, 2) the objective of the timber program (whether to maximize PNV or to maximize the 
amount of volume available for harvest), and 3) the timber harvest flow objectives Alternahves with 
less timber harvest would be less expensive to implement prunarily because of fewer reforestation and 
mad costs. However, m most alternatwes, the expense of having a large timber and road program 
would be more than offset ad&tional receipts from timber sales 
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Table B-40. Differences in Economic Efficiency Criteriacl) 

AItemativemenchmar~ 
Ranked by Present Net 

Vah? m 

B(Dep) 

B 

C 

A 

D 

E(PA) 

F 

G 

H 

NC 

Departure (4) 

Current Dii-ectxon 

PNV 

Timber 

Recreation 

N-Xl-game 

FlSh 

MllumlJmLevel 

Present Net Value m 

TO&d 

2,341 

2,245 

2,192 

2,065 

2,049 

2,031 

1,800 

1,112 

787 

-96 

-53 

.127 

-16 

-18 

-231 

-683 

-325 

Total I chnnge 

793 

197 

820 

762 

734 

4 

23 

-58 

-28 

22 
756 

-52 
704 

-122 
582 

-108 
474 

(1) 4% discount rata over 150 years 
(2) In 1982 MM$ 
(3) Comparable values are not awlable for Alternatwe NC 
(4) Shaded mws were not reanalyzed between dral’c and fmal EIS 

TOto1 

3,134 

3,042 

3,013 

2,626 

2,783 

2,787 

2,504 

1,694 

1,260 

(8, 

-92 

-29 

-187 

-43 

4 

-283 

-810 

-434 
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Table B-41 Differences in Economic Efficiency Criteria (1) 

Alternative/Benchmark, 
Banked hy Increasing 

DmccmntedCasta 

H 

G 

F 

D 

E(PA) 

A 

B(Dep) 

B 

C 

Change 

108 

122 

30 

22 

6 

31 

4 

23 

Discounted Bene- 
fits (2, 

TOtal 

1,260 

1,694 

2,504 

2,133 

2,787 

2,362 

3,134 

2,245 

3,013 

w 

434 

810 

279 

4 

39 

306 

-92 

-29 
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787 
325 

1,112 
638 

1,800 
249 

2,049 
-18 

2,031 
34 

2,065 
216 

2,341 
-96 

3,042 
-53 

2,192 

(3) 
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For the timber program the discounted benefits would mom than compensate for increases in discounted 
costs among the alternatives. Other programs, such as recreation, involve changes in quality of the 
recreation experience which are not all captured m dollar values assigned to recreation use. Thus the 
dollar benefit values for recreation, f=h and wildlife do not always compensate for additional costs 
and the ranking by costs and benefits does not follow the rankmg by PNV Alternative C and E@‘Al 
would not be in the same kxatmn if the ranking were based on discounted costs Alternative C makes 
the largest investments in wildlife habitat impmvements. Alternative EPA) makes the largest 
investments in recreation facilities. 

For the alternatives discounted benefits would range fmm $3 1 biion for Alternative B(Dep) to $13 
billion for Alternative H. Discounted costs would range from $0.8 biion for Alternatwss A, B, B(Dep), 
C, and EfPA) to $0 5 biion for Alternative H. The discounted benefits would exceed the discounted 
costs of all msoume groups displayed on Table B-42 except for the “Other” category. The “Other” category 
would have a negative net value because these programs (primarily general administration and Job 
Corps) have few benefits which have been assigned dollar values. 

In all alternatives except Alternatives G and H, timber receipts would contribute about 3/4 of the 
discounted benefits and timber and mad costs would account for 60% of the discounted costs Timber 
receipts would contribute 56% of the discounted benefits in Alternatwe G and 42% in Alternative H. 
Timber and mad costs would account for 44% of the discounted costs in Alternative G and 42% in 
Alternative H. 

The recreation, wildlife and fwh programs would contribute smaller, but srgnitlcant positive economic 
value in all alternatives The costs of the recreation and wilderness management programs would 
increase with the amount of land managed for undeveloped and Special Interest Ames and investment 
in recreational facilities In all alternatives recreational capacity above demand levels is not valued. 
Benefits for wildlife and fmh would vary primarily with the level of elk habitat and riparian protection, 
respectwely Costa for wildlife and fsh vary primarily from investment m habitat tmpmvement. 

The economic benefits and costs discussed here do not include possible future mmeral and energy 
development. These values are highly speculative because of the low potential for significant development 
on the Forest. The economic consequences of such unlikely developments would probably not vary 
significantly between alternatives. 
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Table B-42 Present Net Value, Discounted Benefits, and Discounted Costs By Resourcecl) 
- 

ALTEBNATIVF, Banked in Order of Decreasing PNV 

B(Dep) B c A D E(PA) F G H NC 

DISCOUNTED BENES 
FITS (2) 

Present Net Value 2,341 2,245 2,192 2,065 2fJ@ 2,031 l,soo 1,112 781 N/A 

Ttmber 1 2,411 I!&%9 12,256 12,098 12,061 1 Z’J47 1 1,764 1 943 1 533 1 N/A 1 

Ft.xreatlon 1 448 1 443 1 455 1 446 1 446 1 452 1 460 1 464 1 459 1 N/A 1 

Wddbfe and Fish 1 263 1 263 1 290 1 271 1 264 1 2’16 1 269 1 2’15 1 257 1 N/A 1 

Other w 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 N/A 

lnscouNTBD cosm (2, 

Tld.3 208 263 264 255 236 240 204 111 53 N/A 

Roada w 1 212 1 212 1 209 1 212 1 191 1 200 1 194 1 147 1 122 1 N/A 1 

I 59 1 59 1 60 1 53 1 56 1 67 1 62 1 63 1 61 1 N/A 1 

W,ldbfe and FLsh I 23 1 51 1 31 1 31 1 37 1 42 1 49 1 54 1 26 1 N/A 1 

Other m 207 207 201 207 201 207 201 201 207 N/A 

(1) 4% dismuntrateover15Ogears 
(2) Compansons of benefits and costs dmplayed for indmdwal re8mmc.e outputs mixate general relatwnslups between alternatives, 

but they may be mmleadm9 because many outputs of multipk use management IEW? comnwn co* ofpml”ctwn that cannot 
be attnbukd to indmdual resources 

(3) Recmpts fmm rmneral leases and special usea 
(4) Pnmanly mad cozutruchon, reconstructnm, and mamtenance related to tmber management 
(5) Prmardy Job Corps and general &nkstrat~oon 
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FIGURE B-2 DISCOUNTED BENEFITS BY MAJOR RFSOURCE GROUP 
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FIGURE B-3. DISCOUNTED COSTS BY MAJOR RESOURCE GROUP 
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Cash Flows: Budget and Receipts 

Tbis section applies to all alternatws except NC Comparable estimates of budget and receipts are 
not available for Alternative NC. 

Net cash flows, costs, receipts and noncash benefits for the 1st and 5th decades are displayed for the 
alternatives in Table B-43 Net cash flow is the difference between the annual receipts of an alternatwe 
and the budget (costs) reqmred to implement that altematwe. Recelpta are only those priced benefits 
for which the Forest will actually receive payment. They do not include noncash benefits. Noncash 
benefits are those such as hiking and f=hing to which a dollar value can be assigned but for which no 
fee or the full value IS not collected 

For Table II-43, there IS no information for Alternative NC whmh is comparable to that for the other 
Alternatives, because the TRF’ only dealt with receipts and costs of the timber program. However, 
Alternatwe NC would probably be second only to AlternatIve B(Dep) in terms of net cash flow in the 
1st decade and would have the highest net cash flows in the 2nd to 5th decades 

The base value of $20 milbon displayed in Figure B-4 for net cash flow represents the difference between 
the average receipts of $47 mdbon collected m Fiscal Years 1979 through 1988 and the average 
expenditures of $27 million in Foal Yean 1979 through 1988. The net cash flow in the 1st decade 
would range from $68 m&on for AlternatIve B(Dep) to $-4 mdbon for Alternatwe H The net receipts 
for most alternatives are projected to be sigmficantly hlgber than thii base in the 1st decade, primarily 
for two reasons: 

1 In all alternatives, timber prices in the 1st decade are projected to be hgher than the average 
price pmd for timber harvested between 1979 and 1988. 

2. The timber harvest m all alternatives except F, G, and H 1s expected to exceed the average 
harvested between 1979 and 1988 

Net cash flows in the 5th decade are protected to be higher than in the 1st decade for all alternatives 
except B(Dep) because of changes in the size of the timber program, increases in the price of timber, 
and completion of the mad system Like the pmJections for the 1st decade, the pqections for net 
cash flows in the 5th decade are dependent on the price of timber being higher and on the amount of 
timber harvested bemg equal to the ASQ 
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Table B-43. Net Cash Flows, Costs, Receipts, and Noncash Benefits 

FIFTHDECADE 

Net Cash Flows 525 69 6 65 1 62 9 613 680 496 240 124 NIA 

I ccatau) I 2931 3161 3511 2761 2921 2791 2731 2271 1901 N/AI 

ReeelPts 317 1013 100 1 905 906 956 769 467 314 N/A 

Noncash Benafits 32 1 321 341 322 33 1 325 334 342 327 N/A 

(1) Costs am finanaced mth Federal budget appmpmtlons, timber pmham mad credit.% and refor&at,on funds Coats d., ,,& 

60 

40 

20 

0 

-20 I I I I I 
A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G H 

Alternative 

- 1st Decade 5th Decade 

Comparable data not avalable for Alternatwe NC 

FIGURE B-4. ANNUAL NET CASH FLOW FOR THE 1ST AND 5TI-I DECADES 
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Because timber receipts and costs dominate the cash flows, the ranking of alternatives in order of 
cash flows is similar to the ranking by PNV. The exception is Alternative A which has lower net cash 
flows primarily because of higher reforest&on costs. Alternative A’s objective of -mlzing ttmber 
yield leads to conversion of mixed hardwood stands to h@er yielding conifer plantations in the 1st 
decade. 

The average annual benefits for the 1st and 5th decades are displayed by alternative in FEIS Table 
II-39 for two categories: market and nonmarket Market resources include timber, commercial fwh 
and fur animals, livestock forage, campgrounds, minerals and special uses The benefits for market 
resoumes include actual receipts plus additIonal assigned values for commercial fish and fur ammals, 
livestock forage and campgrounds. Nonmarket resource benefits are values assigned to dispersed, 
wilderness, and wiklbfe- and fmh-related recreation. The purpose of assigning values IS to reflect the 
full economic value even though none or part of that value is actually collected under current laws 
and pobcies. Market resources account for between 65% and 85% of the benefits of the alternatives. 

The averas annual benefits for the 1st and 5th decades are dxaplayed by alternative m Figure B-5 
and Table B-43 for two other types of categories: receipts and noncash benefits Receipts are primarily 
payments for timber sales, but also m&de $464,000 for gcazmg, campgrounds, mmemls and special 
uses Noncash benefits mclude values assigned to general recreation, recreation associated with wildlife 
and fish habltat, and commeraal harvest of wildlife and f=h. These noncash prices reflect the value of 
the resource above the fee that the user actually pays. 

Receipts would exceed noncash benefits for all alternatwes In the 1st decade, receipts would range 
fmm $93 million for Alternative B(Dep) to $15 million for Alternative H Receipts for most alternatives 
would be higher than the 1979-1988 average of $47 million. Noncash benefits would be $25 to $26 
million for all alternatwzs Noncash benefits would not differ very much among most of the alternatwes 
becauss recreation use IS not expected to &ffer sigmficantly, 

Receipts and noncash benefits are expected to increase by the 5th decade in ell alternatives except 
B(Dep) which has less receipts in the 5th decade because of less timber harvest 

Receipts 0 Non-Cash Benefits 

Comparable data not available for NC 
Left bar 1s 1st decade, qht bar IS 5th decade 

FIGURE B-5 ANNUAL RECEIPTS AND NONCASH BENEFITS FOR THE 1ST AND 5TH DECADES 
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The c&s required to operate the Fowt under the alternatives are displayed for the 1st and 5th decades 
in Table B-43 and Figure B-6. Costs are also displayed in FEIS Table II-39 in two categories: capital 
investment, and operation and maintenance. On the Siuslaw NF, capital investments consist mainly 
of mad construction and reforestation Operation and maintenance costs include recreation management, 
timber sale preparation and administration, mad maintenance, Job Corps and general admimstration. 
Most of the variation of costs between alternatives would be due to differences in capital investment 
costs The figed portion of the costs, $12 million, is included in all alternatives for all decades. 

In the 1st decade, annual costs would range from $33 million for Alternative B(Dep) to $19 million 
for Alternatwe H. The annual costs would be higher than the 1979-1988 average of $27 million in all 
alternatives except G and H. Casts for most alternatives are expected to decrease after the mad system 
is completed. The system is completed in the 2nd decade in all alternatives. However, the costs of 
other activities - such as nxreation manaeement. wildlit% habitat imomvement. as well as parts of the 
timber program - are expected to increase 

Mlllmn/Year (1982) 

10 

0 

Alternatwe 
m 1st Decade 5th Decade 

Comparable data not awlable for Alternatwe NC 

FIGURE B-6. ANNUAL COSTS FOR THE 1ST AND 5TH DECADES 

Tradeoffs Among Alternatives 

Alternatives A-H were desIgned to address the 15 major wues m different ways A single alternative 
will not completely resolve all issues beawe of the contl~cts among the production of different resources 
This is a dxxussion of the tradeoffs of implementmg the alternatwes in terms of response to ICOs, 
resource outputs, envimnmental consequences, and soclo-economx effects. The purpose is to highbght 
major economic and non-econormc tradeoffs, or differences between alternatives, that can be quantified 
as indicators of response to ICOs among alternatives However, a complete understandmg of the 
differences among alternatives requires reading Chapters II and IV of the FEIS The ICOs are discussed 
in detail m Chapters I and Appendix A 
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Economic Values And Responses To Major Issues, Concerns and Opportunities 

The response of the alternatives to the ICOs or group of ICOs is summarized m Table B-44. The items 
on the table are the key indicators of the degree of response to the 15 major ICOs (additional indicators 
are given in Chapter I). The first five mdicatora respond to the national concern that this Forest IS 
managezl in a financially prudent manner while the quabty of the physical environment IS protected 
and enhanced The indicators of economic consequences a= econormc efficiency (measured by PNV), 
net cash flow in the 1st and 5th decade, and noncash benefits in the 1st and 5th decades. 

The other indicators were selected because. 1) they are quantified, 2) they indicate significant differences 
among alternatives and 3) they vary significantly among alternatives The value of these other resources, 
outputs, and effects are not always fully reflected in the indicators of economic consequences The 
mdlcaton of ICOs are discussed m Chapters I and Appendix A. D-ions and &plays in Chapters 
II and Iv provide other mformation about outputs, effects and tradeoffs 

A key to the different responses to the ICOs of the alternatwes is the amount of land which would be 
suitable for timber production and how that land is managed These indicators, along wth the harvest 
flow constraint, determine how much timber would be awlable under the different alternatives On 
the other hand, the amount of land that IS suitable for timber production is dependant on how well 
the alternatives respond to issues which involve precluding timber harvest, such old growth, soil and 
water quality, f=h habitat, spotted owl habitat, opportunitwzs for semi-primitwe nonmotorized recreation, 
specml mtereat areas, undeveloped areas and research natural areas Likewise, management of the 
land which is suitable for timber productton 1s determined by how the alternatives respond to issues 
whmh involve limitmg timber management actlvlties (e g , rot&on lengths), such as elk habitat, other 
wildlife habitat and visual quality 
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Table B-44. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

Allowable Sale ‘&an+& 
1st Decade (MMCF/Yr) 
5th Decade WMCF/Yr) 

1st Decade (MMCF,Yr) 

1st Decade (MMEzF,Yr) 

Pmtechon of Unstable Slop 
wegetat1on leave In Maues) 

Estnnated Number of Landhdea 
Per Year Assoclati web -- 
inp 

1st Decade 79 14lW 92 86 106 86 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table B-44. Comparison of issue and Concern R.eqmnse 

for Tmber Pmduc- 

9uowable Sale Quantity 
1st Decade (MMCF/Yr) 
5th Decade WdCFiY19 

1st Decade (MMCF/Yr) 
1st Decade (MMBF/Yr) 

xdamed Acrea edAcres) 
1st Decade 
5th Decade 

Xate of Harvest UvfAcres) 
1st Decade 

23 31 26 34 34 
21 23 24 34 34 

11 3 3 0 0 

I. WATERSWEDS 

‘mtstwn of Unstable Slopes 
Vegetatmn leave m Mams) 

75 19 10 30 13 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table B-44 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

Estaated Sediment Pro- 
duced Per Year (M Cubic 
Yards) 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 

Protection Afforded Mu- 
lllclpal Watersheds 
@mS) 

4. FISHBABlTAT 

Pmtectlrxl of Rlparian 
AreasmLau~Managed 
for Timber - Average 
BmTer Width by Stream 
Class. 

Coho Smelt HCI (M 
Smelts) 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 

Percent Chants m Habl- 
tat Capab,hty, Present to 
5th Decade 

Edsting 1 NC A B 

64 lOl(5) 76 71 36 71 
40 44 50 44 51 

male.irems 
I 

CorvalbE ws 
in Mws, 

some buffers 

1019 

830 m 

ALTERNATNB 

30 

15% of rIpax. 
m-, 
ClaasI&II 
- 100’ buffer, 
CkiSSlIl. 
60’ buffer 

926 
656 

-16 

30 

No pmkc- 
tlon mea- 
- beyond 
those pmwd- 
ed- 
mother 
areasafth-3 
FOregt 

31% of npar- 
lan-: 
50’ btier 
along tbrs 
axdes of all 

951 
740 

-21 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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20 
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Same-B 

950 
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Table B-44 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

ALTERNATNB 

E3SUB/OUtpUtS/Eff~t D WPA) F G H 

k&m&d Sedunent Pm- 
luced Per Year 
M Cubu: Yards) 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 

66 61 60 32 11 
46 55 42 19 13 

‘emnt Watershed Har- 
wtable per Decade 

15 20 20 10 5 

1. FISHHABITAT 

‘rotectwn of Rlpanan 
Lreas -Average Bnff’r 
Nldtb by Stream Class 

:oho Smelt HCI (M 
hOlt8) 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 

965 962 993 1,013 1,032 
1,023 936 1,041 1,094 1,120 

‘ercmt Change m Hab,- 
at Capabfity, Present to 
ith Decade 

0 -3 f2 +7 +10 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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_ -Table B-44 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Bespmm 

Spatted Owl HabItat 
Area SOHAG 

(HCD 
1st D-de 
5th Decade 

Upland Deuduous-M,x 
Habxtat 

let Decade (M acres) 
5th Decade CM acres) 

RparIan ArEa CM acres) 

Bald Eagles 
Neat Sites 
Size of Sk&s 

(Acres) 

HabItat Impmvements 
lst Decade Q.ces) 

58 

34 34 54 51 51 
28 25 24 25 25 

77 77 77 77 77 77 

23 93 (8, 23 23 23 23 

125 40 125 125 125 125 

290 w 2,890 3,590 250 6,750 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table B-44 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

blatura Comfer HabItat 
1st Decade MAcm) 
5th Decade GVAcres 

Acres of Permanent 
Meadow Created by 5th 
Decade 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table B-44 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

lssDE!outpnts/!dffecta NC A B B(DEP) c 

6. RECREATION 

ROS Ch pmnded 
NACE-3) Not ad. 

dlwed 
mTRP 

SPNM 
SPM 

57 
10 
51 

513 
631 

27 27 27 34 
10 10 10 10 
47 46 46 48 

548 Ed9 549 539 
631 631 631 631 

Rcaded Natural 
Rural 

T&d 

Percent of Demand for 
SPNM Met 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 

Demand for 
SPNM 
reaeatwn 

56 56 72 72 
23 w 23 30 30 

0 
0 

2 
1,500w 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

2 3 3 
2,380 2,770 2,770 

100 
46 

2 
7,400 

3 
5,770 

met 

No axeas SPNM oppurhuutles 
Outside Oregon Dunes 
NRA and Wddem- 
Area8 
Acres 

7. SPECIAL INTIm- 
wTAREAs 

Number of Areas 
Total Sue Wcms) 

26,9iO acres 
pmvlde 
SPNM op- 

8. SUTTON&SAND 
JAKE 

Some ORV 
we, httk 
ievelopment 
x enmn- 
mental pm- 
tedion 2700 
mwtotal 
use 

1,120 

vat ad- 
l!wmdm 
rRP 

1,120 

Acres Open to ORVs 
Acres Closed M ORVa 
Ret Developments 

216 
2486 

atraIls 

1,120 

330 330 215 
2370 2370 2435 

ztmls ztmls ztrarls 

720 720 720 
Sand Lake 
Sue of Recreation Ama 
am?4 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table B-44 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

ISSUE/OdpWEffHS 

6. RFEREATION 

ROS Classes pmmded 
uvrAcres~ 

SPNM 
SPM 
Rcaded Natural 
R 

Pemnt of Demand for 
SPNM Met 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 

SPNM 0pp.xhmlt1es 
Outsade Oregon Dunes 
NRA and Wddernessea 

Areas 
Amen 

7. SPECIALINTER- 
FSTAREAS 

Number of Areas 2 
Total Size Vicr-4 1,090 

8. SUTFJN&SAND 
LAgE 

Sutton: 
ACES Open to ORVs 
Acres Closed to ORVs 
Ret Developments 

D 

27 34 44 48 64 
10 10 10 10 10 
45 52 49 49 46 
549 534 529 524 511 
631 631 631 631 631 

56 97 100 100 100 
23 40 65 76 65 

0 2 3 3 4 
0 7,300 16,200 20,400 36,200 

330 
2370 

2tmls 

620 

4 4 4 4 
7,070 7,070 7,340 7,340 

t -I- 215 215 0 0 
2435 2435 2700 2700 

2 tralh? 2 tralh? 2tmls 2tmls 

AJAERNATIVE 

E(PA) F 

I 990 1,120 

G 

4 
7,340 

0 
2700 

2traG 

990 

H 

3 
4,570 

0 
2700 

990 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table B-44 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

ALTERNATIVE 

SSUEYOUtpU~/Eff~t# Edsting NC A B B(DEP) C 

I. VISUAL 
BE!ZJOllRCE 
MANAGEMENT 

iii 6!uabty Obpctives 
br Sensltwe Viewsheds 

Highway 101 

8 Major Comdom 

23 Other Corndon, 

bad Management 5th 
kcade Wlm) 

Dnft Creek 
C- Creek 
Rock Creek 

Il. UNDEVELOPED 
ARFAS 

85 8 5 (15, 85 17 17 85 
3 12 12 12 12 26 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Number of Unroaded seven areas 4 4 4 4 6 
.4Ea Malnialued exist, none 

Undeveloped Cond~tmn dme-4 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 27,400 
Malntalned0 57,000 acres 

SEEENDOFTARL.EFORFOOTNOTFSANDACRONYMS 
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Table B-44 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

ALTERNATIVE 

HsuE/outputsmecta D E(PA) F G H 

I. VJBUAL 
RESOURCE 
MANAGBMENT 

HIghway 101 

8 Mayor Comdors 

23 0th~ Comdm 

IO. WILDERNESS 

:ml Management 5th 
)eeade (M&s) 

DnR Creek 8.5 15 5 23 23 85 
- Creek 12 12 26 26 3 
Rmk Creek 0 0 0 15 5 0 

:I. UNDEVEZLOPED 
AREAS 

Number of Unmaded 4 6 6 7 8 
AreasMamtied 

Undeveloped Con&txm 20,000 27,300 36,200 40,600 57,000 
MaIntaIned @dAcres) 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table B-44 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

ALTERNATIVE 

E3swoepemffect -tin!3 NC A B BO c 

12. REmARCH 
NATuBAL 
AREAS (RNA& 

Neskowm Remke Reneke 
Crest and Cmekracom- Creek 
Flynn Creek mended 
designated 

13. MmERAlsANn 
ENERGY 

Area~iletiLeasing 488 0 5944 483 0 516 5 516 5 493 2 
v&h Few Reatnchons 
MAC& 

14. LOCALCOM- 

(1979.88 average) 

Employment Oppmtum- 
tles (Id Jobs) 

Lxd Income WMag) 

Papnents to counties, 
Average Annual 1st 
Decade (MM) 

7 8 (5% of (16) 94 10 2 112 99 
ECVllOUl)4 

153 wa 187 296 289 199 

118 (18, 175 200 232 19 5 

15. ECONOMIC 
VALUE9 

Total Cash Flow, Average 
1st Decade (Mhf$) 19 9 WI, 376 473 594 452 
5th Decade (MM$) 660 69 5 524 65 1 

Present Net Value (8 Not present- m, 21 22 23 22 
Bdlmn) ly calculated 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table B-44 Cont. Comparison of Issue and Concern Response 

ALTERNATIVE 

Jsswoutputa/Effect G D H EG’A) F 

Remke 
Creek, Sand 
Lake 

467 3 456 9 4316 

12. RESEARCH 
NATURAL 
ARE4s (RNAS) 

sand Lake 

510 0 

92 56 

400 3 

43 

13. MINERALSAND 
ENERGY 

14. IOCAL COM- 
MUNITIES 

Emplapnent Opporhm 
hen 4-l-G 183 110 75 

176 175 148 

+ 
38 1 299 
613 496 

78 37 Payment.9 to countm3, 
Average Aluwd 1st 
Decade (MM$) 

15. ECONOMIC 
VALUES 

lbtal Cash Flow, Average 
1st Decade (MM$) 
5th Decade (MM$) 

398 
629 

73 42 
240 124 

Present Net Value ($ 
Bdlmn) 

20 20 
I 

13 11 08 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES AND ACRONYMS 
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Table B-44. Footnotes 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(II 

(8) 

The Timber Resource PLan (TRP) displayed the regulated commercial forest Land (542,120 acres) as the suitable acres. 
Timber harvest activities were scheduled on only 508,034 
The fmt number is the chargeable volume sold in 1979 thmugb 1988~ 

Average cut 53.5 MMCF (290 MMBF) per year. 
Average sold 82.4 MMCF (338 MMBF) per year. 

The eecond number is the chargeable volume sold in 1984 through 1988: 
Average cut 88.1 MMCF (358 MMBF) per year. 
Average sold 57.6 MMCF (312 MMBF) per year. 

This figure does not include 13,000 acm which the TRP set aside on an interim basis for spotted owls. 
This figure is derived using mm-at calculation methods and inventories. In the TRP, the estimated number is 104. 
However, the TRP underestimates the number of landsliderr for thrse reaacm: 1) in the TRP, the effeajveness of leave 
are&p for preventing accelerated landslides was assumed to be 70% rather than 52% as used in the DEIS; 2) the inventory 
of high-risk landtypes used in the TRP was 126,000 acrea, but the current inventory of high-risk Landtypes is 220,957 
acres; and 3) slopes with a “high” risk of landslides in low-risk landtypes were not considered 
These figures are derived using currat calculation methods and inventories. TRP estimates were 84 MCuYd,‘Yr in the 
1st decade, and 59 MCuYdNr in the 5th. The TRP underestimated sedimentation in four ways. See fmtnote 4 for the 
fist three ways; the fourth is that sediment from dry ravel fo”wwing contm”ed burns was not estimated in the TRP. 
The CSHCI ww not used in the TRP. This estimate was derived by using the CSHCI model with the timber harvest 
schedule contained in the TRP and making a series of assumptions about kxation and timing of timber harvest in 
landtype associations. 
13,000 acres would remain undisturbed on an interim basis, awaiting land aRccation through land management planning 
Those acre would be harvested in the 5th decade to meet the potential yield predicted in the TRP. 
Habitat sites would be managed on a 30%year rotation. 

(9) The TRP did not address habitat improvement activities. 
(10) This aamnms the same management of the Omgon Dunes National Recreation Area (NRA) madleas areas and the 

same Level of trail development in the Wildernesses and Oregon Dunes NRA madless areas as in ARemative A. 
(11) The TRP designated 1,500 acres of comereial forest land in the Mary* Peak area. This is not the full size of tti area 

since some of the acres were included in the general nonforest or meadows categories in the TRP. 
(12) Full protection = pmtected to level recommended in Forest Service’s Visual Management System. 
(13) Partial pmtection = protected to a level below the Visual Management System. 
(14) The TRP provided for some visual protection on about 82,300 acres of Land with special visual sensitivity. However, 

information about specific areas which would have been protected is unavailable. 
(15) Wilderness management was not addressed in the TRP, presumably it would be the fame as Alternative A. 
(16) If estimated with the same assumptions as Alternative A to-H, NC would be stir to R(Dep) in the 1st Decade. 
(11) Based on TRP timber receipts and timber program costs, net timber receipts would be $53 million. 
(18) PNV ia not available. 

A3Q = Allowable Sale Quantity; BF = board feet; CF = cubic feet; M  = thousand; MM = million; ORV = off mad 
vehicle; SPM = Semiprimitive Motorized: SPNM = Semiprimitive Nomotatied 
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Differences and Similarities of Individual Alternatives 

Alternative NC was based on the 1979 Timber Resource Plan Much of the information provided for 
Alternatives A-H is not available for Altematwe NC It IS not possible to make meaningful compansons 
between Alternative NC and the other alternatives The followmg comparisons apply only to Alternatives 
A-H. 

While each alternative would meet MRs, multiple use requnements, and sustained yield requirements, 
the goal of each alternatwe is to benefit one or more resource outputs To achieve this, other resource 
outputs must be reduced or “traded off’ Those tradeoffs are diswsssd hers by focusing on the incremental 
differences between the alternatwes, startmgwlth the alternatwe which has the highest PNV, Alternative 
B(Dep) The focus of the discussion IS on 1) reasons for differences in economic values and 2) differences 
which are not fully reflected in the PNV Alternatives are compared with other alternatwae but also 
to some benchmarks The accompanymg figww ~unnnarize the constraints which have the most 
significant effect on PNV A more detailed discussion of the constraints which cause these differences 
is in thw appendix, “Formulation of Alternatives” section 

The outputs, envnonmentel effects and other consequences, including social effects are &usssd and 
displayed in Chapten II and IV of the FEIS, espewlly Table II-3 

It is apparent that some groups of alternatives are snnilar in terms of benefits and tradeoffs involved. 
This is because some resources - such as timber, elk habItat, and economic efficiency - are strongly 
complementary. Nongame wildlife habitat, fish habitat, wilderness, undeveloped recreation, visual 
protection, and scientific values related to natural systems are another group which are complementary. 
Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), and D emphasize market outputs Alternatives F, G, and H emphasize 
amenity values. Alternatives C, and E(PA) are an intermediate group 

Alternative B(Dep) - As shown in Table B-43, Alternative B(Dep) is the alternative that would have 
the highest PNV ($2 3 bdlion) It would also have the highest net cash flow m the 1st decade, although 
not in later decades when the level of timber harvest decreases The timber program of this alternative 
would be the most cost-efficient because the objectwas allow timber harvestmg in the first few decades 
to be concentrated in the more valuable conifer stands In addition, the harvest flow objective which 
allows harvest between decades to fluctuate provides for liquidation of valuable mature tnnber at a 
faster rate than the other alternatives The timber and road programs accounts for 82% of PNV. 

Alternative B(Dep) was designed to respond to the tnnber issue by determining the most econonucally 
efficient way to meet the tnnber harvest objective associated with the 1982 FtPA program (79 8 
MMCF/year). Other resources would be managed at levels whrzh would meet MBs 

This alternative IS the sinnlar to the PNV and Departure Benchmarks except for the operational 
constraints added to ensure its nnplementabdity Most of the difference in PNV among the three scenarios 
is due to differences in the amount of tnnber which would be available for harvest. In all three, the 
maximum amount of land was avadable for timber production The PNV of Alternative B(Dep) is 2% 
higher ($46 nnlhon) than the PNV of the PNV Benchmark The loss m PNV associated with the 
operational constraints on Alternative BCDep) is more than offset by gams in PNV from faster harvest 
of valuable mature conifer stands. 

Comparison of Alternative B Departure with the PNV Benchmark 

The timber harvest schedule was constrained in Alternative B(Dep) so that at 
least 798 MMCF had to be harvested in the 1st decade The schedule for the 
remannag 14 decades could fluctuate up to 10% around the previous decade’s 
harvest The tunber schedule in the PNV Benchmark was NDF, and no mmnnum 
amount was requned in any decade. 
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Operational timber harvest constrainta were added to Alternative BKlep) which 
distribute harvest among timber types. 

Alternative B - Alternative B also emphasizes production of wood products. Other resources am 
managed at levels that would meet MRS. Alternative B la the alternative that would have the bigheat 
PNV under NDF It would have the highest net cash flow in the 1st decade next to Alternative B(Dep), 
and the highest in the later decades 

Like Alternative BfDep), the timber program of Alternatwe B would be very cost-efficient because the 
objectives allow timber activities to be concentrated in the moat valuable conifer stands. The only 
differences between the two alternatives is the harvest flow constraint. If Alternative B were selected 
instead of Alternative B@ep), $96 million in PNV would be foregone to provide for a stable flow of 
timber and reduce the environmental consequences of the timber harvest program in the 1st decade 

The NDF objective reduces the PNV because it slows down the rate that mature conifer stands are 
liquidated. Tbia results m Alternative B costing $4 million less in terms of discounted casts. However, 
the eavinge would be more than offset by a reduction of $92 mllllon in terms of dllunted benefits 
The economic value would be foregone for a slower liquidation of existing mature timber and old growth 
habitat, higher levels of water quality, fsh habitat and big game habitat ln the 1st decade. The ecological 
value of these resources is not reflected in the econonnc value. The timber and road programs account 
for 32% of PNV. 

The PNV of Alternative B is 2% ($50 million) lower than the PNV of the PNV Benchmark Gtwised) 
due to operational constraints designed make the alternative implementable. 

Comparison of Alternative B with Alternative B(Dep) and PNV 
Benchmark 

Differences Between Alternatives B and B(Dep) 
No minimum amount of timber available for harvest in the 1st decade was 
required in Alternative B At least 798 MMCF was reqmred to be harvested 
in Alternative B(Dep) in the 1st decade 

The timber harvest schedule m Alternative B was NDF while timber harvest 
in Alternative BfDep) could fluctuate 10% around the LTSY capacity after 
the 1st decade. 

Differences Between Alternative B and PNV Benchmark 
Operational timber harvest constraints were added to Alternative B which 
distribute harvest among timber types 

Alternative C - Alternative C emphasrza wood production, a variety of recreation opportunities and 
big game habitat. Most other resources are managed to meet the MT& Alternative C would have the 
third high& PNV, after Alternatives B(Dep) and B. It would also have the third highest net cash flow 
in the 1st decade Like these two alternatives, it would be very economically efficient because timber 
harvest in the ilrst few decades would be concentrated m the more valuable conifer stands. However, 
Alternative C would be slightly less economically efficient than Alternatives B and BiDep) because 
timber harvest would be precluded from some lands to provide for more undeveloped recreational 
experiences and would be restricted in other areas to provide wildlife habitat and visual quality. 

Differences in objectives and constraints between Alternative C and the alternative with the next 
higher PNV (Alternative B) and between Alternative C and the PNV Benchmark are described below 
If Alternative C were selected mstead of Alternative B, $53 million in PNV would be foregone in order 
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to provide for a diversity of recmatron opportunities, mcrease the amount of big game habitat and 
protect the most sensitive viewsheds. Most of the change in PNV is due to reducing the amount of 
land suitable for timber production: 4,400 acres for undeveloped areas, 3600 acres for special interest 
areas, and visual management and 8,700 acres to create permanent meadows for big game habitat. 
The value of future timber yiekls foregone by creating permanent meadows is partially offset by valuea 
of harvesting the existing stands. PNV is also decmesed by reducing timber yields on 9,400 acres which 
are suitable for timber production in vrsually sensitive areas 

Alternative C would have the highest discounted costs of the alternatives and benchmarks because of 
more habitat improvement The increased value m noncash benefits of recreation and wildlife use do 
not offset the reductions m timber receipts. However the noncash benefits values do not include the 
ecological benefits that special interest areas and undeveloped areas, big game habitat, and a&h&c 
value of scenery The timber and mad pmgrams account for 81% of PNV 

The difference of $103 million (4%) in PNV between Alternative C and the PNV Benchmark is primarily 
due to less timber available for harvest 

Comparison of Alternative C with Alternative B and the PNV Benchmark 

Differences Between Alternatives C and B 
Fish habitat, soil, and water quality would be higher in Alternative C because 
less area withm each landtype association would be harvested in each deade. 
No more than 20% of a landtype association can be harvested in a decade 
m Alternative C instead of 30% 

More big game habitat would be provided in Alternatwe C 1) 8,700 acres 
of permanent meadows would be created, and 2) at least 10% of the maet 
productive big game areas would be harvested in each decade to provide 
forage. 

More variety of recreation opportumties would be available by precluding 
timber productron from an additional 11,025 acres of land in one special 
interest areas and two undeveloped areas. 

Vnnml quahty is protected by precluding timber harvest on 4,400 acres of 
usually sensitive lands and hmiting timber harvest on 9,400 acrea 

Differences Between Alternative C and PNV Benchmark (in addition to the items 
above ) 

Operational timber harvest constraints were added to Alternative C which 
distribute harvest among timber types 

Alternative A - Alternatwe A is the “no action alternative” Like Alternative C, it would 
emphasize wood production, and big game habitat Alternative A would have the 4th highest 
PNV. It would have the 6th highest net cash flow m the 1st decade. First decade net cash flow 
is reduced because of the higher proportion of low valued hardwoods harvested m the early 
decades Like the previous three alternatives, ita timber program would be very economically 
efficient and a high level of timber harvesting 1s pernntted However, the alternative would be 
slightly leas economically efficient than Alternative C because leas valuable timber would be 
harvested in the first few decades to mcrease the long term timber yields. 

The PNV of Alternative A would be less than Alternatwe C by 6% or $127 million). The PNV 
of the timber program would b-e lower in Alternative A than in Alternative C because the objective 
in Alternative A is to maximize timber production rather than PNV. The result is that more 
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hardwood stands would be harvested early in Alternative A The timber and road programs 
account for 79% of total PNV. 

If Alternative A were selected instead of Alternative C, PNV would be foregone in order to 
increase long-term timber yield, increase protection of fwb habitat, soil and water quality. 

The differences between Alternative A and the PNV Benchmark in terms of PNV is $230 
million. Most of the difference is due to less timber available for harvest and the early schedule 
for mixed-hardwood harvest 

Comparison of Alternative A with Alternative C and the PNV Benchmark 

Between Alternatives A and C 
The amount of timber which would be harvested m Alternative A 16 the 
amount that would maximize timber production in volume rather than 
value. The amount of timber which would be harvested ln Alternative C is 
the amount which would maximize PNV About the same amount of timber 
would be harvested in both alternatives in the 1st decade, but the quality 
and location would differ Harvest 1s also distributed among distrmta in 
Alternative A. 

Frsh habitat, so& and water quahty would be higher in Alternative A because 
timber harvest is precluded Bum more nparian area This is somewhat 
offset by increasing the amount that each landtype association can be 
harvested in a decade fmm 20% to 30% 

Leas big game habitat would be available in Alternative A: 1) no permanent 
meadows would be created (8,700 acme would be created in Alternative 
C), and 2) leas of the productive big game arees would be in temporary 
forage areas (at least 5% of the most productive landtype associations 
would be harvested in each decade instead of at least 10%). 

There would be less variety of recreation opportunities in Alternative A 
Alternative A provides no undeveloped areas and fewer acres assigned to 
special interest areas. 

Viiual quality ls protected on fewer acres in Alternative A 

An additional research natural area (Beneke Creek) would be recommended 
in Alternative A 

Between Alternative A and PNV Benchmark 
The amount of timber which would be harvested m Alternative A is the 
amount that would maximize the production of wood fiber. The amount of 
timber which would be harvested in the PNV Benchmark ls the amount 
which would maximize PNV In addition, operational timber harvest 
constraints were added to Alternative A which distribute harvest among 
timber types, and ranger districts. 

Fish habitat, soil, and water quahty would be higher in Alternative A because 
timber production is precluded from mom riparian area. 

More big game habitat would be available in Alternative A: at least 5% of 
the most productive big game areas would be harvested in each decade 
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The variety of recreation opportunities would be slightly higher in Alternatwe 
A timber production is precluded from an additional 3,400 acres in special 
interest areas and Sand Lake 

Visual quality is protected by pmcludmg timber harvest on 5,000 acres and 
mcdlfylng timber activities on 18,000 acres 

An additional research natural area would be recommended (400 acres) in 
Altematwe A 

Alternative D - Alternative D emphasizes high levels of reaourcea which are considered market 
resoumes: timber and commercial fmh. It would have 5th highest PNV ($2 0 bdhonl and the 4th highest 
net returns Like Alternative A, it has a moderate economic value relative to the other alternatives 
because of objectives which limit the amount of timber which would be available for harvest The timber 
and mad programs account for 79% of total PNV. 

The PNV of Alternative D IS $16 milhon (or 1%) less than the alternative with the next highest PNV 
(Alternative A) primarily because 1% less land IS available for timber production to enhance fmh habitat 
and water quahty The reduction m the amount of land managed for timber production would be slightly 
offset by mom mtensive management activities on land mutable for timber production - 34% of the 
timber lands would be managed on shorter rotations (60,70 and 80 years) in Alternative D as compared 
to 70% in Alternative A 

If Alternative D were selected mstead of Alternative A, $16 milhon would be foregone in order to 
increase commercial fish habitat and soil and water quahty. Alternative D would costs $28 m&on less 
than Alternative A, but would also have $43 milhon fewer benefits Although priced fish values are 
higher m Alternative D, they do not offset losses of timber and wildlife benefits 

The differences between Alternative D and the PNV Benchmark m terms of PNV is $246 million 
(11%). Most of the difference 1s due to less timber available for harvest 

Comparison of Alternative D with Alternative A and the PNV Benchmark 

Between Alternatives D and A 
Timber harvest scheduling is more flexible m Alternative D without the 
constraints which distribute harvest among districts. 

Alternative D would provide more protection of water quahty and fish 
habrtat. Harvest is precluded from more ripanan areas and more unstable 
slopes, and the amount of disturbance within landtype associations is lower 
(15% instead of 30%) 

The same number of specml interest areas are provided m Alternative D 
but one (Cape Perpetual is much smaller 

Visual quality would be protected on fewer acres m Alternative D. 

Between Alternatwes D and PNV Benchmark 
Operational timber harvest constraints were added to Alternative D which 
distribute harvest among timber types. 

Fish habitat, sod, and water quality would be higher in Alternative D: 
timber production IS precluded from more riparian area, and because fewer 
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acres can be harvested on each landtype association in any decade (15% 
instead of 30%). 

In Alternative D, visual quality is protected by precludlug timber harvest 
on 900 acres and modifybig timber activities on 4,200 acres 

Alternative E - (Preferred Alternative) - Altematme E(PA) emphasizes moderate levels of wildlife, 
wood, and recreation. It would have 6th highest PNV ($2.0 billion) and the 6th highest net returns in 
the 1st decade. Like Alternative D, it has a moderate economic value relative to the other alternatives 
because of objectives which reduce the amount of timber which would not be available for harvesting. 
The timber and road programs account for 79% of total PNV. 

The PNV of Alternative E(PAl is $18 million (or 1%) less than the alternative with the next highest 
PNV (Alternative D) primarily because of higher discounted costs EfPA) makes the greatest investments 
in recreation facilities which provide benefits that are not reflected in PNV. 

The differences between Alternative EfPA) and the PNV Benchmark in terms of PNV is $264 million 
(12%). Most of the difference is due to less timber available for harvest. 

Comparison of Alternative E(PA) with Alternative D and the PNV 
Benchmark 

Between Alternatives E(PA) and D 
Alternative Ei,PA) makes more investment in recreation, fish and wildlife 
habitat It provides more protection of 7 ad&tional spotted owl habitat 
areas. Alternative E(PA) provides for protection of 1000 acres of old growth 
groves. It protecte visual quality on more acres than Alternative D 
Alternative D provides more riparian protection and protection of unstable 
slopes 

Between Alternatives EfPA) and PNV Benchmark 
Operational timber harvest constramta were added to Alternative E which 
distribute harvest among timber types, and ranger dlstrmta. Alternative 
EPA) requires minimum thmnlng harvest by ranger district 

Fish habitat, soil, and water quality would be higher in Alternative E(PA) 
because timber production is precluded from more rrparian area (77% 
instead of 37.5%), and because fewer acres can be harvested on each landtype 
association m any decade (20% instead of 30%). The rate of harvest in 
municipal watersheds would be limited to 15% per decade 

In Alternative E(PA1, 7 more spotted owl habitat areas and more big game 
habitat (1,000 acres of meadows and at least 5% harvest on the most 
productive landtype associations) would be provided. 

The variety of recreation opportumtms would be greater in Alternative 
E(PA): timber harvest is precluded from an additional 12,000 acres m 
order to provide more special mtereet and undeveloped areas Alternative 
E(PA) would protect 1000 acres of groves of large old trees 

In Alternative E(PA), visual quality is protected by precluding timber harvest 
on 7,300 acres and modifying timber activities on 16,900 acres. 
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Alternative F - Alternative F emphasmes high levels of recwatmn with moderately-high emphasis on 
fish, nongame wildlife, and special area management, and moderate levels of timber. It would have 
third lowest PNV ($18 billion) and the thud lowest net returns It has a low econormc value relative 
to the other alternatives because of objectives which limit the amount of timber which would be available 
for harvest. The timber and road programs account for 76% of total PNV. 

The PNV of Alternative F is $231 million (or 11%) less than the alternative with the next highest 
PNV (Alternative E(PA) prbnardy because less timber is available for harvest There are 12% fewer 
lands suitable for timber production and 16% less timber harvested in the 1st decade. In addition, 
more of the lands which would be suitable for timber production m this alternatwe would be managed 
on longer rotations to provide mature conifer wildlife habitat 

If Alternative F were selected m&ad of Alternative E(PA), $231 million would be foregone in order 
to mcmase the variety of recreation opportunities, the amount of nongnme habitat which would be 
preserved (including spotted owl habitat), and the amount of pmtection for visual quality Alternative 
F would costs $52 million less in total &scounted costs than Alternatwe E(PA), but would also have 
$283 million fewer in discounted benefits. 

The differences between Alternative F and the PNV Benchmark m terms of PNV is $495 rmllion (22%). 
Most of the difference is due to less timber available for harvest. 

Comparison of Alternative F with Alternative E(PA) and the PNV 
Benchmark 

Between Alternatwes F and EIPA) 
Timber production is precluded from more riparian area and an additional 
45,000 acres of unstable slopes m Alternative F to protect water quality 
and fmh habitat. 

Alternative F provides for four fewer spotted owl habitat areas, more 
deciduous mix habitat, more mature conifer habitat, more protection of 
riparian habitat 

More variety of recreation opportumties would be available m Alternative 
F Timber production is precluded on an additional 9,000 acres to provide 
for undeveloped areas. 

Visual quahty is protected on more 14,000 more acres m Alternative F 
than Alternative E(PAl 

Between Alternatives F and PNV Benchmark 
Operational timber harvest constraints were added to Alternative F which 
distribute harvest among timber types 

Fish habitat, soil, and water quality would be higher in Alternative F because 
timber production 1s precluded from 45,000 acres more riparian area and 
another 45,000 acres more on unstable slopes, and because fewer acres 
can be harvested on each landtype association in any decade (20% instead 
of 30%). 

Alternative F provides for 3 mom spotted owl habitat areas, more deciduous 
mur habitat, more mature comfer habitat. 
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ESTIMATING EFFECTS 

The variety of recreation opportunities would be greater in Alternative F: 
timbar harvest is precluded fmm an additional 22,600 acres in order to 
provide mom special mtsmst and undeveloped areas. 

In Alternative F, visual quality is protectsd by precluding timber h-t 
on 7,800 - and modifying timber activities on 19,400 acres. 

Alternative G - Alternative G emphasizes high levels of the gmup of reso- which am considered 
to bs nonmarket or nonpriced: water quality, big gams and nongame wildlife habitat, fwh habitat, and 
diipsrssd recreation. It would have next to the lowest PNV ($1 1 billion) and next to the lowest net 
returns It has a low economic value relative to the other alternatwes because of objsctlvss which 
limit the amount of timber which would bs available for h-t The timber and road programs account 
for 62% of total PNV. 

The PNV of Alternative G is $688 million (or 38%) less than the alternative with the next highest 
PNV (Altsrnative Fl primarily because less timber IS available for harvest. The differences in objectwas 
and constraints between the two alternatives would result in 42% fewer lands suitable for timber 
production and 46% less timber volume available in the 1st decade. In adhtion, relatively mom of the 
lands which would be suitable for timber production in this alternative would bs managed to provide 
deciduous-mixed wildlife habitat 

If Alternative G were selected instead of Alternative F, $659 million would bs foregone in order to 
inc- the variety of recreation opportunities; the amount of old growth wbmh would bs preserved 
(m&ding spotted owl habitat), the amount of bald eagle habitat, and the quantity of big game habitat 
Fmh habitat, soil and water quality would also receive more pmtection Alternative G would costs 
$122 million lass than Alternative F, but would also have $810 million fewer benefits. The foregone 
timber value is partially offset by a gain of $10 Mellon in recreation, wildlife and fLsh values 

The differences between Alternative G and the PNV Benchmark m terms of PNV is $1,183 million 
(52%). Most of the difference is due to constraints which limit the amount of timber available for 
harvest. 

Comparison of Alternative G with Alternative F and the PNV Benchmark 

Between Alternatives G and F 
All existing old growth would bs maintainsd in Alternative G by pmcludmg 
timber production from an additional 30,600 acres 

B - 162 

Fish habitat, soil, and water quality would bs mom protected in Alternative 
G: timber production is precluded from 164,000 more acres to protect 
unstable slopes. Less land can bs harvested in each landtyps association m 
a decade (10% instead of 20%). 

Alternatws G provides for 2 more spotted owl habitat areas, larger bald 
eagle sites, and more deciduous mix habitat More big game habitat is 
provided in Alternative G by creating 3,900 acres of permanent meadows, 
and by harvesting at least 5% of the most productive big game landtyps 
associations each decade. 

More variety of recreation opportunities would be available in Alternative 
G by precluding timber production from an additional 4,200 acres for 
undeveloped areas. 
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ESTlMATING EFFECTS 

Visual quahty is protsctsd on more a- acres m Alternative G 

Between Alternatives G and PNV Benchmark 

Operational timber harvest constramts were added to Alternatwe F which 
distnbute harv& among timber types and upland/npanan areas. 

Fish habitat, soil, and water quality would be higher in Alternative G because 
timber production is precluded from 45,000 more acres to pmtect ripaman 
areas and 209,000 more acres to protect unstable slopes, and because fewer 
acres can bs harvested on each landtyps awxxation in any decade (10% 
instead of 30%). 

Alternative G provides for 5 more spotted owl habitat areas, larger bald 
eagle sites, and more deciduous nux habitat More big game habitat 1s 
pmndsd by creating 3,900 acres of meadows and harvesting at least 5% of 
the most productive big game areas each decade. 

The variety of recreation opportunities would be greater m Alternative G: 
timber harvest is precluded from an ad&tionsJ 26,000 acres to pmvide 
more special interest and undeveloped areas 

In Alternative G, visual quality is prote&xl by precluding timber harvest 
on 6,800 acres and mdfying timber activities on 9,700 acres. 

Alternative H - Alternatwe H emphaszes the maintenance of undeveloped areas and late successional 
stages of wddhfe habitats It would have the lowest PNV ($0 8 b&on) and the lowest net returns. 
Like Alternative G, it has a low economic value relative to the other alternatives bscauss of objsctwes 
whwh would limit the amount of timber whch would bs ava&ble for harvest The timber and road 
programs account for 45% of total PNV 

The PNV of Alternative H is $325 milhon (or 29%) less than the alternative with the next highest 
PNV (Alternative G) pnmanly because less timber IS available for harvest The differences in objectives 
and constraints between the two alternatives would result in 27% fewer lands suitable for timber 
production and 37% less timber volume available in the 1st decade 

If Alternative H wers selected instead of Alternative G, $325 nullion would bs foregone in order to 
mweass the size of undeveloped areas; fsh habitat, soil and water quahty would also rscews more 
protection Alternative H would costs $108 mdlion less than Alternative G, but would also have $434 
million fewer benefits Most of the foregone value is due to foregone timber values However, recreation 
and wildlife values ars also foregone do to less recreation use of semiprinutwe areas and less big game 
habitat 

The differences between Alternatwe H and the PNV Benchmark m terms of PNV is $1,508 million 
(65%) Most of the difference 1s due to constraints which limit the amount of timber avadable for 
harvest 

Comparison of Alternative H with Alternative G and the PNV Benchmark 

Between Alternatives H and G 
In Alternative H, most regenerated stands would bs managed on rotations 
of at least 130 years 
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Fish habitat, soil, and water quality would be more protected in Alternative 
G: timber production would bs precluded from mumclpal watershsxls, and 
lesslandcanbsharv&ed in each landtype in any decade (5% instead of 
10%). 

AlternativeH provides for 10 more spotted owl habitat aress than Alternative 
G, but less big game habitat 

The van&y of recreation opportunities would bs greater in Alternative H: 
timber harvest is precluded from an additional 16,100 acres in order to 
pmvlde undeveloped areas. 

Between Alternatives H and PNV Benchmark 

Operational timber harvest constraints were added to Alternative H which 
daatribute harvest among timber types and upland/ripanan areas Also, 
most regenerated stands would bs managsd on rotations of at least 130 
years. Alternative H’s timber suitable land base is only 33% of that for the 
PNV Benchmark. 

Fish habitat, soil, and water quality would bs higher in Alternative Hbscause 
timber production is precluded from 45,000 more acres of rlparlan areas 
and 209,000 acres of unstable slopes, and becauss fewer acme can bs 
harvested on each landtype associatron in any decade (5% instead of 30%). 

Altematrve H provides for 15 mom spotted owl habitat areas, larger bald 
eagle sites, and more deciduous mix habitat 

The variety of mcmstion opportumties would be greater in Alternative F: 
timber harvest is precludsd from an additional 40,000 acres in order to 
provide more special interest and undeveloped areas. 

In Alternative H, visual quality is protected by precluding timber harvest 
on 18,200 acres and modifying timber activltms on 800 acres. 

The End 
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APPENDIX C 

ROADLESS AREAS 

INTRODUCTION 
Th= Appendix describes each of the road&s areas studied during the Roadless Area Review and 
Evaluation process (RARE II) which still meet the roadless area cnteria It identifies the resources 
and values considered in each area, the range of alternatwe land uses studied dunng the Forest planning 
process, and the effects of those alternatives on each area In the FEIS, Chapter IV, alternatwe ways 
of managing currently unroaded areas are evaluated in total as a resource across the Forest. 

If roads, timber harvest, or other development occura m these unroaded areas withm this planning 
period (IO-15 years), eligbility for Wdderness consideration will be adversely affected. Thm, m itself, 
may be a sigmflcant consequence For this reason, the unroaded area’s attributes for Wilderness, such 
as its capability, avadabiity, and need, are considered so that any de&non to allocate the area for 
particular uses ~111 bs made with full disclosure of the envrronmental effects NOTE. Considerable 
mformatmn and analysxs accompanied the R&RF, II m the late 197Os, this inform&on is on file at the 
Supervisor’s Office, Corvs.llis, Oregon 

The Oregon Wilderness Act of 1964 (pubhc Law 98-328) provides Congrsssional direction as to future 
management and evaluation of the roadless areas covered in this FEIS and accompanying appsndrx. 
According to the Act, ” with respect to the National Forest System lands . wluch were renewed by 
the Department of Agriculture in the second Roadless Area Fkvlew and Evaluation (RARE II), 
(RARE II) shall be deemed for the purpose of the mitial land management plans to be an adequate 
conslderatmn of the smtabihty of such lands for inclusmn m the National Wilderness Preservation 
System and the Department of Agriculture shall not be required to review the wilderness option prior 
to the tension of the [Forest] plans, but shall review the wilderness options when the plans are revised 
which wdl ordmanly occur on a ten-year cycle [Roadless areas] shall be managed for multiple use 
in accordance with land management plans pursuant to Section 6 of the Forest and Rangeland Renewable 
Resources Planmng Act of 1974, as amended by the Natwml Forest Management Act of 1976, provided 
that such areas need not bs managed for the purpose of protecting thew suitahlhty for urllderness 
dwgnatmn prior to or dunng remsmn of the land management plans . ” 

Changes Between Draft and Final 

The RARE II area acreage estimates have not changed smce the DEIS, but the present&Ion of 
environmental effects has heen adjusted in the FEIS In the DEIS, the projectmns of timber harvests 
and acres m varmus management were based on the RARE II acres plus adjacent land that could 
revert to unroaded condition In this Appendix, only the RARE II acres are conwdered m the analysis 
Effects of the FEIS alternatwes on all FLARE II and p&&al undeveloped acres are discussed in the 
FEIS, Chapters II and IV. 

The quantitative analysis of the effects of alternatives on wildlife and fish has been removed from the 
append=, smce the models used to project habItat capabihty were desIgned for Forest-wide analysts 
and proJectmns for site-specific areas could be misleadmg The effects on wildhfe and fish are addressed 
in the narrative sections of the “Environmental Consequences ” 
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An additional effect has been included in the “Envimnmental Consaquences” section. Estimates of the 
RAFtE II acres projected to remain unroaded, and hence available for future comnderation as Wilderness, 
am shown for specific decades. 

Current Status 

Mnst of the roadless areas on the S&law National Forest have been modified smca they were considered 
in the RARE II process, which ended in January, 1979. Figure C-l is a map showing the locations of 
the Siuslaw roadlass areas Table C-l lists each RARE II area, its currant status, and the major -116 
for any changes between the current acreage and the RARE II inventory acreage. The total remaimng 
acreage of the original RAFLE II madless areas is now estnnatad at 46,838 acres 

Need 

To determine the need for maintaining an area in its madless condition, It is important to know how 
close the area 1s to sources of its usem, and what other a- supplying similar opportunities the user 
might substitute. 

The relationship of the Forest’s madless areas to population centers is shown in Table C-2 and on the 
map in Figure C-2. 

All of the roadless areas am within about 200 miles of almost three-fourths of the state’s population - 
approximately two nullion people. 

In the Oregon Wilderness Act of 1984, Congress designated three small Wildernesses in the Oregon 
Coast Range on the Siuslaw National Forest (Dnft Creek, Cummins Creek, and Rock Creek). The 
land m the Drift Creak Adjacent area is conhguous with the Dnft Creelr Wilderness, and the others 
m-e not more than 50 air miles fium one of the the Wildernesses. 
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FIGURE C-l LOCATION OF SIUSLAW ROADLESS AREAS 
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FIGURE C-2. PROXIMITY OF ROADLESS AREAS TO URBAN AREAS AND WILDERNEYSSES 
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ROADLESS AREAS 

Table C-l. Current Roadless Area Status 

Rcmdlerrs Area Current Net RAREllNet 
Name (1) Acreage AClWge 

REASON FOR CHANGE 
I 

H&a lA 
(Heho-Nestucca) 

6154 Dnft Creek 
(DnR Creek Adja- 
cent) 

6155 C- Creek 

6156 Rock Creek 

6157 Smzth Umpquia 
Wasscm Creek) 

6153 WOhllk 

6159 

umpqua spit 6160 

6161 

SUBTOTAL 

13,172 16,339 

5,909 11,260 Congrsssdeslgnated5,639acresastheDRRC~kWddemees 
Area in the Oregon Wddemes Act of 1934 

9,216 

6,651 

Congress designated 9,019 acres as the C- Creek 
Wilderness Area 

Congress designated 7,326 acrea as the Rock Creek Wlldemans 
Area 

7,764 7.230 

5,060 5,100 Construction of Dnfnwcd II ORV Staging area I 

4,799 

2,311 

4,174 

2,361 

1,798 7,798 

46,838 71,376 

Areas Studed Dunng RARE II Pmcass No Longer Meeting bhunum Requzrements For Wddemess Consldemtlon 

6152 H&o IB 0 6,617 Conatructwn of sweral mads has left no area large enough 
to meet the mnraun, requvements 

6153 H&a 1C 0 3,033 Conetruct,on of several mada ha? left no area large enough 
to meet the muumum reqnvements 

SUBTOTAJ. 0 14,760 

TOTAL 46,838 66,076 

(1) current name Is 111 parentheses 
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ROADLESS AREAS 

Table C-2. Proximity of Roadless Areas to Population Centers (miles) 

umpqua spit 1 188 143 1 96 1 78 1 166 

T!%lIUb I 294 159 I 115 I I 159 94 

In Oregon’s Cascade and Siskiyou Mountains, there are a number of designated Wildernesses The 
two closest to any of the madless areas on the Siuslaw, are in the Siskiyou Mountams on the Siskiyou 
National Forest, about 60 miles from the Tenmile roadless area. 

In all, there are about 21 designated Wildernesses (with close to a million acres) which are, all or in 
part, within about 100 airline mdes of the madless areas on the Siuslaw See Figure C-2 for the relationship 
between the roadless areas on the Siuslaw National Forest and the nearby Wildernesses. 

Alternatives 

Table C-3 shows which madless areas (whole or m part) will be managed to maintain their undeveloped 
status in each alternative. In addition, it shows the aggregate acreage of all roadless areas thus managed, 
and the percent which that aggregate acreage IS of the total current acreags of roadless an%s 
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ROADLESS AREAS 

Table C-3. Summary of Roadless Areas Maintained as Undeveloped Areas 

(1) See Table C-l for names asmated mth ldentficatmn numbers 
(2) ODNFA IS the Oregon Duns, Natmnal Reereatmn Area and lneludw Roadless Areas 6153, 6159, 6160 and 6161 These 

are included full am m all altematws 

Table C-4 summarizes the approximate area remannng madless at the end of specific decades The 
acres are the decade total of the madless areas by alternatwe The estimates are based on projections 
of timber harvest actwrty m those areas which would be available for timber harvest and are made 
with the following aesumptrons 

1 Areas only counted if (a) greater than 5,000 acres or (b) contiguous to designated Wilderness 

2 Only the 1st decade’s sale activity can be estimated wth any r&ability as based on the Timber 
Sale Action Plan for Alternatwe E(PA) (Forest Plan, Appendii A) 

3 In Alternatives C, E(PA), F, G, and H, portions of approximately 600 to 4,300 acres are allocated 
to an undeveloped area management prescription which would requne restoration Some of 
these areas have harvest unita and roads from past timber management actwihes These acres 
are not included m Table C-4. 

Table C-4. Summary of Roadless Acres Remaining by Alternative, in M-Acres 

I 1 A 1 B 1 B(Dep) 1 C 1 D 1 E(PA) 1 F 1 G 1 H 1 

1st Decade 462 465 460 465 466 444 464 46.1 46 9 

2nd Decade 42 9 46 1 428 460 466 424 464 45 9 469 

5th Decade 349 306 31.6 355 379 354 43 0 442 469 
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HEBO-NESTUCCA 

HEBO-NESTUCCA 

Description 

RARE II Area Name and 1.D - H&o 1A 6151 

Current Roadless Size - 13,172 Acres 

The H&o-Nestucca Roadless area is located in the northern end of the Siuslaw National Forest on 
the Hebo Ranger Diitrmt The boundaries of the area closely approximate the National Forest Boundary 
to the north, the eastern most ridge of the Niagara Creek drainage to the east, the Mount Hebo ridgeline 
to the south, and the westernmost ridgs of the Tony Creek drainage to the west. The area lies on the 
south side of the Nestucca River, immediately upstream from the town of Beaver. Access to the area 
may be gained by a series of National Forest Roads off county road 858 (paralleling the Nestucca 
River), or off National Forest Road 14 which leads to the top of Mount H&o. (Figure C-3) 

Elevation of the area ranges from about 320 feet near the Nestucca River, to 3154 feet at the top of 
Mount H&o. Terrain varies, with some parts of the ares fairly gentle, while other parts are steep and 
highly duxected. Soils are shallow to moderately deep, and am highly unstable on steeper slopes. 

Drainage of the area comprises a collection of smaller sub-basins, namely the Niagara, Powder, Limestone, 
Alder, Boulder, Tony, and a small portion of Foland drainages, all of which flow into the Nestucca 
River. Fiih populations withm the sub-basins m&de anadmmous populations of chinook and coho 
salmon, steelhead and searun cutthroat tmut and resident populations of cutthroat trout. 

Wildlife species in the area include elk, deer, cougar, black bear, and various water-associated species 
including waterfowl, great blue herons, and bald eagles 

The forests in the area are dominated by mature stands of Douglas-fir and western hemlock. There is 
no mventonsd old-growth in this roadless area Alder is mostly limited to the nparian areas along the 
streams 

There are the remnants of one trail in the area. The abandoned Powder Creek Traii goes fmm North 
Lake, near the top of Mount H&o, to the Nestucca River. It can bs followed, but wth a good deal of 
difficulty Recreational use is very light, estimated at less than 100 RVDs per year, mostly by hunters 
and hikers The area presently supplies semiprimitive nonmotorized recreation opportunities. The 
relatively small amount of current recreational uss the area mcewes is attributed to the lack of trails, 
the difficulty of cross-country travel, and the lack of attractive features Current use is primarily from 
local residents 
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FIGURE C-3 THE HEBO-NESTUCCA ROADLESS AREA 
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HEBO-NESTUCCA 

Capability 

Manageability and Boundaries 

The H&o-Nestucca roadless area does not have well-defined boundaries The boundaries generally 
consist of roads, edges of past harvest units, or private land boundaries. The ama ia very long and 
narrow and consists mostly of the north slope of Mount H&o. Some of the area has already been 
accessed by roads, and a few salea are under contract Some roads and unita exist as peninsulas or 
fingers in the area These items would make it difficult to maintain the natural character of the area. 

A manageable boundary for an unmaded, semi-primitive recreation area would exclude the maded 
mtrusione, and past harvest unita would be allowed to revert to a natural appearing condition This 
would add about 660 acres for a total of about 13,880 acres in the area. 

Natural Appearance and Integrity 

There is some evidence of human impacts on the area from developments within the watersheds 
Some harvest umts and roads intrude into the area. Man’s actwities are apparent to the extent that 
most visitors would notice them There are also several units under contract to be harvested as well 
as a small amount of road to be constructed within the area 

One area, the Powder Creek area, contains about 5,060 contiguous acres and has retained a completely 
natural appearance This area is located in the center of the madless area, and forms the smallest 
unit considered m any of the alternatives 

Opportunities for Solitude 

At present, the chances to feel isolated within this area are high, especudly wthin the area between 
Powder and Lnnestone Creeks This 1s mostly due to the topography, dense vegetatmn, and the difficulty 
of cross country travel By following the old trail, the area can be traversed withm one day Chances 
of hearing sounds from the outside area are low, except from the periphery of the madless area 

Primitive Recreation Opportunities 

Opportunities for a wide range of primitive recreationel activities are lim&d Hikmg in a natural 
environment, and hunting are the mam activity potentials m the area The abihty to engage in these 
actwittes in a snow-free environment during the winter months, is unusual in the Pacific Northwest 
However, because of the high elevation of Mt H&o, the area also affords the abihty to engage m 
snow activltres This is the only roadless area on the Siuslaw National Forest which has the opportumty 
for snow activltiw. There are also some rock outcmppmgs near the top of Mount Hebo which could 
offer some bouldering opportumties 

Angling for resident populations of cutthroat trout would be an additional recreational opportumty 
The streams are closed to salmon and steelhead fBhmg 

Challenging Experiences 

The steepness of the terram, dense vegetation and annual rainfall make the area a challenge for cross 
country travel Just finding the way from Mt H&o to the Nestucca River without gettmg lost is difficult 
If a trail system were to be developed, the opportunity for challenge ~111 still be present. Travel m the 
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winter when snow is present, and the rock climbing oppcwtumtres are additional challenges in this 
roadless area which do not exist m other roadless areas on the Siuslaw National Forest 

SpeciaI Features 

The primary scenic values of the area are the waterfalls, cascades and many tributaries of the drainages 
within the area The rugged topography and undisturbed forest environment provide visitors with the 
sense of being in the forest primeval The ability to hike from a major Coast Range River (the Nestucca), 
through an area of undisturbed forest, to a mountain peak which has sub-alpme scenery with a view 
of the Pacific Ocean (on a clear day), is a key feature of this area which is unavailable anywhere else 
m Oregon 

Availability 

Resource Potentials 

Recreation - Rscreatuxml opportumtzs mclude huntmg, trout fishing, hiking, and wildlife study A 
trail accessmg two waterfalls in the Niagara Creek drainage has been built and a trail to one waterfall 
on Alder Creek has bsen proposed A small lake (pond) is also located in the Niagara watershed There 
are no known potential development sites of other special recreatnm values withm the area, other 
than its ability to provide SPNM opportumtms 

Wildlife - 

1. Bald Eagles-Bald eagles are frequently seen foragmgalong the Nestucca River and its tributaries, 
although no known nest sites must within the Hebo-Neatucca roadless area One nest, however, 
currently exists on land managed by the BLM, approximately six m&s to the northeast Due to 
the sparse distribution of old-growth trees, it is unbkely that a pair of bald eagles would nest m 
this area in the near future. Suitable nesting habitat would be provided, however, should portions 
of the area grow to an old-growth condition 

2. Spotted Owls - Habitat that supports a pan of spotted owls does not currently exist m the 
roadless area However, an area containing approxnnately 2,000 acres which lies in the western 
portion of the roadless area is a potential Spotted Owl Habitat Area (SOHA) This SOHA is 
considered “capable” spotted owl habitat and could serve as a distribution hnk to spotted owls 
on other land ownerships 

3. Deciduous-Mii Habitat - The maJonty of deciduous-mm habitat currently extsta in ripanan 
areas rather than on upland smss. 

4. Elk - Current elk use within the area 1s low mainly due to the fact that harvestmg has been 
kept at a minimum resultmg m a low level of forage productron The capacity to support elk 
varies within the roadless area Powder and Niagara Creek dramages have a high elk management 
potential. Limestone, Boulder, and Tony Creek dramages have a moderate to low elk management 
potential due to the predominance of north facing slopes 

Fisheries 

The principal areas of fish production within the roadlesa area are the mamstems of the larger tributaries, 
notably Niagara, Powder, Limestone, Boulder and Tony creeks Opportunities to improve fish halxtat 
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within these streams have been identified, but are relatively linuted Examples of pmpased projects 
include modification of bedrock chutes and falls in Powder Creek and a small tnbutaxy to Niagara 
Creek to Improve passage for coho salmon and steelhead, and increasing the amount of spawnmg 
haixtat for salmon and steelbead in Boulder and Limestone creaks and a branch of Powder Creek 

Timber 

Timber stands in the area are typically mature, even-aged Douglas-fir, with minor components of 
western hemlock, western redcedar, red alder and bigleaf maple. Hardwoods predominate in some 
areas, especially nparian zones. There are appmxlmately 10,800 a- potentially smtable for timber 
production in the area Areas of unstable soil are the major part of the unsuitable land. 

Minerals 

The entire area is available for oil and gas leases, although there are no current leases There 1s no 
known location of hard mck minerals, and the potential for minerals is low. 

Management Considerations 

Fire - There 1s a low to moderate risk of wildfires due to the abundance of ramfall Late summer has 
the highest nsk period. There is little opportunity for wildlife or other habitat improvement due to the 
problems associated in controlling prescribed fires in madless areas, and the risk to high value timber 
Also there is little evidence that fire has an on-going mle in these areas. Under extreme conditions, 
wildfires would be difficult to control due to the heavy fuels and the hnuted accessibility. 

Insect and Disease - Outbreaks of insects and diseass have not been a major problem in this area 
It is expected that thii will continue to bs the case. 

Private Lands - Private lands border the area to the north along the lower reaches of Powder Creek 
and along the Nestucca River. Access in the Tony and Boulder Creek areas is controlled by Publisher 
Paper Company. Only an isolated 20-acre parcel in Se&on 15, T 4S., R 8W, owned by Puhhshen 
would be included wthln the area. 

Need 

Proximity to Other Wildernesses and Population Centers 

See Table C-2 and Figure C-2 for proximity information Mount Hebo 1s the closest madless area on 
the Siuslaw to the Portland and Salem areas - less than 100 nules from Portland Additional roadless 
areas and Wddernesses are available within 50 miles of the Mount Hebo area 

Ecosystem Representation 

There are no special ecosystems represented in thii madless area Primary ecosystems in the area 
include mature stands of Douglas-fir, hemlock, and western redcedar These ecosystems are similar to 
those found throughout the Coast Range. 
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Public Interest 

Public mvolvement durmg the 1978 RARE II study showed that only a small percentage of those 
responding supported Wdderaess management Of those opposing Wdderness, most feIt that the area 
did not have qualitws necessary for Wdderness, and that the value of timber exceeded the benefits of 
wilderness. The final RARE II allocation was nonwilderness. 

Environmental Consequences 

The ennronmental effects of the FEIS alternatives on the roadless area are discussed m this section 
Management allocatmns of the roadless area and specific effects are shown by alternatwe. m Table 
C-5. The table does not mclude Alternatwe NC, as comparable data 1s not available to assess the effects 

Alternatives F, G and H maintain some of the H&o-Nestucca roadless area in an undeveloped condition 
by allocating acres to the ‘Undeveloped’ management prescnption. 

Alternative H: All roadless - In this alternative, all of the roadless area would be managed to mamtam 
its unroaded condition, and ensting roads and clearcuts that mtrude into the area would be allowed 
to revert to a natural appearance 

l The risk of losing long-term viabdlty of the spotted owl would be reduced 

l Additxmal bald eagle nest habItat would be provided 

l The maxxmum area avadable for dlspemed, unroaded, SPNM recreatmn opportunities would be 
mamtained as a destmation for the hiker, angler, hunter, photographer, or naturalist 

l Visual quahty would be preserved on the largest amount of area 

0 Quality of water and fiih habltat would be mamtamed at natural levels 

0 Adverse economic effects would be greatest in this alternative because acme of the wood fiber 
would be avadable for harvest 

0 Local employment and income would decrease due to a reduced timber base 

l Other benefits of roadless areas such as spnxtual values, ecosystem mamtenance, gene pool and 
other sclentlfic values would be preserved on the greatest acreage 

Alternatwes NC, A, B, B(Dep), C, D and E(PA): None Roadless - In these alternatives, none of 
the area would be allocated to the undeveloped area management presxiptlon Mulhple resource 
management would be Implemented and timber management actlvlties could begin in the 1st decade. 

l No addItional habItat for spotted owls or bald eagles would be prwded, except for E(PA) where 
about 2,000 acres of the Powder Creek Umt would be managed m its undeveloped condltmn to 
prowde a Spotted Owl HabItat Area 

. Opportumties for SPNM recreation would declme as the area becomes developed. 

l Visual quality would be heavdy altered. 
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l Water quality and fsh h&tat would be adversely affected Levels of habitat in some areas could 
be up to one-third lower than in Alternative H M.$+tion measures would xeduce some of these 
losses. 

l There would be no adverse economic effects. 

l Management of timber would provide higher market benefits than those in other alternatives 
The flow of these benefits would depend on the specific locations and timing of implementation 
of timber management practices 

Alternatives F and G: Powder Creek Unit Roadless - In Alternatives F and G, the Powder Creek 
unit (5,060 acres) would be managed to mamtain its undeveloped condition. The remaining portions 
of the roadless area would be available for timber management 

l Powder Creek is the largest contiguous undeveloped area with good management boundaries It 
maintams the undeveloped land winch extends from the Nestucca Rwer to the top of Mount 
Hebo. 

l About half the land in the roadless area which is potentially suitable for timber production is 
located in the Powder Creek umt Thus land is ehminated from timber management in these 
alternatwes, so the adverse econmmc effects would be fiurly bgh 

l In general, the same consequences described for Alternatwe H apply to the Powder Creek unit, 
while the consequences described for Alternatwes A, B, B(Dep), C, and D apply to the rest of the 
roadless area 

Wilderness Potential 

All alternatives, except F, G and H, assign most of the area to multiple resource management objectwzs 
Under those alternatives, the area would be developed and semipnmltwe recreation opportunities 
currently awulable would shift to the motorized end of the opportunity spectrum. The sights and sounds 
of human activity would probably be noticeable from all areas Options for future Wdderness designation 
would be foregone. 

Alternatives F and G would maintain the Powder Creek unit (5,060 acres) in madless con&ion. Options 
for Wilderness designation would remain available for thus unit, while Wdderness potential would be 
lost for the rest of the roadless area. 

Alternatwe H would maintain all the roadless area in roadless condition, and existmg roads and clearcuts 
that mtrude into the area would be allowed to revert to a natural appearance Options for future 
Wilderness desvgnatlon would remam avadable. 

An estimate of the FLARE II roadless acres remaining unroaded at the end of specltic decades is shown 
m Table C-5 The estimates are based on the proJected timber harvest activity that would wcur m the 
roadless area. 
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Table C-5. Selected Outputs and Effects - H&o-Nestucca 

costs ulmmnted) 
Present Net value 
Benefit/Cost 
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Table C-5. Selected Outputs and Effects - Hebo-Nestucca 

Roda Area Remauung 
1st Decade 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Tmber Offered 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Econonucs - Tmber 
Benefits (dmounted) 
Casts (dmosunted) 
Present Net Value 
Ben&t/Cost 

Recreatwn Use - Rmded 
1st Decade 
5th Decade 

Recreatmn Use - Unmaded 
1st Decade 
5th Decade 

Trad System, 5th Decade 

AWXge 0 13 0 06 0 
Annual 0 25 0 0 0 
MMCF 12 36 05 03 0 

MM5 40 38 20 17 0 
MM5 9 9 4 5 0 
VW 31 29 16 12 0 
Ratw 46 42 50 35 0 

AVWp 
Annd 0 0 0 0 0 
MRVDS 68 68 45 44 0 

AVtYage 
Annual 5 5 28 28 24 
MRVDs 0 0 10 8 10 8 254 

Miles 0 0 15 0 150 365 
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DRIFT CREEK ADJACENT 

Description 

RARE II Area Name and I.D. - Drift Creek Adjacent 6154 

Current Roadless Size - 5,909 Acres 

The Dnft Creek AdJacent madless area 1s located in the west central portion of the Siuslaw National 
Forest in the Waldport Banger District. The madless area is composed of six separate units adJacent 
to, and remaining after designation of the Drift Creek Wddernsss. It is approximately 6 miles east of 
the Pacific Ocean and the town of Wsldport, and approximately 3 miles north of the Alsea River. 
Main access to the roadless area is from State Highway 34 from the south and the Elk Horn mad 
from the north. Easy access 1s provided from U.S. Highway 101 to these roads (Figure C-4) 

Elevation ranges from about 50 feet to 2000 feet. Terrain 1s generally steep and highly dwected, especially 
in the Boulder Creek umt Sods ars shallow to moderately deep, and are vary unstable on steeper 
SlOpS. 

Most of Boulder Creek is included within the roadless area, along with the upper reaches of Trout 
Creak and the major part of the drainage area of Cougar Creek. Anadmmous f~heries of chinook, 
coho salmon, stealhead trout and cutthroat trout are also found in the Boulder Creek Umt 

The forest is dominated by mature and older forest stands of Douglas-fir and western hemlock. Also 
interspersed throughout the area a= second-growth stands of Douglas-fir, hemlock and red alder 
Alder is mostly lirmted to riparian areas along streams Much of the ground cover is composed of salal, 
salal mixed wth salmonbeny, and lesser amounts of sword fern. 

The units have elk, deer, cougar, black bear, and various water associated species There are 3 verified 
pairs of spotted owls usmg habItat m and adjacent to the Drift Creek Wdderness. Of those 3 pairs, 
part of the essential feeding habitat is unthin the Drift Creek adjacent areas. 

There ars no t& in the units Recreatmn use is very light, estimated at less than 100 RVDs per 
year, mostly by hunters and fisherman. Most of tbii use occurs along the wads within or at the perimeter 
of the areas 

There are a number of surfaced roads and young plantations, in the form of fingers or peninsulas, in 
the various units of the roadless area 
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FIGURE C-4 DRIFT CREEK ADJACENT ROADLESS AREA 
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Capability 

Manageability and Boundaries 

The six units whmh comprise the madless area are. 

1. Boulder Creak unit (2,009 acres) - locatsd on the SE corner of the Wilderness. 

The Boulder Creek umt is a peninsula, about 3 miles long by 1 112 miles wide, which extends 
fmm the Wilderness It does not currently have a well-defined boundary, because large parts of 
it are created by the edge of clearcuts. A better boundary would be created by moving up to the 
ridgetop mads. Thii would add 640 acres to the unit for a total of about 2,650 acres 

The Boulder Creak unit would not bs easy to manage for madless qualities because of its 
narrowness. If it ware coupled wrth the adjacent Cougar Creek unit to the west and the mad 
between the umts &mum&xl, the madless quality of Boulder Creek would be more manageable. 
The unit includes the only tributary to Drift Creek and could enhance the existing Wilderness If 
maintained as a madless area. 

2. Cougar Creak unit (1,563 acres) - located on the south border of the Wilderness. 

The Cougar Creek umt does not have well-defined boundaries on the south and west due to 
harvest units on the slopes adjacent the boundary Also, a mad runs through the unit. In order 
to have a manageable area, the boundary should bs located along the roads on the ridgetops to 
the east, south, and west, and the road which runs through the unit elimmatsd. Tbii would add 
about 470 acres to the unit for a total size of about 2,030 acres. 

The north side of the unit IS adJaCent the Wilderness If the umt were coupled with the Boulder 
Creek unit, the area would be easy to manage The unit would enhance the Wilderness by protecting 
the slopes above Cougar Creek and Ellen Creek 

3 Upper Trout Creek unit (830 acres) - located on the northeastern corner of the Wrlderness. 

This is the most broken up of all the umts, wth several roads and numerous harvest units 
extending mto the area 

If the roads were eliminated so that the boundaries were along the ridge which creates the 
Trout Creek drainage, it would add about 1,190 acres for a total of about 2,020 acres Tbii 
would also enhance the Wilderness by ehminatmg a long stretch of boundary, withm a drainage, 
along whmh tuubsr management activities would be expected to take place 

Three umts to the west of the Wilderness 

4 Wheelock Creek unit (1,098 acres) - on the southwestern corner of the Wdderness; 

5. Bear Creek unit (354 acres) - on the western edge of the Wilderness; and 

6 Cedar Creek unit (55 acres) - on the northwestern corner of the Wilderness. 
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The three umts on the west side of the Wilderness (Units 4,5 and 6) would be the most difficult 
to manage They are relatively small and isolated, with pnvate land formmg much of the boundary 
or being interposed between the roadless area and the Wdderness The shapes of the units are 
irregular with unit boundaries crossing mid-slope hnes. 

Natural Appearance and Integrity 

There is considerable evidence of impacts on all of the umts m the form of roads and clearcuts on 
adjacent or intermmglsd lands. In the West Umt a community commercial T.V. antenna system on 
Butler Peak ssrves approximately 900 famdies under special use permit from the Forest Service. 

Boulder Creek has the largest contiguous area whxh has not been impacted by the activitw of humans 
It has not been mtenswsly managed for tunber production because of the long slopes and critical soils 
where traditional cable loggmg systems cannot be used. 

Opportunities for Solitude 

The opportunities to feel isolated are low on the edges of all the units due to roads. However, since 
there are no trads mthin any of the areas, the chance to meet another person in the area is remote 
due to topography, dense vegetation and difficulty of cross country travel. Boulder Creek Unit offers 
the highest potsntlal for Isolatmn, especmllyalong the creak. Other umts that contain extenswe amounts 
of roads offer low to moderate opportumtws for solitude unless the roads are eliminated 

Primitive Recreation Opportunities 

Opportunities for a wde variety of primitive recreation a&wit&s is hmited The lower l/4 mile of 
Boulder Creek offers some anadromous and cutthroat trout fishing Cross country hiking m a challenging 
environment, nature study, huntmg, and hiking through the areas into the Dnft Creek Wdderness are 
the main recreation potentials That these activities can take pIace in a snow-free winter environment, 
is a special asset. 

Challenging Experiences 

The steepness of the terrain, dense vegetatmn and annual rainfall make the area a challenge for 
cross-county travel, especially when the tributaries of Drift Creek are swollen with water from the 
winter rains If a trail system is developed, the opportunity for challenge unll stall bs present, but it 
will not be necessary to undertake it if that is not dealred 

Other Features 

The habitat m the Cougar Creek and Upper Trout Creek units 1s suitable for spotted owls and bald 
eagles. The f=henes withm the Boulder Creek Unit have been dsslgnated as a wild f~henes No stocking 
of the umt has been or wdl be done m order to mamtain the wild stram of fish now present 
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Availability 

Resource Potentials 

Recreation - Recreational oppcrtunitms include hunting, hiking, and wildlife study Them am no 
known potential development sites or other special recreatmn values within the area, other than its 
abiity to provide SPNM opportunities. 

Wildlife 

Bald Eagles - Drift Creek and its tributaries ara ussd for feeding by bald eagles in the winter and a 
potential nest sits is in the Drift Creek Wddernass. Habitat in the adjacent units has the potential for 
bald eagles for nesting. 

Spotted O&s - The mature and old growth conifer in this area provides habitat for thres pairs of 
spotted owls. The addrtional acres added river the minimum amount required by the owls would be 
used for feeding If all areas remained madless, habitat would bs available for 6 pairs of spotted owls. 

Elk - This area has a moderate potential to produce elk If this area was harvested on a 70 year rotation 
at regular intervals with elk management as part of the goal, there is the potentml tc pmwde an estimated 
230 elk. 

Fisheries - Boulder Creek is the only stream within any of the umts that has anadrcmous fisheries 
potential. Cutthroat tmut occupy the upper reaches of thus stream, while echo salmon and stselhead 
are. m the lower portion The entire Boulder Creak unit is currently being managed as a wild fishery, 
and no stocking or mtrcduction of fish is permitted. 

Timber - %mber stands in the area are typically mature, even-aged Douglas-fir, wrth nuncr components 
of western hemlock, western red cedar, red alder and bigleaf maple The hardwood components 
predominate in some areas, especially rlparian There are approximately 6,600 acres pctentially suitable 
for timber pmductmn m the units, includmg the areas that could revert to madless condition. Areas of 
unstable soil are the major part of the unsuitable land Access is possible for most of the unite except 
Boulder Creek whmh is not available for harvest with conventional cable methods due to the extremely 
long slopes and critical soils 

Minerals - All units have been leased in the past for oil & gas deposits However, at this tune there 
are no active leases for any oil & gas deposits. There ls no known location of hard mck mmerals in 
any of the umts and the pctentml is low 

Management Considerations 

Fire - There is a low to moderate risk of wildfires due to the abundance of rainfall. Late summer has 
the highest risk period. There is httle opportumty for wildlife or other habitat improvement due to the 
small size of some of the umts, the problems associated with controlling prescribed fires in madlass 
areas, and the nsk to high value timber outside of the umts. Also there is little evidence that tire has 
an on-going role in these arsas. Under extreme conditmns, wildfires would lx difficult to contrcl due 
to the heavy fuels and the limited accessibility 

Insect and Disease - Outbreaks of insects and dmesss have not been a major problem m thus area 
It is expected that this ~111 continue to bs the case 
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Private Lands - There are private lands adjacent to two of the western units, but none form inclusions 

Need 

Proximity to Other Wildernesses and Population Centers 

See Table C-2 and the map in Figure C-2 for proxnnity information. This area IS within 150 mdes of 
about 2 nnlhon people The units are all adjacent to the Drift Creek Wilderness, which is then main 
attraction as roadless areas. Additional roadlssa areas and Wildernesses are avadable on National 
Forest land within 50 miles 

Ecosystem Representation 

There are no special ecosystems represented m this roadless area. Ecosystems are similar to those 
found throughout the Coast Range, and especially in adjacent areas of Drift Creak Wdderness. 

Public Interest 

Public mvolvement dunng the 1978 RARE II study showed that only 2 5% of the respondents supported 
wdderness management Of those opposmg Wilderness, 97 4% felt that the area did not have those 
qualities necessary for Wilderness, and the value of timber exceeded the benefits of Wilderness The 
final BARE II allocation was nonwilderness However, Congress did designate the Drift Creek Wilderness 

More recent pubhc input provided by environmental groups expressed a desire to mcorporate the Boulder 
Creek umt as part of the Wdderness There is recognition that Boulder Creek is a major tributary to 
Dnft Creek and that it and the Upper Trout Creek unit provide old growth and spotted owl habitat 
Other resource values that have been recognized by the public m the umts are “wild” anadromous 
Bshenas, and opportumtiea to provide dispersed recreation 

Environmental Consequences 

The environmental effects of the various FEIS alternatwa on the roadless area are described here. 
Management allocations of the roadless area and specific effects are shown by alternative in Table 
C-6 Alternatwes C, E(PA1, F, G and H maintain some of the Drift Creek Adjacent roadless area in 
unroaded condition. 

Alternative H: All Roadless - In tbrs alternatwe, all of the units of the roadless area will be managed 
to maintain their undeveloped condition, and existmg roads and clearcuta that intrude into the area 
will be allowed to revert to a natural appearance. 

l Dnft Creek Wilderness will receive the maximum protection and enhancement 

l All existing old-growth would be preserved 

l The risk of losing short and long term vlabihty of the spotted owl would be reduced 

l Additional bald eagle nest habitat would be provided 

l The maximum ares available for dispersed, unroaded, SPNM recreation opportunities would be 
maintained as a destination for the hiker, ftierman, hunter, photographer, or naturahst. 
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l Visual quality would be preserved on the largest amount of area. 

l Quality of water and tish habitat would be mamtained at natural levels 

l Adverse economic effects would bs greatest in thrs alternative because none of the wood fiber 
potentially available from these areas will be harvested 

l Local employment and income would decrease due to a reduced timber base 

l Other benefits of roadless areas such as spiritual values, scosystem maintenance, gene pool and 
other scientific values would be preserved on the greatest acreage 

Alternatives NC, A, B, B(Dep), and D: None Roadless - In these alternatives, none of the units 
would bs maintained in an undeveloped comhtion Timber management activities would bs implemented 
in the first 2 decades. These alternatives provide for maximum development of commodity production 
capabilities, particularly timber. Thus results m the greatest outputs of market benefits The flow of 
these benefits depends on the specific location and timmg of implementation of timber management 
practices 

l Drift Creek Wilderness would lose the protection of adlacent unroaded lands that it currently 
has. 

l Only a small amount of additional habitat for spotted owls or bald eagles would be provided m a 
part of one Spotted Owl Habitat Area 

l All existing old-growth not in spotted owl habitat areas would be harvested. 

l There would be no opportumtms for SPNM mcrsatron use 

l Visual quality would be heavily altered 

l Water quality and fish habitat would be adversely affected. Levels of habitat in some sueas could 
be up to one-third lower than m Alternative H Mitigation measures would reduce some of these 
losses 

l There would be no adverse economic effects 

Alternatives C and E(PA): Boulder Creek Unit Roadless - These alternatives maintain only the 
Boulder Creek unit (2,009 acres) in a roadless condition and provide for restoration of about 640 acres 
to a natural appearance All other madless lands would be available for timber management m the 1st 
decade. 

In general, the same consequences described for Alternative H apply to the Boulder Creek unit, while 
the consequences described for Alternatives A, B, BfDep), and D apply to all the other units of the 
roadless area. 

Alternatives F and G: Boulder Creek, Cougar Creek and Upper Trout Creek Units Roadless 

In these alternatives, the three largest units would be managed to maintain their undeveloped condition 
- 6,700 acres (including lands allowed to revert to a natural appearance). The other three units would 
be brought under timber management. 
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Together, these three units protect all of the land in the roadless area which dranw into the Drift 
Creek Wilderness They also provide protection along almost all of the Wdderness boundary 

These units also maxnnize the bald eagle and spotted owl habitat. 

On the other hand, most of the sultable timber producing land 1s ehminated from tnnber management, 
so adverse economic effects would be high 

In general, the consequences described for Alternative H apply to the Boulder Creek, Cougar Creek, 
and Upper Trout Creek units, while the consequences described for Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), and D, 
apply to the other three units of the roadless area 

Wilderness Potential 

In Alternative H, the options for future Wilderness designation would remam ava&ble for all roadless 
units 

In Alternatives NC, A, B, B(Dep), and D, none of the units would be maintained in undeveloped condition 
The sxghts and sounds of human actwlty would probably be noticeable from all areas Potential for 
future Wdderness designation would be lost 

In Alternatives C and E(PA), only the Boulder Creek umt would remain roadless The options for 
future Wilderness deslgnatmn would be awlable for thx+ unit. Harvesting and road buddmg actwties 
would occur in the other units and the potentml for future. Wdderness designatmn would be foregone 

In Alternatives F and G, the Boulder Creek, Cougar Creek and Upper Trout Creek units would be 
maintained in unroaded condition, and the options for future Wdderness designation would be available. 
The other three units m the Drift Creek roadless area would be developed, and Wilderness potential 
would be gone 

Boulder Creek is the single best unit to be maintamed 1x1 a roadless condition due to the presence of 
sensitwe wildhfe species, the most manageable boundaries, and the inclusion of the only Iarge tributary 
to Dnft Creek that 1s not in the Wdderness. The difficulty of harvesting the area due to long steep 
slopes \mth unstable soils, also make it a good unit to mamtain in a roadless condition 

An estimate of the acres of roadless area remaming after specific decades 1s shown m Table C-6. The 
estimates are based on proJections of timber harvest activity that would occur in the roadless area. 
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Table C-6. Selected Outputs and Effects - Drift Creek Adjacent 

OUTPUlWEFFEClS ImI ALTERNATIVE I 

Roadleg Area-g 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

h5Acms 

Land Harvegted (CC) 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Becreatmn Use - Roaded AVWge 
let Decade Amlml 
2nd Decade MRVDS 

Recreation Use - Unmaded 
1st Decade 
5th Decade 

Tmd System, 5th Decade I MllleS 

70 39 
28 42 
10 14 

05 04 
04 05 --I-- 09 08 

15 14 
4 

40 I 

4 
11 10 

37 

0 0 
41 41 

05 05 
0 0 

01 0 

II 91 22 
0 41 

53 19 

10 02 
0 05 ---l-l 05 08 
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Table C-6. Selected Outputs and Effects - Drift Creek Adjacent 

OUTFUTWEFFECTS 

Roadleas Area Remauung 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Lands &ted for Tmber 
Prcduction 

Lands Not Suited for Timber 
PlWdUCtWll 

Land Harvested (CC) 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Tmber Offered 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Ec~normcs - Tmber 
Benefits Wscaunted) 
costs cJl?munted) 
Present Net Value 
Benefit/Cost 

Reneatmn Use - Roaded 
1st Decade 
5th Decade 

F&creation Use . Unmaded 
1st Decade 
5th Decade 

Tml System, 5th Decade 

UNIT 

IdAcres 

MAcres 

IdAcres 

MACE3 

Annual 
MMCF 

MM5 
Mm 
MM3 
Fat10 

MllW 

ALTERNATIVE I 
D 1 ECPA) 

0 

I 

20 

56 56 
56 58 
39 42 

I 

10 19 

+ 
38 40 

28 58 
0 0 

26 56 

03 04 --I-- 0 0 
03 06 

13 11 
2 2 

11 3 
53 I 50 

0 0 
40 29 

05 18 
0 29 

0 1 130 

54 54 58 58 59 59 
54 54 56 56 59 59 
49 49 53 53 59 59 

07 04 0 

50 55 59 

F 0 H 

44 44 59 

2-L-M 46 6 0 
0 27 0 

36 6 0 

05 05 0 0 0 0 
0 0 03 03 0 0 

03 03 01 01 0 0 

1 1 4 4 0 0 
2 2 1 1 0 0 
6 6 3 3 0 0 

44 44 44 44 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
34 34 33 33 0 0 

44 44 35 
86 86 74 

13 0 13 0 10 5 13 0 I I1051 13 0 
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WASSEN CREEK 

Description 

RARE II Area Name and I.D. - Smith-Umpqua 615’7 

Current Roadless Size - 7,764 Acres 

Wassen Creek Roadless Area IS located in the south end of the Siuslaw National Forest on the Mapleton 
Ranger District The boundaries are formed by the Forest Service mad system on the south, lands 
managed by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to the east, and private land and Forest Serwx 
mads to the north and west (see the map on the previous page) The area lies between two major 
rivers, the Smith River and Umpqua River. The main point of access to the area is by Forest Service 
road #2319110 leading south from the Smith River Highway 48. Access ls also available finm the 
south, off Oregon Highway 38. (Figure C-5) 

Elevation m the area ranges from a little above sea level along the Smith River, to over 1600 feet in 
the southeast corner. Terrain is generally steep and highly dmssctsd. Soils are shallow to moderately 
deep, and are highly unstable on steeper slopes. 

Wassen Creek is the principal stream m the area; its prime feature is the Devil’s Stanxase waterfaIls. 
Fish populations in the portion of Wasssn Creek within the area are limited largely to resident trout 

The forests in the area are dominated by mature and older forest stands of Douglas-fir and western 
hemlock. Alder is mostly limited to ripe&n areas along streams. 

There are no trails in the area. Recreational use is very light, estimated at less than 100 RVDs per 
year, mostly by hunters and fishermen The area presently supplies sennprimitive nonmotorized 
opportunitw.. The relatively small amount of current recreational use the area receives is attributed 
to the fact the area is hard to access and difficult to traverse Current use is primarily from local residents 

Wildlife species m the area include elk, deer, cougar, black bear,and various water associated species 
including dipper, great blue hemn,and crayfish The northern spotted owl and bald eagle have also 
been identiiied in the area. The spotted owl ls h&d by the state of Oregon as “Threatened” and as 
“Sensitwe” by Region SIX of the Forest Service. The bald eagle ls Federally llstsd as “threatened” in 
Oregon. 

Capability 

Manageability and Boundaries 

This area does not have well-defined boundanes set along topographic features. Much of the boundary 
is formed by the edges of harvest umts and roads. Most of the boundary on the north side is the land 
hne shared with International Paper Company The Forest boundary forms the boundary on the east 
and west sides. It abuts land managed by the BLM on the east, and private timberlands on the west. 

The area 1s very narrow and relatively small. Some of the headwater lands, both those managed by 
the Forest and the BLM, have been harvested and have roads. There are roads and harvest units which 
extend into the unroaded area in the form of fingers and islands These things will make it difficult to 
maintain the natural character of the area 
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FIGURE C-5 WASSEN CREEK ROADLESS AREA 
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If the area is to be managed effectively as a madlesa area, a new boundw which includes some of the 
existing roads and harvest units would need to bs included within the management area. These 
non-conformmg features could be allowed to revert to a natural-appearing condition. This would add 
about 1,440 acres for a maximum sized management area of about 9,200 acres This would also put 
most of the boundary on the south on the major divide between the Smith and Umpqua Rivers 

Them ls the possibihty of creating a smaller undeveloped management area using just the lands in the 
east half of the madless area. This area would include all of Wassen Creek, and be about 4,800 acres 
in size It abuts land managed by the BLM which is currently planned to remain in an undeveloped 
condition, so the total amount of contiguous area could be well over 5,000 acres 

Natural Appearance and Integrity 

There ls considerable evidence of impacts on the araa fmm developments in the watershed. The Forest 
Service has logged 21 units within theboundary and in nine of these clearcut umts roads were constructed 
into the area to harvest the timber. Only in Section 23, T21S, RlOW have no roads been built or unite 
harvested. 

Opportunities for Solitude 

At present, the chances to feel isolated within this area, are extremely high, especmlly adjacent to 
Wasssn Creek, due to the topography, dense vegetattve screening, and extreme dlfticulty of cross country 
travel. However, the area is close to populatron centers, and if a trail system is placed within the area, 
a hiker could easily traverse the area within a day, so chances of meeting another person would bs 
high Due to the sure and narrowness of the area the chances of hearing sounds from outside the area, 
particularly fmm logging, would be fairly high. 

Primitive Recreation Opportunities 

Opportunity for a wide variety of primitive recreation opportunities ls limited Hiking in a natural 
environment, fmhlng and campmg are the main activity potent& in the area. Actmities one might 
normally expect in an unroaded area, such as skiing and mountain climbing, are absent. However, 
due to the low elevation, the opportunities it does offer are available throughout the year in a snow-free 
environment. 

Challenging Experiences 

The steepness of the terrain, dense vegetation and annual rainfall make the area an extreme challenge 
for cmss-country travel, especmlly at the time when Wassen Creek and its many small waterfalls 
provide the most scenic opportunities If a trail system is developed, the opportunity for challenge will 
still be present, but it will not be necessary to undertake it if that is not desired 

Special Features 

The primary scenic values of the area are the numerous waterfalls, cascades and many tributaries 
leading into Wasaen Creek The Devds Staircase waterfall is the largest and most interesting of the 
major water features The rugged topography and undisturbed forest envuonment provide visitors 
ulth the sews of bemg m the forest primeval 
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There is existing habitat for spotted owls m a portion of the area. 

The area is included m the Oregon Natural Heritage Data Base as supplying some scientific values 
related to the aquatic environment of Wassen Creek; values which are not supplied anywhere else in 
the Oregon Coast Range. 

Availability 

Resource Potentials 

Recreation - Recreational opportumtxzs include hunting, scenic viewing, hlkmg, and wlldhfe study 
There are no known potential deveIopment sites or other special recreation values within the area, 
other than its ability to provide SPNM opportumtws 

Wildlife 

1. Bald EagZes - there 1s little feeding habitat for bald eagles in the area, but the area is not too far 
from goal feeding area (Smith or Umpqua Rwzrs) The area ie mostly mature. or old growth comfer 
trees wb+zh means there would be many places the eagles could build a nest Inventories have mdicated 
that there is the potentml for several bald eagle nest &es within the area 

2 Spotted Owls - the mature and old growth conifer present m this area provide habitat for at least 
two paw of spotted owls. There is a potentmI for part of the habitat for at least three pairs of owls in 
the area 

3 Decrduous Muc H&tot - there 1s a potential to produce a small amount of mature deciduous mix 
habitat 

4 EZk - this area has a low potential to produce elk because of the steep terrain Even so, if the area 
was harvested on a regulated baas, there would be a potentml to provide an estimated 200 elk 

Fisheries - Wassen Creek 1s a 5th-order tnbutary to the Smith-Umpqua river system Fwh abundance 
ls low m the roadless area Cutthroat trout occupy the upper reaches, while coho salmon and steelhead 
are common in the lower portion 

HabItat condltlons are fair Pools and riffles are numerous, but spawning gravels are scarce Lack of 
gravels and high summer water temperatures limit f=h productlon P&&c inputs of se&ment, blockages 
to fish migrntlon, and channel scour from landslides also are hmitmg factors 

Timber - Timber stands in the area are typxally mature, even-aged Douglas-fir, with minor components 
of western hemlock, western red cedar, red alder and bigleaf maple The hardwood components 
predominate in some areas, especially npanan The area is on the dner end of the moisture spectrum 
for the Siuslaw Natxonal Forest, yet the site is stfl quite productwe. There are approximately 4,280 
acres potentially suitable for timber production in the area. Areas of unstable sod are the major part 
of the unsmtable land. Access 1s either avalable or potable for most of the area However, some areas, 
includmg several peninsulas and oxbows in the creek, would be difficult to reach. 

Minerals - The area was leased in the past for gas and od, however, no leases exist at present Potential 
for hardrock mmerals 1s consldered very low. 
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Fire - There is a low to moderate nsk of wildfires due to the abundance of rainfall. Late summer has 
the highest risk period. There is little opportunity for wildlife or other habitat improvement due to the 
problems associated in controlling prescribed fires m roadless areas, and the risk to Hugh value timber. 
Also there 1s little evidence that fire has an on-going role in these amas. Under extreme conditions, 
wildfires would be difficult to control due to the heavy fuels and the lhnited accessibiity 

Insects and Disease - Outbreaks of insects and disease have not been a major problem in this area. 
It is expected that this will continue to be the case. 

Private Lands - The pattern of ownership, with most of the northern boundary being on private 
land lines, will create timber cutting lines that cross slopes and streams. In addition the private landowner 
has constructed a road up Waesen Creek from the Smith Blver and has already logged much of its 
lands. 

There is a 320 acre parcel of private timberland totally included wthin the boundaries of the roadless 
area. Wassen Creek flows through this parcel. In a recent land exchange 160 acres was acquired, and 
the other 160 acres IS pmposed for acquisition in the future 

While not private land, the relationship of the eastern boundary of the area to undeveloped lands managed 
by the BLM offers an opportunity to create a larger area than could be managed on National Forest 
lands alone. Currently BLM plans to leave these lands undeveloped because of sensitive environmental 
conditions (mostly unstable soils). This would also tit in wth protecting the special aquatic conditions 
which have been identified in the Oregon Natural Heritage Data Base. 

Need 

Proximity to Other Wildernesses and Population Centers 

See Table C-2 and Figure C-2 for proximity information. Wassen Creek is just over 200 miles from 
the Portland metropolitan area, and over 50 miles from the Eugene/Sprmgfield area Addxtlonal roadless 
areas and Wildernesses are available on Netmnal Forest Lands unthln 50 miles 

The vegetative habitat types, plant species, most animal species,and geologic types known to exist in 
this area are similar to those in existing Wdderness and non-roadless areas. However, the aquatic 
resources have special values which have caused the area to be placed on the Oregon Natural Heritage 
Plan Data Base, and be recommended for maintenance of ita natural conditions 

Public Interest 

Public mvolvement during the 1978 RARE II study showed that 13% (86 responses) of those respondmg 
supported wlderness management. Those opposing the wilderness (98 7% or 6,656 responses) felt that 
the area did not have those quahtres necessary for wilderness and the values of timber exceeded the 
benefits of wlderness The final RARE II allocation was non-wdderness 
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More recent public input has shown that environmental groups have strong feelings about the wdderness 
potential of this area Their concerns are linked to the protectmn of the bald eagle, spotted owl, and 
maintenance of the area as an undeveloped representative of the Coast Range ecosystem 

Wassen Creek was not included in the final versmn of H R 1149, the Oregon Wilderness Act of 1934 
However, it was included m earher versions of this le@lation, and IS the only one of the remaining 
roadless areas on the Forest that has been included m any legislative proposal 

Environmental Consequences 

The effects of the FEIS alternatives on the roadless area are dmxssed in this section A display of the 
management allocations and specific effects by alternative (except NC) is shown in Table C-7. Alternahves 
C, E(PA), F, G and H mamtain some of the Wassen Creek mad&a area in an undeveloped condition 

Alternatives G and H: All Roadless - In these alternatives, 100% of the area would be managed to 
man&in its undeveloped condltlon, and exwting roads and clearcuts that intrude mto the area would 
be allowed to revert to a natural appearance 

l All existing old-growth would be preserved 

l The risk of losing short and long term vlabllity of the spotted owl would be reduced 

l Additional bald eagle nest babltat would be provided 

l The maximum area available for dispersed, unroaded, SPNM recreation opportunities would be 
marntained as a destinatton for the bker, fisherman, hunter, photographer, or naturalist 

. Vmual quahty would be preserved on the largest amount of area 

l Quahty of water and fish habItat would be maintained at natural levels 

l Local employment and income would decrease due to a reduced tunber base 

l Adverse economic effects would be greatest m these alternatives because none of the wood fiber 
potent&y available fmm this area would be harvested 

l Other benefits of roadless areas such as spiritual values, ecosystem maintenance, gene pool and 
other scientific values would be preserved on the greatest acreage 

Alternatives NC, A, B, B(Dep), and D: None Roadless - In these alternatives, none of the area 
would be maintamed m an undeveloped condition. Tunber management actlvlties would be implemented 
in the 2nd decade in Alternative A, but not until the 3rd or 4th decades in Alternatives B, B(Dep) and 
D These alternatives provide for a high level of commodity production, particularly timber The flow 
of these benefits depends on specific locatlon and tuning of tnnber management actlvlties 

. No addItIonal habltat for spotted owls or bald eagles would be provided 

l All existing old-growth not m spotted owl habltat areas would be harvested 

l There would be no opportunities for SPNM recreation use. 
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s Visual quality would be heavily altered. 

. Water quality and fish habitat would be adversely affected Levels of habitat in some areas could 
lx. up to one-third lower than m AlternatIve H Mitigation measures would reduce some of these 
losses 

. Market benefits would be greatest. 

l There would be no adverse economic effects 

Alternatives C, E (PA), and F: East Half Roadless; West Half Roaded - In these alternatives, 
the east half would be managed to maintain its undeveloped condition - 4,700 acres in Altematwe 
E(PA) and 4,800 acx+zs m Alternatives C and F (including lands allowed to revert to a natural appearance) 
The west half would be developed for timber production 

The portion developed for timber pmductlon contains more of the existing clearcut areas and has a 
higher potential for off-site effects from pnvate land. In Alternative E(PA), the area would be entered 
relatively lightly during the 1st decade. Only about one third of the land potentially suitable for timber 
production is class&d as suitable in tb alternative, so the adverse economic effects would be fairly 
high 

The portion maintamed in au undeveloped condition contains the Devils Staircase waterfalls and mom 
of the scemc attnbutes of the two areas It mamtains the possibility of being joined together with the 
undeveloped lands managed by the BLM to protect the special aquatic habitat conditions in Wassen 
Creek 

In general, the same consequences described for Alternatives G and H apply to the east half, while the 
consequences described for Alternatives NC, A, B, B@p), and D, apply to the west half of the madless 
area 

Wilderness Potential 

In Alternatives G and H, the potential for future deslgnatlon of the area as a Wilderness would be 
maintained. 

In Alternatives C, E(PA), and F, options for future Wdderness designation of the east half of the roadless 
area would be available The potential for designation of the west half would be foregone 

In Alternatives NC, A, B, B(Dep), and D, the semipnmitlve nonmotonzed recreation opportunities 
would change to motorized recreation, and the sights and sounds of human activity would become 
prevalent over most of the area The options for future Wilderness designation would be lost. 

An e&mate of the acres of roadless area remaining unroaded at the end of specific decades is shown 
in Table C-7. The estimates are based on proJections of timber harvest activity in the RARE 11 roadless 
area 
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Table C-7. Selected Outputs and Effects - Wassen Creek 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

1st Decade 
5th Decade 
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Table C-7. Selected Outputs and Effects - Wasen Creek 

OUTPU’WEF’FEClS UNIT I ALTERNATIVEZ I 

1 D ECPA) 1 F G H 

Area Amgned Undeveloped 
Management 

Ftoadlws Acres Ballmung 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

MAcres 15 12 
I 

06 
I 4 01 

MAcres 63 I 

Average 6 02 0 0 0 
Annual 0 0 0 0 0 
MMCF 03 01 0 0 0 

1 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 

25 28 0 0 

A"WCi@ 
Amud 0 
MBVDS 45 

M&S I 0 

WASSEN CREEK 

Tunber Offered 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Economcs - Tmber 
Benefits (dmomted) 
costs c3lscounted) 
Present Net Value 
Benefit/Cost 

Eecreatm, Use - Roaded 
1st Decade 
5th Decade 

Recreatmn Use - Unmaded 
1st Decade 
5th Decade 

Trad System, 5th Decade 175 1 17 5 I 265 1 20 0 I 
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ROADLESS AREAS IN THE OREGON DUNES NATIONAL 
RECREATION AREA 

Description 

RARE II Area Names and I D Numbers 

6158 Woahink 
6159 Threemile Lake 
6160 Umpqua Spit 
6161 Tt?Ullilf2 

The Oregon Dunes National Recreatmn Area (NRA) is treated the same in all alternatives. The 
Management Plan for the NRA, approved by the Chief, Forest Service in 1979,~ incorporated by 
reference into the Forest Plan without change. Therefore, the current laud allocations and management 
direction for all lands within the NRA will continue to be the same as in the current plan Because of 
thii, there has been no analysis of alternative management directions for the madless areas in the 
NRA - all four will remain madless for the duration of the Forest Plan, unless their management 
direction is analyzed in some other planning process prior to revision of the Forest Plan Any such 
other process (a revision of the NRA Management Plan, for example) would fully comply with NEPA 
requirements, Including full pubhc participation 

The four madless areas are treated as a group in the discussion which follows. The areas are quite 
sinular in their characteristics and potential resource capabdities, and they will remain mad&s in all 
alternatives. The differences between the areas are described where they are significant. 

Location and Access 

The Oregon Dunes NRA ls located on the central coast of Oregon, between the citws of Florence on 
the north, and Coos Bay/North Bend on the south It 16 bounded on the east by private lands, and on 
the west by the Pacific Ocean and the State owned and managed beaches. 

U S Highway 101 runs along the east edge of the NRA, forming the boundary m some locations. It 
provides access from the north and south. Access fmm the east is provided by State Highway 126, 
from Eugene, and State Highway 38 along the Umpqua River. Secondary roads off Highway 101 provide 
most of the direct access to the NRA. 

General Information 

Elevation ranges from sea level to 600 feet. Terrain varies fmm low, hummocky wetlands and deflation 
plams with dense vegetation, to gently rolling sand dunes, to long, high dunes which push mto the 
surrounding forest. The NRA contains the highest coastal sand dunes in the Umted States. 

There are a number of streams which flow through the area as well as many freshwater lakes and 
ponds Fishing occurs m most of the lakes wth the mayor species belag yellow perch, largemouth bass, 
and trout. Anadmmous steelhead and coho salmon run m many of the streams 

Wildhfe species in the area m&de deer, bear, raccoon, spotted skunk, beaver, mink, weasel, osprey, 
bald eagle, snowy plover and migratory waterfowl. 
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The bald eagle IS a federally listed “threatened” species, and the snowy plover is a State b&d “threatened” 
specres Licopodwm mundotim is a plant species b&d as “sensitive” by the Forest Service. 

The majority of the trees in the area are Sitka spruce and lcdgepole pine, with some Douglas fir, western 
redcedar, and western hemlock. There is very little timber of commercial value. 

Dune stabilization has occurred through both natural succession and intmduccd plant species. Introduced 
species include prbnarily European beachgrass, scotchbroom, and various conifer species Natural 
stabihzatmn comnsts of sitka spruce, Douglas fir, and lodgepole pine with a brush under-story of 
huckleberry, salal, and rhododendron 

All of the federal land m the NRA has been withdrawn from mineral entry by the law which established 
the NRA 

Following IS a brief descrrption of the individual roadless areas in the NRA 

Woahink 

Current Roadless Size - 5,060 Acres 

Woahink roadless area is the northernmost of the four roadless areas in the NRA It is bounded by the 
South Jetty Road (#IO621 on the north, the NRA boundary on the east, and Siltcoos Road on the 
south Access to the area is fmm the South Jetty Road and the Siltcoos Road (Figure C-6) 

All of this area is open to the off-road use of motor vehicles, and recewes extenswe use from a variety 
of them 

Elevation in the area ranges from sea level to appmxnnately 200 feet The area is pnmanly open 
sand, vegetated deflation plain, and stabihzed dunes 

There is currently a study being conducted m this area by the Oregon State University Department of 
Geography to examine plant succession on foredune formation, and its role in vegetation and stabihsation 
of the open sand 

Threemile Lake 

Current Roadless Size - 4,174 Acres 

Threenule Lake roadless area is located in the north central part of the NRA, just south of the Woahink 
roadless area. It is bounded by the Siltcoos Road on the north, Highway 101, private lands, Forest 
Service developments, and the NRA boundary on the east, and the Three Mile Road on the south 
Access 1s from the Siltcoos area, Carter Lake, Oregon Dunes Overlook, Tahkenitch Campground, and 
the Threenule Road. (Figurs C-7) 

Elevation ranges from sea level to 400 feet. The terrain includes open sand dunes, and sand dunes 
stabdised with dense brush and some forested second growth spruce 

The area is closed to ORV’s wth the exception of the Waxmyrtle Beach access road which is open 
from September 16 to March 14. 
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Recreation developments vvlthln the area m&de 6 trails Mahug more than 20 m&e. 

The primary flowing waters in the area am Tahkemtch Creek, Siltcoos River and their estuanes 
Threemile Lake is the primary lake, with 6 smaller lakes and perennial ponds. 

Umpqua Spit 

Current Roadless Size - 2,361 Acres 

Umpqua Spit Roadless Area is located on the north side of the Umpqua River, appmximately in the 
middle of the NRA, just south of the Threemile Lake roadless area It is bordered on the north by the 
Threemile Road, and on the east and south by the Umpqua River The main pomt of access to the 
area is fmm Threemile Road, or, by boat, fmm the Umpqua River. (Flgurs C-8) 

Elevation in the area ranges from sea level to 200 ft. The majority of the area is deflation plain and 
naturally stabilized dunes, with a small amount of open sand. 

One of the unique features of this a- is that about 90% of its perimeter 1s bordered by water. The 
Umpqua River, bordering on the south and east is heavily used by fishing boats Boats and ships ten 
be frequently seen on three sides of the spit area. 

With the exception of a vehicle corridor through the area that accesses clambeds on the Umpqua River, 
the area is closed to off-road use of vehicles 

Within the tract are several parcels of State, County, and private land, including a recent patented 
sand mining claim of 780 acres. 

Other special features include several historic sites - Fort Umpqua, Barretti Landing (the ate of a 
stage depot), and the Umpqua life saving station - and a potential Research Natural Area. 

Current Roadless Size - 7,798 Acres 

Tenmile madless area is located in the southern patIon of the NRA The boundaries are formed by 
the Umpqua Lighthouse State Park on the north, private lands, US Highway 101, and the Forest 
Boundary on the east, and the Horsfall Road on the South. A short portion of the west boundary is 
formed by the Umpqua Beach Road (Figure C-9) 

Elevation ranges from sea level to 600 feet Terrain in the northern part of the area is mllmg sand 
dunes The lower areas consist of wetlands and deflation plains v&h dense vegetation This area contams 
the highest coastal sand dune m the United States 

The major bxhee of water in the area are Temmle Creek, Beale Lake, and Horefall Lake. 

The area IS subdwided into three separate management areas: 

1. The northern portmn, from the northern boundary to the Douglas County-Coos County line, is 
open to off-mad use of vehicles; 
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2. The area from the Douglas County-Coos County hne to Tenmile Creek 1s closed to off-road use 
of vehicles, and 

3 The southern portion, fiwm Tenmde Creek south to the Homfall Road is open to off-road use of 
vehicles. 

Diipxxd camps and interpretwe trals for ORV users are present in the areas open to ORVs Facdltiea 
for horse use are present in the southern area. 

There are 20 water wells in the area developed and operated under specml use permit by the Coos 
Bay/North Bend Water Board. There is an agreement which allows for an additional 44 wells, and a 
State pernut which allows for up to 30 nullion gallons of water per day to be extracted from the aquifer. 

There is a potentml Research Natural Area north of Tenmile Creek 

Capability for Wilderness 

Manageability and Boundaries 

The NRA IS a long, narrow area, m no place more than about two miles wde, and m some less than a 
mile. The boundary on the west is well defined - the beach On the east, the boundary 1s often poorly 
defined, usually a private land line, and sometimes Highway 101. Since the State of Oregon owns and 
manages the beach, vehicular use is not under Forest Serwe control. Heavy use on Highway 101, 
private commercial and readential development, State and Forest Service recreation developments, 
and even communities are located along the other boundaries. 

Natural Appearance and Integrity 

All the areas generally have a natural appearance In the areas which are open to off-mad use of vehicles, 
the travelways they have created reduce the natural appearance This would not last long if vehicle 
use was stopped Some of the vegetation consists of European beach grass, an introduced spews, 
which has spread from sand stabilization protects. In some areas plantations of lodgepole pine are 
present; another result of sand stalxhzation projects From many places mthin the areas, highways, 
roads, buddings, mills and other human improvements outsIde the areas are ewdent 

Opportunities for Solitude 

Opportunities for solitude are not very high in any of the areas They are all relatively small and narrow, 
and two of the areas a~ open to off-mad use of vehicles and receive substantml use. Sounds of the 
highway can be heard m many parts of the area 

Primitive Recreation Opportunities 

Pnmitive recreation opportunities are hmlted They include hIking, hunting, Mung, backpackmg, 
nature study, and photography 
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Challenging Experiences 

Hiking in some parts of the areas is very difficult because of the extremely dense vegetation. Frequent 
fog and blowing sand (which can cover footprints in a short time) can make route finding &fticult, 
especially finding the way out after a day of hiking. 

Environmental Consequences 

Since the management direction for the area is not going to change, the conditions descrdxd above 
are expected to be maintained into the future Major components of that condition include: 

l Lack of significant permanent d&urbance from humans 

0 Maintenance of wildlife habitats so that deer, bald eagles, snowy plovers, ospreys and migratory 
waterfowl can fully utilize the habitat 

. Viiual quality which is preserved. 

0 Maintenance of local employment and income whmh is dependent on ORV users 

l Contmuing use by commer&l users under speaal use permit, 

l Maintenance of all nonpriced benefits of a madless conditmn, such as spintual values, natural 
appearance, and scientific values. 

l Maintenance of quality of water and fish habitat 

Wilderness Potential 

All four madless areas wdl be maintained as unmaded, undeveloped areas Options for future Wdderness 
designation will remain available 
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FIG1 ilREi C-6 WOAHINK ROADLESS AREA 
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FIGURFi C-7. THRFiEMIL 
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aI3 LAKE ROADLESS AREA 
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FIGURE C-8. UMFQUA SPIT ROADLESS AREA 
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FIGURE C-9 
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APPENDIX D 

OTHER STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES 

INTRODUCTION 

Standards and guidelines (S&Gs) state the latitude managers have in carrying out practices to achieve 
the goals and obJectives of the various alternatwes They generally emphaaue the desnvd result rather 
than provide d&a&d management direction, this enables resource specmlists using on-site informatmn 
to tailor direction to specific needs and opportumtwa associated with each project and the complexities 
of the resoumes involved. Pm@-level din&loo wdl be developed through NEPA procedures, within 
the bounds of the S&Gs 

S&Gs are one link in a cham of National and Regional Dnwtlon that mcludes federal and state laws, 
regulations, and executive orders; the Forest Service Manual and Handbook, and the Regional Gmde 
for the Pacific Northwest Region (USDA Forest Service 1984a) S&Gs supplement ths dmxtion and, 
for the most part, do not attempt to repeat It. They deal primarily with practmzs which have a dwect 
effect on the ground Support activrties such as inventories, program management, and record keeping 
are usually not included. 

There are two categories of S&Gs Forest-wide S&Gs applying to all management areas (MAs); and 
adtitlonal S&Gs applymg to specific MAs These are given for Preferred Alternative E(PA) in Forest 
Plan, Chapter IV 

Although the acrss of land allocated to the various MAs m other alternatives may differ from those 
for the PA, the management of whatever land IS in a given MA doffers httle between alternatwes 
Therefore, most of the S&Gs for the PA are common to all alternatwes and are not repeated here 
The purposes of thii appendix are to hst those few S&Gs, by alternative, which are different than 
those found in Forest Plan, Chapter IV, and clearly display S&Gs needed to meet those management 
reqmrementa (MRs) that either reqmre specific analysis for prescnption development or Impose 
sigmficant mteractions with other resources (see Chapter II “Management Requirements”). 

The S&Gs are listed by activity or resource area (e.g , project planning, recreation, and wildhfe), and 
each 1s preceded by a short, highlighted descriptor For ease of reference, each has a distinct number 
correspondmg to the most similar S&G m Forest Plan, Chapter IV The number includes a prefx of 
either FW (Forest-wde) or a two-d@ number corrssponding to the MA the S&G applies to 
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S&Gs FOR OTHER ALTEXNATIVES 

S&Gs FOR OTHER ALTERNATIVES 

Project Planning and Implementation 

FW-003 Timber Constraint - Except for mmaual cases, harvest no more than 5-30% (depending 
on the alternative - see below) of the NFS land in a subbasin in any lo-year period. 

NC, A, B, B(Dep) 30 
C 20 
D 15 
F 20 
G 10 
H 5 

Recreation 

01-02 Facilities - Within 3 years after implementation of Alternatwas B, B(Dep), C, F, G, and 
H, prepare a management plan for the Mt Hebo Scemc-Biological Area that provides 
facilities needed to make the special recreational and scemc features available to the 
public. 

01-04 ROS Class - Manage recreational opportunities to be in the roaded-natural ROS class, 
except m the am which is an extension of the H&o-Nestucca Undeveloped Area 
(Alternatives F, G, and H). In that area, manage to provide semiprirmtive-nonmotorized 
(SPNM) opporhmities. 

12-03 ROS Classes -Provide prunitive or SPNM ROS-class mcreationalopportunitwa, depending 
on the following levels of prbmtivenesa desired for each Wilderness in the alternatives 
Table D-l also shows the total trail miles through the 5th decade and capacity associated 
with each level of primitiveness. 
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S&s FOR OTHER ALTERNATIVES 

Table D-l. Wilderness Primitiveness, Trail Miles, Recreation Capacity 

Pmitiveness 

(1) MFWDS = Thousands of recreatmn vmtor days 

Transportation 

01-17 Road Access - In Alternatwes F, G, and H, do not construct roads in the portion of 
MA1 whtch IS an extension of the Hebo-Nestucca Undeveloped Area Design and locate 
any harvest umts in this portion of the area so they are small and have a natural appearance 

Wildlife 

Dead and Defective Trees 

FW-073 Subbasin Objectives - On NFS land tn each subbasin (about 2,000 to 5,000 acres), 
provide enough snags to support at least 20-60% (dependmg on the alternative - see 
below) of the potential populatmn of cavity-nestmg species (Note: the “potential populatmn 
of cavity-nestmng spew& is the number and diversity of animal species dependent on 
snags, both hard and soft, that would be expected to be present in a given area of unmanaged, 
mature forest habItat ) 

Elk Habitat 

Alternative Percent 

B,B(DepK,D 20 
NC,A 40 

F 50 
W 60 

In Alternatives A, C, and G, the folloulng guidelines apply m landtype assocmtions A, B, C, D, E, M, 
N, P, R, and T 

15-03 Subbasin Planning - Evaluate habitat conditions on NFS lands within subbasins of 
2,000 tc 5,000 acres. 
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S&‘&s FOR OTHER ALTERNATIVES 

15-04 Permanent Meadows - Provide well-distributed, permanent meadow habitat using the 
following criteria: 

l Maintain all existing permanent meadows; 

l Forest-wide, create 1000 acres of permanent meadow over the next 5 decades. The 
meadows should be where they can best bs maintained, where harassment w?ll be low 
(elk hunting seama excepted), and in lwations, sizes, and shapes which are most useful 
for winter forage; and 

l Ensurs that at least half of the perimeter of any permanent meadow (natural or created) 
is in thermal cover at all times 

15-06 Cover and Forage Availability - Within each subbasin, provide a consistent flow of 
enough forage and cover over time to sustain desired elk habitat capability 

15-06 Forage Quality - Pmvlde quality forage following timber harvest, using the following 
criteria: 

l Whenever compatible wth other objectives, burn clearcut units to enhance the quality 
and quantity of forage; and 

. Seed (with forage spew& and fertilize timber harvest umts when needed to meet one 
or mom of the following elk management objectives: 

l Maintain existing elk habItat capability whvzh meets habitat goals, 

l Increass the reproductive potent& of herds in areas winch do not yet meet population 
goals, 

l Reduce browse damage when elk numbers are high in limited forage areas, or 

0 Provide increased forage in units targeted for elk transplants within 5 years of 
harvest. 

15-07 Cover Quality - Provide cover close to forage areas, using the followmg criteria. 

l Maintain hiding or thermal cover adjacent to at least 25% of the perimeter of all clearxts 
until the clearcut exceeds 60% tree crown closure (this condition occurs naturally in 
approximately 10 years), 

l To the extent possible, shape harvest umts (and/or provide internal cover patches) so 
the distance to hiding or thermal cover does not exceed 800 feet from any point in the 
unit; and 

l To the extent possible, ensure that about 20% of each subbasin is well distributed 
stands of optimal or mature cover, with emphasis on optimal cover (Refer to the Glossary 
for definitions of optimal and mature cover) 
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S&Gs FOR OTHER ALTERNATIVES 

15.08 Cooperation - Cooperate with the Oregon Department of Fish and W&life to meet 
desned habitat and population goals by using teehmques such as forage enhancement 
and elk transplanting 

15.09 Road Closures - Close roads and otherwise manage vehicular access when necessary to 
either limit activities which inhibit elk use of high quality foraging, calving, and resting 
areas, or provide a variety of hunting oppertumties 

Mature Conifer Habitat Areas 

15.10 PiIeated Woodpecker _ Provide one habitat area every 12,000-13,000 acres. Within 
each area, mamtam the followmg: 

a Reproductive Core - Except in Alternative E(PA), at least 300 acres in mature conifer 
stands (80 years or older) If not possrble, provide reproductive habitat in stands no 
less than 50 acres and no more than l/4 mile apart. 

0 Feeding Habitat - Place immature and mature comfer stands within the habitat 
area on a rotation schedule that ensures replacement stands for the reproductive habrtat 

15-11 Marten _ Provide one habitat area every 4,000-5,000 acres. Within each area, maintain 
the following: 

a Reproductive Core - At least 160 acres (all alternatives except E and F) or 190 
acres (Alt F) m mature conifer stands (80 years or older) If not possible, provide 
reproductive habitat in stands no less than 50 acres and no more than l/4 mile apart. 
Crown closure should be 50% or greater 

l Feeding Habitat - Place immature and mature conifer stands within the habitat 
area on a rotation schedule that ensures replacement stands for the reproductive habitat 

Riparian Areas 

FW-088 Buffer Width - For each alternative, leave the followmg amount of nparlan vegetation 
(that wrthm 100 feet of each srde of perennial streams) to assure a continuing supply of 
conifer trees needed to provide habitat for desired fish populations. 

a In Alternative NC, about 22% of rlparian areas 

a In Alternatwe A, about 75% of npanan areas 

a In Alternatwes B, B(Dep), and C, about 37% of riparlan areas. 

l In Alternatwe F, all npanan areas. 

a In Alternative D, all nparlan areas, and areas adjacent to all intermittent streams in 
prime salmon areas (Landtype Associations A, B, C and Dl 
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S&Gs TO MEET MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

a In Alternatives G and H, all riparlan areas, and areas adjacent to all intermittent 
streams (In Alternative H, also all areas upslope from riparian areas that could contribute 
large wocdy debris to the streams.) 

Municipal Watersheds 

FW-112 Vegetation Leave Areas - Leave all vegetation on slopes where rwt strength or other 
characteristics of that vegetation may be needed to prevent an increese in landslides, 
unless no significant direct or cumulative adverse effects are anticipated as a result of 
the increased landslides In addition, leave such vegetation intact: 

0 In Alternative D, on all slopes in Landtype Associations A, B, C and D, which are 
Judged to have a smaller, but still substantial chance of increasing landshdas. 

a In Alternative F, on all slopes judg& to have a smaller, but still substantial chance of 
increasing landslides 

l In Alternatives G and H, on all lands in highly unstable landtyPes, and on all slopes 
in the other landtypes whrch are judged to be have substantial chances of producing 
increased landslides. 

FW-130 Cooperative Agreements - In the Corvallis Watershed, m Alternative A, lhmt public 
access to permits issued on a case-by-case basis Issue special access or use permits for 
bmlogical ramarch or outdwr classrczen activities. Limit public access without permits 
to ridgetop trails along the external boundaries of the watershed Pernnt vehicular travel 
by the general pubhc only when the watershed is open for special purposes such as hunting. 

FW-130 Cooperative Agreements - In Alternative H, exclude public recreational activities 
fmm all mumcipal watersheds 

FW-131 Harvest Limitation - In Alternatrve H, mantpulate vegetatmn only as necessary to 
meet wrldhfe objectlvas 

S&Gs TO MEET MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

The following S&Gs descnbe the conditmns or practices selected to meet MBs for pmtection of water 
quahty, protection of riparian areas, maintenance of habitat to maintain viable populations of fish and 
wildlife, and silvicultural practices These S&Gs apply as a minimum to all alternatives Some alternatives 
provide higher levels of protection to meet the management objectives of that alternative 

Where the number that precedes the S&G is in parentheses, the correspondmg S&G in Forest Plan, 
Chapter IV provides a different level of protection and therefore does not match the wording shown 
here 

Project Planning and Implementation 

FW-003 Harvest Acre Limit - Lrmit clearcut harvest acres and plants&one less than 10 years 
old to less than 30% of NFS land in a subbasin m any IO-year pencd 
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S&Gs TO MEET MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

15-22 Watershed Protection - Conduct harvest activitms in a manner that protects vegetatmn 
intended to be left intact for sod or water purposes 

15-23 Seasonal Restrictions - Restrict operating seasons for logging and post sale activltles 
when necessary to protect roads, sod, water, and critwal wlklife habitat. 

Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Animals and Plants 

Bald Eagle 

FW-041 Recovery Plan - Protect and manage bald eagles (a threatened specrzs) and their habltat 
m accordance with the Pacific Bald Eagle Recovery Plan (USFWS 1986) and Implementa- 
tion Plan (Bald Eagle Workmg Team 1989) The USFWS recovery goal for the Forest 1s 
23 nesting pairs. To meet this goal, protect seven existing and 16 potential nest sites 
Protect a mnnmum of 125 acres of habitat at each sits and complete a sits-specific 
management plan for each existing and potential nest site (Anthony and Issacs 1989). 
See Forest Plan, Chapter IV, MA 4 for S&Gs relating to management of these nest sites 

FW-044 Nest Protection - Protect all bald sagIe nest sites, including existing and newly discovered 
active and mactive sites. 

FW-045 Other Protection-Protect regularly used feeding and most sites. Control human activltles 
if they adversely affect the eagles’ use of a feeding area Use only those Forest practices 
that maintain the suitabIlity of the area for eagle roostmg The radius of the area protected 
will be at least 330 feet and possibly up to l/4 mile. 

Oregon Silverspot Butterfly 

FW-047 Recovery Plan - Protect and manage the habitat of the threatened Oregon sdverspot 
butterfly m accordance unth the USFWS Recovery Plan @tine 1982) and Forest 
Implementation Plan (Clsdy and Parsons 1984; Hammand 1989). Refer to MA 1 for 
specific S&Gs 

J?W-048 Additional Populations - Manage habitat of any introduced, newly acqmred, or newly 
discovered population of Oregon silverspot butterflies according to S&Gs for MA 1 (Final 
Plan, Chapter IV ), and consider it for mclusmn in MA 1 through a Forest Plan amendment 

Northern Spotted Owl 

FW-052 Habitat Management - Manage habitat of the spotted owl (a sensitive species proposed 
for hsting ss threatened) in accordance with the 1989 dnwtmn m Amendment 1 to the 
Regional Guide (USDA Forest Service 1984s) Refer to Forest Plan, Chapter III, MA 3 
for specific S&Gs relating to management of Spotted Owl Habitat Areas (SOHAs) 

FW-053 Interagency Agreement - Assist the Regional Office to meet the terms of the 1988 
Interagency Agreement on Spotted Owls Four agsncws (USFS, USFWS, BLM and Natmnal 
Park Servxe) have agreed to cooperate m an effort to mamtam populatmn vlabdity 
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FW-054 Known Sites - Protect known nest sites and heavdy used roost sites (often near neat 
sites) outside of MA 3 (SOHAs) durmg the nesting season Defer timber harvest Hnthin 
an average distance of about 1,000 feet from the nest tree (about 72 acres) u&l such 
time that owls have not been there for three straight years. The area should conform as 
much as possible to a “logical harvest umt” 

FW-056 Seasonal Restrictions - Do not permit activities whmh may disrupt breeding, rearing 
or fledging within 1200 feet of an active spotted owl nest site between February 1 to 
August 15 

Wildlife 

Dead and Defective Tree Habitat 

FW-073 Subbasin Objectives - On NFS land in each subbasin (about 2,000 to 5,000 acres), 
pmvlde enough snags to support at least 40% of the potential population level of pnmary 
cavity-nesting species Thii is to ensure adequate distribution of snags throughout the 
Forest 

FW-074 Distribution Area Objectives - Provide snag densitw needed for at least a 20% potential 
population level within land areas that are generally no larger than normal harvest umts 
(maximum of 60 acres) This is to ensure adequate d&ribution of snags within a given 
subbasin. 

FW-081 Down Logs - Leave at least two dead and down comfem per acre on all harvest unite 
Each log should be greater than 12 inches in diameter, contain a minimum of 40 cubic 
feet and be in early decay conditmns (Class I or II). In core areas managed to pmvlde 
mature comfer habitat for pileated woodpecker and marten, provide at least six dead and 
down logs per acre, each greater than an average of 20 inches m dmmeter and 20 feet 
long. 

Mature Conifer Habitat Areas 

15-10 Pileated Woodpecker - Provide one habitat area every 12,000-13,000 acTes Within 
each area, mamtam the following 

l Reproductive Core - At least 300 acres in mature conifer stands (80 years or older). 
Where powble, at least 300 acres or more should be contiguous. If not possible, provide 
reproductwe habitat m stands no less than 50 acres and no mom than l/4 mile apart 

l Feeding habitat - Place immature and mature comfer stands within the habitat 
area on a rotation schedule that ensures replacement stands for the reproductive 
habitat 

15-l 1 Marten - Provide one habItat area every 4,000-5,000 acres WIthin each habltat area, 
maintain the following. 
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S&Gs TO MEET MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

l Reproductive Core - At least 160 acres of mature conifer stands (80 years or older) 
Where possible, at least 160 acres or more should be contiguous If not possible, provide 
habItat m stands no less than 50 acres and no more than l/4 tie apart. Crown closure 
should be 50% or greater 

l Feeding Habitat - Place immature and mature conifer stands withm the habitat 
area on a rotation schedule that ensures replacement stands for the reproductwe habitat 

Riparian Areas 

FW-090 Skyline Corridors - If possible, skyline corridors needed to harvest adjacent lands should 
he 40 feet or less m width where they pass through riparian areas, and average at least 
200 feet apart (Total clearing for comdom should not remove more than 20% of the 
canopy present prior to harvest in a gwen lOOO-foot reach of stream ) 

FW-091 Buffer Integrity - Assure that nparian objectives are met by includmg sufficient upland 
transition zones or by usmg practvzes such as stage felling, limng, and jacking to provide 
long-term integnty of nparian buffers 

FW-092 Riparian Tree Cutting _ Except for necessary fellmg of cable comdom, harvest trees 
mthin streams~de buffers only when necessary to protect or enhance nparian dependent 
r.asoumes, such as fish habItat, watershed condltmns, and water quality. 

Fish 

S&Gs for soil and water resources and npanan areas are mtended to meet MRs for fish habItat protection 
No additIonal S&Gs are needed 

Timber 

Silvicultural Practices 

FW-102 Unit Size and Location - Ensure that dlspersmn and maxImum sme of created openings 
kkarcuts) conform to R-6 Regional Guide (USDA Forest Service 1984a) Standard and 
Guidelines 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3, except as outlined in 2-1. 

15-30 Species Composition - In all areas managed for timber production, manage species 
composition to meet emphasis requmements for the future stand and best utihze the site 
Also, consider estabhshing hardwood stands or a conifer/hardwood mix of species where 

l The site is not capable of growmg conifers; 

l Hardwoods would have a higher net monetary value than comfere; 

l Hardwoods will control or stop the spread or development of disease or pests, or 

l A hardwood component ulll mcrease the growth of comfers 
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15-31 Root Rot - When resource objectives mqmre reforesting areas infested with root mt 
(PheZZinus weitii), do not use Douglas-fir or other susceptible species Where the infection 
involves more than 10% of the logical harvest unit, reforest the infected area within that 
unit with red alder or other acceptable hardwoods 

Soil and Water 

FW-109 Site Productivity - Retain sufficient ground vegetation and organic matter to maintain 
long-term surface soil stability and site productmity. Practices include preventing erosion 
&mlslides, dry ravel, sheet and rdll, hazard reduction, and site preparation on sensitive 
sites and result in maintenance of organic matter in the surface soil 

FW-110 Organic Material - Leave in place all unutilized, standing or down woody material 
(larger than 20 inches in diameter at the small end, and any length) that does not either 
substantially interfere with reforestatmn or is an unacceptable fuel hazard These materials 
are left to mamtaln long-term soil productivity following regeneration harvest, catastrophic 
salvage, and site preparation. The mimmum amount to leave is two logs per acre having 
a volume of at least 40 cubic feet and 12 inches in diameter (Decay Class I or II), except 
m core areas managed for marten or pileated woodpecker where the minimum 16 six logs 
per acre (standing or down) greater than 20 inches in diameter and 20 feet long 

FW-111 Leave Areas for Safety - Leave vegetation intact on slopes where mot strength or 
other characteristics of that vegetatmn may be needed to prevent landshdes which might 
hit an inhabmsd building. 

FW-112 Vegetation Leave Arena - Leave all vegetation mtact on slopes where mot strength or 
other characteristics of that vegetation may be needed to prevent an increase m landshde 
occurrence, unless no significant direct or cumulattve adverse effects on downslope resources 
or site productwily are anticipated as a result of the increased landslides 

FW-113 Leave Area Protection - Design logging and mad construction in areas adjacent to 
vegetation leave areas to mimmize the adverse effects of logging activities, broadcast 
burning, and wind on the leave areas 

FW-114 Best Management Practices - Comply wth State requirements in accordance wtth 
the Clean Water Act for protection of waters of the State of Oregon (OAR Chapter 340-41) 
through planning, apphcation, and monitoring of Best Management Practices (BMPs) in 
conformance with Oregon’s Forest Practices Rules (OAR Chapter 629-24) and Clean 
Water Act regulatmns and federal guidance issued thereto. The key beneficial uses whtch 
BMPs are designed to protect are fish habitat and water for domestic use 

Additional S&Gs addressing BMPs can be found in Forest Plan, Chapter IV, FW-116 and 
FW-117. 

FW-117 Water Quality - BMPs are demgned largely to protect fish and water for domestic use 
The key water qnahty standards for the State am 

0 Temperature Increases - Use the following table to determine the maximum 
acceptable increase in temperature: 
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When stream temperature is: Maximum increase allowed: 

64 F or more none 
62 - 63.5 F 05F 

less than 62 F 20F 

l Turbidity Increases - Do not allow more than a 10% mcrease m turbidity for longer 
than 24 hours above natural or existing stream turbidity measured upstream from an 
actwity causing turbidity 

FW-118 Stream Shading - Leave enough vegetation intact along perennial streams to limit the 
amount of sunhght cm the water and maintain water temperatures wthin State water 
quahty standards 

FW-119 Hazardous Spill - Take measures which ml1 assure that downstream water users and 
residents are notified lmmedu+ly in the event of a spill of hazardous material 

FW-120 Protection from Chemicals - Use measures which are effective in preventing chenucals 
(mcludmg fertilizer) from entenng water and other areas not mtended for treatment 
Measures may include no-spray buffers and road closures for transport of chemicals 

FW-121 Sanitation Facilities - Provide sanitation facihties wherever human wastes would cause 
a hazard to human health 
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MAPLETON LAWSUIT 

BACKGROUND 

In 1983, the Natmnal Wildlife Federation, Sinslaw Task Force, and the Oregon Wildlife Federation 
filed a lawsuit to enjoin the United States Forest Serwcs from conductmg proposed timber sales in 
the Mapleton District of the Smslaw National Forest Plaintiffs contended the Forest Servrce violated 
the Church Clearcutting Gurdelines, the National Forest Management Act (NFMA), the Multiple-Use 
Sustained- Yield Act, and the Natmnal Environmental Pohcy Act (NEPA) In thus case the plaitiffs 
contended that there was documentated damage to streams and habitat through past timber harvests 
that caused significant adverse impacts to those resources, and on plans to harvest on sinnlar lands 
without the benefit of an Environmental Impact Statement as rsqumsd for a malor federal action 
srgmficantly affecting the human environment 

On April 3, 1984, an opinion and judgment were issusd m the United States Drstrict Court for Oregon 
(later amended August 6, 1984) The Court found that “Heavy rainfall and steep slopes make the 
Mapleton District partrcularly susceptible to soil erosion.” (National Wddhfe Federation v. U S. Forest 
Service, 592 F Supp 931 <D.Or 1984>) It has the highest concentratnm of landslide-prone landtypes 
in the Smslaw Natmnal Forest ” The Court stated that ” there 1s ample evidence that Forest Service 
management activity has damaged fish habitats m the Mapleton Drstrict ” The Court also found that 
there was no specific discussions of the Impact of timber harvesting on the Mapleton District and that 
a separate Mapleton Dlstnct land use plan and EnvmxnnentaI Impact Statement (EIS) was never 
prepared The opmmn further found that the District’s Seven Year Action Plan was a proposal for 
major federal action and, therefore, rsqmrsd an EIS Because of the situation an the District, the EIS 
would need to include a cumulative effects analysis and an acknowledgement of the uncertamty associated 
vnth implement&on of leave areas as a Iandshde preventmn pmctme 

In the Judgment, the court ordered the Forest Service to submit a Fmal Environmental Impact Statement 
before offering for sale any timber on the Mapleton Banger District other than limrted commercial 
thuming, commercial and non-commercml firewood, greenery sales, and salvage of dead and downed 
timber sales The Forest Servme chose to wrthdraw Mapleton’s Seven Year Action Plan, antmipating 
the rssue would be resolved m the Forest Plan. 

The Forest Service also was dn-sctsd to mitiate a study of the implementation effectiveness of leave 
areas on the Mapleton District This study was initiated in I984 and was conducted under the direction 
of the Pacific Northwest Forest and Bangs Experiment Station The final admimstratrve report by 
Frederick J Swanson, and Christopher J Roach is on tile at the Forest Supervisor’s Office The study 
objectives will be continued through momtonng of implementatmn of the Forest Plan 

SETTING 

The Mapleton Banger District 1s located at the south end of the Siuslaw National Forest along the 
west side of the crest of the Coast Range The District’s 203,000 acres extend from the Umpqua River 
on the south to the Eli&tat Mountain on the north The Distnct 1s noted for having many areas of 
steep, highly dwected slopes prone to landshdea when disturbed. Though similar unstable areas exist 
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amoss the Forest, they am more highly concentratsd on the Mapleton District Approximately 66% 
percent of the District has land with a high concentration of unstable soils which represents about 
60% of the high risk terrain on the entire Forest. 

Special features on the District include the open sand areas near Sutton Lake, waterfalls on the North 
Fork of the Smith River and on Wassen Creek, several small wetlands, and the majority of the Forest’s 
old-growth stands and groves 

ISSUES AND CONCERNS 

Introduction 

Only those tssues that were mghhghted in the Mapleton lawsuit and those determmsd significant to 
the Mapleton Banger District are covered m depth. A full discussion of the issues that formed the 
foundation for the planning effort can bs found in FEIS, Chapter I and Appendix A for the Forest 
Plan for the Siuslaw National Forest 

Issues from the Mapleton Lawsuit 

Four of the Forest-wide issues were emphasized throughout the Maplston lawsuit as well as through 
scopmg. Among these issues are a number of concerns specific to the Mapleton District: 

Issue (1) - How much aad what kind of timher will be harvested? Where, with what practices, 
and on what schedule wilI it be harvested? 

Compared to the rest of the Forest, the Mapleton District has a higher mcidence of steep, highly diited 
slopes and associated shallow, unstable soils. The Mapleton Diitnct is generally more susceptible to 
adverse impacts from timber harvestmg (Badura et al 1974; Bush 1982) The lawsuit ident&d concerns 
about the cumulative impacts of timber harvesting in the vicinity of the Dtstrict and about the 
effectiveness of measures to mitigate the effects of landslides. Them measures included maintaining 
vegetation on slopes wth a high risk of landslides so that roots, which provide much of the cohesive 
strength to the soil, remain intact. 

The amount of land pmtected to avoid accelerated landslides influences the volume of timber available 
for harvest A change in harvest levels affects timber purchassm, people who derive a living fmm 
National Forest wood products, and county governments which depend on payments for schools and 
roads 

Issue (3) -- How will land be managed to maintain stable watershed conditions and meet 
state water quality standards7 

Landshdss resulting from past timber harvesting practices on both federal and pnvate lands have 
adversely affected fmh habitat and water quality. Although efforts were made to mitigate the impacts, 
it was not until the mid-1976s that mitigation techniques were discovered that could reduce the number 
and magnitude of landslides to acceptable levels. However, evidence is still being collected to determine 
the effectiveness of these techniques. Considering the steep, unstable slopes in the Mapleton District 
as well as on other parts of the Forest, determination of the amount and type of mitigation techniques, 
and their effectiveness are key issues. 
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Meeting the Stats’s water quality standards m a management requirement (MR) Every alternative is 
desslgnsd to meet this requirement through maintenance of vegetation on unstable sods and harvest 
scheduling constraints as described in the standards and guidelines 

Issue (4) -- What quantity and quality of anadromous fish habitat will be provided? 

The streams on the Mapleton Ranger District support a proportionate share of the anadromous fish 
habitat on the Forest. However, habitats on the Mapleton District are more vulnerable to adverse 
impacts due to accelerated sedimentation caused by the disproportionate number of slopes with a high 
risk of landshdes on the District In addition, many streams have bedrock channels This increases the 
diitance debris torrents caused by landslides travel and the pots&ml for damage to anadromous fmh 
habitat. 

The amount of protection given to high risk slopes (and the resultant amount of accelerated landslide 
activity vnth potential to cause fmh habitat damage) is related to the desired quantity and quahty of 
fmh habitat There w-111 always bs naturally occurring landslides that affect fmh habitat. However, the 
issue 1s: 

What are the effects on the quality and quantity of fish habitat resulting from forest management 
activities which accelerate this natural rate? 

Issue. (14) -- How will the management of Forest resources affect local communities? 

Timber from the Mapleton District has traditionally provided an economm bass for several local 
communities, including Florence and Mapleton Changes m the amount of timber available for harvest 
from the District would not only affect job opportunities in the lumber and wood products mdustry 
but in other sectors as well, especially trade and services There is considerable local concern relative 
to future supplies of timber from the Mapleton Diitnct However, examining the impacts on commumties 
resulting from output changes on a single ranger district, such as Mapleton, would be misleading Job 
opportunitms, hfsstylss, and populations ars generally intluenced by areas larger than a ranger district 
For example, potential increases m job opportumties generated from more available timber on the 
Mapleton District may be offset by reductions in timber harvest on adjacent districts See the dmcussmn 
on Environmental Consequences of this appendix for more information 

Other Significant Issues on the District 

Several other Forest-wide issues have significance to the Mapleton District. Please refer to FEIS, Chapter 
I and Appendix A for the complete description of these issues as they z-slats to the whole Forest and 
for the description of the other Forest-wide issues. 

Issue (2) -- How much of the existing old-growth stands will be maintained? 

More than half of the existmg old-growth stands on the Forest are on the Mapleton Ranger District 
The amount of old-growth stands retamed on the District by alternative is noted in the Description of 
Altsrnatwes se&on of this appendix This issue was not specific to the Dx&ict but rather relates to 
the amount of old growth to be maintained on the Forest as a whole 
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Issue (6) -- How much habitat will be provided for wildlife and threatened and endangered 
species, and how and where will these habitats be managed? 

The wildlife habitat issue is Forest-wide in stops since viable populations are assess& for the planning 
area (the Forest) The Mapleton District provides a share of the habitat needed on the Forest. That 
share is displayed in the description of alternatives section of this appendix. 

Issue (6) -- What diversity of recreational opportunities will be provided? 

The Mapleton Ranger District provides some developed recreational opportunities concentrated in the 
Sutton area. The District pmvides a pmportionate share of the roaded natural opportunities on the 
Forest. Unmaded recreational opportunities exist in the Wasssn Creak area The analysis tools used 
do not allow imhvidual district displays of recreational information. Refer to FEIS, Chapters II and IV 
for Forest-wide recreational displays 

Issue (7) -- How much of the District will be managed as Special Interest Areas? 

The Kentucky Falls area was evaluated for Special Interest consideration in several Forest-wide 
alternatives in the FEIS Refer to FEIS, Chapter III for a discussion about this area and Chapter II 
for effects by Forest-wde alternatme. 

Issue (8) -- What mix of recreational opportunities wilI be provided in the Sutton and Sand 
Lake areas and will it be compatible with wildlife and plant habitat? 

The Sutton area of the Mapleton District is locatsd 5 miles north of Florence, Oregon Alternative 
management themes are documented in Appends F and are also displayed in Forest-wide alternatives 
(See FEIS, Chapter II 1 

Issue (9) -- Which areas of the Forest will be managed to maintain or enhance visual quality? 

Visual corridors have been identified for the entne Forest Some traverse and am locatsd on the Mapleton 
Ranger District. The level of visual quahty objectives vary by Forest-wide alternative. These oblectwea 
are noted by alternative m FEIS, Chapters II and IV For acres of each visual quality objective in the 
Mapleton District see Table E-l m the section “Comparison of Alternatives” m this appendix 

Issue (11) -- Which areas of the Forest will be managed as undeveloped areas? 

The Wasssn Creek area is the only area on the Mapleton Ranger District large enough to be considered 
for undeveloped management This area is considered in several Forest-wide alternatives with several 
options on its size. If the area is managed as undeveloped, timber harvestmg will bs precluded See 
FEIS, Chapter II, and Appendix C for spectfic mformation about the Wasssn Creek area. 

Issue (16) -- what economic value will Forest resources generate in the future? 

The Mapleton Ranger Dmtnct contributes to the present net value of the Forest. Ninety-nine percent 
of annual receipts on the Forest comes from the timber resource Various levels of timber harvest 
affecta costs, benefits, receipts and PNV Forest-wide economic information is displayed in FEIS, Chapter 
II. 
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ALTERNATIVES 
Thii part of Appendix E describes the alternatives as they relate to the Mapleton Ranger District For 
more detailed descriptions of the alternatives, refer to FEIS, Chapter II Table E-l, under “Comparison 
of Alternatwes” later in this appendix, displays resource outputs by alternative for the Mapleton Diitrmt 

Chapter II of the FEIS describes in detail the alternative development pmcess, the analysis pmcess, 
and the benchmarks that were analyzed and used in the alternatwe development process 

Special alternatives that estabhshed specitic timber harvest levels - including no harvest - for the Mapleton 
Ranger District could have been developed in response to the lawsuit (see Chapter I and Appendix Al 
However, the set of alternatives developed for the entire Forest already provides a wide range of timber 
harvest levels, protection of unstable slopes and fmh habitat, and other management activities 
distmguishable for the types of land that occur on the District. 

Most of the Forest alternatives were not developed with the objective of distributing harvest activities 
evenly across the Forest Only Alternatwes NC, A, and E (the Preferred Alternative) have Ranger 
District harvest distnbutlon objectives As a result, the harvest distribution m the remaining alternatives 
was the most econommally efficient one for the Forest (the Forest Planning model provided the 
drststnbutmn on the basis of PNV) However, the distribution may not be desnable for implementation 
considering the market area The resource outputs, costs and benefits, and environmental effects on 
the Mapleton District for alternatives without district harvest distribution objectives could change if 
such objectives are incorporated mto these alternatives 

Management Requirements 

Management requnements (MFts) for the Mapleton District are the same as for the rest of the Forest 
and are discussed in FEIS, Chapter II The implementation of MFLs for protection of water quality and 
fmh habitat on the Mapleton District may mclude more am-es than on other districts because of the 
excepttonally high risk of landshdes on Mapleton Thus there may be more acres of the District m 
vegetative leave areas MRs are incorporated m the standards and guidelines apphcable to the Forest 
which are disphayed m FEIS, Appendix D. (NOTE On July 25, 1986, the due&ion for wildhfe MF& 
was revised by the Regional Forester This revision, made as a result of a review requested by Deputy 
Assistant Secretary Douglas MacCleery on March 8, 1986, reflects current understanding of habitat 
needs to maintain viable populations of wldhfe See FEIS, Appendix H for more information.) 

Monitoring of management activities and the effectiveness of standards and guidelines to mitigate 
environmental effects will result m periodic review of the Forest Plan and will be used to determine 
the need for changes in projected outputs or management practmes m order to meet the MRs 

Mitigation Common to AU Alternatives 

For a discussion of mitigation measures for all alternatwes, see FEIS, Chapter II These measures are 
not unique to any district on the Forest One of the more controversial measures to reduce the incidence 
of landslides is the use of vegetation leave areas along streams and on steep slopes (headwalls of 
drainages). 

Streamside leave areas have been used for many years throughout the country The use of vegetation 
leave areas on steep, unstable slopes or headwalls is relatively new and has been applied on few areas 
outside the Smslaw National Forest The dissected terrain on the Mapleton District makes the use of 
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these leave areas necessary to enable harvesting timber on some areas while avoiding the most unstable 
areas. The basic purpose of these leave areas is to maintain mot strength by leaving the natural forest 
vegetation intact It IS still uncertain as to how effective these leave areas will be in the prevention of 
accelerated landslides because so few have been implemented. 

The modeling conducted to predict effects for Forest planning assumed that the leave areas would be 
effectwe about 70% of the time Impacts and effects are predicted using this assumption The effectiveness 
of the leave areas m the prevention of accelerated landslidea was not known at the time of the Mapleton 
lawsmt. For this reason, the Court ordered the Forest Service to initiate a study of the effectweness of 
leave areas on the Mapleton District. Research was initiated by the Pacific Northwest Forest and 
Range Experiment Station in 1984 on the effectiveness of retaining vegetation on unstable slopes 
Chmson and Boa& 1985, 1987). 

Fmdings of the research indicate that identification of unstable slopes and the retention of the deaned 
vegetation around them has been successful m more than 90% of the esses This 1s a bigber “success” 
rate than wes used to predict long term impacts in Forest planning. The reason for the higher success 
rate as that the study was limited in time and scope, and could not include all the variables that determine 
ultimate success of vegetetion leave areas. For mstance, no storms of high intensity (which are needed 
to make valid predictions) have occurred since the leave areas were established High intensity storms 
are likely to reduce the effectiveness described in the study Future monitoring of the Forest Plan will 
more accurately define the effectiveness of vegetation leave areas. 

Alternatives Considered in Detail 

Introduction 

Ten alternatives were considered in detail to demonstrate different ways of managing the land and 
resources of the Forest. Each 1s a combination of land uses, management practices, and activity schedules 
which result in a speciftc combination of resource outputs and environmental consequences 

The alternatives are described in detail in FEIS, Chapter II. In this section of Appendix E, the specifics 
of the alternatives as they apply to the Mapleton District are dmxssed and several important indicators 
for each alternative are displayed. 

All alternatives, except NC, meet the MBe established to assure that Best Management Practices and 
State Water Quality standards are met, and that viable wildlife populations are provided (NOTE: A 
Final Supplemental EIS (SEIS) has been prepared for the Regional Guide (approved 1988)). The SEIS 
addresses spotted owl habitat management alternatives and includes a preferred approach to managing 
habitat to provide viable populatums of spotted owls See FEIS, Appendix H for more mformation. 

One of the three major issues ident&ed for the Mapleton District is the effect on local communities. 
As noted in the discussions of Issues, Purpose and Need, and Environmental Consequences, these 
eff& cannot be meanmgfully displayed for the Mapleton District. The major effects of the alternatives 
on local communities are changes m economic opportunities associated with Forest resoumee and 
changes in the quality of amenities like scenery, f=hing and firewood gathering Examimng the impacts 
on communities resulting from output changes on a single district, such as Mapleton, is not appropriate 
because job opportunitms, lifestyles, and populations are generally influenced by larger areas than a 
district. For example, potentnil mcreases in job opportunities generated from more available timber on 
the Mapleton District may be offset by reductions in timber harvest on adjacent districts. See the 
discussion of Envnonmental Consequences m this Appendix for more mformation 
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Alternative Descriptions 

Alternative NC - Alternative NC emphasmes intensive wood production without edpmtment for the 
management requirements specified 111 NFMA The potential yield would be 32.7 MMCF (155 MMBF) 
per year which is 144% higher than the average annual harvest during the period 1979 to 1988 end 
175% higher then the harvest during 1984-1988 Most of the lend s&able for timber production would 
be managed on rotations of 80 to 90 years. If the potential yield were actually harvested, Forest Serwx 
receipts and payments to counties would mcrease about two-fold in the 1st decade compared to recent 
levels. Employment opportunities end costs to operate the Forest would also increase. 

Water quality would fail to meet state standards because of the number of ecres harvested end the 
practices used. Timber on some lends with a high risk of landshdea would be harvested. Fish habitat 
would decline from present levels 

Habitat for bald eagles would include 10 nest sites Other threatened end endangered species would 
be protected et current levels. However, there would not be enough suitable habitat to assure maintenance 
of viable populations of many other wildhfe spews Elk populations would be far below present levels 
by the 5th decade. Most of the existing old-growth timber would be harvested by the 4th decade of the 
Plan Habitat for spotted owls end other species dependent on older forest or mature stands of mixed 
comferous end deciduous trees would be reduced to the extent that viable populations of these species 
could not be assured 

There would be no undeveloped ereas Scenery would be protected along only a few of the visually 
important roads. 

Alternative NC would rapidly transform the Forest mto en intenswely managed forest which, from a 
vista point, would have en extensive patchwork appearance A visitor in the year 2000 would see many 
recently harvested areas reforested v&h comfers, mtensively managed to provide timber 

Alternative NC does not comply with all provisions of NFMA end subsequent regulations (36 CFR 
219) promulgated by the Secretary of Agriculture to implement NFMA Consequently, Alternative NC 
could not be implemented or used in future management of the Forest as the Forest Plan without 
Congress end the Secretary of Agriculture changing the law end regulations 
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Alternative NC at a Glance 

Tmhr for sale in the 1st decade (million cubic feet) 32.7 

Timber for sale in the 1st decade (million board feet) 155 

Acme suitable for timber production 180,000 

Coho salmon habitat index in the 5th decade 59 

Number of spotted owl habitat areas 0 

Habitat capabiity for owls, 5th decade (pairs) 7 

Elk habitat capability expected in the 5th decade 2,500 

Viewshed acres managed to protect scenery 1,343 

Acres of undeveloped areas 0 

Present net value of the District (millions of dollars) unavailable 

Alternative A - Alternative A would continue the current coume of action under approved unit 
management plans and other rssource plans. In addition, Management Requirements (MRsI would be 
met. This 1s the “no action” alternative The Mapleton Ranger District was the only District on the 
Forest for which a unit plan was not completed. As a result, the current course of action on the District 
is based on a multiple use plan adopted in 1967 and on a Timber Resourcs Plan for the entne Forest, 
adopted in 1979. Management direction at Mapleton has been less specific than that available on the 
other districts For example, vlsual objectives have not been identuied, riparian area management was 
less well detiusd (although implementation of nparian management on the District 1s similar to other 
Districts), and deciduous mix habitat management has not been a specific objective. 

If Alternative A were chosen, the allowable timber sale quantity (ASQ, see the glossary) during the 
1st decade would be 21 1 MMCF (112 MMBF) which is 77% higher than the average annual harvest 
during the period 1979 to 1988 and 99% higher than the harvest during 19841988. (For timber and 
other outputs and effects, see Table E- 1 under “Comparison of Alternatives”) Tunber would be harvested 
on some land with current old-growth stands 

Implementation of MRs would be in comphance with the state’s Beat Management Practices and would 
mamtam water quahty that meets State standards, as well as provide viable populations of fEh Some 
slopes prone to landsbdes would be logged, and past harvest of large woody debris from npanan areas 
will contmue to impact the condition of most watersheds. As a result, the amount of fish habitat would 
be 20% below present by the 5th decade. Fish habitat impacts would vary across the District Changes 
m fish habitat would range from -31% for (LTA) A, to -13% and -25% m LTAs F and G (see Chapter 
HI for a map and discussion of LTAs) Riparisn areas in the three municipal watersheds would be 
partially protected. 
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MRs would maintam viable populations of wildlife. Enough old-growth habitat would be mamtamed 
on the District to allow the Forest to man&in spotted owls as a species on the Forest. On the District, 
the population of spotted owls is expected to dechne from 33 pairs present today to 21 pairs by the 
year 2030 A small amount of mature deciduous habitat m addition to that needed for MRs would be 
available to wildlife dependent on this type of habitat Habitat would be provided for bald eagles and 
other threatened and endangered (T&E) species. Elk habitat capabdlty would be 13% below present 
levels by the 5th decade 

There would be no undeveloped areas and no opportunities for SPNM recreation Only scenery along 
Highway 101 would be protected 

Alternative A would continue the transformation of the District into a managed forest area which, 
from a vista point, would have a patchwork appearance. The visitor in the year 2000 would see many 
stands of young trees, and an mtensive program of improving the stands to mcrease timber yields 
Small to moderately-swsd stands of old growth and mature trees would remam scattered at relatively 
regular intervals throughout. There would be many signs of logging and an expanded road system 
would give easier access to much of the District 

Alternative A at a Glance 

Timber for sale in the 1st decade (million cubic feet) 211 

Timber for sale m the 1st decade (mdhon board feet) 112 

Acres sunable for tnnber production 119,000 

Coho salmon habitat index in the 5th decade 269 

Number of spotted owl habitat areas 12 

Habitat capabihty for owls, 5th decade (pairs) 21 

Elk habitat capabihty expected in the 5th decade 3,154 

Viewshed acres managed to protect scenery 982 

Acres of undeveloped areas 0 

Present net value of the District (milhons of dollars) 569 

Alternative B _ Alternatwe B emphasizes efficient production of wood products Watemhed, fish, and 
wildlife resources would be managed at levels that would meet MRS. 

If this alternative were chosen, the allowable timber sale quantity during the 1st decade would be 26 4 
MMCF (145 MMBF) which is 129% higher than the average annual harvest during the period 1979 to 
1988 and 157% higher than the harvest during 1984-1988 (For timber and other outputs and effects, 
see Table E-l under “Comparison of Alternatives”) A total of 122,107 acres would be smtable for 
timber production 
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ME& would, at a minimum, meet Best Management Practices as roquned by the Clean Water Act and 
would maintain water quality that meets state standards, as well as viable populations of f=h Some 
slopes prone to landslides would be logged. As a result, the amount of fwh habitat across the District 
would be 25% below present Changes in habitat would range fmm 35% below present for LTA A to 
17% below present for LTA C. 

hIIts would maintain viable populations of wddhfe By the 5th decade, 55% of the existing habitat for 
spotted owls would remain. Some mature deciduous habitat in addition to that needed for MBs would 
be available to wildlife dependent on this type of habitat Elk habitat capability would fall about 7% in 
the 1st decade and then decline to about 24% of existing by the 5th decade. 

There would be no undeveloped areas, no opportunities for SPNM recreation, and no protection of the 
scenery along visually important roads. 

Alternative B would continue the transformation of the District into a managed forest area which, 
from a vista point, would have a patchwork appsarance. The visitor in the year 2000 would see many 
stands of young tress, and an intensive pmgram of improving the stands for timber yields There 
would be fewer old-growth and mature trees There would be many signs of logging and an expanded 
road system would give easier access to much of the District Scenery along all visually important 
roads, includingHighway 101, would be altered Elk and other wildlife that benefit from early successional 
stages would be favored. 

Alternative B at a Glance 

Timber for sale in the 1st decade (million cubic feet) 264 

Timber for sale in the 1st decade (million board feet) 145 

Acres suitable for timber production 121,000 

Coho salmon habitat index in the 5th decade 252 

Number of spotted owl habitat areas 12 

Habitat capability for owls, 5th decade (pairs) 19 

Elk habitat capability expected in the 5th decade 2,460 

Viewshed acres managed to protect scenery 0 

Acres of undeveloped areas 0 

Present net value of the District (mdhons of dollars) 606 

Alternative B Departure (BPA) - Alternative B(Dep) would attempt to implement the current 
BPAPmgram distributed to the Forest through the Regional Guide, attempt to meet the timber objectives 
of the Oregon Department of Forestry, and would emphasize economic efficiency. It would produce 
large amounts of wood by departing from a non-dechning flow harvest schedule and still produce 
considerable diipemed recreation, fsh, and wildlife. 
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This is the RPA alternatwe This alternative would meet the RPA timber goal for the 1st decade, and 
could meet some other RPA goals. Its objectives are the seme as for Alternative B, except that a departure 
schedule for timber is added Only the aspects of Alternative BfDep) that vary from Alternative B are 
discuamd here 

If this alternative 1s chosen, the allowable timber sale quantity during the 1st decade would be 29 9 
MMCF (165 MkIBF) which is 160% higher than the average annual harvest during the period 1979 to 
1988 and 193% higher than the harvest during 1984-1988. (For timber and other outputs and effects, 
see Table E-l under “Comparison of Alternatwes”) 

MRs would, at a minimum, meet Beat Management Practmes as reqmred by the Clean Water Act and 
would maintain water quality that meets state standards, as well as viable populations of fish The 
amount of fish habitat in the 5th decade would be 88% below present Fish habitat impacts would 
vary across the District. Changes in habitat would range from -46% and -50% for LTAs A to -29% and 
-36% for LTAs F and G Elk habitat capability is expected to decrease 7% m the 1st decade and decline 
to about 70% of current levels by the 5th decade The departure schedule IS primarily responsible for 
this fluctuation 

Alternative B(Dep) would noticeably transform the Diitnct into a managed forest area which, from a 
vista point, would have a patchwork appearance Streams would be notwsably affected by logging 
activities 

Alternative B(Dep) at a Glance 

Timber for sale in the 1st decade (m&on cubic feet) 299 

Timber for sale m the 1st decade (million board feet) 165 

Acres suitable for timber production 121,000 

Coho salmon habitat index m the 5th decade 209 

Number of spotted owl habitat areas 12 

Habitat capability for owls, 5th decade (pairs) 19 

Elk habitat capability expected in the 5th decade 2,446 

Acres managed to protect scenery in viewsheds 0 

Acres of undeveloped areas 0 

Present net value of the District (milhons of dollars) 645 

Alternative C - Alternatwe C emphasizes production of wood while providmg for a variety of recreatmnal 
opportunities and pmductlon of big game This alternative attempts to attam a compromise between 
traditionally non-complementary resource objectwes by assigning some lands to timber and elk 
management while others would be protected from timber harvest to enhance recreation and visual 
resources Thus, the alternative would produce few high outputs except for the very high production 
of elk Timber harvest would be distributed to provide a steady supply of forage for big game in clearcut 
units This would be supplemented by forage in newly created meadows 
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If this alternative were chosen, the allowable timber sale quantrty during the 1st decade would be 14.3 
MMCF (80 MMBF) which is 26% higher than the average annual harvest during the period 1979 to 
1988 and 42% higher than the harvest during 19641968. (For timber and other outputs and effects, 
see Table E-l under “Comparison of Alternatwss”) The harvest level assigned to the District would 
not be directly related to its potential to produce elk. 

Ml& would, at a minimum, meet Best Management Practices as required by the Clean Water Act, and 
would maintain water quality that meets state stemlards, as well as viable populations of 5sh Some 
slopes prone to landslides would ba logged. The amount of fwh habitat would bs 23% below present 
Changes in habitat would range from 42% below present for LTA R to 18% below present for LTA F. 

MI& would maintain viable populations of wildlife Old-growth habitat would be pmvlded at the MR 
level; thus, spottsd owl habitat would be maintained at 56% of present levels Other than that needed 
for MRs, some mature deciduous trees would bs available to wildlife dependent on this typs of habitat. 
Elk habitat capability would riss by 8% by the 5th decade. 

The Wassen Creek Undeveloped Area and the Kentucky Falls Special Interest Area would be present 
Scenery along about half of the visually important roads would be partially or fully promoted. 

Alternative C would continue the transformation of the District into a managed forest area which, 
from a vista point, would have a patchwork appearance. The visitor in the year 2000 would see many 
stands of young trees, and an intensive program of improving the stands to increase timber yields. 
These would contrest with the large blocks of natural forest in the Wassen Creek and Kentucky Falls 
areas and small to moderately-sized stands of old growth and mature trees scattered amund for fish 
and wildlife habitat. There would be many signs of logging activity. Scenery along Highways 101 and 
38 would appear natural, while scenery along about one fifth of the rest of the visually important 
roads on the Distnct would bs partially protected. An expanded road system would give easier access 
to much of the Forest. Elk and other ammals that benefit from ecological disturbance would be 
conspicuous. 

Alternative C at a Glance 

Timber for sale in the 1st decade (million cubic feet) 

Tnnber for sale in the 1st decade (nnllion board feet) 

Acres suitable for timber production 

Coho salmon habitat index m the 5th decade 

Number of spotted owl habitat areas 

Habitat capability for owls, 5th decade (pairs) 

Elk habitat capability expected in the 5th decade 

Viewshsd acres managed to protect scenery 

Acres of undeveloped areas 

Present net value of the District (millions of dollars) 

14 3 

80 

118,000 

260 

12 

20 

3790 

8,119 

4,816 

604 
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Alternative D - Alternative D emphasizes production of mayor commodities with market value (1 e , 
wood products, commercial f=h, particularly coho salmon, and developed recreational actwitms for 
whwh a fee is paid) The D&xict would be managed in a cost efficient manner, but not necessarily m 
an effort to pmduce the h&at dollar return. Management direction for the benefit of wildhfe would 
be that needed to meet MBs 

This is the market alternative This alternative includes often non-complementary resource objectIves 
- particularly pmductlon of timber and coho salmon. Except for timber harvest necessary to meet 
wildhfe MRs, there would be no harvest m riparian areas. Prime habitat for coho salmon on the Mapleton 
Dlstnct includes the North Fork of the Siuslaw River, as well as some streams flowing into the large 
coastal lakes near the southern part of the Dlstnct Moderately and highly unstable slopes, and areas 
along mtermittent streams m these areas, would be extensively protected as well. 

If this alternative were chosen, the allowable timber sale quantity during the 1st decade would be 23.6 
MMCF (128 MMBF) which is 102% higher than the average annual harvest during the period 1979 to 
1988 and 127% higher than the harvest during 1984-1988. (For timber and other outputs and effects, 
see. Table E-l under “Comparison of Alternatives” ) Harvest would take place on some lands (not 
considered prime salmon-producing areas) where the risk of landslides is relatively great (See the 
Watershed Section in Chapter III) 

MRs would, at a minnnum, meet Best Management Practices as required by the Clean Water Act and 
would maintain water quahty that meets state standards Fish habltat in portions of the District that 
produce large numbers of coho salmon would be well protected Other parts of the Dlstnct would be 
protected to a lesser degree, and the amount of fmh habitat averaged over the District would be 100% 
of present. 

MBs would mum&in viable populations of wildlife By the 5th decade, 56% of the present habitat for 
spotted owls would remam Some mature deaduous trees in addltlon to those needed to meet Ml& 
would be available to wildlife dependent on this type of habitat HabItat for bald eagles would still be 
adequate to allow recovery of the species Elk habltat capabihty would decrease 24% below present 
levels by the 5th decade 

There would be no undeveloped areas and no opportumties for SPNM recreation. Only scenery along 
HIghway 101 would be protected 

Alternative D would continue the transformation of the Distnct into a managed forest an?a which, 
fmm a v&a pomt, would have a patchwork appearance The vxsitor in the year 2000 would see many 
stands of young trees, and an mtenwe program of lmprovmg the stands for timber yields. These 
would contrast with large blocks of natural forest in coho salmon management areas and small to 
moderately-sized stands of old-growth and mature. trees scattered throughout the Forest for iish and 
wildlife. There would be many signs of logging and more people fishmg for salmon Scenery would be 
heavily altered except along Hlghway 101 An expanded road system would give easier access to more 
of the Distnct Elk and other animals that benefit from ecological disturbance would be conspicuous 
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Alternative D at a Glance 

Timbsr for sale in the 1st decade (million cubic feet) 23.6 

Timber for sale in the 1st decade (million board feet) 128 

Acres suitable for timber production 105,000 

Coho salmon habitat index m the 5th decade 337 

Number of spotted owl habitat mess 12 

Habitat capability for owls, 5th decade @airs) 21 

Elk habitat capability expscted in the 5th decade 2,662 

Viewshsd acres managed to protect scenery 982 

ACES of undeveloped areas 0 

Present net value of the District (rmllions of dollars) 558 

Alternative E (PA) - The goal of Alternative E (the alternative preferred by the Forest Servme) is to 
provide a variety of recreational uses and wildlife habitats, and to emphasize effkxent wood production 
Management direction to enhance nonmotorized mcreatlon and nongame wildhfe habitat also would 
benefit fish resources. 

This alternative includes often non-complementary resource objectives Some lands would be protected 
for SPNM recreation and nongame wildlife while others would bs managed for elk and wood Thus, 
outputs of most resourxs would be moderate. Timbsr harvest would bs distributed and scheduled to 
provide a steady supply of forage for big game in clearcut areas This would bs augmented by forage 
produced in newly created meadows. Measures would bs taken in this alternative to protect rlparian 
areas and provide habitat for spotted owls and species of wildhfe dependent on deciduous mix, mature 
conifer, and snag habitat 

If this alternative were chosen, the allowable timber sale quantity during the 1st decade would be 19 4 
MMCF (104 MMBF) which ts 64% higher than the average annual harvest during the penod 1979 to 
1988 and 84% higher than the harvest during 1984-1988. (For timber and other outputs and effects, 
see Table E-l under “Comparison of Alternatives”). A total of 96,000 of the 110,000 acres of suitable 
timberland would be managed for tmrber production 

MBs would, at a mmimum, meet Best Management Practices ss rsqulred by the Clean Water Act, and 
would mamtsin water quality that meets state standards, ss well as viable populations of f=h Some 
slopes prone to landslides would be logged. The amount of fish habnat would average. 7% below present. 
Fish habitat would vary across the Dlstrlct, with changes ranging from -22% in LTA A to -3% and 
-4% in LTAs F LTA G 

MBs would msintsm viable populations of all wildlife, By the 6th decade, 54% of the present habitat 
for spotted owl populations would remain In addition to that needed for MBs, large amounts of mature 
deciduous trees would be avadable to wddhfe dependent on this typs of habitat. Habitat for bald eagles 
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would bs adequate to allow recovery of the species Elk production during the 5th decade would be 
13% above present levels 

The Wasssn Creek Undeveloped Ares and the Kentucky Falls Special Interest Ares would be present 
Scenery along about half of the visually important roads would bs partmlly or fully protected 

Alternative E(PA) would continue the transformation of the District landscape which, from a vista 
point, would have a patchwork appearance. The natural forest in the undeveloped area and scattered 
stands of old-growth and mature trees for fish and wddlife would blend mom with the rest of the 
District Fishing and hunting should become more widespread. Them should bs more opportunities for 
nonmotormed recreation such as viewing wildlife Scenery along many visually nnportant roads would 
not be altered 

Alternative E(PA) at a Glance 

Tnnber for sale in the 1st decade (milhon cubic feet) 

Timber for sale in the 1st decade (million board feet) 

Acres suitable for timber production 

Coho salmon habitat index in the 1st decade 

Number of spotted owl habitat areas 

Habitat cspabihty for owls, 5th decade (pairs) 

Number of elk expected m the 5th decade 

Viewshsd acres managed to protect scenery 

Acres of undeveloped areas 

Present net value of the District (millions of dollars) 

194 

104 

110,000 

314 

13 

20 

3,092 

7,912 

4,681 

529 

Alternative F -Alternative F provides a range of recreational uses and opportunities whde emphasizing 
production of habitat for fish and nongame wddlife, protection of scenic resoumes, and production of 
a moderate amount of timber 

This alternative includes generally complementary resoume ObJectives The Kentucky Falls Special 
Interest Ama and the Wsssen Creek Undeveloped Ares would be malnternsd for recreational purposes. 
Management direction for most other land would benefit fmh and nongame wildhfe. Tnnber would be 
harvested on short rotations on land where these other rssources are not emphas~ssd. 

Measures would bs taken in thus alternabve to protect unstable slopes and npanan areas and enhance 
fish habitat They also would provide habrtat for spotted owls and species of wildlife dependent on 
ripsnan, deciduous mur, and snag habitat 

If thrs alternative were chosen, the allowable timber sale quantity during the 1st decade would be 17.1 
MMCF (94 MMRF) which is 48% higher than the average annual harvest during the period 1979 to 
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1988 and 67% h&her than the harvest during 1984-1988 (For timber and other outputs and effects, 
see Table E-l under “Comparison of Alternatwes”) Thnty four percent of the land s&able for timber 
production would be managed on rotations of 90 years or mom. 

Slopes prone to landslides would bs well pmtectsd, resulting in amounts of fish habitat that am 6% 
above present (varying fmm 9% below present in LTA R to 7% above present in LTA Cl. 

MRs would mamtain viable populations of wildlife. The present amount of spotted owl habitat would 
remain in the 5th decade. Slightly mom mature deciduous habitat than needed to meet MRs would be 
available to wildlife dependent on this typs of habitat. Habitat for bald eagles would bs adequate to 
allow recovery of the species. Elk habitat capabiity during the 5th decade would decrease 22% below 
existmg levels. 

The Wassen Creak Undeveloped Area and the Kentucky Falls Special Interest Ama would bs present. 
Scenery along about two thirds of the visually important mads would be partially or fully protected. 

Alternatwe F would moderate the transformation of the landscape, as seen fmm a wta point, into a 
patchwork appearance. To the visitor m the year 2000, the Diitnct would appear mom natural than 
today. Them would be fewer stands of young tress Signs of logging would be less obvious. Natural 
forest in the undeveloped and Special Interest areas, end scattered stands of old growth and mature 
trees for fmh and wildlife would blend with the rest of the District Tounsm and iishing should become 
more widespread. Them should bs mom opportunities to view fish and mkllife. Scenery along many 
visually nnportant highways would appear natural 

Alternative F at a Glance 

Timber for sale in the 1st decade (million cubic feet) 17.1 

Timber for sale in the 1st decade (million board feet) 94 

Acres sunable for timber production 95,000 

Coho salmon habitat index in the 5th decade 343 

Number of spotted owl habitat areas 12 

Habitat capabiity for owls, 5th decade (pairs) 22 

Elk habitat capabihty expected in the 5th decade 2,860 

Vtewshsd acres managed to protect scenery 13,600 

Acres of undeveloped areas 4,816 

Present net value of the Distnct (milhons of dollars) 456 

Alternative G - The goal of Alternative G 1s to enhance resources such as water quality, game fish 
and wldlife, dispersed recreation, scenery, and other amenities that do not have a direct market value 

This alternative includes often complementary resource objectwas; management due&on would provide 
the highest simultaneous levels of recreational opportumties, fish and wildlife habitat, and protection 
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for landscapes, soil and water All old-growth stands would be protected Timber harvest on short 
rotations would bs schsduled to pmvlde a steady supply of forage for big game m clearcut umta. This 
would be augmented by forage produced in new meadows 

Measures would be taken in this alternative to pmtsct unstable slopes and areas along both perennial 
and intermittent streams They would enhance fish habitat and linut timber harvesting They would 
also provide habltat for spotted owls, bald eagles, and species of wddllfe dependent on riparian, deciduous 
mix, mature conifer, and snag habitat 

If this alternatwe were chosen, the allowable timber sale quantity during the 1st decade would be 4 0 
MMCF (21 MMBF) which IS 67% below the average annual harvest dunng the penod 1979 to 1988 
and 63% below the harvest during 1984-1988 (For timber and other outputs and effects, see Table 
E-l under “Comparison of Alternatives”) 

Slopes prone to landshdes would be well protected, resulting in fwh habitat 7% above present (rangmg 
from 5% below present in LTA R to 14% above present in LTA C) 

Habitat for spotted owl populatmns would be mcreased shghtly above present levels in large 2000.acre 
habItat areas In ad&tion to that needed for MRs, large amounts of mature deciduous habitat would 
be available to wddlife dependent on this type of habitat HabItat for bald eagles would be adequate to 
allow recovery. Elk habitat capabtiity during the 5th decade would be about the same as present levels 
This slternatws would produce high levels of nongame wildlife and moderate levels of big game 

The Wasaen Creek Undeveloped Area and the Kentucky Falls Special Interest Area would be present 
Scenery along all visually anportant mads would be partially or fully pmtected 

Alternative G would reverse the transformatmn of the landscape, as ssen from a vista pomt, into a 
patchwork appearance. To the visltor m the year 2000, large areas of the District would appear natural 
There would be relatively few stands of young trees. Signs of loggmg would be less obvious than today 
Natural forest in the undeveloped and Specml Interest area and large stands of old growth and mature 
trees for fsh and wddlife would dominate the Forest Tourism, fEhing, and hunting should become 
more widespread. There should be more opportumtw to view f=h and wildhfe Scenery along most 
visually important roads would appear natural. 
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Alternative G at a Glance 

Tunber for sale in the 1st decade (million cubic feet) 40 

Timber for sale in the 1st decade (million board feet) 21 

Acres suitable for tirnbar production 33,000 

Coho salmon habitat mdex in the 5th decade 362 

Number of spotted owl habitat areas 12 

Habitat capability for owls, 5th decade (pans) 28 

Elk habitat capability expected in the 5th decade 3,371 

Viewshed acres managed to protect scenery 20,286 

Acres of undeveloped areas 9,032 

Present net value of the Distnct (mdlions of dollam) 155 

Alternative H - The goal of Alternative H is to preserve natural systems in large areas of the Forest 
and to protect the habitats of nongame wildhfe and f=h. There would lx particular emphasis on 
maintainmg all old-growth stands and pmtectlng watershed resources 

The resource objectives m this alternative are complementary Large areas that are prone to landshdas 
or adjacent to streams would be preserved to protect fmh habitat These asaignmenta often would 
augment the undeveloped areas. Usually, timbsr would bs harvestad in a way to benefit wildlife habitat. 
Undeveloped recreational facilities would lx provided where they would not conflict with natural 
conltions and with the habitat of nongame wildlife and fLsh. 

Measures would be taken in this alternative to protect unstable slopes, mupicipal watersheds, and 
areas along both perantllal and intermittent streams, and to enhance f=h habitat They would also 
provide habitat for spotted owls, bald eagles, and species of wildlife dependent on deciduous mix, mature 
conifer, and snag habitat 

If this alternative were chosen, the allowable timber sale quantity during the 1st decade would bs 2.7 
MMCF (14 MMBF) which is 78% below the average annual harvest dunng the period 1979 to 1988 
and 75% below the harvest dunng 1984-1988 (For timber and other outputs and effects, see Table 
E-l under “Comparison of Alternatives”). The land suitable for timber production would be managed 
on rotatmns of 90 years or more. Most would be managed to benefit wldlife and visual resources. All 
plantations would bs managed for a mixture of deciduous and coniferous trees 

All slopes prons to landslides would be fully protected, resulting In fBh habitat 9% above present (ranging 
from present levels in LTA R to 19% above present in LTA C). All watersheds used for municipal 
water supply would be closed to timber harvest (except as needed to meat wildlife MRs) and public 
aCCee3 
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Habitat for spotted owl populations would be mxeased above present levels in large 2200-acre habitat 
areas. In addition to that needed for MRs, large amounts of mature deciduous habitat would be available 
to wildlife dependent on thii type of habitat Habitat for bald eagles would be adequate to allow recovery. 
Management areas for bald eagles would also be exceptionally large. Elk habitat capability in the 5th 
decade would be 81% of present levels, and maintained just above the MR level. 

Scientific and research opportunities relatmg to natural systems would be enhanced 

The Wassen Creek area and the North Fork of the Smith Ibver area would be managed as undeveloped 
areas Scenery along the most visually nnportant roads would be preserved, all others would be partially 
protected. 

Alternative H would reverse the transformation of the landscape, as seen from a vista pomt, into a 
patchwork appearance To the visitor in the year 2000, large areas of the District would appear natural. 
There would be relatively few stands of young trees. Signs of logging would be less obvmus than today. 
Natural forest in the undeveloped areas and large stands of old growth and mature trees for fsh and 
wildhfe would dominate the Forest Elk huntmg would probably not exist. There should be more 
opportunitwzs to view fish and nongame wildlife Scenery along all visually important roads would 
appear natural 

Alternative H at a Glance 

Timber for sale in the 1st decade (milhon cubic feet) 

Tnnber for sale in the 1st decade (milhon board feet) 

Acres sutable for timber productmn 

Coho salmon habitat index in the 5th decade 

Number of spotted owl habltat areas 

Habitat capabdity for owls, 5th decade (pairs) 

Elk habitat capabihty expected in the 5th decade 

Viewshed acres managed to protect scenery 

Acres of undeveloped areas 

Present net value of the District (nulhons of dollars) 

2.7 

14 

27,000 

369 

20 

21 

2,818 

20,286 

14,977 

89 
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COMPAFUSON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Management Areas 

A management area (MA) is a part of the Forest (not necessarily contiguous) for which the combination 
of goals, desired conditions, and standards and guidelines is unique Two key qualities of a MA are 
that its boundaries must be easily recognizable on the ground and easily illustrated on a map Of the 
15 MAs on the Forest, eight are on the Mapleton District. The number of acres in the various MAs 
(Table II-2) depends on the emphasis of each alternative. 

MAs 14 and 15 include both lands suitable and unsuitable for timber production No other MAs include 
suitable tnnberlands. In most MAs, trees may be cut and removed from the unsuitable timberland if 
doing so does not interfere with meeting other objectives for the area. Brief descnptions of the eitht 
MAs on the Mapleton District follow 

MA 2 - Existing Old-Growth Groves and Ecosystems Emphasis 

The primary goal is to protect old-growth stands for esthetic, recreational, and scientific. purposes 
Management activitnes must not harm the old-growth stands. In general, old-growth gmves and 
ecosystems are scattered across the Forest m patches of various sizes.. While they provide habitat for 
some v&lhfe, the patches are too small, or not in the proper distribution to provide esaientisl habitat 
for spotted owls or other old growth dependent species Some old-growth groves and ecosystems are 
included in other MAs, such as undeveloped areas and spotted owl habitat Thts MA includes existing 
old-growth stands that are not within these other MAs 

MA 3 - Spotted Owl Habitat Emphasis 

The primary goal of this MA is to provide enough old-growth conifer habitat for nesting and foraging 
of spotted owls to asaure that the species does not become threatened or endangered Becauss the 
spotted owl is an indicator species, an additional goal is to mamtain habitat for other species dependent 
on old growth. Much of the habitat occurs m other MAs such as undeveloped areas. 

MA 4 - Bald Eagle Habitat Emphasis 

The primary goal is to provide enough nesting habitat for bald eagles to assist in the recovery of the 
species. Like MA 3, it does not include all of the bald eagle habitat; some is included in undeveloped 
areas, spotted owl habitat areas, and other MAs. 

MA 5 - Special Interest Area Emphasis 

The primary goal is to protect the unusual natural characteristics of existing and potentnil Special 
Interest Areas, and where appropriate, foster pubhc use and enloyment of these areas. In some 
alternatives, additional goals for portions of the MA are to protect visual quahty and provide habitat 
for some wldlife. 

MA 9 - Sutton Recreation Area 

The prnnary goal is to provide a mix of recreational opportunities (including off-road vehicle use, hiking, 
sightseeing, camping, horseback riding and picnicking) and to protect wildlife and sensitwe plant habitat 
In all alternatives, habitat for the bald eagle is also pmvided. 
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MA 1 1 - Undeveloped Area Emphasis 

The primary goal IS to maintain or allow revemmn to undeveloped conditmns This will provide 
semiprnnitive nonmotorized recreation opportunities, and will pro-de for increases in habitat for fish 
and wildlife. 

MA 14 - Scenic Viewshed Emphasis 

The pnmary goal is to provide attractwe scenery. The MA also has the same goals as MA 15 These 
Include. timber prcduction; mamtenance of mature conifer, mature deciduous mix, mature nparian, 
and grass-forb wldlife habitats; and protection of watersheds and fsh habItat The MA contains some 
lands that are smtabIe for timber productmn and others that are not 

MA 16 - Timber, Watershed, Wildlife, Emphasis 

The primary goals are to: produce. timber, provide habitat for wldlife dependent upon mature conifer, 
mature deciduous mix, mature npanan, grass-forb, and meadow habitat; supply woody debris for fsh 
habitat; and reduce the nsk of accelerated landshdes and surface sod erosmn. The MA contams some 
lands that are suitable for timber production and others that are not 

Management of Forest Resource Programs 

Resource programs are not managed differently cm the Mapleton District than they are on the rest of 
the Forest. For a descriptmn of Forest resource programs, refer to FEIS, Chapter II. 

Outputs and Effects 

Resource outputs, environmental effects, and costs and benefits for the alternatives on the Mapleton 
District are contamed m Table E-l 
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Table E-l. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative (Mapleton RD) 

OUTPU’TSlEFFEcIs 

RECREATION 

Untvaded Areas Assigned to 
Boaded Management Prescrip- 
tions, But Which Have No 
Development Activities Planned 
for Next 16 Years 

Unroaded Areas Assigned to 
Undeveloped Management Pre- 
scriptiona 

WILDLIFE 

Wildbfe Use 
1st &cads 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Anadromous Fish 
Commercial Harvest 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Anadromous Rsh 
Habitat Improvement 

1st Decade 
‘2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Coho Smelt Habitat 
Capability 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES 

UNIT NC A C 

Acres 
Acres 
Acre8 
Acres 
Acres 

0 0 0 4,816 
334 0 0 2,989 

3,807 3,149 3,149 9,482 
0 0 0 2,910 

198,788 199,768 199,768 182,720 

ACE3 982 0 0 8,119 

0 w 

0 

57ow 
57 0 (4) 
57oMl 

0 0 

0 0 

5724 53 8 518 544 
584 57 6 544 59 1 

6231 586 55 3 680 

60 (5) 15 74 73 78 
36 70 73 71 74 
15 64 59 52 62 

0 03 
003 
0 03 

270 @) 
150 
59 

0 13 
0 13 
0 13 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

306 
298 
269 

0 
0 
0 

304 
303 
252 

804 317 
298 309 
209 260 

ACES 

ACES 

WFUDS 

MpOl”ld3 
F-=-y- 

Index 
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Table E-l. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative (Mapleton RD) 

OUTPUTSlBFFECTS I ALTRRNATIVE 

SEEENDOFTABLEFORFOOTNOTES 
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RECREATION 

unit D E(PA) F G H 

Acres 0 4,682 4,316 9,032 24,582 
Awes 324 4,342 5,445 7,918 0 
ACIXS 3,807 8,399 14,074 18,286 18,830 
Acres 0 17,177 4,609 4,802 0 
Acres 198,786 168,317 113,973 162,879 164,505 

Viewshed VQO’s 

Presematmn, Retentwn and Pamal 
Retention 

ACreS 982 7,912 13,600 20,286 20,286 

Unroaded Areas Assigned to Acres 0 0 0 0 0 
Roaded Management Prescrip. 
tions, But Wbrcb Have No 
Development Activities Planned 
for Next 15 Years 

Unroaded Areas Assigned to 
Undeveloped Management Pre- 
scriptions 

Acres 0 4,682 4,816 9,032 14,977 

WILDLIFE 

Wddbfe Use 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

WFUDS 523 533 540 466 460 
126 9 552 561 570 498 49 0 

1402 588 611 622 583 51 1 

Anadromous Fmh 
commercial Harvest 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Mpundr 
Per Y=- 

78 79 79 82 83 
17 75 79 81 83 
81 75 83 89 89 

Anadromous Fish 
Habntat Improvement 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

023 033 040 050 027 
023 033 040 050 023 
023 033 040 051 027 

Coho Smelt Habitat 
Capabilrty 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Index 

322 324 321 337 338 
319 314 328 333 337 
337 314 343 362 369 



COIKPARISON OF ALTFXNATM3S 

Table E-l Cant. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative (Mapleton RD) 

OUTPUTWEFFECCS 
I 

ALTBRNATIW 

I-1 NC I A I B B(DEP) C 

MANAGEMENT INDICATOR 
SPECIES 
Bald Eagle 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

10 
10 
10 

10 
IO 
10 spotted owls 

Ist Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

27 28 
24 26 
19 20 

100 113 
106 109 
41 47 

Elk HCI 
1st Decade 2,500 0 3,611 3,253 3,245 
2nd Decade 2,500 3,163 2,891 3,220 
5th Decade 2,500 3145 2,460 2,446 

3,640 
4,602 
3,790 

65 70 
IO 67 
64 64 

Pine Marten HCI 
1st Decade w 69 59 
2nd Decade LIO, 73 68 
5th Decade WI 61 67 

12 
68 
53 

Dead and Defectwe Trees HCI 
1st Decade ml 73 72 59 
2nd Decade w, 66 64 64 
5th Decade m, 59 52 53 

: 

MAW?3 

Wildlife Habitat 
Improvement 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Edsting Old-Orcwth Stands 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

1,210 85 2,210 
1,610 785 6,020 
7,100 3,550 15,100 

13 
13 
12 

14 
13 
12 

13 
13 
12 

RANGE 

1st Decade MAUMa 2w 2 2 2 
2nd Decade 2 2 2 2 
5th Decade 2 2 2 2 

2 
2 
2 

SEEENDOFTABLEFORFOOTNOTES 
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Table E-l Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative (Mapleton RD) 

spotted owls 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Pme Marten 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Dead and Defectwe Trees 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Wddlife Habitat 
Improvement 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Existing Ok&Growth Stands 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

RANGE 

2,918 3,100 2,955 3,071 2,556 
2,662 3,210 2,880 3,371 2,818 

HCI 
71 69 69 74 74 
71 71 13 79 82 
66 69 69 88 92 

HCI 
12 10 76 85 86 
61 65 71 84 86 
51 55 62 80 85 

ACXS 

66 1,380 840 1,450 27 
1,210 1,1607 1,150 1,550 21 

64 1,180 2,010 2,060 21 

MACES 
13 14 15 20 20 
13 13 15 20 20 
12 13 14 20 20 

1st Decade MAUMS 2 2 2 2 2 
2nd Decade 2 2 2 2 2 
5th Decade 2 2 2 2 2 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES 
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Table E-l Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative (Mapleton RD) 

AUowabIe Sale Quantity 

SOIL AND WATER 

Water Yield 
I& Dwade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Conditions 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES 
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Table E-l Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative (Mapleton RD) 

OUTPllTSlEFPECTS ALTRRNATNR 

TIMBER 

Allowable Sale Quantity 
1st Decade 

MMBF 

Allowable Sale Quantity 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

MMCF 

Tmber Sale Program 
Quantity (~1 
1 MQ 
II Non-Chargeable 
Total Tunber Sale Program Qm- 
WKI 

MMCF 

236 194 17 1 17 1 40 40 27 27 
07 01 06 06 04 04 03 03 

243 20 1 17 7 17 7 44 44 30 30 

Reforestation 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Acres 

Precommercial Thinning 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

ACX% 

2,190 1,610 
1,370 1,670 
1,600 1,340 

+ 

510 490 
1,100 310 
1,140 850 

Long-Term Sustained Yield 
capacity 

MMCF 

1,460 1,460 440 440 230 230 
1,130 1,130 600 600 70 70 
1,590 1,590 560 560 250 250 

490 490 510 510 80 80 
730 730 220 220 120 120 
930 930 260 260 260 260 

19 1 19 1 68 68 4.1 4.1 

Tmber Growth in 6th Decade 

SOIL AND WATER 

4-p 
Water Yield 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

MA& 

Sedrment 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

MCuYdlAc 
Index 

3,757 3,757 
3,755 3,755 

i 

3,156 3,756 

25 26 
19 19 
15 19 

3,756 3,756 3,753 3,753 3,752 3,752 
3,755 3,755 3,753 3,753 3,153 3,153 
3,755 3,755 3,153 3,153 3,752 3,752 

21 21 9 9 4 4 
4 4 7 7 4 4 

15 15 5 5 3 3 

Improved Watershed 
Conditmns 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

ACreS l- 25 25 
25 25 
25 25 

25 25 20 20 20 20 
25 25 20 20 20 20 
25 25 20 20 20 20 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES 
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Table E-l Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative (Mapleton RD) 

OUTPU’LWEFFEcpS I ALTJZRNATNR 

Energs Mhterds Produced 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Effectiveness Index 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Fuel Treatment 
1st Decade 

ROADS 

Road Construction 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Road Reconstruction 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Roads SuItable for Public Use 
Passenger car 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

High Clearance Vehicle 
Only 

1st Deeada 
2tldDecade 
5th Decade 

1.58 158 158 158 158 

AcrwNr 
w 3,250 2,240 2,280 1,270 

M&S 
12,191 11 13 13 1 

3 3 3 3 2 
0 0 0 0 0 

MS8 
27U9, 25 29 26 17 

42 37 46 44 25 
26 25 28 21 16 

M&S 

172~ 172 172 112 172 
204 203 204 203 149 
212 209 212 212 205 

M&s 

1,100119, 1,100 1,100 1,100 1,100 
1,310 1,300 1,310 1,310 1,280 
1,310 1,350 1,370 1,360 1,330 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES 
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Table E-l Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative (Mapleton RD) 

MINERALS 

Energy Minerals Pmduoed 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

FIRE MANAGEMENT 

Effectiveness Index 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Fuel Treatment 
1st Decade 

ROADS 

153 158 158 158 158 

AcrwYr 2,190 1,610 1,460 440 230 

Road Construction 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

M&X 
12 10 9 2 2 
3 2 2 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 

Road Reconstruction 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

M&S 
30 24 21 7 9 
36 34 32 9 12 
27 23 21 1 10 

Roads Suitable for Public Use 
Passenger car 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

MlbW 

172 172 172 112 172 
195 196 119 125 105 
195 196 179 125 105 

High Clearance Vehicle 
Only 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

M&S 

1,100 1,100 1,100 1,100 1,100 
1,250 1,250 1,140 790 680 
1,250 1,280 1,140 790 680 

ALTERNATIVES 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES 
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and Effects by 

COMPARISON OF ALTEXNATIVElS 

Table E-l Cont. Quantitative 

ECONOMICS 

operational cost.¶ 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

5th Decade 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Returns to Government 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Payments to counties 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

RESOURCE USE 

(21, 46 45 46 50 

MM$Nr 
w 224 302 341 17 1 
w, 228 184 268 346 
w 43.4 332 232 309 

MUNr 
(22, 56 75 81 43 
m, 57 46 66 86 
ml 10 9 83 58 I'] 

Area avaiIable for specific 
Resow&3 uses 

lhber Harvest 
G-8 
Mumal Exploratxn 

Acres 179,500 118,698 121,128 121,128 118,000 
AUF3 394,436 413,130 413,728 402,085 
Acres 575,430 565,430 575,430 575,430 

Acreages of Available nmber 
Hnrve9t Prescriptions 

camnercial Thm ACreSNr '2,800 1,014 250 0 0 
Clear cut AuesNr 3,250 2,241 2,281 2,511 1,227 
Shelterwwd AcmNr 0 0 0 0 0 
Selection cut ACESNI. 0 0 0 0 0 

Lands Tentatively Suitable for AWeS (21 187,640 187,640 187,640 187,640 
Timber Production 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES 
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Table E-l Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative (Mapleton Rd) 

operational costs 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Returns to Government 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

Payments to Counties 
1st Decade 
2nd Decade 
5th Decade 

RESOURCE USE 

36 37 88 36 35 
38 41 41 39 38 
45 4.8 4.9 4.8 45 

MM$Nr 
259 209 19 7 42 29 
228 24 6 16 1 103 12 
284 218 261 110 50 

MM$Nr 
65 52 49 10 07 
51 61 40 26 03 
11 70 61 27 12 

Area avadable for Specific 
Resource Uses 

Tunber Harvest 
Gramg 
Mmeral Exploratn, 

Acres 104,821 109,660 94,755 32,767 27,300 
Acres 354,429 385,314 316,533 185,342 147,428 
Acres 575,430 575,430 575,430 515,430 575,430 

Acreages of Avadable Tunber 
Harvest Prescnptions 

Comment Thm AClWNr 0 240 16 25 86 
Clear cut AmesNr 2,181 1,613 1,458 435 232 
Shelterwood ACXdYr 0 0 0 0 0 
Selectwn cut AW2SNT 0 0 0 0 0 

Lands Tentatwely Surtable for ACreS 187,640 187,640 187,640 187,640 187,640 
l’imber Production 

SEE END OF TABLE FOR FOOTNOTES 
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Table E-l Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative (Mapleton R.D) 

OUTF-UlS/F.FFECTS ALTBRNATlVE 

UNIT NC A B B(DEP) c 

Lands Suitable for Timber 
Pmduction 

Acres 179,500 118,698 121,128 121,128 118,000 

Lands With Timber Yield 
Reductions 

Full Yield (Tnnber) 
5040% of Full Yield 
(visual Wlldhfd 
l-49% of Full Yzeld 
No Yield Wnmpulated”) 

Acres 

143,129 98.889 113,047 118,697 101,111 
86,871 20,305 8,081 7,431 16,889 

0 0 0 0 0 

(1) The TRP &d not pmvxde u&m&ion on uuhvxdual D&n&wde VQOs, and them IS no reasonable way to detemune 
them 

(2) The TIP pmvldes for wual pmtectxon on about 22,210 acres of land unth spaal wual sensltlvlty. However, tlus 
includea so1118 acreage in the fowgmund m&Gcatlon category not included an the other alternatives It also usea much 
higher peld predxtions than those an the other altematiw 

(3) Tb infmnatnm IS unavadable, but 0 would be a reasonable asslunptnn 
(4) Fti decade WFUDa were estnnsted from available mfonnatxon 
(5) Tlus tionnatzon WBS not lneluded 111 the TRP These e&n&es were dewed by wtng the Coho Smelt Hab&at CapabAty 

Index mth the tubber harvest schedule contamed in the TRP and malang a senes of sssunptnxs about Ice&on and 
tw of tunber harvest IU land-type asscaations. 

(6) Inadequate mfonnatlon m TFP to e&mate HCI The TRP would fully neet the T&E recovery plan appmved by the 
US FBh and Wfldhfe Semce 

(I) Tbe TFtP set asIde 18,000 acres across the Forest on an lntemn baas for the spotted owl It was assumed an tbu analysis 
that those acres would be harvested m the 5th decade because they were included III the p&en&al yield calculatv~ons 

(8) Due to a lack of data for sane factors, an HCI could not be calculated Estuuates suggest that fewer than 10 p&&cd 
wxdpeckers could be supported by the end of the 5th decade 

(9) Due toalackofdata, an HCI for elk could not be calculated However, TRP dvectlonls to nwntanelkat the then-eastq 
level of 2,500 anun& Forest-mde, or app mamately 800 a,una!a at Mapleton 

(10) Due to lack of data for some factors, an HCI could not be calculated Estunatea suggest that fewer than 15 pine marten 
could be supported at Mapleton by the end of the 5th decade 

(11) Infonnatron m the TFtP wag inadequate to calculate the overall Dlstnct bvalogxai pctentlal However, the TRP specfied 
that habItat for all specn?s dependent on snags would be mantaned at 40% of b&qzal potentnl 
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Table E-l Cont. Quantitative Outputs and Effects by Alternative (Mapleton RD) 

OUTPUTS/EFFECTS I ALTERNATIVE 

UNIT D  E(PA) 

Lands Suitable for mmber 
Production 

Acres 104,321 109,660 

Lands With Tnnber Yield 
Reductions 

Full Yxld (Tmber) 
5040% of Full Y,eld 
wlsual wlldlm 
1.49% of Full Yxeld 
No Yield (“‘Unregulated”) 

Acres 

93,329 93,221 
10,992 16,439 

0 0 

(12) 
(13) 

(14) 
(15) 
(16) 

(17) 
(16) 

(19) 

(20) 

(7.1) 

(22) 

(23) 

F I 0 I w 

94,155 
I 

32,161 

I 

27,300 

67,047 18,034 13,203 
27,708 14,733 14,097 

0 0 0 

WddMe habItat improvements were not dommented m  the TRP 
Th,e figure does not oxlode 13,000 acree which the TRP set eelde oi, en ~ltenm base for spotted owls See footnote 
8 

Range re~ource~ were not consIdered m  the TRF’ AUMs are assumed to remam the same ee -i,t sltuatlon 
Includes both hardwood and comfer Fqwe II-5 gives the relatwe amount m  each category 
The ellowable sale quant,ty and the tnnber sale pm6ran qoent,ty for Alternatwe NC are eqos.l to the patent& 
yield m  the TRP, plus estueted volume m  green salvage metenal 
Tunber gmwth IS not eppmpnete en en mdmdwd Ranger Dlstmt besrs 
These figores are derived usmg current celcolat,on methods end mventones In the TRP, the estoneted amounts 
ere 64,000 cubx yards m  the let decade end 59,000 cubic ye& m  the 5th The TRP onderestnnetes the amount 
of sednnent for four reaeooe (1) the mventory of lugh-nek landtypes used m  the TRP wes 126,000 ecree, but the 
current inventory of lugh-risk landtypes ,e 220,957 acres, (2) slopes wrth a “lugh” nsk of land&de m  low-nek 
landtypes were not coneldered, end (3) sedunent froln dry ravel followmg controlled borne 1s not e&mated III the 
TRP 
THIS mfonnatlon m  not avadable m  the TRP If estimated with the seme essumptmm used for Alternatwes A  
through H, the result would probably be between Altermtwes B  and B(Dep) 
Only tmber benefits were eetmated m  the TRP These would be $96 mlhon per year ,n the first decade If&mated 
with the seme essmpt,ons osed for Akernatms A  thmugh H, the result would probably be between Altemtwes 
B  end B(Dep) m  1986, end above Altemetwe B  m  the yeare 2000 end 2030 
The only nonmarket benefit dmpleyed m  the TRP wee $4 2 mlbon per year of w&&fe-related recreetlon m  the 
fht decade If analyzed mth the same assu,,pt~o,,e osed for Altemtwes A through H, the result wooId be son&w 
to Altematm B 
The TRP eetmated payments to com+,,es generated by harvest of full pot&ml yield would be $24 nu,hon per 
yeer m  the 1st decade If estmated wth the sane essompt,ons used for Altematwes A  through H, the result would 
probably be between Altemtwes B  end B(Dep) u, 1986, end above Mtematwe B  mZOO0 end 2030 
No stretlficat,on of lands tentatwely suitable for Umber pmductwn was done for the TRP, and there 18 no reasonable 
way to do that now 
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 
This section provides a profile of the environment which will be affected by implementation of any of 
the alternatives. The physical, biological, social, and economic settmgs of the District are descr&ed. 
This is followed by a discussion of landownership patterns and the social and economic characteristics 
of the ares surrounding the District 

Resource elements are described in detail m the mani body of the FEIS and will not bs repeated m 
this appendii 

Physical and Biological Setting 

The Mapleton Ranger District is located at the south end of the Siuslaw National Forest. It contains 
approximately 203,000 acres of National Forest System land bordered by the Umpqua River on the 
south and a series of peaks on the north that lie nndway between the cosstsl towns of Florence and 
Waldport. A small area of sand with about 4 mdes of ocean frontage is located in the Sutton Recreation 
area, the remainder of the District is highly dissected uplands The maximum width of the District is 
about 24 miles, extending from the coast on the west to roughly the crest of the Co& Range on the 
east 

Topography, Geology, and Soil 

The Mapleton District m geologically young Elevation ranges from sea level to 2500 feet at Baldy Mt 
The District 1s mostly underlain by sednnentsry rock. The bedrock IS generally moderately hard to 
hard, non-permeable on the steeper slopes, and overlain by shallow to deep sods The loam and clay 
loam soils are well drained v&h generally high nutrient levels The combinatmn of fertile soil and 
nuld, wet coastal climate makes growth of trees very rapid on the District 

The topography generally consists of many steep, short ridges with steep, short slopes between ridgetop 
and stream bottom These features are largely a result of landslides that ranged from small debris 
shdes on steep slopes to large earthflows which rearranged whole mountain slopes Young sods, formsd 
on steep slopes under the influence of the active geologic erosion, are highly unstable in many areas of 
the District. Periods of heavy ramfall on the steeper slopes - where bedrock is impermesble and sod 
strength is low - often trigger landslides. 

Special features on the District include the open sand areas near Sutton Lake, waterfalls on the North 
Fork of the Smith River and on Wassen Creek, and several small wetlands (bogs, swamps, and marshes) 
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ElRSHINGTON 

OREGON 

CRLIFORNIA \ NEVRDR 

FIGURE E-l LOCATION OF THE MAPLETON RANGER DISTRICT 
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

Generally, the District has an environment simdar to the rest of the forest Major afferences are the 
relative proportion of high risk landforms. Sixty six percent of the District is high risk for landsliding 
whxh represents about 60% of the high risk terrain on the entire forest The District makes up 
approximately one-third of the Forest 

In the mid-19’70s a combination of events interacted to hghlight problems associated with managing 
the timber resource on these high risk landforms. Timber harvest and road budding levels had increased 
through the 1960s on the district. A series of high intensity storms (return pencd greater than 10 
years) hit the District in the early 70s A large number of landslides, originating both from roads and 
withm clearcut uxuts, caused severe damage to many District streams. This resulted m a great deal of 
attention being paid to the Distnct and many changes being made to the way tnnber management 
practices were being conducted across the Forest 

More research and administrative studies to assess causes and effects of landsliding have been conducted 
on and amund the Mapleton District than on the other districts (Burroughs 1977; Gresswell 1979; 
Ketcheson 19’77; Swanson 1977; Swanson 1987 ) Landshdes are a natural phenomenon and a certain 
amount will occur regardless of the management activities used. However, the studies have found that 
loss of mot strength following timber harvest together with higher than average ramfall intenslties, 
and certain mad construction practices result m an acceleration of land&de rates above the natural 
rate. Evtdence gathered on the Distnct shows that fine roots decay within a few years after harvesting 
These roots provide sigmficant addttional strength to shallow sods on very steep slopes that may prevent 
those soils from sliding at an accelerated rate Improper road location and sidecast construction techmques 
on oversteepened sLapes were found to be the cause of most of the road associated landslides. 

Corrective acttons have been underway since the early 1970s to x&gate scune of the past effects of 
timber harvest In the early 197Os, road construction projects began uslug endhauling construction 
techniques to prevent overloadmg oversteepened slopes. Since 1974, from $30,000 to $120,000 has 
been spent annually m log jam removal protects, sidecast removal, and stream rehabdltatmn Headwall 
leave areas (leaving all vegetation intact) on identified high risk &es were initiated in the nud-?Os, 
and a number have now been implemented 

Watershed and f=h habItat conditions are stablhzing on the Dlstnct Road location and constructmn 
techmques have greatly reduced landslides associated with new roads. The headwall leave area technique 
is being successfully nnplemented and studies of their effectiveness are underway 

Seven of the 13 landtype associations (LTAs) on the Forest are found on the Dlstnct. A, B, C, F, G, R, 
and T, mth A and G being unique to the District 

LTA A, the Sednnentary Marine Hills, is found only on the Mapleton Dlstnct Most soils are deep and 
well drained, lxghly productwe, and have formed on gentle to moderate slopes (10 to 50% slope) About 
42% of this LTA has steep slopes with locally unstable soils that have a high risk of landslidmg when 
disturbed LTA A contains the “manne hdls” found along the interface between the coastal sand dunes 
and the steeper, more highly dissected LTA F Vegetatmn 1s influenced by the coastal oceanic climate 
Spruce is conmwn in the mured conifer overstory, and understory vegetation is extremely dense. Streams 
generally have low gradients, and many feed a series of coastal lakes About 7% of the Distnct is LTA 
A 

Twenty-two percent of the District - the central part north of the S~uslaw River - IS LTA B, Cuestaform 
Lands The landforms are characterized by southwest sloping bedrock with steep, dwected northerly 
slopes and mwe gentle, smooth southerly slopes About 38% of LTA B has steep, unstable slopes Debns 
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avalanches and dry ravel surface erosIon are common on the unstable areas when vegetation or soda 
are disturbed 

Thnteen percent of the Distnct IS LTA C, Interior Fluvial Lands Thii LTA is found m the northeastern 
part of the District Sods are generally deep, but shallow, gravelly soils are also common Slopes are 
moderate to steep (50 to 90%), and they are moderately dissected About 30% of LTA C has steep, 
unstable slopes Debns avalanches and dry ravel surface erosIon are common on the unstable areas 
when vegetation or soils are dIsturbed 

About 31% of the Distnct 1s LTA F, Fme Textured Fluvlal Lands This forms most of the central part 
of the District between the Siuslaw and Smith rwers Slopes are steep and dissected, with inclwmns 
of gentle, smooth slopes About 76% of LTA F has steep, unstable slopes with a high risk of landsliding 
Gradients of the main stream channels are low, but the smaller streams typically have very steep 
gradients prone to landslide debns torrents 

All of LTA G, Dense Textured Fluvlal Lands, is found on the District between the Smith and Umpqua 
Rwers It represents 18% of the District This LTA has the most severely dissected landtype on the 
forest Slopes are usually very steep (over 70%) and very unstable About 83% of the LTA has steep, 
unstable slopes that have a high risk of debns shdes when disturbed Disturbance of vegetatmn can 
greatly mcrease rates of landslides and surface erosIon 

Seven percent of the Distnct za LTA R, Intrusive Tablelands This LTA occurs on volcanic bedrock 
that has formed plateau-like terram m the east-central part of the District, including Baldy Mountain 
Soils are generally shallow, and vegetatmn 1s strongly influenced by chmatx. effects of higher elevatmn 
(2400 feet above sea level) and prevaihng wmds About 22% of ths LTA has unstable slopes with a 
high risk for debns shdes when disturbed 

Two percent of the Dlstnct is LTA T, Igneous-Sedimentary Contact Lands These relatwely small 
areas are along the contact zone between sandstone and volcamc bedrock along the northern boundary 
of the District Because only about 6% of thus LTA has unstable slopes Wtth a high nsk for debns 
slides when vegetatmn or sods are dmturhed, LTA T 1s considered relatwely stable 

The Mapleton Dlstnct pmneered the Identzfication of two types of areas where timber harvest actiwtles 
must be severely restricted The first type of land is reatncted because of concerns for the safety of 
humans These areas are tnbutary to an mhabited dwelling located in a potentml landslide path where 
there would be a h& probablhty of @ring or kdhng a human If an accelerated landslide was tnggered 
after tunber harvest actlvlties There are 8,246 acres where this situation exists on the District The 
second type of land 16 restricted because the concentratmn of high risk headwalls and drainages precludes 
operatmg on the mtermmgled lower risk terrain without unacceptably nnpactmg the high risk areas 
There are 19,705 acres of that terrain 

Climate 

The Distnct has a mantime chmate due to its nearness to the Pacific Ocean and the mfluence of the 
Japanese Current The average annual temperature 1s 50 degrees Fahrenheit. The average high in 
August 1s m the nud-seven&s and the average low m January is in the nud-thwtles. Annual preclpitatmn 
is high and generally comss as rain between November and April Coastal areas average 75 to 95 
Inches of precipitation annually, whde interior areas to the west receive an average of over 120 inches 
annually 
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Summers are hot and dry in the interior of the Forest. Along the coast there IS a cool, damp “fog belt” 
which can extend inland up to one mile. Predominant southwest winds in the tinter pmvide varied 
weather, ranging from violent, windy rainstorms to warm, sunny days 

Just as is the case on the Forest, water dominates the District Approximately 18 million acre-feet of 
precipitation, inchnhng minor amounts of snow and fog, fall each year Because most of this precipitation 
falls m the winter months, and because very little of it comes m the form of snow, winter streamfiows 
am high and late summer streamflow is very low. Minor floodmg is common m the winter Damage is 
usually light as the stream channels have the capacity to carry high flows, and because facilities have 
been dseigned with the chmate in mind. Dryness in late summer and early fail may limit the size of 
coldwater fBh populations in a few streams. 

Upland streams rise and fsll qmckIy, as a result of the frequent coastal rainstorms, and flow rapidly 
through V-shaped canyons. The short and steep headwater streams merge into larger streams with 
gentler gradients and U-shaped or flat flood plains The Siuslaw and Umpqua Rivers both have major 
estuaries which empty into the Pacific Ocean 

Vegetation 

The Distract includes productive land where at least 13 tree species thrive Comfers dominate, Douglas-fir 
being the most common. Bed alder is the most common of several deciduous species present. Sitka 
spruce is the climax spscres along the coast, and in the interior it is western hemlock. A climax specms 
is one which would naturaBy prevail on a site. However, because of major tires m the 18OoS, almost 
no climax forest of either type exists today District tree stands are relatively young (100 to 150 years 
old) and predominately Douglas-fir. The District does contain the majority of the older trees found on 
the Forest Of the 33,8809 acres of stands with old-growth characteristics mventorisd on the Forest, 
the Mapleton District contains over 20,000 acres. 

Ground cover consists mostly of salmonberry, thimbleberry, vine maple, swordfern, s&l, and huckleberry, 
but other species are also found. The ground cover tends to be heavy D&u&d land quickly becomes 
vegetated as seeds and mats fmd a hospitable environment. This vegetation can often dominate a 
growing site wxthm a few years after timber harvest 

Lodgepole pine is found m the Sutton Area. Species of ground cover m these areas are similar to those 
mland with the exception of European beach grass which dominates the sand dunes on the ocean 
front. Several State of Oregon sensitive species are found in the Sutton area mcluding Lycopodtum 
cnundatutn bog club moss) and Darlzngtonra calcfornrca (cobra plant) 

Fish and Wildlife 

The District harbors a variety of fish and wildlife. Elk and anadromous fish are the primary game 
species Along with other wildlife, they also attract sightseers Anadromow tish have a significant 
commercial value The Mapleton Distnct contains over 500 miles of streams supporting anadromous 
fish (mcludmg coho and chinook salmon and winter steelhead and searun cutthroat tmut) and native 
cutthroat trout, as well as nongame fish includmg sculpins, date, and squawfish. Additionally, there 
are another 3200 miles of intermittent streams Some of these streams feed several coastal lakes which 
have become mcreasingly valuable for recreation 
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The Forest has 330 species of wildlife which use about 50 types of habitat. Most of these are represented 
on the Mapleton District. Many of these species are migratory They benefit from mud winter weather 
and abundant food in the estuaries and along the beaches. Resident species - important because they 
are hunted, threatened or endangered, unique m Oregon or have some other special attribute - include 
deer, elk, spotted owl, bald eagle, pileatsd woodpecker, marten, shore bmds, and upland birds Some of 
these species are dependent on habitat that 1s either decreasmg or in short supply Examples are those 
associated with old-growth conifers, a mixture of mature deciduous trees and conifers, and mature 
comfers. 

Land Ownership 

Landownership patterns are complex around and withm the Dlltnct North of the Siuslaw river, most 
of the intermingled land is located in valley bottoms and is used for agricultural purposes South of 
the river, the District lands are more fragmented and are interspersed with both agricultural and 
timber land Much of the land surroundmg the Drstrict is managed for timber production by private 
industrial owners, the Oregon Department of Forestry, and the USDI Bureau of Land Management 

Social and Economic Setting 

Most of the District is located in Lane County The southern quarter of the District is in Douglas 
County District lands supply trmber, fsh and wildlife habitat, domestic and mumcipal water, and 
recreation to residents of the countzs Commercml products from the Forest, receipts, and expenltures 
generate employment, funds for county road and school programs, as well as recreation opportumhes 
and amemties. 

Types of Communities 

Major communities in and around the District are Florence and Mapleton The residents of these 
communities depend, in varying degrees, on Forest resources Their concern for the quahty and nature 
of the Forest environment also varies. Larger urban communities (Eugene in particular) have less 
economic dependence on the Forest, but are mterested in and affected by changes in the Forest 
environment 

Changes m the composrtion of rural populatrons have expanded the relattonship of the Forest with 
local communities People are movmg to the rural areas for the quahty of life and the availabdrty of 
natural resourcss, and not necessanly for employment These people include retlress, individuals seeking 
to escape urban hfe, and young people seeking self-sufficient, outdoor-oriented lifestyles Their 
expectations and values often differ from those of long-time residents 

The population within and immediately adjacent to the District IS 261,650 m Lane County and 92,700 
in Douglas County (Center for Population Research and Census, Portland State University 1986) 
Most of these people reside m towns and cities on the eastern sides of these counties 

Employment 

Employment m western Oregon has grown during the last decade. In general, labor force, unemployment, 
and employment have followed national economic cycles, 
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In the 19706, western Oregon experienced rapid growth in population, as well as in the number of 
people working or seeking work Rapid gains in the labor force reflect a national trend of entry of 
women and the post-war baby boom generation into the work force The labor force continued to increase 
until mid-1981, decreased in 1982, and then mcrsased modestly in 1983 Employment did not keep 
pace with the number of people ssekmg work Unemployment increassd steadily since 1978, peaked m 
1982, and decreased slightly in 1983 Unemployment for the area has been higher than the state average 
In 1982, Douglas County unemployment peaked at 17 2% 

Forest Receipts and Jbpenditures 

The amount of money received from the sale of Forest resources and the amount spent to operate the 
Forest not only affect cash flows from the U S. Treasury, but also affect local communities Twenty-five 
percent of the gross receipts collected on the Forest 1s distributed to counties for school and road programs. 
In addition, a portion of Forest Service costs ls spent locally on salaries, services, and supphee Between 
f& 1984 and 1988, Forest payments (based on 25% of gmss Forest receipts) averaged $4.5 million 
par year in Lane County and $1.1 million par year in Douglas County. Ninety-nine percent of the 
receipts came from timber sales, collections on timber sales, and m-kmd payments for mads built by 
timber sale pumhasers. The nsmaimng few were collected for special use permits, mineral leases, 
powerlines, campground use, and grazing allotments 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES BY ALTERNATIVE 

Environmental consequences are the effects on the physical, biologmal, social, and econonuc envnonments 
that would result if one of the alternatwes were implemented Analysis of these effects provides a 
snentific and analytmal basis for comparison of the environmental consequences of the alternatives 
on the Mapleton ranger District The alternatives considered in d&ad in developing thii append= are 
described under the Alternatwes discussion 

This part describes the projected envnonmental consequences - including the direct, mdmect, and 
cumulative effects of the alternatives It also describes consistency between the effects of the alternatwes 
and others’ plans and policies Tables, figures, and text often refer to the 1st decade and several decades 
beyond Data for the 1st decade represent the effects that would be covered by the Forest Plan while 
data for later decades represent effects if the alternatives were continued beyond the life of the Plan 
Effects are predicted for the later decades by assummg the activities and outputs of the alternatwes 
would be continued 

Delimtions of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects and examples of the primary management activities 
and their effects on Diitnct resouroes can be found m the mam body of the FEIS 

Some information used to predict environmental effects is mcomplete, while other information is 
unavailable at this time. This information is described for most of the rssourcs effects which follow 
In all cases, the Forest has used the most current mformation available and state-of-the-art analytical 
tools to evaluate it The use of the existing scientific evidence is based upon theory and research generally 
accepted m the scientific community Within the FEIS references are made to the existing, credible 
scientific evidence which is used in this discussion to predict and evaluate the reasonably foreseeable 
significant adverse impacts on the human environment For evidence on a particular resource, see 
FEIS, Chapters III and IV 
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The Council on Enwonmental Quabty’s NEPA regulations relating to incomplete or unavailable 
information have been amended 140 CFR 1502 22, amended at 51 Fed. Reg 15618 (April 25, 1986)1 
For environmental Impact statements in progress, the amended regulation gives agencies a choice of 
complying with &her the origmal or amended requirements The dwxssion below IS designed to meet 
the requirements of the amended regulations 

In preparmg this FEIS and Forest Plan, we have determined that: 

1 The dwussions of the management of resources on the Smslaw National Forest (includmg the 
Mapleton Ranger District) have involved an evaluation of reasonably foreseeable significant 
adverse effects on the human environment; 

2. The evaluation of those impacts has been based upon an information base that is incomplete or 
unavadable, and 

3 The incomplete or unavailable information cannot be obtained because the overall time and 
money costs to obtam the inform&on would be exorbitant, and m some cases the means to 
obtain the mformatlon are not known (See additional dluss~on below.) 

Consequently, pursuant to 40 CFR 1502.22(b), as amended, the following dlscossions of management 
nnpacts on vegetation, watersheds, fffih, wildlife, scenery, undeveloped areas, communitxs, and other 
resources mclude a description of the mcomplete or unavadable information which is relevant to the 
evaluation of reasonably foreseeable sigmiicant adverse impacts associated with the altsmatwss In 
many cases, the incomplete or unavailable information is not necessary for an evaluation of the reasonably 
foreseeable sign&cant adverse impacts on the human environment 

In other cases, notably the effectiveness of the headwall leave area technique in preventmg landslides 
and the habitat needs for wldlife mdlcator species, the information is necessary for the evaluation of 
the reasonably foreseeable significant adverse impacts In these cases, the discusslons of the projected 
impacts, both in this Append= and in the EIS, contain references to exlstmg c&ible scx?&fic evidence 
relatwe to evaluations that have been made The assumptions used in making predictions are disclosed. 
The evaluation of the impacts are based upon theoret& approaches and research generally accepted 
m the scxentlfic community 

Monitoring of adverse effects, the achievement of resource outputs, and implementation of management 
practxes m&ding standards and guidelines wll determine the need to change management direction 
or amend the Forest Plan 

Environmental Consequences on Vegetation 

Direct Effects on Vegetation 

All alternatwes would have the same types of dnect effects on vegetation on the Mapleton Ranger 
District The magnitude, timmg, and location of the effects would vary between alternatives The 
direct effects on vegetation are changes in: species composltlon and distribution; age classes, growth 
rates; and wmdthrow, pest, and tire hazards The effects of the activities m the alternatives on old 
growth and sensitive plants are also discussed 

Species Composition Distribution and Age - Changes, from the existmg con&tlon, in the amount 
and location of six vegetation classes are the pnmary measures of the direct effects on vegetation. 
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The vegetation classes represent logical groupings of species and age classes The classes can also be 
ussd to estimate potential for windthmw, pest, and tire hazard. The six classes are: old-growth conifer 
over 175 years old; mature riparian 50 to 150 years old; grass-forb less than 16 years old; mature 
conifer 90 to 175 years old; mature deciduous rmx 50 to 100 years old; and immature conifer and 
deciduous mur 15 to 90 years old. The changes in and location of these vegetation classes expected 
dunng the lst, 2nd, and 5th decades wthin the Diitrxt, expressed as total acres and as a percentage 
of the existing situation, are shown in Table E-2 Ad&tional inform&on on deciduous nux and riparian 
vegetation are shown in Tables E-3, and E-4. 

Table E-2 Predicted Vegetation 

Thousand Acres and Percent of Wsting Condition by Alternative 

vegetation Types A B B(Dep C D E(PA) F G H 

1 DECADE 1 I 

I Gra.wForb 

Deaduous i-dur 13 6 19 2 19 0 212 111 214 19 5 19 8 210 
63% 89% 89% 99% 80% 100% 91% 92% 98 

&Pm 21.5 215 215 215 215 215 215 215 215 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Immature ccmfer 563 563 563 563 563 563 563 563 563 
91% 91% 91% 91% 91% 91% 91% 91% 91% 

Mature Comfer 372 567 53 8 639 587 549 615 663 67 1 
54% 32% 79% 93% 85% 80% 89% 96% 97% 

Old-grcwth Cm&r 17 1 132 12 9 138 132 134 153 204 204 
84% 65% 64% 68% 65% 90% 75% 100% 100% 

I DECADE 2 I 

I GraWForb 

ImmaW comfer 107 720 736 673 72 1 693 636 635 626 
115% 117% 119% 109% 117% 112% 111% 103% 102% 

Mature Coder 552 470 369 437 450 47 1 523 619 666 
80% 68% 53% 63% 65% 66% 76% 90% 91% 

Old-gmwth Comfer 166 132 129 134 132 143 153 204 204 
32% 65% 63% 66% 65% 70% 75% 100% 100% 
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Table E-2 Cont. Predicted Vegetation 

I Thousand Acres and Percent of Existing Condidtion by Alternative 

vegetation Types A B B(Dep C D E(PA) F G H 

I DECADE 6 I 

GrawTorb 311 302 257 324 281 29 0 252 100 63 
152% 141% 125% 158% 140% 142% 123% 49% 31% 

Immature con&r 818 839 814 625 818 76 1 515 506 483 
133% 136% 142% 134% 133% 123% 93% 82% 78% 

Mature Con&r 394 38 1 312 232 40 1 316 497 753 806 
57% 55% 54% 34% 58% 46% 72% 109% 117% 

I Old-growth Con&r 

Table E-3. Predicted Deciduous-Mix Age Groups 

Thousand Acres by Altematrve 

Age Groups Jkist- A B D G H 
1% 

B(Dep) C E(PA) F 

DECADE 1 

o-15 o-15 years years 0 0 10 10 11 11 13 13 06 06 11 11 08 08 08 08 02 02 01 01 

16.5Oyeam 16.5Oyeam 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

51-100 51-100 years years 215 215 13 5 13 5 19 2 19 2 19 0 19 0 212 212 17 1 17 1 214 214 19 5 19 5 19 8 19 8 210 210 

101+ years 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 101+ years I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I I DECADE 2 

o-15 o-15 years years 20 20 17 17 23 23 17 17 19 19 17 17 14 14 05 05 02 02 

16.5Oyeam 16.5Oyeam 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I I 1 I I I I I I 

51.loo years 51.loo years 65 65 19 19 2 2 17 17 3 3 212 212 17 17 1 1 16 16 5 5 17 17 5 5 18 18 4 4 209 209 

1 101+ years I 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 0 
DECADE 6 

o-15 years 23 26 24 28 2.4 24 22 06 05 

1 16.5Oyem 241 231 218 1 22 I 23 I 22 I 181 061 02 

51.100 years 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

101+ years 65 64 64 68 16 78 10 0 16 8 17 6 
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Table E-4. Predicted Riparian Age Groups 

I I Thousand Acres by Alternative I 
Age Groupa Age Groupa Exist- A Exist- A 

inp inp B B B(Dep) C B(Dep) C D D E1PA) F E1PA) F G G H H 

DECADE I DECADE I 

o-15 Years I 37 21 22 17 11 11 

21 21 21 21 21 

174 172 177 18 0 18 3 

0 0 0 0 0 

DECADE 2 

11 

21 

18 3 

0 

11 11 11 

21 21 21 

# 

16 3 183 163 

0 0 0 

I 071 091 031 071 01 01 01 01 01 
1 16.5Oyem I 311 311 311 311 311 311 311 31 I 311 

51-100 years 174 172 17 7 17 6 183 18 3 

1OlC years 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I DECADE 6 I 
o-15 o-15 years years 38 38 42 42 67 67 48 48 0 0 11 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 

16-50 16-50 years years 12 12 20 20 19 19 05 05 02 02 04 04 02 02 02 02 02 02 

51-100 51-100 years years 29 29 29 29 21 21 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

100+ years I ,351 124 I 109 1 133 1 183 1 17.1 1 183 1 183 1 183 1 

Effects on Vegetatmn that are Comnmnt to all Altematxm - Intermixed demduous and conifer trees 
50 to 100 years old, and associated understory plants, would be absent by the 5th decade (This is due 
to the very low acreage of young Intermixed deciduous and conifer stands at present ) 

Internmed comfer and deciduous trees less than 50 years old, and associated understory plants, would 
increase steadily through the 5th decade. In the 5th decade, young deciduous mix stands would range 
from 45% more in AlternatIve A to 34% more than now in Alternatwe H 

Riparian area remains constant Age clsssee within the riparian area change over time Rip&an 
vegetation is nearly all hardwood in the tirst and second decades &parlan vegetation 50 to 150 years 
old would mcrease slightly or remain constant m the 1st decade and decline through the 5th decade 
as can be seen m Table E-4 

Immature comfer does not vary among alternatives in the first decade 

Effects on Vegetation that Apply to Partmdar Alternahves - Thr number of acres harvested (grass/forb 
lees than 15 years old) m AlternatIve B(Dep) would be 156% more than current in the 1st decade and 
decrease to 63% of current by the 5th decade 
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The number of acres harvested in Alternatwes G and H would he 54% to 31% of current in the 1st 
decade and steaddy decrease to 10% and 6% of current by the 5th decade 

In Alternatwzs A, B, and B(Dep), the amount of old-growth conifer would be 63% to 84% of existing 
in the 1st decade and decrease to 58% to 59% of existing by the 5th decade 

Old-growth stands m Alternative E (PA) would be 90% of existing in the 1st decade and decline to 66 
of existing by the 5th decade. 

In Alternatives G and H, old-growth stands would remain at existing levels fmm the 1st through the 
5th decade 

Old-Growth Stands - The effects of the alternatwes on old-growth stands are a function of the number 
of acres of existing stands maintamed and the number of acres where timber harvest a&v&s are 
permanently precluded so that old-growth conditions can develop Table E-5 shows the old-growth 
stands mamtained by alternative in the 5th decade 

All alternatives except NC would mamtam at least 11,900 acres of the existmg old-growth stands 
through the fifth decade If implemented, Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), and D would mamtam almost all 
of this amount m spotted owl habitat areas If implemented, Alternatives E(PA), and F would maintam 
between 13,454 and 13,535 acres of existmg old-growth stands through ad&tmnal protection of wildhfe, 
watersheds, undeveloped areas, and spotted owl habitat. In Alternatwes G and H, all 20,395 acres of 
existmg old-growth stands would be maintained 

The du-ect effect of mamtaimng existing old-growth conditmns 1s old-growth values wdl contmue to be 
provided This effect 1s directly related to the acres displayed m Table E-5 

Table E-5. Potential Acres of Old Growth 

ALTJ3RNATNE 

Edsting: 20,596 A B B(Dep C D EPA) F G H 

Emtmg Old Gmwth Mambmed 11952 11941 11941 12129 1 1 1 1 I 12431 I 13454 I 13535 I 20395 I 20395 I 

I Other Areas Protected 1 12433 1 12433 1 12433 1 12513 1 14194 1 13159 1 15119 1 24335 1 26465 1 

I Total Patentxal Old Growth in 1oo years 1 24335 1 24374 1 24374 1 24642 1 26625 1 26613 1 23654 1 45230 1 46860 1 

Another duwt effect 1s the potential created for addItIona old-growth stands All alternatives would 
preclude timber harvesting on at least 12,433 acres of land in addition to the existing old-growth stands 
Table E-5 displays the total acreage that has the potential to develop into old-growth stands in 100 
years The p&en&d is lowest m Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), and C Alternatwes D, E(PA), F would 
have a moderate number of acres, and Alternatwzs G and H a large number of acres that could reach 
an old-growth condition. 

Growth Rates - Fertilization affects the vegetation by mcreasing health, vigor and growth through 
mtraduction of nutnents m short supply Ferhhzatmn can have an adverse impact on the trees by 
mcreasing individual tree growth, making them more susceptible to storm damage Fertihzer wdl he 
applied to most areas where the sods have been shown to have a positive response, and trees are harvested 
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The extent of the effects of fertilization on vegetation gmwth is duwtly related to the amount of harvest 
in each alternative. 

Sensitive Plants - The alternatives are not expected to have any adverse due&, indnwt, or cumulative 
effects on species of plants with sensitive status Plannmg for sme+ecitic projects wall include 
mvestigations for these plants and appmpriate protection wll bs given if they am found 

Windthrow, Pests, and Fire - Effects of the alternatives on windthmw, pest and 3r-e hazards are 
directly related to the acres harvested. It is assumed the hazard for catastrophic events ls greatest in 
forests left to develop naturally, and where damaged and diseased trees am not removed Alternatives 
with large areas suitable for timber production will bs less likely to experience catastmphlc losses 
from wmd, pests, and fire. However, small tires, and localized windthrow and pest outbreaks can be 
expected to be more common where timber is harvested (See Envimnmental Consequences of the 
Alternatives on Fire in the main body of the FEIS for a complete discussion of these effects.) 

Cumulative Effects on Vegetation 

Cutting of vegetation and replacement by various species and age compositions on intermingled National 
Forest and private, state, BLM, and county lands (other lands) changes the mosaic of vegetation cover. 
This affects the ecologwal relationships among plants and between plants and their environment 
Included are overall changes m 1) rates of soil nitrogen fmation (from red alder and other nitrogen-fling 
plants), which alters plant growth, 2) relative amounts of vegetation types such as old growth and 
spruce-hemlock within major portions of the Coast Range; and 3) resistance to mot mt and other 
dnxases associated with species and age composition. 

Changes in species and age composition on other lands adjacent to National Forest lands are predictably 
rapid and widespread The primary effects on species composition are reductions in western redcedar 
and red alder. The vast majority of other lands are not allowed to develop naturally to old-growth 
conditions Alternatives which would reduce vegetation diversity over large areas by cutting or burmng 
existmg vegetation, and replacing it with fewer favored species, have a greater cumulative effect on 
vegetation than those that more generally maintain the existmg species composition. 

The relative magnitude of these effects can be estimated by: 1) compamig the total acreage harvested 
and planted over the next 10 years on both National Forest lands and other lands within major basms 
of the Coast Range. (A general cumulative effects analysis that displays percent of each assessment 
area basin harvested for the next 10 years can be found in the Forest planning mconls), and 2) estimating 
the proportion of those acres that will be planted with a single or few favored species Alternatives 
with more harvested lands planted with a low dnwsity of species over the 1st decade would have the 
greatest cumulative effects on vegetation 

Although some vegetation communities could be reduced in size and extent (especmlly old growth), 
the cumulative effects on vegetation are not expected to permanently or nmvemibly alter of the 
ecosystems ulthin the assessment basins 

Assumptions made to predict cumulative effects are: 11 timber harvesting on lands other than National 
Forest will continue at the rate for the past several years, 21 other land ownem will not maintain 
significant amounts of old growth, and 3) other land owners (especially timber industry) will continue 
to plant species for profit rather than for wldlife or plant diversity. 
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Mitigation Measures for Environmental Effects on Vegetation 

A van&y of species and ages of plants will be provided somewhere on the Forest at all times to benefit 
wildlife, fish and watershed resources Thii wll reduce the direct and cumulative effects on vegetation 

For instance, dead standing and down orgamc materials such as snags and logs left for wildlife species 
provide at least mmimum amounts of nutrients for recycling through the soil to replace harvested and 
burned vegetation 

Most of the mitigation 1s contained m the standards and guidelines m FEIS, Appendix D 

Indirect Effects on Other Resources 

All of the indnect enwonmental effects due to changes m vegetation are discussed in the “direct effects” 
sections of the other resource components 

Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Vegetation 

1 For each alternative, the amount of timber planned to be sold and the amount of timber actually 
cut will be approximately the same for the ten yaara followmg adoption of Forest Plan; 

2 Harvested areas will ba replanted with species that either are most economically valuable, or 
are needed as v&lhfe habitats, or both, and 

3 Modeled distnbution of harvest activities on Districts and landtype associations will be similar 
to what is implemented 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information on Vegetation 

The introduction of the discussion of Environmental Consequences by Alternative m tms appendix 
notes that the predictions of effects ware made with the most current mformation available. As discussed 
there, the following mformation used to predict those effects is either unavailable or incomplete 

1 The succassmn pattern on vegetation leave areas and other isolated patches where vegetation ia 
protected, 

2 The greatest age red alder can attain, 

3. The effects of introducing non-indigmous plant species, and 

4 The age at which timber stands reach old-growth conditions 
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Enviroumental Consequences on Watershed (Soil and Water) 

Direct Effects 

The primary direct effects (on the undmturbsd forest) of implementation of the alternatives would be: 

1 Seductions in soil productivity, 

2 Increases in landslides and surface sod erosion, 

3 Changes in stream structure, 

4 Incmasee in stream scour, 

5 Dscmases in water quality, and 

6. Changes in stream flow. 

Watershed resource effects do not exceed the MFi levels for resource protection m any of the alternatives 
except NC. No activities in any alternative will produce a significant or permanent mduction of the 
productivity of the land. 

Soil Productivity - Some sod productivity is lost after hot broadcast burns that cause extensive dry 
ravel and changes in soil nutnents The actual extent of the loss is unknown, but is estimated to be 
insignificant, as discussed below. 

In an extreme situation where all harvest units would receive very hot, post-harvest slash burns, research 
suggests that 2 to 5% of the soil productivity on sensitwe sites could be lost over the next rotation 
(Barn&t 19341 Sensitive sites are those steep, southwest to southeast slopes that have shallow soils 
with medium textures Sensitive sites occupy appmmmately 30% of the Mapleton District However, 
leas than 50% ofbmadcast burns on sensitive areas are considered to be very hot. Therefore, appmximately 
15% of the harvested areas may loss 2 to 5% of their productive potential over the next rotation if the 
logging slash is burned 

These losses in soil productivity are considered insigmficant m that they are widely scatterad and ~111 
not produce substantml and permanent impairment of the pmductivlty of the land Therefore, based 
on our evaluation and analysis, the mqmrements of the NFMA and its implementmg regulations to 
prevent uwversible damage to the sod would be met in all of the alternatives 

Some types of sod damage do not dtrectly affect enough area to result m meamngful losses m sod 
productivity Landslide erosion, while it is common, affects less than I& of the area of the District 
Compaction occurs when logs are skidded on the ground while the sod is moderately wet Due to the 
steep slopes on the Forest, logging systems utilize cables to suspend logs from stump to landing. 
Compacted sod 1s limited to small scattered areas representing less than 5% of the logged area. For 
more information on changes in soil productivity see, FEIS, Chapter N, Soil and Water Section 
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Landslides and Surface Soil Erosion _ High rates of sod erosion, especmlly in the form of landslides 
and dry ravel, are common throughout most of the Mapleton District The Mapleton District, which 
represents approximately one third of the land area of the S&law National Forest, contains the maJority 
(approximately two thirds) of the Forest’s unstable slopes. Evidence of the impacts of timber harvest, 
mad construction and prescribed tire on erosion rates has been documented smce the early 1960s 
Harvestmg of timber kills the root systems of trees and other plants which reduces sod strength and 
incraases the landslide potentml on unstable slopes Burnmg logging slash can increase surface erosion 
by destroying the orgamc matter that helps bmd the surface soil particles together Road construction 
can decrease stabihty of steep slopes by altering surface and gmund water flow and by displacing or 
undercutting sod and bedrock. Over the past several decades, the Forest has documented erosion rates 
associated with management activitms across the Forest, and especially the Mapleton District 

Erosion from clearcuts, burned areas, and roads has bean clearly shown to exceed the rate on unharvested 
areas during short periods (Swanston and Dyrness 19731, Ketcheson and Froehlich 1977, Swanson 
and Swanson 1977; Greswell et al 1979; Zmmer 1981, Barnett 1982, Bennett 1982, Burroughs and 
Thomas 1977. See the discussion on historical trends of m-oslon and sedimentation m FEIS, Chapter 
III, Watershed Section 

Many special practices have been instituted to mitigate the mcrsased sediment rates associated v&h 
management activities These practices include vegetation leave areas, improved road design, construc- 
tion, and mamtenance, and lower burn mtensities on sensitive soils As a result of these practrxs, 
estimates of future erosion and subsequent sedimentation per managed acre are much lower that 
those associated with past practices 

The amount of erosion (including landshdes and dry ravel) associated w&h future Forest management 
activities on the Mapleton District is dnectly related to the amount of timber harvested on unstable 
slopes in each alternative (Estimates of landslides are based on the Forest’s Sediment and Fish Habitat 
Index models; see FEIS, Appendix B ) It is estimated that the number of landslides associated with 
harvest actwities on the Mapleton District 1s about 23 per year at the present time The projected 
number of landslides each year in the 1st decade. ranges from 55 in Alternative NC to four m Alternatws 
H, and is displayed m Frgore E-2 
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Number of Landshdes/Yr 
70 

NC A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G H 

Alternatwe 

1st Decade - Exwtu,g Condltmn 

FIGURE E-2 LANDSLIDES ASSOCIATED WITH TlMBER HARVEST ACTIVITIES (MAPLETON RD) 

Stream Structure - In Alternatwes D and H, where most of the area along streams would bs left in 
an undisturbed state, loss of debns in streams would be m inimizsd and channel scour would bs m immal 
The above effects would be moderate in Alternatives A, E (PA), F, G, and H, which also emphasize 
streamside protection to various degrees The rest of the alternatives (NC, B, B(Dep), and C) would 
retain only m inimum levels of trees to provide a future source of large debris m  the streams. These 
tress would not be adequate to replace exlstmg debns as It decomposes. ti would result in a gradual 
loss of the “steps”, described m  FEIS, Chapter Ill Some destablhzatmn of watersheds, and increase of 
stormflows, would result These effects would become noticeable in 50 to 100 years (Swanson and 
Lienkaemper 1978) 

Stream Channel Scour - Of the total number of landshdes predicted for each alternative, approximately 
8% result m  scoured class III stream channels The existing average number of landslides that ars 
estimated to have resulted in scoured stream channels as a result of harvesting and roads has been 
two per year. The estimate of total number of scoured channels m  the first planning decade ranges 
from approxunately four per year in Alternative NC to approximately one every three years in Alternative 
H (Figure E-3) 

These are estimated yearly averages that represent the total scoured channels in the Mapleton District’s 
stream systems Each new scoured channel does not necessarily mcresse the existing number of scoured 
channels from past years of land&de activity because much of the past scour is renewed by repositioning 
of the logs and sediment by the streams. Therefore, the actual number of scoured channels in the 
stream systems at any point in time may vary from these average numbers 
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Number of Scoured Channels/yr 
5- 

NC A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G H 
Alternatwe 

1st Decade - Exmting Condztmn 

FIGURE E-3 SCOURED CHANNELS RESULTING FROM LANDSLIDES (MApLETON RD) 

Water Quality - 

S’ediment . The emsting average level of sediment associated vvlth harvest actwit~ea over the past ten 
years on the Mapleton District has been approximately 20,600 cubic yards per year The yearly amount 
of sediment associated v&h harvest actwties in the 1st decade ranges from approxmmtely 37,000 m 
Alternatwe NC to approximately 4,500 cubw yards in Alternatives H (F~gurs E-4) (Bush 1982). 

Alternative D provides a high degree of protection for streams and slopes in those Landtype Associatmns 
(LT.& A,B,C,) which provide high quality coho salmon habItat The rest of the Mapleton Dlstnct under 
Alternative D has a moderate level of sediment productmn due to increases in protection of unstable 
slopes above MR levels. All of the District under Alternatwe G, mcluding many municipal and mdwdual 
domestic watersheds also has a moderate level of sediment production due to increases in protection 
of unstable slopes above MR levels Alternative H produces no sediment above natural levels m any of 
the nmmclpal watersheds due to the minmmm amount of harvestmg m those watersheds Addltmnally, 
very low levels of sediment are produced m the rest of the Distnct under Alternatives G and H due to 
prohibition of logging in al1 Sod Resource Inventory Landtypes Judged to have high nsk of landslides 

Figure E-4 displays the e&mates of total annual sediment productmn (above natural levels) on the 
Mapleton District for the existing situ&on and by alternatwe m the 1st decade The levels of sediment 
productmn displayed would generally occur m streams drammg Management Areas 14 and 15 where 
tmxber production is a primary objective (see FEIS, Appendix D, Descnptton of Management Areas ) 
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0 
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Alternatwe 

- 1st Decade 5th Decade - Exlstmg Condlhon 

FIGURE E-4. SEDIMENT ASSOCIATED WITH TIMBER HARVEST ACTMTIES (MAPLETON RD) 

Water Temperatures - Watertemperatures are expected to remain near natural levels in all alternatives 
as a result of MR requirements for water quahty and fEh habitat protection. The streamside protection 
needed to meet MRs if provided on all streams in each alternative and is spec&zlly designed to maintain 
shade to keep the sun from heating the water more than it normally would. 

Totic Materials - Fuel and agricultural chemicals are used in conjunction with timber harvest and 
reforestation practices. These materials may be used in areas where timber harvest occur Though 
there wdl be specific precautions taken to prevent their entry mto streams, there wll still he some 
risk that accidental contamination ~111 occur This risk will be highest in Alternatives B, B(Dep), and 
C, because only MR levels of streamside protection is implemented The risk will be moderate in 
Alternatwzs A, E (PA), F, and G because streams will receive a moderate level of protection Risk of 
contamination will be relatively low in Alternative D because streams in three major landtype associations 
would receive a relatively high level of protectmn Risk will be very low m Alternative H, because 
there 4l be no timber harvest activity vvlthin 200 feet of streams or in municipal watersheds (NOTE. 
In response to litigation filed opposing use of herbicldes, the Regional Forester and State Director of 
the BLM have prepared an EIS on the Vegetation Management Program The de&on allows the use 
of all vegetation management techmques, includmg herbiades, but allows for the use of herbicides 
only when other methods are ineffectws or wll mcrease project cost unreasonably. That EIS v&l 
determine the extent of chemicals use At present, however, the Forest Serwce is under an admimstrative 
stay not to use herbicides This stay was taken at the request of a number of appellants to the Record 
of Decision for the Vegetation Management EIS ) 

Disease Organisms - Disease orgamsms are not common m streams on the Mapleton District There 
1s some risk of intestmal diseases being spread through water when waste from humans or other animals 
enters streams AlternatIve H pmhlbits public access to all municipal watersheds, thereby mmimizing 
the risk of contamination by disease organisms All other alternatwes have no restrictions for access 
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to municipal and domestic watersheds As a result, the risk of contanunatlon in those watersheds will 
be the same as the rest of the Forest 

Streamflow - Timber harvesting will result m a temporary decrease in evapo-transpwation and a 
correapondmg temporary mcrease in summer and early fall streamflow Alternative A, which approxi- 
mates the existing harvest level on the District, would result in an average increase in potential water 
y&d of less than 2% over the District Other alternatwea, with less timber harvesting, would have 
lower water yield increases. 

Cumulative Effects cm Watershed 

Background - Cumulatwe effects occur when effects of Forest management activities combme with 
effects produced on lands of others Cumulative effecta to watershed resources ~111 occur as a result of 
implementmg the alternatwea, and vvll mcrease the overall level of impact m most cases Generally, 
actlons taken on National Forest lands will moderate the effects of a&Ions taken on other ownershIps 
In all alternatives, as is discussed below, the cumulatwe effects would not exceed the threshold of 
concern (the MR level) estabhshed for Natlonal Forest lands 

This section discusses the procedures and general results of the cumulative effects analysis of timber 
harvestmg on watershed conditions (and ultimately fsh habItat) in the Mapleton Ranger District 
Mom information on modehng technique and specific measurements and calculatmns 1s in the Proposal 
for Cumulatwe Effect Analysis for Forest Planrung-Siuslaw Natlonal Forest (Bush 1985). 

The prunary cumulatwe effects of tunber harveatmg on watershed condition and fish habitat are. 

1 Landshdes that result from the loss of reinforcmg root networks on unstable slopes, and landshdes 
from timber access roads 

2 Surface erosion that results from Intense post-harvest burnmg on fragde sods 

3 Increased turbidity, sednnentatlon, channel scour, and channel aggradatlon downstream from 
accelerated emslon described m 1 and 2 above 

The indicator of the above three effects 1s the amount of area lacking crown closure on lands of all 
ownerships wthin a watershed (crown closure exists when the surface of the ground 1s completely 
shielded from above by vegetation) The amount of lands lacking cmwn closure is an appmpnate mdxator 
of cumulative effects for several masons. First, unstable areas that lack crown closure ~11 have the 
maJOniy of landshde erosion associated wth harvest actwitles because those areas generally depend 
upon root strength for stab&y Root systems are at their weakest in areas that have forest vegetation 
that 1s younger than ten to fifteen years, making unstable areas particularly vulnerable to the effects 
of storms 

Second, newly constructed roads generally contribute most of the sediment assocmted wth roads 
These mads are usually associated with areas recently harvested which lack crown closure Fmally, 
resistance to surface erosion is at tbe lowest level during the first few months following post-harvest 
broadcast burning, which 1s done unmed~ately following harvest 

Harvested amas are consxdered to be without cmwn closure and significant mot strength for up to 15 
years following timber harvest, but are most vulnerable for the first 10 years Cumulative effects were 
assessed by eatnnatmg the harvested area that would be 10 years old or younger for each alternatwe 
during the 10 years of the Forest Plan The assessment mcluded all ownereh~ps of Iands m the four 
major watemheds or portions of those watersheds which Include the Mapleton Ranger Distnct Lands 
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under other ownerships make up appmxhnately 48% of the total acres in the Mapleton District assessment 
watersheds 

The ownership of the forested lands in those watershed are as follows: 

1. Siuslaw River watershed -- 128,300 acres National Forest; 74,600 acrea other ownership 

2. Maple-Fiddle River watershed -- 20,200 acres National Forest; 50,300 acres other ownership 

3. Smith River watershed -- 43,700 acres National Forest; 59,000 acrea other ownership 

4. Umpqua River watershed -- 12,200 acres National Forest; 2,100 acres other ownership. 

The estimation of acres of unstable lands that lack cmwn closure due to timber harvest was translated 
into a threshold of concern for watershed condition and fBh habitat for National Forest lands. The 
threshold of concern was defined as the point at which the total harvest approaches or exceeds 30% of 
any of the assessment watersheds in a lo-year period. Histormal evidence mdicates that harvest rates 
which exceed that level result in effects that have a high probability of threatening the viability of fish 
populations through decreased water quahty and degraded channel conditions (Thus, the MB level for 
streamside protection for Siuslaw National Forest was established.) In all alternatives, the assessment 
for cumulative effects shows that the cumulative effects fmm all lands would also not exceed the MB 
level eatabhshed for National Forest lands alone. 

The specific effects of harvest on land&de and sediment rates in the cumulative assessment watersheds 
are described below 

Slope Stability and Sedimentation _ Based on assumptions of future harvest rates, and land 
management practices, appmximately 93 timber harvest-related landslides per year are projected during 
the 1st decade on lands in the vicinity of the Mapleton District that are under other ownerships The 
overall landslide rate in the 1st decade for all ownerships would range from 148 slides in Alternative 
NC; to 97 slides in Alternative G. Appmximately 61,000 cubic yards of sediment would be produced 
each year as a result of management associated landshdea and surface emsion on other lands. (This 
figure does not include naturally occurring sediment 1 Added to the sednnent projected to originate 
from National Forest lands, the overall sedimentation rate on all lands would range from 98,000 cubic 
yards per year in Alternative NC to 65,500 cubic yards per year in Alternative H. 

The actual slide and sediment rates would be somewhat higher than these average rates in some of 
the assessment watersheds and somewhat lower in others depending upon number of unstable slopes 
in the watersheds, the actual amount of harvest, and the mtensities of storms within the watersheds. 

The cumulative effects of timber harvest on National Forest and other lands (number of landshdes, 
and amount of sednnent) would be greatest in the alternatives in which more acres of National Forest 
land are harvested However, since none of the alternatives exceeds the threshold of concern m any of 
the assessment watersheds, all of the specific effects are predicted to be vvlthm bounds that result in 
acceptable water quality and viable fish populations 

Stream Stability - Cumulatwe effects of anticipated timber harvest activities by all land ownerships 
on streams “shared” within watersheds include downstream effects on estuaries and segments of larger 
streams Since most land in other ownerships in the Coast Bange 1s managed for tnnber, they do not 
pmwde a future source of large organic debris m small streams. Thii results m increased streamflow 
velocity and channel instability when the existing debris decomposes. 
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Because there would be few older coniferous trees to provide a source of large woody material on National 
Forest streams m Alternatives NC, B, B(Dep) and C, the cumulative effects of the changes m stream 
structure m all owneramps could change aspects of the hydrology of major streams draming large 
amas The effects, on Mapleton Distract streams, of the moderate to high protection of rip&an vegetation 
in Alternatives A, D, E (PA), F, G, and H will maintain more natural hydrologic conditions in large 
watersheds This could offset the effects of low levels of woody material in streams on other land, 
where National Fore.4 land occupies a major portion of a watershed Where National Forest lands 
occupy a minor portion of a watershed, the effect would be overshadowed by the effects fmm streams 
draming other lands 

Stream Temperature _ Streams which dram land managed by other owners or agencies may elevate 
water temperatures where inadequate shade has been left Where watersheds are shared with other 
owners maintenance of shade on all National Forest streams ~111 result in a cooling of the warm water 
from other lands The effects of warmmg of stream waters would be most pronounced in those basins 
where other ownerships predommate 

Water Contamination - The high level of precaution associated with handling toxic materials results 
in a low risk of contaminatmg Forest streams This water from Forest streams dilutes contamination 
which is more hkely further down m the watersheds where agricultural use of toxic materials is common, 
and where major highways along large streams are used to transport chemmals 

Mitigation Measures for Environmental Effects on Watershed 

See the standards and guidehnes in FEIS, Appendix D for mitigation of effects on watersheds 

Indirect Effects on Other Resources 

Vegetation - Vegetation growing in and along the banks of stream channels that experience landslides 
will be eliminated or damaged by the scouring effect of the slides The effect will be short-lived, and is 
no different from the effect of landslides on vegetation where the forest is undisturbed except the 
frequency of occurrence is higher m timber harvest areas Where soil productivity is reduced (10% or 
leas of the areas where trees are harvested), the long term rate of vegetation growth ~111 be shghtly 
reduced. 

Fish - In general, fish habitat is affected by, and responds directly to, changes m watershed condition 
As watershed resources are protected, and adverse effects mitigated, so are fiih habitats protected or 
enhanced (See “Enwonmental Consequences of the Alternatives on Fish Habitat” for a complete 
discussion of these effects for each alternative ) 

Municipal Watersheds - All alternatives have the goal to maintain water quality by preventmg 
contamination, surface erosion, and accelerated landslides within municipal watersheds However, 
changes m watershed condition in Alternatives G, and H include the least erosion and sedimentation 
and highest overall water quahty Excluding most timber harvesting and public access in municipal 
watersheds in Alternative H ~111 result m no significant adverse effect on water quality in those 
watersheds All remaming alternatives will result m emsion and sedxmentation substantmlly higher 
than would occur in an disturbed forest, but well withm the treatable range 

Wrldlife - There are no environmental effects on wildhfe resultmg from changes m watershed resources 

Recreation - Reductions of fish habitat reduce the District’s capacity to produce fmh and high quahty 
tishmg experiences. See “Environmental Consequences of the Alternatives on Fish Habitat”, and 
“Environmental Consequences of the Alternatwes on Commumtms” for descriptions of how fish habitat 
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(which is an indirect indicator of f=hing potential), and fshlng use (expressed as recreation visitor 
days) in each alternative diffen fmm the existing condition. 

Scenery - Alternatives which result in the fewest landslides along main travel mutes will have the 
least visual disruptmn of the landscape caused by scars from debris slides and debris torrents. (See 
“Environmental Consequences of the Alternatwes on Scenery” for a detailed discussion of these effects ) 

Some structural nnpmvements to streams (especudly those that have been scoumded) may Improve the 
appearance of streams These improvements include the creation of rearing pools and spawning beds 

Undeveloped Areas - There are no environmental effects on undeveloped areas resulting from changes 
in watershed resources 

Old Growth - There are no environmental effects on old gmwth resulting from changes in watershed 
resources. 

Cultural Resources - Where the rate of occurrence of landslides such as debris torrents is mcressed, 
cultural resources near streams may be covered by soil, rock and organic debris or scoured away Such 
losses are irretrievable and me&able, since such debris torrents are bound to happen m future regardless 
of management activities (See Cultural Resources in FEIS, Chapter IV, “Envlmnmental Consequences 
of the Alternatives on Other Resources” for a complete discussion of these effects.) 

Communities - Water treatment costs for communities may increase in alternatives in which a high 
amount of accelerated sediment is produced. 

Minerals - There are no environmental effects on mmerals resulting from changes in the watershed 
n!sO”rceS 

Farmlands, Wetlands,and Floodplains - Alternatives that produce the highest amount of sediment 
will increase the amount of soil deposited on these areas Sediment also carries with It nutrients that 
feed, and make more abundant aquatlc lifeforms such as algae 

Other Environmental Components - There are no environmental effects on tire, air, roads, msects 
and disease, Amencan Indian rehgious sites, community and somal, consumers, nvll nghts, mmonty 
groups and women that result from changes in the watershed resources. 

Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Watershed 

The assumptions for predicting effects on watershed condition include: 

1 nmber harvest and mad construction wdl mcrease erosion rates, reduce watershed conditmn, 
and degrade water quahty simdarily to that observed m the past 

2 The strength added to sods on steep slopes by tree and brush rcots 1s an mtegral component of 
slope stability Loss of the root strength through management a&v&s such as timber harvest 
and broadcast burning mcreases the potentml for landslides to occur on the more unstable areas 

3 Intense burning of sod organic matter reduces long term pmductlvlty by reducmg nitrogen 

4 Slopes and stream systems are in dynamic equilibrium Sigmficant changes m emsmn rates and 
in-stream channel stabdity upsets the equihbnum and reduces fish habitat and water quahty 
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5 Average potential evapo-transpiration on the Forest is 25 inches per year Normal evapo- 
transpiratum 1s reached 12 years after a clearcut has been planted. 

6. The effects of clearcut harvest on erosion rates are insngniticant 10 to 15 years following harvest 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information on Watershed 

The mtmduction of the discussion of Environmental Consequences of this appendii notes that the 
predictions of effects were made with the most current informatnm available. As dmxssed there, the 
following mformation used to predict those effects is either unavailable or incomplete. 

1. Site-specific effects of changes in erosion rates and stream channels on watershed condition 
and fish habitat are unavailable 

2. Amount of site productivity loss following intense burns is unavailable 

3 A complete inventory of residences using National Forest water 

4 The effects of creating large numbers of abrupt boundaries between timber stands of different 
ages on overall slope stabihty, and accelerated emsion rates 

5 The effectiveness of headwall and streamside leave areas for preventing accelerated landslides 

Environmental Consequences on Fish 

Direct Effects on Fish 

The major effect of the alternatives on fish is a change in habitat conditions Although viable populations 
of fish are maintained on the District m all alternatives [See the discussmn of MRs in Chapter II and 
Appendix Bl, the amount of fish habitat m addition to MR levels does vary by alternative - pnmanly 
in response to the effects of timber harvest and m&atmn of altered watershed conditions As discussed 
m the “Effects of the Alternatives on Watershed Resources” section, the primary aspects of watershed 
conditions affecting fish habitat include. 1) stream structure, 2) channel scour and sediment deposition, 
and 3) water quality 

Stream Structure - There IS an average of about 20 large pieces of woody mater-ml per 100 meters 
of undisturbed stream in the Coast Range (Sedell et al 1984) Streams flowing through areas which 
have been &smut have an average of less than four pieces Implementation of alternatives in which 
large acreages of timber are harvested and planted to favored species m the riparian area could result 
in slight mcreases m comfers in that area compared to alternatives that harvest little of the nparian 
vegetation 

Exlstmg levels of woody material would generally be maintained for 50 to 100 years (Swanson and 
Lienkeamper 1978) Unless coniferous trees are left along the streams, future levels would drop from 
that in the natural stream Alternatives NC, B, B(Dep), and C would leave the least amounts of mature 
trees along the streams These alternatives would create a situation where stream structure would be 
noticeably disintegrating in 50 to 100 years, because there would be relatively few trees available in 
streamside areas to replace the decomposing woody material Alternatives A, E (PA), and F provide 
some addttionsl protection for streamside vegetation, but there would still be a decrease from existing 
levels when the debris which exists in the streams has decomposed. 
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The mature trees which are left in most (Alternative G) or all Uhernatives D and H) of the higher 
quality f-h habitat would provide adequate replacement of most structure for fish themselves However, 
in some alternatives, the lack of retention of mature trees in upper tributaries would result in quick 
flushing of food and gravel to the lower stretches of fish habitat. Less food would be produced in the 
tnbutariee; and gravel would be supplied in irregular surges, rather than gradually over time Alternatives 
G and H would pmvide adequate replacement of woody material to mamtam a complex channel structure 
which results in relatively high quahty fmh habitat In addition, Alternatives D, G, and H also would 
pmvlde pm&&ion of trees along intermittent streams to assure maintenance of their role in dispensing 
gravel and food organisms to downstream fti habitat The estimated average occurrence of woody 
material in Forest streams due to management strategres in each alternahve after 100 years 1s: 

Level of Occurrence 

16 pieces per 100 meters 

Alternatives 

Natural Situation 
(Forest Average) 

Low (less than 5 pieces per 100 meters) NC, B, B(Dep1, C 

Medium (average of 10 puxes per 100 meters) -4, D, E (PA), F 

High (more than 15 pieces per 100 meters) G, H, 

Stream Scour - As shown m Figure E-3, the potential for stream scour varies substantially by 
alternative These phenomena are most hkely to adversely affect fsh habitat in Alternatives NC, A, B, 
B(Dep1, C, D, E @‘A), and because the number of landslides potentially causmg scour would range 
from the same as what presently exlste to more than 60% higher than existing levels in Alternative 
B(Dep) Alternative D has scour approximately equivalent to the existing level Alternatives G and H 
would have by far the fewest landslides _ appmxlmately one-third of crusting levels 

Sediment - Accelerated sedimentation due to accelerated landshdes and surface erosion may overload 
the natural flushing capacities of streams. Sediment may settle mto the gravels and kill incubating 
eggs or inn+ire fish. Sediment deposits may also cover fish spawning gravels to an extent that spawning 
opportumtms are elinnnated. (Refer to the discussion of “Watershed Effects” in this section for a diicussion 
of estimated &fferencee m sedimentation among alternatives ) 

Stream Temperature - In all alternatives, water temperatures would meet state water quality 
standards This would be accomplished mall alternatives by mamtaining sufficient amounts of vegetation 
in the riparlan areas to shade the stream and mamtain temperatures within the cntaxl range of the 
water quality standards. (See “Management Requirements” m Chapter II and Appendix B and 
“Envlmnmental Consequences of the Alternatives on Watershed Besourcee” in this section for more 
discussion of water temperature.) 

Fish Populations - Changes m the fish habitat con&bon, as &scussed above, directly affect fish 
populations As measured by the Coho Smolt Habitat Capability Index (CSHCI - an mdex of the potential 
of stream habitat to produce coho salmon smolte), fish populations are estimated to be lowest in 
Alternative NC and highest in Alternatives G and H. CSHCI for the District in the fir& planmng 
decade would range from 270 in Alternative NC to 338 in Alternattves G and H This compares to an 
existing CSHCI of 338 (See Appendix B and FEIS, Chapter III for an explanation of the CSHCI model 
Figure E-5 displays the CSHCI for the current decade and for all alternatives for the 1st and 5th 
decades 
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FIGURE E-5 COHO SMOLT HABITAT CAPABILITY INDEX (MAPLETON RD) 

Recreational Fishing - Recreational fishing would not s@ficantly affect fsh habitat or fish 
populations in any alternative 

Cumulative Effects on Fish 

In addition to the cumulative effects of managmg stream structure which are dlscusssd in the watershed 
portion of this se&on, fish habkat is adversely affected when food production 1s reduced due to flushing 
fine organic material through the upper tributaries of productive fish streams. When structure is 
mamtained at relatwely high levels in Forest streams, as it would be in Alternatwes G and H, changes 
in productivity of Forest streams would be small, and overshadowed by the changes due to management 
of lands in other ownerships m the same watersheds, where stream structure is not mamtained When 
structure is not m&tamed on Forest streams, as It would be m Alternatives B, B(Dep), and C, the 
cumulative effect of less food bemg debvered to downstream stretches of fish habitat, mcluding estuaries, 
could be significant when added to the losses due to management strategies on other lands. 

The cumulative effects of timber harvest actwities would be a substantial mcrease on other lands of 
sedunentatlon and stream scour over that from undisturbed forest Based on an mventory of past 
harvest rates on other lands, general assumptions about harvest practices on these lands, and subsequent 
land&de rates (see Append= B), the amount of sedlmentatlon can be e&mated The actual number 
of m&s of stream scoured would be highly variable, and cannot be predxted for any particular stream 
segment However, the amount of stream scoured is proporhonal to the number of landslides, and can 
be estimated for large areas with many streams 

The cumulative effects of the landslides would be greatest in the alternatives m which more acres of 
National Forest lands are harvested, The cumulative effects do not exceed the threshold estabbshed 
for National Forest lands that would threaten viability of fish in any alternative 
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Mitigation Measures for Environmental Effects on Fiih 

Mast of the mitigation of the effects on fwh IS contained in the standards and guidelines in FEIS, 
Appendii D 

Indirect Effects on Other Resources 

Water Quality - Improvements in fish h&tat also improve water quahty by increasing the stability 
of stream channels. These improvements and their effects on water quality are dwussed m the 
Environmental Effects of the Alternatives on Watershed Resources Section. 

Recreation - Increases in fish habitat and fsh populations would incmass fishing recreation days. 

Communities - Increases in fish h&tat and populations that result in increased commercial and 
recreational use would increase revenue from tourists and f&ing industries in local communities 

Other Components of the Environment - There are no environmental effects on vegetation, soil, 
wddlife, scenery, undeveloped areas, old growth, cultural resources, and other components of the 
environment that result from changes in fmh habitat and populations. 

Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Fish 

Assumptions for predicting effects on fmh include: 

1 Habitat would be fully utilized by fBh. 

2 All s.ise and life stages of fish are affected m the same way 

3 Changes in coho salmon reflect changes m other species 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information on Fish 

The introduction of the discussion of Enwronmental Consequences of this appendix notes that the 
predictions of effects were made with the most currsnt information avadable. As dwxssed there, the 
following information used to prwhct those effects is &her unavailable or mcomplete 

1 Site-specific data on changes m fish habitat as a result of management activities (for all streams) 

2 Documentation of recovery rates of stream systems followmg disturbance. 

Environmental Consequences on Wildlife 

Direct Effects on Wildlife 

The primary effects of the alternatives on wldhfe are changes in 1) habitat type and diver&y, 2) 
populations, and 3) the likelihood of a spews’ survival These effects would vary between Districts, 
but when considered together, would meet the Forest-wide management requirements (MRS) The 
quantity and quality of halntat provided on the Mapleton District m each alternative would contnbute 
to overall Forest MRS (NOTE: On July 25, 1986, the dwection for wildlife MRs was revised by the 
Regional Forester. This rewsion, made as a result of a renew requested by Deputy Assistant Secretary 
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Douglas MacCleery on March 8, 1985, reflects current understandmg of habitat needs to mamtin 
viable populations of wildhfe The Siuslaw National Forest MRs were re-evaluated between the Draft 
and Final EIS and some changes were made (see Appendur I) 

The slternatwes would provide various levels of forage, cover, and nestmg habitat on the Mapleton 
District to help meet the Forest-wide needs of in&&or spews and other unldhfe represented by them 
Each habitat level would be attained by pro-ding various numben of habitat sites (of various sizes 
and with various distances between them) across the Forest and the Mapleton Distnct (See FEIS, 
Chapter IV and Appendix B for more inform&on on population characte~tws and mdlces used to 
measure relative habitat conditions ) 

Major Indicator Species . 

Northern Spotted Owl - Old-Growth Conifer Habitat - 

Changes zn H&tat - Each alternative is deslgned to provide a various amount and distnbution of 
spotted owl habitat. The halxtat would promde food, cover, and nesting sites for the spotted owl and 
other wddlife dependent on old growth (see FEIS, Chapter III for more discussion of spotted owl habitat) 
Table E-6 compares the h&tat provided in the alternatives with the existing habitat on the Mapleton 
Dlstrice 

The amount of habitat on the Map&on Distnct is not necessarily closely correlated wth future survwal 
of the owl, except as It contnbutes to the requirements for the Forest Survival probabilities are e&mated 
by consldenng, in total, the habitat for spotted owl withm all Forests in the Northwest Regon of the 
Forest Service (Washington and Oregon) [NOTE: A final supplemental environmental impact statement 
(SEIS) has been prepared for the Regional Guide (approved in 1988). The Final SEIS addresses spotted 
owl habitat management alternatwes and includes a preferred approach to managmg habitat to provide 
viable populations of spotted owls For nnplicatlons, see Append= H 1 

Table E-6. Spotted Owl Habitat Assignments 

MMBF Per Year ALTERNATIVB 

A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G H 

Number of SOHAs 12 12 12 12 12 113 12 12 20 

Implementation of Alternatwes A through D would manage at the MR level as described in the spotted 
owl SEIS Alternatws E(PA) would add on one site to the MR level and results in protection of all 
reproducing pans of owls. Alternative F and G both protect 12 sites which 1s the MR level Alternative 
H protects 20 sites and manages for all known reproducing pairs of owls 

Spotted Owl Habttat Ooer nnte - The spotted owl I-ICI for the fst, 2nd, and 5th decades 1s IO potentxal 
nest sites for all alternatives 

Other Effects - Timber harvesting acti&es may disturb spotted owls Whether they ~111 affect other 
species for which the spotted owl is a surrogate is not known These effects would be directly related 
to the amount of timber harvestmg 
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PiZeated Woodpecker and Marten - Mature Conifer Habitat - 

Changes tn Hobztat - The alternatwes would provide various amounts of mature conifer habrtat for 
p&sated woodpeckem and martens (see FEIS, Chapter III for the definition of mature conifer habitat) 
The quantity and distribution of habitat across the Forest affects the likeliiocd of survival Again, the 
habitat provided on the Mapleton District does not, on its own, necessarily assurs survival of the species 

At present, the overall amount of habitat is adequate, but it consists of areas that are too small and 
clumped to meet the weds of either species. If trends were to continue, much of the habitat would bs 
isolated. This would reduce genetic interchange and long-term chances of survival for these species on 
the Forest. 

The planned sites would be scattered across the Mapleton District and would contam at least the amount 
of habitat needed to meet MRs for pile&xl woodpecker and marten (when considered with other habitat 
areas acmss the Forest). Additional mature habitat wll exist in areas where timber is not harvested 

Changes m Populataon - Alternatives E(Dep) (which would provide the lowest habitat poteutiall, and 
H (which would provide the most habttat) All alternatives would start with existing HCIs of 75 for 
marten and 125 for pileatsd woodpecker 

The HCIs would dmp m the first 5 decades ss mature conifer habitat is harvested, and then increase 
gradually as trees mature in areas unsmtable for timber production 

The pile&xl wocdpscker and marten HCIs for the alternatives for the 1st and 5th decades are comparsd 
to present conditions (shown as a line across the figure) in Figures E-6 and E-7 
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FIGURE E-6 
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- 1st Decade 5th Decade - Existing Condltmn 

HABITAT CAPABILITY INDEX FOR MARTEN (MAPLETON RD) 
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FIGURE E-7 HABITAT CAPABILITY INDEX FOR PILEATED WOODPECKERS (MAPLETON RD) 
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Alternatwe 

- 1st Decade 5th Decade - Exlshng Condkmn 

Other Effects - See FEIS, Chapter IV for other effects 

Guild of Species - Dead and Defective Tree (Snag) Habitat 

Changes VI Habztat - All alternatives would meet or exceed MR habitat levels (40% of population 
levels of snag dependent spews) throughout the Mapleton Dlstnct The habltat provides food, roosting 
and nesting s&s 

TabIe E-7 displays the effects of the alternatives on the amount of dead and defective habitat in the 
1st and 5th decades, and compares them to current levels. After the 5th decade, habltat is expected to 
remam constant. The average level of snags on the Distnct is presently about 80% of the natural 
level The snag levels would be hxgh in the 1st decade for Alternatms H and G because addkional 
snags formed aa trees die m protected areas would more than offset those lost on the relatively small 
areas harvested Between the 2nd and 5th decades, harvestmg would destroy snags faster than snags 
would develop m areas harvested m the past 

Table E-7. Dead and Defective Tree Habitat (1) 

Percent of Natural ALTERNATIVE 
LfWd 

I 1 A 1 B 1 B(Depi C I D ( E(PA) 1 F 1 c 1 H 1 

I IS-T Decade 73% 1 72% 1 59% 1 72% 1 72% 1 70%~ 1 76% [ 85% 1 8S%J 

I ZND Decade 1 66% 1 64% 1 64% 1 68% 1 67% 1 65% 1 71% 1 84% 1 86% 1 

I El-H Decade 1 59% 1 52% 1 52% 1 53% 1 57% 1 55% 1 62% 1 80% 1 35% 1 

(1) Exlstlng condltlon 14 76% of natural amounts 
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The distributmn of snags is not uniform across the Distnct Some areas have fewer snags than the 
average for the District shown in Table E-7, but the levels should always exceed the MR levels 

Changes in Population - The abundance of the guild of species dependent on dead and defective habitat 
would bs directly related to the amount of habitat. The dxplays are of Alternatives B(Dep) (which 
provides the least habitat), E (PA), and H (which provides the most habItat). Changes in HCI would 
minor the changes in habitat discussed above 

The HCI for the alternatives for the guild of spews for the 1st and 5th decades is compared to present 
conditions in Figure E-8. 

Capabtity Index (% natural population) 
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FIGURE E-8 HCI FOR DEAD AND DEFECTIVE TREE HABITAT (MAPLETON RD) 

Other Effects - See FEIS, Chapter IV for information 

Special Habitats - Special habitats such as chffs, talus slopes, swamps, meadows, and bogs would bs 
maintained in all alternatives Activities in adjacent areas may disturb the habitats, but only to a 
minor degree 
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Threatened and Endangered Species 

Bald Eagles - All alternatives would provide nestmg habltat needed to meet the objectives of the 
Draft Recovery Plan for Bald Eagles (US. Fish and Wildlife Service 1986) The number of bald eagle 
&es mcluded in each alternahve m shown in Table E-8. In all alternatives, the habitat provided on 
the Mapleton Drstnct would contribute to the potential for the Forest-wide recovery of the bald eagle 

Table E-8. Bald Eagle Assignments 

MMBF Per Year ALTEXNATTVE 

A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F G H 

Number Managed se.9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

Acres Per Site 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 325 625 

More sites may be available for eagles than are managed m the alternatwss. HCI for eagles 1s the 
managed and unmanaged potential sites (1 e , the potential sites that are assxgned for management 
plus the potential sites that could be managed but were not assIgned) 

Timber harvesting in areas favorable for eagle nestmg would only be programed if compatible v&h 
eagle recovery 

All alternatives would protect eagle pans from disturbance dunng the nestmg season 

Other Threatened and Endangered Species - See FEIS, Chapter IV for mformatmn 

Sensitive Species - 

Snowy Plover - See FEIS, Chapter TV. 

Spotted Owl - See the discussion of spotted owls m the mdmator species section above 

Pacific Western Big-eared Bat - See FEIS, Chapter Iv. 

Plants - See FEIS, Chapter IV 

Other Species of Interest. 

Roosevelt Elk - 

Changes m Ho&at - All of the alternatwss would affect the amount, quahty, and distnbutlon of habltat 
used by Roosevelt elk (see Chapter III for a definition of elk habltat charactenstics) Some habItat 
would be created by habitat improvements while other would be the result of harvestmg timber. None 
of the alternatives would adversely affect the amount of thermal, hidmg, or survival cover used by elk 

One aspect that would vary by alternative is the amount of additional forage available A small amount 
would bs produced on most forested sites Some forage would be produced mcidentally after timber 
harvestmg, and some through a combmatmn of direct seeding of grass m the harvest areas and 
maintenance of meadows by cutting the overstory vegetation All alternatlves would maintain meadows 
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in a grass/forb condition, and additional meadows would be established in Alternatives C, E(PA), and 
G. 

The alternatives would also affect the distribution of elk forage within the District Alternatives such 
as A, C, E (PA), and G would distribute the forage fairly evenly acmsa the Ditnct and over time. 

On the other hand, Alternatives B, B(Dep), F, and H would produce forage that is concentrated m 
Some areas but inadequate in other areas in some, but not all decades Large fluctuations m the amount 
of forage would lead to similar, but delayed fluctuations in elk numbers. 

Changes m Populatcon - Elk habitat capabiity is influenced by the quantity and quality of habltat, 
the distribution of the habitat, and the number of animals transplanted Alternatives A, C, E (PA), 
and G assume that elk wdl be transplanted into areas with surplus forage. 

Elk Habitat Capabrlity Index Over TMe - The HCIs for each alternative for the 1st and 5th decades 
are compared to the existmg HCI m Figure E-9 The changes over time would result from timber 
harvest actwitw and duwt elk management actions 
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FIGURE E-9 HABITAT CAPABILITY INDEX FOR ELK 0UPLETON RD) 

Other Efj2cts _ See FEIS, Chapter IV 

BLacktail Deer - See FEIS, Chapter IV 

Other Species - See FEIS, Chapter IV 
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Cumulative Effects on Wildlife 

See FEIS, Chapter IV. 

Mitigation Measures for Environmental Effects on Wildlife 

See the standards and guidelines in FEIS, Appendvr D for a descnption of how effects on unldlife are 
rmtlgated. 

Indirect Effects on Other Resources 

See FEIS, Chapter IV. 

Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Wildlife 

See FEIS, Chapter IV 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information on Wildlife 

See FEIS, Chapter IV for a discussion of unavailabIe or mcomplete information which is relevant to 
the evaluation of adverse impacts associated with the alternatwes 
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Environmental Consequences on Recreation 

Information specific to the Mapleton District 1s contained in the main body of the FEIS No information 
can be added to this appendix on the environmental consequences of the alternatives on recreation. 

Environmental Consequences on Visual Quality 

Diit Effects on Scenery 

Effects on the quality of the Mapleton District scenery would vary depending upon the resource objectives 
of the alternative. (See FEIS, Chapter IV for information on how visual quality ls measured and which 
activities affect it.) 

Effects of the alternatives on visual quality are considered fmm two perspectives: the overall District-wde 
appearance and the appearance of the ssnsltive viewsheds 

Overall District-wide Appearance - District-wde visual quality is the overall appearance of the 
District as it might be seen from an airplane or from high points Unlike the mewsheds, there ara no 
specific ground-based locations fmm which to judge the overall level of visual quahty District-wide 
effects on visual quality are the extent to which the overall appearance deviates fmm a natural 
appearance This varies by alternative, with Alternatwe H having the most natural appearance, and 
Alternatives NC, B, B(Dep), and D having the most heavily altered appearance See Table E-9 for the 
percentage of the District which would have a natural, hghtly altered, or heavily altered appearance 1x1 
each alternative. 

Table E-9 Visual Appearance in the Fifth Decade (Mapleton RD) 

Percent of Forest Existing A B B(Dep) C D E(PA) F GOJ H (1, 

Natural nppeamlce 5% 0% 0% 0% 3% 0% 3% 4% 

Lghtly Altered 28% 14% 14% 14% 13% 14% 13% 13% 
Appearanm 

Heavily Altered 
Appearance 

67% 66% 86% 66% 34% 36% 34% 33% 

(1) As expkuned ur ‘d” of Altemat~ve H, FEIS, Chapter N, ,t IS e&mated that in Altematwe H, appmmbly two thmds of 
the Forest would have a natural or Lghtly altered appearance, and one thmd would have a heavdy altered appearance In 
Alternatm? G, it IS e&mated that appmxunately half of the Forest would have a natural or h&ly altered appearance 
and half would have a heavdy altered appearance 

AZtermztive H - Alternative H would have the largest acreage of landscapes with a natural appearance. 
This is because it would have the least acreage on which tnnber would be regularly harvested - about 
27,300 acres. In Alternative H: 

1 Approximately 15,000 acres in the Wassen Creek and North Fork Smith River undeveloped 
areas would have a natural appearance 
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2 At least 84,000 acres would have a lightly altered appearance These would include smaller 
blocks of land which are unsuitable for timber production, such as spotted owl and bald eagle 
habitat areas, old growth, Specml Interest Areas, and domestic watersheds. In these areas, the 
visual results of many of the activities would be evident, but the natural forest character would 
be visually dominant Because roads through scans spotted owl habitat areas may be elimmated, 
a portion of ths area may have a natural appearance rather than a lightly altered appearance. 

3 The 27,300 acres of the District m winch timber would be regularly harvested would have a 
heavdy altered appearance, one which is dominated by the mosaic pattern created by clearcut 
harvesting actwities 

4 On the rexnaming acres of the District, it is difficult to accurately predict what the appearance 
would be These acres would not be suitable for tnnber harvest but would be internungled with 
areas suxtable for harvest, and they include the numerous areas where the vegetation would be 
left intact to protect watersheds Where these areas would be small and mtermingled with harvest 
umts, the visual effect of the harvest umts would dominate the unharvested areas and the 
appearance would be heavily altered. Where the unharvested areas would run together or be 
adjacent to other unharvested areas so that they would form large contiguous blocks, they may 
have a lightly altered or natural appearance. It IS probable that, in many parts of the Dlstnct, 
the unharvested areas would be arranged so that they would create large blocks with a hghtly 
altered appearance For this reason, It is predicted that Instead of the 81,500 acres described m 
@ ), above, about two-thirds of the District (over 135,000 acres) would actually have a lightly 
altered or natural appearance The higher age (at least 130 years) at which timber stands would 
be harvested in this alternatwe would also contribute to a lass heavily altered appearance 

Alternative G - 

1. Approximately 12,100 acres m the Wassen Creek Undeveloped Area and the Kentucky Falls 
Scemc Area would have a natural appearance. 

2 At least 34,000 acres would have a hghtly altered appearance These areas are snmIar to those 
descnbed under (b ) m Alternative H The difference 1s that there is not as much acreage m 
Alternative G 

3 At least the 32,800 acres on which timber 1s regularly harvested would have a heavily altered 
appearance 

4 For the same reasons described under (d ) in Alternahve H, It 16 predicted that about half of 
the District, or about 101,500 acres, would have a hghtly altered or natural appearance m 
Alternative G 

AZternatiues A, B, BCDep) and D _ The Distnct’s natural appearance would be most heavily altered 
in these alternatwes, due to the large acreage. on which timber would be harvested and the lack of any 
area which would have a natural appearance About 86% of the land would be m the heavily altered 
category In Alternatives A, B, B(Dep) and D: 

1 There would be no acres winch have a natural appearance 

2. About 28,000 acres would have a lightly altered appearance 
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3 About 174,000 acres would have a heavily altered appearance TUB is because the vegetation 
left undiitwbzd to pmtect water and fish resources would be too small and too interspersed 
among the harvest units to overcome the dominance of the mosaic pattern created by tnnber 
harvesting 

AZtematives C, E(PA). andF - These alternatives would also be far removed from a natural appearance, 
with about 34% of the land in the heanly altered category. In Alternatives C, E(PA), and F: 

1. About 6,400 acres in the Waesen Cresk Undeveloped Area and the Kentucky Falls Scenic Area 
would have a natural appearance in Alternatives C, E(PA), and F, with about 7,600 acres in 
this category in Alternative F 

2. About 26,000 acres would have a bghtly altenxl appearance in Alternatives C, E(PA), and F, 
vnth about 26,000 acres in Alternative F. 

3 About 170,000 acres would have a heavily altered appearance in Alternatives C, EPA), and F. 

APP eamnce of Sensitive Viewsheds - Of particular impwtance is the amount of visual pmtaction 
planned along the District’s heavily-used or visually sensitive view&&., such as toads, rivers, or 
recreation sites. (See FEIS, Chapter IV for information on viewsheds and definitions of terms ) 

Table E-10. Expected Viewshed Appearance (Mapleton RD) 

VIEWSHEDS TOtal Expected Future Condition of Alternative (1, 

ACW Bdatiag NC A I B END@ C 

Highway lOI- coastal 4,286 s S 
HIghway 38 2,909 s H 
BShway 126 1,532 H H 
Mercer Read 54 s H 
Eghway 36 4,128 S H 

S 
H 
H 
H 
H 

H H 
H H 
H H 
H H 
H H 

S 
S 
M 
M 
M 

Smth Rwer Road 1,426 S H 
North Fork Smslaw IOver Road 4,098 S H 
North Fork Smth Rwer bad 1,847 S H 
Canary-Ada Road 1,235 S H 

Deadwocd Creek Road 1,293 M H 
Ludaw Road 361 N H 
Idan Creek Road 3,768 M H 
Sweet Creek Road 1,456 M H 

(1) Key EyLstinS and expected vlewshed con&tmm N = natural appann~ 
beady altered 

H H 
H H 
H H 
H H 

H H 
H H 
H H 
H H 

= &ghtIy = &ghtIy 

H H H H 
H H H H 
H H K K 
H H H H 

-L -L H H H H 
H H H H 
H H H H 
H H H H 

sd, M = moderateIy sd, M = moderateIy 

M M 
H H 
H H 
H H 

H H 
H H 
H H 
H H 

med,H= edd,H= 
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Table E-10 cont. Expected Viewshed Appearance (Mapleton District) 

VDzwsmDs TOti Expected F,,ture Condztion ofAIternat~veu, 

ACES Fmsting D ECPA) F G ~2) El 

Hlghay 101. Coastal 4,286 S S S S S N 
Hrghway 38 2,909 S H S s S N 
Hqhway 126 1,532 H H S S S N 
Mereer Road 54 S H M s S N 
H&vay 36 4,128 S H M M S N 

Snuth Rwr Road I I s IHIHIHIMIH 1,426 
North Fork S~uslaw Rwer Road 4;098 S H H M M H 
North Fork Srmth Rwer Road 1,847 8 H H M M Ii 
C--Ada Road 1,235 S H H M M H 

Deadwwd Creek Road I IMIHIHIHIMIH 1.293 
Lmslaw Road 
Indmn Creek Road 
Sweet Creek Road 
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Table E-11 summarizes the prevmus table and shows how many of the sensitive viewsheds are in each 
of the visual condition categmles. 

Table E-11. Viewsheds Expected in Each Visual Condition Category (Mapleton RD) 

Overall Visual Quality - The effects on Dwtnct-wide and viewshed usual condltlons would not be 
the same m each alternative, so it is hard to Judge the overall visual quaky of an alternative Table 
E-12 illustrates a composite visual quality index for each alternative This is calculated by averaging 
the percent of the total District with a natural and shghtly altered appearance, with the percent of 
the scenic viewsheds with Visual Quality ObJectwe (VQOs) of preservation @res ), retention (ret ), 
and partml retention (part ret ). A higher visual quality index mdwates that the alternatwe does an 
overall better job of protectmg visual values than an alternative v&h a lower number 

Table E-12. Composite Visual Quality Index (Mapleton RD) 

vwld Qualay lnder 
I 

51 6 1 1 24 9 24 34 66 1 14 

(1) Estmmte 
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Cumulative Effects OII Scenery 

See FEIS, Chapter IV for a discussion of cumulative effects. 

Mitigation Measures for Scenery 

Most of the mitigatmn of effects on scenery is contained in the standards and guidehnes in Appendix 
D. 

Indirect Effects 0x1 Other Resources 

See FEIS, Chapter IV for a discussion of effects on other components of the envnonment. 

Assumptions Used to Predict Environmental Consequences on Scenery 

It is physwally and operationally possible to locate and design timber harvest units and roads so that 
harvesting the planncxl acreage and volume of timber can be done within the limits of visual alteration 
specified 

Our calculation of the time that it takes to heel from one visual condition class to another is correct 

Conflicts in attaining resource outputs are not resolved by trading off the visual resource 

The visual condition classes described perbun to National Forest land only. 

Incomplete or Unavailable Information for Scenery 

The introduction of the description of Envunnrnental Consequences of this appendix notes that the 
predictions of effects were made with the most current informatmn available. As discussed there, the 
following nrformation wed to predict those effects 1s either unavailable or incomplete: 

1. The percent of each viewshed owned by others. 

2. The degree to which natural events such as wildfire and blowdown will affect the scenery 

3 The degree to which project level decisions will trade-off vrsual quality rn order to meet other 
conficting objectives 

Environmental Consequences on Undeveloped Areas 

Direct Effects on Undeveloped Areas 

The nnpmtant effect of the alternatwes on the existing undeveloped areas is whether they lose their 
undeveloped contitmn 

An undeveloped condition exists when a large area (usually 5,000 acres or larger) of Federal land 
contains no improved roads maintained for highway vebrcles, has no notrxable evidence of past timber 
harvest, and has no other readily notnxable improvements of a permanent nature An undeveloped 
condition presently exists in all or part of one madleas area analyzed in the second Roadless Area 
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Review and Evaluation @ARE II). This area is the Wessen Creek Area (formerly Smith-Umpqua 
Area). (See Appendix C for a detailed description of the Weesen Floadles Area and the effects of the 
alternatives). The undeveloped acreage in this area totals appmximately 7,800 acres 

An undeveloped condition can also be recreated by limiting the kind of management activities allowed 
in an area and letting it revert to a condition where the meds and other past improvements are no 
longer noticeable. Boaded intrusions into the existing undeveloped area have been treated this way 
and are included within the areas managed to remain undeveloped 

Part or all of the undeveloped condition in the existing undeveloped area is maintained in Alternatives 
F, G, and H In addition, by allowmg some land that now has h-t umte and roads to revert to an 
undeveloped condition, a new undeveloped area, North Fork Smith River, is created m Alternatives G 
and H, adding over 5,800 acres of future undeveloped condition. 

The maxlmum amount of land in an undeveloped condition is in Alternatives G and H, in which about 
9,200 acres is melntalned or created. In these alternatives, ell of the existing and potential undeveloped 
condition on the District is maintained or created In addition, future undeveloped conditions rmght be 
inadvertently created in Alternative H if the elimination of mads coincides with large contiguous areas 
of spotted owl habltat areas and other lands unsmtable for timber production. 

In Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), and D, none of the existing or potential undeveloped condition is maintained 
or created. 

In portions of the existing undeveloloped area which em not maintained in an undeveloped condition in 
the alternatives, timber management actwities will take place This will eliminate the undeveloped 
condition in these areas, eliminating the ability for future Wilderness consideration by Congress. 

Cumulative Effects on Undeveloped Areas 

The cumulative effects on the Waeeen Creek Undeveloped Area results fmm assignment of undeveloped 
areas on other Districts, other National Forests, and other Federal and State lands to management 
direction whwzh elimmates the undeveloped condition. If all agencies which manage undeveloped areas 
reduce or eliminate the undeveloped conditions on the lands they manage, them mll be less opportunity 
for Congress to add new areas to the National Wilderness Preservation System 

Mitigation Measures for Environmental Effects on Undeveloped Areas 

Most of the mitigation of the effects on scenery is contained in the standards and guidelines in FEIS, 
Appendix D. 

Indirect Effects on Other Ftesources 

The environmental effects of the changes in undeveloped areas on other components of the environment 
are essentially the same as the environmental effects for Wildernesses See “Envimnmental Consequences 
of the Alternatives on Wilderness.” in FEIS, Chapter IV for an explanation of these environmental 
effects 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES ON OTHER RESOURCES 

Environmental Consequences on Research 

Information specific to the Mapleton Ranger District ls contained in the main body of the FEIS. No 
additlonal information can be added in this appendix on the envwonmental consequences of the 
alternatives on research. 

Environmental Consequences on Communities 

Direct and Indirect Effects on Local Communities 

The major effects of the alternatives on local communities am changes in economic opportunities 
associated with Forest ~e8oumea and changes in the quality of amenities hke scenery, f=hing, and 
firewood gathermg Economic opportunities are exammed by considermg the amount of money which 
will be paid to counties from Forest receipts, and changes in employment and income levels resulting 
from changes in Forest outputs, receipts, and expenditures These factors, along with less quantifiable 
measureS of change in amenity values are be considered in examining the effects of the alternatives 
on lifestyles and community structure. 

Examining the impacts on commumties resultmg from output changes on a single Banger District, 
such as Mapleton, is not appropriate because job opportumties, hfestyles, and populations are generally 
mfluenced by larger areas than a Ranger District. For example, potential mcmase8 in job opportunities 
generated from more available timber on the Mapleton D&&t may be offset by reductions m timber 
harvest on adjacent Districts Likewise, p&e&ml increases in Forest Service payments to counties 
from receipts collected from sales on the Mapleton District may bs offset by rsduct~ons m receipts 
collected from timber sales on other Districts Payments to Lane and Douglas counties, where Mapleton 
Distnct is located, will not be affected spe&cally by changes on the Mapleton Dlstnct because payments 
to counties are based on the amount of money collected on the total Forest, not by the amount of 
money collected on the Forest land withm each indwidual county. 

The impact on communities of changing management on the Mapleton Diitnct is not dwcusssd for 
the above reasons Instead, readers are referred to the discussion in FEIS, Chapter lV, “Environmental 
Consequences of the Alternatives on Commumties” 

Environmental Consequences on Other Resources 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

Air Quality - The implementation of any alternative would generate some smoke. The smoke ~111 
come primarily from slash burning actlvlties The smoke emitted from the District may affect the aw 
quabty and vislbdity along the coast from Waldport to Coos Bay and m the Wdlamette Valley from 
Corvallis to Eugene 

All activitws on the District that generate smoke will comply wth the State of Oregon Smoke Management 
Plan, whxh was design& to meet the reqmrements of the C&an Aw Act by regulating the amount of 
smoke emissions that enter the atmosphere The Oregon Smoke Management Plan sets goals from 
em&Ions and regulates the amount and tuning of prescribed burning of logging slash to reduce the 
potential for smoke entering highly populated areas 
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Since all activities that generate smoke would be controlled under the Oregon Smoke Management 
Plan, air quality wdl remain at acceptable levels under all alternatives Even so, some alternatives 
will produce mom smoke than others. The potential to degrade air quality will increase in the alternatwee 
that burn the most acres. 

If the amount of logging slash remains at the same levels as in the past decade, Alternatives A thmugh 
F will produce more slash than can be burned under the provisions of the Smoke Management Plan. 
Alternatives G and H would produce substantially less slash than allowed under the Oregon Smoke 
Management Plan. 

Total suspended particulate (TSP) production on the Forest in 1979 (baseline year) was 9,141 tons. 
That value is the maximum allowed in the future across the Forest Current mseamh on the Sm.&w 
mdicates that them is an averags of 1,200 pounds of TSP per acne Table IV-23 in FEIS, Chapter IV 
displays the amount of TSP predicted to result in the first decade for the entire Forest 

Separate figures are not displayed for the Mapleton Diitrict because regulations of the State of Oregon 
for allowable suspended particulate from prescribed burns consider the Siuslaw National Forest to be 
a unit. See FEIS, Chapter IV. 

Fire - Them are no differences in the risks of wildfire on the District than on the entire Forest See 
FEIS, Chapter IV for information on wildfire. 

Range - Forage production for livestock use on the Dtstrict is limited to small meadows along the 
streams and coast, and temporary forage areas created by timber harvest Livestock use on the District 
has always been low and is expected to continue so No environmental consequences are predicted as 
a result of grasmg (See FEIS, Chapter II for a more detailed &scuseion about the range program 1 

Mineral Resources - The District has a moderate potential for gas and oil production but little 
exploration work and no development work has taken place There would be differences in the amount 
of acme with access restrictions across the alternatwz Alternatives A, B, B(Dep1, C, D, and E(PA) 
would have the fewest acres not available for timber harvest. Therefore, they would have the most 
acres available for lease without access restrlctlons Alternatives F, G, and H would have the most 
acres with access mstnctions. 

The generally small size of the restricted areas should make impacts on development of an oil and gas 
resource negligible since the deposits could be reached for extraction through directional drilhng from 
areas without restrictions. The District has a low potentml for locatable minerals There is no adverse 
impact expected on the potential for locatable mmeral use as a result of any of the alternatives 

Common variety mmeral potential (primarily rock used for road surfacing) would be affected differently 
across the alternatws. Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), C, D, and E(PA), would have the least effect on the 
availabihty of land for common variety mmeral extraction These alternatives would also result in the 
most demand for road rock as the timber harvest levels and corresponding amount of road construction, 
reconstruction, and maintenance would be greater m these alternatives Alternatives F, G, and H 
would have a correspondingly greater effect on the availability of land for common variety mineral 
extraction as more and more acres are placed in either preserve or constrained management prescriptions. 
These alternatives would have lower demand for mad mck smce the timber harvest levels are reduced 
and the amount of road construction, reconstruction, and maintenance would bs correspondingly lower. 
This is displayed in Table E-13 
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Table E-13. Area and Demand for Minerals (Mapleton RD) 

1 A t B 1 BGJa) 1 C 1 D I EfPA) I F I G I H I 

Human and Community Development Activities - The Mapleton Drstrict has few programs that 
provide trainmg and employment for nnhviduals. Programs that do exist include volunteer work and 
part-time employment programs for people over 55 with low incomes. These programs will not vary 
by alternatwe because objectives and funding levels for them are independent of land management 
decisions 

Minorities and Women - The primary effect of the alternatives on mmorities and women is through 
job opportumties. Job opportunities would vary by alternative not only in terms of jobs dnectly wth 
the Forest Service and unth Forest contracts for goods and servmes, but also in terms of jobs generated 
in the local economy by District outputs, payments to counties, and expenditures (See “Environmental 
Consequences of the Alternatwes on Communities” m this section for more &scussion of impacts on 
employment) 

Forest policies encourage employment and contracting opportunities for everyone. Although these 
policies will continue under all alternattves, the number of agency and contracting jobs would vary 
with the funding levels on the District Compared to the present, more District jobs and contracts 
should be available under all alternatives except G and H 

American Indian Religious Freedom - The primary use of the District by American Indians for 
rehgrous purposes appears to have been to develop unique, indwdual hnkages wrth the natural world 
Although no contmuing religtous practices on the District have been identified, several sites which 
were once important to the ares’s native inhabitants am known (Beckham et al 1982). These s&s 
include spiritual questing areas and quarries for body paint Forest pohcy to protect these sites and 
cooperate with Indian Tribes to identify other sites will continue under all alternatives. 

Urban Quality and the Built Environment - Examples of the effects of Forest actwities on urban 
quahty and the bmlt environment are altered landscapes visible from communities, reduced air quality 
from prescribed burning, and roads and buildings damaged by landshdes resulting from District mad 
construction and timber harvesting The level of these effects primarily depends on the amount of 
timber harvest in each alternative The effects of the alternatives on visual quahty, am quahty, and 
sod stab&y are discussed previously In all alternatives, Forest pohcy would avoid effects on the built 
environment from landshdes and prescribed burning However, the risk of these effects mcreases as 
the amount of timber harvest and road construction increases 

Prime Farmlands, Wetlands, and Floodplains - There are no identified prime farmlands on the 
District Pnme farmlands off the District wll be affected by some activitres 

In Alternative C which has an mcreased elk population, it 1s unlikely that elk wdl increase their use of 
farmland adjacent to District lands because the District will have high quality forage available to the 
herd. In the other alternatives, which have fewer improvements for elk, they are more likely to move 
to private lands to find better forage, thus mcreesmg the hkelihood of damage on those lands 
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SHORT-TERM USE VERSUS LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY 

Flocdplams and wetlands are protected in all alternatives by management requirements to meet 
Executive Orders 11990 and 11988. New mads, camp and picnic areas, and facditiea will not bs locate3 
in these areas. Management standards and guidelines protect and enhance wildlife habitat, visual 
quality, and water quality in wetlands. Similarly, must estuaries and extensive flwdplains of rivers 
that dram the District are not found on National Forest land. In those a-, cumulative effects of 
siltation fmm timber harvest is a concern. 

See FEIS, Chapter IV, “Effects on Watershed”, and “Effects on Fib” ssctlons for a dsxussion of the 
cumulative effects. Floodplain par@ wll be maintained in land exchanges. 

Cultural Resources - Effects on cultural resources does not vary between Districts See FEIS, Chapter 
IV for information. 

SHORT-TERM USE VERSUS LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY 

Short-term uses a= generally those that determine the present quality of life for the public. On the 
Mapleton District, short-term uses include timber harvest, recreation, and some livestock grazing. 

However, the quality of life for future generations depends on continued productivity of the lands 
Activities that occur nuw must not significantly impair the long-term productivity 

Long-term pmductivity refers to the capability of the land to provide resources such as forage, timber, 
and high qushty water. It is assumed that maintaining sod productivity and water quahty assure 
maintenance of long-term productivity. 

Use of portions of the DLstrict for timber production will occur at the expense of some long-term 
prcductwity. Timber management practmes (burning, release, weeding, thinning, samtation, mad 
building, and harvesting) will rsduce the natural productivity of the sits Investigations on the effects 
of harvest activities on sate productivity have only recently begun The extent to which the long-term 
pmductivlty 1s reduced is not yet known. However, based on available information, the reduction is 
predicted to be ins&m&ant and should not result m a permanent impairment of the pmductivlty of 
the land 

All alternatives would protect the long-term productivity of the forest from unacceptable degradation. 
Management standards and guidelines were specifically designed to meet management requnwnenta 
(MI&) and to assure that unacceptable degradation of the soil and water resources will not occur. 
Monitonng the outputs, effects, and management practices of the Forest Plan will determme whether 
the standards and guidelines are being correctly applied and their effectweness in preventing resource 
damage 

Because AlternatIves A, B, B(Dep), C, D, E (PA), and F propose hgher timber harvests, they have 
more potential to reduce long-term site productivity. Alternatives G and H would maintain relatively- 
intact natural systems and are least hkely to adversely affect long-term s1t.e pmductivity Losses from 
implementation of any of the alternatives are not consIdered sufficient to permanently impair the 
productive capacity of the land 
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UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE EFFECTS 

Implement&on of the Preferred or any other alternative will result in some adverse enwronmental 
effects that cannot be avoided. The apphcation of the Forest-wide MRs m the form of standard and 
guidelines and mitigatmn measures is intended to limit the extent and duratmn of these effects to an 
acceptable level, but adverse effects cannot bs completely elimmated The following adverse environmen- 
tal consequences would be associated to some extent with all altsrnatwes 

s Short-term rxluctmn m an quality from dust, smoke, and automobile enussions resultmg fmm 
tnnber management and recreation use, 

s Disruptmn of prehistoric or h&one evidence of early human occupancy on the Dlstnct, 

s Locahzed reduction in long-term site productivity from high intensely controlled burns of logging 
slash, 

0 Increases in naturally high rates of landshdes and sediment resultmg from soil disturbmg activities 
associated x&h tunber management and road budding, 

s Raductmn m the scenic quahty of the forested landscape as a result of timber harvest, road 
construction, and slash burmng, 

s Temporary mcrease in firs hazard from waste material left on the ground durmg and after 
harvesting operatmns, 

0 Contammatmn of water sources due to increased human use of the forest, 

l Displacement of Adlife when their habItat IS dIsturbed by tlmbsr management activities, facility 
development, or -atIon use, 

s Reduction of fish habitat below undisturbed levels m stream systems adjacent and downstream 
from areas bemg managed for timber production, 

l Decrease in habitat for wildlife species dependent on deciduous mix habitat, 

0 Decrease in snag habitat for catty dependent ulldhfe due to tnnber harvesting and firewood 
cutting, and 

s Damage to souls from compaction by loggmg equipment 

IRREVERSIBLE RESOURCE COMMITMENTS 

Irreversible comnutment of resources are actions which &sturb. 1) a renewable resource to the point 
that renewal can occur only over a long penod of time 0 e , over 100 years), or 2) a nonrenewable 
resource (e g , cultural resources, rock quarries) Measures to protect resources that could be irreversibly 
affected by other resource uses were incorporated mto the standards and guidelines of the Forest Plan 
Following is a summary of the mayor nwve+slble commitments of resources on the Dstrict 
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The construction of arterial and collector mads to pmvide access to the Dlstnct is an irreversible 
commitment of the soil resource where mads ar built bscause of the long time needed for a mad to 
revert to natural conditions The extraction of gravel and rock used for mad construction and 
reconstruction is a similar irreversible commitment Alternatives A, B, and BfDep) have the highest 
timber outputs and therefore have the highest irreversible commitment of soil resources due to roads. 
In Alternatives G and H, the least amount of timber production and mading is pmpcsed, and therefore 
the least amount of associated irreversible commitment of soils would occur 

Development of mineral resoumes is an irreversible commitment of resoumes since the minerals are 
no longer avadable for use once they am extracted Thn is true for oil and gas exploration, development, 
and extraction that occurs on the District 

The use of fossil fuels in the administration of the National Forest IS an irreversible resource commitment. 
Those alternatives with the highest amount of management actwily would cause highest consumption 
of fossil fuels [i e., Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), C, D, and E (PA)]. 

Management activities and practices can contribute to irreversible losses in sod productivity For example, 
poor madbuilding or harvesting practices can result in increases m naturally high rates of erosion 
such as dry ravel and landslide, poor burning practices can result m loss of humus, nutrients, and 
reduced water infdtration. Standards and guidelines in the Forest Plan are designed to avoid these 
kinds of irreversible losses 

The harvest of old-growth stands is considered an irreversible loss Once harvested, it takes a stand 
over 175 years to develop old-growth characteristics. 

The losses of natural landforms due to mimng, rock pits, cut-and-till roads, and construction on side 
slopes are considered an irreversible scenic loss. 

Opportunities for research on natural systems are also nravemibly lost once stands are harvested. 

IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES 

An irretrievable commitment is resource production or use of a renewable resource that is lost 
These are opportunities foregone for the period of time that the resource cannot be used. Almost all 
District activities prcduce varying degrees of irretrievable resource commitments These commitments 
parallel the environmental impacts for each resource discussed earlier in this chapter. The difference 
between levels of various resources under a given alternative and the higher levels that could be otherwise 
produced also represents an irretrievable commitment of resources The difference in output levels is 
the opportunity cost or lost production These commitments am nmtrievable because the opportunities 
are foregone They are not inwereible since they could lx reversed by changing management direction 
Irretnevable reeourcs commitments are as follows: 

Timber management - loss of timber production in amas where timber management is not allowed 
or is restricted 

Watershed and Fish Management - reduction of fish habitat and water quality below natural levels 
where timber production IS favored over protection of the stream systems 
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Wildlife - loss of some types of hunting opportumties due to changes m habitat. Some wildlife species 
are reduced and others inmewed depending on the kinds and amounts of habitat available. 

Recreation - loss of one typs of recreation opportunity when replaced by another type For example, 
developed recreation activities are foregone when areas are allocated for dispersed or unmaded recreation. 
Undeveloped recreatmn opportunities are lost m areas managed for timber. 

Visual Resources - loss of scenic quality where even-aged timber management is practiced. 

Cost-Efficiency - loss of cost-efficiency when resource ObJectives do not maximize the net monetary 
value 

CONDITIONS UNCHANGED BY ALTERNATIVES 

There are some conditions on this District which will not be affected by implementatmn of any alternative 

Land-disturbmg management activltres can accelerate the natural tendency of unstable soils to erode 
(landslides and surface soil erosion) 

The quality of deciduous mur habitat on this District will decline over the next few decades Most of 
this habitat is now mature, and the red alder, being a relatively short-lived specres, wdl begin to 
deteriorate 

The amount of old growth on the District IS linuted Timber harvestmg has contributed to a reduction 
in the number of old-growth stands, but the prnnary cause of the hnuted quantity is previous wild&es 
The average age of most timber stands on the District 1s 90 to 120 _ too young to be old growth 

The amount of fish habitat always increases because of unproved practices mitiated during the decade 
from 1976 to 1985 (see FEIS, Chapter III) 

The amount of mature deciduous mm habitat mll essentmlly be absent by the fifth decade Failure to 
replace deciduous trees followmg past timber harvestmg has caused the eventual loss of mature deciduous 
trees 

CONSISTENCY WITH PLANS OR PROGRAMS OF OTHER 
AGENCIES 

1980 Resource Planning Act (RPA) 

RPA was unended to set goals for the Ragtons and Forests These goals have not been dmaggregated 
to mdwtdual Districts 

National Clean Air Act 

The National Clean An Act delegates the responsibility for clean an to the states. In Oregon, the 
responsibility is under the authority of the State Forester who admimstem the Oregon Smoke 
Management Plan. All alternatives ~111 be m compliance with the Oregon Smoke Management Plan. 
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Oregon Department of Forestry 

Alternative B(Dep) could meet the State of Oregon’s timber objectives for the Forest (86 MMCF/yR of 
conifer ) in the first decade. The only way to do this is with a temporary departure harvest schedule 
on the Forest and District. If harvest levels were increased now to accommodate state objectwes, future 
harvest levels would have to be reduced to make up for the earlier sale of timber. 

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 

Fish 

The goals of the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) for fuh habitat on the Siuslaw 
National Forest (June 24, 1983 letter from D. Lantz to T Vander Heide) are expressed m terms of 
smelt production for coho and chinook salmon, steelhead, and searun cutthroat trout The Coho Salmon 
Habitat Capabihty Index (CSHCI) desired by ODFW ranges from 493 dunng the first decade to 608 
during the third through fifth decades Although the District’s lower CSHCIs for alternatwes do not 
reflect mitigation or habItat improvements, the ODFW goals would require full habitat rehabihtation 
and removal of all barriers, a level of habltat management not proposed in any alternative. The highest 
level of fwh habltat would be a CSHCI of 369 dunng the fifth decade under Alternatwe H 

The ODFW goals for wildlife habItat (as expressed m the June 24,1983 letter and repeated m FEIS, 
Chapter IV) are for the entire forest and were not broken out by Ranger District The Mapleton District 
does provide proportIonate shares of habitats wbxch vary by Forest-wde alternatives To see how these 
goals are met, see FEIS, Chapter IV 

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 

All alternatwes would meet Best Management Practices and are compatible wth the Oregon Department 
of Environmental Quahty Water Quahty Management Program. Regolatlons which implement this 
program are specified in the Oregon Admimstrative Rules, Chapter 340 The MRs for watershed 
protection are based on these regulations and will ensure that adverse effects on water quality are 
mmimized in accordance with OAR 340-41-026 (which describes the general policies and gmdelines to 
protect water quality) 

A Memorandum Of Understandmg between the Pacific Northwest Region of the Forest Se~ce and 
the State of Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (FSM 1561-21, R6 Supplement) confirms 
that Forest practices ~111 meet the criteria for Beat Management Practices which are required by the 
Clean Water Act (PL 97-500) 

All alternatives are compatible with existing Basm Programs formulated by the State Water Policy 
Fkv~w Board under ORS 536 300 
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Wildliie Recovery Plans 

Bald Eagle 

The MRs in the alternatives were based on the first draft of the Bald Eagle Recovery Plan. A second 
draft was received in March 1985 and was more precise in 1t.s requirements. More than enough habitat 
would be provided in each alternative to meet these requirements. 

The Recovery Plan requires that all important feeding areas be identified and appropriate protection 
given None of the alternatives would identify feeding areas, but dwect~on m the Forest Plan will lead 
to identification and protection as needed 

Peregrine Falcon, Aleutian Canada Goose, and Brown Pelican 

All alternatives would provide habitat for these sues. Standards and grudelines that have been 
developed to manage their habItata give prionty to such threatened and endangered species These 
measures wdl meet or exceed the mimmum reqmrements in the recovery plans. 

City and County Plans 

The State of Oregon instituted a state-wide land usa planmng program in 1973 with the enactment of 
Senate Bdl 100 (subsequently amended and now codified Oregon Revised Statutes Chapter 197) Thii 
bdl also estabhshed a state commission, the Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC), 
to carry out the program The LCDC was dnected to develop and adopt statewide standards (called 
goals) for the management of lands, air, and water resources by cities, counties, special forests, and 
state agencies The LCDC has, to date, adopted 19 goals Each of the Forest planmng alternatives has 
been compared to the goals to determine the degree of compliance The results are portrayed in FEIS, 
Chapter IV Comphance 1s similar on the Mapleton District as on the rest of the Forest 

The Oregon Coastal Management Program 

See FEIS, Chapter IV 

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF ALTERNATIVES 

The alternatives would vary in terms of energy use and production, although avadable informatIon IS 
not adequate to allow calculation of the precise amount of energy required to implement each The 
estimated energy consumption by alternative is based upon that used for timber harvest, admimstration, 
road construction, and road reconstruction. The vanatlon in fuelwood production would parallel overall 
timber production Energy consumption related to timber production would account for the vast majority 
of the use asaocmted with each alternative 
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APPENDIX F 

SUTTON 

INTRODUCTION 

Overview 

This appendix contams more d&&d mformation about the envnonmental analysis conducted for the 
Sutton area Much of the information in this analysis was deveIopxl by an interdisciplinary work group 
established in 1985. This group developed information for short and long-term management of the 
area. An analysis of the short-term options in early 1986 resulted m continuation of the current 
management dmsction including, the ORV closure instituted in 1964 for the portion of the area north 
of the Sutton Overlook mad 

Long-term options developed by the work group were consolidated mto five alternatives (including the 
current management dnection) and mcorporated mto the Forest Plan alternatives in the DEIS. A new 
alternative (Alternative 6) was developed as a result of public commenta to the DEIS, and it has been 
incorporated into the Forest Plan Alternative E(PA). 

Description of the Area 

The Sutton area is composed of about 2,700 acres with &verse physical features Included are ocean 
beaches, sand dunes, deflation plains, lakes, streams, and estuaries. Most of the area lies in a four-mile 
stretch between Highway 101 on the east and the Pacific Ocean on the west, about 5 milas north of 
Florence, Oregon. Gee Figure F-l). The two estuaries and the beach provide habitat for fmh and wildhfe 
spsciea, mcluding important nesting and wintering areas for the western snowy plover The deflation 
plain provides habitat for a sensitive plant species, Lycopodzum tnundafum, also known as bog club 
moss 

Management Background 

The Forest Service has managed the Sutton area for more than 75 years In 1973, a plan for the area 
was prepared by the Forest Service and approved by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation It authorized 
the expemhturs of Land and Water Conservation Funds for land acquisition. Draft management plans 
for the area were developed in 1975 and again in 1977 but were never approved in final form Some 
private lands have been purchased or exchanged to consohdate ownership and to prevent development 
of certain areas such as Lily Lake 

Management of the Sutton area was one of the origmal forest planning issues identified in 1980. 
Management of the area was not a major issue m terms of mcrsation management on the Forest, and 
no management alternative was sought For efficient management, it was determined that Sutton 
should bs identified as a Management Area with its own set of goals, standards, and guidelines Broad 
goals, commensurate with other resource values, would be established for recreation management. At 
some future date, after the Forest Plan was implemented, an analysis and subsequent site-specific 
plan would be made to guide on-the-ground management. 
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ISSUES AND CONCERNS 

Inter& remained strung in the type and level of management that should be given to this atea, both 
withm and outside the Forest Service. Ia 1982, an attempt was made to develop same alternatwes for 
mclwion m the Forest Plan. The effort produced some information, but incorporation into the Forest 
Plan was not completed. 

In 1985, in response to public concern over Forest Service construction of an access mad to the beach, 
a work group was created to develop management options for the area I&ally, the Forest thought 
that this effort would cuhninate m an action plan for the Sutton area. Eventually, it became apparent 
that long-term direction for the area should be established through forest planning An issue specific 
to the Sutton area was added to the Forest Plan, management options were incorporated mto the 
DEIS, and this appendix was prepared This approach was more responsive to pubhc interest. 

ISSUES AND CONCERNS 

The following issues were deemed sigmficant in assessing the future management of the Sutton area 
These issues are in the form of planmng questions followed by a brief ove~ew. 

1. Should there be off-road vehicles on the open sand, and if so, where and how much? 

Confict has increased between recreatmnists who use off-road vehicles and those who do not 
ORV use on open sand is a growing activity, and users are looking for additmnal space Non-ORV 
users claim that this use seriously damages the resources of the area and should not be allowed 

2. What klnd of protection ls necessary to minimize adverse impacts to habitats of Oregon 
state-classified “Threatened” species? 

Important habitat for the snowy plover is located adjacent to and wthm the Sutton area This 
species is clawfied as “Threatened” by the state of Oregon and as sensitive by the Regional 
Forester Recreation use, including people with dogs and ORVs, on the beach and in estuanes 
could harm the spaes A plant spews, Zycopodzum inundatum (or bog club moss) IS found on 
a portmn of the deflation plain This plant 1s also clasatied as “Threatened” by the state of Oregon 
Recreation use, mostly ORV or horse use, could have a negative effect on the plant’s habitat 

3. What combination of recreation opportunities should be provided? 

Traditionally, there has been a variety of recreation uses in this area (ORV, hlking, horseback 
ridmg, camping, picmcking, beach-combing, sightseemg, birdwatching, etc ) Whole some of 
these are readily avmlable, other uses can be affected by specific management actmns These 
actions mclude control of use, or constructton of faalities such as trails and stagmg areas 

4. What level of recreation development is consistent with other resource management? 

This area has ample potentml to expand recreatmn opportumties Withm the area, some sites 
are overused There is also a potential to develop parking areas to accommodate tis~tors 
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DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

6. What are the possibilities of consolidatiug management responsibilities? 

Most of the area is managed by the U.S. Forest Service The Bureau of Land Management, 
Lane County and the state Department of Transportation manags other parcels within the 
area. Management (or ownership) could be consohdated, or at a minimum, a plan acceptable to 
all agencies could be drawn jointly. 

Currently, the Department of Transportation regulates vehmle use on the beaches; Lane County 
owns a small parcel at the end of the Baker Beach Road which in the past has served as an 
ORV staging area. The county intends to prevent ORV use on its land. The BLM manages small 
parcels adjacent to &sting ORV use areas. 

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

Sii alternatives for the long-term management of the Sutton area were studied in detail. The work 
group used information from the 1982 al~rnatives. Other alternatives were developad to provide a 
complete range of management options, including a list of amas (from 0 to 545 acres) open to ORV’s 

Scoping was used to narrow the context of the alternatives by. (1) restricting vehicle use to open sand; 
(2) recognizing the potential for resource degradation wars vehicles permitted to operate in wetland 
areas; and (3) ignoring the effects of eradication pmgrams designed to control intmducad vegetation 

Several alternatives were explored but not developed. One alternative was dropped because it proposed 
closing facilities and removing a stabilized ffl area; these actions were considered inappmpriate. Another 
alternative was dropped because it differed only slightly from Alternative 2. Another had been designed 
to provide a combination of two other alternative-s; this difference did not warrant a detailed 
environmental analysis. Another alternative was considered inappmpriate because it did not protect 
semntive resources from ORV traffic. Two other alternatives were similar to an alternative that is 
considered, but they did not take into consideration overuse at Baker Beach and at Joshua Lane. Because 
this issue must bs addressed, these alternatives were eliminated. 

The six alternatives are described in the followmg sections. Figure F-2 shows locations of amas referred 
to in the alternative descriptions. 
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DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

The alternatives are summarized as follows: 

Alternative 1. Maximum Resource Protection 

This alternative was formulated to protect resources without closing fac&ties. Motorized vehicle use 
would be prohibited off existing travelways. 

Lily Lake - No development. 

Baker Beach - Expect the County mad to remain open to the existing lo-car parking lot. Assume 
Lane County would continue to provide trash collection. 

Sutton Creek - No additional development. 

Joshua Lane - No development. Motorized vehicles prohibited on National Forest System lands. 

ORV Use - None sllowed. 

Horse use - None allowed. 

Land Acquisition - Attempt to acquire county land at Baker Beach and private trailer lots east of 
Sutton Campground 

Alternative 2. Increased Recreation Use With Low Level ORV Use 

This alternative increases the amount of recreational use, but with little ORV use. The entire beach, 
as well as the area from Sutton Creek to Berry Creek, is ckxed to any ORV ose Horses are permitted 
Some new facilities would be developed. 

Lily Lake - Construct a parking lot adjacent to Highway 101, with day use facilities for 20 cars 
Develop a hiking trail to the beach from this parking lot. 

Baker Beach - Expand the parking lot to accommodate 20 cam. Construct a lo-unit campground 
with a corral/loading facility for homes. No ORV we allowed. 

Sutton Creek - Develop a day use and staging ama on Bergx.tmm pmperty (if it can be acquired) 
to provide ORV access to open sand area to the south. Develop a campground on a dune just east of 
Bed’s Meadow. Install a portable bridge acmss Sutton Creek to give hikers seasonal access to the 
beach. 

Joshua Lane - Construct a short mad and staging area to facilitate ORV access to open sand area. 

ORV Use - ORV use is restricted to the open sand area between Joshua Street and Sutton Beach 
Road (there will be two accesses to this area--one fmm a staging area adjacent to the Bergstrom property, 
and the other from Joshua Lane) and to the National Forest land east of Highway 101 (Clear Lake 
-h 

Horse Use - Horse use in allowed throughout the area except where restricted to pmtect snowy 
plover nesting activities and prevent damage to lycopodzum colonies. Facilities at Baker Beach 
accommodate people who bring horses to the area. 
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DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

Land Acquisition - All available tracts would be acquired, including the county property at Baker 
Beach, the trailer lots east of Sutton Campground, the Bergstrom property adjacent to Sutton Beach 
Road, the BLM property adjacent to Joshua Lane, and the BLM property adjoining National Forest 
land esst of Highway 101. Land acquisition would be contingent on wilIing sellers/exchangers and 
available funds. 

Alternative 3. Increased Recreation Use for All Users 

This alternative mcreeses recreational use within the am, including ORV use, horse use, and developed 
facilities for day use and camping 

Lily Lake - Develop an Information Services contact point adjacent to Highway 101 with expanded 
day-use facilitias. Construct one hiking trail to Lily Lake and another to access the beach. 

Baker Beach - Establish day use facilities at the existing parking lot. Develop a small campground 
for ORV users and a separate one with corralsiloadmg area for horse users. Extend a 4x4 trarl to an 
ORV staging area at the foredune 

Sutton Creek _ Develop a day use and staging area on Bergstrom property (if it can be acquired) 
to provide ORV access to open sand area to the south Develop a campground on a dune just east of 
Red’s Meadow Install a portable bridge across Sutton Creek to provide hikers mth seasonal access to 
the beach 

Joshua Lane - Construct a short mad and staging area to facilitate ORV access to open sand area 
Develop a new campground near the beach, appmximately l/4 mile from Sutton Creek estuary 

ORV Use - Allow ORV use in three open sand areas: (1) east of Hghway 101, (2) between Joshua 
Lane and Sutton Beach Road, and (3) south of the existing parkmg lot at Baker Beach Road The 
beach to be open to vehicle use from Sutton Creek to He&a Head 

Horse Use - Home use is allowed throughout the area except where restricted to protect snowy 
plover nesting activities and prevent damage to Zycopodzum colonies Developments made to facilitate 
riding 

Land Acquisition - All available tracts to be acquired, including the County pmperty at Baker 
Beach, the trader lots east of Sutton Campground, the Bergstmm pmperty adjacent to Sutton Bench 
Road, the BLM pmpsrty adjacent to Joshua Lane, and the BLM property adjoining National Forest 
land east of Highway 101. Land acqumtion to be contingent on willing sellers/exchangers and fund 
availability 

Alternative 4. Full Range of Recreational Use With Minimal New Develop- 
ment 

This alternative proposes a fulI range of recreational activities, with only mmimal new development 
Incorporated is protection of natural resources, as well as alleviation of overuse at Baker Beach and 
at Joshua Lane 

Lily Lake - Develop an interpretative area adlacent to Highway 101 mth a small parking lot No 
sanitation facilities to be pmvlded No hiking allowed either to the beach or to Lily Lake 
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DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

Baker Beach - The county mad tc remain open to the parking lot, which is tc serve as a day use 
ama with vault toileta. ORV’s would be permitted in the open sand area to the south Initially, this 
alternative pmvided for seasonal a- to a one-nnle stretch of beach south of the Berry Creek Estuary 
and north of the Sutton Creak Estuary. Later, the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, indicated 
that even seasonal access to this beach would be harmful to snowy plover. Consequently, no beach 
access is to be allowed A gmup campsite for horse users would be located behind a locked gate on the 
spur mad east of the parkmg lot. This facility would be primitive in design and would contain 8 to 10 
sites, corrala and vault toilets Use would be on a reservation basii. Advisory closures (hikers, pet 
owners, horse user4 would be located in designated snowy plover breeding areas during the nesting 
season. 

Sutton Creek - Develop a day use and staging area on Bergstrom pmperty (if it can be acquired) 
to pmvide ORV access to open sand ama to the south. Institute an advisory clcwum for bikers in the 
Sutton spit area. 

Joshua Lane - Recommend Lane County restrict parking and camping Overall intent is to relocate 
access to open sand access in the new staging area off Sutton Beach mad 

ORV Use - No beach access would be provided a- National Forest System lands. ORV use would 
be permitted in three open sand areas (1) east of Highway 101, (2) between Joshua Lane and Sutton 
Beach Road, and (3) south of the parking lot at Baker Beach Road 

Horse. Use - Horse use is allowed throughout the area except where restricted to protect snowy 
plover nesting activities and prevent damage to Zycopodzum colonies 

Land Acquisition - All tracts would be acquired (contingent on availability and funding), including 
county property at Baker Beach, the trailer lots east of Sutton Campground, the Bergstrom property 
adjacent to Sutton Beach Road, the BLM pmperty adjacent to Joshua Lane, and the BLM property 
adjoining National Forest land east of Highway 101. 

Alternative 6. Maintain the Current Management Situation 

This alternative maintains the current management situation, i.e., the one in effect during the emergency 
closum. This is considered the “No Action” alternatme 

Lily Lake - No development. 

Baker Beach - The county mad remains open to the parking lot, which is barricaded to prevent 
ORV access 

Sutton Creek - No new development. 

Joshua Lane - No new development ORV use IS permitted in the open sand area. 

ORV Use - ORV use is permitted in the open sand area between Joshua Lane and Sutton Beach 
Road and also m the open sand area on National Forest land East of Highway 101 (Clear Lake area). 

Horse Use - 
Horse use is allowed throughout the area except where restricted to protect snowy plover nesting 
activities and prevent damage to Zycopodzum colontea No related facilities am developed. 
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DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

Land Acquisition - Land is acqmmd as opportunities and funding become available. 

Alternative 6. Diverse Recreational Opportunities With Resource Protec- 
tion 

This alternative proposes a diversity of recreational activities, with only mmlmal new development It 
emphasizes protection of natural resources, BS well as better organization of use at Baker Beach and 
at Joshua Lane. 

LiIy Lake - Develop an overlook and inform&on area adjacent to Highway 101 with a small parking 
lot. A hiker trail to Lily Lake may be available for interpretation of its natural pmcemes. Lycopodzum 
colomes are pmtected. 

Baker Beach - Maintain the surfaced, two-lane mad from Highway 101, improve the parkmg lot 
west of the easternmost sand dune, and add sanitation facihties. This area is the dispersion point for 
a variety of day-use recreational activities, but does not include off mad use of motor vehicles. Primitive 
campsites for horse users may be located on the spur mad east of the parking lot. Management actions, 
which may include such things as signs and designated trails to discourage hikers, pet owners, and 
horse users fmm disturbing snowy plovers during the bmxhng and nesting season 

Sutton Creek - Developed-site camping, fshing, wildlife observation, sand play, swimming, and 
other non-ORV recreation activities are the primary uses in this area. Some facibties and opportunities 
are barrier free Bicycle trails link this area with Highway 101 and Florence An adnnnistrative site 
that would ass& in managing the area for a large number of visitors may be located near Hwy 101 

Joshua Lane - Day-use facmties would be developed as needed to ehmmate congestion for ORV 
staging and provide sanitation Facibties would be designed and located to minimize conflict between 
OR% and adjacent landownen. There may be dispersed camping m the area 

ORV Use - No beach access would be provided across National Forest System lands. ORV use would 
be permitted m two open sand areas: (1) east of Highway 101, and (2) between Joshua Lane and Sutton 
Beach Road. A safe access to the area east of Highway 101 wdl be developed. 

Horse Use - Home use is allowed throughout the area except on hiker trails and where restricted to 
protect snowy plover nestmg activities and prevent damage to Zycopodzm colonies 

Land Acquisition - All tracts would be acquned (contingent on aviulability and funding), includmg 
county pmperty at Baker Beach, the trader lots adjacent to Sutton Campground on the east, the 
Bergstrom property adjacent to Sutton Beach Road Management activities would be coordinated with 
other government agencres to pmvide consistent management. 
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ENVIR0NMENTA.L EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 

RELATIONSHIP OF THE SU’ITON AREA ALTERNATIVES TO 
FEIS ALTERNATIVES 

Each of the long-term alternatives for the Sutton area has been incorporated into one or more of the 
FEIS alternatives. For example; the preferred Sutton long-term management alternative has been 
included in the FEIS Alternative E (Preferred Alternative) The following displays tbis relationship: 

Sutton Am3 Alternative FEIS Alternative 

Alt 1 Alt F, G, and H 
Alt. 2 Alt. c 
Alt. 3 Alt B, B (Dep) 
Alt. 4 Alt D 
Alt. 5 Alt A 
Alt. 6 Alt. EPA) 

Alternative 6 for the Sutton area and Alternative E(PAl for the Forest Plan are the ones preferred 

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 
AND ALTERNATIVES 

This se&on describes the conssquences of implementing each alternative, including direct, indirect, 
and cumulative effscts on ~esouzcea within the Sutton area. Also included are predictions of the effects 
that might occur If Forest Service mitigation measures fail. 

Effects Common to All Alternatives 

Soil and Water 

The only activity proposed within the Sutton area which could affect the soil and water resource is 
the use of ORVs. Driving ORVs over open sand or beach areas has little, if any, negative effect on the 
soil resource There ls no potable water within the area. None of the pmpwed alternatives contain 
actions which could adversely affect the quality of water in any of the lakes Because the stream-adjacent 
slopes of Sutton Creek and Beny Creek am sandy, there is little potentml for sedimentation to diminish 
water quality in these drainages. The estuaries formed by these two drainages are relatively short and 
me not subjected to diminished water quality by actions proposed in any of the alternatives. In summary, 
none of the alternatives have potential for unacceptable impacts to these resources. 

Wildlife Habitat 

The Sutton area provides habitat for a diversity of wldlife species The beach and foredune offer resting 
rows for numemus migratory shorebirds, e g., sandpipers, sanderlings, etc Sand amas adjacent to the 
two major stream courses, Sutton Creek and Berry Creek, provide wintering and nesting grounds for 
the state of Oregon classified “Threatened” snowy plover. Waterfowl make use of flooded deflatzon 
plains and scattered pothole ponds, as well as limited use of Sutton Creek and Ldy Lake. Black bear 
and black-tailed deer population live in the area Pine martens have been slghted. Ospreys and bald 
eagle utibze the area occasionally. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 

None of the alternatives contam actrons destructive to any of the major wlldlife habitati, but there 
may be levels of human intrusion which could adversely affect wildlife. This includes such species as 
snowy plover and other shorebirds (sand spits and beaches), black-tailed deer (vegetated fringes of 
open sand areas), eagles and ospreys (estuaries), etc None of the alternatives contain actions which 
would affect snag-dependent wildlife species or indicator spews such as the pine marten. 

As some of the alternatives contain actions which might generate adverse effects to habitat for state 
of Oregon classified “Threatened” spews, i e., snowy plover, it is appropriate to summarize some of 
the latest facts and theories regarding snowy plover. 

The snowy plover 18 a pioneer species utilizing unvegetated areas; with the establishment of vegetation, 
they we replaced by other species. The specws is found both inland and along the coast. Less than 
30% of the total population breeds on the coast Of the coastal population, only about 4% are found 
north of the California border. According to historical bird counts, the Sutton area is considerably 
more important for wintenng habitat (35 adult birds) than for breeding habitat (7 adult pairs) While 
plovers tend to be rather selective of breeding habitat, they are less selective of wmtermg habItat; 
there is considerable inter-beach movement during the winter. Problems with winter habitat a~ not 
considered critical. Plovers re-nest if their clutches or broods are destroyed; m fact later nesting efforts 
are usually more successful because of improved climatic conditions 

Factors which limit plover numbers include habitat availabiiity, inclement weather, predation, and 
human d&urbance Evidence regarding the role of human disturbance is contradlctary. Some studies 
have shown no obvious relationship between plover presence and disturbance Plovers can breed 
successfully on fairly disturbed sites, and re-nestmg attempts tend to compensate for low mitial nesting 
success While the effects of human disturbance are greater in the northern part of the bird’s range, 
plover abundance seems more related to habItat availabdQ than to disturbance 

Fish Habitat 

None of the alternatives contains actions which would degrade the anadromous fisheries habltat of 
Sutton Creek and Berry Creek. Lily Lake is reputed to contain native cutthroat trout There should be 
no effect on this population because state of Oregon regulations only permit fwhing on a catch-and-release 
basis, ulth barbless artificial lures 

Vegetation 

The rapid, natural succession in the area has a much greater impact on the vegetational composition 
and dlstributlon than the actions proposed by any of the alternatives. For example, the Zycopodzum 
population gmwmg in the deflation plam is now found on sites which were bate sand a few years ago 
In the future, as these sites become stabdized, they will become unsmtable as lycopodzum habitat 

Sutton 1s heavdy wed by various types of recreatmnists Some of the activitw include campmg, 
plcnicking, h&mg, horseback ridmg, beach-combing, sightseemg, hunting, fwhmg, bird-watching, ORV 
nding, etc While some of these actwities are available vathin all proposed altematws, others (e g , 
campmg, horseback ridmg, beach-combing, and ORV riding) are markedly affected by spatic actions 
proposed by the various alternatwes 
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIYES 

Local Economy 

The local business community is vitally dependent on tourism trade, especially as the area makes a 
slow transition from the other traditional economic mainetays--logging and fishing. Although much of 
the recreational use is from local residents, the area does play a role in attracting tourists The alternatives 
vary widely in allowing recreation which could promote tourism. 

Other Effects 

The economic analysis of all fully developed alternatives shows them to be highly efficient, in terms of 
beneiit-cost ratio and present net worth. A detailed discussion of the economic implications of the 
alternatives is on fde in the Supxvisor’s Office, Corvallk, Oregon. 

Effects by Alternatives 

The following narrative documents the envlmnmental effects of the alternatives. See Table F-l for a 
graphic display of environmental effects by alternative. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 

Table F-l. Sutton Area Alternative Effect Summary Matrix 

ISSUE SUTTONAJXRRNATIVWRlS ALTlZRNATNE 

Alternative II Alternative 21 AR.ernative 31 
F, a, 13 c B, B(Dep) 

DRV Use 
3pen Send No arae open 215 -open 330 acea open 

Areas5end6 AE=%s3,5and6 

Home use NO YeS YeS 

Developments/ None, emtmg faaht,ee 
[mprovements maulwed 

L&Y Lake comtmct day use Ldy Lake develop mformat~on 
faallt1es eda adJacent to H&way 101 

Baker Bea&, ccnetmct 10 Baker Beach estabbeh day use 
unit campgrcmnd, home faubtlee, develop emelI camp- 
corral/loading facdltles gmund for ORV users, develop 

campground end corral and 
loadmg ~t‘ea for home use,% 

Craneportation Facili- 
:,es 

Lily Lake 110 new faelht1es 

Baker Beach county mad 
open to p?ukmg lot 

Sutton Creek construct day Sutton Creek develop day use 
use and stagmg area, develop end ORV stagmg area end 
c=w+zm~d campground 

Joshua Lane conetmct Joshua Lane Collstmct abort 
stagmg - for ORVe aeeeas mad to etagmg - 

Ldy Lake eonetnlct parking Ldy Lake mnetnlct luker tral 
lot adpent to Eghway 101 to Lake fmm H&way 101 and 
for 20 care another for beach access 

Baker Beach same ae Alter- Baker Beach- e&end 4X4 trod 
native 1 plus expand parlang ta &aging area foredune 
lot ta 20 spacetl 

Sutton m&all portable tral Slat‘xl same ae Altemab”e 2 
bridge acmes Sutton Creek 
for eeaeonel luker awe88 to 
beach 

and Acquisition 

Joshua Lane no new dwelop- Joshua Lane construct short Joshua Lane. construct short 
ment mad for stagmg area access mad to etagmg area 

County land at Baker Beach AU avedeble tracts acqwed AU eva,lable tracts acqwed 
end pnate traler lots eaet 
of Sutton campground 

‘eople At One Time 

‘otential Recreation 
kitor Days 

1,090 1,740 2,290 

60,000 100,000 180,000 
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ENVIRONMEWl'ALEFFECTSOFTHElPROPOSEDACTIONANDALTEXNATIVES 

Table F-l Cont. Sutton Area Alternative Effect Summary Matrix 

suTpoNALTF,RNAm ALTERNAlTVE 

Alternative 4l AR-3nlativa 51 Alternative 6/ 
D A E(PA) 

330 *cren open 215 - op3n 215 acre open 
Areae3,5and6 Aress5end6 Areas5rmdli 

Yea (except estuarm and NO Yes hmpt b&r tmds, and 
deflation plains) snowy plover end Lrcopodrum 

habitat) 

Ldy Lake develop mterpre- None emtuw fdtxea Ldy Lake develop overlook 
tat&e area a$acent +.a !Jlaintid and mfon,,et,on area next to 
H&way 101. H&way 101, end en mterpre- 

tmtmlto~Lak* 

Baker Bea& develop prmu- 
tive campsite for horse use. 

Baker Beach improve day-we 
facdxties, add eamtat~on, end 
add prmutwe campeda for 
horse users 

Sutton Cmk develop dey 
usa stagmg area for ORV 
use. 

Sutton C,wk mantain exieting 
facUrz.e, develop a bxycle M  
to Florence, end develop an 
admbu5trattve Site 

Joshua Lane no campmg Joehue Lane develop day-we 
ORV stamp faubtw 

Ldy Lake develop small 
parkIng lot aajacent to 
Hl&&~*y~~” trd to 

e 

Lily Lake nom Ldy Lake develop small park- 
ing lot a&ent ta &hway 
lOlandtmdtoLdyL&e 

Baker Beach county road Baker Beach county mad Baker Beach. mantam two-lane 
open to existmg parkmg lot, opento parkinglot, mnetruct eurfaced mad and lmpmve 
coaetruet access to ORV ORV barn-de parlang 
area, locked gate on spur 
road 

9nd Acquisition 

‘eople At One Time 

‘0tentld Recrestlon 
riskor Days 

Sutton none. Sutton no new development 

Joshua Lane no parkmg Joshua Lane no new develop- Joshua Lane develop day-use 
ment stagmg area for ORVe 

AU salable tracts ac@ None acqnued AU available trecte aqnred 

1,230 1,090 1,530 

81,500 67,000 92,000 
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 

Alternative I 

Wildlife Habitat - Under this proposal, ORVs and horses are prohibited. No impmved access B provided 
for hikers The only human mtrusion into estuaries, spits, and beaches would be by an occasional laker 
This would limit titurbance of snowy plovers and other shorebirds Similarly, harassment to other 
wkllife species, eg, black-tied deer 1s lessened In summary, this alternative does the best job of 
protecting wikihfe values wtlan the ares 

Recreation - This alternative does not provide a full range of recreational activities, notably omitting 
ORV traffic and horseback riding. It provides for no new recreational developments The restnctlons 
on actwities w expected to decrease the overall use of the area from traditional levels Thii alternatwe 
provides the fewest recreational opportunities 

Local Economy - Because of its negative impact on recreation, tlas slternatwz will reduce tourism 
locally. Pmhibittng horse use vnll severely liout business for at least one local establishment Prohibiting 
ORVs will affect several local businesses which sell, rent, or repair them; it will hkely displace this 
commerce to nearby communities This alternative has the greatest negative result on the local economy 

Other Effects - Thii alternative fully meets visual management objectives 

Alternative 2 

Wildlife Habitat - The sand area (Area 3) to the South of Baker Beach Road IS closed to ORVs, reducing 
beach access Thii vnll decrease the potential of ORVs disturbing snowy plover and other shorebird 
habItat in the estuaries, spits, and beaches. Improvement of hiker access to the beach will mcrease 
intrusion into snowy plover breeding and matering habitat As foot traffic has not been shown to be a 
large factor in limitlog plover breedmg, it is not expected to cause an appreciable impact Newly developed 
facilities for horse use will lawease that form of recreation within the area As some of that use can 
be expected on the beach and assoc&ed spits, there 1s limited hsturbance of plovers and other shorebirds; 
there 16 httle demonstrated effect of horse disturbance on other forms of wildlife 

Recreation - Aside from pmlobitmg ORV access to the beach in the Baker beach area (area 3), this 
alternative prondes a full range of recreational a&w&s. Several new campgrounds and day use facilities 
are proposed The overall effect will be to increase recreational use over levels expenenced pnor to the 
emergency closure 

Local Economy - Increased recreat~onsl use will boost tounsm within the community Busuwss should 
remaux stable or improve for the ORV and horseridmg establishments 

Other Effects - The proposed parking lot adjacent to Highway 101, east of Ldy Lake, could impair 
visual resources 

Alternative 3 

Wildlife Habitat - With the Baker beach area (area 3) open to ORVs, plovers could be disturbed by 
ORVs during their bmxbng and ulntenng seasons even wthout access to the beach Improvement of 
hiker access to the beaches could create further disturbance Horses could cause a slight increase in 
plover and shorebird disturbance A proposed oceansIde campground l/4 mile south of Sutton Creek 
could place appreciable pressure on plovels ~a the Sutton spit area More human activity ulthln the 
area would also increase disturbance to other vnldlife species but only moderately so In summary, 
this alternative would apply the most pressure to wlclllfe species withm the Sutton area 
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Recreation - Compared with others, this alternative maximizes recreatmn activities and opportunities 
mtbin the area. It proposes new campgmunds, day use faubties, improved access, the most acres of 
ORV use, and allows a full range of uses. 

Local Economy - The increase in recreational use should bring the local community a greater share 
of the coastal tourist trade Businesses catering to ORV and horses owner or users could expect an 
increase in trade. In summary, this altematwe creates the largest boost to the local economy. 

Other Effects - As previously mentioned, the roadside development east of Lily Lake could affect the 
visual resomws there. An even greater visual impact could occur from the construction of the oceanside 
campground south of Sutton Creek. 

Alternative 4 

Wildlife Habitat - The Baker beach area (area 3) is open to ORVs. If ORV users stay within the 
open sand area, there will not be an impact to snowy plover habitat No improved access is provided 
for homes or hikers to reach plover habitat In addition, advisov cIosures will be posted, cautioning 
against any form of intrusion during the snowy plover breeding and nesting season. 

Recreation - This alternative provides a full range of mcre&onaI activities, and only minimal 
development of permanent facilities. It contains measmw to ebmlnate the problems asxciated with 
the overuse of the areas at Joshua Lane and Baker Beach parking lot Overall recreational use of the 
area should increase over past levels. 

Lccal Economy - Because recreational use is expected to mcrease, the local community should be 
able to at least maintain its share of the coastal tourist trade As a foil range of activities is pemutted, 
businesses which cater to these recreationi& should retain theu levels of trade. 

Other Effeota - ORV users traveling into the open sand area east of the highway wdl not be permitted 
to park near Highway 101. While the Forest recognizes the safety hazards of the approach into the 
Clear Lake sand area, it expects this approach to be ebminated as a result of the highway expansion 
program. No other approach would be provided. 

Alternative 6 

Wildlife Habitat - The Baker beach area (area 3) closure to ORVs decreases beach access This should 
prevent their disturbing snowy plover and other shorebird habitat in the estuaries, spite, and beaches; 
the only intrusion into these habitats would be an occasional biker and horse rider.. Hikers and home 
riders are not encouraged by any newly developed facilities or accesses. 

Reoreation - Aside fmm prohibiting ORV use in Area 3, this alternative provides a full range of 
recreational opportumties There mll be no new developments, and wxeational use is expected to 
decrease from past levels 

Local Economy - As this alternative is expected to result 1x1 a slight decmase in recreational use, it 
will have a minor effect on local businesses. 
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Other Effects - This alternative fully meets wsual management objectives 

Alternative 6 

Wildlife Habitat - The sand area (Area 3) to the south of Baker Beach Road ls closed to ORVs, elbamating 
beach access. This will decrease the potential of ORVs disturbing snowy plover and other shorebml 
habItat in the estuaries, spits, and beaches Improvement of the parkmg lot at the end of the Baker 
Beach Road w?ll probably generate a bttle more overall use on the beach, but no improved hiker or 
horse trads will be provided, and advisory closures of snowy plover habItat will be posted. The effects 
from the slight increased use are expected to be only slightly above present levels. 

Fkcreation - Aside from pmhbiting ORV use m the sand area south of Baker Beach Bead and ORV 
access to the beach in that area, this alternative pmvldes for a diversity of recreational activities 
Several new day-use facilities serving hlkem, bicyclist, horse users, and ORV users are proposed The 
stagmg area at Joshua Lane should alleviate congestion, eanitatlon problems, and conflicts with adjacent 
landowners The overall effect wll be to mcrease recmatmnal use over levels expenenced prior to the 
emergency closure 

Local Economy-Increased recreational use tvlll boast tounem wltbln the commumty Business should 
remain stable or increase for the ORV and horsendmg establishments 

Other Effects - The proposed parkmg lot adjacent to Highway 101, east of Ldy Lake, could impair 
visual res0”rces 

Cumulative Effects 

Soils and Water - Any apprecmble erosion, soil degradation, or decrease m water quality witbm the 
Sutton area are unlikely because the area drams directly into the ocean The flat terrain prevents 
sedimentation entermg fmm outside the area would to be earned any dwtance mto the drainages. 
There is bttle appreciable potentml for cumulative effects (positive or negatne) to these resources 

Wildlife Habitat - Potentml for cumulative impacts on wildbfe habitat concern squired habitat for 
snowy plover and other birds m the beach area and estuaries The plovers reached their current level 
in spite of past human mterference. Even if fewer people Intruded, plover would still be subjected to: 
1) nest destruction by inclement weather, 2) predation by crows and gulls, and 3) dimimshed nestmg 
habitat due to concentrations of driftwood m the estuanes and intrusions of beach grass 

If the level of human use were to increase, some of the birds may become &placed and attempt to 
nest or to seek wintenng areas elsewhere. Given the general increase of beach closures, It IS possible 
that some of these birds would successfully relocate However, as with any decrease in available habitat, 
there w the patent& for overall population decrease Similarly, birds displaced from other beaches 
may seek refuge on the area beaches, which may or may not be suitable It can be concluded that 
human activity in preferred plover habitats within the area will have a lirmted, but negatwe effect on 
the west coast snowy plover population 

Vegetation - The scopmg process concluded that an analyst of the effects of the rapid spread of 
introduced vegetation (e g , gorse, beachgrass, etc.) within the area was not possible m the time avmlable 
There are no known cumulative impacts to the native vegetation that could be attnbuted to human 
actwities pmposed by any of the alternatives Again, it should be noted that the fast succession wll 
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result in rapid changes to species compceition and distribution. The magnitude of this suwesslonal 
chauge far overshadows any human impacts 

Recreation - Potential for cumulative effects on reaeation is great& for ORV “se The closing of 
the area to OR% could displace hietoric users, concentrating their activities in other areas. This could 
result in overcrowding of existing facilities. If portions of the Sutton area were to remain open to 
OR%, a more favorable distribution of vehicular use could be achieved. The ORV open areas could 
become overcrowded if nearby tracts become closed to ORV “se 

Local Economy - The local economy has traditionally been supported by logging, f=hi”g, and tourism. 
In recent years the salmon fmbing industry has fellen off, with erratic catches, shortened seasons, and 
the closing of the retall facilities The timber industry was in a depressed state, with poor lumber 
market conditions, and the recent court ordered moratorium agalnst the sale of timber on the Mapleton 
Ranger District. Consequently, unemployment has been high in the area, end property values have 
decreased considerably. The area’s tourism economy is largely dependent on its recreation where the 
Sutton area plays * role Reduction of recreational opportunitws could lead to reduced tourism, and 
less money available to the already ailing economy 

CONSULTATION WITH OTHERS 

Public Participation During the Development of the Study Team’s Proposals 

A notice announcing the identified Issues, Concerns, and Opportunities for the Sutton area was published 
in three local newspapers (Szuslaw News, Reedsport Courier, and Eugene Register Guard) on December 
31, 1984 In addition, individuals, agencaes, and organizations were contacted by mad in an attempt 
to solicit public comment The mailing list was obtamed fmm a previous environmental analysis for 
the Siltcoos Project, on the Dunes National Recreation Area The public’s responses may be summarized 
ss follows: 3 favored complete closure of the area to recreational “se; 2 felt the area could support 
recreation, but with some restrictions; and 25 advocated the area be open for recreational “se with no 
forms of Clc+“res. 

In March 1985, in the early stage of developing various proposals, the public was wnsulted agnm 
through the media and mail The reqxmse showed that considerable concern existed about closmg any 
- to ORV “se. There were a few responses favoring mom closures 

Public Response During Review of Short and Long-term Alternatives 

In December 1985, the Forest Supervisor asked the public for comments on three short-term (or intenm) 
management alternatives for the area About 80% of the respondents favored some curtailment of the 
emergency closure of the access to the beach. Other respondents desired a continuation and expansion 
of the closure to ORV traffic An overall analysis indicated that some ORV “se could occur in the area 
without unduly threatening sensitive plant and wildlife species. The comments on the long-term proposals 
mdlcated the same general perception. These comments, along with the comments received on the 
Draft EIS, were used m developing Alternative 6 for this area 
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Work Group Composition 

Because of the complexity of the issue, the Forest Service selected some non-Service people to participate 
on the interdmmplinary team (IDT) which worked on the analysrs 

These individuals were chosen as representatives of special mterest groups and other pubhc agencies 
which could bs affected by the interim plan These individuals were: 

Fred Smward Junction City Jeepem 
Jeff Chastam C&M Stables 
Charlie Bruce Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 
Wendall Wood Oregon Natural Resources Council 
Pete Bond Oregon State Parks 
Bud Rainey Lane County Board of Commissioners 

Recipients of Sutton Area Planning Information 

Lila Ackerman 

Lee & Carm Anderson, Oregon Mr Longears Club 

Greg Boldt, Smslaw News and Printing 

Senator John Brenneman 

John Crltser, NW Road and Trail Assn 

Jack Deamond, Sierra Club 

Wally Frelds, Eugene Sand Bugs 

Florence City Counnl 

Corrine Gilkey, Western Lane Sportsmen Club 

Stan Hamilton, State Land Board 

John Harrmgton, PNW 4WD Assn. 

Dave Jackson 

Bob & Robm Jones, Oregon Equestrian Trads 

Diane Kelsay, Citizens for Untreaded Beaches 

Steve Kramer, Defenders of Wildlife 

Laud Krmger 

Lane County Commissioners 
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Donna McRain, Trust For Pubhc Lands 

National Wildlife Federation 

John Phil&e, state Parks-Region 3 

Roy Rudder 

Arlynd Ryland, NW Road and Trail Assn. 

Sumval center, IJ of Oregon 

Norma Talbert, Oregon Mr. Longears Club 

Gary Vlerla, Oregon Coast Horse Aam. 

Diana Wales, Umpqua Valley Audubon Society 

Marc Wangwin 
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APPENDIX G 

HARVEST METHOD ASSESSMENT 

INTRODUCTION 

There is intense national interest in the timber harvest methods used on National Forests The purpose 
of this appendix IS to explain why the clearcut harvest method was used m Forest Planning on the 
Siuslaw National Forest to develop assessments of environmental Impacts, determine budget needs 
and predict timber yiekls 

Selection of the appropriate silvicultural system for harvesting timber occurs at only one level - the 
Ranger District project level At the project level on the Ranger District, the selection of sllvicultural 
systems 1s made by a certified silviculturist after matching the attributes of the vartous sdwcultural 
systems with the stand management ObJectiveS and the ecologwal charactenstxs of the specific stands 
considered for harvest 

However, au estimate of the most-hkely harvest methods used on the Forest must be made to prqect 
the effects and predict costs and yields for the Forest Plan FEIS To do this, silvicultural systems 
were evaluated based on a broad match of systems with the overall planning ObJeCtlVE!S and the physical 
and scologwal characteristics of the Forest This appends discusses the results of that evaluation 

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SILVICULTURAL SYSTEMS 
A silvicultuml system typically mcludes cutting trees, growing new trees, and controlhng competmg 
vegetation Cuttings are classified as regeneration cuttings (those that help to replace stands) and 
intermediate cutting (those that maintam or improve the character of sxistmg stands) 

Silvicultural systems are adaptations of natural occurreucss Natural “regeneration harvests” occur 
from wildfire, insects, dwsass, wind, and other natural events which remove a smgle tree, a small 
groups of tress, a stand, or sometimes au entre forest. 

Regsneration cuttingz strongly influence the character&es and management ophons of the resulting 
stand. The five major regeneration sdvicultural systems are. clearcutting, seed-tree, shelterwood, 
single-tree selection, and group selection The clsarcuttmg, seed-tree, and shelterwood systems 
are even-aged systems - wbch means that all of the trees m the stand are approximately the same 
age for almost all of the life of the stand The single-tree and group selectvx systems are uneven-aged 
systems - which means the trees m the stand differ markedly in age, wth at least three major age 
classes present Uneven-aged stands have no beginnmg or end points m tuue 

UNEVEN-AGED SYSTEMS 

In the single-tree selection system, each tree is evaluated for its contnbution to the desired 
characteristics of the uneven-aged stand Regeneratmn and intermediate cuttmgs are usually done m 
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one operation The desired sesdhngs or sprouts grow in the spaces created by harvesting of individual 
trees. 

In the group selection system, trees are harvested in small groups (usually less than 2 acres). The 
openings cm&xl in the stand resemble miniature clearcute The uneven-aged stand created ls actually 
a mcsaic of even-aged groups. Thus, the group selection system uses the principles of even-aged systems 
but they are applied to much smaller areas of land. 

EVEN-AGED SYSTEMS 

Clearontting is the harvesting, in one operation, of all merchantable trees in a stand or a larger area 
usually to market the products of the harvested stand and to help establish a new even-aged stand 
(Daniel, Baker, and Helms, 1979). The new stand may bs created by natural pmcesses such as seeding 
m fmm trees in adjacent stands or by the sprouting fmm the stumps or roots of the cut trees The 
new stand can also be created through broadcast scattering of seeds or the planting of seeds or seedlings. 
On the Siuslaw, the clearcut regeneration system is extensively used followed by the planting of sssdhngs 
to regenerate the site 

The seed-tree system requires leaving sufficient trees per acre (typically 3-10) during the regeneration 
cutting to produce the seed needed to establish a new even-aged stand (Daniel, Helms, Baker, 1979). 
Following s.esdIing establishment, the seed trees may or may not be harvested, depending on the 
management objectives of the area. 

The shelterwood system requires leaving sufficient trees per acre &ypically lo-20), during the 
regeneration cutting, to provide an appropriate environment for the establishment of seedlings of the 
desired species (Daniel, Helms, Baker, 1979) While this system is the second most commonly used 
silvicultural system on National Forests in Oregon after the clearcutting system, it has rarely been 
used cm the Siuslaw. 

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF HARVEST CUTTING METHOD 

Criteria for the selection of harvest cuttmgs methods to lx used on National Forests in Oregon are 
provided in 36 CFR 219 27(b) and in the Pacific Northwest Regional Guide (USFS, 1934a). The criteria 
identified in these was combmed into the eight criteria described below: 

1 The selected method must produce a volume of marketable trees that meet utilization standards 
and ars designated for harvest (Regional Guide: Criteria 1) 

2. The selected method must use available and acceptable loggbig methods &gional Guide: Criteria 
2; 36 CFR 219.27(b)(4)) 

3. The ssle&ed method must be capable of meeting specrsl management and multiple-use objectives 
(Ragkmal Guide: Criteria 3 and 6, 36 CFR 219.27(b)(I) and (6)). 

4 The s&&d method must permit control of vegetatum to estabhsh desired species composition, 
density, and rates of growth (Regional Guide: Criteria 4; 36 CFR 219 27(b)(4) and (6)) 

5 The sslscted method must promote a stand structure and species composition which muumizes 
risks from insects, dii and wildfire (Regional Guide: Criteria 5). 
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6 The selected method must assure that lands can be adequately restocked (36 CFR 219.27(b)(2)) 

‘7. The selected method must be practical and economical in terms of transportation, harvestmg, 
preparation and administratmn of tnnber e&s (36 CFR 219.27(b)(7)) 

8. The selected method must not be selected solely cm the basis of greatest dollar return 01 tyghest 
output of timber. The selected method must not Permanently reduce site productivity or impair 
conservation of water and sod resources (36 CFR 219 27(b)(3) and (5)) 

SILVICULTURAL SETTING OF THE FOREST 

To understand the sdvicultural choices on the Siuslaw, the biologwal and physical conditxms that 
combme to make the Forest unique must be understood 

The Siuslaw National Forest is located in the central Oregon Coast Range The Forest characteristics 
that influence the type of silvicultural harvest methods used are as follows: 

1. Topography and Slopes 

The slopes are steep, sometunes over 100% The average slope is close to 60% This steep topography 
influences the transportation system and loggmg systems Because of the physwal characteristics of 
the Forest, roads are located mostly on ridge tops With the combinatmn of the road locations and the 
steep slopes, cable loggmg systems are almost always used 

2. Vegetation 

Ground cover cons&s primarily of salmonberry, tbnnbleberry, vme maple, swordfern, salal and 
huckleberry. This ground cover tends to be extremely dense Thii vegetation often dominates the growing 
site withm a short time after harvest or natural disturbance and competes with tree regeneration 
Sometimes, the vegetation must be controlled to achieve regeneration succession. 

Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menzzeseiz (Mirb ) France var menzwszt) is the dominant comfer speaes on 
the Forest - both biologically and econormcally. It 1s classified as intermediate in shade-tolerance but 
demands more light than ate associates, western hemlock and western redcedar New seedlings can 
benefit fmm light shade but once established, coastal Douglas-fir grows best m full sunlight (Fowells, 
1965) Historically, Douglas-fir has had such a dominant presence because natural disturbances hke 
unldtirea and wmdthrow have allowed the development of extenswe even-aged stands. 

Biologwally and economically, red alder (Alnus rubra Bong.) is the dommant hardwood speaes on the 
Forest (Poppino and Gedney, 1934) Alder grows in pure stands and in mixtures with conifers Alder 
regenerates naturally on mast disturbed sites. It grows m moist sods along streams and rwers where 
conifers do not grow, as well as in areas where conifen could grow but do not because the establishment 
cond~tione favor elder Alder is clesslfied as an intolerant, light-demanding specws requwingbare mmeral 
sod and exposure to full light to regenerate successfully (Fowells, 1965) 

Other tree species are also present The prinapal associates of coast Douglas-fir are western hemlock 
(Tsuga heterophylla (Raf Warg.) and western redcedar (Thuja plicata Donn ex D. Don) On the coast, 
Sltka spruce (Pzcea sttchenszs (Bong )Carr ) grows m stands of western hemlock Western hemlock is 
more tolerant of shade than 1s Sltka spruce and It dominates the reproduction in old-growth forests 
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(Fowells, 1965). However, both species are capable of rapid gmwth increases when shade is removed 
(USDA, 198313). Some grand fir (.4&v gmndis @ougl. ex D Don) Lindl.) grows on the Forest as does 
biglsaf mapIe (Acer macrophylfum Pursh). Pockets of lodgepole pine (Pznus contorta Dougl ex Loud.) 
are found in sandy environments along the Pacific shore, but lodgepole is not considered a commercial 
species on the Siuslaw 

3. Animals 

Several species of animals are present that directly compete mth regeneration efforts. These animals 
are mountain beaver, rabbits and brush hares, and deer and elk. Often, animal control measures must 
bs used to pmtect wgenemtion. 

4. Diseases 

The principle dii on the Forest is laminated mot rot (Phellinus weinz). Pathologists estimate this 
disease affects 7 5 percent of the Forest. Infected trees die or are blown down after the mot system is 
weakened. It is found in infection centers up to an acre or more in size Infection 16 spread through 
mot grafts from infected trees to uninfected trees. Infected amas cannot prcduce full yield. The only 
effective treatments are to remove the infected trees and plant tree species immune or resistant to 
the disease CHadfield and Johnson, 1977) 

5. Weather patterns 

The Forest has a maritime climate. Annual preclpltation generally varies fmm 80 inches at the coast 
to 120 inches at higher elevations. The combination of saturated scnls and strong coastal windstorms 
can cause extensive blowdown Especially susceptible are stands weakened by disease or newly exposed 
to the winds. 

RATIONALE FOR SELECTION OF HARVEST CUTTING 
MElTHOD 

When determining what regeneratmn cutting method to use for Forest Planmng, an evaluation was 
made of the biolo@cal cmditiom and operational feasibility of all harvest systems 

Uneven-Aged Management 

The uneven-ags harvest methods have not been proven to meet the criterm of appmpnate harvest 
cutting methods for the Siuslaw, primarily because uneven-aged management has not been demonstrated 
to bs a bmlogwally feasible technique for regenerating coastal Douglas-fir, Sitka spruce, or red alder 
(willlammn and Twombly, 1983). Extensive trmls over 30 years ago showed the selection method cannot 
be applied successfully to coastal Douglas-fir (Isaac, 1956). Slash disposal was difficult becauss there 
was risk of killing standing trees, mortality in r&dual stands was high and insufficIent light was 
provided for Douglas-fir reproduction. The result was that stands were converted to more shade-tolerant 
and less valuable specxs (Isaac, 1956 and Munger, 1950). There ars no recorded trials of individual 
tree selection with all size classes represented for the Pacific Douglas-fir type (Wdliamson and Twombly, 
1983) 
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Uneven-aged management may have some use where resource values other than timber production 
Justify higher costs, changes in species cornpositron, stand structure, or stand conditions associated 
with uneven-aged stands However, it will have limited application in areas managed intensively for 
timber production as long as Douglas-fir remams such an important species 

Even-Aged Management 

Even-aged management will ba the primary silvicultural system m the Coast Range as long as Douglas-fir 
retains its importance ecologically and economically. The medium shade tolerance of coast Douglas-fir, 
and the much greater tolerance of its prmcipal associates, Justify the use of even-aged silviculture for 
coastal Douglas-fir stands (Wdliamson and Twombly, 1983). 

The regeneratton cutting methods used m even-aged management consist of clearcutting, seedtree 
cutting and shelterwood cuttmg Clear-cutting has been the dominant even-aged harvest method used 
in the Coast Range and will likely continue to be, because it me&e most of the evaluation criteria 
much better than seedtree or shelterwood methods 

Harvest Method Selection Criteria 

Criteria 1 Selected method must produce a volume of marketable trees that meet utilization 
standards. 

All three even-aged systems and uneven-aged management would fultill this criteria 

Criteria 2 Selected method must use available and acceptable logging methods. 

Clearcutting can be accomplished on all areas of the Forest usmg the cable logging systems which are 
most prevalent The shelterwood, seedtree, and uneven-aged management can be accomplished on 
part, but not all, of the Forest using these cable systems Because these methods involve partial cuts, 
and s@ticant numbers of trees are left standmg, the reach by cable 1s limited Also, the protection of 
residual trees left under the shelterwcod, seedtree, and uneven-aged systems is sometimes very difficult 
to accomplish with the cable systems--a problem that does not occur in the clearcut system because 
residual trees are not left 

Criteria 3 Selected method must be capable of meeting special management and multiple-use 
objectives. 

All methods can meet desired forest charactenstics except for maintmmng a mosaic of forest openings 
necessary for some wildlife species. Producmg forage for big game and providing wildlife habitat for 
species which use openings contaimng predominantly pioneer plant species 1s best accomphshed with 
the clearcutting method 

Them IS not much difference between the even-aged systems in terms of scenic quality protection 
They all require removal of the overstory trees, either before or soon after estabhshment of the 
regeneration - delays in removal of the overstory result m excessive damage to the regeneration 
Therefore, though a seedtree or shelterwood nnght offer temporary visual screemng, the ultimate 
removal of the residual trees (usually within two years of the mitml cut) still leaves an opening which 
looks like a clearcut unit More important than the harvest method selected for scemc protection is 
the shape and location of the units selected for harvest Uneven-aged systems do not require complete 
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mnoval of the overstory trees, thus, they can provide better scenic quality protection than even-agsd 
Bystems 

Adverse effscts of the various harvest methods on watersheds is a major concern. The rxsk of landslides 
is generally higher for the clearcutting system because more of the stabilizing vegetation is removed 
by clearcutting, however, the difference in risk between the three even-aged systems is not signlflcent, 
since the residual trees need to be removed promptly once the regeneration is established. Uneven-aged 
systems would not remove all trees at once from a site, thus, the risk of landslides would be much less 
than even-aged systems. 

Criteria 4. Selected method must permit control of vegetation to establish desired species 
composition, density, and rates of growth. 

There is sometimes a need to control vegetation in all of the sllvicultural systems to ensure estabhshment 
and good growth of tree seedlings. The control of competing vegetation, depsndmg on methods used, 
can bs much more difficult and less efficient under the sssdtree, shelterwocd, and uneven-aged systems 
Often, competing vegetation is controlled in the site preparation phase. One common technique is to 
pmscrlbe burn the harvested area. Because of the typically steep slopes on the Forest, the protection 
of residual trees during a prescribsd burn is very difficult The aerial application of herbicides, although 
limited in use, is most practical in a clearcut unit Residual tree left with a s&tree or shelterwood 
method pose a safety hazard for the pilot as well as an increassd risk of uneven applications and herbicide 
drift 

Genetic improvements to increase timber growth, improvs tree form and wood quality, or increase 
resistance to disease and insect pests, depend primardy on planting trees with dssnable genetic 
characteristics Therefore, the potential for gsnetic improvement is greater for silvicultural systems 
that use artificial regeneration. Clearcutting and shelterwcod systems have the greatest potential for 
improving the genetic quality of forest trees However, if one is plantmg tree species that do not need 
the shade from the sheltsrwood trees for estabhshment (as is usually the case on the Smslaw), the 
shelterwood system serves no useful purpose. 

If the shelterwood is not needed to provide establishment conditions for the species to be regenerated, 
its uss will increase the hkelihood of needing precommemial thinning to control the density of the 
plantation When not needed to provide estabhshment conditions for the desired species (as usually 
occurs on the Siuslaw, with the desired species being more shade-intolerant than tolerant), the clsarcut 
system is a much less expensive way to achieve the desired stocking levels. 

Criteria 5. Selected method must promote a stand structure and species composition which 
minimizes risks from insects, disease and wildfire. 

Silviculturists try to reduce risk of losses to pests and wildfire by selecting appmpnate tree species, by 
diversifying within and among stands, and by maintaining tree vigor 

Risk of significant insect or disease damage to trees increases if the trees have been wounded. Many 
wounds occur during sdvmultural treatments, therefore the fewer sdvicultural treatments the lower 
the risk of damage The clearcutting systems lowers the risk more than other systems, because only 
one entry is required in this regeneration system--not ssveral as with shelterwood, se&me, or 
uneven-aged systems. 

Dii, like laminated root rot which affects about 7.5% of the Forest, can be conttollsd best by 
planting immune or resistant species If a sssdtws or shelterwood, or uneven-aged system, was ussd 
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in these situations, the natural regeneration expected would be from spa&s usually susceptible to the 
diseass These species would have to be eliminated from the stand, adding an additional entry and 
stand management expense 

Even-aged systems, and claarcuttmg in particular, are best for reducing the risk of major wddfires, 
because the greater control of fuel distribution makes wildtire preventron and suppression sasrer and 
less costly. 

Criteria 6. Selected method must assure that lands can he adequately restocked. 

Adsquats regeneration can bs achieved under the even-aged and uneven-aged harvest methods. The 
spscies composition may bs more varied under the shelterwood or sssdtres systems than under the 
clearcut system However, adequate regeneration could bs accomplished because all systems can be 
underplanted The clearcut system, ussd almost exclusively on the Forest historically, is a proven system 
to obtain excellent restocking of newly-harvested sites, especially when sites are expected to bs planted 
with improved genetic stock 

Criteria 7 Selected method must be practical and economical in terms of transportation, 
harvesting, preparation and administration of timber sales. 

The harvest volume per acre is a major factor in determining treatment costs and management feasrbdity. 
Generally, mitial harvest in seed tree, shelterwood, and uneven-aged systems have higher costs per 
thousand board feet because there is lower volume per acre harvested than if the area were claarcut 
Costs also increase because falbng and yarding production rates are lower because of the difficulty of 
working around the residual trees The removal of shelterwood and ssedtrses, after the seedhngs are 
aatabhshsd, rs a another cost not required m the clearcutting system - an additional cost for harvesting, 
sale preparation, and sale adnunistratron 

On the Siuslaw, shelterwood and seedtree methods are rarely practical because of the saturated sod 
conditrons in the tinter combined with the strong coastal winds. Removmg most of the overstory 
tress as in a shelterwood or sssdtrss cut, leaves tress exposed to the wind that have never before had 
to accept the full brunt of the coastal wmds. The probability that shelterwxd or seedtree harvest 
systems could withstand these winds is relatively low - one of the primary reasons that shelterwoods 
have besn little used in the Coast Range. 

Criteria 8. Selected method must not be selected solely on the basis of greatest dollar return 
or highest output of timber. The selected method must not permanently reduce site 
productivity nor impair conservation of water and soil resouroes. 

The clearcut harvest method is a cost-efgcrent harvest treatment, but this was not the only salectmn 
criteria As described above, clearcutting meets many of the evaluation criteria better than the other 
choices 

Clearcutting is not prescribed where it would permanently reduce sits productwrty Standards and 
guidelines guide management actwrties to avoid damage to soil and water systems 
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The shslterwood system will be used on the Forest only in rare cases where it is determinad to bs the 
appropriate method to obtain some desired condition, such as visual quality or wildhfe habitat. Its 
limited uss does not warrant including it in the assessments for the Forest Plan The shelterwood 
system is seldom used because the probability of the rsmaimng trees survwing the strong coastal winds 
during the winter is low, and the cost of returnmg to harvest the remaining shelterwocd trees 1s high. 
Also, the moderate temperatures and abundant rainfall in the coastal forests contribute to a greater 
rate of su- of regsneration with a clearcut system and make the amelioration provided by an overstory 
unnecessary for seedling establishment. A tinsi drawback to the uss of this system on the Smslaw 18 
that it would allow for the heavy encroachment of brush into the opened stands, resulting in heavy 
competition for young treas. A Task Force assigned by the Regional Director of Timbar Management 
in 1979 to study the shelterwood system in the Pacific Northwest Region concluded, for many of the 
above reasons, that it was inappropriate and impractical in the coastal forests of Oregon and Washington 
(USDA, 1979e). 

The sssd tree system will very seldom lx used on the Forest. It is umehable as a source of seed, it 
creates difticulty in controlling the unwanted vegetation that often invades the site, and it is not cost 
effective to harvest a few ssed trees after establishment of the natural seedlings. These reasons, combined 
with the difficulty of preventing the individual seed trees from blowing down, make this system a 
seldom-used one on the Siuslaw. 

Based on the evaluation criteria diiussed above, the regeneration harvest method used to pmjsct 
effects and predict costs and yields in Forest Planmng is clearcuttmg Though the type of regeneration 
system ussd does not make much difference for Criteria 1, 2, 3 or 6, the clearcut system is preferred 
on the Siuslaw for meeting Criteria 4, 5 and 7 for the reasons indicated: it is a cost-efficient system; it 
is a practical system considering the Forest’s wet soils, weather patterns, and topography; it allows 
management of d&uses on the Forest; and, extensive uss of it has resulted in easily obtained, successful 
reforestation 

Considerable research has been completed on the biological foundations of the clearcut silvicultural 
system Planting, natural regeneration, and genetic principles have been extensively studied in clearcut 
areas in the Coast Range. This work mdicates that if properly applied clearcutting is the appropriate 
harvest system for use on the Siuslaw. Historically, clearcutting has been the method most commonly 
used in the Coast Range It is probable that it will continue to be the most common system practiced 
on the Siuslaw in the coming decade. Therefore it is the harvest system used to assess effects and to 
project costs and yields for the Forest Plan FEIS 

Again, selection of clearcutting as the sdvicultuml system used for analysis in the Forest Plan does 
not preclude the selection of other systems during Plan implementation During project level planning 
the same basic criteria as presented here will bs analyzed for each pmpossd harvest unit 
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APPENDIX H 

MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

PURPOSE 
Appendix H responds to decisions of the Chief of the Forest Service and the Deputy Assistant Secretall\ 
of Agriculture regarding Appeal No. 1770, brought by the Northwest Forest Resource Council on 
September 18, 1986. The appeal centered on direction from the Regional Forester to incorporate 
“minimum management requirements” (MMRs) in forest plan alternatives. The appellant requested 
that the appropriateness of the MMRs be examined through the environmental impact statement 
pWXSS. 

A summary of management requirements is provided in the FEIS, Chapter II, “Management Require- 
ments”. The standards and guidelines for implementation of the management requirements are listed 
in the FEIS, Appendix D. Appendix H addresses the issue raised by the appellant: For those managenwnt 
requirements which cause significant reductions in Allowable Sale Quantity or present net value, alternate 
ways of meeting the management requirements are examined and their opportunity costs (reductions 
in present net value and Allowable Sale Quantity) are compared 

CHANGES BETWEEN DRAFT AND FINAL 

The Supplement to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement was released to the public October 14, 
1988. The Supplement included an Appendix K, “Information Regarding Management Requirements”, 
that discussed the selection of management practices to meet management requirements of NPM.4 
This appendix to the FEIS differs from the Supplement appendix in a few ways: 

The selected average model-size of vegetation leave areas was changed from 5 acres to 4 acres. 
Vegetation leave areas are a practice selected to reduce the rate of landslides. A review of the 
leave area sizes was made in response to public comment on the DEIS. The smaller size more 
closely reflects the actual implementation practices of the past 5 years. 

The Fish Habitat Index (FHI) model, used to project effects of logging on anadromous fish 
habitat, was revised to emphasize quality of habitat, especially the amount of large woody mnteri:d 
present in the stream channel. The revisions to this model are more fully described in Appendix 
B. The effect of the revisions t,o the model was to change the projections of habitat capability 
for various management alternalives from the projections shown in the Supplement. 

The spotted owl habitat areas were remapped to comply with the Final Supplement to the EIS 
for an Amendment to the Pacific Northwest Regional Guide standards and guidelines on size 
and distribution of sites. A comparison of the alternative ways of meeting the new h&&at 
requirements was made for this appendix. 
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BACKGROUND 

What are Management Requirements? 

Many laws and regulations guide Forest Service activities. The National Forest Management Act of 
1976 (NFMA), and its implementing regulations provide specific direction for the forest planning process. 
The regulations for National Forest Systems Land and Resource Management Planning, in Section 36 
of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 219 [36 CFR 2191 specify: (1) the minimum spenfic management 
requirements to be met in accomplishing the guals and objectives of the National Forest System 136 
CFR 219 2i’l and (2) the minimum requnements for integrating imhvldual forest resource planning 
into the forest plan 136 CFR 219 14 through 219.261. The term “management requirement” (MR) IS 
used in this appendix to refer to these NFMA regulations. Previously, the term “nnnnnum management 
requirement”, or “MMR”, was commonly used. 

Some rsqunements are procedural and need not be dealt with here. Some were analyssd and available 
for public review during the Regional Guide Envimnmental Impact Statement pmcess and are not 
dealt wtth here. The management requirements which have not been fully addressed elsewhere, and 
which rsquue additional analysis, are: (1) protection of water quality, and (2) maintenance of habitat 

/ to assure viable fmh and wddlife populations Each of these management requirements is described in 
later section.3 of this appendix 

Legal Requirements vs. Implementation Methods 

The management requirements from NFMA and its implementing regulations are legal requirements, 
and as such are “ends” which must be met during forest plan implementatmn For example, the NFMA 
implementing regulations require that “f=h and wildhfe habitat shall be managed to maintain viable 
populations of sxistmg and desired non-native vertebrate species in the planning area.” Whatever 
nnplementatmn methods are chosen, this-and all other management requirements-- must, by law, be 
met 

Specifications or standards for achievement for each managsment requirement are established at the 
national level or through analysis at the regional level for most of the management requirements 
These are listed in the regulations or as standards and guidelines in the Regionsl Guide. Additional 
specifications identified on the Forest are listed as standards and guidelines in FEIS, Appendll D and 
the Forest Plan, Chapter IV. The specifications must be based on hnowledgs of the resources involved. 
For example, in meeting the management requirement for viable populations of vertebrate species it 
is necessary to define the type of habitat required by the species, the maximum distance between habitats 
which will still provide reasonable assurance of genetic interaction, and the size of habitat area needed 
to support a breeding pair 

Often, the pool of scientrllc knowledge is msuftlcient to provide the entire basil for defining the specific 
comhtions or standards that will satis& or meet a management requirement When this happens it is 
necessary to rely on the field expsrmnce and the profsssionaljudgment of hnowlsdgeable professionals, 
and to establish monitoring and research that will provide better information for future planning 
efforts. 

Implementation methods are the “means” or “ways” of meeting the ends (management requirements) 
Often there 1s more than one way of achieving a management requirement. Deternnnlng the most 
appropriate means of meeting the specnications for each management requirement involves careful 
analysis at the Forest level. Considering and analyzing different means or ways of meeting a specific 
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management requirement are particularly unpartant if there are potentially slgtllficant reductions in 
present net value (PNV) or Allowable Sale Quantity (ASQ) involved 

How Implementation Methods to Meet the Management Requirements are 
Developed 

The selectmn of means sufficient to meet management requirements is based on effectiveness m meetmg 
resource protection and on mmimizing reductions to PNV or ASQ The general prwess wed in evaluating 
alternative ways of meeting the management requirements is as follows: 

1 Identify the dewed “end” for each management rxpmunent. 

2. Assemble inform&on about the resources affected by each management requirement 

3. Analyze the existing information to determine what conditmns or specifications need to exist 
on-the-ground to assure meeting the “ends” of the management requirement See Table H-l. 

4 Develop various ways or means to meet the management requirement. See Table H-2 

5. Evaluate the effectiveness of the alternatwe methods for meeting the management requirements. 
Estimate the environmental effects of each set of methods 

6 For each set of methods, estunate the effects on economic efficiency (as measured by changes 
m present net value) and the effects on tnnber avadabiity (as measured by allowable sale quantity) 

7 Where opportumty costs of meeting a management requnwnent exceed 2% of PNV or ASQ of 
the present net value benchmark, the analyses used to select the means are presented Two 
percent was used because differences less than 2% would not be significant in terms of opportumty 
costs of alternative means A higher threshold could preclude evaluation of important, cost-effectwe 
alternative ways to satisfy management requirement specifications. 

For purposes of thxs analysis, opportunity costs are defined as reductions in present net value (PNV) 
and reductions in allowable sale quantity (ASQ) that result fmm implementmg resource protection 
measures (means or ways) to meet the management requwements set forth in NFMA regulatmns To 
protect water quality and ulldhfe habltat on Siuslaw National Forest land, some opportunities to 
maxnmze present net value or to achieve higher tnnber pmductmn must be foregone. 

Discussmns are grouped separately by water quahty management requirements and by wildlife 
management requirements In each se&on, the management requirements are &played along wth 
relevant specifications from natmnal and regional guidelines, and alternative implementation methods 
are analyzed 

Table H-l summarizes each of the management reqwements (ends) sub@ to analysis of opportumty 
costs on the Siuslaw National Forest and summarizes the specifications or standards of achievement 
for those ends Table H-2 shows the alternatwe means considered for implementing each management 
requirement where the opportumty costs exceeded 2% 
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Table H-l. S-ary of Management Requirements and Associated Specifications 

ENDS SUMMARY OF SPECIFICATIONS 

?%a qu&y pmtectsd . Dnsolved m eoncentrat~o~~ not leas than 90.95% 

. Temperah rncraaees of 2 degi-sea F or lea. 

. Turb&y mcreasw of 10% or less 

. pHMbmrangeof65to95 

b pdeati woodpecker and marten Mature comfer stands (for n&m6 and feed@ of adequate am 
and distnbuhon am avadable to pemut rnteraetion among 
b&g paws of dependent spec,es (See Tables H-6 and H-7) 
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Table H-2. Summary of Alternative Means for Implementing Each MR 

MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 1 ALTERNATIVE iII.EANS 

Protect streams and streambanks 

. Northern spotted owl 

In analyzmg the effects that alternative ways of meetmg the management requirements had on PNV 
and ASQ, FORPLAN runs were made wth and without constramts designed to snnulate meeting the 
MRs A run that portrays the mix of management actlvltles that would result in the highest level of 
econonuc efficiency (PNV) m managng the Siuslaw Natmnal Forest resources was used for this analysis 
Thus run was the PNV benchmark. The benchmark contains no management requirements, therefore, 
insertmg one management requnement at a time would hkely result in higher opportunity costs than 
if the same analysis were conducted m a fully developed benchmark or alternative. It also identifies 
the ASQ associated wth the most econonucally-efficient nux of management actlvltws and the maximum 
opportumty costs 

A benchmark, rather than an issue-based Forest Plan alternative, was chosen for comparison of 
constraints, because management practices used to meet other obJectives of an issue-based alternatwe 
may fully meet or exceed the MR, thus clouding any analysis of opportunity costs Induced by the 
management requirement. The true effect when measursd agamst a fully developed alternative would 
be significantly less because the obJectives of that alternative usually satisfy the management 
reqwi-ements to a large extent. 

Implementation Methods with High Opportunity Costs 

Table H-3 displays the opportumty costs of the implementation measures selected for meeting 
management requnwnents on the Smslaw National Forest Only those nnplementation measures wth 
opportumty costs of 2% or larger are shown water quality, mature comfer (for p&&d woodpecker 
and marten) and spotted owl. 
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Table H-3. Opportunity Cost of Meeting the MRs with the Selected Methods 

First decade 
Allowable Sale Change in Present Net Change in 

Quantity Allowable Sale VdU.2 Present Net 
MMCFNr Quantityw mm Value 

UdMSF/Yr) 

PNV Bencbmak mth no pmtechon 939 763 0 
me- (509 0, 

Opportunity Cost --Approximate loss or mductioncz~ 

Wafer Qufdy Implemmtatwn 
M&LXiS 

. vegetatm Leave Areas 
(Caere average sml 

. Rlpanan Leave Ae?aa 

. Harvest Lmuts on Stream Basms 

Wddlrfe Implementahon Methods Wddlrfe Implementahon Methods 

. Mature Con&r (for Plleated . Mature Con&r (for Plleated 
Wccdpecker and Marten) Wccdpecker and Marten) 

. spotted Owl . spotted Owl 

-124 
(-67 0, 

-2 1 
(-113) 

_. 

-3 0 -3 0 
(-16 2) (-16 2) 

-10 0 -10 0 
(-54 5) (-54 5) 

-13% 

-2% 

C-l% 

-3% 

-11% 

-99 I 

-16 5 

-212 

-85 0 

-13% 

-2% 

<-I% 

-4% 

-11% 

Implementation Methods with No or Low Opportunity Costs 

Management rsqunements for threatened and endangered species, sensitive species (except spatted 
owl), specml habitats, and dead and defective tree habitat are not addressed in this analysis because 
opportunity costs for promding sufficient habitat to maintain viable populations are less than 2% 

The management requrement for dispersion of created openings to achieve multiple-use objectives is 
incorporated in the planmng process to address water quality protection needs. Measures are adopted 
to distribute timber harvest and road building activities across the Forest by stream basin in order to 
avoid concentrating the nsk of soil and watershed impacts (landslides, soil emsion and stream 
sedimentation) within some drainages The harvest con&ran& placed on the FORPLAN model to 
meet this MR did not reduce timber outputs and are, therefore, not analyzed further. The constraint 
is used in conjunction with other water quality protection constraints to meet the MRs for water quality, 
and 1s descrdxd further in “Alternative Ways of Meeting the Management Requirements” in the water 
quality section of thii appendix. 
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Implement&on methods selected to meet water quahty MRs also provide protection for fsh habitat 
in streams and ripanan habitat adjacent to St-s to assure the maintenance of viable populations 
of species dependent on these habitats The diiussion of alternatwe implementation methods for 
meeting water quahty management requirements also apply to fmh habitat and riparian habitat No 
additional constraints were modeled m FORPLAN so no additional -ion or analysis is displayed 
in Appendix H for these management requirements 

Spantications for maximum sizes of individual cut blocks limit timber harvest areas in one harvest 
operation to 60 acres or less (with some exceptions), and define harvested areas as openings until 
subsequent tree regeneration reaches 4 5 feet high. On the Siuslaw National Forest regenerated stands 
reach this height m about 5 years so no constraints have been modeled m FORPLAN, and the cut 
block size management requirement is met without any effect on allowable sale quantity 

WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

Source of the Management Requirements 

Management Requirements for water quality are based on NFMA regulations which state: 

“Forest planning shall provide for compliance with requirements of the Clean Water Act, the 
Safe Drinking Water Act, and all substantive and procedural requirements of Federal, State, 
and local governmental bodies with respect to the provision of public water systems and the 
disposal of waste water” 136 CFR 219 23(d)] 

Special attention shall be given to land and vegetation for approximately 100 feat from the edges of 
all perennial streams, lakes and other bodies of water This area shall correspond to at least the 
recognizable area donnnated by the rips&n vegetation No management practices causing detrimental 
changes m water temperature or chemical composition, blockages of water courses, or deposits of 
sediment shall be permitted within these areas which seriously and adversely affect water conditions 
or fish habitat [36 CFR 219 27 (e)] 

The Clean Water Act seeks to control nonpoint sources of water pollution To comply v&h Section 
208 of the Act, the Pacific Northwest Region of the Forest Service, the states of Oregon and Washington 
(which manage implementation of the Act m the respective states), and the Environmental Protection 
Agency agreed on a process whereby each state reviews Forest Se~ce management practices to determine 
if they meet or exceed state water quality standards Practices that are judged to meet or exceed the 
standards are certified as Beet Management Practices (BMPs) which the Forest Service then agrees to 
continue 

Specifications for the Management Requirements 

State of Oregon water quality standards (Oregon Administrative Rules 340-41-205 through 325) provide 
spec&ations to be met by nnplementation methods selected by the Forest They are summarized 
helOW. 

a Dissolved oxygen concentration shall not be less than 90% of saturation at the seasonal low, or 
less than 95% of saturation in spawning areas, during spawning, incubation, hatching, and fry 
stages of salmonid f=hes 
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l No measurable inemases shall be allowed...when stream temperature are 58 degrees F or 
greater...or more than 2 degrees F increase due to all soumea combined when stream temperatures 
are 56 degrees F or less. 

l No mom than a 10% cumulative increase in natural stream turbuhty shall be allowed, as measured 
relative to a control point immediately up&earn of the turbidity-causing activity 

l pH values shall not fall outside the range of 6.5 to 8 5. 

On the Siuslaw National Forest, most of the activities which affect water quahty am related to timber 
harvesting. They include removal of trees, mad construction, application of fertilizer, burning of brush 
and organic debris, and herbicide use. (See FEIS, Chapter RI “Watershed” ). 

Methods to Meet Management Requirements 

The primary appmach to maintaining water quality on Forest lands is to limit or pmhibit timber harvest 
on lands mth high risk for landshdes and along streams to maintain the stabilizing characteristics of 
the existing vegetation. The objectives are to minimize sedimentation, blockages and scour in stream 
channels; to prevent increases in water temperature; to provide a source of large woody debris; and to 
protect human health and safety 

In the FEIS the means selected by the Forest to meet the management requirements are specified in 
management Standanls and Guidelines The required watershed coruhtion, and the standards that 
indicate achievement of the water quality management requirement am described in the pmposed 
Forest Plan, Chapter IV and in the FEIS, Appendix D secttons on “Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines ” 
The following methods are addressed in this appendix. 

1. Vegetation Leave Areas 

On slopes judged to have a high rrsk of increased landslides, leave all vegetation intact which pmvldes 
mot strength or other ohamcteristics of that vegetation needed to prevent landslides, unless no sigtnticant 
dwxt or cumulatwe adverse effects on downslope resources or site pmductivlty am anticipated as a 
result of the increased landslides. 

Leave vegetation intact on all slopes where mot strength or other characteristics of that vegetation 
may be needed to prevent landshdes whmh might hit an inhabited building. (While the primary focus 
of this standard and guideline is to protect human hfe, sod and water resources am also pmtected 1 

Design logging and mad construction in areas adjacent vegetation leave areas to mininnze the adverse 
effects of logging activities, broadcast burning, and wmd on the leave areas 

The assumption that leaving vegetation on unstable slopes prevents increased rates of landslides IS 
based on extensive research that describes the importance of mot strength in slope stability (Burroughs 
and Thomas 1971; O’Loughhn 1973; Swanston and Dyrness 1973; Ziemer 1981) 

2. Riparlan leave areas 

Leave vegetation intact along perennial streams where solar heating of stream waters would result in 
violation of Oregon state water quality standards 
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3. Limits on timber harvest in stream basins 

When scheduhng timber harvest, consider the cumulative effects mthln each third or fourth order 
stream basin (whichever IS appropriate). In any lo-year period, avoid harvesting more than 30% of 
the National Forest land in any third or fourth order basin to linnt the amount of sedimentation and 
degradation of stream structure 

Alternative Ways of Meeting the Management Requirements 

Alternative ways of meeting water quahty management requirements involve a combination of techniques 
mcludmg vegetation leave areas on unstable slopes (e g , stream headwallsl, limiting harvest in riparian 
areas, and hnuting cumulatwe effects in each watershed The alternatives could be modeled as constraints 
that set linnts on how FORPLAN schedules timber harvest to maxnnlze PNV. (FORPLAN constraints 
are dwxssed in FEIS, Appendur B.) The following alternatives were considered: 

Alternatives Considered in Detail 

Alternative 1: 

Vegetation Leave Areas (Average 4-acre size) - Resource allocations in FORPLAN would be 
constrained to provide “vegetative leave” areas that would not be available for timber harvest. Leave 
areas would be located on unstable slopes and would include all vegetation on each unstable area as 
well as sufficient adjacent vegetation to ensure long-term survival of the vegetation community For 
modeling purposes, the leave areas would total 68,300 acres: 

1 3 8% of low risk landtypes, or 12,050 acres; these are high risk sites that occur on low nsk 
landtypes They were not mapped, but were estimated from on-the-ground and aenal photo 
surveys of represent&we areas of the Forest 

2 16 5% of high risk landtypes, or 32,450 acres; these are high risk sites that occur on high risk 
landtypes They were not mapped, but were estnnated from on-the-ground and aerial photo 
surveys of representative areas of the Forest. 

3 All lands which are too interspersed with high risk slopes to allow harvesting, or 23,800 acres; 
these are very highly dissected lands that have been mapped 

All landtypes include some high risk sites that are subject to landslides Low risk landtypes have 
fewer high risk sites than high nsk landtypes. See description of landtypes in FEIS, Appendix B for 
further information. 

A survey of leave areas for watershed protection identified four acres as the most appropriate average 
size leave ares for modehng in FORPLAN The size of each leave area must be sufficient to nununize 
the adverse effects of adjacent logging activities, adjacent broadcast burning and windthrow The 
assumption that the leave areas would average four acres was based on Forest observations of smaller 
leave areas Experience with wind, the, and logging around vegetation leave areas 2 to 3 acres in stze 
indicated a need for a larger size to ensure survival of both the understory and overstory vegetation. 

The percent of low and high risk landtypes that have high risk sites subject to landshdes was determined 
by multiplying potential slide sites, observed from past landslide surveys, by 4 acres par leave area. 
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For high risk sites on low risk landtypes: 

Slide sites = .00965 slide sites per acre 
00965 shde sites/acre x 4 acres/slide site = .038 or 3 8% 

For high risk sites on h@ nsk landtypes: 

Slide sites = 0412 slide sites per acre 
0412 slide sites/acre x 4 acres/slide site = .165 or 16.5% 

The 68,300 acres of vegetation leave areas for unstable slopes would be assigned to the minimum 
level (no harvest) prescription in FORPLAN Those acres were p~~&usly classified ee tentatively 
suitable for timber production. 

The number of leave ereas was calculated assuming ell of the unstable slopes in both high and low 
nek landtypes ecxws the Forest would be protected by B vegetation leave mee. The estimate of unstable 
slopes is from landslide surveys which documented the frequency of landslides on various lanatypes 
following harvest. For more information, see Bush (1982). 

An additional 8,200 acres of watersheds above inhabited dwellings would be left uncut to prevent 
management associated landehdes that could damage the dwellings and endanger human lives 

Riperian Leave Areas - The amount of streamside land that would have full vegetation cover to 
maintain stream temperatures is estimated to be 37.5% of the riparian area. Tb 1s equivalent to half 
of the modeled 100 foot wide riparlan area on the south, west and east sides of all perennial streams 
Modeling an average width of 50 feet represents the amount of vegetation assumed necessary to shade 
the streams to mamtam water temperature specifications This would assign 26,700 acres of riparian 
areas classified as tentatwely suitable for timber production to a ‘no harvest’ preecriptmn m the model 
In practice, there may be some unscheduled salvage harvest ee long as all the management requirements 
are met. 

Limits on Timber Harvest Area in Stream Basins - To limit the cumulative effects of erosion, 
sediment and stream ezouring, harvest limits would be applied to third or fourth order basins in each 
lo-year period. The lumte would be modeled in FORPLAN by hmiting the area of harvest on each 
lendtype associatmn m any decade to 30%. (On the ground, management would lonit harvest within 
each third or fourth order beem, but the FORPLAN model could only be constrained by landtypes 
when the analyses were made ) The constraint would not prevent harvest on specific eras; it would 
prevent concentratmn of harvest in any landtype eesociatmn in any decade. In effect, the constraint 
would translate to e 33-year mmlmum rotation On the Siuelaw Natmnal Forest it ie economically 
advantageous to gmw trees beyond age 50 so this input constraint ls never bmiting The constraint 
would become limiting only If rotation lengths less then 33 years were prescribed. The 30% limit to 
harvest would have no significant effect on PNV or ASQ. 

The 30% percent limit wee determined as e result of observations by Forest Service and state of Oregon 
scientists during the mid-1970s in the Maple-Fiddle and Sioelaw watershed assessment areas. At that 
time watershed damage such es erosion, sedimentation and scouring of stream channels resulting 
fmm logging seriously threatened the viability of salmon& in forest streams 

The watershed damage resulted from logging 11% of the National Forest lands in the previous decade 
without the protection of vegetation leave eras on headwelle and in riperian ereas Usmg such protection 
measmw would have reduced watershed damage from logging to one-third of whet occurred without 
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the protection measures with appropriate protsction, up to 30% of the watershed could have been 
logged before producing the same amount of ercmm, sezhmentatmn and stream scouring that threatened 
fish viability. 

Alternative 2: 

Rather than model a 4-acre average size for each vegetation leave area on unstable slopes, an average 
of 3 acres would be modeled for tb alternative This would add 21,300 acres to the harvestable land 
base 

Thls alternatwe is not a change in the means of accomplishing the management reqwements; rather, 
it is a change m the assumed risk of accelerating landslide rates. The nsk of increasing the rate of 
accelerated landslides would be much higher if vegetation leave areas were too small to survive adjacent 
loggmg, site preparation and increased expcaure to wind. Based on exlstmg surveys, an average size of 
3 acrea for future leave areas would substantially increase the risk of landslides associated with timber 
harvest Leaving areas of vegetation uncut that are too small to be effective m preventing accelerated 
landslides increases the nsk of damage to water quality and fish hub&t. 

The Forest 1s currently conducting a survey of vegetatmn leave area sizes bang used to determme the 
accuracy of the 4-acre size estimate. Momtormg of leave areas through the plannmg penod will provide 
a record of size and effectiveness of leave areas, to estabhsh a reliable average leave area size for future 
resource protect10n 

In Alternatwe 2 only the vegetatmn leave area constramt would change The ripanan and harvest 
hmit constraints would stay the same as in Alternative 1 

Alternatives Considered, but Eliminated from Detailed Study 

Alternative 3: 

All low risk landtypes have inclusions of some high nsk sites Rather than assign 3 8% of the low nsk 
landtypes to a no harvest pzwcrlption, the harvesting of all of the low nsk landtypes, mcludmg the 
high risk sites withm the low nsk landtypes, was explored This would add 25,400 acres to the area 
avmlable for timber harvest 

This alternative was not fully developed because it would harvest on high risk, unstable slopes that 
would be very hkely to fad and cause downstream damage after root strength is lost following harvest 
Conducting management a&w&s that are bkely to damage resources is not acceptable NFMA (219 27 
(a)(l)) states clearly that “All management prescriptions shall conserve sod and water resources and 
not allow significant or permanent impairment of the prcductivity of the land ” Harvestmg such unstable 
slopes with the knowledge that resource damage is probable would wolate that reqmrement 

In Alternatwe 3 only the vegetation leave area constramt would change The npanan and harvest 
bmlt constraints would stay the same as m Alternative 1 

Alternative 4: 

Rather than awgmng unstable slopes on either high or low risk landtypes to no harvest prescnption, 
It would be pasable to assign them to partml harvest or reduced harvest prescriptmns This would add 
68,300 acres to the harvestable area at reduced yield. 
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In Alternative 4 only the vegetation leave area constraint would change. The riparian and harvest 
limit constraints would stay the same as in Alternative 1. 

During the last 10 years partial cutting has been used on a case-by-case basii and has not been successful 
in protecting steep, unstable headwall areas. Topography and logging equipment do not allow effective 
removal of timber fmm these areas without severe damags to soil and residual vegetation. Also, there 
is no scientific study that pmvldes the information nwzwary to determine how much of the vegetation 
can bs removed before the critical soil failure point is reached. Therefore, all of the vegetation on an 
unstable slops is considered nscsssary to avoid an acceleration of landslides 

Alternative 6: 

Rather than assigning 37 5% of the riparian to a ‘no harvest’ prescription, it would be possible to 
asegn them to partial harvest or reducsd harvest prescriptions. This would add 26,700 acres to the 
harvestable area at reduced yield. 

In Alternative 5 only the riparian leave area constraint would change The vegetation leave - on 
headwalls and the harvest limit constraints would stay the same as in Alternative 1. 

In recent years, case-by-case prescriptions have been made to remove only large, high valued conifers 
from streamside leave areas while leaving smaller hardwoods to provide shade, mot strength and 
stream structure. On the Siuslaw National Forest, this twhmque has failsd to provide the physical 
structure and biological function that the conifers provide to the stream channels and nparian ecosystem. 
Selectwe logging in the riparian leave areas has also proven very damaging to the residual vegetation 
Smcs these techniques have not proven feasible they were not considered further in this analysis 

Alternative 6: 

Rather than assign 37.5% of the rlparian vegetation to ‘no harvest’pwcription, and 63.5% to a standard 
harvest schedule, the use of long rotations and infrequent harvest wthin all of the riparian area adjacent 
to psrennial streams was explored. This would add 26,700 acres to the area awlable for timber harvest. 

In Alternative 6 only the rlparian leave area constraint would change. The vegetation leave area on 
headwalls and the harvest hmit constraints would stay the same as m Alternative 1. 

This alternative was not developed further bscauss harvest levels under long rotations would bs lower 
than those realized with the s&&xl means for mestmg the management requirements The importance 
of long term supplies of large woody debris to stream systems requires that no more than 3 to 5% of 
the npanan areas be harvested per decade (Rainville et al ) Harvestmg 3 to 5% of the riparian per 
decade would maintain acceptable water temperatures. However, it would provide substantially less 
timber than the sslscted standards and guidelines which would harvest an average of about 10% per 
decade (about 15% in 63.5% of the riparian, and none in 37.5% of the riparian) 

Alternative 7: 

Rather than have 50 feet of vegetation leave areas on the south, east and west sides of perenmal streams, 
leave 25 feet on thoss sites This would add 13,550 acres to the harvestable area 

In Alternative 7 only the nparian leave area constraint would change The vegetatmn leave area on 
headwalls and the harvest hmit constraints would stay the same as in Alternative 1 
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Reducing the uldth of the streamside leave areas was not fully analyzed bscauss vegetatmn leave 
areas less than 50 feet wide would not provide enough shadmg and woody debris to meet temperature 
and habltat management requirements In addition, loggmg damage to the streams and leave areas 1s 
greatly increased \vlth very narrow leave areas 

Evaluation of Methods to Meet Management Requirements 

Of the alternative means for meeting management requirements listed above, only Alternatwes 1 and 
2 warranted more detaded analysis. 

Opportunity Costs 

The opportumty costs of lmplementatmn methods for meeting water quality management requnwnents 
were estimated by comparing the differences m PNV and ASQ that occur in FORPLAN runs of the 
Present Net Value (PNV) Benchmark with and without the con&ran& that simulate the means for 
accomplishing the required condition 

Table H-4 compares the PNV and ASQ opportumty costs of Alternatwe 1 and 2 implementation methods 
(means) for water quality protection 

Table H-4. Opportunity Costs Associated With Alternative Methods 

Plrst decade 
ALlowable Sale Change in Present Net Change in 

Qua&t,’ Allowable Sale Vallle Present Net 
MMCF/Yr QUSlItitYW (MM@ Vallle 

(MMBF/Yr) 

939 168 0 ._ 

(509 0) 

Opportunity Cost .-Approximate loss or reduction 

Opportunity Cost 0fAltermtiue 1: 

. 4.Acre Vegetatmn Leave Area -124 -13% -99 1 

. RlpanallLea”eAreas -2 1 -2% -16 5 

. Harvest Lund on Stream Basrns <-I% 
TOtal -14.5 -15% -116.2 

opportunrfy cost Of Azternatfw 2: 
. 3-Acre vegetatwe Leave Area -10 4 -11% -63 4 
. fipamnArea -2 1 -2% -165 
. Harvest Lmnts on Stream Basins _. <-I% _. 

Total -12.5 -13% -79.9 

MMCF/YR = M&m cubx fet,year MMBFNR = Mdbm board feet/sear MM$ = Mdbom of dollars 
(1) Percent change calculated on cubx foot baas 

-13% 
-2% 

<-1% 
-16% 

-3% 
-2% 

<-I% 
-10% 
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Consequences of Alternative Methods 

The opportunity costs of 4acre vegetation leave areas for watershed protection are 2% greater in 
ABQ and 5% greater in PNV than using 3-acre leave areas However, smaller leave areas would increase 
the risk of landslides, and because more land would be harvestsd, the numbsr of shdes and sediment 
would increase while the index of coho salmon smelt habitat would decrease hy at least 3%. The Coho 
Smelt Habitat Capability Index (CSHCI) is an indicator of the stabiity, health and pmductivlty of the 
watershed. Changes m CSHCI quantify some of the tradeoffs involving fmh habitat and water quality. 
The first decade CSHCI for Alternative 1 is 964, for Alternative 2 tt is 936 

Rationale for the Selected Implementation Method 

Implementation methods (means) for meeting the management requirements for water quality are 
bassd on practices that existed before the NFMAmgulations. Consequently, interpretations and processes 
for meeting these mquhements are already established on the ground. 

Alternative 1 represents current practices that have been developed through cooperation among sod 
scientists, hydrologists, foresters, biologtsts and other pmfessionals. Comphance with these requirements 
is m large part a result of cooperation with the state of Oregon. Specialists from state and federal 
land management agencies agreed to the watershed standards and guidelines that were written for 
the Siuslaw National Forest FEIS. Changing the methods for achieving the specifications may require 
new state certification processes 

By implementing Alternative 1, the Forest would meet state water quality standards throughout the 
planning period 

Implications for Forest Plan Alternatives 

The opportunity costs of the selected means for water quality protection displayed in Appendix H are 
the costs mcurred when there is only one objective, to maximize PNV Where there are other ObJeCtiveS 
that respond to public issues the level of resource protection meets or sxcssds the the management 
requirement. In such cases, the opportunity costs of meeting the management requirement do not 
exceed the costs of accomphshlng the objectives of a particular alternative. Water quality management 
requirements incorporated in Plan alternatives usually have much lower opportunity costs than those 
displayed in Appendix H. The costs displayed in Appsndm H do not account for overlap among 
implementation methods where lands sslected for watershed protection (withdrawn from timber harvest) 
alsc meet wildlife, scenery, recreation or other nontimber objectives. 

A discusston of the economic and environmental effects of all the management requirements on selected 
benchmark alternatives 1s provided in the FEIS, Appendix B. 

Role of Monitoring and Research 

Estimates of the amount and size of vegetation leave areas required to meet water quahty goals are 
based on the landslide surveys made a- the Forest and on current understanding of how logging, 
tins and wind affect leave areas. Vegetation leave areas on unstable slopes in the Coast Range have 
been implementsd on timber sales only since 1976 with the majority since 1982 Fewer than 100 currently 
exist on the Forest. The study of leave areas in the Mapleton District by the Pacific Northwest Range 
and Forest Experiment Station (Swanson and Roach, 1987) concluded that their effecttveness cannot 
be determined yet This IS due to both their limited extent and to the cccurrencs of relatively few 
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high-intensity storms in recent years that would stress the unstable slopes and clearly tit the 
effectiveness of the leave areas 

Continued monitoring and addItional research are needed on landslide frequency; effects of landslides 
on water quality; and the effectweness of leave areas As more mformation becomes available, it will 
be incorporated into resource protectlon practices The Monitoring Plan (Forest Plan, Chapter v) calls 
for monitoring the implementation and effectiveness of vegetatwe leave areas, as well as numerous 
st- conditions. 

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

Source of the Management Requirement 

The NFMA regulations require that 

“Fish and wildlife habitat shall be managed to maintain viable populatmns of emsting native and dewed 
non-native vertebrate specs m the planning area For planmng purposes, a viable population shall be 
regarded as one which has the estimated numbers and distribution of reproductwz mdwduals to msure 
continued existence m the planning area In order to insure that viable populations will be maintamed, 
habltat must be provided to support, at least, a minimum number of reproductive individuals and that 
habitat must be well distributed so that those m&wduals can interact wth others m the planning 
area” 136 CFR 219 191 

Description of the Management Requirement 

All vertebrate species in the Pac~iic Northwest F&@on of the Forest Service (Region 6) were assessed 
v&h regard to population numbers and/or distribution that could result m either Forest or Regional 
extinction during the Plan penod or for the next 5 decades Management requirements were developed 
for species whose vlablhty would be at risk if no management actlons were taken to protect their habitats. 

The focus was on habitats that were hkely to be hmltmg in the future (in short supply ather m total 
acreage or in dwtribution) and on identificatmn of particular speaes that could be used to represent 
all species dependent on those habitats This ldentlfication was done on a subregonal baas, recogmzmg 
the variabdity of situations wthm the Region. Once these species were identified, the Regon defined 
them habltat reqmrements and blologlcal characteristws The species are included in the list of 
Management Indicator Species (MIS) that the forests address in forest planning and subsequent 
momtormg 

Table H-5 displays current Regional dnwtlon for addrwsmg management requirements regarding 
hrmted hab&& and wldhfe species by sub-regonal zones The Siuslaw National Forest IS in Zone 1, 
North Coastal 
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Table H-6. Species Matrix for Wildlife Management Requirements 

I ZONE1 I ZONE2 
I 

ZONE2 
I 

ZONE4 
North C!,xsti Westside Cascades Eastslde Cascades Blue Mountains 

Mature and Old 
Gmwth (Sed 
StagesV&vD 

Bald Eagle, Pe.rezgne Bald Eagle, Peregnne Bald Eagle, Pere~e Bald Eagle, Perqnne 
Falcon, Bmwn P&can, Falcon Falcon, Gnzzly Bear, F&Xl 
AhtIm canadn Wccdland Caribou 
Gmse (CQlnlle) 

(11 The Final Supplement to the EIS for an Amendment to the Pa&c Northwest Regional Gwde (USDA-Forest Serva 
1989a) and s&sequent F&cord of Declsvm pmvlde due&on for nwaagement of spotted owl habltat m Region 6. 

Northern spotted owl, pileated woodpecker and marten are the only species for which alternative ways 
of meetmg management requirements are evaluated. Management requirements for threatened and 
endangered species, sensitwe species (except spotted owl), special habitats, and dead and defective 
tres habitat are not addressed in this analysis bscause opportunity costs assocmted with pmvlding 
sufficient habitat to maintain viable populations am less than 2%. The management requirements for 
fwh are met with the same management practices which provide the requirements for water quality 
and nparian area management, therefore, further analysis IS not provided. 

Habitat Needs 

Once the species needing management requirements were identified, the Region defined habitat 
requirements and biological characteristics These are the basii for providing habttat and also for 
deciding how best to represent the spscies’ needs in the planning process and in the FORPLAN model 

Habitat needs were defined usmg information from existing research whenever possible (see bibliogra- 
phy) Thls information was used to define the habitat conditions, habitat dispersal, and habitat size 
nscessary to meet the management requirement. When information was available, but did not iit 
exactly the managament rsqmrement context, pmfessional judgment was ussd to apply the mformation 
m estimating habitat needs. When information was not available, habitat needs wars developed using 
professional judgment of a number of the more knowledgeable btologu&s on the subject Information 
from existing research was used whenever possible (Note: Habitat needs of spotted owls are described 
in the Final Supplement to the Environmental Impact Statement for an Amendment to the Pacific 
Northwest Regional Guide) 

Specific guidelines on habitat needs, specillcattons for meeting habttat requnements, and alternative 
ways of meetmg the management requirements for marten, pile&xi woodpecker, and spotted owls 
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me presented in the follomng sections. For each species, information ie prowded for three habitat 
factors: 

1. Principal Habitats Used - Information about the serel stages and Kucbler vegetation types 
which are used by the various species is documented in many research papers for individual 
species. Information as to which Kuchler type and/or seral stage are primary or secondary habitat, 
and the amount of dependency upon each habitat, is based mostly on professional judgment 
(Guenther and Kucera 1978, Phillips et al 1981) 

2. Dispersal Distance Between Habitats - The guidelme on distribution of habItat areas 1s 
Intended to establish a network that allows indmduale of a species to successfully disperse to 
adjacent habitat areas This pmvid= interactions among mdivlduals and prevents isolation of 
subpopulatlons. Thm grudeline B celled the diip-ersal diitance Research information alone 1s 
generally not adequate to establish reasonable diispersal d&ances between habitats. As a result, 
dispersal distance is often determined on the basis of observations, expenence, and professional 
judgment In establislung the network of habitat areas for each spews, comderation m given 
to habitats in reserved areas and to habitat areas being established for other speaes. 

3. Size of Habitat Areas - The size of individual habitat areas promded for each wildbfe spaes 
is based on the habitat acreage needed to support the basic social or reproductwe umt of the 
species, i e , breedmg pairs Both home range and species density information are used to e&mate 
the needed size of habitat area This was supplemented with professional Judgment where no 
data were available for the specific habitat types being managed 

Specifications for Habitat Requirements for Pileated Woodpecker and 
Marten 

Appmxmmtely 40-50 wddbfe species are known to depend on or prefer mature conifer habitat during 
some part of their hfe cycle on the Sn~slaw National Forest By providing a dispersion of mature conifer 
habitat sites for the p&&xl woodpecker and marten, we are assuming that the other species preferring 
mature conifer habitats will have adequate habltat to maintain viable populatmns throughout the 
planning period. 

Regional specifications for plleated woodpecker and marten are dwxssed m the followmg sections 
The speclticat~ons are summanzed from “A Report on Mmimum Management Requirements for Forest 
Planmng on the National Forests of the Pacific Northwest Region, USDA Forest Service” (USDA 
Forest Service 1986d). In developing the report, various habltat sizes and dispersal distances were 
considered Based on that analysis, minimum habitat sum and maximum dqmsal distances were 
identified for each specws. Thus mformatlon is based on the best available data There 1s no data specific 
to the Coast Range which would indwate that smaller habltat size or greater dispersal distances would 
be appropriate minimum levels Therefore, alternatives which addressed changes to size or dlstnbution 
were not considered in developing the Forest Plan for the Siuslaw National Forest. 

HabItat specifications for pile&xl woodpecker and marten are summarized m Tables H-6 and H-7 
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Table H-6. Pileated Woodpecker Habitat Requirements 

1 

2 

e 

8 
E 
E 

I 

P 
t 
h 
I 

(11 

?mcipal Habitats Used 

L Reprcdlmg 

&al Stages V and VI of 
hclder types ICI, IQ K3, 
[‘I, KU, and ripman 

he habItat area eveq 
12,000 to 13,000 acres 

I Feeding 

Lll serd stage3 of Kuchler 
ypa hat4 for repmdmng 
rabltat, pmnded snags are 
Iresent 

size of Area 

ioo acresk w1tbm a 1,000 am? lull* 

Madam 300 acres of comfer m seral 
stages VI and/or v, per paw for repro- 
ducmg 

Mamtaina . llllnlmm average of 2 bard 
m.agsperacmgr&9rthanareq~ta 
12 niches dbh, wxtbm the 300 acre 
mprcductwe arza Forty-two of these 
600 snags should be greater than or 
equal to 20 mchea 

When pomble, mm.ntam reproductive 
aream300conti3uousacres Ifnot 
pamble, habkat may be arranged m 
blocks no less than 50 acres and no 
morethan 1l4mleaprt 

Madam a lllmumm average of 2 hard 
snags per acre per than o* equal ta 
10 lnehes dbh on an add,txmd 300 
acmB for fmbng 

Table H-7. Marten Habitat Requirements 

Principal Habitats Used 

A Repmd”cmg 

&ml stages V and 
VI of Kucbler typa Kl, 
IE,K3,K4,K5,KlZ, 
K14, K15, and lodgepole 
CllIlmx 

B F&g 

serd stag-a mm of 
Kuchler types b&d for 
repmducmg babkat 

Size of Area 

3ne habitat area for every 
L,OOO to 5,000 

Habitat Requirements to be Used 
in Analyses 

Mar~tam 160 co,,t,guous acres of con&r 
mseralstagesVorVImthacrom 
closure 50% or g,reater 

W~tbm the 160 acre umt 

Maultaul an *verage of 2 hard snags 
per acre greater than or equal to 12 
mches dbh. 24 of these snaky should 
be greater than or equal to 20 mches 
dbh 

Malntaln * rmnunum average of six 
down logs per acre at least 12 mches 
dbh and 20 feet long 
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Pileated Woodpecker Specifications 

Principal Habitats Used - P&x&d woodpeckers need mature or old growth stands of timber for 
nestmg and feeding. Habitate were identified m Bull and Meslow (1977), Guenther and Kucera (1978), 
and Thomas (1979) 

Dispersal Distance Between Habitats - An mitial5-mile maximum dispersal distance between 
habitats resulted from profess~onalJudgment documented in Philbps and Roberts (1985). In June of 
1986, the distance between habltats was modified to one habitat for every 12,000 to 13,000 acres 
(about 5 miles apart) to allow greater flexibility in application Irwin (1987) suggested that this distance 
could be greater, but also noted that dispersal distances of juvenile pileated woodpeckers are poorly 
known He offered no concrete alternative to the five-mde d&ace. Bull (1987) noted that the distance 
moved by eight juvemles from the nest where they were raised to the territory they later occupied 
ranged from 0 4 to 5 4 miles and averaged 2.1 m&s. 

Size of Habitat Areas -The size of areas used by pare of pleated woodpeckers during the nesting 
season has been observed to range from 320 acres in eastern Oregon to 1357 acres in western Oregon 
(Irwm 1987) The management requirement established for pleated woodpeckers, both east and west 
of the Cascades, called for 300 acres of old growth or mature timber containing at least 45 snags greater 
than 20 inches, plus 300 acres of feeding area The requirement for 300 acres containing at least 45 
large snags was taken from Thomas (1979) The additional reqwrement for 300 acres of small snags 
for foraging areas was established because of the evidence from the bterature that pairs of pileated 
woodpeckers used areas larger than 300 acres Acreage figures from Bull (1975) and Bull and Meslow 
(1977) were used As more data specific to westside and eastade habitats (eastside may be further 
subdivided) becomes available, the size of the nesting area may be adjusted (Bull and Meslow 1977; 
Bull 1975; Mannan 1982; Mellen 1987) Mellen (1987) has already suggested an increase m foraging 
and nesting habitat area in westside habitats based on results from radiotelemetry of pileated woodpeckers 
in the Oregon Coast Range See Table H-6 for a summary of habItat specifications 

Principal Habitats Used - The marten uses seral stages III-VI--closed saphng-pole, large mature, 
and old growth (Thomas 1979, Guenther and Kucera 1978; Phillips et al. 1981) The Kuchler types 
wed are from Guenther and Kucera (1978) The principal habitat for marten is seral stages V and VI 
(mature and old growth) 

Dispersal Distance Between Habitats - Burke (1982) recommends that the maximum dispersal 
distance between habitat areas for marten should be two m&s In 1984 the Regional Forester changed 
the dispersal distance from 2 to 3 mdes. THIS change was made because it was felt where more than 
one adJacent habitat is avadable for dispersal, the dispersal distance can be extended to 3 miles for 
marten This change has been renewed by a number of biologists within and outside the Forest Seance 
and most agree that It would appear not to create a population viability problem for represented speaes 
In June of 1986, the tipersel distance specdication for marten habitat was changed to one habltat 
for every 4,000 to 5,000 acres (about 3 miles apart) to allow greater flexibtity in appbcatlon 

Juvemle marten dispersal up to 25 miles has been observed (Hawley and Newby 1957; and Jonkel 
1959), and average juvemle dispersal distances greater than six miles were observed in these studies 
and in Burnett (1981). Based on tlus information, Irwin (1987) concluded that “the dispersal distance 
wed m the MR standards might be increased without reducmg probabilities for interactIons among 
adults or tipersmg young ” However, he &d not prowde a specific alternative and concluded that 
there wee little emptrical insight into the probabdlty of maintaining a viable marten population usmg 
the MB guidelines As Burke (1982) noted, the distance covered by dispersing individuals is not an 
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absolute guide to appropriate spacing between habitat arees. The probability of dispersing individuals 
locating habitat areas and other imlividuals decreases rapidly as habitat areas are spaced further apart. 
Burke suggeStea that the observed range of population densities might be a better guide to spacing of 
habitat areas. He noted that the S-mile spacing would result in a marten density l/9 to l/27 of normal 
densities reported in the literature. 

Size of Habitat Areas - In the professional judgment of the biologists listed in Phillips and Boberts 
(19851, a bmxhng female marten can bs supported on 160 acres of quality habitat Research is variable 
as to the size of area needed, but the female marten home range is estimated to be 160 acres (Campbell 
19791 The biologists listed in Phillips and Roberts (1985) judged that this area should bs contiguous 
to ensure that there would be enough habitat within the home rangs of the female. They also Judged 
that crown closure should equal or exceed fifty percent. Besearch papers indicate that areas with a 
low percent crown closure receive little or no “se by marten. Therefore, to ensure an adequate crown 
chs”re, * minim”m requirement of 50% closure was selected 

&search shows that marten require dead and down material for foraging, cover, and dennmg. Six 
down logs/acre (Burke 1982) was selected as the minimum down material requirement. The number 
and size of snags required was selected to ensure that the amount of down material was achwed 
The specifications for marten habitat are summarized in Table H-7 

Irwin (1987) noted that the MB guidelines contained an implied hypothesis that 160~acre areas would 
meet reproductive and winter range needs, and that marten would uss broader areas contaming a mix 
of less suitable habitat types at other times He concluded that monitoring and research could provide 
appropriate tests of this hypothesis. 

Alternative Ways of Meeting the Management Requirement for Pileated 
Woodpecker and Marten 

On the Siuslaw National Forest, mature conifer habitat is defined as a stand of predonunantly conifers 
which are over 80 years old 

Habitat areas for marten and pile&xl woodpeckers were mapped “sing Regional spacing, size, and 
habitat suitabiity criteria Marten sites were located every 4,000 to 5,000 acres and pileated woodpecker 
sites every 12,000 to 13,000 acres. 

Whenever possible, sites were placed within Wilderness and other Congressionally designated areas, 
spotted owl habitat areas (SOHAs) and in areas of reduced harvest levels, wherever these met habitat 
quality and distribution requirements The total number of sites mpiired for management changed 
from those shown in the Supplement to the DEIS, due primarily to overlap with the new SOHA network 

Table H-8 summarizes the number of mature conifer sites for pil&ed woodpecker and marten located 
by unsuitable and suitable land The total areas for marten include taking credit for marten habitat in 
pileated woodpecker and spotted owl areas; the total for pileated woodpecker includes the pileated 
habitat m owl areas Some forest plan alternatives may have more sites than those shown in Table 
H-8. 
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Table H-8. Mature Conifer Habitat Sites Needed to Meek MFU 

Once the mmimum number of habitat sites was determined using Regional spacing and habitat suitability 
specifications, the Forest considered two options for providing mature conifer habltat. One was to 
dedicate the requned number of acres of suitable habItat in each site. These areas would not be managed 
for timber productma and would be expected to remain m suitable habltat conditmn for at least five 
decades. The second option was to manage timber stands on a larger area in order to harvest timber 
and produce replacement stands over time. 

Alternative 1: Managed Sites 

Sites occurring on smtable timber land are managed on a loo-year rotation Analysis was conducted 
for a variety of rotation ages ranging from 80 to 130 years. A rot&on length of 100 years was selected 
over other rotation lengths because It achvwxl higher timber sale quantittes while meetmg the mature 
conifer habitat con&tion requrements Information on thm analysis is available m Forest planning 
records, “Management of Wildlife Habttats” (July, 1985) 

Twenty pleated woodpecker sites and 48 marten s&es overlapped with areas that were unsmtable or 
not appropriate for timber production The remaining 25 pile&xl woodpecker sites and 69 marten 
skes were modeled in FOFPLAN by assigmng those analysis areas (or portions thereof) to the mature 
conifer prescription, wbmh harvests timber on a loo-year rot&on Managed habitat areas for the 
pileated woodpecker m&de a core of 300 acres in size which must be mature at any point m time 
Managed habitat areas for the marten mclude a core of 160 acres of mature comfer. 

FORPLAN was constramed to provide mature comfer on at least 18,540 acres of suitable timber land 
at any one time Ths required approximately 39,000 acres to be harvested on loo-year rotatmns, 
rather than at some earlier rot&on age such as 60-70 years. 

Management of mature conifer sites assumes that exlstmg stands can be harvested as other stands 
grow into a mature conifer condition to replace them. If replacement stands fail to develop deswed 
structural charactenstws (i.e., large diameter snags and down mater&) as predicted, mature conifer 
habitat would either be lost for a period of time or further delay in harvesting the existing mature 
comfer stands would cccm 

Alternative 2: Dedicated Sites 

Under a dedvxted mature conifer strategy, the reqmrsd amount of mature conifer is withdrawn from 
timber production Dedication of mature comfer s&s has the advantage. that the locatmn of the stand 
does not change over time, making implementation less comphcated. Deduxtmn also assures that 
desired structural characteristics will be available for wldbfe There may be some risk of loss of individual 
stands through catastrophe 
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Analysis of olqlortuni~ costs 

Table H-9 displays the opportunity costs associated with the two ways of meeting the management 
mquxement for marten and pile&xl woodpecker. ASQ and PNV are each about 1% higher when mature 
conifer habitat sites am managed on a long rotation compamd to dedicating areas Similar conditions 
may not exist on other National Forests. Table H-9 compares the first decade changes in PNV and 
-‘=Q associated with each of these alternatives when applied to the PNV Benchmark. 

Table H-9. Opportunity Cost of Alternative Ways of Meeting the Mature Conifer MR 
, 

First decade 
Allowable Sale 1 chanpe ill 1 Present Net 1 Chan,?ein 

Quantity 
MMCF/Yr 

(MMBFIYr) I 

I PNV Benchmark ~nth no protection 93 9 
I - I 

166 0 
I 

._ 
measures (509 0) 

Opportunity Cost --Approximate loss or reduction 

opportunity cb8.t of Altemattw I: 
. Lang B&&on Management -3 0 

GM 2) 
-3% -212 -4% 

-4% -347 -5% 

,F,YE = TvUhon board feet&ear MM$ = Mdhns of dollars 
ot basla 

Consequences of the Alternative Ways of Meeting the Management Requirements 

Populations of p&&xl woodpeckers and marten would not be expected to differ significantly under 
either alternative. Both would maintain the same amount and distribution of habitat. There are, however, 
differences in the opportunity costs, as long rotation of habitat areas would have the least impact on 
timber outputs and PNV (Table H-9). 

Rationale for the Selected Method 

The Siuslaw National Forest chose to provide mature conifer habltat by managing sites occurring on 
suitable timber land on a loo-year rot&on. Thu alternative achieves the desired habltat mth the 
least effect on timber outputs and is an economically efficient way of meeting the management 
requirement. 

Implications for Forest Plan Alternatives 

The analysis of opportunity costs of selected means of pileat. woodpecker and marten protection 
displayed in Appendii H are gross PNV and ASQ effects caused by the select&d implement&on methods 
based on the PNVbenchmark. The costs do not reflect any overlap that may occur amongimplementatmn 
methods where lands selected for p&x&d woodpecker and marten habitat also meet other objectives 
on lands smtable for timber harvest. 
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Plan alternatives are designed to address public issues As a result, most alternatives, including the 
preferred alternative, incorporate ObJectives for retention of mature timber for a van&y of reasons, 
including wildlife, scenery, and recreational purposes. Marten and pileated woodpecker areas overlap 
mth areas selected for other purposes (such as unroaded recreation areas and special interest areas) 
wherever these meet habitat suitability and dltnbution requirements Consequently, pdeated woodpecker 
and marten opportumty costs for many of the alternatives will be less than that shown in Table H-9 

Role of Monitoring and Research 

The Forest Momtoring Plan (Forest Plan, Chapter V) calls for monitoring populations and habitats of 
pileated woodpeckers and marten. At the scheduled five year renew, this data will be consIdered in 
determimng the suitabiiily and effectiveness of the selected way for meeting the management 
requirement for viable populations This is important for validating the appropriateness of the selected 
modeling assumptions. 

Information needs for both marten and pileated woodpecker include 

1. Dxqersal dzstances: 
a How far can juvemles successfully disperse? 
b As habitat becomes mcreasmgly fragmented, what is the abiity of dispersing individuals 

to locate habitat islands? 
c. What effect does the size of habitat s&s have on the ability of dqeming individuals to 

locate these sites? 

2. Size of the mature conifer habitat &es 
a. Occupancy and use of habitat sites, particularly as the sites become more isolated 
b Reproductive success mthin habitat sites 
c Home range size in fragmented forests 

3. Utilization and reproductive success of marten and pile&& woodpeckers in mature conifer 
s&s managed on a loo-year rotation (i e , are managed sites meeting habitat needs as compared 
to natural stands) 

4 Populatmn density, home range size and diitnbution of marten in western Oregon 

Specifications for Habitat Requirements for Northern Spotted Owl 

Specific Regional directmn for the northern spotted owl IS found in the Final Supplement to the 
Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) for an Amendment to the Pacific Northwest Regmnal Gmde 
released in August, 1988 The Supplement was prepared, in response to an appeal of the R-6 Regional 
Gmde, to address planning direction for spotted owl habitat management Standards and guidelmes 
adopted as a result of the Supplement will be used by Natmnal Forests in the Region to meet the 
management requirement to maintain viable populations of spotted owls 

The Final SEIS was prepared after a series of public meetings and study of the nearly 42,000 comments 
received on the Draft Supplement lssusd in the summer of 1986. A summary of the analysis of public 
comments, substantive comments, and copies of letters received from government agencies and elected 
ofticlals can be found in Appendii G of the Final SEIS. 

The Forest Service preferred alternative (Alt. F) designates SOHAs to contam a variable amount of 
suitable habltat by physiographic province based on location of owl pairs and locatmn of habitat in 
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lands unsuitable for timber production. Current distribution of habitat on lands unsuitable for timber 
production is evaluated for adequacy of distribution Areas are then designated on lands suitable for 
timber production if they are needed to meet distrlbutlon standards 

Standards and guidelines for the Forest Service preferred alternative are briefly summarized here. 
Chapter 2 of the Final Supplement should bs reviewed for a detailed desrription of the dmxtmn. These 
Regional Standards and Guidelines provide specifications or standards for achievement of management 
requl~ments for northern spotted owls 

1. Amount of Suitable Habitat in Designated Habitat Areas - Designated habitat areas shall 
contain the following amount of suitable habitat in the Oregon Coast Ran@ physiographic province 
2000 acme, 1.5 miles fmm ne&...Habitat shall - as one contiguous stand if possible or, as a 300-acre 
stand containing the known or suspected nest site with the remaining habitat as contiguous ss possible. 
Each stand &all be larger than 60 acres. 

2. Spacing of Designated Habitat Areas - Designate habitat areas where: greater than 6 m&s 
separates areas which occur in mssrvd lands or in lands unsuited for timber pmductlon, and which 
are capable of supporting less than three breeding pairs of spotted owls, or where greater than 12 
miles separates such arees capable of supporting three or more palm. 

3. Location of Designated Habitat Areas - Designate habitat areas on lands suitable for timber 
production only as needed to meet spacmg standards. 

4. Priority for Locating Designated Areas - Priority for locating designated areas follows status 
of occupancy by spotted owls: highest priority to locations with venfkd occupancy by spotted owl pans, 
next highest to locations with confirmed sigbtmgs of owls; lowest pnonty to locations where only the 
smtabiity or potential smtabiily of habitat is known 

5. Management of Habitat - Habitat can be managed through prescriptions for no scheduled timber 
harvest or through prexriptioas for uneven or even-aged hanrest under an extended mtation to meet 
the standard for amount of suitable habitat within the ares Pmxriptions to bs used and where they 
will apply shall be specified m the Forest Plans. 

6. Identification of Suitable Habitat - Suitable habitat shall be ident&d in Forest Plans according 
to the general definition in the spotted owl Final Supplement and with concurrence by the Regmnal 
Forester 

Alternative Ways of Meeting the Management Requirement for Northern 
Spotted Owl 

The Forest considered two ways or means for provxhng spotted owl habitat. One 1s to dedicate the 
required number of scms of suitable habitat m each site. These areas would not be managed for timber 
pmduction and would be expected to remain m suitable habitat over time The second way is to manage 
timber stands thmugb long rotations in order to produce replacement stands over time The Siuslaw 
National Forest chose to provide spotted owl habitat by dedicatmg the required amount of habitat 

Alternative 1: Dedicated Sites 

Under a dedicated habitat strategy, each acre of spotted owl habitat is withdrawn from timber production 
Dedication of existing stands assures that desired structural characteristics will be avmlable, but may 
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nsk loss of indindual stands through catastrophe or decay Recent btsraturs on old-growth suggests 
thii risk is much less than cnxe thought. 

Alternative 2: Managed Sites 

Management of sites assumes that misting old growth stands can bs harvested as other stands grow 
mto an old growth con&&m to replace them Delay in harvesting the emsting old-growth stands would 
occur if replacement stands fal to develop desired structural characteristics on schedule. Management 
of old growth on a harvest basis and replacing it removes structural characteristics important to 
old-growth and may hasten the decline of the residual stand (Franklm 1981). Analysis comparing the 
effects of managing for a variety of mtatmn ages is documented in the planmng records, Forest 
Supervisor’s Offlce, corvalbs, Oregon 

Analysis of Opportunity Costs 

The opportutllty costs of designatmg the habitat areas (selected method) and managing the habitat in 
long mtatmn 1s &played in Table H-10 The two alternative ways of providing spotted owl habitat 
were evaluated on the basis of 22 2,000-acre &es After adjustments for overlap of spotted owl habItat 
mth Congressionally dssignatsd areas, 44,300 acres of tentatwely suitable timber land wars needed to 
meet the management Standards and Guidelines for northern spotted owl discussed in the SEIS 

Table H-10. Opportunity Cost of Alternative Ways of Meeting the Spotted Owl MR(u 

First decade 
AUowable Sale Change in Present Net Change m 

QUWtitY Allovz~hle sale Value Present Net 
MMCFNr Quantity (1, mM$) V&E 

(MMBFNr) 

PNV Benchmark mth no pmtectm 939 766 0 . . 
lIESSUES (509 0) 

Opportunity Cost -- Approximate loss cw reduction 

opportunity cost of AltenIatiL!e 1: -10 0 -11% -35 0 -11% 
. Dedmtmg HabItat (-54 5) 

opportunfty Cost ofAlternatfw2: -10 9 -12% -140 2 -13% 
. Managrng HabItat on LoaS Rotatmn (-53 9) 

MMCF/YR = M&on mbzc f&war MMBF/YFi = Mdbon board feet/year MM$ = Mdhcm of dollars 
(1) Based on 2,000.acre SOHA4 

Consequences of the Alternative Ways of Meeting the Management Requirements 

Populations of spotted owls would not be expectsd to differ significantly under any of the different 
ways considered to meet the management requirement. There are, however, dlffersnces in the opportumty 
costs (Table H-10). 

Rationale for the Selected Method 

The Siuslaw National Forest chme to provide spotted owl habltat by dedicating habitat &es This 
alternatwe achieves the desmd habitat with the least effect on timber outputs and is an economically 
efficient way of meetmg the management requirement 
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The dedicated habitat approach has the advantage that the location of the habitat site does not change 
over time, making implementation lees complicated than continuously relocating the habitat site as 
the stands are harvested and replaced 

Implications for Forest Plan Alternatives 

The analysis of opportunity costs of selected means of spotted owl protection displayed in Appendix H 
ape gmes PNV and ASQ effects caused by the selected implementation methods based on the PNV 
benchmark. The costs do not reflect any overlap that may occur among implementation methods where 
lands selected for spotted owl habitat also meet other wildlife, scenery or recreation objectives on lands 
suitable for timber harvest in response to public issues. 

Plan alternatives are designed to address public issues. As a result must alternatives, including the 
preferred alternative, incorporate objectives for retention of old-growth and mature timber for a van&y 
of reasons, including wildlife, visual, and recreational purposes. To the extent possible, spotted owl 
habitat areas will be overlapped with areas selected for other purposes (such as unmadsd recreation 
areas, special interest areas and other lands determined inappropriate for timber production) wherever 
these meet habitat suitability and distribution requinnnents. Consequently, spotted owl opportunity 
costs for many of the alternatives will be lees than that shown in the Appendix H analysis 

Role of Monitoring and Research 

The Forest Mcautoring Plan (Forest Plan, Chapter VJ calls for monitoring populations and habitats of 
spotted owls. 

The Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement to the Regional Guide (Appendix D) identifies 
specific monitoring and -I& needs and describes how the information will be obtained. Intensive 
mnventory, monitoring, and research being conducted by the Spotted Owl F&search, Development, and 
Application Program will provide new information This should allow an opportunity to re-evaluate 
and possibly adjust management dnwtion within 5 years 
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SPOTTED OWL AND MATURE 
CONIFER HABITAT SITES 

This appendix shows the locatmns of northern spotted owl habltat areas (SOHAs) outmde of reserved 
lands. One map shows the sites for Alternatives A, B, B(Dep), C, and D, m these alternatwes 22 SOHAs 
are assigned; this represents the Management Rqnrement level Another map shows the locations 
for 29 SOHAs m Alternative E(PA), a third shows the 25 SOHAs in Alternative F, a fourth map shows 
the 27 SOHAs in AltarnatIve G; and the fifth map shows the 37 SOHA locations in Alternative H. In 
all of these alternatives, each SOHA IS approxnnately 2,000 acres. (Alternatwe NC did not ldentlfy 
any specific spotted habltat, so no map is shown ) Thii mformation supplements the discussion of the 
spotted owl m Chapters II and IV 

Also shown are the locations of 25 mature comfer habitat sites Identified for both pilsatad woodpecker 
and marten habitat and 69 mature conifer habitat sites identified for marten habitat to mast management 
requirements These sites prowde habitat in addition to reserved lands and SOHAs Number of sites 
and acreage of each site varies by alternatwe and is detied m FEIS Chapter II. Thm information 
supplements related discussions in FEIS Chapters II and IV 
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FIGURE I-l SPOTTED OWL HABITAT AREAS IN ALTERNATIVES A, B, B(DEP), C AND D 
(Management Requirement level, 22 SOHAs) 
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FIGTJRE I-3. SPOTTED OWL HABITAT AREAS IN ALTERNATIVE F 
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FIGURE I-4 SPOTTED OWL HABITAT AREAS IN ALTERNATIVE G 
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FIGURE I-5. SPOTTED OWL HABITAT AREX IN ALTFXNATIVES H 
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FIGURE I-6. MATURE CONIFER HABITAT AREAS TO MEET MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 
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BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

DEFINITIONS 

Nonpoint sc~urces refers to diffuse or unconfined sources of pollutmn where wastes can either enter 
mto, or ba conveyed by the movement of water to, public waters (Oregon Water Quality Standards, 
340-41-007(17)) Silvicultural sources, such as erosmn from a harvest umt or surface erosmn from a 
road, are consldered nonpomt sources 

Best Management Practices are defined as “methods, measures, or practices selected by an agency 
to meat its nonpomt source control needs BMPs include, but are not hmlted to, structural and 
nonstructural controls, operatmns, and mamtenance procedures BMPs can be apphed before, during, 
and after pollutmn-producing activities to reduce or eliminate the mtroductmn of pollutants mto racewmg 
waters ” (40 CFR 130 2, EPA Water Quahty Standards Regulation ) 

Usually BMPs are applied as a system of practices rather than as a smgle practice BMPs are selected 
on the basis of site-spemfic condztions that reflect natural background condltmns and politwxl, social, 
economic, and techmcal feasibiiity. (EPA Interagency Nonpomt Task Force, 1985 ) 

BIG’s are basmally a preventatwe rather than an enforcement system BMPs are a whole management 
and planning system in relation to sound water quality goals, mcludmg both broad policy and site-specific 
prescriptmns. 

INTRODUCTION 

Best Management Practices ara the primary mechamsm to enable the achievement of water quality 
standards (Environmental Protection Agency, 1987 ) BMPs will be selected and tailored for mte-specific 
conditmns to arrive at the proJect-level BIvIPs for the protection of water quahty The process for 
determining appropriate BMPs, and for ensuring their lmplementatmn at both the Forest Plan and 
Project level, is described Following is a descnption of the methods and procedures that ~11 be used 
to control or prevent nonpomt sources of p&&on from resource management activities and to ensure 
compliance wth the. 

Clean Water Act of 1972, as amended (19’77 and 1987) 

Sectmn 319 of the Clean Water Act Amendments of 1987 requires that the States determme those 
waters that will not meet the goals of the Act, to determme those nonpomt source actlvltles that are 
contributing pollutmn, and to develop a process of determmmg BMPs to reduce such pollution to the 
“maximum extent pm&cable ” This Appendix is designed to fulfill the mtent of the reqmrements of 
Section 319. 
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Memorandum of Understanding 

The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality and U.S Department of Agriculture Forest Service 
(2/12/79 and 12/7/82), and “Attachments A and B” referred to in this MOU (Implementation Plan for 
Water Quabty Planning on National Forest Lands in the Pacific Northwest 12/78, and Best Management 
Practices for Range and Grazing Activities on Federal Lands, respectively). 

The EPA has certified the Oregon Forest Practices Act as BMPs The State of Oregon compared Forest 
Service practices with these State practices and concluded that Forest Service practices meet or exceed 
State requirements As State practices change, comparisons are made to ascertam that Forest Service 
practices meet or exceed these changes Monitormg and evaluation will determme the need for changes 
in BMPs and/or State standards 

Forest Serwe management practices will meet, as a minimum, the substantive Stats BMP reqmrements, 
and other conslderatmns required by the National Forest Management Act (NFMA) and other authorities, 
for the protection of the soil and water resources. 

The general BMPs described herein are action-initiating mechanisms which call for the development 
of detaded, site-specific BMP prescriptions to protect beneficial uses and meet water quabty ObJectlves. 
They are developed as part of the NEPA process, with interdisciplinary mvolvement by a team of 
indwiduals that represent several areas of pmfessional knowlsdge, learning, and/or skill appropriate 
for the issues and concerns identified. BMPs also m&de such requirements as Forest Service manual 
direction, contract prows~ons, environmental documents, and Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines 
Inherent in prescribing project-level management requirements is recognition of specific water quality 
objectives which BMPs are desIgned to achieve 

BMP IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 

In cooperation with the State, the primary strategy for the prevention and control of nonpomt sources 
1s based on the implementation of BMPs determined necessary for the protectma of the identified 
beneficial uses 

The objective is to identify the most practical means of attamlng water quality objectives Water quality 
objectwes mclude water quality measures that adequately reflect the needs of ldentifled beneficial 
uses 

The Forest Servxce Nonpoint Source Management System consists of: 

1 Selection and deslga of BiXE’s based on site-specific conditions, techmcal, economic and 
institutional fsaslbdity, and the water quality standards of those waters potentially impacted 

2 Implementation and enforcement of BMPs. 

3 Monitoring to ensure that practices are correctly applied as desIgned 

4 Momtormg to determme the effectiveness of practices in meeting design expectations and in 
attaining water quahty standards 
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5 Evaluation of momtonng results and n&g&ion where necessary to mmnnrze nnpacts from 
activities where BMPs do not perform as expected. 

6 Adjustment of BMP design standards and application when it 1s found that beneficial uses are 
not being protected and water quality standards are not bang achieved to the desired level. 
Evaluahon of the appropriateness of water quality criteria to reasonably assure protection of 
beneflcml uses. Conslderatmn of recommending adjustment of water quality standards. 

BMP Selection and Design - Step 1 

Potential concerns are identified, e g , water quality, as part of the NEPA process for environmental 
analysis Pubbc notas are rllspersed invlttng comment and participation m the process Alternatwes 
are developed to address potentw.l problems and to accomplish project objectives 

Environmental Analysis 

Each alternative is evaluated for iti potential effect on different resources, including water From this 
analysis, a preferred alternative is identified, along with the measures (BMPs) needed to reduce nsk 
and mcrease the potential for success 

Documentation 

Au Enwonmental Assessment (EA) or Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 1s developed wth a 
declsmn notice and includes requwed measures (BMPs). 

Water quahty standards are used as objectives toward whxh practtces are desIgned to protect beneficial 
“SW 

Appropriate BMPs are selected for each pro@ by an interdisciplinary team BMP selection and desrgn 
are dictated by water quahty ObJectlvw, soils, topography, geology, vegetation, climate, econonucs, 
institutional constramts, etc. Environmental effects and water quality protection options are evaluated 
and a range of practvxs 1s considered A final set of practvxs are selected that not only protect beneiic~al 
uses, but meet other resource needs These final selected practices constitute the BMPs 

The selected BMPs, an estunate of them effectweness, and a plan for monitonng them is included m 
the project EA or EIS The site-specific BMP prescrtptions are normally mcluded m proJect nnplementa- 
tion plans, but may also be Included m the body or appendix of a project environmental document 

BMF’ Implementation and Enforcement - Steps 2 and 3 

The site-specific BMP prescnptmns are taken from plan-to-ground by a combmatmn of project layout 
and resource specialists (hydrc@sts, tish bmlogtsts, soil scientists, foresters, geologxsts, etc ) Fmal 
adJustmenta to fit the BMP prescnptions to the site are made before implementing the resource actlvlty 

When the resource actwty (e g , tnuber harvest or road construction) begms, timber sale admuustrators, 
engineenng representatives, resouxw specialists, and others ensure that the BMPs are nuplemented 
according to plan A smular nnplementatmn process 1s used for other resource actvntles (range 
management, mining, etc ) on National Forests 
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BMP IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 

BMP nnplementation monitoring is done before, during, and after resource actwity implementation 
This monitoring answers the question: Did we do what we said we were going to do? Some examples 
of implementation monitonng for a streamside management unit BMP prescription may be: 

1. Before Project - Check riparmn a- along streams to see if layout meets the objectives of 
the BMP prescription, or if proposed mad cmssings of streams are properly located and designed 
per estimates made during the environmental analysis 

2. During Project: check to see that timber fullers understand marking prescription for timber 
to be felled in the riparian area. The timber sale administrator also observes on-going harvest 
operations to see if the activity meets the objectives defined in the project plan 

3. After Project - Measure canopy st- shading to see if the amount specified in the BMP 
prescription was retained. Monitor a beneficial use of the water to determine a change or trend 
in use. 

Enforcement ls carried out prnnarily through informal project reviews and contractual enforcement 
e g , timber sale contract, grazing or special use pernut, etc. 

Contract enforcement is a more formal method used to achieve desired results Normally, each project 
1.s assigned a person as a contracting officer For timber sales, that person is called a timber sale 
administrator. The pm$!ct is routinely monitored to ensure that practices are bemg carried out in the 
manner and method prescribed in the contract, permit, etc. When a contractor or permittee is not in 
comphance, they can be held in breach with penalties (eg, bond forfeiture) until remedies are 
implemented. 

Often during the course of an activity, adJustmats in project methods are made if unsatisfactory 
results are occuring or may occur. This can often result m a contract nwhticatmn (as in the case of a 
timber sale). 

BMP Monitoring - Step 4 

Once BMPs have been implemented, further monitoring ls done to evaluate their effectiveness. BMF’ 
“effectiveness monitoring” answers the question: Are BMPs effectively meeting management objectives 
for protection of water quality? 

Water quahty standards are the “yardstick” agamst which the effectiveness is tested If, through objective 
momtoring, BMPs do not meet prescribed objectives, then information ls awlable to modify either 
the BMPs for future management, or the objectives, or both 

The natural variability of water quality under unmanaged conditions is an important factor that will 
be considered during the monitoring and evaluation Additionally, effectiveness monitoring will include 
measurement against land management objectives as well as water quality objectives 

Some examples of the types of BMP effectiveness monitoring to be conducted mclude: 

1. Measurement of stream temperatures to see if the rlparlan prescriptions in a watershed are 
maintmning water temperature 
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BMP IMPLEiKENTATION PROCESS 

2 Storm period survallance motlltonng of a road system to see if mad rocking is effectwely 
preventing road surface erosion 

The monitoring and evaluation section of the Forest Plan (Chapter 5) describes how momtonng of 
BMPs wdl ensure an appropriate sample size. Once a specific project 1s designed, a site-specific monitonng 
plan may be developed Results of monitoring should be shared with State and local agencies and be 
made available to the public. Monitoring design, sampling, and laboratory analyses ml1 be coordinated 
to ensure they are compatable. 

BMP Evaluation and Adjustment - Steps 5 and 6 

The techmcal evaluation/monitoring described above will determine how effectwely BIG’s protect 
water quality If the evaluation mdicates that water quality objectives are not being met and/or beneficml 
uses do not appear to be receivmg adequate protection, corrective a&on wll consider the following 
three components: 

1. The BMP - Is It techmcally sound? Is It really best, or is there a better practice which is technically 
sound and feasible to implement? 

2. The Implementation Program or Processes - Was the BMP applied entirely as deslgned? 
Was it only partially implemented? Were personnel, equipment, funds, or traming lackmg which 
resulted in nmdequate or incomplete nnplementatlon? 

3. The Water Quality Standards -Are the water quality standards realistic? They mclude numerw 
and narrative criteria that, when exceeded, are assumed to indicate detrimental impacts on 
beneficial uses They are intended to provide a benchmark for evaluating harm to beneficial 
“SW 

Assessing the applicability of the standards is a responsibility of the State. The Forest 
Service will provide information to the State to address the following types of questions. 

l Do the standards describe the conditvms necessary for protecting beneficial uses? 

l Are standards higher or lower than that necessary for protecting beneficial uses? 

l Do the standards reflect the natural variability occurring within the natural and human-affected 
ecosysteln~ 

l Do the parameters and cnteria that constitute water quality standards adequately reflect (are 
they sensltwe enough) human-induced changes to water quality and beneficml uses? 
Bullet description 

“Validation” monltonng may be needed to make this assessment. The purpose of validation monitoring 
is to answer the question whether standards, coefiicwnts, requirements, and wdelines are appropriate 
to meet objectwes, e g , protect beneficial uses 

1. Did the change in timentation nnpact the fish populatum? 
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GENERAL BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

2. Did the sod compactmn effect tree gmwth? 

Vahdatmn Monitoring will need to be closely coordinated with or, in some casss, conducted by research. 
It may mquire the establishment of permanent research plots or administrative studs This kmd of 
monitoring will be very limit&d and will mqmre coordination to select projects with broad application 
and to prevent duplication Only those coefficients and standards that are not reasonably validated by 
existing research or documentation should be candidates for this monitoring 

Corrective action may be initiated once the reason for failing to achieve the management ObJectives 1s 
determined. The management practice may have to be changed, the water quality objectives mud&d, 
or both 

Training 

National Forest personnel mvolved with project location, design, layout, administration, and mamtenance 
activities will receive BMP training. The training will consist of BMP definition and intent, as well as 
on the mure technical aspects of planning, implement&on, monitoring, and evaluation 

GENERAL BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

Individual, general Best Management Practices are described in General Water Quahty B&Management 
Practzces, Pacific Northwest Region, 11/88. This provides guidance, but 1s not a due&on document. 
Also included m this document is a description of the process, and limitations and use of these BMPs 
Each BMP listed includes the Title, ObJectives, Explanation, Implementation and Respons~bdity, and 
Monitormg. Evaluations of *b&y to implement and estimated effectiveness are made at the project 
level 

Example: 

General BMP T-6. 

Title - Limiting the Operating Period of Timber Sale Activities. 

Objective - To ensure that the Purchaser conducts operations in a timely manner, within the time 
peral specified in the Tnnber Sale Contract (TSC) 

Explanation - The TSC specifies a Normal Operating Season, during which, operations may generally 
pmxed without resource damage Operations are permitted outside the Normal Operating Season 
only when they can be conducted without damage to acal, water, and other resources Where deternnned 
to be necessary through the environmental analysis, the TSC will limit operations to specific periods 
or weather conditions Operations are not permitted to continue if damage will occur 

Implementation & Responsibility - Lnnited operating periods are identified and recommended 
during the Tnnber Sale Planning Process by the interdisciplinary team and followed through the hfe 
of the timber sale primardy by the Sale Administrator 
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SPECIFIC BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

Ability to implement - Add at project level. 

Effectiveness - Add at project level 

Monitoring - Dunng implementatmn of tunber sale actn&es by the Sale Administrator, Forest Semce 
Representative (FSR), engineers, and watershed specmhsts Also see Forest Plan monitormg plan, 
Chapter 5, monitonng plan item Water F&source Monitoring. 

SPECIFIC BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

Not all of the general BMPs liited will normally apply to a gwen project, and there may be specific 
BMPs which are not represented by a general BMP in this document. These specific BMPs are the 
Standards and Guidelines lilted m Chapter IV of the Forest Plan and Append= D of the FEIS. 

The sensitivity of the project determines the need for the spa& BIKP prexnptions in the EA/EIS or 
in the sale/proJect plan, or m the analysis files 
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